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Captain jHopwood. 'R^H

jO\v these are the £aws of the c
T2avy,

Unwritten and varied they be;

And he that is wise will observe them,

Going down in his ship to the sea.

As naught may outrun the destroyer,

Even so with the law and its grip,

Por the strength of the ship is the Service,

And the strength of the Service, the ship.

So shall thou, lest perchance thou grow wean

In the uttermost parts of the sea,

"Pray for leave, for the good of the Service,

As much and as oft as may be.

Count not upon certain promotion,

'But rather to gain it aspire;

though the sight-line end on the target,

Chere cometh, perchance, a miss-fire.

If ye win through an Arctic ice floe,

Unmentioned at home in the 'Press,

"Heed it not, no man seeth the piston,

"But it driveth the ship none the less.

Cake heed what ye say of your seniors,

'Be your words spoken softly or plain,

£est a bird of the air tell the matter,

And so ye shall hear it ac^ain.

Canst follow the track of the dolphin

Or tell where the sea swallows roam;

lOhere leviathan taketh his pastime;

lOhat ocean he calleth his home?

If ye labour from morn until even'

And meet with reproof for your toil,

It is well— that the guns be humbled,

Che compressor must check the recoil.

Even so with the words of thy seniors,

And the orders those words shall convey.

Every law is as naught beside this one—
'"Ghou shall not criticise, but obey!"

On the strength of one link in the cable,

'Dependeth the might of the chain.

lOho knows when thou mayest be tested ?

So live that thou bearest the strain!

U^hen the ship that is tired returneth,

IPith the signs of the sea showing plain,

Cftcn place her in dock for a season,

And her speed she reneweth aaain.

Saith the wise, " J-(ow may I know their purpos-

<Ghen acts without wherefore or why.

Stays the fool but one moment to question,

And the chance of his life passeth by.

Do they growl? It is well: be thou silent,

So that work goeth forward amain;

£o, the gun throws her shot to a hair's breath

And shouteth, yet none shall complain.



the Slav
Do they growl and the work be retarded?

is ill, speak, whatever their rank;

half-loaded gun also shouteth,

'But can she pierce armor with blank?

So thou, when thou nearest promotion,

And the peak that is gilded is nigh,

Give heed to thy words and thine actions,

£est others be wearied thereby.

i the funnels make war with the paintwork?

'Do the decks to the cannon complain?

Tlay, they know that some soap or a scraper

Unites them as brothers again.

It is ill for the winners to worry,

Cake thy fate as it comes with a smile,

And when thou art safe in the harbour

Chey will envy, but may not revile.

So ye, being J-ieads of Departments,

Do your growl with a smile on your lip,

:st ye strive and in anger be parted,

And lessen the might of your ship.

Uncharted the rocks that surround thee,

Cake heed that the channels thou learn,

£est thy name serve to buoy for another

Chat shoal, the Courts-CDartial "Return.

: think, in a moment of anger,

'Cis well with thy seniors to fight?

Chey prosper, who burn in the morning,

Che letters they wrote over-night.

though Armour, the belt that protects her,

Che ship bears the scar on her side;

It is well if the court acquit thee;

It were best hadst thou never been tried.

"or some there be, shelved and forgotten,

fQith nothing to thank for their fate,

. j that (on a half-sheet of foolscap),

IDhich a fool '"J-lad the honor to state—."

Tlow these are the £aws of the T2avy,

Unwritten and varied they be;

And he that is wise will observe them,

Goin^ down in his ship to the sea.

.eem that thy vessel needs gilding,

And the dockyard forbear to supply;

'Place thy hand in thy pocket and gild her,

Chere be those who have risen thereby.

As the wave rises clear to the hawse pipe,

IDashes aft, and is lost in the wake.

So shall ye drop astern, all unheeded,

Such time as the law ye forsake.

If the fairway be crowded with shipping,

'Beating homeward the harbour to win.

is meet that, lest any should suffer,

Che steamers pass cautiously in.

Tlow these are the Caws of the T2avy

And many aiad mighty are they.

'But the hull and the deck and the keel

And the truck of the law is— O'BE^f.
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Bu tlte Jlcuuti aj tke J\l<W4f

Since tlte day, we were born, we have been under the guardianship of the law.

That it can punish became painfully evident when Dad first applied force of slipper to

seat of trousers for our violation of a home rule. But our law also acts as a guide to

civilized living and as a safeguard of our rights. It is the cornerstone of organized so-

ciety, based on the Golden Rule, constructed by the desire of the majority of thinking

men to guard the rights of all. Our law's purpose is simple—to ensure to everyone the

rights of civilized living without the fear of their unjustified removal. Our Constitution

was originally set forth, among other reasons, to establish justice in these United States.

Similarly the Four Freedoms were promulgated to emancipate the world from oppres-

sion. There are times when a gang of criminals, local or international, threatens the

common law of decency. We fight today to enforce that law for ourselves and the

world at large.

One. day we- tn&ded our civil rights and civilian clothes for the U.S. Naval Acad-

emy Regulations and the midshipman's uniform. From that day on we underwent the

subtle transformation from civilians to Naval officers under the surveillance of the

Academy Regulations. At times the Reg book was a hard taskmaster; it had to be. Its

most difficult job was to harness us to the routine life of the Academy, to teach us to

account for our actions, and to help us learn self-discipline. In the Navy, geared for

war and spirited action, a slip can be fatal. The Reg book had to indoctrinate us with

that fact often and with lasting impression. The hours of punishment awarded us for

shortcomings and misdeeds remain one of our most poignant memories. But our Reg

book, though hard, was fair. We perceived that clearly when we became its agents, ad-

ministering its law as we stood junior officer watches with sword and white gloves.

^Attention to- tUe Anticlei for the government of the United States Navy.'

Each Sunday morning, the Regimental Adjutant recited to us a portion of those articles,

the basis of naval law. They are the origin of U. S. Navy Regulations, the comprehen-

sive, inclusive legal code of the Navy, the backbone of Naval Courts and Boards, the

source of court martial and board of inquiry procedure. Navy Regulations furnish

instructions and advice on any subject that we may encounter in our Naval careers.

There is another source of Naval law, or at least Naval horse sense. It is "The Laws

of the Navy," by Captain Hopwood of the Royal Navy. That little poem contains the

best possible counsel for sea-faring men—common sense. Because we believe that law,

the cornerstone of all society, civil or Naval, is nothing more than common sense

couched in legal phraseology, and because we maintain that the most vital need in the

world today is common sense, we dedicate the 1946 Luckv Bag to the "LAWS OF THE
NAVY."
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-"~~^—'~' i u ANNOUNCEMENT THAT launched the 1946

(^0 c ") LUCKY BAG boomed through the Mess Hall

^

—

^ one evening in early February: "The Com-

mandant has approved the election of the following offi-

cers for the 1946 LUCKY BAG: D. G. Iselin, Editor;

\ C. Braseth, Business Manager." Immediately the two

tackled their work in order to produce the best 'Bag" in

the history ot the Regiment. Thev conferred on bids bv

printers, engravers, and photographers; they concurred

on the happy selection of Jahn and Oilier to engrave the

pictures. Thomsen-Ellis-Hutton to print the book, and

[oseph Schiff to take the photographs. At the same time,

Don those his assistants. He selected Chan Beach, "Jig-

[ig" Collins, and Ed Sheehy for his trio of right-hand men

and assigned the various divisions of the book to his

section editors.

\s soon as the staff determined the contents of our

book. Hartley Bancroft had the Academy scene popping

with Hash bulbs, furnishing pictorial records of our three

years by the Severn. Bancroft and his photographers had

a tedious task, demanding long hours in dark rooms and

short notice for snapping shutters.

Meanwhile. "Bras hibernated in order to plan our

budget. He too chose an able staff to help him jiggle in-

come and outlay. Bill Slesnick contracted with adver-

tisers in a drive to decorate the black ink side of our

ledger; the circulation staff, under "Sandy" Sandeford

and Jim Weirich, drummed up sales in Bancroft Hall.

"Ace" Kloss was selected to coordinate our work with

our engravers. "Bras" himself frequently warned the

writers not to be so extravagant with our hardearned

and not too plentiful funds.

By the end of our youngster year, Editor Iselin had

the keel of the "Bag" laid and the hull well under con-

struction. First of the staff to get under way was Dan

Walker, whose headache consisted of a mere eleven hun-

dred biographies, formal portraits, and informal snaps.

With the assistance of Managing Editor Beach, he com-

pleted his section by Christmas. Iselin and Beach col-

laborated on the introductory pages to present a colorful

beginning to our book. During the fall and winter terms

our staff worked up a full head of steam. Plebe Summer

section editor Toll supervised the yard pictures and re-

corded our first reactions to the Academy. The perils of

plebe year were recounted by Associate Editor Sheehy;

the carefree days we enjoyed as youngsters were related

i946 luoky Bay StaJt

' Office] Representative Comdr. C. E. McCombs, J. J. Collins, C. L.

i. Editor-in-Chief D. G. Iselin, Business Manager A. C Braseth, D.

s Zipser, I. G. Babbitt. Standing, first row: H. S. Bancroft, E. J.

Sheehy, A. P. Kulik. I.. \V. Dienst, W. H. Sandeford, W. E. Slesnick, J. E. Hart,

V. M. Oiler, W. D. Blevins, R. E. Enright. Standing, second row: H. H. Held,

D. T. Giles, C. L. French, A. E. Rose, K. T. Swanson, J. E. Weirich, W. M.

Georgen, D. R. Toll, A. C. Lewis, G. Krekstein, C. L. von Schrader, R. W.
Bates, E. W. Myers,

J. E. Moore



Flash bulb experts editorial foremen . . and financiers

by Associate Editor Collins with the assistance of Frank

Babbitt. Stan Zipser concluded our history with his sum-

mary of first class life. Hard-working Adam Kulik and

his task force covered the year's sports operations, a

mammoth undertaking. Over them all was our ever-

present editor, supervising, editing, aiding everyone to

make those deadlines.

Great credit is due our Officer Representative, Com-

mander McCombs, who guided us from the days when

the book was just a dream until our final deadline was in

sight. He was always willing to give us a hand, always

ready with timely advice when we needed it.

Composing the 1946 LUCKY BAG called for long

hours of hard work with many headaches, searching for

the right picture, seeking the best words for the narra-

tive. But ours was not a thankless job, for we were striv-

ing to produce a lasting record of our years together in

the Academy.

Bancroft took

pictures

Conidr. McCombs
a'as our advisor
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*
anst follow the track of the dolphin

Or tell where the sea swallows roam;

U)here leviathan taketh his pastime;

tOhat ocean he calleth his home?

Plebe Sunune/i 17

PleU tjean 37

t/au+Kfitei yean, 53

Qirtit-Glate, yean 85

flu+ie Week 117

Rlo<yiafduf, 129

9*ubex, ta tf-itei GlaM. . . . 422

fyndeficlaUel 427

AUdetiai 449



*Be your words spoken softly or plain,

£est a bird of the air tell the matter,

And so ye shall hear it again.

If ye labour from morn until even'

And meet with reproof for your toil,

It is well —that the guns be humbled,

^?he compressor must check the recoil.



Navy Department

bureau of navigation
Washing ton. DC

The Chief of the Rureeu of Navigation.

Commanding Officer.

Regular physical examination ss 8 candidate
for midshipman fron the recular enlisted
personnel of the U.S. Kavy or Serine Corps.

1. Havine heen successful in the competitive exanina-
tion for Kidshlpnen from the enlisterj personnel of the rf"-ular

, you will be transferred at a later date to
Annapolis, lid. , to undergo the regular physical- examination for
entrance to the Naval Academy.

2. Acknowledge without delay the r^c°irt of this com-
munication, and *fter filling out. and sipninr *he first part of
the enclosed hlnr.>, it should '.- proi pt] : fori -rid to your
parent or guardian in order that formal -written permission may
he obtained for your service in the U.S. Navy auxins the pleasure
of the President of the United States, unless sooner discharged
by competent authority.

First call for the

pilgrimage to Bancroft

To begin properly the story of the Class of '46 we would

have to thread together more than a thousand different

origins. And yet we find one all-important incident that

1200 of us had in common—the arrival late in May or

early in June, 1942, of a long, formal Navy Department

envelope. Civilian and sailor alike read the long-awaited

news: "Having been appointed a midshipman in the

United States Naval Academy, you will report . .
." With

these words came the fulfillment of a lifelong ambition.

When the anticipated day arrived, we packed our bags,

kissed Mom goodbye, and began that long ride to Annap-

olis. Twelve hundred strong we descended upon our

future home—from Oregon and Vermont, from New York

and Colorado, from Chicago, Illinois and San Diego,

California. For most of us it was our first view of the

Academy. But the prize, though close at hand, was not

yet won—our first few days were spent not in Bancroft,

but in town. Physical exams were the order of the day,

and we stepped forth to carry out our first order.



Step across the hall, please Throat O.K.

PHYSI-QUIZ

There still remained before us one last obstacle—the

physical exam. Our last three days as civilians—would

we get the green light from the doctors? Each morning

we reported to sick bay; more tests, more questions; but

would we pass—no answer. Room five, room nine, room

two, an eyechart, a stethoscope, a dentist's probe—the

doctors checked everything from flat feet to an irregular

ticker, from tuberculosis to hay fever. It's a wonder we

weren't underweight from sweating out these days. Now
this one, now that one came from the dentist or eye doc-

tor, shaking his head. The medicos had a field day wash-

ing out a lot of hopefuls. At last a man with flashy stripes

said from across a desk, "You're all right, son, but take

care of those eyes." We were in—mentally and physically.

Testing; one, two, three, four

31 amalgam, 32 missing,

occlusion fi

Qualified!!!
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DO PROMISE...
We seemed small, talked in whispers, and were humbly

awed by the impressiveness of the Hall made Memorial

tli rough the glorious deeds of past heroes—heroes of the

Service of which we were soon to become a living part.

With the oath, we became Midshipmen of the United

States Navy. We walked into Memorial Hall as students,

workers, sailors; we marched out as members of the class

of 1946.

Past heroes lend inspiration for the future

1076 days to go

BANCROF f, /tele we casne . . .

The actuality of midshipmendom crashed upon us im-

mediately. First it was the numbers racket: room and

rifle, cutter crew and chow table, company and laundry.

Then it was stencilling: white works on the outside, col-

lars on the inside, skivvies on the front, belts on the back,

everywhere on the hands. Next came the bell system:

formation bell, late bell, absent bell, fire bell, taps bell,

and many more to make the bewildered plebe wonder

just what was going on. If you did one thing, you should

have done the other. No wonder we became fatalists;

we couldn't win!

20



. . . G*d HtH* WHAl

And so began the great adventure — the

huge question mark. For our first month

at the Academy, King Confusion reigned

supreme. Stencilling had to be done, but

where? A drill the next period, but what?

Always a formation, but when? Gear had

to be stowed neatlv in lockers, but how?

We seem to have lived through it, but how?



^xDaJze Ueed w-Uat 4fe <icuf, ojj qau/i Se+tiatd.

Comdr.
J.

E. Smith

Issistant to the Commandant

i!a; I b,

mi-
w

Comdr. A. J. Miller

Executive Officer

Comdr. H. M. Heming
First Lieutenant

THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
Comdr. F. L. Sheffield

fttli and 7th companies

Ens. H. A. Montillon

Officer Inspector of Uniforms

di . E. K \lf Laren
i fih, 1 5th companies

Comdr. E. F. Jackson

18th, 19th, 20th companies

Comdr. C. W. Consalvo

11th and 12th companies



Comdr. C. E. McCombs
1st Battalion Officer

Comdr. C. T. Straub

2nd Battalion Officer

Comdr. H. H. Marable

3rd Battalion Officer

Comdr. G. D. Hoffman
4th Battalion Officer

BATTALION OFFICERS
There were the couriers of justice, the custodians of discipline, the officers

who applied in a most vivid manner the full meaning of the "Laws of the

Navy." These were our company officers, our battalion officers, our Executive

Officer. These were the men delegated to mold twelve hundred of us into offi-

cer material. A tremendous task was theirs, meeting new and different situa-

tions daily. To measure their success in terms of extra duty or Forms 2 is

hardly fair. The criterion of their handiwork lay in the Class of 1946, eleven

hundred and seventy strong, now a motley aggregation of untrained boys

soon to emerge as a coordinated team, ready in all respects to meet the tre-

mendous requirements of a wartime Navy.

Comdr. H. E. Seidel

Relieved Comdr. G. D. Hoffman
as 4th Battalion Officer

MIDSHIPMEN'S STORE OFFICER HEAD OF DEPARTMENT OF HYGIENE

The midshipmen's store lay just across No Man's Land.

From our sheltered third wing retreat we made suicide

dashes across the youngster-inhibited first wing. Amid

varying commands of "Sound off," "Where you from,

Mister?" and "Detail halt," beaten but not deterred, we

squared our corners to the basement. Efficiently as our

midshipmen's store was operated under the tutelage of

Captain Randolph, the fourth class patronage hit its

lowest ebb.

But Captain Pollard's Department of Hygiene was

another story. Sick bay presented no perilous routes or

secret ambushes. As plebes we learned to regard a gash

on the arm as far less dangerous than a tortuous trip to

the midshipmen's store.

zo

Capt. J. B. Pollard

Medical Officer

Capt. A. P. Randolph
Midshipmen's Store and
Naval Academy Dairy



Gutteli,

Battleships eventually, but we had to begin some-

where. We soon learned deep respect for the lowly cut-

ter, that 35-foot wooden structure that harnessed ten men

to its medieval methods of propulsion. Coxswain's billet

was alwavs desirable, but the chiefs had that spot well

in hand. Who will ever forget Shorty's last minute in-

structions as we lowered away together or R.M.B.'s faith-

ful megaphone bellowing orders from the control launch.

We learned the hard way, but we learned.

Break, break, break

Don't forget the boat plug

9n^a*it/uf,

Tin i edioi S HOI RS that came most frequently were those fatiguing

infantry drills. Our first period was a training movie, but every

other day found us escorting the plebes favorite, if only, drag-

Miss Springfield. At first we seemed a ragged group of recruits,

but by midsummer we were marching with true precision under

tin- leadership ol our own stripers. What do we do in the Navy?

We march, we march, we march.

Phase A-l; ive don't have to march like the infantry

I sailot \ life \o) me

SaiLrUf

Eventually we learned that all Seamo drills did not

end up at the cutter shed. Before the summer was over,

we were able to get in many happy hours of sailing. It

was the first venture on water for many a landlubber, and

despite the tangled rigging and upside-down sails, the

arguments over the right of way and "buoy room," they

were still our most enjoyable drills during the summer.
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QututeAy

Some of us gained the coveted experts' ribbon—others

were content to spend the major part of their time on the

third day. But all of us gained experience and confidence

in handling small arms. The hot, sweaty days spent at

the rifle range were our basic ordnance training—the part

we had to get before we could proceed to a consideration

of the bigger guns and more complicated equipment.

The basic principles were the same—proper aim meant a

bullseye, proper safety would allow us to shoot again.

One of the finer arts

It seemed simple . . . till we got in the water

Pull and paste

The physical training department they called it, and very apro-

pos was the title. We quickly learned the origin of the 46 pushup

routine, and in Natatorium drills not a few of us qualified as poten-

tial Sub Squad aspirants. Inter-company sports provided the

enigma of competition. Softball championships were in the offing

on Worden Field, and MacDonough Hall soon vibrated with the

cheers of loyal supporters at Tuesdav night battalion boxing

matches.

tyabmatio-Hd,

Seven times a day, seven days a week the late bell threw

its three minute challenge at us. Many there were who

faltered in the first round, but with plenty of daily prac-

tice we managed to gauge the length of the hundred and

eighty seconds from formation to late bell. As we be-

came proficient, we found that only the last thirty sec-

onds were the vital ones.

At least somebody knew ivhere we were going

J~>-^_

1 %
>«\^^S^r^r - .-^-C-T^

'^r^^-.
^ ^
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Aa liberty, da .

\w\ rRADrnoN has it that liberty is a privilege, not a

right As plebes, we soon learned that it was neither a

privilege nor a right. The little blue hook, entitled "Spe-

cial Instructions, Fourth Class Summer" made it quite

clear that midshipmen ol the fourth class were not al-

lowed to leave the Academic limits. At first, overwhelmed

with the work and routine, we were content to relax on

the weekends. We soon learned of the many recreational

possibilities within the walls, and the term Yard and

Recreational Liberty took on new meaning.

LUCE HALL



MacDONOUGH hall

. . . uiz lo-aked the Ifa/ia. o-o&i

Thus, while the first and third class sauntered out the

gate to sample the pleasures of Crabtown, we of the

fourth class began to know and appreciate the yard itself.

We spent many leisure hours wandering over the Acad-

emy grounds, admiring the buildings, the landscapings,

and, of course, the upperclassmen's drags. MacDonough

Hall attracted us first, and we soon learned of its mam
recreational facilities. That massive structure provided

us with many pleasant hours of relaxation during the long

summer, when basketball games and one-minute boxing

rounds supplied our off-duty enjoyment.

27



MAHAN HALL

We'd icon be. Uesie • • •

Wins \\K i.i i i H wc.HoiT and proceeded straight ahead,

we found (lie most imposing of the Academic group.

Mahan Hall, complete with the tower and clock, seemed

to I)'- tli'' center ol the yard. In our plebeian ignorance,

we even looked forward to the day when we would start

our academics within its confines. It didn't take us long

to appreciate the complete library that was the main part

of Mahan, the scientific classics housed in its right-wing,

Sampson Hall, and the mathematical derivations hidden

in the crevices of Maury Hall.

28



• . . and we learned the laie

Our tours through the yard provided some well-earned

relaxation and also gave us something to think about.

Every building commemorates the name of one of our

Navy's great men, and every monument pays tribute to

some famous part of the Navy's past. Our interest was

partly natural, and partly artificial, for many of the

upperclass inspired us to learn the date on the Herndon
Monument and the number of icicles on the Jeanette

Monument. One of the most imposing memorials was

the Tripolitan Monument—a fitting memoriam to the six

valiant naval officers to whom it is dedicated.

TRIPOLITAN MONUMENT



0>i<hiG*ioe> becka+texfL . . .

Our plebe summer acquaintance with the subject of

Ordnance and Gunnery came in terms of the rifle range

and the simple hut effective Springfield. We came to re-

gard Ward Hall as representing the up-to-date versions

of gunnery, the complicated mechanisms and guns in

which the first class were involved. This newest building

of the Academic group stood out in contrast to the ancient

historical guns that were mounted about the Yard. The

weapons that it housed intrigued us, but we were forced

to turn our minds to forthcoming trips to our ordnance

classes—the rifle range.

WARD HALL

afe
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DAHLGREN HALL

• • • but da dud the* <JiapA,

We were acquainted early with the spacious dimensions

of Dahlgren Hall, for here it was that we took up our

first phases of infantry instruction. We could not help

but let our mind wander to the future years when we

would be able to escort to the hops that are a traditional

part of Dahlgren. On Saturday nights we lined the bal-

conies to see the armory transformed from a grim array

of three thousand rifles into a panorama of colorful

dresses and beautiful girls. The contrast of music and

dancing with infantry drills was an inevitable part of

every Midshipman's memories of Dahlgren Hall.
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'I'm CHAPEL WAS more than just another building ill the

Yard. We came to know it as the spiritual shrine of the

Naval Academy. Below the great dona; still rests the

crypi of [olm Paul Jones, the father o( our Navy. The

copper dome surmounting the Chapel itself, lias long

served as the landmark of the Academy to midshipmen

returning from cruise, and to us plebes, it was the land-

mark of serenity and peacefulness in our busy lives. The

Chapel was, to us, a beautiful and inspiring monument

to the religious faith of our Navy.

32
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...andwe. putttd SERENITY Utete

As soon as we were considered able to march correctly,

the weekly Chapel service became an integral part of our

lives. As we worshipped, we were inspired by the beauti-

ful stained glass windows, dedicated to three great Naval

heroes—Parker, Farragut, and Sampson. It was here that

we came to know Chaplain Thomas, and to appreciate

his constant endeavors to help all of us. None of us will

ever forget the first Chapel services we attended, and the

hymn, "For Those in Peril on the Sea," a beautiful and

inspiring prayer for the men of our fighting Navy.

Chaplain Thomas



Ai cue letuknea, . . .

The end of every trd? through the Yard was the same.

Other buildings housed the elements of education but

Bancroft was our homo. Inside this building we found

all the necessities, if not quite all the comforts of life. It

took us days to find the store and weeks to locate the

tailor shop, but soon we learned the shortcuts to sick bay

and the route to the Canteen. The three miles of cor-

ridors were no longer rumors, but very real passageways,

filled with cruise boxes and youngsters, with plebes and

square corners. As quickly as we became a part of Ban-

croft did Bancroft become a part of us.

PORTALS OF BANCROFT



BANCROFT HALL

. . . we looked ahead

Here we stood just a few months before as we started

our life as midshipmen. Already we had begun to look

ahead to the day when we would leave Bancroft to take

up our place in the Navy. We could not help but think

of the classes that had gone before us as we remembered

that the first part of Bancroft Hall was erected in 1898.

It had served as the home of thousands of Navy men be-

fore us, and Bancroft Hall will always remain to us the

most outstanding building of the Academy, because it

symbolized our three years of apprenticeship to the Navy.
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And placed aul fault .

Even \ plebj could catch the spirit embodied in such

s \ 1 1 1 1 >r>l s as Tecumseh, and iii such moments it was not

difficult to remind ourselves of the "traditions of the

Service of which we arc a part. Tecumseh symbolized

the struggle to survive, and scr\fd often to renew that

spirit of self-confidence when we needed it most. We
were new, but we were already a part of the Navy as we

learned the prominent role that tradition and custom

play in the Service we had recently joined.
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Ven SO with the words of thy seniors,

And the orders those words shall convey.

Every law is as naught beside this one

—

""Ghou shall not criticise, but obey!"

Saith the wise, "Jlow may I know their purpose?"

Chen acts without wherefore or why.

Stays the fool but one moment to question,

And the chance of his life passeth by.
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Stand by, '44; look out, '45; here comes '46

Moving day

Moving into the Regiment meant more than executive

consolidation. Move we did—all the uniforms we had

accumulated, the boxes that weren't heavy until we

walked halfway, and every inch was now upperclass ter-

ritory. A gamut of admonishment added to our load—

and then our new room, and maybe a new roommate.

We quickly realized that the Regiment into which we

had moved was two-thirds upperclass, anxious to see our

rooms and our lockers shaped into something a little

cleaner and a little neater than we thought possible.

d nil thit < in i ome from?
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Sound off!!

<iu* wo?* 4 PLEBEDOM

No Admiral here

For a plebe the most intriguing word in the Academy is

"rate". Does it mean compulsion or authorization? It

wasn't long before we noticed the distinction between

the two. We rated dragging to the Army game, but we

also rated squaring corners, chop-chopping to forma-

tions, enjoying Saturday liberty or Sunday afternoons at

some athletic event, and other sundry privileges and

duties. Then, too, it was inconvenient to be always in

uniform, but like all plebes, we stuck to our rates, both

restrictions and privileges. When youngster year arrived,

we remembered our plebe year and said, "We had to do

it, so ... !

Traffic laws a la Bancroft



We Utausflit cue ca+ne ta tlie

MESS HALL to. eat . . .

i) chain

Turn about for Happy Hour

But . . .

There's nothing we plebes enjoyed more than our three

daily trips to the Mess Hall. We never saw more chow

which we didn't eat in all our lives. "Rotating" made it

possible for us to become acquainted with each individual

upper classman, who always kept the conversation flow-

ing. Sunday evening happy hours always were a mys-

tery; who's playing the joke on whom? And the climax

came in the chairs, or lack of same, which could be used

for a variety of purposes.

Can you figure this one out?

I a through the park our fin

,



College board placement exams . . . the only ones we ever took without getting a mark

lUe» came THE ROUTINE
We were only slightly acquainted with the ins and outs

of Bancroft procedure when we were confronted with

our first watch, and what a nerve-wracking, confusing

ordeal it was! Then there was the Reg book, two inches of

"what if you do, or don't do, they fry you for it." We
could have mastered the Koran more easily. Gradually,

however, as the ways of the service became ingrained in

our habits and our deeds, civilian manners slipped away

and were replaced by discipline and devotion to duty.

The curriculum of academics, athletics, and extra-cur-

ricular activities set a hard pace for us, and as winter ap-

proached we nervously anticipated our first exams. After

some worried cramming, we marched over to cross our

initial river. Only forty-six more to go.

But I thought you said

formation was OUTSIDE

Fourth class dax bed
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DEPAR1 MENT OF MATHEMATICS. Front row, seated: W. F. Kern, L. M.

KclK G. R. Clements, J. Tyler, E. S. Mayer, J. X. Galloway, L. T. Wilson,

\ ( rborington, USN, |. B. Eppes, J. B. Scarborough. R. C. Lamb.

\ Dillingham W. \. Conrad, (.. A. Lyle, E. Hawkins. Second row: R. H.

Wilson | M. Miles. R. (. Morrow, [. M. Holme, J. A. Ward. J. P. Hoyt,

( \\ II I ( P. Brady, J. Giarratana,
J.

A. Qucnsc, H. J.
Arnold, E. E. Betz,

S. S. Saslaw, T. L. Downs, R. W. Wagner, W. R. Hydeman, C. R. Phelps,

S. F. Barber, L. H. Chambers. Third row: H. C. Stotz, W. H. Sears, O. M.
Thomas, T. W. Moore, J. C. Abbott, A. W. McGaughey, C. B. Lindquist,

C. W. Seekins,
J.

F. Locke, W. R. Eikelberger, W. F. Swanton, W. W. Graham,

H. T. Muhly, B. Cosby, J. R. Hammond, A. E. Currier, T. J. Benac

Ac Ifed/i bl&wcfht uA, MATH . . . anxb

' V.v *

Wiss-ter Bowdey!

Our frequent trips to Maury Hall to delve into the

realms of Mathematics started with the placement exam-

inations plebe summer. A quiet enough beginning, but

once in the toils of algebra and trigonometry, plebe year

loomed as an insurmountable obstacle. Although we felt

that we had reached the millennium, we were rudely

awakened youngster year when we hit calculus and finally

mechanics. While the professors labored long and pa-

tiently to make the midshipmen understand that the

"sum of the forces equals zero", many of us wished that

Newton had never seen the light of day. However, when

the last classes were over we were all ready to pass the

time-honored refrain on to wondering plebes—"math,

sheer fruit."

What's funny about Math?

Wanneht
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Always a line—even on liberty

SATURDAY LIBERTIES

One week of "Ac" year was enough to seal our doom.

Saturday noon we harnessed our books to the second

shelf of the desk and invaded Annapolis, the town—after,

of course, we had lent our verbal support to the varsity

and plebe sports events of the afternoon. What to do

when once outside the oh-so-confining walls was a prob-

lem in itself, but the solution was always the same: a

movie, a tea fight at Carvel, and a visit to one of the city's

chow palaces. To a civilian it was just another afternoon,

but to us, our actions were enlivened with the spice of

freedom.

Fall out the diners



Qootkoll fyev&i

\w\ in getting out to Annapolis on Saturdays, the

other beacon light of plebe year freedom was a football

trip to Baltimore. On these excursions we enjoyed a boat

ride up the Chesapeake, mass singing, eold box lunches,

and the long trek to the stadium. After the game came

libert) in Baltimore. \11 restraint was thrown off and mid-

shipmen returned tired and happ\ for the cruise back.

Our other social highlight was the Army-Navy game.

This year we were the hosts to the Kaydets. As plebes it

was the first ehaneo that we had to drag. Although we

did not rate the hop, 16 took tin's opportunity to trot out

its queens, making lowly plebes kings for a day.
Hurricane deck captains

Belle kib\



DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES. Front row: W. S. Shields,

A. Cabrillo Vasquez, H. B. Winchell, O. E. Hagberg, Capt. W. G. Michelet,

USN, J. M. Purdie, G. E. Starnes, R. E. Muller, C. P. Lemieux. Second row:

D. L. Hamilton, W. H. Sewell, H. D. Blanchard, W. H. Berry, H. W. Drexel,

W. X. Walsh, H. H. Pottle, E. T. Heise, G. E. McSpadden, J. H. Elsdon,

J. H. Hartsook. Third row: G. B. Ray, C. G. Taylor, C. R. Michaud, J. D.

Varbro, A. R. Lopes, J. Canter, P. M. Beadle. Fourth row: R. E. Chandler.

F. R. Thompson, R. W. Ross, I. Spiegel,
J. H. D. Allen, W. H. Buffium, J. H.

Hammond, F. J. Crowley, W..W. Sewell, W. E. Meiden, W. J. Bruner

Ours was the first class to take Japanese and Russian,

and a chosen few were selected for these difficult lan-

guages while the majority of us took French, Spanish, or

German. Plebe year we juggled the intricacies of the

grammar and vocabulary of a new language. While the

Savvy section read stories, the Buckets toiled on ele-

mentary sentences. Youngster year we took up the con-

versational aspect of the language with the Naval Phrase-

ology course offering us a chance to reproduce situations

which we were liable to meet in foreign countries.

Somebody must be wrong here

Wakarimas ka?

But Sen or



v

and all points ]Vest

CHRISTMAS LEAVE
And then came Christmas leave! For us, a welcome

shot of adrenalin to pick up our spirits and carry us

through till June. Kings were we for a few short fleet-

ing days—not to mention those oh-so-wonderful nights.

For as we sped through the gates, we cast off the robes

of plebedom's insignificance and once again assumed

the self-confident, easy-going manner we had so re-

luctantly relinquished upon entering the Naval Acad-

emy. Once at home, we realized we were "it". We
crammed fun and laughter into every minute, storing

wonderful memories to relive when we again resumed

our roles as plebes.

Post the xoatch

the i> in
i

, i ri a i

a
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THE DARK AGES

It dragged. It crept. The days seemed so long and the

nights so short. Winter term was the nadir of our fourth

class existence. The colorful football atmosphere of Fall

term was missing. In its stead we had the bleak, wintry

days of P-works and room inspections, academics and

executive lectures. In retrospect, the Wednesday after-

noon formal room inspections stand out in our minds. It

was not so long ago that we stood at parade rest for thirty

or forty minutes waiting for the inspector to put in his

appearance. As the minutes ticked away, we could see

the dust, so recently stirred up, gradually settle down to

mar our glistening desks and polished lockers. We can

remember our repeated and stealthy sallies to the corners

of the room, to the closet, and to our lockers when we

discovered some dust or dirt we had not seen before.

Then too, there were those Saturday morning Steam P-

works, nightmares to those of us who couldn't handle the

Unaccustomed as I am to public speaking . .

T-square, triangles, and pencils like knives and forks.

Some of us could, and we must have incurred the envy of

our classmates as we calmly closed our steam kits while

they were yet tangling with the problem. Nor did a rainy

Wednesday drill period carry with it any hope of an extra

happy hour—not so long as our company officers felt in-

clined to teach us theory of leadership. And they were

usually so inclined. Yes, those were the days when men

were men, and plebes were plebes!

/ just wanted to look

Whose handkerchief

is this?
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I'm a huh- on the lonely side but not for very long

THE RENAISSANCE... We. <ha<f.

To those of us who sorely missed the rustle of the eve-

ning gown and the aroma of perfume, the granting of

escorting privileges to the fourth class came as a wel-

come strain. Immediately the telegraph offices, mail

chutes, and telephone lines out of Annapolis were

chocked with fourth class "chits" for the dragging occa-

sions, our never-to-be-forgotten Navy Relief show and

Masqueraders' play. Soon the exciting days arrived, and

with them came the usual percentage of "CIS's". But

those of us whom fortune favored managed to find our

way back into the social world whence we had been

ostracized as plebes. We crowded the movies on Satur-

day afternoon, and showed our drags the grandeur of our

magnificent yard. On Sunday, we sat around at the

house, trying to slow the inevitable hands of time. It was

a hitter pill to return to our fourth class rates. Our Red

Mike classmates gloated as they watched us in our new-

est plight. But, we countered with feeble hearts, it was

well worth it!

\o tliderules today
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Pleasure . before . . . business

Out iiMt JUNE WEEK
The humiliations and indignities of plebe year were al-

most forgotten when "No More Rivers" echoed through

the Mess Hall. June Week and the Farewell Ball were

sufficient to let us forget all of our woes. Though we
looked forward eagerly to the coming of youngster

stripes, we watched our first classmen leave with regret

as our first June Week faded into memory.

Aioards for some . . . fun for all



tell t<> '44: welt <>/ In '46

The long days of winter passed slowly. Even our more

spirited and earnest classmates succumbed to a stoic

frame of mind. The Academic Departments cleaned

house again after Winter term examinations, returning

more of our friends and roommates to civilian life or a

career for the duration in the Army. Those of us left to

stagger on were now wearv but relieved that the schol-

astic sword had struck its blow leaving us afoot, though

perhaps somewhat scarred. One hundred nights before

the Class of 1944s graduation, a short-lived but furious

and despotic regime came to power. In the limited time

allowed, this traditional plebeian revolt descended upon

the first class and exacted an appalling price in return for

the many days of indoctrination and teaching. The riot-

ous encounter passed, leaving with us a greater respect

and admiration for '44. But now Spring was well on

the way toward Summer. With the end in sight, we

began to appreciate how constructive plebe year had

been and to understand why it is of such significance in a

Navy career.

This time we watched



A cn&it a Jtxvwt

Probably the first real indication that we were now

recognized as a class and not as individual "boots" came

when we voted for the selection of our class crest. Many

of us realized for the first time that we were being ac-

cepted into that far-flung yet closely-knit fraternity of

men who follow the sea. Our crest carries with it sim-

plicity, grandeur, and a feeling of power. The picture

conjured up in our minds—naval might steaming across

the far reaches of the blue Pacific to the islands of Japan,

on a globe surmounted by the proud eagle of the United

States—is one which will remain with us until the day

we die.

This was our first bit of class jewelry, and as such

came in for careful consideration when we were deciding

how best to use it. It stood for the many traditions of the

Academy and the Service; it meant closer ties between

us and our chosen career, the Navy; more than that, it

brought with it that feeling of unity and camaraderie

which will keep its wearers' classmates in mind in the

years beyond.

CREST COMMITTEE: Acuff, Hansen, Cummings, Adams, Scott, Bailey,

Aroyan, Buchanan, Rathbun, Porter, Abernathy, Bonham. Heesacker. Babbitt
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"lain't NO MORE PLEBES
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13ut rather to gain it aspire;

Chough the sight-line end on the target,

Chere cometh, perchance, a miss-fire.

je win through an Arctic ice f .,

Zinmentioned at home in the *Press,

Weed it not, no man seeth the piston,

13ut it driveth the ship none the less.

.vnvrrv
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II e learned some things the easy way

cMafifUf Sasnme/i 3)ayd

. . . and the rest with no trouble at all

i, tin- the ha i il ,i ii
. . .
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Hand laundries did a thriving business

AImg/u& tlt& mUfJiitf, Alky

Speculation about cruise had run rampant during the

last few months of youngster year, and we didn't know

whether to be glad or sorry when the word came out that

we were due for a three weeks' Chesapeake pleasure

cruise aboard one of the oldest battlewagons in the Navy.

We didn't quite know what to expect, and we didn't get

much of what we did expect. A confusing routine of

watches, drills, lectures, and ship's work greeted us dur-

ing our first week. Our "free time" we spent alternately

scrubbing the deck and scrubbing our clothes. Space was

limited on the Arkansas, as we soon learned while trying

to find a free spot topside for our mattresses. Standing in

line, dodging boatswains mates, and the perpetual seek-

ing for a secluded spot in which to rest, soon became a

natural part of our existence. No one doubted the word

of the officers that this was to be a cruise for gunnery

practice. When we weren't firing we were practicing,

and when we weren't practicing we were taking the guns

apart. It was a tired and happy group of midshipmen

that clustered topside to catch a first glimpse of the

Chapel dome as the Arky came to anchor at the end of

our cruise.

Boxing for entertainment

Exercise for health
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NEW RATES

NEW PRIVILEGES

Madly we dashed to Hemdon Monument, well aware

thai a transition was taking place, but too frenzied to

think of it. As we returned to Bancroft Hall we became

more composed. We chuckled as we realized that the

middle "I the corridor no longer was reserved for us.

Happil) we unbuttoned white service blouses, shoved

caps to upward angles, pul hands in hip pockets, and

sauntered up youngster ladder. "Chop, chop, mister!"

jokingl) barked to one another as we entered the

- hall. Bui the chop-chop days had been handed

flown If, 17 Youngsters were dragging to hops, to infor-

mals. on yawl trips, on hikes—in fact, everywhere. It was

no wonder that 15 paternall) observed, "The youngsters

"'Ik gei this stuff. Vmid nevi privileges our class had

. . . and dancing divine

not forsaken its responsibilities. All summer long Ban-

croft bulkheads reverberated with youngster voices as

silent plebes were introduced to corridor drills, ranging

from reciprocating engine demonstrations to garter in-

spections. Further into academic year we began fully to

appreciate Smoke Hall, late movies, and Sunday liberty

—three forbidden fruits during plebedom. The first class

claimed that its new privileges were more abundant and

more important than ours. The first class, however, was

too removed from plebe year; it had practically forgotten

what that year was like—perhaps it was as well that it had.
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Auietiflt!

The Potential "fly-boys" were intent upon learning as much as they

could during our course in aerodynamics, and even the rest of us be-

came interested in the physics of aviation. The drills were long, but

most of us felt that we were gaining valuable knowledge, and did our

best to grasp the fundamentals of aviation, despite the welcome fact

that the course did not count on our academic record.

VN-8—Aviation hopefuls invaded the ivide blue yondei



board

yp Giuu&l
The happy days of youngster summer brought, with day-

long YP cruises, the opportunity to learn the funda-

mentals of ship handling, maneuvers, and taetieal drills.

Casualties were relatively light, and the chance to swim

and sunbathe made our practical seamanship a life of

Riley.
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Ground formation

What maheA, em 1h*
"Now take this at a hundredth of a second Ready

Now" Click—and a plane flashed momentarily

on the screen. Aircraft recognition proved relatively easy

to most and soon we had built up a small repertoire of

familiar planes. From lecture to movie to Link Trainers

Amateur grease monkeys

Winch) tunnel . . .

Bernoulli started it

we moved, learning something new at each place. Most

interesting of all were the lectures on carrier tactics and

strategy, where the many elements incidental to a suc-

cessful air attack were explained. But we also learned

what made 'em fly—mostly by tearing down and assem-

bling the parts of a plane. With the store of theory we
had digested, we took the final step by actually handling

a "Kingfisher" in flight. This was an exciting climax to

our brief introduction to Naval Aviation, stirring up a

strong desire for more.

Ready . . . now



Saturday, no doubt

Anyone with a lack of foresight would have been

tempted to remark during youngster summer that "young-

ster year is fruit." Three months composed of leave,

cruise, and a smattering of academics almost made us en-

joy the Severn. Even the peaceful summer days were

bearable when days of studies alternated with YP drilk

or interesting aviation instruction. Bull, Dago, and Math

were our only academic worries, and even the Buckets

could stay sat with a minimum of work. Each Monday

was filled with a jumble of vaguely remembered lessons

of the previous week and clear recollections of the week-

end of dragging just past.

Study hours were spent without too much ambition.

The many themes required by the Bull course kept our

literary abilities to the front, as we tried to prove to our

profs that we really could write masterfully. Math got

more complicated as we delved into the mysteries of dif-

ferential calculus, but no one could get very worried

about it. With no exams staring us in the face at the end

of the term, we were all content to get by with a mini-

mum of work and enjoy as much as possible the chance

to take life easy.



Commando
calisthenics

SaJtiAaay Schedule
Youngster summer life consisted of easy academics,

lazy days flying or on YP cruises, and pleasant weekends

with our OAO's, but the Physical Training Department

kept us fit with time tests on the commando course and

in the pool.

fr
1 "

! rrrm

Natatorial navigation

Dancing for the socialites
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much ad may be

From the first "yea, furlough" to the time when we

straggled back into the confines of Bancroft, we were in

the spirit of leave. This was to be our first summer leave,

all thirty days of it. We were "the spoiled and pampered

pets of Uncle Sam" as we stepped off that home-town

train, and from then on we crowded the days with long

anticipated pleasure. We slept late and ate whenever we

desired. We danced until the wee small hours, and still

had what seemed like an infinity of time for those long

talks under a summer moon. And when we had nothing

left but memories to show for it, our leave was still a

beautiful dream.

No trouble tying this one

innapolis was never like thi

1 1 isis, 01 just waiting?

STAND YOUR GROUND
DONT FIRE UNLESS FIRED UPON

BUT IF THEY MEAN TO HAVE A WAR

LET IT BECIN HERE
CAPTAIN PAIUC*



Fall term of our youngster year began with a jolting

return to the realities of Naval Academy life after a glori-

ous summer. Once again we turned to academics—basic

mechanisms, calculus, Naval history, dago, and a multi-

tude of other worries. For the savoirs, Fall term was just

another to be endured, but for the rest it was a weekly

dash to see the size of the steam tree. However, all was

not academics. Life had a much brighter outlook when

viewed by a youngster. Weekends we were busy drag-

ging to hops and football games, and Sunday afternoons

we "hit the beach" on liberty. We were beginning to

enjoy the better things of life. Running the new plebes

was our primary objective, and along any deck of Ban-

croft could be heard the shout, "Brace up, Mister, square

that corner." Pie races, garter inspections, questions, and

That beautiful stripe

I'm a wild man Land ho'.

Quick change artists

mass singing lent new horizons to what could be done.

With first class year to look forward to, and plebedom

nothing but a memory, we were on top of the world.

The new watches were slightly confusing—especially the

first time we were confronted with the maze of red tape

and boat slips that went with a main office watch. Fall

term was always the most pleasant of Academic year, and

as youngsters we were ready to get the most in the way

of pleasure that it offered.



1l/e 4ie4i<pjed aut

Fall term was a natural for youngster dragging; it was

our first chance to show off the football team to our

OAO's who had waited patiently during plebe year for

the opportunity. True, we had to listen to the Army game

on the radio, but we proclaimed the victory in traditional

style, none the less—with a 24 hour ringing of the Japa-

nese bell! Our drags thought it was so cute to watch, but

those who slept in rooming houses anywhere near Ban-

croft Hall found the noise a little too much to take at two

in the morning. Football was the big attraction, natu-

rally, but cross country hiking was a close second. Mary-

land's fall weather was ideal for packing a Read's ready-

Fife straight

made lunch and a portable radio and heading for parts

across the Severn to spend a quiet afternoon, away from

bells and boredom.

Hops were a newly-found privilege which we ex-

ploited to the fullest. We had missed the night life of our

civilian existence, and plebe restrictions served to make

the Regimental dance and the forty minute liberty there-

after as coveted as an evening at the Trocadero—with the

advantage of no cover charge.
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DEPARTMENT OF MARINE ENGINEERING. Front row: G. L. Ketchum,
A. A. Ovrom, R. E. Magoffin, H. P. Mclntire, T. H. Brittan, T. H. DuBois,
W. J. Lorenz, C. C. Davis, Capt. T. M. Stokes, USN, Capt. D. Logan, USN,
D. L. Mattie, C. E. Lewis, H. G. Eldredge, G. M. Dusinberre, J. W. Howard,
C. R. Tellefsen. Second row: G. Beneze, H. E. Ayres, R. T. Kain, T. C. Gill-

mer, H. P. Ady, R. B. Leavitt, R. W. Fox, H. W. Greene, L. T. Fallon, E. F.

R. C. Wittlinger, R. F. Birdsall, W. H. Richters

Hebrank, J. C. Eakens, L. W. Day, G. W. Welch, H. J. Ward, G. A. Hendrick-
son, J. R. Sheneman, R. M. Johnston, W. E. Farrell. Third row: R. A. Bacon,

J. L. Bruns, B. F. Brown, R. J. Ostrander, C. A. Morrow, R. Payne, C. O.
Bartley, W. G. Wheeler, H. R. Hamel, C. M. Fowler, S. E. Joseph, J. J. Brenza,
R. C. Shaw, A. H. Snyder, W. Smedley, T. A. Finch, R. J. Muehlhausen, J. H.
Zink, R. G. Bullock, F. C. Wendorf, J. K. Richter, R. E. Peck. Fourth row:

MARINE ENGINEERING . . . a it«dy aj, Uueat, ailanAfe&U

Early in plebe summer we met our first academic de-

partment, Marine Engineering, and from descriptive

geometry to the final class in warship construction, Steam

was an integral part of our lives. Not only did we take

more courses from Steam Profs than any other set of in-

structors, but probably worried more over the grades

they gave us, too. It was through this long association

that we came to appreciate the vital importance of engi-

neering to the Navy, and through it, too, we learned how

to handle the potent substance that drives our fleets

through the ocean today—steam.

Housed in three great halls, the department spared

little to make our instruction as complete and up-to-date

as possible. Through the many models and laboratories

we learned by actual practice and experience the intri-

cacies of Naval machinery, thermodynamics, and dam-

age control. The vast drawing rooms atop the halls also

. and Chitty expounds on the turbine

mmammmmMmimmmm

The prof explains the boilers

Capt. T. M. Stokes

Head of Department



Like a knife through butter

Tliis little valve controls everything

were the scenes of many of our classes and practical

works, from plebe drafting to first class damage control.

The Department's class rooms, however, saw our

major efforts. In these we were taught by a staff of able

instructors. Some of them were veterans of many years

at sea, with knowledge born of personal experience to

offer us. Some were thermodynamic experts who called

on years of study to help us understand their subject. All,

under the guiding hand of Captain T. M. Stokes, were

men who knew their steam and how to teach it.

We began plebe year with descrip, then inked our

way through to machine drawing where we assembled

valves and cylinder blocks—all but that left-over bolt—

and ended up with a whirlwind tour of metallurgy that

left us lost searching for the eutectic point in the iron-

iron carbide diagram. Youngster year started with Rube

Goldbergian basic mechanisms. It was then that we first

observed at close hand" that intrepid band, famous for

their half-masted ties, the Steam Profs. With them we

meshed and rotated through the wonders of the epicycle
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We linked differentials to epicyclic trains . . .

and the linkage and then went on to the Naval machinery

course. There "Bisch" and "Tombface" and all the lads

helped us to differentiate between the three Leslie valves,

and the end- and side-fired boilers. They also helped

most of us by letting us know what our term averages

were every Saturday morning.

During first class summer we covered internal com-

bustion engines, learning about fuel mixtures and com-

pression ratios. Fall and winter were spent with thermo.

We tried for two terms to get the "Deacon" to define

enthalpy, but though he showed us how it affected both

energy drops and grade drops, he never revealed what it

was. Our final course was ship construction and damage

control, in which we were taught the theories of building

a ship and, when once afloat, keeping her that way.

Steam was far from an easy subject, but it was an

indispensable one. And few, if any of us begrudged the

hours spent on it, for if any of our studies was practical,

useful, and well taught, that subject was Steam.

calculated compression ratios

. . . measured rates of flow

• jugged th e entropies and computed the B.T.U.'s
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1 (I Straub

offio i;

*7<4e LUvJ deed all, telld all

It was Friday afternoon and the Regiment's bi-weekly

publication was off the presses, soon to grace each mid-

shipman's desk and perhaps steal an hour or so of his

evening study period.

Unlike most college magazines, the Log claimed

more readers outside than within the Academy's limits,

for its pages follow each midshipman's OAO and his

family throughout the nation—and even find their way

to the wardrooms of our ships at sea. With such a diver-

sity of readers the task of turning out consistently good

issues was a job for a competent staff—and such a staff

we had.

With the help of Officer Representative Commander

Straub, Editor-in-Chief Ted Hartley and his capable

complement found the formula necessary to please the

Managing Editor

Les Dienst

Editor-in-Chief Ted Hartley
Associate Editor

Frank Babbitt

The policy makers called a governing board meeting



Sector editors consulted

The music editor talked shop

Coulter made up sports

The staff puts it together

The artists thought up ideas

Salty Sams collaborated

8000 discerning readers. But writing the stuff was only

half the job. To balance the books meant hours spent in

soliciting advertisers, more hours in augmenting circula-

tion, and still more time in making the figures in black

equal the ones in red. Editor Hartley and Business Man-

ager John Popa had their headaches all right, but just so

long as their staff was willing to lose an occasional happy

hour or to forsake a few recreation periods—even miss a

weekend drag or three—the work was done on time. And

they were always willing.

A versatile staff it was: Navy's frequent sports vic-

tories ( and infrequent defeats ) were always handled by

Jack Coulter's writers, Jack himself giving the depart-

ment a boost with "In the Locker Room." Always good

for a laugh were the novelty columns "Shades of Ban-

croft", "Salty Sam", and "Back Talk"—and, of course,

those unforgettable Migool cartoons. After hours spent

in sifting Navy communiques, Harry Watson's staff gave

us Professional Notes, presenting the current highlights

of Navy topics at home and afloat. Time for make-up,

and Dienst, Babbitt, Beach, and Jordan went into action,

while Lane was already busy shooting pictures for the

next issue. And thus the cycle. Work? Sure, but the re-

sults were worth it.
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Tridrt}t stafl published our professional magazine

(.'I'u,, ,-, and Collins

collected ails

THt TRIOiNT

GRADUATION ISSUE 1944

TRIDENT SOCIETY
The Trident Society embodied all the subsidiary clubs

which have as their purpose the furthering of arts and

letters. Artists, writers, photographers, and speakers all

found an outlet for their abilities in this organization.

One of the main publications was the quarterly issued

Trident magazine. It combined the artistic talents of all

classes to give the outside a literary, artistic, and profes-

sional view of the Naval Academy and the Navy. The

regular folios of photographs reproduced in the magazine

were proof of the midshipmen's camera abilities. Its

many features and well-written articles have made it one

of the finest college periodicals of its type in the country.

They selected the good from the bad

Comdr. II. II. Marable

Officer Representat



}. L. Skoog, President

Trident Society

The Trident's shutter men

TRIDENT CALENDAR
This often-used Calendar was one of the most popular

publications of the Academy. Bound in artistic morocco,

its memo-filled pages did constant duty for every owner.

These calendars were an integral part of every midship-

man's desk, and served to remind him of everything from

a forthcoming watch to the date of the next hop. The

days went pretty fast when you took them by weeks.

Photographs and historical cartoons of the Academy

made it popular with anyone interested in the Academy.

This year's calendar, dedicated to the Academy centen-

nial, was a worthy tribute to the midshipmen who spent

many hours in its preparation.

The department heads conferred with the boss

Artists, designers, writers . . . they produced the 365 day clock



Content clients of the Photo Cluh The Art Club . . . they were always in demand

*7/ie Sltuttesi GUcheM.

Whether \\\\\ wanted a picture of Jenkins smashing

through Army's line, or a photograph of the Herndon

Monument, all Academy publications turned to the Pho-

tographers' Cluh. These men, for pure enjoyment and to

improve their photographic ability, were always ready

with camera and flash hull) to provide the pictorial record

ot our everyday life.

Scribes <>\ the Plebe Bible

<§eada*t'd Qle.eti*t(fl

W

V' 1 1 ma Greetings from the Regimenl of Midship-

men lo s Christmas Card Committee labored hard and

long to bring forth their distinctive creation, The paper

shortage slowed them down, hut they still

managed to provide plenty of cards, and

also turn out the much looked forward to

graduation announcements.

Cartoons, paintings, posters, cover designs, and illus-

trations. Just give them paper and the drawing mate-

rials, and these inspired artists could provide anything

you asked. They filled all requests by the Log, Trident,

and Reef Points, and still had plenty of opportunity to

develop their own individual talents with brash and pen.

There is little doubt that

Reef Points was our most pop-

ular literature when we first

entered the Naval Academy.

The "Plebe's Bible" was an

ever-useful and interesting

handbook designed to provide

everyone with pertinent facts

concerning the Academy and

the Navv.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING a nialitmGAe, ay yototoulcti.

The Department of Electrical Engineering bequeathed

us our first prob sheets which we thought would be the

death of us. The first battle with the beloved Skinny De-

partment was a course in cook-book style chemical ex-

periments and rapid slipstick operation, called general

Capt. W. Nyquist

Head of Department

Lights, action, and short circuits

college chemistry. Two terms of Richardson and Scarlet,

as interpreted by "Ion" and "Kayo", enabled us to pro-

duce something, anyhow, usually a stench and a mess, in

the weekly lab sessions. First term was general, and

many of us were generally confused. Qualitative analy-

sis, second term, brought us unknowns, which ordinarily

remained unknown, unless we found something even the

master gouge didn't recognize.

By spring term we grasped hopefully at physics, and

then gasped desperately at F equals MA. Here in this

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. Front row: J. M.

Alexander, H. M. Lindsay, A. F. Morash, L. M. Cockaday, H. B. McLean,

Capt. W. Nyquist, H. E. Redeker, T. F. Ball, L. K. Taylor. Second row: R. B.

Kleinhans, R. C Turner, J. L. Ellis, A. W. Wilson, V. F. Robnett. J. B.

Heinicke, J. B. McCurley, R. P. Bowles, D. W. Davis, B. A. Fisher, J. D. Riggin,

J. L. Daley, H. Torgerson, W. B. Hall, W. E. Sellman, L. J. Kulot,
J. F. Dibrell,

L. E. Kinsler, A. B. Cliace, J. A. Tiedeman. Third row: E. J. Cook, A. A.

Purcell, A. S. Jensen, T. J. Hanwkk, G. H. McFarlin, L. D. Tabler, R. G.

Paquette, E. M. Brabender, C A. McHose, J. A. Fitzgerald, W. M. Smedley,

C S. Sherwood, E. R. Pinkston, C E. Singley, C. D. Thomas. H. H. Raker.

E. N. McWhite, M. D. Earle, R. D. Hatcher, R. M. Osborn. Fourth row: R. C.

Hitchcock, A. W. Coven, D. D. Kiley, P. H. Burkhart. C. O. Riggs. I. 15.

Baccus, R. P. Foote, E. J. Nafe, F. C. VonderLage, J. A. Lee. W. F. Koehler,

M. A. Pittman, C. S. Woodward, C. J. Oberist. Balcony:
J.

D. Smith. R. E.

Booher, R. A. Lejonhud, C. E. Sunderlin, R. A. Goodwin. K. H. Langlois.

C. P. Tebeau, K. O. Stevenson, T. J. Schultz, C. W. Loeseke. G. M. Widell.

O. L. I. Brown



course « as a fi\ e foot shelf all in one erudite book. Ensign

fensen said it was all a matter of units, and we found

eveu a rifle number useful for conversion. This was

spring term, when a young man's fancy lightly turns, and

in the department it began to rotate, gyroscope fashion.

B\ the end oi the term there wasn't a man who hadn't

tied himself into a pretzel solving a gyroscope problem.

Precession, like prosperity, was always just around some

corner, but which finger pointed the way? We finally

processed right into summer Electrical Engineering.

During youngster summer, fresh from YP cruising

and between weekends replete with drags, we studied

the physics o\ flight. Aerodynamics, or "How they keep

cm flying" convinced us Bernoulli was a wizard and it

\\ as all supernatural. Therefore we left it alone. Besides,

in the stifling heat of the Severn summer, the only pos-

sible purpose of a Skinm profs lecture was to provide

the proper atmosphere for a little daytime siesta—far

more restful than the customary evening slumber. Across

the river, VN8 proved it did work, so we flew, no ques-

tions asked. We knew equations for lift and drag, but

depended more on the pilot and joy-stick than a slipstick.

Though the embryonic fly-boys became more convinced,

many of us became more fond of terra firma, and less sure

of our appetites before climbing into a cockpit.

Fall term. Bernoulli was still with us, but far in the

lead when we re-cracked Hausman and Slack to study

the mechanics of gases. There were qualities of hot air

th.it could be expressed by formulae, apparently. We
met isotherms and adiabats, which Pinkston swore we'd

meet again, disguised in a Mollier chart first class year in

Steam. We decided to wait.

Then a lot ol water flowed under the bridge, as we

( rossed the mechanics ol fluids. Regarding that, we

weren't verj dry behind the ears. The department tried

22" , olts 1 1 1m i it-: a j>

P-works proved the theory . . . sometimes

Now watch this closely, gentlemen



Superheterodyne circuits made simple Wlio'll volunteer to close the switch?

It looks interesting;, but what does it do?

to shed some light on the subject and threw in lenses and

color. But light left us in the dark; even the technicolor

remained a blur. The eye, we found, was a camera, but

the quizzes showed it didn't always record. Perhaps it

was our inability to focus attention on such trivial details

as the Stefan-Boltzmann theory of color perception and

the Bohr lines of the spectrum, which was boring enough

to us.

Finally the E. E. Department came into its own; we

really studied electricity, D. C, A. C, and Radio, a quick

triple play that almost retired our side without a score.

Then came radio, a lifelong comfort and companion

transformed into a baffling mystery. Tuned circuits,

wave traps, oscillators, screen-grid tubes, and shunt feeds

left us with a reverent respect for Marconi and Hertz. At

times radio labs were downright enjoyable, though, be-

cause by plugging this resistor into that tube, hooking a

jump lead into condenser and inductance coil, and weav-

ing a running ground through the whole mess, we were

able to listen to the lab's local transmitter play blues by

Basie—and over a radio we made ourselves.

With the study of electricity—its manifold uses and

services, we were working on the course in which our de-

gree was to be given. Our application to Ordnance, Mar-

ine Engineering, Seamanship and Navigation was not

slighted—this course shared the academic spotlight of

first class year and many of us felt that we were truly

being treated to an A-l course.

We figured out what we did after we did it
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( n tract detail* with Harry Lavelle

Walker and Iselin lay the heel

<7Ae LUCKY BAG ^ *t*ti*t

The first move toward compiling and publishing the

LUCKY BAG of the Class of 1946 came early in the

Spring term of youngster year. After a torrid two week's

political campaign, Don Iselin as Editor-in-Chief and

Ansel Braseth as Business Manager were elected by class

vote to organize and head the production of our BAG.

Our aim was threefold—to present to all friends of the

Navy an intimate picture of life at the Academy; to give

our class an accurate record of three years together in

and out of Bancroft; and to preserve for the Regiment

the memories of another year.

First item on the long lists of urgent work was the

scheduling of first class photographs. Dan Walker, as

Biography Editor, swung into immediate action, haunt-

ing the halls of Bancroft with his nightly excursions in

quest of subjects, willing and unwilling, for the peering

lenses of Josef Schiff's camera.

But the wheels of progress were also turning in other

directions. Stan Zipser returned from a Cook's tour of

the grey matter and emerged with the theme of the 1946

LUCKY BAG, the "Laws of the Navy". It wasn't long

before the Editorial triumvirate of Beach, Collins, and

Zipser turned up with a working outline for the story of

'46, complete from polkadot ties to Ensign's shoulder

boards. By the end of May the infamous informal pho-

tographers were plaguing our classmates. The pace was

set, and the staff never slackened until the "okay—D.G.I."

was stamped on the final proof.

One down, 1091 to go

I he man with the

camera . . . Jo St In II
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Winter hath its charm

The leaves had turned from green to brown and red,

and were falling to the earth—Tecumseh blossomed with

full war paint only to return to copper hue—and one clear

morning we knew it was winter. But, come ice or snow,

the ancient art of dragging remained a pleasant pastime.

Nature lovers that heretofore had gone for cross-country

hikes now submitted their drags to the wintry pleasure of

ice-skating. The Masquerader performances, hops, and

concerts were the highlights of our winter social season.

Each weekend was over all too soon, but happily the

frigid days of winter also rolled by rapidly, making way

for the coming spring.

• . . and Secatid Cladd Hotel

The leaves showed their brightest green, the sky its

deepest blue. Spring rushed upon us and showered the

landscape with a verdant energy. Our spirits soared as

Nature flowered, for we knew that spring would also

bring us second class rates. The privilege of dragging in

the knockabouts and half-raters was granted, and our

liberty was increased to include Wednesday afternoons

and Saturday evenings. Second class doorways and lad-

ders also became an added convenience. Most important

to us was the long-awaited opportunity of possessing

radios. We exercised our new rates contentedly and en-

joyed spring's warm days and cool evenings knowing that

we were in the home stretch—first class year was not far

ahead.

Lucky lasses of the salty Seven

Formation fans

One in every company

This is the life



ENGLISH, cMtito->uf,F and Qau-esinsnetit

\ i ormeb Comm ^nder-in-Chdef ot the Fleet once said,

"Speaking from fort) years ol active service in the Navy,

I can sa) without hesitation that the one course at the

\ ..' Academy which is most important of all, and

which you will find you must use continually from your

first da\ as Ensign to your last day on retirement, is

English."

\\ c spent plebe year writing themes, reading Shake-

speare, and following the romantic movement in English

literature. W e struggled main a study period to express

ourselves "clearly and forcibly" in compositions on fa-

miliar subjects, such as "A Plebe in the Mess Hall," or the

controversial topic. "Why English Is Important to Me as

.i Vi\ al ( )fficer." A naval officer should be able to express

his ideas clearly and easily in oral English, we were told,

\/<
. Pu\ 'l

.
<IkI the honoi s

so we spent the major part of the Winter term delivering

speeches to our mildly interested classmates. Anecdotes

from old Readers' Digests were used freely. Not a few of

the jokes we told were greeted with blank expressions.

Most of us lost our nervousness and gained valuable self-

confidence as we gave speech after speech, simulating

after-dinner talks and occasional speeches.

In the Spring our fancy was turned to thoughts of

Shakespeare and the romantic period of English litera-

ture. Some of us could not understand why the poets did

not express themselves more clearly with the pen, as we

were being taught to do. Nevertheless we added to our

cultural background. During the summer of youngster

year we were given the opportunity to show what we had

learned in a year's time—themes, themes, themes. For

nearly every recitation we had to write a theme on a

selected topic. More ink and paper were used in the

Hall then than at any other time. By the end of the term

our ideas were flowing from brain to pen without appar-

ent effort.

The Fall term of youngster year brought us to a semi-

professional course in Naval History. The study of sea

power's influence on the history of nations, the progress

of ships, weapons, and naval tactics, and the study of the

qualities of naval leadership all form a very important

basis for later professional application. In the classroom

we studied naval campaigns, complete with diagrams,

and Saturday morning we supplemented it with lectures.

At the end of the term we turned in a paper re-fighting

the Battle of Jutland in modern times. Many indeed were

the classroom admirals.

Capt. S. R. Clark

I lead of Department

\ o,r . >i .on were Deioe
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Classes gave us

the theory . . .

All hands turn in outlines by Taps, Friday

Social and political philosophies became the themes of

our Bull classes as we embarked on the Winter term

course in modern European history. The purposes of the

course were to show how the Europe of 1815 has become

the Europe of today and to present a critical analysis of

the various political and social ideologies of the period.

The remainder of the courses in Bull were devoted to the

United States. In the Spring term we studied the history

of American foreign policy and the close connection be-

tween diplomacy and our country's actions, including

involvement in war. We perceived that a Naval officer

must also be a diplomat. During the summer of first class

year we finished our formal studies in Bull with an inten-

sive study of the development of American government

and the theory of its operation, based on constitutional

law.

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH, HISTORY, AND GOVERNMENT. Front Wilson, B. G. Ranch, R. S. Pease, F. Gary, W. K. Dotv. N. T. Kirk. W. A.

row: H. F. Sturdy, R. S. Merrick, C. B. Judge, W. B. Norris, P. R. Osborn, Darden, R. D. Bass, G. R. Stephens, B. M. Keene. E.' J.
Mahonev, W. W.

Capt. S. R. Clark, A. F. Westcott, J. F. Meigs, H. McCormick, F. M. Gardiner, Jettries. Third row: R. H. James, A. S. Curtis, J. C Reed. R. S. West. P. H.

C. L. Lewis, R. de S. Horn. Second row: C. T. Houpt, E. M. Hall, W. E. Ropp, A. S. Pitt, G. B. Rodman, E. A. Sibley, T. F. McManus. H. H. Bell.

R. L. Lowe, G. G. Connelly, C. J. McGaw, D. W. Lee



fn/oi mal by day

0*tce a^Ut JUNE WEEK
For one long year we existed as youngsters—"plebes

carrying on," according to the old saying. But the end

was in sight as we swung into our second June Week. The

athletes surged ahead of the crowds Friday evening, when

Hubbard Hall was again the scene of the exclusive "N"

Dance. Here the wearers of the blue and gold on the

field of sports danced the evening away under a brilliant

June Week moon.

As the weekend came to a close, we began to worry

about those tiring functions on Worden Field—the

P-rades. But somehow, as we marched onto the field,

which was jammed with parents, drags, and cameramen,

we were pretty proud to be a part of the show. Admiral

Beardall presented awards to the more distinguished

members of the Regiment, while the rest of us stood mo-

tionless beneath a blazing sun. Tuesday afternoon the

sun was still hot enough for a parade, so again we pro-

ceeded in unusually military manner to Worden Field.

While cameras ground away, the color girl, escorted by

the Admiral, went through the time-honored ceremony

of presenting the colors. Then, another trek past the re-

viewing stand made our youngster parades nothing but

a memory. That night, Dahlgren Hall was host to the

largest Farewell Ball the Academy has ever seen. A sea

of brilliant colors swayed to the barely audible strains of

Lt. Sima's music-makers. June Week was all over but the

cheering, and there was a crescendo of that the next day,

as 1945 received commissions, 1947 became upperclass,

and 1946 took over the reins of the Regiment.

/ in mal h\ night

1 1 ou think he'll like it?

I
(

'

•

1

Luxurious leisure



The originators admire

RUuf Gammittee

That gilded emblem of our class, the most expensive

blackjack we ever bought, our ring, has a story behind it,

the story of '46s ring committee. Plebe year scuttlebutt

had it that rings were out for the duration, but no sooner

had we cast off the shackles of plebedom than we were

given delusions of grandeur by electing a ring commit-

tee! The first move of the able octet we selected was the

drawing up of some general ideas for an Academy crest,

making rough sketches and sending them to Bailey,

The Ring of Rings

Banks, and Biddle, the manufacturers. The committee

then selected from the company's designs the three best

crests, and from these we chose our favorite, and produc-

tion began. Forty-six's rings were on the way! The com-

mittee also distributed the rings in June, gave priorities

on the few miniatures available, and, regretfully, col-

lected the class emblems of those who were with us in

June of '44 but, in June of '45, were far away.

Gatfunitte&l



Il/Uesi ROMANCE utai au/i da+tcUuj, p,abt*ie>i

To the youngsters, June Week means but one thing—

the Ring Dance. That short ceremony under the huge

replica of the ring seemed a very important event in our

Naval careers. As is customary, we had dinner in the

Mess Hall. There were orchids and earring miniatures

of the class crest for the OAO's, and the sight of a thou-

sand beautiful women definitely added something to the

usually commonplace surroundings. After dinner we

strolled over to MacDonough Hall, where the gym was

transformed by its marine style decorations, and the or-

chestra played from the deck of a beached sailing ship

of old. At the opposite end of the room was the ring,

brilliant in the dimly lit atmosphere. Here shadowy

couples paused and blended into one, as the class of

1946 became wed to the sea.

to the main course

. prelude . .

.1 long Inn- . . . but well worth waiting for A pause before the entry
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THE TRANSITION
Tm i.oNf, w\ uted momeni had arrived. After two years

of work and anti< ipation, we took r > f f our diagonal stripes

and substituted thr horizontal mark ol the firsl class. The

white service of June Week were laid aside, and the

khakis of first class leave were donned.
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f the fairway be crowded with shipping,

Seating homeward the harbour to win,

It is meet that, lest any should suffer,

Uhe steamers pass cautiously in;

So thou, when thou nearest promotion,

And the peak that is gilded is nigh,

Give heed to thy words and thine actions,

£est others be wearied thereby.
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&+t tap,
0-jf

the kill at tadi

Kings for a year! We emerged from the serfdom of

plebe year and the yearnings of youngsters to the exalted

position of a Bancroft plutocrat. Didn't the first class

run the Regiment; wasn't our final year sheer "fruit";

with just enough academic taxation to prevent letter-

writer's cramp, but not enough to preclude afternoon

excursions to fair Annapolis?

To these questions, and many more, we found the

answer in June of 1944. We soon discovered that our

responsibilities were great, for not only were we called

upon to instill discipline in the two thousand men under

us, but also ours was the task of estimating another's

qualifications as officer material for future Regiments.

And academics! The Ordnance trees grew into

tangled jungles and the sun was never in the right place

while we were grinding out the weekly Nav P-works.

Our new rates didn't quite encompass the Four Free-

doms, but they were a long step from the memories of

plebe year, and we accepted them with gracious ap-

proval.

CLASS OFFICERS: Ben Martin, President. Harry Watson, Secre-

tary, Monty Johnson, Treasurer; Hal Hamberg, Vice-President

2200 happy hour

$7



Captain (. F. Goodwin, U.S.N.

TAKE CHARGE!

Follow insti in tions, Mate

A man of action, a leader who called not for followers,

but found them abundantly. That was our Captain

Goodwin. He believed firmly in the privileges of rank,

and strived unceasingly to improve the lot of the first

class. In his capacity as Executive Officer he dispensed

with red tape, inaugurated the publication of Regimental

bulletins, opened the gates for the repeal of "110-40,"

and reduced our service charges. Often, so often, did he

impress upon us the fact that we must "Take Charge."

And we did! Our initial task came with first class

cruise. '46 manifested its authority on all stations, from

topside cleaning to number three main battery turret.

On the blue waters of the Atlantic we carried into action

the words of Captain Goodwin.
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QUEEN OF THE CARIBBEAN
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^4e Hecuie. BupA&we
Off came the diagonal-striped shoulder boards. Out

came the tropical greys, from beneath rain capes, from

behind top-shelf laundry, and from between the folds

of blankets. Gold chin straps a-glistening, we passed

grinning jimmy legs. As fast as bulging suitcases would

permit, we left the green gates behind. Out, out we

radiated; past the limits of the Queen Anne metropolis

and past the last outposts of the Calvert domain.

The all-fish menu of the dining cars was a disappoint-

ment, but rapidly we adjusted ourselves to the crescendo

of inconveniences of the Home Front at War. Ration

Boards, abbreviated bills-of-fare, and alcohol curfews

had been ameliorated by adjustments during the previ-

ous leaves. But this was to be the leave supreme. Some

of us gave exclusive attention to the girls who walked

through the Ring with us. Others dedicated themselves

to entertaining America's manless femininity. But all of

us were steeped in the best of Khayyam and Epicurus.

As the sands of 28 days seemed to hurtle faster and faster

through the neck of the glass, our sense of freedom be-

came less and less intense. Then one pleasant summer

morning we awoke to the realization that we must return

to the retreat in the Orient, there to assume new roles

as leaders of the Regiment.

Yea Furlough



OF COURSE w& Uo& nat yet

ma&tesied all the tUea>ie£iocd law-l

It was hard to study .

First class summer found us trying on our new

rings, reveling in our new rates, and attempting

to relax. But there was, in addition to the other

new and interesting subjects, a final effort on

the part of the Bull Department, in the form of

a course in American Government; the 5"-38

kept us off the horizontal the rest of the time.

Still, the summer sun had its attraction for all

hands. We spent many hours stretched out on

Farragut Field or the seawall, browning up for

leave, keeping that Trinidad tan, or just lazing

in the heat. Summer hops, weekend sailing

trips with the girls or on races, and thoughts of

leave combined to fill all spare time during the

summer. Academics kept us busy but still left

plenty of spare hours to enjoy the freedom and

privilege of the summer term.

/;>// there came the reckoning



But cue did leaswi

tltcd old ijc (fame

The lure of the chase still pervaded Bancroft. Our

hunters substituted swords and messengers for red coats

and hounds, but for us and the foxes, the results were

just the same! No matter how elaborate the warning net,

the D.O.'s crashed through, despite whispers of "sail- ho,"

and snapping fingers. There were those among us who

boasted, but there were also those who could navigate

the walk-run course, blindfolded.

AND SEEK

WITH

WE USUALLY LOST
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IU V \R I MF.NT OF ORI)NA\( E WD GUNNERY. First row: F. M. Price,

i, R.
J.

Ovrom, G. D. Gregor, H. C. Roue.
J. J. Laffan, Capt.

I
I R\ .in | I. Chew, (.. I. Ferguson, I. L. Powell, W. H. Baurriberger.

1 \\. Foster, R. 15. kail. C. B. Farwell, A. W. Dinwiddie, D. M.

Laizure, J. I. Glendinning,
J. P. Bernard, F. C. Billing, E. W. Shellworth,

W. Lewis, G. B. McCoy, R. A. Swanson. Third row:
J. E. Chisholm, L. R.

Wright, E. K. Barber

Out, p.teJjeAAAG+ial jpsite . . . wKUINAIN^t . . . utU&ie w& lecui+ted

The one great purpose for which the Navy works and

trains is success in battle. Toward that end are directed

all the countless hours of training men, and the construc-

tion of all modern complex instruments of war. And

when the crucial hour of battle comes, the success we

work for depends largely upon the power and efficiency

of our gunnery, and its ability to destroy the enemy. With

this in mind, it was easy to understand the need for the

many hours we spent with the Ordnance Department.

The first summer we learned to use small arms, and

spent a great deal of time on the rifle range and in the

pistol gallery. Experience with larger guns came on

cruise, when we practiced anti-aircraft firing and night

bombardment. The use of these guns and the many in-

struments connected with them served to materialize

the hours spent in the lecture and model rooms. The

mtaam



Squeeze 'em off . . .

to- ihaot Ike, Utile o+te<i . . .

. . . ana uaoaJz the (Ua an&l

trigger mechanism of the twenty millimeter was essential

to shooting down enemy planes, the efficient operation

of the mark eight rangekeeper laid our sixteen inch guns

on the target, and from the orderly confusion of CIC

emerged the answers to the complex gunnery problems

of modern warfare. Equipped with a working knowledge

of ordnance material we join the fleet, confident of our

ability to keep pace with the valiant deeds of our con-

temporaries.

Xoiv the five inch, thirty-eight

On target

Shift to local



From coxswain of a whaleboat

. . . we advance

"/a make, ul <iaila>ti. al

tU WvUd'4. Qnaaieii Gleet

It was long before '46 came face to face with that first

mimeographed question slip 1-NT-l-A that we became

acquainted with the Seamanship Department. No sooner

had our stencil ink dried than we found ourselves catch-

ing a crab or two in the Severn in an attempt to master

the strenuous art of pulling a cutter. Then, with the

blisters on our hands still burning, the Department lined

us up on the seawall, assigned us boats and instructors

and sent us to sea for the first time—in a frail little sail-

boat! Luce Hall jackstay drills completed the plebe sum-

mer Seamo course.

Yes, we had met the Seamo Department—and we

were theirs. For the first two years, weekly drill periods

found us alternating flag hoists and blinker in Room N
with wig-wag and semaphore on Farragut Field. Two

n YP fundamentals .

la halllr-litie tactics

maam



DEPARTMENT OF SEAMANSHIP AND NAVIGATION. First row: W. E.

Tarbutton, C. F. Bailey, R. D. McGinnis, J. T. Bowers, W. S. Mayer, Capt.

F. L. Riddle, C. Withers, L. H. McDonald, R. H. Maury,
J. A. Lee, E. W.

Abbott. Second row: W. D. Waller, A. B. Harmon, C. C. Mann, H. C. Yost,

H. E. Day, P. Miller, J. L. Hill, P. F. Bedell, R. M. Lee, B. Walsh, B. J. Gault,

Third row: A. B. Moody, K. W. Doering, G. L. G. Kemp, C. C. LoveLady.

F. L. Caudle. J. Cuffey, H. M. Home, F. W. Filbry, R. McMurrav, L. A.

Masselink, R. M. B. Adams, C. L. McGhee, R. Hartford

. . . tkey tauxjJd ul SEAMANSHIP in aU oj iU Cubp&cti

Saturday mornings a term we offered our services to the

1/c skippers, OOD's, and signal officers in order to learn

the various duties of watch standers aboard ships at sea.

Thus in September, 1944, we marched to our first

recitation, assured that with two years of experience we
were well fortified to cope with the mere theory of sea-

manship. We were wrong. There was little that seemed

familiar to us in Naval Tactics, less in Communications,

and by the time we completed Naval Courts and Boards,

we were certain that the course had been changed into

a foreign language study.

The number of subjects we studied during the nine

month period was amazing, but even more astounding to

us was our feeling, at the close of the year, that we had

learned almost as much as we had studied; we were quali-

fied to serve as officers in the world's greatest fleet.

Course and speed



—Ji

Capt. F. L. Riddle

Head of Department

NAVIGATION

"Time is everything; five minutes may mean the differ-

ence between victory and defeat." So saying, Lord Nel-

son unknowingly equipped our Navigation Department

with a slogan which it has passed on to each successive

first class every Saturday morning of the academic year.

It was fascinating to learn that the stars and moon were

more useful than they appeared on a night of summer

leave—they were actually a means of orienting ourselves



with the toind aft Morning sun sight

on the earth's surface; and that a wrist watch was not the

only means of determining the time of day, for the sun

and vernal equinox told a far more accurate story—after

we finally learned to punch the correct tabulated columns

in the Nautical Almanac and the H.O. volumes.

lercarpo

- ."-,-.



'There will be a first class informal

Mote rieAfLXUfAihilitie<i, mote latel

The old slogan about rank having its privilege became

something more than a group of words during our last

year, especially when we dragged. We leisurely dined

on Saturday nights as we watched worried youngsters

and their drags dash off from untouched desserts to make

the nine-thirty deadline at the hop. Then as the evening

wore on, if the young lady seemed interested, or if a

long walk was ahead, at eleven fifteen we would stroll

out of Dahlgren with plenty of time to go, pausing only

long enough on the steps above the dance floor to say

"Them? Oh, they have to stay till it's over." Still later,

when she asked what the clatter on the pavement outside

was, we'd murmur, "Just youngsters; they're probably

late now," and then change the subject.

There were many little conveniences too, that dulled

the sharp edge of Academy life, things such as having the

first five rows of seats at entertainments, afternoon liberty

to do those small errands in town, corridor boys—if you

paid them—to clean the room, and the undeniable fact

that the few officers of the Executive Department were

easier to dodge than an entire senior class.

The proverbial pause

1 hi m tn o\ the



Hold that bus!

Sa la+Uf, 5-mile> limit!

Among the fond memories of first class year, our pre-

cious weekends rank high. The once-a-term Saturday

night spent by some in the livelier districts of Washing-

ton, Baltimore, or New York was a long-anticipated

privilege. An extra weekend—for some the only—was pro-

vided by the trip to Philly for the Penn game. Football,

several hours of liberty, and the night clubs of Phila-

delphia combined to make this a gala occasion, despite

the rigors of the overnight boat ride.

Bay Belle Pullman

Cafe Society
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Qwi IpxiKe +fta*ne+tti imele (finest la . . .

GUIDANCE
Purpose: To aid Catholic

young men in the everyday

execution of their religious

philosophy. A tribute to that

great scholar, Cardinal New-

man, the club presented bi-

weekly lectures on topics

ranging from world politics

to successful marriage. As-

sisted by their chaplain,

Father Murphy, the New-

man club obtained many dis-

tinguished clergy and lay-

men to interest its more than

six hundred members.

CULTURE
Baltimore's perennial

Mayor McKelton, Physical

Training's hypnotic Sazama,

and the University of Mary-

land's enticing female chorus

—only a few of the stars in a

galaxy of entertainment that

packed Smoke Hall for each

bi-weekly NACA night.

These programs were always

all-hands evolutions, and

provided much pleasure for

everyone.

THE SEA
Not until we had experi-

enced the thrill of holding a

tiller, of trimming a sheet, or

of crossing a finish line in

front did we realize the ex-

citement awaiting us in the

Academy's "fleet" of yachts

and yawls. Many of us quali-

fied as handlers and com-

manders, becoming at the

same time members of the

Boat (mib, an organization

whose pleasure was sailing.

NEWMAN CLUB
President L. F. Quigley, Father Murphy,

W. C. Stack, J. B. Quigley

NAVAL ACADEMY
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

A. H. Kinneberg, Chaplain Thomas,

President R. 1). Maxson, O. C. Carr,

H. B. Wadsworth, R. C. Duncan, T. R. Tohnsorl

BOAT CLUB
B. Sanchez, E. A. Shaw, H. P. Rice,

VV. K. Doran, Commodore
J.

R. Stickles

Comdr. E. K. McLaren



Resolved, "That the United States The Quarterdeck Society

£ue>i amosttf uA, . . . T H E GLIB
Everyone likes to voice his opinion and the Quarter-

deck Society was an organization dedicated just to that

purpose. Its weekly informal discussions touched on

topics ranging from Academy "gripes" to international

Knights, bishops, and Midshipmen

THE HOBBYISTS
For most of us, stamps went out with the

franking privilege. A few, however, found

the philatelic hobby quite fascinating. The

Stamp club, a newcomer to the Society

of Philatelic Americans, enables Midship-

men to carry on their personal collections.

politics. In more formal expression, the club participated

in Intercollegiate debates, with Memorial Hall serving

as the forum for the battle of "constructions and rebut-

tals." Within the Regiment, the Society sponsored its

annual oratory competition, awarding prizes to those

who displayed outstanding ability in thought content

and persuasive delivery.

THE STRATEGISTS
Chess, the hobby of kings, the brain-teasing sport of the

mentally adept has more than its share of Academy en-

thusiasts. We tried our hand at the Sicilian defense and

the Queen's gambit by competing with club members

and displaying our talents at rapid transit games in the

steerage. Highlight of the chess season was the annual

Army match, conducted by mail. We're still trying to

find out who won!

Just colored bits of paper



The 1 1"/) committee planned the dances .

^llt&y, nux&e auk lueeJzencli <fCUj,

"No darling, that's xot his belt hanging out!" Another

midshipman's drag is enlightened. Not really the addi-

tional bit of sartorial negligence that it appears to be,

the sword belt is the badge of authority used at the Naval

Academy hops to replace the rosette, badge, or colors

worn at college dances. According to U.S.N.A. Regula-

tion 3062. regimental and class hops are given by and

for midshipmen. The "by" can be accredited to the nine

first classmen and two youngsters who carried on the

social battle with the executive department and displayed

the wares of Lieutenant Sima's talented musicians. Their

job was to satisfy everyone with hops at the right time,

and try to balance the jive seekers against those who
wanted romantic waltzes.

With the closing strains of "For those in Peril on the

Sea," each Sunday the choir concluded another Chapel

service; seventy-five choristers filed out the back pas-

sageway, another week's performance well done. The

entire service, procession, chants, and anthem resulted

from one afternoon's practice during the week and a

short rehearsal Sunday morning, under the direction of

Mr. Gilley, the Chapel organist.



om/i tyaieitfti ^JatiXfuel . . . attd auk Matk

The nemesis of the mechanically-minded—meat of the

intellectuals, Dago is basis for both worry and hobby at

the Naval Academy. To the graduate, knowledge of for-

eign languages is a definite asset, readily apparent to the

Naval officer in a foreign port.

At regular intervals, members of the French, Portu-

guese, Spanish, German, Russian, and Japanese clubs

meet, and, with the help of officers and instructors of the

Department, improve their linguistic talents. The air of

academic drudgery is missing; for the meetings feature

original skits and song fests—in a foreign tongue, of

course!

The price of membership in the Math club was interest.

We weren't all Einsteins or Granvilles, in fact not a few

of us had a hard time turning out 30's, but we found real

fascination in the intricacies of pure mathematics, in the

explanation of the gamma function, and in the derivation

of Taylor's series. Twice a month we gathered in the gen-

eral extracurricular room for short meetings and lectures

by assorted math wizards and ordinarv profs. The civil-

ized treatment of a daily scourge was justification enough

for many of us to devote two evenings a month to our

Math club.

The marvels of mathematics were interesting to many

'W ^ J ^^ /* *

1 11 N



. oi the builders

Model Men

The Model* lub, one of the newest hobby

centers quickly promised to become the

largest. The spirit of "Sperry did it, why

taut [?" spurred on the activities of its two

completel) equipped workshops. Creative

hands built useful articles in all shapes and

sizes, ranging from radio cabinets to minia-

ture warships.

Jlti,te*U*ta to. uxcut-e bandli

"I i. \\s\u iters, receivers, amplifiers, con-

densers, coils, with hardly enough room

to squeeze in a lecturer on Tuesday eve-

nings: that was our Radio club room. Some

of our members had been radio "hams" in

their ow ii right, the rest of us picked up the

fine points by the time-worn trial and error

methods. Our station wasn't powerful but

lor what we lacked in quality we made up

in quantit)

.

Gwtoettt ^OfU&i

\\ in \ mi phi gang goi together in its

backstage workshop, you could expect

sparks to flv and circuit breakers to pop.

What its members failed to learn from the

[uice Department the) picked up the hard

from LlO-voll leads. Stage lighting,

spotlighting, and special effects were the

gang's routine jobs, but its special glory

the magnificent electric signs lent to

;ill our stage productions.

Just name it—mid they'll build it

We're listening to "Tokyo Rose" tonight

They harnessed the juice for fun

3e&te*nn



IMpiffi'' «

What do you suppose they're looking at?

The transformation

Play house construction engineers

The cast assembled

•Attd da, mult pAXHtd beauty . . .

Not even the theater was safe from the aspirations of

midshipmen. Each year the Masqueraders, our dramatic

club, treated the Regiment and Annapolitans to an almost

professional production of some current play. Climaxing

months of rehearsal by the cast and ceaseless hours of

work by the crews who built the scenery, set the stage,

arranged the lighting, and handled the tickets and pro-

grams, came the play—a bright spot in grey winter

months.

Ably coached by Professor Royal S. Pease, whose

long experience and deft direction could make actors

out of wooden Indians, the club turned out a stellar pro-

duction of Thurber's The Male Animal this year. A
change of pace from last year's mystery, this difficult

Broadway comedy was a real test of the club's talents.

Last minute details

11.



The acoustic experts

We cambitted Mu6& aittU MudJc

Three bells at Wednesday evenings meals was the

starting signal for the rush to Smoke Hall's front seats.

The sessions of the NA-10, mellow, tepid, or hot, were

worth the scramble. And at the week-end informals many

a drag reluctantly watched the boys pack up their instru-

ments. In moments more sedate we listened to the occa-

sional Mem Hall programs of the concert orchestra. From

the strong-throated Glee Club we received memorable

entertainment climaxed by the Christmas Carol program

the evening before we left for our last leave. Perhaps the

most genuinely collegiate group was the Mandolin Club.

Its evening sessions with heterogeneous instruments

brought forth a well-received performance in the annual

Combined Musical Clubs show, "The Bitter End," co-

starring the Glee Club, NA-10, orchestra, and the cream

of the Academy's entertainment crop.

Swingsters . . . and the symphony



Well whaddya know—the Arky for me

r<
7uM3A, the te/im bejpsie tyiaducUia+t

As the number of days dwindled into the two digit

column, concentration on academics became impossible,

whereas a month or so before, it had been only mildly

difficult. There were just too many distractions! Before

we had finished growling about the "raw deal" in pref-

erence numbers, we were busy deciding our choice of

duty—just in case. And all the while we were finding it

only too easy to spend our afternoons and modest sav-

ings browsing in and out of Robber's Row—buying a cap

and raincoat at one shop, sea boots and insignia at the

place next door. Soon, assignments were being posted,

our hopes, fears, prayers, and anxieties for particular

duty were at an end. We soon had our orders in our

hand and were ready for our new duty as ensigns.

Books, books, and more books

Cheap at twice the price



NO MORE RIVERS
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The Exclusive "AT" Dance . . . for the men who earned their "N's"

*7Ae Scoteuaabd— SpsUtuj, Sfiaiti.

March 31 Navy .

.

. 15

April 4 Navy.

.

. 11

April - Navy.

.

11

April 11 Navy . 14

14 Navy.

.

. 21

April 18 Navy.

.

. 13

April 21 Navy. . 4
April 28 Navy.

.

11

: Navy.

.

. 17

7 Navy 12

12 Navy.

.

. 13

16 ivy. . . 3
'

19 ivy . . 1

Navy .

.

2

March 31 ivy . -

April 14 . 17

April 21 7

April ivy . . 20

5 14

5 ivy . . 20
12 5

19 avy . . 23

ivy

.

/

April 14 ivy. . 53

April avy .

.

. 72
April 29 132

'

6 120

BASEBALL
N.C. Preflight 14

New York University 1

I r--inius 1

\ illanova

Muhlenburg 1

I niversity of North Carolina 2

Princeton
Penn State 6
Bucknell 3

Pittsburgh 8
Penn 4
Richmond 4
Duke 9
Army 7

LACROSSE
City College of New York
Swarthmore 1

Johns Hopkins 8
Penn State
Dartmouth
(.ornell 1

Johns Hopkins 7
Penn State
Army 7

SAILING
Mil 61, Cornell. . . .23, Stevens. .. 33

' Guard 103

I Guard.... 155, M.I.T 135
( ornell . . .91, Stevens. . . .68, Penn 66

April

April
April

April

April

April
May
May
May
Mav

7

11

14

18

21

28
2
5

12

16

April 21

April 28
May 5

May 19

May 26

April 28
May 12

May 19

April 14

April 17

April 21

April 28
May 5

May 12

May 26

Navy.
Navy

.

Navy.
Navy

.

Navy

.

Navy

.

Navy.
Navy.
Navy

.

Navy.

TENNIS
7 North Carolina 2
16 William and Mary 3

8 Oak Hill

9 Meadowbrook Club
6 Philadelphia Rifle Club 3

9 North Carolina
9 Johns Hopkins
8 Duke 1

8 Columbia
9 University of Pennsylvania

TRACK
Navy 104 Duke 22
Navy won Penn Relays.
Navy.... 116 North Carolina Preflight 15

Navy Intercollegiate Champions at IC4-A
Navy .... 73 Army 52

CREW
Navy defeated M.I.T. and Harvard.
Navy lost to Columbia
Navy defeated Cornell, M.I.T., and Columbia

Navy.
Navy.
Navy

.

Navy.
Navy.
Navy.
Navy

.

GOLF
9 West Virginia

7 M.I.T 2

byi Baltimore Institute 2}4
6 Baltimore Institute 3

5 Army Air Base 4
9 Maryland Drydock 1

Ayi Army Ayi

l.xlra-curricular awards for prowess in the Academy's many activities

*****

PJ • If
1

• ' / < N '

'
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PkeAentatian ay AutaAxbi

"To Midshipman Benjamin Stillwell Martin, for

serving as Regimental Commander. ..." Amid gasps

of delight and applause from the spectators, the Super-

intendent presented the well-earned awards and prizes

to the outstanding graduates. Don Iselin won the lion's

share of the honors by standing at the head of his class,

and taking first place in Ordnance, English, Mathe-

matics, History, Navigation, and Marine Engineering.

Altogether, he was the recipient of nine prizes. Five-

striper Ben Martin scored heavily for his leadership and

athletic ability ; Harry Upthegrove stood first in Rules

of the Road; Ed Sheehy in Seamanship, Jack Fagan

in Electrical Engineering, Frank Johnston in Military

Law, Al Jiminez in Foreign Languages, and Dick West

in Mechanical Drawing. Don Jameson placed first in

the oratorical contest and Fritz Wiedeman took top

honors for his patriotic essay. Dave Barksdale received

the award for promotion of athletics. These and many
others were the men that earned through hard work

and constant effort the prizes in different fields of

endeavor. Watches, war bonds, binoculars, cups, and

swords constituted their tangible reward for a job well

done. The Superintendent expressed his congratulations

with a handshake to the winner of each award; the

Regiment expressed it with a hearty three cheers for

the award winners. Then, as each man took his place

in his company again, and the Regiment began to pass

in review, each member of '46 became conscious that

here was the next to last P-rade and it was "look proud,

boys, we're going home."

Don Iselin stood at the head of the class

Ben Martin

for officer-like qualities
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FIRST BATTALION
McPhillips. Carr, Armao.
Battalion Commander Isc-

lin, Langille, En_.
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SECOND BATTALION
Turk, Haak, Taylor, Bat-
talion Commander Watson,

Bard, Spangler, Stiles.
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REGIMENTAL STAFF

Masich, Welander, Gulp.
Regimental Commander
Martin, Mayes, Barcus.

Lnyart, Allen.
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THIRD BATTALION

Ray, Barksdale, Nasipak,
Battalion Commander
Duncan, Lpthegrove, Rob-

ertson, Ferguson.
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FOURTH BATTALION
Walsh, Peak, Knape, Bat-
talion Commander Bryce,
Hartley, Doughty, La-

Lande.
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PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

It was with a feeling of personal loss, a sense of deep

sorrow that we received the news of President Roose-

velt's death. The Navy had lost a friend, the nation

had lost a president, and the world had lost a leader.

We discovered that we had a new Commander in Chief,

a man about whom we knew little. President Harry S.

Truman accepted his tremendous responsibility with

a note of humility and a determination to lead the

nation firmly and wisely. Within a few days, he had

the reins of government capably in hand, and with little

fanfare proceeded directly to the job of winning the

war and assuring the peace. His leadership has inspired

confidence in the hearts and minds of all Americans.

We are proud to have him as our Commander in Chief.

QUoH^e In Gammand

COMMANDANT OF MIDSHIPMEN

Brief though our acquaintance had been with Cap-

tain Ingersoll, we quickly recognized his desire for

efficiency and his ability to steer us on the right course.

His deep interest in us as midshipmen was surpassed

only by his constant and successful endeavors to better

prepare us for our future days. To Captain Ingersoll

the Class of 194b gives its sincerest thanks.
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P*udle a^ the

)arade of June Week, the climax of
r

s colorful pageant preceding graduation,

cameramen steadied their cameras in their

tre&itap vantage points, waiting to grind away as the

scensVinfolded below them; proud parents and sweet-

hearts^pverflowed the stands and filled the "standing

room only" space; the Regiment marched smartly up

to its position on the parade grounds. Throughout the

ranks ran the whisper: "Will the Admiral let him kiss

her this year?"

Finally the color company marched forward and

halted in front of the reviewing stand. The yellow

guidon of the Eighteenth Company waved in the breeze

as the company commander, E. H. Knape, snappily

saluted Admiral Beardall and the color girl, Miss

Lillian Cordes. After she transferred the colors to their

new bearers, the new blue guidon signifying "champs"

replaced the yellow; the company responded with three

hearty cheers for the color girl. The Regiment then

saluted with three cheers for the color company and

passed in review before the newly-crowned winners-

it was all over but the congratulations.

To the victor—and his O.A.O.—went the spoils.

To the Eighteenth Company went the well-deserved

title of Pride of the Regiment, and the well-earned satis-

faction of a good job well done. The honor of being

color company was the result of outstanding achieve-

ment in many fields of competition, of continuous

22



(lexflment

ion—in

ts.

fall term

effort throughout the year. The "E'

each man of the Eighteenth is the symbo

through effort in every Regimental co

smartness, professional competition, and

The color winners climbed to the top in

under "El" Knape, added to their lead dicing Joe

Stoutenburgh's winter term leadership, and finished

strong when Knape resumed command in the spring.

Those two stripers used their authority to form a

smoothly functioning unit. Harmony was their key-

note. First classmen led the way by cooperating fully

with each other and with their juniors; the under-

classes responded by working enthusiastically toward

the ambitious goal set by their leaders. The company

harmony was especially noticeable in the sports com-

petition, where class rates dissolved so that teamwork

could excel. The points garnered in company smart-

ness, parade excellence, communications, YP handling,

and other all-company contests furnish further proof

of the effectiveness of the policy of united effort. In

events in which only one class participated, the Eigh-

teenth again had an outstanding record, as each man
of each class pulled his own weight. Some competitions

lasted all year, others took only two hours—the Eigh-

teenth's record in each was the best in the Regiment.

The Eighteenth Company, a fighting team, deserves

the honor it won by active interest, thorough prepara-

tion, and cooperative effort from September until June.
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Adnu/icUk Qasu&esi Pa/Uif, and tf-G/i&weU Ball

A lawn party setting, complete with refreshments,

dancing, and cool summer air, provided the scene for

the Admiral's Garden Reception of the proud parents,

beautiful drags, and happy graduates. The hospitality

and friendliness of Admiral and Mrs. Beardall made

everyone feel at home, adding to the party that valuable

personal touch. It was a gracious social affair that gave

us all a chance to meet each others' parents and still

have the opportunity for the usual party activities.

The next night Dahlgren Hall, replete with decora-

tions, served the entire Regiment at the Farewell Ball.

For '46 it was a time of memories. The hours spent in

the toils of ordnance drills faded into a vision of the

many hops that we had enjoyed in these spacious halls.

For three years this had been the scene of our most

pleasurable moments with drags and O.A.O.'s, and now

Dahlgren was saying Farewell to us. Our last hop, and

the overcrowded dance floor could not lessen the senti-

ment of the occasion. For '48 it was the beginning of

their Academy social life, and for the first time they

tasted the pleasures of participating rather than looking

on from the gallery. For all alike it was a beautiful

dance. The music, the cooling walks into Thompson

Stadium, the vari-colored array of dresses, the parents

looking on from the balcony, a crowded floor—this was

our Farewell Ball, a night of sentiment, a night of mem-
ories, the eve of our entry into the ranks of our brother

officers.

The Admiral meets Mother and Dad

'46 bids Farewell



We Marched in

Q-^bcuf Diplomas

with distinction

June 6th—that toward which we had been counting

since G minus 1086, the day that we entered Dahlgren

Hall as midshipmen for the last time. It was a new kind

of feeling that we experienced upon graduation. One of

mixed emotions—happy with the thought of our broad

gold stripe, proud of our hard-earned achievements,

anxious to venture forth upon the beckoning seas; yet

secretly each and every one of us felt that little tinge of

emptiness as we left our three-year home. It was the

sort of a feeling that brings a lump into your throat, but

this lump was welcome, so very welcome
—
"G" Day

had come at last.

We get

our stripes
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Memorial Hall, the scene of our introduction three

years ago to the Laws of the Navy. Here we had stood,

surrounded by reminders of the deeds of others who had

followed the Code of the Sea. Here we took the oath

to follow that code ourselves. And now today we take

one last look at the Bay and the misty shore beyond

before we leave that hall, determined to put into prac-

tice these laws that we had learned so well at the

Academy.
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OVv these are the £aws of the Tlavy,

) Unwritten and varied they be;

And he that is wise will observe them,

Going down in his ship to the sea.

As the wave rises clear to the hawse pipe,

IDashes aft, and is lost in the wake,

So shall ye drop astern, all unheeded,

Such time as the law ye forsake.



Regimental Commander: B. S. Martin

Second rci- I I Armao, D. A. Clement. Third row: C. B. Coyer, J. B. Burton. Fourth row: T. C. Chitty, J.J. Herzog, F. S. Dougherty

REGIMENTAL STAFF * ^aiilenm
These are the men who led the Regiment through the

Jays of the fall Term, when we were really beginning

our first-class year. The public saw them leading the

midshipmen through the streets of Baltimore and

Philadelphia to our football games, and watched them

present the Regiment at our weekly parades. To the

public, they were figureheads, but to us of the first

class they were the liaison men between us and the

Executive Department. It was they who held the

strings of our organization in their hands, molding the

various classes and companies into one smooth-running

:se men worked hard at their individual tasks.

/ and commissary, plans and training, adjutant,

intelligence, communications, and others provided

Tores small and large that had to be done in

n to the regular studying and athletic programs.

lartm^ manage 1 to turn in a top-flight perfor-

^sp^per and still put in full time on the

H^fi^kir-^Yll of these men deserve much credit for

their fine
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REGIMENTAL STAFF * %e^m
^4 M

Regimental Commander : D. G. Iselin

There were very few parades here at the Aefeemy, none

of the glory of leading the midshipmen ^^^^ay foot-

ball game, and seldom did these men g©t!||Senance to

command the Regiment assembled as a unit. Never-

theless, the usual hard work was there, and they did

a fine job of correlating our thoughts and ideas for the

Executive Department, as well as seeing that -the^lans

drawn up by the officers were carried out to 0&d^d-
vantage by the midshipmen. We place these menfnere,

at the beginning of the Biography Section, because they

symbolize so well the material organization and spirit

that combines all four battalions of midshipmen of all

classes into the Regiment. All of these men kept busy

at their jobs—Don Iselin worked hard at the top post

while striving at the same time to keep our Lucky Bag

going at high speed. In addition to this he still found

time to work hard for top honors in the academic field.

To all of them goes praise for the jobs they have done

well in the little spare time available—let us hope that

their rewards have been commensurate with their

services.

Regimental Commander : D. G. Iselin

Second row: W. N. Culp, Jr., R. S. Tisdale. Third row: M. Eckhart, Jr., A. L. Forrest. Fourth row: M. T. Johnson, E. H. Willett, R. L. Xletzger
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fyzlL V&im

QcUtalia+t Stajjjj
Battalion Commander: O. C. Carr

Second row: J. E. Langille, III, M. D. Turley, Jr. Third row: R. S.

Moore, R. F. Iacobelli, R. H. Royer

GcutupxzfUf, Go-mmanoLe/iA,

Fifth Company

D. L. Weldon

Fourth Company

R. Y. Scott

Third Company

J I. Taylor

•Second Company

W J I rancy

mpany

••dander

y
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Wmt&i V&im

Battalias, Stall
Battalion Commander: W. F. Engel, Jr.

Second row: j . W. Currie, G. O. Dutton. Third row: W. J. Weber, Jr.

H. G. Dudley, W. C. Nicklas, Jr.

Gamf&GMAf, GanutuundeM,

Fifth Company

C. H. Guv

Fourth Company

R. H. Knight

Third Company

P. B. Richards

Second Company

J. E. Hart

First Company

H. M. McPhillips, Jr.
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IVilUam B'utce ALUto^

I onc Isi vnd, Ni \\ York

<

. ime to the Academy from Long Island alter a year of high living at Yale, a

hich we've gathered from his occasional references to the ivy-covered walls and
for which that institution is famous. Somehow Bruce managed to make

ind still spend most of his time doing a 4.0 job on designing our crest and ring.

'Otitic" played three years of varsity hall, and was one' of Navy's top

ng his share of big defensemen despite his small proportions. With his

>licy of playing the feminine field. Bruce w ill undoubtedly have a gal in every port.

Spokane, Washington

'Aveybird" came to the Academy as an old salt, having spent several years in

had little trouble with academics, and hardly knows the meaning of the

I . .cry afternoon finds Floyd dashing off to varsity soccer

ball game. However, all of his activities were not confined to sports,

le Fleet made a real "liberty hound" out of him. The only thing that

starring was too much dragging—the women occupied all of his

would-be spare moments.

I
136

Galuifii cMutit Adnata
Alamogordo, New Mexico

A chunk of the Old West followed "Pixie" to

Annapolis, for with him he brought a reputation
as a sheep herder de luxe, and his rendition of an
Indian Rain Dance was something to behold in

awe. There were new opportunities here, however,
and he made good use of his "big broad shoulders"
in three years of football. Those devilishly pointed
eyebrows not only earned him his nickname, but
enabled him to slay the Eastern girls as easily as

he had the squaws back home. May Tecumseh
and Agnew battle for supremacy for many long

years.

Bruce

Pixie

Floyd

Ken

Ke*u*e£k &dL*an& BcM&man
Ada, Ohio

Ken's ambition was to make an example of him-
self for his juniors while at the Academy. In bear-

ing, industry, and personality, few compared with

him, and he managed to make a happy combina-
tion of these qualities. Few of us could fail to feel

the challenge and enlightenment his keen mind
gave to our friendly chats. After managing the

gym team plebe year, he turned out to be one of

our ablest youngster gymnasts, and went on to

new heights during first class year. Ken will be

remembered for his cheerful willingness to be of

help to his classmates.



Red Bay, Alabama

"J. T." earned the nickname "Bird" by his

apparent love of flying and his habit of flitting

from limb to limb of the plebe Bull tree. Entering
the Academy from Marion Institute gave him a
military and academic background that made his

three years on the Severn comparatively easy. A
true Red Mike, Dan holds the record of three

years without dragging. His plentiful spare time
was spent mostly in sleeping, but he managed to

earn many points for his company in the regi-

mental sports contests.

Face

El Paso, Texas
'

' I got spurs that j ingle— . '

' That's what you might hear as Bonny strolled through the

halls at U.S.N.A. Since Jack never broke a reg, and the regs didn't call for spurs, he
had to leave them back in Texas. But the regs didn't stop his mournful cowboy bal-

lads from ringing through the Hall. "Geronimo" always boasted about his Texas
squaws, but his luck didn't hold out here, as he was often the honored guest at a brick-

ing party. A true Army brat,. Jack meant to catch the train out of El Paso for West
Point, but his pals here will never regret the day he changed his tune from Army Blue
to Anchors Aweigh.

Bird

Sheriff

Belgrade, Minnesota

The "Sheriff" hails from the cold climes of northern Minnesota. Three years of uni-

versity have made most of his subjects sheer fruit, except Bull and Dago. He is some-
times referred to as "spot one" because of his height, but that is only one of the rea-

sons so many of us look up to him. "Wine, women, and song" has long been his motto,

and from all indications he does pretty well by it. We are all glad to claim him as a

classmate, and are sure that all hands will like him equally as well when he joins the

Fleet.

Howie

eMo-w-and flo4&pdt Bn&uut

Cedarhurst, New York

A firm believer in keeping the ladies happy,
Howie let the Executive Department keep him
in shape for week-ends by long hours of walk-run
which he supplemented with an occasional work-
out in the fencing or wrestling lofts. No slash,

"H.J." could be counted to spend exam week wail-

ing, "I'm going to bilge." Despite his vehement
expressions of opinion in Bull and the rumor that
he hoisted the signal to submerge while on Y.P.
cruise, he is still with us, and we will want him in

the Fleet. Why? Because where others have
ability, "H. J." has grit, guts, tenacity, and what
the Navy needs most—drive.

m
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WilLa+yt jbcuufLu GlanJz, j)*,.

Norfolk. Virginia

Doug's Southern accent is touched w ith enough British to make it strangely pleasant

to the ear. The deep South touch can be attributed to living in Norfolk, the English

his parents. He has fought a long hard battle with the Academic Board, but has

found time to win his numerals in fencing and become vice-president of the Math Club.

)oug loves an argument, and his classmates will attest that he seldom loses. His two
bies are stamps and a ponderous general information library, which has turned out

to be of valuable aid to many plebes.

Denver, Colorado

Denver's gift to the fair sex gave up a promising radio career to come to the Naval
ny. but his talents were not wasted as he took an active part in the Masque-
for three years, the third as director. In his attempt to be "one of the boys,"

Harker had a few misunderstandings with the Executive Department, but he still

managed to outshine his roommates in regimental rank. Harker's true love is his native

lorado, and his burning ambition is to settle down there some day with one of

the bevvv of beautiful women who adorn his locker door.

fCe*t+ietlt Qani GltAiitiaHA&H,

Jewel, Iowa

"I can do that can't I?" is Ken's own quick
answer to the thousand ambiguities in the time
worn book of regulations. O.D.'s, pap sheets, and
life without the din of a nickelodeon stripped off

the silver wings of the Army's own Air Corps and
planted Ken firmly behind that faithful Corona
that typed out statements, themes, and week-
end invitations at a rate that stymied even the old

maestro himself at times. Some fight for gold
stars, others cherish the athletic "N," but Ken
specialized in philosophizing or an afternoon of

billiards with the fellows.

Doug

Chris

Harker

Pete

Pete.1 Macjbau,<j,all Gaajze

Carlsbad, New Mexico

Deciding that he wanted a commission in the

Navy rather than the Army bars, "Pete the con-

noisseur" arrived a determined misogynist. To
prove his claim that the Academy was a country

club, he played soccer, sailed and dragged (after

shedding his protective mantle youngster year).

When he was not occupied with these matters, he

was at home on his bunk, which he had learned to

appreciate during his boyhood in Chile. A keen

wit and a vast supply of ballads charmed his class-

mates here, and will continue to make him friends

in the future.
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Q>ia*t<Mlle QlA, ^button

Houston, Texas

This Texas maverick, a direct representative of

the Houston Chamber of Commerce, walked up
the ramp to the Naval Academy via N.R.O.T.C.
"Dutt" found it took a heap of work to conform
himself to the whims of a thousand or so bosses,

but it didn't take the "Brain" long to figure the

system out. Fathoming academics was much less

work for "Dutt," and he managed to stay with the

fast fifty. He hefted a mean set of weights in his

fight for body beautiful. Someday he hopes to be
either an admiral or a rancher with kids and cows
all over the place.

1
fla+nei Wedleq, ZduxaldU

Goldfield, Iowa

"Edwardo" came to us from the Fleet, professing to know little and care less, but
it didn't take us long to find out he was only kidding. It seems as though Ed has always
managed to catch the boat and then stealthily walk off with the best berth. When
none of us were dragging, Ed dragged ; when we bilged steam, Ed pulled sat; and when
we slipped numbers in grease, Ed absented himself from bunk drill to participate in

an all season sports program. If his consistency at beating you hollow doesn't drive

you crazy, Ed's dry humor, and his fatherly touch will surely win his associates to his

host of friends

£ad ll/dUod Qi4<Ui&ir /*.

Vinton, Iowa

Wfth an insatiable appetite for chow, "Fish" rarely worried about such a trivial

affair as studies. For him academics were fruit, and he easily managed to stand in the

upper thousand of his class. This stalwart radiator man was an Iowan from stem to

stern, and woe unto him who denied that the Corn State was superlative in every
degree. "K. W." came to us from the University of Iowa, where he was a pre-law

student and a staunch fraternity man. Although convinced by the upperclass during
his plebe year that the Academy was no fraternity, "Bud" never lost his cheerful

smile.

Portland, Oregon

"Portland, Oregon; God's gift to the world,"
was Bud's answer to that well known question,

"Where ya' from, Mister?" His favorite recrea-

tion, next to women, was sailing, and if you ever
wanted another man for your crew, he was the one
to ask. An engineer in the Navy before entering
the Academy, he found Steam to be "fruit duty."
Bud found a liking for aviation while taking
CAA. training, and his main ambition is to get
his wings after graduation. Good luck and happy
landings, Bud.

[
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Walter Patrick QatewooJt
Nacogdoches. Texas

is tall lanky Texan was just Pat, even to the plebes. Undaunted by the prospect

nited social life offered at the Academy, he carried out his dragging policy at

an amazing speed, and managed to be first in line at the Chaplain's office to request

)f the chapel at graduation. How ever, for five days of the week Pat, like his class-

>layed volleyball, sailed, and went to classes—where he acted as spot-one spot

Now. after three years of the Navy, even Pat admits that he's glad he

left the "piney woods" of East Texas to become one of 46

(iGUftno+td Attest Qa+d, fin,.

Reading Pennsylvania

Ray came to the Academy complete with a slipstick and a natural yearning for
1

the

n the last part of his plebe year he was commanding yawls, and he devoted a

>f his time to sailing activities. Ray was the fortunate possessor of a scien-

tific mind, and academics never worried him. There is one problem, however, that 'he

lever been able to figure out, and that is the women. He would never admit that,

though, preferring to think of them merely as a "snare and a delusion."

William Sutton, 4?4^e4

Stevens Point, Wisconsin

Bill spent most of his spare time at the Academy
in the gymnasium. His diligent work brought
plenty of results in the way of athletic recognition.

As a youngster, he won his "N*" and during first

class year he was top man on the horses. Bill

knew how to relax as well as work, and nothing
but a broken leg could keep him from dragging
to all the hops. Academics were not Bill's forte,

but by solid application he passed all his subjects

with a comfortable margin. His classmates will

long remember his ready smile and easy going
manner.

Pat

uu

Ray

Ranald Jle& Qle-ddirutUia

Denver, Colorado

Glen left his happy home in Denver and his

sailing on Grand Lake to come to the Naval
Academy to tell us about the wonders of Colorado.
Almost unaffected by the fairer sex, he dragged
only on big occasions. As director of the Classical

Music Sound Unit, he tried to instill a bit of cul-

ture in this institution, and in a few instances he
was successful. Other than graduating and getting

into the fight, his ambition is to return in a few
years and, as an enterprising member of the
Executive Department, institute a few reforms in

the system.
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GUanlei, jbavid Qn&featt

Jacksonville, Illinois

Chuck came to us from a snowy village in

Illinois, laden with Boy Scout medals and full

of tales of the pocketless pants he had worn at

V.M.I. His timber wolf expression when he
laughed, and his constant reference to the fair sex

made us think that he was quite a lady's man, but
we felt that deep down there was really only one.
Chuck made quite a name for himself amongst
yawl men and in the wrestling loft, and if he can
beat the rap with his eyes, he will do the same when
he wears the dolphins of a submarine.

Jack

Chuck

Rocky

Dan

Sbattiel lA/ehi&i Jleacpf, III

San Diego, California

Dan skipped out of high school after the third
year in order to attend a preparatory school. De-
spite this initial handicap, Dan hardly knows the
meaning of "tree" or "bush"; nevertheless, his
favorite expression is, "Jeez, I bilged today." He
exploded the myth about Navy juniors, and
amazed his classmates by his knowledge of every-
thing from Naval planes to Marine ordnance. His
classmates will testify that the Academy has
changed this smiling Californian. We'll remember
him as a devil may care lad, always ready to try
anything once.

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Hailing from the "Land of ten thousand lakes," Jack answered the call of the sea to

start his career as a "boot" in San Diego. After fifteen months of trying to make a
sailor of him, the Navy sent him to Annapolis. Always ready for a subtle bit of humor,
he was known as a happy guy with a ready smile. When not engaged in his favorite

sports of lacrosse, sailing, or dragging, "I a Guentz" could be found with his pipes.

A Midwestern isolationist, he was against all entanglements with the Executive
Department, but willing worker that he is he won't be long "at sea" in the Fleet.

(lo£&U (lay+fto+id <Jlant

Cleveland, Ohio

Lake Erie's storms blew "Rocky" to the Naval Academy. An easy-going, indepen-
dent fellow, "R. R." was always ready to play a joke on someone or take those played
on him. Bob usually spent his energy on week-ends instead of using it up on academics,
but his aptitude for Math and Bull kept him fairly high in his class. Although sleeping

seemed to be his favorite pastime, "Rocky" spent a great deal of his time in company
sports. Whenever you see a "pig-boat" tied up in the Pacific, look for Bob. He'll be
there if he has his way about it.

*
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Lebanon, Kentucky

"Happy Hogan" used to delight in following
the plow back home on the farm in Gravel Switch,
but when the Navy brought him "up Nawth"
everything changed. He went for his gym clothes
in a big way, and spent most of his time expanding
his chest or working out with his super-duper rub-
ber bands. "Hooligan's" biggest worries were his

hair and his O.A.O. Perpetual brushing only
seemed to make that pink spot grow brighter.

When that girl back home finally got here—Oh
happy day! Yep, always ready with a grin, Wil-
son couldn't be beaten as a roommate.

Tucky

Louisville. Kentucky

One of the zeros in Louisville's "400," "Tucky" journeyed up to the Academy with
revolutionizing ideas in his mind. His favorite extra-curricular activity was devising

new methods—ones to meet his own purposes—of doing old and standard tasks. This
f ingenuity brought him to the attention of many, and is merely one of the reasons

for his multitude of friends. The women had a way with "Tucky," and his heart

changed as regular as the seasons. He will be best remembered for his love of a good
time and ambition for w ings.

Hooligan

Racine, Wisconsin

s remarkable man, having exhausted the engineering curricula at Marquette
Lniversity. reefed his sail at Annapolis-on-the-Bay and quickly made his mark as a
top scholar. Don's much sought-for contributions to the Log and Trident, both pro-
fessional and pleasing, reflected the variety of his nature. Recognizing his literary and
organizational capabilities, the Class of '46 elected Don editor of the Lucky Bag.
Claiming the regimental pie-racing championship, the "Ice" turned in his crowning
performance in seven split seconds. Two things we will always remember—Don's
uncanny ability to solve problems of every type imaginable, and his ever-willing spiri^

to help those of us w ho w ere floundering along.

Don

1

Jake

Antkusi fyowiait jacabuA,

Columbia, South Carolina

Jake was an easy-going fellow but, unlike most
folks of that type, he could always be counted on
to do his share, and do it well. He was seldom
bothered by academics—he just took them in his

stride, reading an article in Time or writing a let-

ter instead of worrying. A natural in all sports,

Jake chose to perfect himself in only one—base-

ball. This job he did so completely that, should

the Navy ever lose this likeable Southerner, it will

undoubtedly be to the major leagues. Whether
it be a fast game of ball, or a big job in the Fleet,

you'll always be able to count on Jake.
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Chanute, Kansas

"L squared," who hailed from "the breadbasket
of America," wasted no time in taking advantage
of the unlimited facilities the Academy offered for

physical development and recreational pastimes.

Orchestra, company sports, and sailing were only
a few of his diversified interests. However, none
of these were allowed to prevent this "Jack of all

trades" from compiling an admirable academic
record. Classmates will always remember him for

his persistent good nature and amiable personality.

Lou ie

Almena, Wisconsin

What manner of man is this, who wears his trou in parenthesis? Louie Klug (pro-

nounce it Kloog, mister!) never did get his knees "in ranks." His muscular build is a
result of work on his Wisconsin farm and three years of push-ups. After breaking a

thumb in wrestling, "Little Atlas" turned to sailing the yachts. When this prospective

Steam prof wasn't dragging from Baltimore, he smoked a mean pipe and held five aces

rather consistently. Louie's tendency for seasickness dictates subs, where he is sure

to excel.

Louis

Korby

i

Webster Groves, Missouri

The Great White Father to all in that humble fraternity of stricken men, the plebians,

"Korby" has made numerous friendships with both his classmates and the members
of the underclass. He excels in several professional fields, his biggest interest being
military tactics and strategy. Although he has run afoul of the Academic Board, he
has never been bothered by the limit of demerits, as he acquired a high regard for reg-

ulations from his previous naval service. Now, after three years on the Severn, "Korby"
wants sea duty and a fast moving can.

Swede

jbottald Jle<Uie JlaMott

Cottonwood, Minnesota

"Knock off running me, you guys; I tell you
I'm a Norwegian!" Swede kept the Easterners
busy with his tales of Minnesota farm life, where
he cultivated his taste for "a cup of Java and a
piece of pie." Formerly a sharp civilian at the
University of Minnesota, this dapper chap always
looked as much like an ad in Esquire as the reg
book would let him. The motto of the "Larson
System" seems to be, "It's not what you do, it's

what you get caught at." Afloat or ashore, his
sparkling cheerfulness and buoyant alacrity will

keep him and others happy and smiling.

I©
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Fort Plain New York

Jack, a son of the Mohawk Valley, realized an ambition when he made his pledge to

the Navy Blue Always looking for something to do, Johnny put his ability to work on
:he Press Detail and the Reception Committee, gaining a high position in the latter

during first class year. Although academics were trying at times, Jack managed to find

opportunities for lacrosse in the afternoons and was always ready for a fast workout
i MacDonough Hall. We can always look forward to good times with Jack in the

years to come when our ships make the same liberty ports

Qle+t Qeosufe Macott

Detroit, Michigan

oss was our gain when "Mac" decided to try the life of a midshipman.
Academics proved to be "fruit" so there was always time for a letter to that one and

Since dragging worries were practically non-existent, most of

: starring in company sports or tinkering with his model trains in the

Always welcoming a "bull session" or a bridge game, he often

lers should spend so much time studying when "that stuff's so simple."

Wherever he goes, Glen's quick thinking will be a great asset to his outfit.
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£duu*t Qn&ncU JP.o*A

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

A year round frequenter of Misery Hall, Eddie's
face generally bore proof of his rough and tough
ability in both football and boxing. A party man
at heart, our Eddie loved to sing, and he more
than made up for an occasional flat note by his

volume and endless repertoire of lyrics. Eddie's
Irish humor and easy-going nature made Navy
discipline hard for him to accept, but also made
him as popular with the plebes as with his class-

mates. Eddie is a one girl man, and his plans for

the future seem to include a home in Philadelphia

with that certain girl.

Jack

Eddie

Mac

Mac

1/oIm Jlauxald MclC*ii<j,Ut

Albany, California

Annapolis is a long way from California, but

the desire to play football finally lured "Mac"
away from his sunny paradise. Besides being an

outstanding tackle, "Mac" is a hard-hitting

heavyweight who can always be relied on for a

good fight. In addition to being a star athlete, he

found time for the photographic club where his

pictures are evidence of his skill. No matter how
busy he is, "Mac" always finds time to lend a

helping hand to anyone who needs it. He has

made many friends who will remember his win-

ning smile and friendly disposition.



ctteasuf, Manftui<f> McPUiUipA.r fin,.

Mobile, Alabama

"One of those big, easy-going Southern gentle-

men—that's Mac." Yes, sir, he really loves his

snoozing. He claims that jolly early risers should be

shot for bothering others before nine in the morn-
ing. However, the "big fella" usually recovers in

the afternoon, and he can be found on the football

field, or boxing a few fast rounds. I f he's not there;

then crash the nearest big party, because if there's

anything in which Mac really excels, it's party-

ing. Drop in for one of his "Mobile Specials" and
you'll see what I mean.

Curly

fy/cde. McrtuUt MdU*,
Morton, Illinois

Striding out of Illinois full of stories of the great Northwest, Curly with his ten inch
boots soon had his friends wondering if there wasn't a John Bunyan. His craftsman-
ship didn't end with tall tales, however, as his many excellent Model Club projects

proved. Curly's main objectives at the Academy were to pass Dago and outwit the
system. He was thoroughly successful in his efforts against the system, and managed
after many trials to prove his merit as a linguist. In defiance of his lengthy stories and
experienced advice, he was always true to his O.A.O.

Mac

Monty

Sevierville, Tennessee

"Monty" laced up his boots and left his beloved Tennessee Hills to see what the
Navy had to offer. His hesitant rising when reveille sounded earned him a reputation
as the sleepiest mountaineer alive. His chief interest lay in writing his daily letter to

the girl in the Smokies, and without her daily response his big friendly smile would be
somewhat obscure. As for academics, "Monty" always confirmed that all above 2.5

was wasted—he was not extravagant. Some wine, the woman, and a pair of wings will

be his future.

Bob

Denver, Colorado

Bob came to the Academy from Denver, Colo-
rado, via the U.S. Marine Corps and N.A.P.C.
With him he brought an exceptional ability, and
prowess in poetry and athletics alike. Besides

being an active wrestler, he proved his knack for

golf in many matches. His humorous antics, so

well known to his classmates, did much to liven

up the otherwise dull study hours. Bob's greatest

ambition is to get back amongst the "leather-

necks," and we know he will carry the name
"Devil Dog" to greater fame.

L
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CkeAieA 0<L(faad Pesutey, j/1.

Long Beach. California

Hailing from the land of sunshine. "CentavcT brought from his native state of Cali-

fornia to the sun-forsaken shores of the Severn a sense of humor and an artistic eye for

feminine pulchritude that will remain forever in the memories of his classmates. Only
success and happiness can result from his diligent perseverance, academically, socially,

nally. Fleer and nation will be well served when he gets his dolphins and
joins the submarine forces in action.

Fort Wayne, Indiana

organizing Fort Wayne. "Jon." "Pope," or just "Joe" decided to join the Fleet
here he got on the receiving end and quickly resolved that it would be better to give

Once at the Academy. Pope soon set his course and while he held the Log
x)th the Latin and the Log were financial successes. Athletically, his

sstery of the boxing art earned him the title of "Spike, Jr." Jon could
six languages at once—and did, in dynamic desk-beating orations on any and
5 that stirred the ire in his Balkan blood. . . . Tomorrow, wherever he may

be, with Pope it will always be "Situation under control."

A
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Wichita Falls, Texas

Frank traded the wide open spaces of the Lone
Star State for the confines of the Academy, where
his reverence, conscientiousness, and sincerity

were soon apparent to all. His numerous talents

included abilities as a linguist, a musician, and a
seaman. A member of the choir, he became its

organist during their regular practices. His pro-
ficiency in Spanish earned him the coveted inter-

preter's certificate and the nickname of "Pancho."
Through many hours of sailing and practice, he
became the skipper of the "Green Hornet."

Centavo

Pope

Fayetteville, Ohio

No one understands why Ray left his home
thirty miles from the "Beautiful Ohio" to come to

Crabtown. Just seventeen, a Podunk High School
graduate with a natural ability for professional

academics, he soon had even the "savvy" college

men asking for his advice in Math and Skinny.
Workouts in the gym and sailing occupied his

spare time. Ray always followed big league base-

ball closely, and displayed a boundless interest in

aviation. During study hours he earned a repu-

tation for himself as a "letter writing Casanova"
that brought forth many potential queens.



Ba^tuel QanAo-n, Roe
Pleasant Ridge, Michigan

When Sam came to the Academy from the Uni-
versity of Michigan, he was steering for two goals

—a ring and a place in the Fleet. When he wasn't

beating around the academic bushes, he played

a good game of soccer or soaked up some salt on
the Highland Light. Next to dragging, eating

seems to be his favorite hobby. Sam was also

noted for a thorough knowledge of Omar Khayyam
and the Watch Officers Guide. As his hairline keeps
receding, the Navy will someday have a bald-

headed pilot on their hands.

Robie

Rochester, New York

Come what may, there'll never be another to fill the shoes of our Robie. He mothered
us when we were sick, and serenaded us out of our bad moods. With his constant good
humor, Robie was the willing object of our teasing, and his repertoire of parlor tricks

always kept us laughing. A spark on the diamond and a cat on the dance floor, he was
equally at ease tossing fast balls or smooth lines. Needless to say, Robie's friendship

is one of the most valued things we will take with us when we leave the Academy.

Sam

Charley
Qltaniel AntkuA. (lulu*

Jamestown, North Dakota

'Did somebody mention a brick?" asks Charley with fiendish glee as he rubs his

hands in anticipation of a bricking party. Any week-end you can see this jovial Da-
kotan running around, stag, appraising his friends' drags. I say stag because this great

feminine critic is the ranking Red Mike of the Regiment. We can't figure out whether
he is too particular or too shy. Aside from this hobby, Charley got an early start cor-

roding his small portion of gold braid by being the first in '46 to get his yawl command.
Combined past record and present receding hairline indicate a future "brass hat."

Joe

floAepk Woloott RuUel
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Although Joe spent a great deal of his time de-
fending New Mexico from verbal attacks by his

shipmates, he found time to be an underclass
swimming manager, a position of little glory and
much work, for two years. He also participated
in numerous company sports, bringing in his share
of winning points. His "savoir faire" in the social

world, and his handling of Spanish have won many
a maiden's heart. Joe's commanding officer will

find him a mighty handy man to have around, and
we all hope he gets the sub duty he wants.

A
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Paul fl&LefiU Stueoe,
New Bremen, Ohio

Undoubtedly it was an accident that, after two years of college life at the University

nati. "Pablo suddenly found himself in Crabtown. Lazy by virtue of last

narks, he was academically spasmodic, and his only worry was that of

His passion for passing bum dope
—

"Look, this is the straight

as unquenchable and at times caused more energy to be suddenly expended

orth in the Natatorium. A wife without equal, a classmate

beyond compare, a darn good guy—that's Pablo.

Norfolk. Virginia

iss was the prime requisite for a Naval officer, Dawson would be an adrhiral

the rest of us made "j.g." When this lanky playboy wasn't crooning in his

style, he usually had his long six-foot frame draped gracefully over his

\ of the few hours a day that he was not in a vertical position were spent

ror admiring his Jimmy Stewart profile. When this Southern gentle-

has a "retired" added to it, you are invited "oot" to his Virginia Beach

resort for a tall, cool julep, where the "ocean meets the sand."

%Uua*ti QlattyeSi £<p,an<fler //
WlLLIAMSPORT, PENNSYLVANIA

To hear "El Mono" give his sales talk on Penn-
sylvania is to wonder why he ever left the "Key-
stone State." Maryland was different for Bill, but
it didn't change his sunny disposition. With a

witty remark for every occasion, he kept his class-

mates smiling, even during exam week. Such a
personality along with his Latin blood made him
quite the "Don Juan," until he met "La. Monita."
With a real love for "roughing it" in the Pennsyl-
vania mountains, and plenty of athletic ability,

Bill is a real man's man. His capacity for hard
work in all fields will carry him far in the Navy.

Pablo

El Mono

Daws

Jim

Miiel jbeuiey flatfieA, 'Jwuey
Fremont, Missouri

To this Missourian, the Academy was just

another stepping stone to bigger and better things.

Seemingly possessing unlimited energy, Jim
tackled every phase of Academy life with success,

meanwhile keeping up the daily correspondence
with the family and his many admirers. Ad-
mittedly one who "got this stuff" he readily gave
up time to us who did not, and helped keep us all

"sat." A dragging man, he never let his feet cool

in a stag line. Jim's sincere warm nature and
level head insure for him a successful career and
a happy life.



uban-iel IValh&n.
San Diego, California

How he broke away from the sunny clime and
perennial orange trees of San Diego we will never

know, but Dan wasted little time establishing

himself at the Academy. Plebe year he walked

away with the Regimental Oratory Contest and
as a youngster wrote Bull exams in an hour so he

could hurry back to the B. and L. Recreation

Society and Elbow Room. As biography editor

of the Lucky Bag, president of the Quarterdeck

Society and charter member of the Public Rela-

tions Committee, Dan easily filled those spare

hours.

Bob

Dan

Willie

Daisy

Qkasdel t/itojd WiUtxtit, fo.
Maryville, Tennessee

When he came out of the hills of East Tennessee,
"Daisy" was fired with the burning desire to be-

come a competent Naval officer. He weathered
the combined assaults of the Executive, Aca-
demic, and Medical Departments in their at-

tempts to dislodge him from his purpose. Practice

sessions on a blaring trumpet caused verbal riots

among neighbors, but the same trumpet did not
fail to find appreciation in the NA. 10. With a

jovial smile and boisterous personality, his devil-

may-care attitude is continually dominant. "Viva
El Primor."

Floral Park, New York

"New York—it's wonderful !" or "Hey, ya got a skag?" ought to identify "Big Navy
Bob" anywhere. One of those who got this stuff, life was reasonably happy and never

much of a strain. Study hours were spent on a length "nightly" to his O.A.O., helping

his wife out on the books, singing in his dull monotone, or just batting the breeze.

Athletics were centered about lacrosse, unless his dragging was classified along with
it. Quiet week-ends were a sure indication that this slick operator and his suffering

wife were both hopelessly broke. Whether you get those wings or that "tin can," we'll

be seeing you out there, Bob.

William ^-^a^cli Wludett, fll.

Montrose, Pennsylvania

A self-imposed Red Mike, a prolific arguer, and a good guy— that's Willie. Despite

the incessant struggle with the academics, life was a pacific existence. Give him a

Saturday night poker session, a bit of sailing, an occasional uproarious week-end. or

a bit of rollicking camaraderie, and "Chief" was content. Song and devilish good-

naturedness, plus a ready carton of skags endeared him to wife and buddies alike.

After surviving tortuous years together as youngster and first class, we have a wealth

of memories—good luck, Willie.



Corinth, Mississippi

Priding himself in his Confederate ancestry. Bill came to Annapolis well-prepared

after a year of engineering at "Ole Miss." Never exhibiting much emotion over any-

thing except news from the original Southern Belle, Bill took the obstacles of the

Academy in stride and compiled an excellent record. Appreciating all types of rollick-

he was always welcome at any get-together. A connoisseur of fine music
s ability along this line continually contributed to one of the better record collections

of Bancroft. Affable, intelligent, and w ith a fine sense of humor, Bill knows what he
w ants from life and has what it takes to find it.

Teneck, New Jersey

a

)f a head of bright red hair, a natural flair for being funny, and a conversation

bines the accents of New York, New Jersey, and England and you have
Red" Allen. Studies were something which just had to be tolerated, soccer was the

XDrt. and the New York Giants were worthy of any amount of praise in "Red's"
"Red" was no "landlubber," as most of us were before we entered the Academy,

for he had already been to England and the West Indies, and shipped on freighters

during summer vacations.

A

Washington, D.C.

Something in George's natural grin suggests an
aggressiveness which can only be quelled by the
sight of water. His muscular build has a mini-
mum of positive buoyancy, which a natural ath-
letic ability has difficulty in overcoming. George
has an eye to the future which includes a certain

little girl who is always striving to subdue his

"non-reg" attitude toward the Academy. His
annual skirmishes with the eye exams were viewed
with interest by his friends, as were his successful

attempts at budget-balancing. Despite a hail of

demerits and sub squad tests, George emerged
from his three-year trial triumphant.

Bill

Ab

Red

John

North Muskegon, Michigan

Seldom letting business interfere with pleasure,

John, athlete and playboy, easily made the grade
as a scholar. From the tournament courts of

Michigan he brought his strong forehand to add
to the power of a great Navy tennis team. His
two hobbies, photography and women, have
brought John substantial rewards. His purse full

of cash prizes will vouch for one and the lovely

scenery on his locker door the other. Within the

halls, he could never be accused of "Word, failure

to get." Nothing, even so small as an idle rumor,
could ever escape his freckled ears. After gradua-
tion, our cheerful shipmate plans to fulfill his de-

si re to fly and fight in a Navy Hellcat.
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/Ilfried AfcClaUt QettU
Trenton, Tennessee

A true gentleman of the Old South, "Becky,"
was always prepared to dissert upon the beauty
of Tennessee Belles or to defend Southern tradi-

tion. Innumerable photographs adorning his

locker well attested to the pulchritude of these

belles. Although Al seemed never to write epistles,

he continually made us envious by flashing bil-

lets-doux before us that we might be carried away
by their fragrance. With his gifted ear for classical

music Al acquired a large collection of the world's

masterpieces on records. Al's ambition was to

command his own PT and retire to a Tennessee
plantation.

Jack

j)alu>i flo4&pJ* Bo^Judfe,

Tampa, Florida

Though Jack is an "Army Brat," he forsook West Point to get his schooling here at

Crabtown. He soon gained fame as a chowhound, always outdistancing his nearest
competitor at any table. His interests were with football in the spring and fall, and
he could be found on his sack the rest of the time. Few men have had a harder race

with the Academic Department than Jack, but he made up for his academic defi-

ciencies with an uncanny ability for identifying any airplane he might see or hear.

His weaknesses, if we should call them that, are pretty nurses and classical music.

Becky

Ed CJUuand AlUtt Biady
Washington, D.C.

Although a Navy Junior and Navy all the way, Ed always had a carefree appear-

ance hiding his seriousness. Even his consequent frequent skirmishes with the Aca-
demic Departments did little to daunt his spirit, and his dashing figure manifested
itself at most of the hops. He was one of our unsung heroes who made himself a martyr
to gymnasium work and swimming, but his philosophy of life—to enjoy life to the
fullest—he vigorously put into practice. Appealing earnestness and wit accompany
Ed wherever he goes; and that isn't all. Add loyalty, ambition, and a sincere interest

in a variety of subjects. That's the combination

!

Doc

Muskegon Heights, Michigan

Coming East for the first time from the high

and dry Middle West "Doc" took to the Navy in

a big way. His interest in athletics, which covered

the field of intramurals, led him to the water, and
a berth on the water polo squad. "Rosebud"
could be seen as well as heard. His prolific gift of

conversation is the thing we will all remember and
his 6' 2" of height and ponderous feet will be a

giveaway anywhere. In spite of Navy indoctri-

nation, his collegiate tendencies would appear to

the last. Oh ! How many times have we heard the
same story about that fraternity initiation?



&<Lc&i GIqaJz GaVi,
fl*.

Clarksdale. Mississippi

if the select few horn with a nickname—forsook the life of leisure on
his Mississippi Delta plantation and the carefree college days "above Cayuga's waters''

begin his Naval career. A star-man, an athlete, and possessing outstanding

rncer-like qualities, Oscar chalked up an enviable record with comparative nonchal-
believer in the "Theory of Numbers," Oscar prided himself in his variety

of feminine acquaintances. Easy-going and cheerful, he has made numerous lasting

friendships. With the motto, "Life is just too darned short!" Oscar's only present
worry is whether or not every moment will be a satiable one.

Neile Jtectcvi Goe.

New York, New York

There is always one who brightens a dark outlook and here Neile attained pdpu
lanty. His cheerful, sparkling personality left nothing to be desired. Neile attended
Randolph-Macon Academy before prepping at Devitt for the Naval Academy. Highly
active in company sports and an exponent in the Model Club, his only dislike at the

Academy was hominy. He didn't wear stars on his collar, but that was because all

subjects weren't Bull. At the Academy one found Neile busy keeping classmates away
from his pretty fiancee, and selling New York to his wife.

Jlaiaietice fl&uwne GalicdcLH.

Wyandotte, Michigan

Another Irishman with the appropriate name
of Cahalan forsook politics and came to the U.S.
Naval Academy in 1942 only to find a bigger and
tougher "system" to beat. "L. J.," as this Irish-

man was first dubbed, soon became famous for

his meal-time renditions of popular songs, and was
henceforth known as "Bing." With his former
experience in the pugilistic field to aid him "Bing"
soon gained recognition as a killer in both com-
pany and regimental boxing. Cahalan also be-
came famous as a linguist, but he definitely did
not kill Dago; in fact, Dago almost killed Cahalan.

Oscar

L.J.

Hecto

Frank

^lattcid fla&efzA GiayieA.

Portland, Maine

Frank came to us from the Fleet and his accent

definitely reveals that he went to the Fleet from
New England. His conservative nature allowed
him to enjoy cards, music, tobacco, dragging, and
athletics in his spare moments without over-in-

dulgence in any of them. Frank's major sport was
perhaps "dragging blind" and needless to say his

experiences were many and varied. Occasionally

the law of averages caught up with him even
though an overall picture of his experiences is

rather pleasant. His quick, frank expression of

his every thought has done much to cause us all

to hold him in high esteem.
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Motion Jlee ^baui4x**t

West Lafayette, Indiana

Dave didn't drag as often as some, but when he

did all hands sighed. However, his talents didn't

stop at the ability to choose the right girl for the

week-end. As the villain in Masqueraders, he

aroused the hate of the Regiment by his character

portrayal; but, as himself everyday, he gained the

friendship of all by his sincerity and easy manner.
A member of the "Friday Night Poker Club," he

let nothing interfere with his attendance each

week. In that, as in all things, the gentleman
from Indiana was cool and steady when the chips

were down.

Bob

Peru, Illinois

The monotonous routine of military life can get into a man and make him as cal-

loused and dull as his duties must necessarily be. It takes courage to preserve dignity,

a well balanced sense of values, and a patient manner. Bob has retained all of these

qualities during his transition from an impressionable college boy to a Naval officer.

He keeps his sensitiveness beneath a shell of calm efficiency. Only his closest friends

know the depth of his perception and the strength of his feelings for his convictions.

His carefully written letters and his knowledge of many books are products of his spare

time occupation.

Dave

Big Diz

Oak Harbor, Ohio

From the shores of Lake Erie to the banks of the Severn is a long jump, but "Big
Diz" made it with only one thought in mind—to become a saltwater sailor with the

Navy as his career. He hastily discarded the carefree attitude that two years of college

had developed, and settled down to serious work. An avid sports fan, he never tired

of echoing praises of Navy's teams, although remaining a bit partisan to Midwestern
football. He possessed a hearty laugh, a love for steaks, and an aversion to his nemesis,

Dago. From here on it's destroyer duty and the Pacific for "Diz."

Spic

William "A" Qaucett

Georgetown, Delaware

During his stay at the Academy, Bill has tried

to prove that Georgetown, Delaware, is the home
of true Romeos. To judge from the lovely girls he

has dragged, one must conclude that he has

proved his point. Between week-ends, "Spic"

had his sessions with the Steam and Dago De-
partments, but he managed to stick it out and
fool the experts by passing. Regimental and com-
pany boxing were Bill's main athletic achieve-

ments, and he did well in both. All Bill's class-

mates wish him luck in the Air Corps, his next

goal.

A
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Williatn flalwtitott tf-ianjCAf,

Toronto, Ohio

With a big dumb-bell under each arm "Big Bill"

Francy, in the summer of '42, entered the Acad-
emy. Bill was soon pinned with the name of

"Tecumseh." But he never had to depend on this

"good luck god" for his fine success in academics.
Nor was Bill's interest limited to the books. He
enjoyed a gay and active social life, and also made
a good port man on the varsity and plebe crews.

One thing "Bernard" is concerned about, in going

into the Fleet, is how and where he will be able to

get his work-out. He will, without a doubt, have
to take his dumb-bells to sea.

Bill

Memphis. Tennessee

Having traveled extensively to the four corners of the globe and having studied for

two years at Sewanee University. Billy was well qualified to make the decision on the

Navy as a career. Active on the Ring Dance Committee, the Navy crew, and a yawl
sailor with few peers, Bill reaped the greatest benefits possible from his life on the

Severn. While at the Academy, Bill's overflowing personality and cheerful smile have
gained him many friends among the officers and midshipmen, and, above all, char-

acterized him as a truly representative Southern gentleman.

Tecumseh

QlvaAieA. Coleman, QoldUtein

Newport, Rhode Island

oldie came to us with three loves: sleep, chow and women, and it looks as though
the Academy didn't dull his appetite for any of them. Academics never bothered him

he seldom bothered them. When he wasn't pumping water out of his

oldie challenged all to ping-pong. Sometimes he amazed the students of

logy by his energetic bursts of speed on the track. With his quick wit and latent

he provided many moments of hilarity for us and made the tedious schedule

mewhat less monotonous. A banging on the door succeeded by a staccato

hoof beats, and a big booming voice could only mean one thing—Goldie was coming

Goldie

L

Dick

(licUatod 9van QtdicJz

Summit, New Jersey

The big guy from Jersey came into the Academy
the hard way, via the Fleet. Since he's been here

he's shown us his capacity for hard work and his

ability to take over whatever job comes his way.
Dick has been a busy man since he swapped his

sailor's blues for those of a midshipman. He spent
most of his time in yawl sailing, but found time
to play a bit of plebe baseball, way back then, and
to turn in a pair of swell performances for the

Masqueraders.
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fjohtt &ua*t cMg/U

Goodland, Indiana

The best way to describe Johnny is that "he
knows what he knows, when he knows it." This
includes not only information about the Fleet

from which he came but also such unimportant
things as wine, women, and song. Johnny's only
difficulties have been with the Executive Depart-
ment for he does well in academics and is a more
or less versatile athlete. When not sailing a yawl,

he passes his leisure time dragging or sleeping.

His falling hair and tired eyes make evident the

fact that his life at the Academy has not been so

happy as his cheerful nature might otherwise

indicate.

Big John

Johnny

Gauf-Kauf

Fran

tf-n&neii XaiUen, fCe/ui,r III

Ardmore, Pennsylvania

Sports arguments, liberties, and soccer were
Fran's specialties. His never failing memory of

champs and contests of the past made him a con-
stant winner in verbal battles, and his sense of

humor and knowledge of the "hot spots" made
him a must on any liberty party. Dick's reckless,

rough and tumble style established him as one of

the mainstays of the plebe and varsity soccer

squads. "X" became famous for his ability to

make laughs when the studies were roughest and
the D.O.'s toughest, especially when telling

versions of his frequent encounters with the Exec-
utive Department.

^^atuz GaliUri fJaluiAto4ir fll.

Briston, Virginia

A soft zephyr from down Dixie way brought "Big John" to us after a year's layover
at Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Since Frank had tasted military discipline at

V.P.I., the "system" did not greatly inconvenience him. Frank devoted his talents

to battalion pushball in the winter and to being a strong, silent friend the year around.
When not violently exercising, Frank could invariably be found on his bunk engaged
in a sack drill. Place these ingredients in a pan, stir gently, and the resulting product
is Frank Johnston, a right good guy.

(lake/it IjotwUf Kau^tfian

Washington, D.C.

Legend has it that "Gauf-Kauf" entered the Naval Academy carrying a half-ton

anvil under one arm and football shoes under the other, bellowing loudly, "Where's
the gym?" Immediately Bob commenced to breeze through three years of outdoor
sports, boxing, trick knees, bruises, and Navy chow, still managing to stand high in

his class. Avoiding demerits easily, Bob had spare time for his daily workout, reading

"Hunting and Fishing," and inspecting plebes' lockers for snapshots of the fair sex.

No meal was complete without his cry of "Pass the dessert!" and his rendition of the

(.Brothers' "I Don't Want to Set the World on Fire."

v
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£>uieAt fltU&pJt Jldtif,, fll.

Brainard, Nebraska

or ""Skinhead" entered these sacred portals via the Fleet and amazed us all

s picturesque speech. His salty, forceful, similes and Paul Bunyan sea stories

have been a constant source of pleasure. To "Lit,'' academics were something to be
Athletics and the social graces were more in his line. He captained our

basketball team and was an outstanding lacrosse player. "Lit" could scarcely ever

>und on the week-ends for he spent this time in good company at his "home away
lome." Worries and cares do not exist, the world is "Lit's" ovster.

Grosse Pointe, Michigan

olutely the most civilian of ambitions in life Bob unexpectedly found him-
on active duty in the Navy and soon afterwards the Naval Academy. Leaving

•ear and two "margin victories" over the Bull Department to his credit, Bob
J youngster year contentedly smoking his pipe and playing solitaire. The sea-

> son-of-Grosse Pointe alternately biding his time swimming and pound-
track in Thompson Stadium-: that is, if he wasn't reading the latest New

Yorker or day dreaming about the next leave.

<*

'W

Bluefield, West Virginia

Down from an ordnance plant in the Appalach-
ians came "Crate," golf clubs on his back, and a
string of track medals on his chest, for football

hadn't been his only successful sporting interest

through his high school and junior college life. It

didn't take his many friends long to learn that
"Lil" had interests other than plebe football and
battalion sports. His respect for academics and
devotion to Barbara Anne commanded the ad-
miration of all who knew him. Reserved, self-re-

liant and capable, "Crate" possesses an amiabil-
ity worthy of being anyone's goal.

Lit

Crate

Bob

m" ~m «M

*

Ernie

&n*ied-t Zutfeste. Jlautest

Charleston, West Virginia

Rarely, if ever, will there be another Ernie.

This little man bustling down the corridor over-

flowing with wit, leaves an unforgetable impres-

sion. His gay, lighthearted personality eased

many an unpleasant hour. Born and matured in

a West Virginia valley, he brought to his new
home not only a love of the countryside, but also

a strange new delicacy quickly named by his fel-

low compatriots "Spinach Turnovers." Table
tennis and an intensive zeal for knowledge con-

sumed most of Lrnie's leisure, but he still found
time to contribute his sports writing ability to

the Log.
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William. /UoHfa JlyAt&i

St. Johnsbury, Vermont

"Dear laundry, let's get hot on i860." "Doc"
will always be remembered for this typical tidbit

of Lyster humor, however, his blind drags rate a
close second. Company sports were his dish with
baseball his first love, but even a good ball game
failed to rival his thirst for classical music. Aca-
demics were a tough obstacle for him, but as long

as he could sack out with a Stokowski record fill-

ing the air with music, textbooks would not worry
him. "Doc's" pride in his bearing and dress re-

vealed his love for the service of which he is so

much a part.

Mab

Wichita, Kansas

"Hey 'Mab,' "how do you work this prob?" was the familiar cry as people came to

his room. A true Midwesterner, he had time for lighter things in addition to academics,
such as decorating Smoke Park one May Day. Although "Mab" seldom dragged, he
was not a "Red Mike" : he was true to Margaret Ann back home. Every season found
him out for a different sport. He claimed that anyone who had darker hair than his

was not a blonde which left very few in this world. Listening to swing records and
starting a good argument are "Bob's" realization of Utopia.

Doc

Baldo ^baaid MacJzey

Montrose, Pennsylvania

io was that creature you were with at the hop last night, 'Baldo' ?" "That was
no creature; that was my drag!" Dave acquired enough bricks in his three years to

build a new wing to Bancroft Hall. Had he been able to pass on the same line to the
powers that be that he handed to his drags, Dave would have topped his class. To him
academics were only a necessary evil while classical music, boxing, and the Readers
Digest claimed most of his time. Ever a thrill seeker, Dave should find his share in

the Air Corps.

Yonkers, New York

When the Lend-Lease plan took Matty's tin

can away, he packed his seabag and headed to-

ward the Naval Academy. Not one to let his op-

portunity slip by, he made use of the many Acad-
emy facilities. The benefits gained from weight-

lifting, the poise and bearing acquired in fencing,

along with his inherent taciturn nature marked
him as one of the strong silent type. Although
persistent in his studies and very indulgent in

privileges, Matty took time out to look after other

people's interests. When academics became dif-

ficult or tedious tasks arose, Matty's sarcastic

humor came to the foreground underlined througr

out by an apt "Things are tough all around."
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Lowell. Massachusetts

A staunch New Englander, "Mac" came into the realm of the Executive and Aca-
demic Departments without a worry in the world. Carefree and easy going, "Mac"
much preferred magazines, dragging or almost any other conceivable activity to the

academics, which he considered a great bore. Life was good to Mac and he lived it

with a vengeance in his own independent fashion. After regaining his composure from
King his hair plebe summer. "Mac" played football. When his numerous social obli-

gations permitted, he engaged in company sports. "Mac" takes from life whatever he
chooses and nothing is bevond his reach.

(loMeAt jdcut-esisie Metacfesi

WlLLIAMSPORT, PENNSYLVANIA

An all around athlete, Bob played basketball and starred in baseball as a pitcher

i a good right arm and a hitter of no mean calibre. Bob went in for sports in a big

way and during the off days of summer, one could find him with rod and reel angling

To consume the rest of his time he most willingly entered in the pleasant
"rat-race" of dragging. Though non-committal on affairs clamour, an occasional

d to a certain pretty Miss showed where his interest lay. A genial, robust fellow

i a keen sense of humor, his quips were gems. He was a lover of the finer things in

had a knack of making friends, both of which will assure him a full anc
pleasant life.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

"Bon Temps Mac" came to the Academy via

the Army. The fact that his motto is, "Better
late than never," can be verified by the many
late formation "fraps" which Mac received during
plebe and youngster years. When the poker club
wasn't in session, Mac could usually be found in

the fencing loft. The hospital, according to Mac,
is a wonderful place to rest and meet nurses dur-
ing academic year. Mac is a true Mid-Westerner,
claiming that Milwaukee has the best beer and
the prettiest girls in the country. Navy wings are
his ambition.

Mac

Mac

Bob

Bruce

RuAAell B>u&ce Milled

New Rochelle, New York

A tall young man, a mop of blond hair, a definite

"youngster slouch," a handful of letters at the end

of study hour, and an ever-present camera—each

of these things were a definite part of Bruce.

There was also a certain nonchalant attitude to-

ward academics, and a slight bewilderment re-

garding women. Bruce was a cross-country run-

ner, a good one too, but somehow his bunk always

seemed more welcome to him than anything else;

but perhaps young men need lots of sleep! There

is a certain genuineness too, a willingness to be

helpful, and a friendliness that always made him
both happy and welcome wherever he went.
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Wililam Goan&d MicMal, fo.

Baltimore, Maryland

Bill brought along two significant character-

istics when he trekked from Baltimore to Annap-
olis. The first was his natural and unassuming
attitude which so belied his natural flair for things

nautical. The second was an amazing propensity

for sleep. A terror on the soccer field, Bill buoyed
up the Navy line for three years and was an out-

standing factor in the impressive record that

Tommy Taylor's boys hung up during this period.

Equally at home on the athletic field, in the class-

room, or on a date, Bill might be best described

by one word, "versatile."

Nuge

Nick

Acey

Bob

Rab&d Noel Pouh&H>

Newman Grove, Nebraska

After two years in engineering college at the
University of Nebraska, Bob left the Cornhusker
State to see what water looked like. Bob objected
strongly to the nickname, "Swede," proclaiming
himself to be Danish and Norwegian, but not
Swedish. His classmates finally chose the course
of least resistance and he is known as "Bob" or
"Pouls." Bob took an active part in company
boxing and yawl sailing to obtain relaxation from
careful attention to his academics.

Glencoe, Illinois

During the summer of '40, Nuge left cerulean Lake Michigan and a trim starboat

for the more restricted area of "Severn's shores." Due to inability to savvy Math and
susceptiveness to Maryland weather—terminating with a pneumonia attack during

first youngster fall—the Academic Board lengthened Nuge's curriculum. Undaunted
by slipstick stratagem, Nuge exercised his extra-curricular activities to great advan-
tage—the captaincy of a varsity starboat and an unequaled dragging record are two
of many achievements. Friday evenings were not complete without the usual session

at "Chez Nuge" where all hands profited from his excellent sense of humor and spark-

ling wit.

Alfad GotiHxUl 6'Mecd
Andalusia, Alabama

Coming from the deep South with a pleasant, cheerful personality and a good back-
ground at Marion Institute, "Acey" speedily adapted himself to the system. It can
be said that he didn't have a care in the world, for in the evenings a magazine or a
model airplane was of more interest to him than a text book, while on any morning, he
could be seen pondering over the daily newspaper. He always found time to write a
letter to that attractive Rebel girl whose picture adorned his desk. An amiable com-
panion, always able to see another's point of view, "Acey" will never lack friends.



Qe&iCfe <Jiualt Sauuf&i
Pawnee City, Nebraska

Hugh is quiet and observing—after '44's Farewell Ball he was asleep under his bed,

delaying taps inspection several hours. His well-filled school days include three years

it \ebraska University. The Phi Kappa Psi escapades are probably the reason for his

"Red-Mike Policy." No one understands why he gets two and sometimes three letters

to every one he writes. His great inherited money-managing talent has certainly been
put to test in our Log Circulation Department. Although once an Army man, Hugh
is now a Navy man whose decisions and opinions are worthy of regard

jjachdjo+i £&uU+t Scott

San Francisco, California

From out of the fogs and glories of San Francisco this "Army Brat" came to join

us at Annapolis. Although he never had any close scraps with the Academic Depart-
Scotty sometime claimed that the mere fact of his remaining at the Academy

>ilging puzzled him now and then—perhaps it was Dago. Athletically his

greatest interests were tennis, swimming, and soccer—but he never took them too
seriously. A firm believer and a devoted follower of the fine art of dragging, he was
found at all the hops. Above all Jack has a swell sense of humor, and our good times
together will not soon be forgotten.

&Ik
c
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William Jj-itah (lotUn&oti, fo.
Overton, Texas

Robbie came to the Academy direct from Over-
ton High, Overton, "God's country," Texas. A
living proof that savoirs are born not made, he
managed to star with absolutely no visible effort.

A great portion of his study hours were expended
showing the not so savvy boys the secrets of work-
ing probs. A large part of his spare time was spent
writing letters to any number of the Texas
"queens" whose pictures adorned his locker
doors. As one of the youngest members of our
class, Robbie will have to wait a year after gradu-
ation before he is old enough to vote.

Hugh

Robbie

Jack

Scott ie

^/tosnad #4ae4> Scott, fin..

Clinton, Mississippi

Scottie had a quiet, easy-going friendliness that
made it easy for him to settle down to Academy
routine with its endless string of bull sessions and
tall tales. His outlook was outwardly an "Oh,
it'll work out okay," but his associates soon found
that he gave plenty of serious thought and plan-
ning to his ideas and actions. The evenings
usually found him sitting back with a pipe in his

mouth shooting the breeze or writing to Jean. By
his Confederate flag and by these words which are
so characteristic of this lazy Rebel, we shall re-

member him, "If we'ah gonna walk together,

somebody's got to slown down."



MlDDLETOWN, DELAWARE

A year at Cornell and strenuous civilian life was

too much for Jim, so he packed up all his knowl-

edge, aimable personality, and athletic ability and

headed for the Severn. Here he proved his might

in academics, varsity tennis, and last but far from

least, women. A man with many loves, we hope

someday he'll settle down to just one O.A.O.

Carefree but quiet, his relentless perseverance and

determination carried him through both storm

and calm. Jim's good humor and judgment com-
manded the respect from all who knew him.

Steve

New York, New York

Born and bred on the sidewalks of New York, "Fasto" fascinated the fair sex and
entertained us with his Bronx humor and spontaneous wit. "Fred Allan'' with pipe,

blanket, and the daily communique from "La Petite," was always willing to "spot

'em today." Sailing, the commando course, and being varsity coxswain for two years

made Steve a hard man to find after class. His broad career in the Fleet made "Hash-
mark" a veritable encyclopedia for plebes and an after-taps conversationalist par
excellence. His greatest achievement is his design for living—that satisfied feeling of

having the situation well under control and still be enjoying life to the fullest.

Jim

Waldo 'Walter, ^batuel SfoatUf
Brooklyn, New York

Waft may best be classified under the heading, "The Most Unforgettable Character
We Have Ever Met." When you wanted to find him, your best bet was to look for the

nearest crowd, and there in the midst of them would be "Waldo," entertaining the

fellows with his unmatched sense of humor and Brooklyn wit. There was never a dull

minute when Walt was around, and his natural ability to make friends was envied by
all. There was, however, a more serious Walt. His great yearn for reading always
stood him in good stead, and his outstanding sailing ability proved to be a great asset

to Navy's sailing team for three consecutive years.

Jig-Jig

Owingsville, Kentucky

From the traditionally famous country of blue

grass, bourbon whiskies, high-stepping thorough-

breds, and higher stepping colonels, came Jay
J . Easy-going, fun-loving, amiable, he manages to

win the affection and friendship of everyone he
meets. There are but few of his classmates who
will not remember his inventive genius in hood-
winking the Executive Department, and in fur-

nishing laughs to his ever-present ring of spec-

tators. Who can forget the football stand episode 1

After many skirmishes with the Academic De-
partments, Jay's natural ability and aggressive-

ness have pulled him safely through.

I
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WilLasn MMLtati WeMJj.

Columbia. South Carolina

On first glimpsing the ""Colonel,*' we began to wonder what this fugitive from an old

Southern plantation was doing masquerading in a Naval uniform. But Wax fooled

everyone. In spite of his passion for briar pipes, mint juleps, sleep, and leisurely life,

he has conquered the system the legal way. making numerous friends with his easy-

going manner. Concentration being his strong point, he indulged frequently in bridge,

Esquire, and amorous novels. Anything w ith a quiet accent was always to Waxie's
liking and fitted in naturally w ith his Southern temperament.

Qeosufe Jl&iteA. ^i<^^e44xtJC^iilir fa.

Nai gati ck Connect k_.lt

Basy going and easy to get along with, that's Wigg. The only times his ire was
ased was on occasions when he swore '"The book's wrong!" The "Dago Kid" did

5 anxious moments though; he never chimed in on "Dago is fruit!" He had his

:xam week worries along w ith the rest of us, but always managed to quench the ten-

ion with a drag and a week-end. He was probably the luckiest man in the Regiment
when it came to blind drags How he always showed up with a "Queen" every time

1 always be a mystery. He seems to have a knack of getting things done and just

the wav he wants it.

*

£d**tund jjesienualt ^Jl&acif,, fa.
San Francisco, California

"Oh, oh, lock the barn doors, pull in your side-

walks, friends, here comes Ed." This was the sig-

nal for merriment because whenever the "Barrel"
was around, anything was liable to happen—and
usually did. Letter-writing, liberty, and pranks
received most of his attention. He always knew
the right people and the right places needed to
insure a riotous time on liberty. Non-reg was his

middle name, but when the final score is tallied,

Ed will be found still quite a few strides ahead of
the Executive Department.

Waxie

Ed

Wigg

Will

(laLe/U WilliattUa+i, //

Grosse Ile, Michigan

A zest for life and its complexities, a love of sail-

ing, and faithfulness to the girl back home are

what his classmates noted most in "Willie." A
true son of the Midwest, Will came to the Navy
from Detroit by the way of the University of

Michigan. He is an excellent swimmer and easily

won his plebe track numerals. One characteristic

particularly marked Will—no matter what he was
doing, sack drill or studying, he put all he had into

it. His greatest vice was a collection of Spike
Jones records which was the horror of his class-

mates. Put these attributes together and you
have R. Williamson, who accepted the "system"
butwasnever broken by it.
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JlesVuf (landoifik Wildest

Boston, Massachusetts

When Henry entered the Naval Academy his

big grin and acute sense of humor were immedi-
ately evident. It wasn't until early youngster

year that he came into his own. Hank had a pas-

sion for dragging blind. For the two years we
helped him through many grueling week-ends,

bucking him up when necessary with reassurances

of personality and soul. Henry was equally

changeable in his sports life. He started out run-

ning cross-country, had a year's sojourn swimming
back stroke on half a dozen different teams, and
ended up with a lacrosse stick in his hands. All

the luck in the world, Henry.

Dick

(licko/id Jla**wo*i WiUost,

Washington, D.C.

"Got a cigarette, Dick?" was the usual greeting for this man universally known for

his friendliness and generosity. His greatest hobby was knowing more people and more
fresh news than anyone else, and we remember his welcoming each new man who
entered our battalion plebe summer. Having a Navy background, he has lived in many
East Coast ports. His education has been a typical, though varied one, and he is

classified as a "Bullis boy." Powerfully built for his weight, he has the experience and
speed which make him one of our top wrestlers; and his coach foresees an inter-

collegiate crown for him.

Henry

Ed ZdaAcrtd 4*ede>uck Waty
Washington, D.C.

Ten years amidst the hub-bub and confusion of Washington, D.C, failed to oblit-

erate Ed's New England accent or succeed in solving his female problem, for he had
more trouble with the gals than with academics. Ed's energetic, excitable character
fitted in admirably with academic routine; consequently, neither the Academic nor
Executive Departments disturbed him. Military life enhanced rather than quelled

his taste for pipes and Daiquiri's. He was a ready participant in those well-known bull

sessions, but he never let them interfere with the work on hand. A fine sense of values

and a keen interest in people will ever be his aid to success.

Jack

(labe.lt [jack AdatfU

Cincinnati, Ohio

Jack is one of the Green Mountain Boys that

came to the Naval Academy via Dartmouth Col-
lege, and his friends have been frequently sub-

jected to his tales of the glamorous Winter Car-
nival and the "Big Green Team" from New
Hampshire. Academics were a breeze for Jack,
so he had plenty of extra time for athletics. Foot-
ball and lacrosse have been his major interests and
a combination of natural ability and coordination
have gained him success in both sports. Jack is

remembered as being an anxious organizer, ready
to whip up a little party with the boys anywhere,
anytime. <

•'
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Baltimore. Maryland

.Andy and Baltimore arc incongruous. With his tall lanky frame, blond hair, and
inquenchable humor, he should have hailed from the happy hunting grounds of the

Scandinavians His easy-going ways and perpetually cheerful outlook have proved
an effective remedy for Sunday night blues. Andy spent his fall afternoons swimming,

> w inter afternoons bowling, and his spring afternoons on the softball field. His pet

ing things the restful way- always found him ready for the week-ends and
the drags. His ability to keep everyone smiling will give him as many friends in the

Fleet as he had at the Academv.

jjcti&fxk flalut /IsuHoa, fit.

Philadelphia, Pennsi lvania

St Joseph's College. Philadelphia, Joe readily adapted himself to life

During plebe summer he engaged in the boxing competition as a
leavyweight Fond of athletics he spent lots of time playing football and basketball.

s displayed in his unswerving application to academics, and al-

blacked out'' week-ends resulted, the regular arrival of sweet scented
letters had their compensations. We enjoyed first-class summer with

•riper. Serious, understanding and likeable, Joe will be a welcomed
addition to any fighting ship in the Fleet.

At Large

"Killer" Albright was blessed by nature with
the coordination and agility of a born athlete.

Whether valiantly defending the goal in the dust
of the lacrosse field or booting a long one from his

halfback position on the soccer team, he was a
natural. Aside from athletics, Jack found pleasure
in good companionship, beautiful girls, and real

swing. He treated academics lightly, and got by
with very little effort. A quick wit and attractive

twinkle in his blue eyes were seldom shadowed by
ponderous thought. It'll be a pleasure to remem-
ber "Killer" as one swell guy.

Andy

Killer

Joe

Frenchy

£a+nuel GoUi&i AiJiian

Hohenwald, Tennessee

Sam came to the Academy from Tennessee via

Detroit, with a wide variety of experience which
made academics fairly easy. Never a slasher,

"Frenchy" liked more than anything to spend

study hours reading books and assuming horizon-

tal positions on his sack. Always ready for a good
argument, he excelled in verbal bouts with the

Steam Department, and was usually right, too.

Sam will make a valuable addition to the Fleet;

he has the ability, the personality, and the friend-

liness that makes for a good Naval officer.
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Eau Claire, Wisconsin

"Ham" was ever an excellent conversationalist.

This, together with his effervescent personality

and good looks won him an enviable circle of

friends. When it was a question of the merit of

Wisconsin or the worthlessness of Maryland, his

talkativeness became eloquence. Next to sleep he
liked winter sports, impossible in Maryland's little

snow. Hardly an afternoon passed, though, that

he couldn't be found on one of the yawls. "Ham"
is one of the few men who can adapt themselves
to any situation. Come what may, he will make
the best of it.

Joe

joA&p,k GgAsh&i &cJz&Lr fll.

Whiting, Indiana

The bull sessions are never in full swing until "Stogie Joe" lights up his "El Ropo"
and convinces us that "it ain't never been like this in the Klondike." Then we listen

with envy to stories of the U.S.S. Augusta and the Atlantic Fleet. Whether his home
is Whiting or Cal' City is still problematical, but wherever it is, the beer there is superb.

Joe's French pronunciation can be rated with the best, and we will all be listening for

that Frenchy "certainement" to cheer up some lonely night in a far corner of the
world.

Ham

Frank

Salt Lake City, Utah

Frank is an "Army Brat," and is he proud of it! Claiming Utah and California as

home, he attended high schools and prep school in Massachusetts and New York.
Frank had no serious trouble with academics because he was a constant "plugger."

He liked soccer and fencing, and had an exceptional stamp collection. Also, he had
many cute drags to his credit, and was always ready to arrange a blind date. His cour-

tesy and friendliness will surely open any fields he seeks to conquer.

Bob

flaha (lobe/it Qatflu

Norfolk, Virginia

If you needed a man to encourage the band, or
to harass a Steam prof from the rear, you need
search no farther. The hidden mechanisms of an
excess pressure valve were no mystery to him ; he
got this stuff. In fact, we have found very little

that could baffle this dynamic red head. The sci-

ences are not all he excelled in, and the plebes will

remember him for his questions on sailing, his

favorite sport. Others will remember him for his

generosity and friendliness, which is exceeded only
by his affinity for C.I.S. chits. We may be sure
that wherever Bob goes, success will be his just
reward.

A
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Lowville, New York

The familiar cry of "Stu has chow " would ring out in the corridors as the mate stag-

gered by under a huge parcel. Very little time would elapse before "Stu's" classmates

would assemble to participate in Bancroft's favorite pastime of chow ing down. Com-
ing from the great north country of New York, where the snow falls deep, Stuart felt

lost without his skis. Maryland never did become cold enough for him to participate

n his favorite sports, so he developed an active interest in company sports, classical

music, and Academy hops.

?ba*tiel floUnAa+i Biutun, ///

Bishopville, South Carolina

Ilemson came Dan. ready to match w its with the system. No problem was
too hard, no task too arduous for him. All around ability with emphasis on athletics

escribes Dan perfectly. His wrestling was "par excellence,'
-

and football and lacrosse

ed out a rugged repertoire. His dark hair, laughing eyes, and suave actions were sel-

dom wasted in the stag line at hops, for "Dangerous Dan 1" had a dancing style all his

own. His other interests were diverse, ranging from hawking and piloting to tap danc-
ing and Artie Shaw music. We best remember Dan for his earnest will to succeed.

Ji/ticUael flahtt BeUnlkif, fli.

Factoryville, Pennsylvania

Factoryville's pride and joy entered the Acade-
my from the Fleet with an ingrained knowledge
and admiration of the Navy. Women in general
held last place in his interests, but here was one
"Red Mike" who lost his title with the coming of
first class year. Every man has his weakness, and
Mike's was his bunk, but whenever the chips were
down "Boley" came through on top, crooning
happily. Mike's interesting sea stories, his cheer-
fulness, and his all-around athletic ability won
him a top rating at the Academy, and we can be
sure he will carry it with him in the Fleet.

Stu

Mike

Dan

Buck

Montana joUn Bucala

Bristol, Rhode Island

The Navy obtained an excellent officer at the
expense of Bristol, Rhode Island, when Buck de-
cided to embark upon a Naval career. His prog-
ress through the Academy was one of very good
repute. Tall, dark, and well-built, he entered
enthusiastically into many sports, primarily crew.

Having received his foundation at Randle's Prep
School, Buck was ever a capable student, par-

ticularly in Dago. He was one of the few men in

the class to be admired and liked by not only his

own classmates but also by those above and below
him.
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Mateo- Mg/Uo- Gatftfianlle

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

From the land of the lakes via the University of

Wisconsin came Mark "The Brain" to the Acade-
my. He might have been number one man had it

not been for frequent bunk drills and bull sessions

about the hunting days of yesteryear. We are

much indebted to him for his ever-willing aid.

Always ready to help a classmate, he gained many
friends and was respected by all. Life will never
get the best of Mark, and neither will women

—

so he said. After this hitch, he plans to raise a

mustache and five stalwart daughters.

Bob

Mark

Hank

Gray

Qtaliam £te<p<Ue*t GlasJz

SCARSDALE, NEW YORK

"Holy Petrowsky" exclaimed this son of Scars-

dale when he first saw Navy's vast gym, and from
that moment all else was destined to a second
place in his heart. The despair of his sparring-

mates, Gray's inexhaustible source of energy and
courage to "put out" when the going got toughest
brought him to the top in the wrestling loft and
boxing ring. Considerate and easy-going, his con-
stant grin and love of good chow made him uni-

versally popular. The wings of gold lie ahead, and
he'll be just as tough to handle up there as he was
in his beloved gym.

Elmira, New York

Most midshipmen called Bancroft Hall their home, but not Bob—he preferred a
spirited yawl. When this "sand-blower" received his yawl command late plebe year,

his Academy life began. On week-ends, it was good-bye, Academy, and a slender hull,

two masts and 1,200 square feet of canvas became his domain. One cannot say sailing

was his first love, for his daily letters were the envy of the company. Aside from his

knowledge of law, Bob brought from Cornell University considerable fencing skill.

His classmates will always remember his cheerfulness and willingness to attempt any-
thing once.

Elmira, New York

After two years at Syracuse University, Hank decided to find out what the Academy
had to offer. Valiantly he upheld the beauties of New York State and the campus he
formerly called his home. Academics were a snap, so he found plenty of time for foot-

ball, lacrosse, bowling, and sleeping. Able and willing to support any side of any dis-

cussion, plebe year found him perpetually wearing a sign proclaiming his ability as

"sea lawyer extraordinary." Always easy-going, friendly, and with a cheery greeting

for all, he smoothed out even the most insolvable mixups, for Hank refuses to worry
ibout anything.

V
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(lo&ent GltasiUl GLrve

Polghkeepsu:. New York

Bcb came to Bancroft with a friendly smile and the will to learn. He might have

the curriculum hadn't included science, Math, Dago, Ordnance, and Navi-

but always trying, Bcb is a man who can be counted on to get

icut him. cur yeais here couldn't have been what they were. To
always be "\\ hiskeis" ; toothers "that Yankee offspring of Sherman" ;

but to all of us. a 4.0 shipmate and a man it is a pleasure to know .

flcdt+i D&i&p,b GolluU.

Syracuse, New York

escended on the Naval Academy after spending a year and a ha'lf at

-liversity. In between his daily extolling of the virtues of the Empire State

nic pursuits, he found time to be an active track man and also devote his

e LUCKY Bag. Log, and Trident. Week-ends always meant dragging, and

cnown to miss a hep or an entertainment. Jack was always ready

n an academic discussion to an impossible job, and he will long be

notto of "take it easy" w hen the going became rough.

A

&daan. flawed- Glayta+i

Paintsville, Kentucky

Carrying dust from each of four Eastern Mid-
west states, Ed came to Maryland officially from
Kentucky. The Navy will need to offer some
strong interests to chase horses and blue grass

from his mind. He learned to snooze at Morehead
College and never let Navy's academics interfere

with his slumber. His skill in baseball and basket-

ball won him sets of numerals for his B-robe.

Women? You couldn't call him a "Red Mike,"
just not interested. Affable and good natured, he
made many friends here and will surely find many
more attracted to him in the future.

Bob

I

li

Ed

Jig-Jig

Jim

flatted- William GunsUe
Anniston, Alabama

Here is living proof that big noises do not neces-

sarily come in large packages, because Jim "sho"

is a shawt knockuh." We'll remember his singing

while cleaning the room, shouting in the mess hall,

and drawling in his sleep. His biggest achievement
youngster year was a full development of the art

of eating meals under the table. He had nick-

names a-plenty, from "Dixie" and "Rughead" to

various unmentionables. Three years of engineer-

ing school and an inborn ability gave Jim plenty

of time to lend a hand to the buckets and at the

same time act as company representative. He'll

always get a kick out of living. Yes, suh

!
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Baldwin, New York

"Some got it, some just ain't." "Jasbo" has it.

Academics were not slighted, but extra-curricular

activities were his love, from hard work on stage

productions to swimming, soccer, and plenty of

dragging. If a quantity of nicknames is the mark
of a good fellow, "Chet" will always be as popular

as Santa Claus. A leading exponent of fancy jit-

ter-bugging, "Jazz" conserved his energy by ju-

diciously flaking out during study hours. Some
ship will be livened up until such time as Jack is

called back to the Old Country to lead the next

Irish Rebellion.

Jack

Long Beach, California

Jack, the Californian with the bristly haircut, will never be forgotten by his class-

mates, and many are the fields in which he will be remembered. For three years he was
indispensable to the Log, Reef Points, the Glee Club, Mandolin Club, and Art Club.

For his first two years the varsity fencing team knew him as a member—for his last as

captain. Jack was a likeable Navy Junior with a royal sense of humor and gift for car-

tooning. For his qualities as a friend we have sincere appreciation. No goodbyes,

Jack—au revcir.

Jasbo

Willie

Youngstown, Ohio

Willie could be classified as the happy, carefree type with occasional moods which
plunge him into deep thought. Very conscientious and thorough, he works hard and
plays hard. Studies always come first, and it is hopeless to attempt to coax him from
unfinished assignments. Plebe and battalion track have absorbed much of Bill's spare

time here at the Academy. Girls may be of only minor importance, but he is ever

ready to discuss the girl of his dreams. Friml and baritones are Bill's favorites, while

modern jive has no place in his record collection. His pleasing personality and re-

sourcefulness will take him to the top.

Lynn

Rice JltfMst fyaudesi

Charlotte, Michigan

For pep, fight, and grit, no one could top Lynn.
He was certain to follow through any assignment
with such drive and cheerfulness as to win a place

for himself in the hearts of all his classmates.

Lynn's accomplished interests were boxing, track,

and dragging, among which he had no preference,

being equally proficient in all three. His ambi-
tions include Michigan, submarines, and an
O.A.O. The /'Little Man's" big smile, loyalty,

and charm give him a head start in realizing a

three.



New Bedford, Massachusetts

Having a trace of stubborn Puritan blood,

"Monk" took control of things from the very
beginning. With his New Englander's love of the

water, the swimming team and the yawls came to

know him well. His membership in the Chapel
Choir and the Musical Clubs evidenced his fond-

ness for music. As for crossing rivers, "Monk"
found it hardly necessary to bone, and conse-

quently kept up a large correspondence. A smooth
dancer, with brown eyes and brown hair, George
had no trouble keeping his dragging week-ends
filled. Ever active, he will be as busy in the Fleet

as he was at the Academy.

Golly

ZdcaaAd jba+Uel Qalaivcuf

New York, New York

Get the "Mad Russian" to say "bottle" or "battleship" and he'll give away his home
:he Bronx every time. Ed came to us after a brief stay at N.Y.U. and a hectic plebe

year at the Citadel. "Golly" is always willing to argue for the Army, but deep inside

.'ou'll find a heart that's blue and gold. Soccer, Skinny, and O.A.O. trouble kept him
but he always found time to translate everyone else's Russian homework. Ed's

ability to lead plus his size i

3

\ 2 shoes and his six-feet-three frame make him stand out
above the rank and file of "Joe Gishes."

Monk

Petesi Paul Qw44i^d(uu4Jzl

Norwich, Connecticut

After two years at Worcester Tech, Pete gave up New England's fishing and hunting
to find new joys in sailing and crew at the Naval Academy. His ceaseless effort soon
brought him to the foreground as an authority on sailing, crew, photography, and

If the English explanation to a problem did not suffice, Pete could explain

equally well in Russian or Polish. A glimpse of a sailing vessel will always bring to

mind a picture of Pete standing firmly behind the helm, giving orders in a seamanlike
manner, consistently crossing the finish line to win the blue ribbon.

Pete

L

Doc

West Hartford, Connecticut

"See Jack Hayward; he'll know" was the advice

given many a perplexed plebe. Always willing to

lend a helping hand, and tireless in his quest for

knowledge, Jack became very popular with the

underclass as a constant source of professional

information. He took his book work seriously and
worked conscientiously to better himself as an
officer. However, all work and no play never made
this Jack a dull boy. He took an active part in

company sports, including boxing, sailing, swim-
ming, and volleyball. A sunny disposition, care-

free manner, and sense of humor made Doc a

friend of all.
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Qeo-i<f,e facUakal eM-e/iMe.fitr fo.
Dimondale, Michigan

After two years of college and newspaper work,

George found the academics fruit, and so concen-

trated on enjoying life here. He divided his hours

among "Mom" Myers' cakes, horseback riding,

and occasionally dragging. Most of his afternoons

were spent on the soccer field—always in there

trying. Riding, reading, and boasting of the Sky
Ranch, "ranch in name only," were his favorite

hobbies; and friends soon learned of his flair for

Gay Ninety recordings and a sharp tongue—both
so-called proof of Irish ancestry. Wherever he

goes, George's amiable disposition will win him
many friends.

Cosmo

Turners Station, Kentucky

Kentucky's gift to the Excused Squad, "Hobbling" Holleman knew more concern-
ing red tape and its evasion than any other member of the four-year plan. While bank-
ing eight balls, wiring signs, or keeping the "Cosmo" sat, his paramount interest was
the broom-tails and how they ran. The slogan "If I can't get it, you don't want it"

reaped rewards, and brains for brawn scored financially. His Ring Dance lighting

—

one watt per acre—meant much to us that night. Witty and devil-may-care, he was
our Easter symbol. Keep those ears twitching, "Rabbit."

George

Rex fyJdliajn Ilea, eMotu&nA

Atlanta, Georgia

Annapolis first heard of Rex in June of '42, and it will be a long time before this

affable personality from the deep South is forgotten. W'ith two years at Georgia Tech
to his credit, Rex experienced no difficulty with academics save for a slight struggle

with that eternal nemesis, Steam. Crew provided his chief athletic interest, and almost
any afternoon for two years he could be seen "coxing" a varsity shell over the Severn.

The diplomatic service is his great desire, and certainly there can be no better addition

to that field. Rex's future is assured, for his ability and resourcefulness are beyond
?ach.

Cosmo

RicUanA 4-ntwuUl JIuUkxaA
Norwich, New York

The "Cosmo" was the only man in the Regi-
ment who could wear blue service like a suit of

Harris tweeds. He was proficient at everything
but academics—a super salesman, a whiz with the

women, and a general nuisance at all the hops.

Whether it was an appointment with the Super-
intendent, a house for June Week on two days'
notice, or a blind drag, he always managed to get

what he wanted. Though his tour of duty at the
Academy wasn't affected by the three-year plan,

he still didn't learn to use a slipstick. His Ring
Dance plans, "bottoms up," and big deals will be
remembered on the Long Cruise.



SbeWvtt ^aima^e Jltude*, g*.

Baltimore, Maryland

"Dee" was blue and gold through and through.
The son of a Naval officer, he lived in many for-

eign countries and early developed a love for the
Navy which was intensified at military school. At
the Academy he did creditable work and won a

prominent position in the Regiment. "Desel" won
an "N" on both the A.A.U. champion cross coun-
try team and the record-breaking IC4A track
squad. On week-ends he was seldom seen stag-
ging. An enthusiastic airman, he spent most of
his summers taking flight training.

Ed

Ladysmith. Wisconsin

^ame to Annapolis from the University of Wisconsin, and has managed to acquit
himself very well here. Although active in company sports, he liked best that individ-

orkout in the gym on cold wintry afternoons. Unlike his fellow YVisconsinites,

he preferred to listen rather than talk, but was definitely not modest when week-ends
and dragging came. Ed is looking forward to service in the Fleet and perhaps work in

the diplomatic corps. Whatever he does, he will be doing his level best.

Dee

*7Uo*nad. Pewuj. floluvian.

Sheffield. Alabama

Since Tom left Alabama and a liberal arts course for Annapolis and an engineering

struggle, he has been one step behind—and joking about it ! The tauter the strain, the
surer he was to deliver a "bon mot.' Active in company sports, but preferring relaxa-

he read extensively and enjoyed the reputation of a "litterateur par excellence."

lough the Steam tree was quite familiar to him, he never dropped his cheerful mien.

n common sense and diplomacy, and would like foreign service. His
proven abilities and engaging personal ity assure his success wherever he goes.

Tom

Jud

JioUand Ball fludkUU, j/l.

Beverly Hills, California

"Jud" entered the Academy enthusiastically

anticipating a career in submarines, and three

years here have served only to strengthen this

ambition. When spring rolled around, he found
himself in the starting lineup of the plebe baseball

team, where his infectious enthusiasm helped to

smooth out many a wrinkle. Academics were of

small import to him and though the various de-

partments did their worst, he remained unruffled.

He displayed a keen interest in professional sub-

jects, and delighted in uncovering technical dis-

crepancies in his wife's sea stories.
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WlLKINSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA

Straight from the "Holy City" came this

lovable but none too holy Dutchman. Bull ses-

sions were a favorite pastime, and "Leo" easily

downed all opposition. Academics were fruit for

him, and study hours usually found him flaked

out. Annual duels with the sub squad almost got
the best of Lee, but he still managed to become a
mainstay on the battalion football and pushball
teams. Though definitely not a "Red Mike,"
dragging was secondary to "Dutch." His quick
wit and good sense will carry him far in any field.

Cece

Lee

Jack

Jack

jalwi ^ab&i Manila

Toledo, Ohio

No one who knows "Big Jack" Martin will ever
have trouble recognizing him. Standing over six
feet three inches and carrying 235 pounds of
brawn, he has always been an impressive figure
in the halls. Jack made All-American at the pivot
position on Navy's gridiron machine, and would
probably have gone on to further fame if he had
not used up a year of eligibility at Princeton.
Amiable and easy-going, he has breezed through
academics with amazingly little effort. Wherever
destiny may lead him, "Big Jack," both in stature
and character, will always command respect.

Cecil Robesit Jluhtffy

Brooklyn, New York

Here's the company's number one exponent of the conservation of energy. Mind
over matter, that's his motto, and he made it pay dividends. Anything outside New
York he considered part of the Dark Continent, and Brooklyn was the center of the

known world. "Cece" was no "Red Mike," for he liked women in general and par-

ticular. His knottiest problem was how to keep the demerits down to par. He spent
his afternoons with the rifle team or reading, and became quite a literary connoisseur.

Quick witted and good at proving points, he was at his best when in the midst of a good
bull session.

floUn GgLmsi MgSiaIi

Fall Brook, California

A confirmed Californian, Jack labored through the long days at the Academy with
one thought uppermost in his mind—to return again to the land of eternal sunshine.

Jack found the academics to be fairly rugged, but his determination to see it through
always carried him over the obstacles. As for sports, tennis was his favorite, with bowl-
ing as a substitute during inclement weather. Jack seldom turned down an offer to

play bridge. Here's hoping his aspirations are fulfilled and he gets the duty on the
Pacific that he wants.

t
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RicJtGAd Stuasit Mo&ie

San Bernadino, California

Hailing from sunny California. Rick entered the Academy immediately upon grad-

i from high school. Dragging was his favorite pastime, and he spent practically

every week-end in the company of the fairer sex. It'll never be said that Rick was a

bookworm; yet academically he was a star man. Sailing came next on his list, and he
earned a command qualification. He also found time to take pictures for the Trident

magazine. He was always a serious minded fellow with a keen sense of humor. As a

friend, Rick was tops, and will always be remembered as a savoir, a sailor, and a swell

fellow.

Lancaster, Pennsylvania

"Penny" came to us with a rolling gait, and was ever willing to tell us tales of his

two years on the L'.S.S. "Sapelo." He boasted a girl in every port, a string of broken
Greenland to the Canal. Plebe year he was a mainstay on the baseball and

s-country teams, and the last two years were spent in "rassling" and poling out
n the Softball field. He will be remembered by us for his quick smile and

salty bearing. Woe betide any lubberly action in his presence, for he is quick to note
the error.

JletaiA. Mattti.a*i MiUbapA.

Asheboro, North Carolina

Only a few days after becoming a midshipman,
Lew was presented with two lines, a megaphone,
and the command of a shell. In the middle of
plebe year, however, he relinquished his Hubbard
Hall command in favor of the Academy yachts.
From that day thoughts of his college days were
lost in the wake of a sailboat. He was indeed for-

tunate to have those three years of Aeronautical
Engineering at North Carolina State, for he never
seemed to get very interested in academics. Per-
haps Lew will best be remembered for his excellent

piloting of a landing craft.

hew

Penny

Don

Huron, South Dakota

Here is our "pistol packin' papa" from the land

of Wild Bill Hickock. His greatest regret is that

it's non-reg to pack a six-gun in the five-mile

limit. Mixing seriousness with a love of fun in the

right proportions, Don comes up with a winning

conbination. Women are a snare and a delusion,

but how he did love to be ensnared and deluded.

Deprived of the saddle he was born in, Don put

his energies into a hot game of soccer, while his

more thoughtful moments were spent with the

Trident. His company mates look forward to

trouble for the Japs when "Two-gun" Don hits

the Fleet.
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William Jtamdtott Po*te*

Jamestown, Rhode Island

Here was a man with many loves of which only
one was a woman. If we wanted art, Beethoven,
or philosophy, we went to Bill—he was the critic.

A shaggy head of blond hair and a pleasing easy-

going nature combined with an astounding ability

for making puns drew this Navy Junior to the

hearts of us all. The Lucky Bag, varsity pistol

team, Log, Trident, and Glee Club were but a few
of his many pastimes. Jackie, a commission, and
a full and successful career await him this June.
We'll be looking for you in the Fleet, Bill.

Bernie

jjoA&nli QeSisiafuJl QwUfl&if,

Kansas City, Missouri

Fresh from the Greek and Latin of the Jesuits came Bernie, only to find the wiles

of Russian awaiting him here at the Academy. An all around athlete, he specialized

in developing a wicked left in the ring and extra speed in the 440 on Navy's track team.
Academics came easily to him and allowed him ample time to practice his flair for

speaking in intercollegiate debating. With a perfect knack of not only thinking his

own way out of difficult situations but also helping others, he will surely have a host

of friends and success in times to come.

Bill

Larry

Wt 3 # ^

-^*ii

:

Rudy

RudalpU flolui (ladfok

Philippi, West Virginia

"That loud noise down the corridor? Oh, that's

Radick arguing with someone again." Yes, that's

one way you can tell Rudy is around. He is well

known on the gridiron, too, where he helped fill

one of Navy's line positions. In spite of his bel-

ligerent aspect, his ways gained him many friends.

His favorite diversion being dragging, there were
more than the average number of beautiful fem-
mes listed in his little black book. His myriad in-

terests varied from plenty of sleep to sailing the
Severn.

Chelsea, Massachusetts

The first breezes of plebe summer brought this blond viking from the North to the
Academy and it was none too early for Larry to start rowing on the Severn. Although
crew was his favorite, the rigorous training of the varsity boat couldn't hold back his

natural ability in wrestling, tennis, and golf. To everything he faced he brought the

same unbeatable determination which conquered academics, brought him outstanding
recognition in Quarterdeck, and the presidency of the Newman Club. Wherever he
goes that big Irish smile and love of life will bring him the same loyal friends he found

e.
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Weiley cMe+fuf. Sclt*fUatt

Chicago. Illinois

Hailing from the "Windy City" of the Midwest. "Wes" entered the Naval Academy
fresh water sailing behind him. With this qualification he quite naturally

turned to week-end sailing on the Highland Light. Afternoons during the winter, he
could be found in the pistol gallery, "holding em and squeezing em." "Schmidty" could
usually be counted on for change for a phone call, a clean pair of white gloves, or any
ittle gadget you had failed to purchase out in town. He was one of the original Boiler-

ikers from Purdue who turned to the Navy in his search for a professional qareer.

Sellersville, Pennsylvania

)f Philadelphia" was Eds explanation of his "S.P." numerals. If you
x>t the glint in his eye, Ed would bewilder you with his stories; though his

was warning aplenty. Ed participated in several battalion
>uted his athletic reluctance to modesty. He was an avid horseman

rly every Saturday afternoon could be found riding the borders of the five-mile

Mitaneous stories, his refusal to fear the academic departments, and his

>f chow, plus his good nature, won him many friends.

Paul Bland (licliaidi

Bristol, Rhode Island

"Every week-end a dragging week-end" is

Paul's motto; he hasn't missed a hop yet. A top-

notch end, Paul has been out there tackling and
blocking for the football team ever since plebe

summer. His out of season sport was wrestling,

but he also found time to become a crack shot

with the pistol. One of the more savvy boys, he
always finds time to help out a pal. With his ca-

pacity for hard work and his ability to make
friends, Paul has a career of certain success await-

ing him in the Navy.

Wes

Paul

Ed

Bill

William Goswt&Uui. Stach

Superior, Wisconsin

On arriving here, the "Stacker" informed us

that he had just chosen between becoming the

biggest name in plumbing in the Midwest or the

biggest thing that ever hit the Navy. He alter-

nately had us believing that he was a Golden
Gloves champion, a dead ringer for Bing Crosby,

and the heaviest drinker in Superior. It took us

about a week to realize the fallacies in some of his

tales, and then Bill's attempts to save face were

fruitless. However, Bill had more friends here

than he knew what to do with, a fitting tribute to

his good nature and generosity.
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John £edie 'Icufi&i

Vallejo, California

Fulfilling a lifelong ambition, Jack entered the

Academy by the nautical route via the Fleet.

There is hardly a man whom "Navy" has met
who does not know about his former home, the

U.S.S. Tennessee. One of his amazing feats was
having the same O.A.O. during his entire stay at

the Academy. This salty son of the seas has the

ability to learn quickly and make lasting friends,

which will be very useful and valuable when he

goes back into the Fleet. Whatever his job may
be, it will be well done.

Bill

WlLKINSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA

Although active in athletics, Bill's big worry was the sub squad. After swimming
tests were passed, the year was fruit. Bill spent most of his spare time at various sports,

but letter writting and relaxation were also favorites. He starred on the battalion foot-

ball team during the fall and on the softball team in the spring. Academics were never
hard for Bill, but he didn't like to punch formulas and spent many hours finding the

why and wherefore of a baffling equation. Quiet and unassuming in his manner, Bill

was a valued friend of all his shipmates.

Jack

Lee Jieaio- Cdw-ald $e*u

Storrs, Connecticut

Baseball, soccer, football, swimming—sports were Lee's main interests, and he
played them well enough to earn a year-round seat on the training table. Having few
academic worries, he managed to breeze through his textbooks with relatively little

trouble. Always ready to expound on the beauties of the New England countryside
and the merits of the University of Connecticut, Lee inevitably would become a good
listener when someone wanted to discuss women. And one had only to glance at his

drag on any hop week-ends to realize that he always "got the word
!"

Aussie

Saul attoHuAtati AuAla+idesi

New York, New York

Don't make the mistake of calling "Aussie" a
Brooklynite or you're more than likely to find

yourself the object of vociferous comebacks.
"S. H." has gained that rare distinction of dis-

seminator par excellence of false rumor. The
casual listener is prone to believe him, but look
carefully and you will detect a humorous twink-
ling in his eyes. There is, however, a serious side

to "Aussie" as evidenced by his keen fondness for

poetry and athletics. He prides himself in being
a better-than-average handball, soccer, and tennis

player.

A



^li&oAx&Me. Jicde BatcUeld&i

Laconia, New Hampshire

'"Batch- est virtue as well as his besetting evil was his aggressive energy. A
stern New England upbringing and a year at Citadel forged him into a man of consider-

able independence. Notwithstanding his sense of humor, he took life very seriously.

He became famous for his original words as mate of the deck, and his fatherly com-
plebes made him popular with the underclass. His only sentimental attach-

ment was to a lovely Georgia peach and his first classman's toaster. For "Batch"' the

horizons are broad, but the right course lies straight ahead.

Aldo- flatefiU Bestedetti

Tacoma, Washington

Benny arrived in Crabtown swearing never to tip again, after giving away five dollars

. Bewildered, but undaunted, the great pessimist took everything in stride

I starred plebe year in spite of himself. Unlike most of us, Benny started his history

e during plebe year, when he learned to his utter amazement that Corregidor was
;outh Taccma. The fairer sex bothered him only to the extent of

a letter a day to and from his O.A.O. I f he didn't get a letter, the mail just wasn't out
ng he tried to do was done well, so perhaps his pessimism stood him in

good stead.

<w

Qtunati &<LvUt BaAA-ett

Weymouth, Massachusetts

Once he had mastered the elusive art of infan-

try maneuvers, Sam had passed the only appre-
ciable obstacle in the path to his becoming a
Naval officer. Study hours found him sandwich-
ing Academics between Hemmingway and Ibsen,

or perhaps some obscure tome on radio or aviation.

A staunch New Englander, and a sailing enthusi-
ast, he spent many hours tangled in the sheets and
halliards of our yawls. Rainy afternoons he would
drape his lanky frame over his bed and listen to
hot records, or engage in heated debate with visi-

tors to the "Nerve Center."

Batch

Sam

Benny

Lloyd

JUtUfd £t&fiUe#L<Lan GUaSiteM-

Norwich, New York

Norwich, in upstate New York, lost one of its

most daring jalopy drivers to the knockabouts of

the Naval Academy when Lloyd came to Crab-
town after a year at the Citadel. We will remem-
ber this barefooted wanderer as the first man in

our class to have a radio. He could never see the

fair sex; as president of the 4th Company Red
Mike's Club, he would lead the faithful to the cool

depths of the local pool hall. We relied on his

unique slant on life and his unbreakable spirit to

bring us a smile when the going was rough.
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Cleveland, Ohio

Jim, a lanky Cleveland import, devoted his

academic career to complete relaxation. Any kind

of music, time to smoke a pipe, and an easy Juice

lesson; these made a perfect day for "Baumholtz."
He was noted for sparkling after-dinner speeches,

and a free-for-all bout with Russian. When he
felt the urge to leave an afternoon of Cugat and
Calloway for a little exercise, he could whistle a

serve by your ear or run your legs off at a game of

handball or squash. We soon grew used to his

calabash pipe and his poems of praise for the archi-

tecture of Frank Lloyd Wright.

Dake

Jim

Tony

Bob

Kav-esU ZtUfene, ^baw-tie+i

Harrisburg, Illinois

From the plains of Illinois came jolly, friendly,

happy-go-lucky Bob. Little did we realize that
behind his pleasing personality lurked a passion-

ate hate for Steam books and slipsticks. Not long
after the beginning of academic year, we were
quite surprised to find this jocund lad tearing

page after page from the notable work Naval
Machinery. In contrast to his hate for Steam, Bob
possessed an ardent love for athletics as well as

the fairer sex. With the day's routine ended, you
could find him in the gym bouncing a basketball,

while week-ends he reserved for the more enjoy-
able sport of dragging.

Manchester, New Hampshire

This congenial Greek decided to join Uncle Sam's spoiled and pampered pets while

spending the summer months in Crabtown. Bill had the most uncanny knack of taking

the wrong side of an argument, but he never admitted defeat. His yen for joking,

whether pitching or catching, made him a favorite with everyone. Ladies play a rather

important part in his existence, but he never specializes. Dividing his time between
academics and fun, "Dake" has had a pleasantly diversified Academy life.

Kokomo, Indiana

"Izzat your nose or are you eatin' a banana?" No insult intended, just a typical Del
Vecchio greeting. We'll long remember the Kokomo Kid for his repertoire—a gag for

every occasion. From Indiana, and proud of it, Tony was at various times an iceman,
a grave digger, and a guard for the Irish at South Bend. At the Academy, Tony's first

love was football. The rest of his affection was divided among a hundred girls and a few
books. A born system-beater, Tony can handle any situation— I can hear him now.
"Don't tell me your troubles, Admiral, I'm no chaplain!"
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Minneapolis, Minnesota

By these words ye shall know him: "Math is

fruit," and rightly so. We asked the instructor for

help, and he asked "Wils." But academics were
only his sideline. Boosting that Minnesota foot-

ball team was important; so important, in fact,

that it almost overshadowed his social triumphs.
However, after one year at the Academy, "Wils"
admitted himself that he felt unnatural without
a girl by his side. Yet somehow, amid all this ac-
tivity, he found time to be a buddy to all of us

—

except when he gave us a week-end watch. By
these things we know him.

Bob

"S

(labesU j)a*H&L fyasd&if

Hutchinson, Kwsas

"I'm from Kansas, good old Kansas where the tall corn grows." From the time these

unique words first carried him into the public eye. Bob was a guy who refused to take

a back seat to anyone, no matter what the occasion. He was one of the more savvy
boys who didn't need to spend long hours on his academics. But far from being a radi-

ator squad man. Bob banged away successfully on the varsity pistol squad and helped

to keep his company on top in sports. His cheery smile and constantly happy nature
helped everybody on the more dreary days.

fla*te<i flltod&L Majcxuf fyilUeSi, II

Tacoma, Washington

"Piccolo," "Geronimo," "The Little Man," or "Fish"; these were his nicknames.
1 Washington State College came Jim as proof that dynamite does come in small

packages. Naturally athletic, he participated in all sports, excelling in several and
always better than average in the others. A snake at heart, he dragged intermittently,

>ut invariably decided the girl back home was the best. Study hour for Jim started

;, which was infinitely more interesting than Juice or Steam. He was tops
w ith everyone and helped our three years here run smoothly by.

Wils

Fish

Jay

Grand Junction, Colorado

"Where's Gawf?" "Oh, give him time. He still

has ten seconds." True to form, Grand Junc-
tion's steadfast son of the Golden West would
come galloping up to a photo finish with the late

bell. Yes, Jay liked to take his time. Buttressed
with knowledge gleaned from Mesa College and
the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, Jay entered
the Academy confident that he could beat the
system. This confidence was often shaken by the
inevitable pitfalls, but he seldom worried. Jay
dragged often, wrestled considerably, and played
his cello occasionally.
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AU&n Aeuttan Qlestruut

Chicago, Illinois

"Rapid Transit" brought one basic idea from
the "Windy City" that has governed his life here

at the Academy. "Whenever I feel like exercise,

I lie down until the feeling passes." As a result,

his major "workouts" have taken place on various

chess boards. His second love, which breaks

through now and then, is adding to his already

impressive stamp collection. His love for peace

and quiet has driven him towards the undersea
service, where he hopes to be rid of the noises and
troubles of an earthbound mortal.

Jackson

Allan

Rapid

Don

2>o*uM Anthony JleleAlUtq

Rochester, New York

A datebook that never had a last page and a

locker door that never lacked a new snapshot were
the dominant characteristics of Don's sojourn at

the Academy. Although dragging week-ends were
indispensable, his lively interest in sports and
extra-curricular activities was almost as essential.

If the Musical Show, NA. 10, or Glee Club did

not have an option on his spare time, "Hebe"
could be found in the gym or sailing. Study hours

were the time to write overdue letters, or to study
a new method of simplifying academics. Don's
disposition, one that always sees the brighter side

of life, will always serve him well.

Omaha, Nebraska

From the "White Spot of the Nation" came Jackson, one of the multitudinous
Haller clan, to hold the undisputed position of the "Happiest Man in the Company."
Jackson's happy-go-lucky manner and everlasting grin endeared him alike to the

plebes, whom he served as a godfather; and to the members of the fair sex from Cali-

fornia to Maryland, whom he kept happy via the postman. Equally at home in the
boxing ring or the ballroom, Jack will be a good man to have around for either "a
frolic or fight."

(lo&e/it j)ach <JlatiJz4.

Portland, Oregon

The Oregon country, any book, and his OA.O were "Rapid's" main interests at the

Naval Academy. They did not deter him, however, from entering actively into the
company sports program, his specialty being softball. His other interests were varied,

but he was always willing to enter vigorously into arguments on any and all subjects,

and he was well versed in a multitude of fields, too. Almost any time we could find him
either reading or deep in a dream of home. Yes, we can thank Oregon for giving us
Bob, a true friend and swell wife.



Ogden, Utah

When wavy-haired, good-natured Grant arrived

at the Academy, he brought with him an easy-

going Western temperament that was to carry

him through three years here with the least pos-

sible friction. Although "Hinch" was one of our
classmates who was always dragging, his heart

remained true to the mountains of Utah. He did
more than his share for company athletics and
was one of the mainstays of the choir. A
staunch exponent of the theory that a leave should
always be enjoyed to the fullest, he took Academy
life in stride and gained lasting respect.

Muscles

Qeo^e jbcutid JlautasiA

Blhl. Idaho

n the sagebrush seas of Idaho, George came to the Academy with a vast amount
" and a comradely spirit that won him many friends. His redheaded

irit kept him continually at odds with the Executive Department. Wrestling and

. n and golf, and his charter membership in the B. & L. Recreation

Society occupied his spare moments and won him several B-robe

"Muscles." and may you never lose your zest for living and

good-looking blondes.

Rocca tf-ied OocabelU

Lebanon, Indiana

lac," the Academy's best pipe connoisseur, and the country's finest chef, comes
. Indiana, with a year of managing basketball and taking care of the

n College thrown in for good measure. Once here, he continued his

athletic activities by becoming manager of the pin-pushers, and chief ball chaser of the

baseball team. Fred doesn't know his own strength, but he will admit defeat to one
He seems to be happiest when he has loads of nothing to do, which

didn't happen too often here.

Hinch

lac

Jamey

^bcutald Beaton. Baatlt UatH&ixut

Indianapolis, Indiana

"Jamey" never missed a word of the New
Yorker or the New York Times and was a disciple

of Westbrook Pegler. His endless knowledge of

Russian war data and details of current events

plagued the plebes continuously. Undaunted by
academics, Fenton never attempted less than
Russian, the newspaper, and Gilbert and Sullivan

at the same time. To satisfy his outside interests,

"D. F. B." engaged in activities ranging from
yawl sailing to the Quarterdeck Society, and also

spent quite some time telephoning for last minute
drags.



Curtis, Nebraska

Doc came to us from the "Cornhusker State"

deep in the heart of the Midwest. Used to the wide

open spaces and lots of elbow room, he had some
trouble at first regulating his six-foot one to the

confinement and limited space of Navy life.

Things here at the Academy, however, came easy

to Doc, and he found time to act as our company
representative as well as take an active part in

sports. Called "Casanova" by some, Doc has his

heart set on a pair of wings, and as an "Eagle of

the Navy" he will make a valuable addition to

the fighting forces of Uncle Sam.

Radar

Doc

Edgar

9

Willie

William KdUfan, fa*
West Chester, Pennsylvania

The "Killer" hit Crabtown with so little hair on
his head that he was forced to forego his "ioo-

dollar hair cut." With visions of Connie and
Scotch foremost in his mind, Willie sailed through
academics with ease. Never on the sub squad,

Willis was a dyed-in-the-wool man. One of his

chief ambitions was to be the G.P.O. of the com-
pany and he occupied this coveted position his

youngster year. "Killer's" fall afternoons were
spent in playing association football, known in

the more vulgar circles as soccer.

^Uosndxm 2.uanl&L jcUtnAitu*

Spartanburg, South Carolina

"T. Q." was well prepared for the Naval Academy when he arrived in Annapolis
fresh from Georgia Tech. The ex-"rambling-wreck" had not been here long, how-
ever, before he was renamed "Radar." Nobody ever knew why! Radar made up
in ability and spirit what he lacked in size. One could always find him entertaining the

Regiment at the Friday night pep rallies with his usual role of fun and humor. His
favorite pastime was making life miserable for his classmates. Always in for a good
time, no N.A. regulation ever daunted this midshipman; he liked extra duty, and he
was always in there scrapping whether it was athletics or the classroom.

ZduLand Jio-uU Kennedy

Kankakee, Illinois

Well, if it isn't ole Ed Kennedy himself; lantern jaw, Irish grin, and above all, those

great big beautiful ears ! This stalwart son of a shamrock was transplanted to the banks
of the Severn from the little Irish settlement of Kankakee, Illinois. At the Academy
he took an active part in everything, spent a lot of time with a pretty little brown-eyed
belle, and still managed plenty of sack drills. The Naval Academy avalanche of aca-

demics and other forms of torture showed us that "Edgar" is a guy who can cope with
the "system" and anything else the Navy can hand him.

A
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(lichald Jiol+neA. fCtttifkt

New Orleans, Louisiana

That wasn't a bull moose we heard bellowing
about the plebe wing those days back in the sum-
mer of '42 ; it was big Dick Knight, the pride of

old New Orleans. "W. T." showed himself to be
a leader even then, and has maintained his repu-

tation since. When Dick came to Annapolis he
broke up a long line of West Pointers and started

a friendly family rivalry. Chow hound supreme,
he managed to tear himself from his sagging sack
to bedeck his B-robe with a colorful array of

numerals for plebe and Batt sports. Although
genial Dick was the butt of many friendly jibes.

Al

Adcun Pete*, Kulik

Manchester. New 1 Iampsiure

Long before Hollywood put Tom Brown in Brancroft Hall, "Adash" had decided it

iould be his home for a while And it was pure determination that got him here.

1. though, things were different. He derived pleasure from everything, whether
it w as dragging his battered body back from a lacrosse game, or keeping the gridiron

for the I 'ress Detail. As sports' editor for the Lucky Bag he has done a tre-

b well. Although not at all averse to dragging, he hardly found time for it,

^referring to remain true to at least three lassies back home. Whether it's the Marines
or the submarines, we're w ishins him luck.

Passaic, New Jersey

Philosophy, newspaper comics, music and of course a woman. Not a very coherent
if quantities, but, taken collectively, they just about define Saul's four loves.

Not an individual to be overly disturbed by academics, "Solly", or as he is better

known to the Nc*. York operators. "Mr. Sullivan, please," has found ample time to

four main interests, including the charming girl friend at N.Y.U. De-
pite such pleasant distractions, Saul has still managed to worry his handball and

>pponents, and has never yet been known to refuse an afternoon of sailing.

Dick

Solly

A

Ui
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Dick

(licltaid QilM&d Jlie-Lei

Buffalo, New York

An ardent exponent of the "when in doubt,

sack out" theory, Dick spent most of his time
proving it. Although his horizontal drills didn't

make him grow out of the sandblower classifica-

tion, they gave him plenty of energy for correcting

the pronunciation of his name or challenging the

veracity and sanity of the Academic Departments.
Small and quick on the trigger, Dick excelled at

handball, Softball, or anything that required fast

action. Drags interested him little, although he
was far from being a "Red Mike." On the ball

and always congenial, Dick was a classmate to be
valued and remembered.



jack &dwUi Jlapesi

Covington, Kentucky

Anybody who has ever been to Chapel on Sun-
day morning knows Jack Loper. He loved to sing,

and we loved his singing. "Lope" wasn't a star in

athletics or studies, but he was a good athlete, a
good student and a good friend. He played hard
and studied hard throughout his three years here.

His heart was in everything he did, just as it was
in every word he sang. Next to vocalizing, Jack's
main interest was in eating, as any of his class-

mates will testify.

Jack

Brooklyn, New York

For the few weeks of plebe year, "Babyduck" amazed the upperclasses by giving

out with all the right answers before they even finished asking their questions. Light
dawned when they discovered he had come from the good old "Arky." However,
plebedom never seemed to end for Jack, for he received more running during upper-
class years, but he always managed to hand it back with interest. Managing crew took
up most of Jack's spare time, but all of his work paid dividends when he was elected

varsity crew manager. His greatest ambition is to be skipper of a Navy salvage tug,

and we hope he makes it.

Jack

Leo

McCook, Nebraska

"Leo" has lived up to his nickname; his classmates will remember him as the man
ready to plunge into any argument, particularly one on baseball, music, or the merits

of the Midwest. "Leo" has been a mainstay in the N.A. 10, the orchestra, and an
active sailor during his years at the "Ensign Factory." Also among his extra-curriculars

has been dragging, in which he plays the field with great success. We hope to be seeing

more of this stocky Lyon, and you can be sure of hearing more of him when he gets to

the sub service.

Ski

Hamtramck, Michigan

"Ski" gave us to understand that Detroit is just

one of the larger suburbs of Hamtramck. That's
where he stowed his pretty Russian O.A.O. while
he studied her language at the Academy. Ed was
a man of tremendous enthusiasms—the one for

track leading him from his successes at Wayne
University to those he gained here. The energy
required for this and his hobby of photography,
as well as constant success at academics, was never
enough to dampen his buoyant good nature. As a

matter of fact, the "Fighting Seventh's" paragon
of friendliness will always be the Hamtramck lad

with the marcel wave.

A



Cochran. Georgia

"Mac" spent most of his time on his bunk with the sports page, where the Yankees
and Georgian Spud Chandler were his heroes. Academics were a necessary evil and he

bore their weight with good-natured reluctance With his quiet Southern mannerisms
came a great love for basketball, and he was ready for a game no matter what the hour,

that is when it didn't interfere with sleeping time. North Georgia Military College

sent him to .Annapolis as an R.O.T.C captain with a saber from his honor company.
Always a good soldier and a staunch rebel, he was a great companion and a loving wife.

Clarksburg, West Virginia

'Say Art. will you do this integration for me?" This was the usual green signal for

Art to show how really simple mathematics could be. The call of the sea robbed West
Virginia of one of its most promising mining engineers, for before entering the Academy,
Art had spent three years at West Virginia University learning the intricacies of coal

mining. Boxing, lacrosse, and an occasional dragging session were Art's main extra-

curricular activities. He was also very fond of that favorite midshipman's pastime,

horizontal engineering.

Otuin {/owe*, McKeand
Nashville, Tennessee

"I'll argue on any side of any question." This
quotation fully describes "Mac," the man who
never admitted defeat in an argument. Although
he pounded the books with zest during his sojourn
at the Academy, "Mac" considered this place
merely a resting place between the wine, women,
and song of successive leaves. Prepped with a
wealth of non-reg ways and a knowledge of air-

craft, he seems headed for the Naval Air Corps.
As a hot-tempered rebel, he had no equal, but he
was always ready to play his part in the classroom
or on the athletic field.

Mac

Mac

Art

Buzz

#4&HcU &v&ie£t PeaMan, III

Bangor, Maine

"Buzz," ordinarily an amiable, easy-going chap,

developed two pet phobias at the Academy. The
slightest mention of our hard working laundry
would bring a heart-rending, tear-jerking tirade

of his three years' struggle to keep a shirt on his

back and socks covering his bony ankles; while a
swimming drill would call forth all the blasphemy
one can learn in a frontier town like Bangor.
Academics gave him a rough row to hoe, but his

receding hairline bothered him much more than
Steam or Juice. "Buzz" was a true friend and his

level headed advice kept more than one of us on
the right track.
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Jtavuf, ZduusAd RUo&JU

Gray Summit, Missouri

Most of us were old salts when this modest son

of Missouri rolled into Annapolis, destined to

make his pleasant grin and sense of humor some-
thing to be envied by all. Obviously from the

"show-me" state, "Dusty" could oft be heard to

mutter "somebody show me how to get this

Steam." Definitely not a bucket, "Dusty" proved
to be a diligent worker in both athletics and aca-

demics. A year-round mainstay of company ath-

letics, Harry did much to foster a fine feeling of

friendliness and comradeship that will always be
remembered by his classmates.

Walt

Wallace. MaStihaU RiaaA

Pomeroy, Ohio

Tall, dark, and handsome—the strong silent type—a perfect description of Walt
Riggs. A farmer boy from Ohio, Walt had two favorite diversions. The first was bat-

talion track (all Yankees are good runners, his Rebel wife used to say) ; the second was
singing in the shower. In spite of an almost fatal attraction for ladies, W alt did not
let dragging go to his head, often preferring the harmless joys of an afternoon hike.

Genial and pleasant, Walt is always ready for a good time and makes a fine companion.

Dusty

Ted ZduianA Mosiell Sau+u&&U

Alfred, Xew York

"The Sage of the Fighting Fourth" inevitably became Ted's title, for no man has
ever spent the three years in such concentrated seriousness. His gravity was elastic,

because it seemed to adapt itself to any activity in which he found himself. He con-
sistently confounded the Academic Departments; after due deliberation he made
varsity sailing his sport; and to climax everything he gravely fell in love youngster
year. But Ted's friendly good nature amply compensated for his sober side. Since a
man makes his own luck, he is sure to be blessed bv the best of good fortune.

Skiff

^/tostuU Michael BcJu^astelli

Annapolis, Maryland

Living in Annapolis as he did, "Skiff" didn't
have much traveling to do when he came to the
Naval Academy. Also he had that rare privilege

of being able to see his folks every week-end. Dur-
ing his stay here, "Skiff" was continuously at odds
with the Steam Department. Despite his struggles

with books and profs, he always wore a friendly

grin. His perpetual good humor and ready wit
made him a favorite with everybody. His favorite

hobbies were squirrel hunting with his Beagle on
week-ends and playing first trumpet. The music
world's loss is all gain for the Navy.



Sta+tl&y Qosidcut Secco+ftAe, fin..

I bCFORD ( CONNECTICUT

Andover prepared him. Yale lost him. and Navy was the all-around winner. "Sex"
came to the Academy w ith a goodly amount of salt already in his system, having
sailed ever since he was able to walk. Of course, his sailing technique was not the only
one he'd developed to a smooth perfection. \ [any are the drags who will avow that he
leaves nothing to be desired. His happy combination of quiet reserve, wry humor, and
open frankness, mixed with an earnest desire to see a job well done, make it fairly evi-

dent that he'll make a name for himself. In fact, it's what vou might call "in the bag

WilLotn £,4AXje*ve Si**upA&n

Charleston, South Carolina

"Mole," "Simp," or just plain Bill—he answered to any of these

names. He didn't always wait to be called, especially if he could be of help to his class-

mates anytime or anywhere. 1 1 is difficult to find another man so conscientious, so will-

best whether it be on the soccer field, wrestling mat. or in the classroom.

Tiese characteristics combined with a ready smile made him ever popular with his

. However. Bill had his problems. Foremost among these was the question of

whether or not he could get to Texas during leave and the ever-present problem of the

quickest way to get the Navy wings.

(luUtaAd I/die*. Scott

Pratt, Kansas

Few men can be adequately described in one
word, but Dick is one of the few. He was an
outstanding classmate. Prominent among his

extra-curricular activities was his work on our
Class Ring Committee. Scotty's favorite sport

was swimming, whether in a dash, a relay, or a

water polo game. He was also as much at home in

a good argument as in a swimming pool, and was
one of the Midwest's most staunch defenders.

His friendliness and genial spirit made "Railway,"
or "R. Y.," a popular classmate and a good friend.

His outstanding abilities as a leader have made a

permanent impression on us.

Sex

Dick

Bill

Smittx

Jte+fuf, Pa>ike/i Smith
St. Louis, Missouri

Missourian to the core, you have to show
Parker. Nobody, so far, has convinced him that

being ratey, especially as a plebe, pays off, and
although they said he was too small for distance

running, ask the men on the cross-country squad
who saw nothing but his back for three years.

"Smitty" still managed to find time for the choir

and plenty of dragging. The combination of his

curly forelock and ready smile made him a favorite

with the "Belles of Baltimore." With him, neat-

ness and organization are habits; habits that have
earned him a reputation of always doing a job the

right way.



Hastings, Minnesota

The University of Minnesota lost a somewhat
spasmodic athlete when "Smitty" decided to

make Annapolis his home. Always out for some
sport, he spent his afternoons capering about the

greensward in pursuit of physical fitness. Study
hours were divided between letters to Margie,

psychoanalysis of Steam profs, and two-step solu-

tions to Juice probs that Hemholtz himself would
have trouble explaining. An ardent champion of

the Midwest, this blue-eyed blond never quite

convinced his two New England wives that

Indians did not run wild in his homeland.

K. T.

Moline, Illinois

Quiet, but not shy, "K. T." entered the Naval Academy after several years at

Augustana College and in the Fleet. Karl's quietness, as many soon realized, covered

an independence not always sanctioned by the Reg. Book. The Open Door's hospitality

and many friends out in town made Annapolis his second home. He had amazing luck

at blind dragging, but always considered women unessential, or so he said. A sincere

and determined man, "K. T." grew in stature by being consistently himself. Karl
believes in the Navy. May it take as good care of him as he will of it.

Smitty

Sivanny

Valley City, North Dakota

It was the China Station or the Naval Academy for Bob, who, as fate willed, chose
the Naval Academy for better or for worse. A sailor from way back, "Swanny" wasn't
to be deterred by Academy complexities. Applying his pet philosophy of combining
the maximum of bridge, reading, and sleeping with the minimum of studying, he ob-
tained phenomenal results. Perhaps we better remember him as that salty Gunga
Din of the basketball squad, a good shipmate, and a swell fellow.

At

Nashville, Tennessee

"When did you shave last, mister?'' Al was the

guy with the perpetual "five o'clock shadow."
Running through a galaxy of nicknames ranging
from "Eight Ball" and "Little Thomaso" to

"Bluebeard," Al went merrily on his way with a
smile on his face and a wisecrack on his lips. An
ardent son of the Old South and a true Rebel, Al
fought the "war" with all comers. The words,

"God bless Robert E. Lee," fell from his lips more
than once. Al's athletic ability was best demon-
strated by the deftness with which he sidestepped
all advances of the Academic Board.



Mamaroneck, New York

The sailing team received a Larchmont Trophy
winner when Bill came to the Academy hoping to

draw a preference number high enough to give
him something a bit larger than a dinghy in which
to sail the seas. Women took up most of his week-
ends

;
phone calls most of his evenings. Academics

came hard to him only when extended stays at the
hospital were necessary. Russian fascinated him
even though it was quite a struggle, but he made
sure that he knew all the essentials for striking up
a conversation with a Russian countess. As long
as there are ships and boats, Bill will be sailing.

Apples

Aleut $ob<"> Va+tdeis+uide

Paterson, New Jersey

..sposition as sunny as a June morn, a smile that stretches from ear to ear, a good
collection « f jokes and songs, and a talent for mixing are '"Apples" stock in trade.

1 le tended to shy when he saw a Form 2, but his frequent jousts with the Executive
[Department left his Dutch nature unperturbed. His friendly face attracted all the

found, as we did. a refuge from the storm of the "system." No fellows,

he didn't have a water-coated slipstick, but he must have worked those "Skinny"
probs in his head. An admirable combination of intelligence and humor rrjake "Ap"
a swell w ife, adviser, and friend

Bill

S \lisblry, North Carolina

ince "X" first learned to talk his main objective has been to find that girl who would
life a complete success. "X" was popular and well-known here as he will be

when '4.0 joins the Fleet. Through his industry and initiative he became an expert

lacrosse player working up from the bush league. He kept the South on the map, never
letting us forget for a minute the beautiful hills and brilliant beaches of God's country,

North Carolina. "X" has the dignity and humor of a Southern gentleman merged with
i of a Yankee trader. Except at the end of the month, he was usually

dragging one of his ever-loving girls.

X

Johnny

flo/ut WiUiatn Weill

Arkadelphia, Arkansas

When above the din of the mess hall you heard

"Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker" you knew then that

Johnny was near. He came to the Academy from
Arkansas and two things he never tired of was
telling of the beauty of his home state and refight-

ing the Civil War. In his bouts with academics,

he came out on top. Johnny has picked subs as

his future home—it is doubtful whether it was the

extra pay or the unlimited opportunities to "chow
down" that attracted his eye—but whatever it

was, good luck, boy, and smooth sailing.
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QosiA&n Jdawx&Hce. yeo-

Big Rapids, Michigan

George, better known as "The King" came to

the Naval Academy determined to make good.

By hitting the books on the week-ends that he was
not dragging or wishing that he were dragging, he
managed to stay a half step ahead of the Academic
Departments. Feeling certain that Big Rapids
was the only town on the map, he spent many bull

sessions trying to convince everyone else of this

fact. Gordon was never a member of the radiator

squad, and tried his hand at many of the company
and battalion sports. A friend of all, he can be sure

of having a wealth of close shipmates.

Zip

Stanley filpA&n,

Canton, Ohio

"Hup! Hup ! Hey, "Zip," you're out of phase again." It wasn't Stan's fault that he
bounced when he marched; his legs were just livelier than those of his classmates.

"Zip" wasn't out of phase in anything else, though. His worries weren't concerned
with academics in the least; he was usually wondering how he was going to take care

of the three or four drags he invariably invited down on week-ends. In some manner,
"Zip" solved all such trying problems and still found time to haunt the golf course,

help edit the Lucky Bag, and sail.

George

Abbie
ItfUtiian £te.nli+ta ALenstatluf,

Washington, D.C.

"Just another class," Abbie would say as the bell called him to formation. His
interest was aviation, so attending class was nothing but a necessary evil. A man of

few words, Ab devoted many study hours to his National Geographic and Reader's
Digest, but an occasional glance at the Steam book supplied him with the "necessary
gravy" to fool the profs who looked askance at his efforts. Ab enjoyed fencing more
than any other sport, but an occasional pre-reveille jog around the track was, as he
put it, "good exercise and plenty refreshing."

Andy

Bcumuei Qlen, A«Ae>ti.r jl.

Arcadia, Louisiana

"Andy," hailing from Louisiana Tech, is as

hearty as they come. He toured the Scientific

courses with comparative ease but met a veritable

Nemesis in the Dago Department. A hoofer

from way back, Andy has a unique way with the
women. He was always at the hop on Saturday
nights full of life and rarin' to go. Andy plugged
for the Regiment as much as he talked for "HP."
and Louisiana. Outstanding features: an honest
face and a sincerity of purpose. He seldom be-

came serious but when he did, he went all the way.
We're sure that Andy's heartiness will prevail in

whatever predicament he may find himself.



jJo4&p.lt Jlasvold Baofz

C wton. Ohio

Joe came to the Academy with a taste of Navy life as a radioman aboard the "New
Mexico. Not quite a "Star" in academics Joe nevertheless managed to stay near the

top. especially in his favorite subjects, Juice and Radio. His spare time was always
well occupied v. ith such sports as soft ball or tennis, and despite a Red Mike start during

plebe year and youngster summer, he usually wound up dragging on week-ends. Joe
long be remembered by his classmates and friends for his quiet but friendly atti-

tude and for his earnest ability to stick to the job until it is completed.

Antel Clinton Bl&ietU

Grand Forks, North Dakota

Maybe North Dakota would do it to anybody, but it's not likely. Clint was more
inclined to make his environment meet his standards than the other way around. A
friendliness that had made him president of his class in college earned him a wide

riends at the Academy. His academic score, his Lucky Bag work, his sailing,

is dragging testify to the ability and conscientiousness which he contributed

to everything he undertook. Bras belittled his accomplishments, but letting the record

talk, it's,
"

"Well done, Clint."

^
A

A&uoh. Q*m,iik Hack, /*.
HODGENVTLLE, KENTUCKY

Entering the Academy from the University of

Kentucky, Adgie's life here has been anything but
dull. Excellent in academics and even better in

basketball and lacrosse, "A. G." has been dubbed
Hodgenville's greatest gift to its country since

Abe Lincoln. For two years he flashed around the
court as varsity guard on Navy's basketball

team; and as close-attack man on the lacrosse

squad, he showed the Indians a lot they
didn't know about their own game. The Regiment
and the Physical Training Department will miss
"A. G." but their loss will be the Fleet's gain.

Joe

-

A.G.

Bras

Mai

Malcolm Cotton Bnxuan, II

Evanston, Illinois

Coming from the sunny beaches and sinful

night clubs of Chicago's North Shore, Mai re-

mained essentially a college boy at heart. De-
spite his small stature, he exhibits plenty of fight

in Junior Varsity football and lacrosse. He plans

to retire at twenty-seven and live in a Chicago

penthouse on a modest fortune of a few million

dollars acquired by any method except working.

Mai's occasional serious moments reveal a char-

acter that will, in between rest hours and meals,

make him an asset to the service and a friend to

his shipmates.
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Savannah, Georgia

Uncle Joe is a self-made man. All his unso-

phisticated, colorful previous life he'd been work-
ing toward the Academy—and he's been resting

from his labors ever since the day he was sworn in.

He's a paper-work expert, and knows just exactly

how to express himself—twin abilities that are

going to place him in good stead. He also knows
the art of relaxing and of Dutch dragging. He has

his loves—mail, leaves in Georgia, fireplaces, a

white collie, and his youthful, inspiring parents.

It'll be an extremely unkind fate that gives him
anything besides the idyllic sort of life he seeks.

Tom

^Aomad Go&p&i Gkitty
Jacksonville, Florida

"Taint no swamps in Florida," guarantees the former Ramblin' Wreck from the Land
of Sunshine and Ocean Breezes. Tom had to give up his fishing trips here, and spent
most of his time at the Boat House. He was a contender for a seat in a shell until he
found he could be a manager by eating vitamin pills. Because studying was not his

forte, T. C. gave his sack a thorough workout while he recounted tales of C. I . S. chits.

Tom's ability to sidestep the flow, as witnessed by his absence from Forms 2 made N.A.
life endurable for him.

i A 1M Jl

Joe

Ed Zdutand WiiUant Gazke
Fonda, Iowa

Ed emerged from the Iowa corn fields equipped with a friendly smile, a helping hand,
and the Luck of the Irish. One of the fortunate few who is able to do almost anything
with remarkable ease, Ed's only Nemesis was swimming. His beginning in the aca-

demic field was unimpressive; however, when the chips were collected, he was a high

man. Ed is a stable fellow but still he would be much happier if we had anti-dragging

laws, 24-hour rest periods,^and green uniforms for St. Patrick's Day.

Hardie

Kingston, Pennsylvania

After winning several sailing trophies, Hardie
decided to become a "middy." Old Lehigh and
Bullis were his stepping stones to success. Aca-
demically he usually starred on reexams, but his

congenial spirit and likeable personality placed
his dragging in the category of superior quality.

In sports he favored water polo and sailing, with
company volleyball on the side. During happy
hours, Hardie could be found either on his sack
or in the midst of a political bull session. Without
a doubt, his friendly manner, perseverance, and
conscientiousness will be great assets in obtaining
his ultimate goal.

A
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Qe&Ufe Jleatt ubicAey, fit.

Arlington, Texas

Another Texan bit the dust of Farragut Field in the summer of '42 and set upon a
brilliant career of matching his \\ its with the Executive Department and his skills with
the academic wizards that haunt this institution. His vigorous attitude laid a wide
gravy margin behind him, so that youngster year he could turn to a new field—drag-

George's feminine repertoire is limitless. The women succumb to this handsome
brute, but he commits himself to none—yet. F. L.'s amorous qualities are divided also

among other fields—sailing and boxing; he two blocks 'em both. George says, "Till

we meet again, Bottoms up.'

Lincoln, Nebraska

Nebraska leased its Legion-picked best citizen to be the first unit leader for the Third
Battalion during plebe summer. To a man, the mighty thirteenth will forever remem-
ber Les' rendition of "Amen,"' his sense of humor, and cheerful manner. Les liked his

but it never interfered with his studies which he mastered as thoroughly as

bridge. Always on the go, Les found time to sandwich dragging between his many
activities. A consistent, helpful roommate, a gentleman with principles, Les will retain

the companies of friendships he has gained. "Post, all along."

(lu.4A.ell SteivasU Jbaoli, fo.
Cambridge, Maryland

One couldn't say Russ was lazy; he just dis,

regarded the unnecessary things. He held his own
with the Executive and Academic Departments-
but at the same time never let his work interfere
with a good bull session or a chance for a blind
drag. Adept in basketball and tops in tennis,
Rusty nevertheless confined his athletic prowess
mostly to company and battalion sports. Pensa-
cola holds an irrestible attraction for Russ and
knowing him as we do, it won't be long before he's
wearing the Navy wings of gold.

George

l*fi£ '*m

Rusty

Les

Dud

North East, Pennsylvania

For an interesting half hour, all one had to do
was mention Rio, and "Dud" would be off on one
of his favorite tales. He had a store of good ones
too, for he came to the Academy from the Fleet
where he had spent an interesting three years of
his life. During plebe year "Dud" surprised him-
self by discovering that he could run. From then
on he was varsity cross-country material and a
capable track man. In his likes and dislikes he was
emphatic and certain, and once he had formed an
opinion he was just another bull-headed Irishman.



flak* PltiUp ZetU

West Allis, Wisconsin

J. P. started trying to beat the system in pre-

academy days back in military school. He is con-

vinced that it can be done, so he is true to his

motto, "Get all you can out of life." Aside from
his activities in crew and football, J. P. goes in

for "prof baiting," giving profs a mental workout
while providing his classmates with a laugh. He
met his match only once—a "j. g." in the Bull

Department, who was, as J. P. put it, "Just too

d—n sharp." When anyone wants a laugh, J. P.

can provide it, but he'll have to be pulled out of

bed first.

Cy

'"
'W,'"^,,-:-.. GuniL ^U&maA fycud&eAA, fa.

Eldorado, Kansas

Cy did it and made it look so simple. Academics never mussed his hair, yet he had
a big safety factor inside the first tenth of the class. After a detour by way of the can-

teen, Cy was off to one of the company sports. He managed to carry a few stripes but
that doesn't entirely explain why his week-end plans always turned out so well. It

may be that his eternal cheerfulness and friendliness along with a crazy, irrepressible

sense of humor were factors in the Kansan's social success.

J- P-

Fred 4W WgU&i 4«sdc»td

Bay City, Michigan

The Bay City blond first impressed us with a will of his own and a distinctive atti-

tude of unconcern. Very soon though, Fred's two years at college, and, more impor-
tant, his innate academic ability, proved him to be a real scholar. With a love of things

mathematical and a readiness to help, he soon found himself a Mecca for all who had
difficulty. We will all remember Fred for his perennial searches for a swimming com-
panion, for his obvious self-satisfaction over his own professed lack of ambition, and
a friend to everyone.

Jim

Hutchinson, Kansas

Don't start talking about home states when
"Honest Jim" is present, because he's sure to give

his all for Kansas. He is easy to get along with, a
fact quite well sustained by the great number of

friends he has made. Jim had an O. A. O., but not
necessarily the same one every month. Although
perpetually worried about his academics, he could
do a pretty good job without too much work.
Whether in baseball or basketball, Jim was always
belittling his athletic efforts. He was a stickler

for physical fitness, and always keeping himself

in the pink of condition.

I
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(l<Uu>At fludUo+t Q<vdo+t

San Diego, California

i is an excellent seaman, was stationed at the Naval Base in San Diego
before entering the Academy. Since he has been here, he jumps at every chance to go
sailing for the week-end even though it meant forfeiting a date with a glamorous drag.

We have spent many enjoyable afternoons on the Chesapeake with Bob. Always a
willing participant in company sports, his ever-present effort to do things right will

nake him a fine officer. We will remember Bob for the many nicknames he accumu-
lated while here, among which were "Smily," "Stubby," and "Toad."

1i/iiUa*n. Statttosi Qlalia*n

Baltimore, Maryland

When Bill came to the Academy, he didn't leave home far behind. Being from Balti

more he was intensely interested in lacrosse, made the varsity during his plebe year,

and held down an important attack position during youngster and first-class year.

Not one to black out other activities, "Cracker" was a staunch advocate of soccer and
sailing trips whenever he could find time between his Log stories. Academics gave Bill

very little trouble, so he had plenty of time to think about gay athletic trips and drag-

ging week-ends.

[96

Tecumseh, Nebraska

We will always remember Dick as that con-
scientious young man from out of the West. A
year at the University of Nebraska made him a
wise man, and it was there he discovered his

future lay in the Navy. Once his mind was made
up, nothing could hold him back. He believed
that no task was too great, and he knew that the
world of problems facing him could be conquered
by perseverance. He played hard and worked
hard, and all his friends will remember him as the
man always willing to offer a helping hand.

Bob

Dick

Bill

taK cv

Tom

^AosHod CdaAGtd Q>iavel

Elkins, West Virginia

Tom was one of those fellows from inland that

knew little of the sea and sea life, who through
studies and association with those who had expe-

rience learned the Navy and increased his desire

to be a Naval officer. Though not a varsity man
he participated in most of the company and bat-

talion sports with great prowess and zeal. To
many Tom was known as a constant getter of

scuttlebutt and kept his friends well informed as

to the latest dope. As a good sailor he was well

occupied on week-ends, and hardly ever missed
any of the entertainment or hops.



Mansfield, Ohio

Charlie was one of the more versatile athletes

of our class, being a member of the football and
wrestling squads for two years and the lacrosse

squad for three. While on leave in his beloved
Chicago, "Punchy's" forays against the fair sex

raised a smoke pall that would hang over the city

for weeks. Never a savoir, "Stoop's" academic
thrashings were a continual source of amusement,
although occasionally his unorthodox methods
produced the right answers. When the going gets

tough, Charlie is a good man to have around
because he never gives up.

(lo-b-eni £t&p,he*t JlaleAf

Massena, New York

Almost everyone thought that Massena was in Sicily until Bob had the chance
-
to

prove that it really is in New York State. Only the strong call of submarines could
have taken this pugilistic Irishman from the banks of the Saint Lawrence. Bob never
failed to take an interest in what went on about him and what happened to others,

especially the gentler sex. A notorious sleeper, a diligent reader, spasmodic but unre-

liable Red Mike, and indefatigable conversationalist, whoever keeps company with
Bob in future years will gain a real shipmate.

Charlie

Apey

Moultrie, Georgia

Just call him Apey—Ape for short. He's an unreconstructed Ramblin' Wreck from
Georgia Tech. He's a musician to the core—headed the NAio while playing a mag-
nificent piano. He also sings and whistles, especially during study hours. Ape never
took a strain academically—but then he didn't have to. He's a curious combination
of laziness and energy, and fortunately he knows when to turn to with his all-out side.

With has a brain, a body, a sense of humor, and showmanship ; he'll be all right in what-
ever he does, whether it's leading a Dixieland band or pacing a flag deck.

Bob

DlJNBARTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Forsaking beautiful New Hampshire with all

its goat's milk, Bob came to Annapolis via the
Reserves. A farmer from way back, he considered
himself an authority on any and all things pertain-

ing to the "Country," so fairly enough his friends

took it upon themselves to put him straight on
life as it is in the outside world. During three

years in Bancroft, Bob sung in the Glee Club, was
cutest chorus boy, played varsity lacrosse, and
spent several months over on Hospital Point
amusing the nurses. Never at a loss for a cryptic

comment on current events, Bob steps out now
to the bigger and better things of life.



AlUnt Claude D<»t*i

Phoenix, Arizona

'Ragtime cowboy Joe'' echoing through the corridors of Bancroft announced the

arrival of Arizona's gift to the Naval Academy. The three-year battle between Ace
and the Academic Department was never one sided, but from the start it was apparent
that he would emerge the victor. Always one to provide a cheerful note when the rou-

tine came a little dull, his friendly grin and cheerful disposition are sure to be appre-

ciated in the future as much as they have been by his many friends at the Academy.
Ace's ability and determination insure the fulfillment of his ambition to wear the Navy
wings.

Norfolk, Virginia

Norfolk, but his friends never held it against him. Having spent

his life on the Bay before coming to Navy, Dandy took to sailing and has been
going strong for three years. No savoir, yet no bucket, this lad was forever helping his

wives to pass by virtue of tremendous gouges he compiled for the exams. A notorious

dancer " A. L ." seldom had any trouble holding his own with the fair sex. Just keep
>" as expertly as in the past, Andy, and your sails won't be luffing in the

future.
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liven, ^U&mal jjoluU&n

Okemah, Oklahoma

Just ambling along, never taking a strain, that's

O. T. He was in the Naval R.O.T.C. for two years
at Oklahoma University, where he became very
much interested in the Navy and thus entered the

Naval Academy. O. T. takes the academics in

his stride; although he did have a few tough
rounds w ith the Dago Department. He has a
natural affinity for dragging and hasn't done so

bad for himself along that line. O. T. has a dis-

position that has won him many friends and we
feel that these friendships will grow stronger with
the passing of time.

Ace

3»TOB|

0. T.

Andy

Klop

cMucjii Gbstiitiasi Klof^etiAtein.

Seattle, Washington

"Klop" was never one to take a back seat in

anything. His career before and after entering the

Academy exemplified his ability to be in the
middle of things. Even with profs he had the repu-

tation of being the "jolly good fellow." Week-ends
with his "Queens" were the things that Klop
really lived for, and sailing and track took up his

leisure time when he wasn't violently engaged in

some bull session. He made the most of his

chances here, a trait which will never cease help-

ing him in the unsettled future.



fJijAtui Qdw-ald Jla+i<fille,r III

Leesburg, Florida

Up from the Land of Eternal Sunshine, Black
Jack came to our "Country Club" after three

years of military life. Discipline was old stuff, and
experience plus personality soon made Jack a

leader in '46. Not a varsity man—except in the
gentle art of Star boat racing—he nevertheless

participated in various intramural sports. Jack
was at his best as Sailing Master of the Academy's
largest yacht, the "Freedom." Wearing his oldest

dungarees, taking a trick at the wheel, keeping
his ship all-a-taunt-o, and sailing smoothly, Black
Jack lived the life he loved.

Chuck

GUanleA, QoUette Mcuul&iti

Collins, Mississippi

"Chuck" to his acquaintances, Collette to his girl, and "Swamp Fox" to his friends,

"C. C." came to the Academy via the U.S.S. "West Virginia." A real sailor, he com-
manded the "Crocodile" on many of her forays and put in sailing time on the yawls.
In his own words he "took no strain" but nevertheless he did all right both academi-
cally and with his drags. A Rebel and proud of it, the Swamp Fox speaks without an
accent. His chief vice is taking large numbers of poor photographs and claiming they
are good

!

Black Jack

K. I. K.e*i+teth 9v&i McfCcuf, fin,.

Tampa, Florida

Hailing from the peninsular state, "K. I." was an ardent fan of fishing, sailing, and
sunshine. He managed to combine all three of these while spending week-ends sailing

on the "Freedom," one of the Academy's class "A" yachts. According to him, everyone
knows that Florida's oranges are the largest, and our hardest job was stemming his

flow of Chamber of Commerce propaganda. Whenever the weather was bad, "K. I."

could be found in a card game, or enjoying some of that greatly appreciated bunk time.

Gook

(labent &>ufce> McMwida
Whitefish, Montana

Out of the deep, dark hills of Western Montana,
after fifteen months in the Fleet (although he
never saw the deck of a ship until his first Y.P.
drill), came "Gook." He brought with him an in-

exhaustible supply of tall tales about "fur-bearing

fish," "side-hill murks" and the like. Whenever
you heard a loud, robust laugh, you knew that

"Gook" was around. Sack drills, dragging, beat-

ing the system, and the commando course were
perhaps his favorite pastimes with an occasional

game of cribbage thrown in.

\
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CedarTtty, Utai i

-"orrest made a reputation for himself in the Steam Department immediately after

coming to the Academy. In his own words, "I couldn't let those 'cut-throats' get

.

." The departmental professors recognized his ability with a, "Go see Mr.
Parry, he knows more about this course than I do." Branch Agricultural College of

Cedar City had done its work well. An ardent follower of everything concerning avia-

tion, he was a potential flying hero when he received his appointment to the Naval
Academy. There is still that burning desire for flying that only time can fulfill. We
hope it does.

&&uta>u& PiatiatudAi

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

doming down from the North country where "snow " meant three or four feet ol it,

Pete was never quite able to enjoy this Maryland weather. Some twenty months in

the Fleet gave Pete that easy-going attitude which has won him many friends and
n with his five-card bridge. He didn't have much trouble with the Academic

Department, but was unable to get the Executive Department to agree with him on
No, Pete isn't a Red Mike, he just exists from one leave until the next,

when he can really live.

McQaddUt MaUe
Sumter, South Carolina

Navy's soccer and basketball teams received
most of "Mac's" attention. He played on the
plebe, junior varsity and varsity soccer teams and
on the plebe basketball team. Far from being a
Red Mike, Mac dragged to all the hops, usually
a different girl to each. The Academic Depart-
ment cost Mac some worry during plebe year but
he successfully crossed every river with the rest

of us. Mac's encounters with the Executive De-
partment were fewer than average, due to two
years of previous experience at Clemson College.

Forrest

Mac

Pete

Frank

^lattA ll/illiatn RaaetiA

Mountain View, Oklahoma

After two years on the campus of Oklahoma
University, Frank decided he would like to see a
bit of the world. This hard-working lad entered
the Naval Academy to fulfill an ambition. He
brought along the natural trait of all Westerners

—

that of being a good conversationalist. In all bull

sessions Frank was there holding his own against

the boys. Academics didn't come easily to him,
but concentrated effort and the ability to apply
himself to the task at hand placed him in good
stead. His sack, company athletics, and reading
were Frank's main sources of relaxation and
enjoyment.



R&besU ctte-tiSify IZoyesi.

Abilene, Kansas

Bob came to the Naval Academy with some
definite ideas pertaining to academics, extra-cur-

ricular activities, and women. Nor did he fail in

any of these ambitions. Being a modern Demos-
thenes, he excelled in debate and all forms of pub-
lic speaking. His afternoons were spent in the
wrestling loft or on the handball courts. His typi-

cal week-end included dragging a sweet young
thing from Washington. Bob hopes to get sub-
marine duty upon graduation. However, no mat-
ter what service he enters, his smoothly rounded
character will insure immediate success.

Jim

Bob

Frank

Sully

Corsicana, Texas

One of the few Texans not a member of its

Chamber of Commerce, Bruce is living proof that

Texas does produce good men. After spending one
year at the University of Texas, Sully was able to

take academics in stride—even occasional on-

slaughts from the Bull Department failed to

dampen his spirits. Although participating in a
number of company and battalion sports, he still

found plenty of time for sack drill. If ambition,
loyalty, and a strict sense of duty count in this

Navy, then Bruce will be an officer equal to the
best.

flamei, McfCinacut £**titUr fin,.

Lockport, Illinois

Leaving the indifferent civilian days in Lockport and the "accent" at Harvard, Jim
quickly adjusted himself to the ways and means of the Navy. When not running cross-

country, this auburn-haired Illinois native was usually indulging in his favorite recre-

ation, sailing. Jim particularly enjoyed the social life and rarely missed a hop or a

show. A certain letter, a White Sox victory, and a little chow made any day bright for

him. If Jim makes good his ambition, the future will see him skippering his own
carrier.

tf-n&nk ^Jatuhf, £t*ee.tr fln,.

Henderson, Kentucky

If you happen to be looking for Frank and he isn't out on the cinder path, probably
it's a week-end and he's out dragging with Klop. But if there's a room down the hall

where you hear lots of laughing and shouting—try there—you'll probably find him.

Frank and fun always go together. When the academics got tough or extra duty be-

came plentiful, Frank's smile and sly Kentucky humor were ever ready to give a lift

to those of us who allowed our worries to get on top.

L



Ke+t+tetU AlA&it Wade
N \do, California

Among the boys who whoop it up in Bancroft Hall, one can always single out our
boy, "K A Never a complaining note was emitted from Ken as people thronged to

his room to borrow the daily necessities. Women never bothered him and he never
bothered them: the only thing he dragged to the hops was himself, and that was in a
mad effort to get the punch w ith the cherries in it. There was never a dull moment for

ipanions of "Carefree Ken," the man who luffed his way through Juice. "K. A."
will never slow down as long as there is spice left in life

gtoMasid £to*te WaMUoti
Rochester, New York

An Army brat gone Navy, "Gabby" started out for West Point, and ended up in the

Academy. Strangely enough, he liked it. He gained valuable infantry experience by
toting a rifle in Lncle Sam's Army for a year. His quiet, unassuming manner limits the

iber of his comments, but his level head and analytical mind make all his contri-

butions worth consideration. He made lacrosse and wrestling serve as the main out-

for his restless energy and passion for exercise. A Red Mike only because of the

remote location of his O.A.O., "Gabby" spent most of his leisure time in athletics and
good books.

ZmoJuf. Qaatefe ^ijjljcuuf

Durango, Colorado

Blond, stocky, smiling, athletic, that's Tiff.

A large part of his time at the Academy was spent
athletically reclining at the hospital recovering
from various injuries received while indulging in

sports. Academics were always first with him
although he was not a savoir. One of the best
liked men in the company, he was afraid of neither

work nor responsibility. Inclined slightly to be a
Red Mike, he could, on occasion, be one of the

better wolves. He was a swell classmate and will

be the type of officer we like to have as a shipmate.

K.A.

Tiff

Gabby

Hiram

Atlanta, Georgia

When a deep monotone, "What's the word,

mate?" resounded throughout the mighty portals,

it could have been none other than Hiram. Star-

ring in academics plebe year H. C. reached the

heights in Math and the depths in Bull. Harry's

pride and joy are his numerous Gawjuh Peaches
which provide ample subject matter for his photo-
graphic aspirations. Harry enjoyed sailing espe-

cially when there wasn't a "game." With an un-
usual knack of getting to the base of a problem,
coupled with his perseverance and ability to make
sound decisions, Harry can do well in the days to

come.
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Danted. William, Wallace.

Orlando, Florida

Ahhh! Cuba Libres and Florida Nights. A
wide grin, a tall story, an appreciation of life's

finer things (women), a craving for more sleep,

and a loyal plugger for his home state; that's Bill.

A sand-blower de luxe, never without a cute drag
every week-end, letters came first and academics
second. Extra-duty was something he seldom
knew, for he always had one eye on the Executive
Department, and besides he didn't like to march.
A savoir in Spanish, and one of the best dancers

in the Regiment, Bill proved to be an amiable
friend who was always doing things for others.

T. B.

^It&ntal BusttfGt Watt, fo.

Hartsville, South Carolina

When Southern gentlemen answered the Academy roll, "T. B." refused to be
omitted. Setting his sails for Uncle Sam's Navy via Annapolis, his determination man-
aged to overcome the academic obstacle course—occasional trees in Math being offset

by his delight in Bull and Juice. A veteran of several musical shows (three years in

Glee Club, Symphony Orchestra, and Choir), a quarterdeck oratory enthusiast, as

well as an active member of the '46 Lucky Bag Photo Staff, he always seemed to find

ample time for participation in those favorite of all extra-curries, "chowing down" and
dragging.

Bill

Don 5ba*uUd JlamAutU Welda+t

Henderson, Kentucky

Don is a good natured Southerner who would never let anything trouble him very
much, much less the Academic or Executive Departments. His most noted character-

istics are blond hair, gray eyes, and an enormous capacity for absorbing the most
complicated steam diagrams "Don Juan's" greatest problem at the Naval Academy
was trying to decide whether to sail the "Freedom" or drag one of his many lovely gals

on week-ends. Don makes a dependable friend, but take my advice and never tip his

cap down over his eyes or step on his well-shined shoes.

Whizzer

iLtfd RadaUU W/ute, fa
Texarkana, Texas

Whizzer can't remember just when he started

angling for an appointment to the Naval Acad-
emy ; however, it was probably about the time he
was teething on Naval History books. Lloyd be-

gan his long climb to the Admiral's stars by at-

tending Texas A. & M. for two years before enter-

ing the Naval Academy. He was never troubled

by the books but always displeased with the Aca-
demic Department. Each new term brought the

problem of whether his managing ability could
best be used in sports or on the regimental radi-

ator squad. Lloyd's knowledge, love of the Navy,
and ambition of life-long service will serve j^im

well in the Fleet.

A.
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R.OBERSONVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

|oe was known throughout the Regiment for being the only man who could speak
panish w ith a Southern drawl. His negative flair for Steam was counter-balanced by

an unusual ability in the less technical Bull. In the sports field, Joe achieved success

in boxing and swimming, both of which he enjoyed to the utmost. On the week-ends
1 in the drag line at the canteen. His good looks and smooth

dancing made him a hit with not onlv his drag, but also all his friends' drags.

(lolx&U Jl&U&i Wliald
CjIi.lf.ttf., Wyoming

After two years of flying at the University of Wyoming, with Mechanical Engineer-

s a sideline, Bob came to the Academy with the idea of furthering his flying ability.

sre, however, Bob turned his talents to sailing, became a member of the varsity

>r two years, and was sailing master of the "Freedom'" during first-class summer.
Academics were the least of his worries, so Bob spent most of his study hours writing

.. the remainder helping his not so fortunate classmates. His happiness
w ill be complete only when he wears his Navy wings.
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William. <Jlataan,d T/Uillia+rU.

St. Joseph, Michigan

An academic proficiency par excellence, slight

in stature but far above the average in athletic

ability, an amiable nature and a ready smile, a
lover of sports and games—by these thoughts
shall we remember him. After three years at

the University of West Virginia, Bill entered

the Naval Academy and enjoyed success in all of

his efforts. In spite of his slow, easy-going appear-
ance, he possessed amazing powers of concentra-
tion with which he was able to get things done. A
true friend, Bill was ever-willing to help a class-

mate through an especially tough prob.

Joe

Bill

Bob

Marty

Masdin "M" 2e«*u
Dayton, Ohio

The Fleet's loss was the Academy's gain when
Marty came to us from the U.S.S. Maryland.
While here, "Zip'' was no hogger of radiators. He
was interested in all sports, and participated

in many. During plebe and youngster years he
and the Steam Department differed on the old

"sketch and describe," but when the chips were
down, he came through. "Zip" put his whole
heart into anything he did, including both studies

and sports. His favorite sayings, "se la guerra"

and "es mucho yo" will long be remembered by
his many friends.
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Second row: C. A. Riehl, R. H. Gautier. Third row: D. F. Rodgers,
F. B. Koch, A. H. Gaehler

GotfupLotuf, GanunatideAA,

7 enth Company

H. M. Stiles

A inth Company

O. L. Carey

th Company

K. R. Lampton

Seventh Company

J. A. Paul

Sixth Company

' F.Turk
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B. M. Atkinson, J. R. McGrath

^Ir^

Gatnspxuuf GoMmGundesti,

Tenth Company

G. M. Bard

Ninth Company

\\ . S. Spangler

Eighth Company

C. A. Taylor

Seventh Company

E. A. Decker

Sixth Company

D. T. Conoyer
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£eni A/ldto*t Atki*Ua+tf fli.

Palo Alto, California

t

' Before pledging the blue and gold, this Army junior early learned a self-discipline

that has made him outstanding among his classmates. An excellent athlete, Bert
high-jumped into I. C.A A. A. A. championship which made him invaluable and not-
soon-to-be- forgotten in Navy track. Behind his smile glows a distinctive and winning
personality which is exceptionally pleasing to the fairer sex and admired by us who
are proud to be his shipmates. The Academic Department met its equal in Bert's
dogged perseverance which is sure to carry him into the top of a splendid career.

\
RicJta^d StiuisU fecund

Roselli . New Jersey

"bin out. Mister'' and with these words
another plebe would bite the dust

—
"Rabbit'" saw

to that Week-end dragging for pleasure's sake

w as out of the question, for he was kept well under
control by "Claudia." N lost of his time was spent

on the briny deep of the Severn. The handling of

ail classes of sailing craft came as second nature

to him. Dick was always one week-end ahead of

the Academic Departments: sailing through their

courses w ith great ease. Dick will be remembered
for his serious nature and satisfaction in a job

well done.

RoM&d JlcuOi Biddy, fll.

I ppeb Darby, Pennsylvania

To "Zeke, the place "Upper Darby" connoted
all and everything. Coming to the Academy w ith

a good background, Bob never allowed academics
to daunt him; he always seemed to feel that sack

drill was the easiest way to solve weighty prob-

lems of Juice and Math. "Zeke spent most of his

time writing or courting his O.A.O., but he still

had time to show his ability in soccer, track, and
n^ Versatile and popular, he is sure to get

along w hether it be cans or battlew agons

SU&uain Batten Bn&uui,, fll.

Woodstown, New Jersey

"Sam, what kind of weather are we going to have next week-end?" With his barome-
ter, sling psychrometer, thermometer, weather maps, and charts, this was the man who
kept us posted on the best week-ends to drag. Two years of service as a radioman
striker aboard tin cans plus a couple of summers on merchant vessels gave Sam a

broad general knowledge of the Navy—which many a plebe had occasion to find out.

laving come through the Navy prep school, Sam had learned the prudence of putting

.first things first, and made academics his primary concern.
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Milwaukee, Wisconsin "^<

It was inevitable that this genial lad from Milwaukee, with a last name like BrurriV,

sted, would be dubbed "Dagwood." From Marquette University "Dag" started his^^

journey to the "promised land," bringing with him an imperturbable nature, an ample ^
supply of food, and his one great phobia—a fear of lack of sleep. These three things

best characterize his sojourn at the Academy. He did, however, manage to arouse

himself during the year to play a bang-up game of soccer. But to "The Boys" he will

always be a "liberty hound" and local chow provender.

)

WdUam Patrick Gantwell, fo.
Charleston, South Carolina

Coming to the Academy straight from the Citadel, Bill has yet to be convinced that

the North won the War. A decided extrovert, "W. P." was one of the few individuals

destined to lead by example rather than by virtue of authority. Bill loved his liberty

and was always the first ashore and the last to return. Blessed with an easy-going

Southern nature and a deep love for sleep, Bill will be remembered best as the perfect

Southern gentleman sitting in the shade and sipping a few for old time's sake.

Aide AdolpA B«aJu
St. Albans, Long Island, New York

It didn't take long for "Ace" to establish a repu-
tation for himself as a big time operator. Although
he continually peddles a pathetic tale of woe, his

classmates soon learned to take his words with a
grain of salt. This precaution applied to his self-

claimed aversion to athletics, since his three years
of football spoke for itself. Always ready to pull

a "quicky," he could always arouse himself to do
a bit of hustling when the occasion arose. Known
by his friends as a very jubilant classmate, he has
made himself an institution in his company.

IdJULofn &u.<f,e*ie Gatnfibell

Wichita, Kansas

"Soup," after spending a year at Wichita L\,

came from the golden wheat fields ( ?) of Kansas
to the U.S.N.A to start his career as a sailor.

Bill had a hard time keeping out of the reach of

the plebe year Bull profs but in his youngster
year he stepped out to hold his own. Gym took
the greater part of his time and he did a mighty
good job as a tumbler. His other main activity

was cheerleading, and he did such a fine job that

he was elected captain of the "Rah Rah" boys his

first-class year.
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Brookline, Pennsylvani \

\ue-and-gold lad w ith a ready grin and
smooth line. Don eased into the Academy from
Pennsylvania and has been jumping numbers
ever since. As business manager of the Trident

and head of the stage gang he carried on a cease-

less campaign against his only enemy—the last

minute rush—and many a curtain would never
have been raised in \ lahan had it not been for his

ready hands. Renowned as the regimental cupid
and indefatigable correspondent, Don's character

is best illustrated by his spirited leading of the
" "hubbah—hubbah"—on the field and off.

Miami. Florida and New York, New York

"Critch" was one of the first to leave Dart-
mouth's campus to study war. A great believer

in convenience, he accomplishes all he can in the
shortest possible time; often cuts his way through
a fellow fencer in order to get to his shower more
quickly. His routine is regular, but he manages
to keep seven airplane notebooks up to date, read
one hundred and fifty books a year, and still find

time for two movies a week-end. Travel abroad,
and English lineage have been well-blended to

make "Critch" a poised gentleman with a touch
of drv wit.

>VVYVVV«,
Billings, Montana

^ "Chris." a red-blooded son of the West, would gladly have traded all the books in
0F&\£ world for one day in his native mountains. A more friendly and likeable chap£ could not be found ; he just seemed to get along. Though academics never worried him

perseverance was his by-word, and he stuck by his guns for three years to come out
on top. His handsome physiognomy was often seen in a lacrosse helmet or on the gym
fioor, where he proved himself a top-notch athlete. Many friends and a catching grin
w ore among his most prized possessions.

1

Critck

I Newton, Massachusetts

Dick arrived here from Newton after having two years at Boston College. His
ridicule of his roommate's New York dialect stopped abruptly when the gang dis-

covered his Bostonian accent. During his free time, he could usually be seen, racquet
in hand, going either to the squash or tennis courts. Those who have lived close enough
to hear the rumpus will remember his slide rule duels and study hour wrestling matches
with his wife. In spite of his lean appearance, others of us will remember him as a high
ranking member of the ancient and honorable order of chow hounds.



Sioux City, Iowa

Despite an inherently honest nature, "Rick" is a deceiving character, for, although^

aspiring to a Naval career, his thoughts are wrapped up in a midwest ditch digging

concern and we suspect he joined the Navy to get some professional tips from the

Seabees. Albeit hailing from the Corn Belt, he is a salty dinghy sailor and is right up
with the cognoscenti academically. R. A. possesses the enviable trait of being able to

take it on the chin (which is frequently the case when he drags blind despite his hollow

claim of being a misogynist) and comes back game as ever.

\

GUgaI&I *1enuple. tf-o-atcU+ve.

Clarksdale, Mississippi

"Frenchy" is a sharp lad from the Delta, always
talking about Mississippi, quick to say, "Go back
and rap for your change." Being handicapped by
good looks, a quick smile, and a sparkling per-

sonality, he is an ideal target for the girls. Known
from Annapolis to Clarksdale, and from Boston
to Norfolk, he will have to go some to make the
future live up to his past. Serious only when he
has to be, Charles is liked by all who know him.

Jasper, Michigan

Three years at the University of Michigan con-
vinced Norm that he knew enough \ lath to figure

out any prob that might arise, but he couldn't

understand why this didn't help him in Bull

themes and Dago. However, study hours were
happy hours for him, except when his classmates

enlisted his always-available aid. Norm's affinity

for handball and soccer kept him busy during the

afternoons. We hope that three years at the

Academy have altered Norm's previous regret

at not having finished his Chemical Engineering
course at U.M.

jalttt Claude. Qihi&n
Atlantic City, New Jersey

From the boardwalk to Bancroft is the true story of "Hoot " He had quite a time
passing his physical entrance exams because of his height, but he assures us that they
let him in because he was from Jersey. Sailing and various inter-company sports took
up most of his afternoons, and his evenings were spent in trying to make his wife obtain

his own assignment sheets. "Hoot" acquired an early reputation as a social slasher,

but we'll always remember him for his famous last words, "And I want you to know
that I'm not the shortest man in the Regiment, either."
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rf-ted&Uok ft&uda+t Qlaid<tesi

Portland. Oregon

One of the two men in '40 to have seen action

before entering the Academy. Fred came directly

from the South Pacific. Although he had not at-

tended any prep school or college, Freds two
years as a fire-controlman proved invaluable in

technical subjects He was often approached by
men of all classes w ith questions on Naval subjects

or with a desire to hear about the Navy in action.

.^lighting his career at the Academy was the

publication of Alden Hatch's book Heroes of

Annapolis in which several of Fred's more inter-

esting experiences are related.

WaU&iQviak
Alliance, Ohio

"
I f you guys want to get some time in the Navy,

stand over by my locker and absorb some salt

air " Walt's classmates often availed themselves
of his knowledge acquired during three years in

the Fleet. A hard worker, a lover of classical

music, and a good athlete, he found the academics
comparatively easy, always standing high in his

class Though professing an indifference to women,
W alt had his share of admirers. Quick to cham-
pion the cause of the enlisted man, Walt will be
the idol of every man in his division

>Vyvvv«** jjotut QdUni Qiedt
Leola, South Dakota

I

Foresaking the pleasures of South Dakota's outdoor life, J. G. used the University
of California's N.R.O.T.C. unit as his passport to the Academy. His new classmates
found him capable and helpful, and many were the times his room was invaded by
groups of them in thirst of the knowledge he could give them. "Up," as his Leola
friends knew him, placed academics secondary to correspondence. The best descrip-

tion of his attitude would be his favorite phrase; "Men, this is Letter writing night."

John will be best remembered as a gentleman, and the possessor of hair that was prone
to be vertical.

Hastings, Nebraska

Whether it was handball, basketball, tennis, golf, or soccer, "Burnie" was always
willing to finish out a team. This amiable favorite son of Nebraska came here, made
his mark, and will continue to make good. No study hour was ever complete for Burnie
without the inevitable letter to Mom, his favorite girl. The good qualities of per-

severance, friendliness, sincerity, and faithfulness were incorporated unstintingly in

his makings. Not the least of his activities were the Choir and the Chapel Sunday
.School. 1 he Department of Faith and Morals loss is the Navy's gain.
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GUasdel Jlensuf Qn^i^Ulu

Kansas City, Missouri -^

Arriving at the Naval Academy after two hilarious years of college, "Chuck" quickly

resigned himself to the routine of plebe summer. His strong personality and ambitious

character soon rated him high among his friends and with the Executive Department.
Since then his main diversions have been football and beautiful women, and he has

had considerable success with both. Always ready to expound on the glories of his

"Podunk," his stories might sometime seem ficticious but never uninteresting. Above
everything else, he is a real friend and shipmate.

\

Gus

Q<Utn Qaidan cMamky

Dawson Springs, Kentucky

To "Lover," academics meant only those neces-

sary but nauseating sessions that had to be waded
through to the week's end when he could get a

drag by his side. Just to prove that academics
were fruit, "Lover" took an odd delight in whiling

away study hours doing correspondence work in

advanced mathematics from his previous Alma
Mater—University of Kentucky. Next to drag-

ging, his strongest passion was for argument about
everything, anywhere, anytime. If "J. G." doesn't

decline the rank in favor of a Kentucky colonelcy,

he should make a swell admiral.

cMq-wgAcL AbtUuk cMattufiell

Rutherford, New Jersey

Coming from a state that according to him is

really "on the ball," "H. A." has not told us as

yet how the Jerseyites ever get the word. He had
a typical trait of yelling just before formation,

"Hey, Mate, what's the uniform?" Taking an
interest in radios, he has designed his own, and
has great pride in his knowledge of what's wrong
when they're not working. "Ham" prefers avia-

tion and is planning on becoming a pilot, but for

now he is content to build and break his model
airplanes.

St. Petersburg, Florida

The Florida beaches contributed an educated toe when they sent "Gus" and his

bare feet to the Academy. His favorite occupations were playing football barefooted
in the mud, and chowing down while listening to his jive records. "Gus" always wanted
to learn how to sail, but when the opportunity presented itself, a bridge foursome, a
bull session, or a basketball game ruined his good intentions. Although "Gus" was not
a star man, he had plenty of time for scrapping on the athletic field, and dragging
beautiful women.
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Lawrenceville, Illinois

\\ henever a third for a trio, a fourth for bridge,

or a fifth for basketball was needed, "Smokey"
was the man. His fondness for movies—at least

two a week—was surpassed only by his steadfast

devotion to his A O. Anyone visiting "Smokey"
during study hour was more likely to find him
w riting letters or reading a book on anatomy than
at his Naval studies. Quiet, reserved, easy-going,

yet with a devilish gleam in his eye, "Smokey"
managed to win a host of friends.

IbcuuUd tyle&Uck JielLvisJzel

Minden, Nevada

"Brick" brought with him to the Academy a
few sprigs of sagebrush and a lasting sense of

humor. He always cherishes the thought of once
more making the Carson Valley his home and find-

ing that certain Western Miss. Since he arrived

on Severn's shores, he has endeavored to develop
those qualities which are inherent in a leader.

Casting aside minor skirmishes w ith the Academic
Department, Don found time for his fill of sports.

Soccer, basketball, and other diversions found him
ready and able. From his first "Okay, Sir" to his

last "Ave, ave" Brick will carrv on.

Tirade J!aaPiettce cM-an,du.r fji.

South Bend, Indiana

/

r This handsome lad of the X liddle West with a pleasing personality is destined for an
eventful Naval career. "Meepa" came from Purdue University where he gained valu-
able engineering background. Not only one of the savvy boys, he is also an excellent
athlete, excelling in fencing but his talents do not stop here as he loves swing and plays
a mean clarinet. \\ ade's unusual luck in drawing 4.0 drags is something that cannot
be overlooked, and the women seem to fall hard for those dimples. Being shipmates
with Wade is something we all are looking forward to.

Arkadelphia, Arkansas

From the last word in the "reg" book to the newest story in the latest magazine,
Bill knew them all. This easy-going lad from the deep South was always willing to

defend that section of the country against any and all arguments. You could almost
always find Bill pursuing his favorite sport on the basketball court. Like everything

else, the trials of the various Academic Departments failed to worry him. Quiet and
unassuming, this gentleman could always be counted upon for the essential information

when the going was difficult.
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fla-i&fik Al/fOtwve flaxJzA&n

Sank Center, Minnesota ^k

After two years of chemical engineering at the University of Minnesota, Joe decide?^

that the Navy held a greater fascination than test tubes. A yarn spinner from way^^
back, Joe could balance his pipe on his chin and talk up a good hurricane. Some of the ^^
yarns might have been slightly tall, but they were wonderful time-killers. An untiring

photographer Joe probably used up more film than any six other classmates, and has

a magnificent scrapbook to show for it. Minnesota doesn't have any salt water; so

naturally Joe is especially anxious to see the world from the bridge of a can.

)

c

flamed. Jtensuf. flanAjost

LaGrange, Texas

Jim was one of the "Fleet boys'' Having
braved several years of shipboard duty and a
tough course at N.A.P.C., he came to the Acad-
emy well qualified as a potential Naval officer.

Known as not being overly energetic, he was pos-

sessed with an easily awakened interest in the
unique, which has earned him a just reputation
for originality. This was manifested by his hobby
of tinting photographs, a pastime which made him
popular among his classmates. Always ready to

do a favor for his friends, "Jan'' may be poor, but
never unhappy.

Louisberg, North Carolina

Any other name for this sparkling son of the

sunny South than "Sunshine" could never have
done him justice. He is one of the few who can
rise at reveille with a smile and end the day at

taps with a jazzed rendition of the "Song of India"

on his harmonica. Jonesy's two years of Fleet

duty were of great value to him in his Academy
career and should assist his bright blue eyes, wavy
blond hair, and winning personality in making
the place in the future that is his.

$*U "2" XW
Pittsburg, Texas ^

"Falstaff" the boys called him, and that was one nickname that was well earned.

Besides living up to expectations in that field of endeavor where he earned his nick-

name, John shouldered the job of vice-president of the Radio Club, and still found time
to make photography his sideline. Having been in the Naval R.O.T.C at the Uni-
versity of Texas, he came to the Academy with a little salt spray already in his blood.

The Naval Air Corps is his goal now, and since he usually gets what he goes after,

we'll probably see him in a F-7-F before long.
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' vmden, Soi in Carolina

"Long lawn is imbued with a fanatical wor-
ship lor the god Morpheus, plus a ^astronomical

capacity that causes minor famine among those

who browse with him in the same pasture. Lest
his worst fears be realized and he become a slave

to his will power, John is a staunch champion of

the theory that the mentally alert and physically

fit are those who never burden themselves with
exercise, for he says. "Consider the lillies how they
grow, they toil not, they spin not, and yet Solo-

mon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of

these ."

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

From the city of beer came this swashbuckling
nentleman. Don shortly found that the military

life was not entirely suited to his sensitive nature,

but he finally agreed to stay. Well versed in racy
anecdotes and snappy repartee, he kept the boys
rolling for three years. He managed to glide along
with a minimum of discommode despite frequent
imbroglios with the Great Tribunal. Never with-
out a hot deal on the fire, "D. B." was happy in

the most adverse circumstances and succeeded in

making life enjoyable at the "factory."

Hornell, New York

/0 This proud son of New York State was variously known to us as "Gubby," "La
^^Bee," "The Count," or just plain LaBarron. Afternoons usually found him working

r out in the wrestling loft or working up a foam in the swimming pool. His frequent com-
panion was a camera and many excellent "shots" in the Log were his work. It was not
uncommon for entertainers to stop the show so he could get his pictures. Those who
lived near enough will remember his daily pleadings with the mate for mail. He likes

good music, good conversation, and, above all, good food.

New York, New York

Having an obsession for dragging, "Mac" is always hard to find on the week-ends.

On sunny Sundays he displays his love for mother nature by tramping through the

Maryland woods, but on rainy days he is seldom seen. Where he goes has developed
into a famous mystery. The handball courts have a great attraction for "Mac"—he
could often be seen chasing the little black ball around the court. Here is one of the

many men that the financial officer referred to when he advised us against getting

married soon after graduation.



Tulsa, Oklahoma
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"Brock" spent his plebe year breaking all of Navy's swimming records in the back

stroke, and never slowed down after that. Youngster year was just a continuation, and^
as first-classman he topped this "pool-churning" career by being elected captain of the

swimming team. A firm believer of no permanent entangling alliances, he was always

ready for a blind date, despite a few unlucky experiences. An ardent enthusiasm and

a capacity for diligent labor, whether at studies, swimming, or dragging, will always

be an asset to him.

Rose-nose

joU*t Zdw&iA Rett*.

Cleveland Heights, Ohio

Before he got the word, Johnny was headed for West Point, but unfortunately for

the U.S. Army, he chose the Navy. Tall, good-looking, and straight as the proverbial

ramrod, Cleveland's sacrifice to the Naval Academy has won friends everywhere he
is known; for if it be a scuffle or a seance, John is a lad who can be relied upon to keep
things going. Like the rest of us, Johnny has had brushes with the Academic Depart-
ment, but an unfailing sense of humor has enabled "Rose-nose "to continue to bounce
back smiling, ready, willing and still able.

*]ltQ4ftal Jlee Peace.

Birmingham, Alabama

Tom had his choice between a commission in

the Army and being a midshipman in the Navy,
and his decision is obvious. The previous military

experience did prove to be very helpful. Gifted
with a special knack for making friends, especially

among the ladies, "Hunk" never lacked for social

activity. During the winter months he kept busy
with the gym team, and he could often be seen

flying up the rope over in the gym. If the South
is ever in need of a staunch and ardent supporter,

thev will alwavs have one in Tom.

WilLa+n (lickaAA Reekie

Keene, New Hampshire

The soft voice and brown eyes may have fooled

some people, but we know that "Lobo" can get

madder at more things in less time than any other

six men in the Regiment. Possessed of a cynical

wit, Bill has combined this with his drawing
ability to turn out some fine cartoons for the Log
and Trident calendar. The rangy New Hampshire
Scot, commonly known about the hall as the

"Chaplain," swears that no spot on earth can
compare to his native northern mountains, and
by now we're convinced. Keep us in mind, lad,

when "ve've gang awa' ."



!

^bo-ucflai, fyletclte>i (lod^eAA.

J^* Beloit, Wisconsin

r Doug's manly physique earned him many aliases such as "Superman," "B.B.B.,"
and "Da Papa." Doug proved during his stay that the system wasn't unbeatable for

he led a charmed life in his encounters with the Academic and Executive Departments.
Noted for his capable and frequent navigation of the dance floor, casual observers
thought him a snake, but it was just his way of enjoying life. Doug rounded out his

afternoons working with football, crew, and track squads or in his capacities as Mas-
qucrader and chairman of the pep committee.

Pcucl Albeit Schwesnleq,

Marion, Ohio

"Doc," a favored son of Ohio, realized a life-

time of satisfaction in three years of bull session.

Where conversation was lacking he was ever-

readv. A happy-go-lucky soul with a heart as big

as a house and the smile to go with it. Dragging,

to Paul, was fine but more often than not he just

n t get around to it. Though he never lost his

heart to a "snare and a delusion" he had many
other activities. Foremost among these was ath-

letics, for basketball and golf were his most
favorite pastimes.

Jletay Qa>ihe/i Sltsio&e.

Monmolth, Illinois

This diligent lad from the farm plains of north-

western Illinois brought with him a keen sense of

humor, diligence, and industry. Tall, strong, and
with a mop of easily identified blond wavy hair,

he was something of a dreamer with his head in

the clouds. Unaccustomed to the confines of the

Academy, he anticipated graduation from the day
he entered. "Blby," as he came to be known, had
rather serious bouts with academics, but there was
never any doubts in the minds of his classmates

that he would come out on top.

Dody

9ai.e-ixlt Samuels Si+iclcU*

Narragansett, Rhode Island

Though capable of high scholastic honor, "Dody" perferred to pass his days in a more
glib fashion. Possessing a sharp wit and having a passion for repartee, he liked noth-
ing better than to indulge in friendly banter. A fondness for good swing and inter-

national politics suffered by his afternoons spent in varsity lacrosse practice, where
he burned up the surplus energy which he did not expend in studies. His firm belief

that week-ends were solely meant for dragging impressed upon all that Dody was one
of the gayer Lotharios, and ultimately made him famous for sojourns in the telephone

^•tooths



Qalui Ma/wick £wG*tbesia

Sisseton, South Dakota

V. ^f'l''
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"Swanee" comes from the wide open spaces of South Dakota. Even though he hacV

the misfortune of having to spend several months of his plebe year in the hospital, his^^

perseverance and hard work have pulled him through his academics with a comfortable

margin. A natural westerner, "Swanee" exhibits a great love for horseback rid-

ing, and on many a Sunday afternoon you would find him galloping through the woods

of Annapolis. His even temper has made him many friends in the Regiment.

\

Aurora, Minnesota

Whenever "Cal" broke out his trumpet and
started playing, it wasn't long before a crowd
would gather round. This rare combination of

musician, athlete, and student had a genuine in-

terest in both long hair and jive, and his versatil-

ity was proved by his ability to perform equally

well on the piano, violin, and trumpet. When not

playing basketball, his favorite sport, "Cal" could

always be found busy at a game of bridge. His
willingness to help, sense of humor, and talent for

entertainment will make him long remembered
by his classmates.

cMgsuoh. Malcal+n ^wiide.

GlLBERTVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS

Harlan, called "Red" by all, came from a typi-

cal New England town. After spending two years

on a pre-medico course at his state university he
enthusiastically changed to a military life. To the

girls of Annapolis area he was a "Red Mike" but
not with the girl of his heart with whom he had
daily correspondence and beautiful plans for the

future. At the Academy nothing was laborious

for him and his spare time was spent cultivating a

congenial smile and genuine humor.

William flah+t Vo^el
Elmhurst, Illinois

Although he had never seen the deep blue sea, but had often looked out upon Lake
Michigan, Bill decided to leave Valparaiso University with its wine, women, and song
to enter a strictly masculine atmosphere and the U.S. Navy. He hadn't been here long
before his easy-going manner and jovial smile became well-known. Never troubled
much by the Academic Department's efforts to confuse midshipmen, he did, however,
have dealings with the Executive Department and the famous Form 2's. As he neared
the end of his years at the U.S.N.A., one could hear a plebe say, "there goes a friend,"
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Plai rSMOl th, Nebraska

From the waxing wheat fields of Nebraska to

the Severn's hanks came Al, seeking fame and
fortune in the Navy. Academically Al stood well

in his classes, except for a neck battle with the

Math Department. Leisure hours were divided

between track, various extra-curricular activities,

and his special hobby, photography. Gifted with

a natural charm, Al had his female fans, but had
eyes for only the girl from back home. Al's earnest

desire to get ahead will carry him far aboard ship

or in the air arm, for which he seems to be headed.

^baniei ^Uo^vcU Widand, j)*.

Sunbury, Pennsylvania

Danny came to Annapolis straight from a power
line construction gang, equipped with a satiric

sense of humor and a lusty appreciation of life.

His worries never began until the week-ends,
when his frantic protest that "this time it is the

real thing'" indicated that Danny was operating

again. He spent his leisure time grunting in the

-ding loft, or puffing through the steeplechase

course. Not sure yet which branch of the Navy
he's going in for, Danny's still eager to get in the

fight.

flalu* jdanae. Wad*
Sparta, Wisconsin

J* "Sy" is the most dependable man in our company. How many cannon are in the
£nosz of Germany's newest fighter? Need a magazine or a book?

/

See "Sy" Wash.
\\ ash \\ as not born with a desire to star in academics or athletics, but his passion
for the latest dope has converted his room into a company library. Not being content
w ith Jane's Fighting Ships and the World Almanac, he has six notebooks on the latest
planes and ships. Our one-man bureau of information promises to be as useful to the
I "leet as he has been to the plebes.

Hartford, Connecticut

Seymour Yalen, known by his friends as "Sig," "See," or "Seamo," was the aca-

demic shining star of his company. Always willing to aid less savvy classmates, "Sig"
was highly appreciated by the recipients of his generosity. Definitely not the dormant
intellectual, "Sig" spent his recreation periods playing a mean game of handball or

putting his long legs into effect on the soccer field. Seymour's being a music-lover and
an enthusiastic participant in informal debates added to his versatility. The possessor

oJ..a captivating personality, Seymour will gladly be welcomed into the Fleet.



WdUant fealduutt AgM
Cincinatti, Ohio
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Bill came out of the heart of Ohio into the open arms of the Naval Academy with a

clarinet under his arm and an invaluable affinity for Math and Juice under his size

7 9/8 hat. His friends made Bill's room their headquarters for extra instruction in

Juice, and also came to enjoy that talent that made his "bottle band" a hit in the Musi-

cal Club's show. Willie's term here was seldom complicated with drags, but the disin-

terested mask of a Red Mike fell off whenever a Navy nurse passed by.

)

Buck

8

Beltsville, Maryland

I

Ben

The Class of '46 owes few men more than we do Buck, for he helped design our class

crest and then later as chairman of the Ring Committee, he executed a "coup de main"
and secured our rings for us. Buck came to the Academy from Severn School where he
had started a brilliant career in lacrosse only to give it up in favor of books. Besides
being a versatile athlete, he is also an accomplished artist, having contributed many
drawings to the Art Club. Buck's ambition to graduate is only superseded by his

determination to acquire Navy wings. :;z

Rodefri&k GUasdei, Bo+i+ieA

Carlinville, Illinois

A gyrene from way back, Rod came from the

Fleet with the fixed intention of obtaining a sec-

ond lieutenant's commission, and no amount of

persuasion will convince him that the Navy can
compare with the Marines. W hen not reading a

copy of The Leatherneck, Rod is usually in a box-

ing ring or at his desk reading today's editorials

on tomorrow's Steam. Although he is the an-
tithesis of a Red Mike when on leave, his social

activities never interfere with his studies. Rod
never pays much attention to the system, and it

has given him very little trouble.

Ben<ja*ni*i Motley B*utcUn.

Wichita Falls, Texas

Three years ago an impressment detail from the

U.S. Naval Academy made a sweep of Texas.

It returned with one steer, a small keg of beer,

and Ben Britain. Within his first week at the

Academy Ben acquired the nickname, "Sack-
back." In spite of this natural inertia, he played
good basketball and boxed with a Texas style all

his own. "Sackback" daily swears an aversion to

womankind and yet he owns an ample roster of

eye-catching "acquaintances." When Ben is

finally striped, he will click his spurs together and
yell, "Whar's the airplanes ?"



Qui+icy Key QaffupJxeiL

Sidney, Ohio

""Soup" came to the Academy from Ohio's

Miami University, and after three years here has
never been awake to see a taps inspector turn off

the lights. When not sleeping, he whiles away the

time writing letters, dragging, and devouring
"pogey-bait." ""Quince" readily departs from his

life of ease, however, to take part in any or all

sports, particularly regimental boxing and foot-

ball. With agility in mental gymnastics, he is

determined to be a top-notch submarine officer

and has all the necessary qualifications to succeed.

Auhy Wasid auto*.
n Bernardino, California

Beneath that heavy growth of chin foliage

lurks a ready smile and a quick w it. Always good
natured, Cliff is ever-willing to join in the fun.

Studies were no hill for this climber; and the Exec
Department was no obstacle during his sojourn
on the Severn. During the afternoons we could
usually find Cliff swimming for the battalion,

knocking homers in the sol thai 1 league, or engag-
ing in vigorous "sack drill

" All wool and a yard
wide, we will long remember his ability to take
a ribbing and to dish one out.

Vernon, Texas

{

r "Herk" thinks the only reason the "Yorktown" went down was because he had to
leave her. Endowed or acquired, "Herk's" self-confidence is of the advantageous
variety and his aggressiveness and good nature have won him wide popularity. Basket-
ball claims him as a three-year participant, and tennis was another favorite with "Herk."
He always had time to sail, he on the Reception Committee, help in company sports, and
indulge in dragging. We all agree that Herk's presence is always a pleasure and
advantage.

fla/ut AlaUi 5baaU, fa.
Los Angeles, California

"What d'ya say big fella?" will ring out in the memories of his classmates as remi-

niscent of the days when Big Al roamed the corridors of Bancroft modestly spreading

tales about his hobby—beautiful women. "Hubba" hailed from Southern California,

so when the Maryland sun was shining he was to be found participating in those sports

which required plenty of sunshine and not too much exertion—sailing, tennis, and
volleyball. This candidate for the diplomatic service will really "star" in this man's
Navy for his classmates agree that his own pet adjective is the summation of Big Al's

•'character
—

"Terrific."
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Zdutatd AIU>U Meckel

Portland, Oregon "^^

Sailing, sleeping, starring and flying; these were the joys of Ed's Academy lifa^

Somehow or other, he missed joining the Air Corps, but he never left any doubt in our^i

minds that he intended to return to his first love someday. Meanwhile, he even moved ^,
his bed next to the window so that he could see the planes fly by without straining

himself. Being mechanically inclined, "Deck" kept the radio and phonograph in order

with string, rubber bands and a minimum of effort. Recalling our association with

him will bring forth many pleasant memories.

)

Richmond, Virginia

Bob will always have a host of friends wherever he goes. Indicative of his calm,
easy-going, and friendly manner was his slow Virginia drawl. In academics, sports,

and as our company's class representative, he showed a great store of latent energy.
Academics were secondary to "Eight" ; he preferred to spend study periods with a new
novel or magazine. Like all Rebels, Bob had a great capacity for the siesta, but could
always be roused out for a fast game of squash or a few rounds workout in the ring.

At Large

Annapolis, along with Alaska, Panama, and
many other military posts, was just another home
for this diminutive Army brat. Not content with
winning his numerals in both lacrosse and fencing,

Bill was constantly challenging his wives to a
wrestling bout. Bill's joining the Navy was a con-

stant source of distress to his Army father, West
Point brother and Annapolis roommates. Because
of his stature, he figures that he could never see

anything without a periscope, anyway, so he
plans to put in for one, with submarine attached.

San Francisco, California

"Stand Navy down the field"
—

"What's the

speed, armament, and range of our newest secret

fighter, mister?" Ed greeted each new day as

another chance to spread a little of his love of the

Navy and to argue the advantages of dragging
every week-end. A savvy man in Bull and U.S.N.
A.R., his timely suggestions often kept his wives

out of the E.H. and G. underbrush and off the

Executive Department's daily popularity form.

The track team and the "swimming club" claimed

much of E. H.'s spare time, but his true loves will

always be the Navy and California women.
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W ASHINGTON, DC.

Born and reared in the District, appointed from
.insas. Bob now claims California as his home.

At the tender age of 19 he brought his six-foot-two

hundred-eighty-pound frame to the Academy
Plenty of athletic ability combined with a strong

attraction of slumber kept him in company rather

than varsity athletics. A quick grasp of things

practical and a keen memory for detail placed
academics behind letter writing and novel reading

in his schedule. Always ready with a story and a
smile, Bob w ill find plenty of listeners and plenty

of friends in the Fleet.

flatted ll/aAAwi tf.Oi*U

Greensblrg, Pennsylvania

From Penn State's X'ittany Hills came "Brother
Delt Foost," staunchest advocate of the smoother
ways of life. Trading his pork-pie for the briniest

of caps, Pinky took to the straight and narrow
vith a vigor and acquired a most enviable store

of professional knowledge Versatility personified,

job well and found time after work to

beat hides for the NA-10 and wrestle with Coach
Swartz's "'elite of the loft." With an eye on de-

stroyer duty and aviation, "Foostie" is still

window shopping for a girl who likes dancing,
pipes, huge sharpie ties, and plenty of confidence.

^<r-*^VVXV
Detroit, Michigan

I

f With a surveyor's transit on his shoulder and a little black address book in his hand,
1 lerm crashed the Academy gates. Plebe year restrictions slowed him down somewhat,
but during youngster year he turned on the steam and became the company snake.
We couldn't understand it—must have been those soulful eyes. Only the threat of
losing Saturday liberty pulled Herm through the swimming tests. We'll always re-

member Herm and his oft repeated words, "Well, fellows, next term I ' ve gotta study."

Baton Rouge, Louisiana

An easy-going Rebel, "Errol" occasionally laid aside his magazine and ever-present

cigarette to give one of his classmates the "straight dope" on the subject for the next
period. A "savoir" in academics, he abhorred the thought of violent physical exertion,

preferring instead to "get in shape" on ketch trips. If a choice between Scotch and
women had to be made, women didn't stand a chance—though "Errol" readily ad-

mitted that he preferred a pleasing mixture of the two. Endowed with a passion for

perfection, Bert will doubtlessly spend the major portion of his life searching for that

erfect combination.
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Ro/i&U cMentuf Qoutlet
Pascagoula, Mississippi

r-N^^»«**<
Mond" came to the Academy fresh from the land of juleps and belles, with an un- 1

surpassable love for life and people. This love plus an infectious smile won him many
friends. An athlete and musician of no small repute, "Goat" spent the majority of his

spare time on the track or practicing with the NA-io. Although no "savoir" concern-

ing academics, Bob won his stars in social activities. A hop was never complete with-

out him and one of his numerous beautiful drags. We will long remember this good-

natured, easy-going boy from the deep South.

^

Frank

Lebanon, Pennsylvania

"The name is Hawk, Sir!" An ardent supporter of his Pennsylvania Dutch—from
Lebanon wurst to beer—he was always ready for a good argument. Often known as

"The Jaw," he could often be seen with his jutting "Holmes" pipe. Frank was an
adept athlete, as could be shown by his constant activity in varsity football and la-

crosse. Always concerned about duties and discipline, he possessed a brace that
astounded sub-squaders. Submarines are magnetic to this Dutchman, and we cer-

tainly hope he achieves his ambition in this field.

Uniontown, Alabama

George was one who really knew how to enjoy
life. It didn't matter if things were going wrong,
"Fight" was having fun, and it was fun to be with
him. "Geoge" left the Uniontown Belles to enter

the Academy with other countrymen and damn-
yankees, and did well by the deep South here.

He was a cheer leader and a track manager, defi-

nitely not a "Red Mike," a lover of jive, and
savvy when he wanted to be. If everyone received

as much pleasure, just out of living, as "Hashi"
did, midshipmen would lose their favorite topic

for discussion—mainly, gripes.

St. Louis, Missouri

After three years of preparation at Harris
Teacher's College in St. Louis, "Hank" came to

us in quest of an engineering education and a
career in the Navy. A lover of the finer things in

life—good books, great music, and excellent food,

to say nothing of the beautiful women and fine

liquor
—
"Hank" will go to great lengths to ex-

postulate his defense of the high forehead and a
generous girth. "Hank's" disarming smile, genial

countenance, and easy manner mark him as a
smooth operator and place him at the center of

the party, winning friends.



Nahunta, Georgia

Bill has the unique distinction of having fiery

red hair and eyes to match. His easy-going affabil-

ity, good humor, and rosy outlook on life were a

striking contrast to the Irish pugnacity which he

displayed in the boxing ring. Despite numerous
blows from both the Academic and Executive

Departments, the "Wrambling Wreck" always

kept his chin up and a smile on his face. Bill took

things easy and never exerted himself until the

chips were down, but then he could always go to

work and get results.

^ba+taJA £<4<fe*ie cMolbeti

Jackson, Wyoming

Hailing from the Wyoming ranges of Jackson
Hole, the end of the old "Owlhoot Trail," this

rugged ex-cowpoke laid aside his books at the

University of Wyoming to heed the call of the

service, and his one ambition is to return to his

true love, the Gyrenes. Besides taking time out

at the gym to keep himself in shape and develop

his forty-inch chest, Don managed, without too

great a strain, to stick in the top fourth of his

class. Quiet and modest, Don knows what he
wants from life, and his friends join in hoping that

he gets it.

^VVYVV«X*
Lonoke, Arkansas

f

' "Hal." "Dave," Meatball," or just plain "Hammie" hit the Naval Academy in

true razorback form. Fresh from the land of the Ozarks and beautiful women, Hal
showed the Navy what really could be done with a 1 50-pound mass of muscle. Never
content unless using his powerful right arm, Hal tossed his way into varsity honors
with the football, baseball, and javelin. His spectacular passes in football and at

women made him the idol of many an American beauty on the East Coast. Always
grinning and full of jokes, "Hammie" is our man for a celebration or a fight.

George

Fort Worth, Texas

With two years of T. C.U. under his belt, George tossed off Academy academics with
no great personal strain and managed to pull through a great number of his classmates,

among which was his wife. George enthusiastically did his bit for the company in the

athletic programs and found time to brighten up an afternoon with a volleyball or

tennis game. Being the son of a lawyer, George talked off more demerits than he
walked. We remember him best, presiding over a frenzied pre-Bull exam session,

.passing the straight dope on to "Red and the boys."



floJw, lAJilUaifi <Jlo+ifU

Marion, Ohio

After a two-year stopover at Ohio University, Jack came to the end of his trip at

Bancroft. Once here he immediately started two collections: one of numerals and let-

ters from lacrosse and basketball coaches; the other of brunettes from Washington.

Academics weren't fruit, but hard work brought him grades that were far more than

passable. This combination of athletics, academics, and women kept him so busy that

he never had enough time to get into trouble. Come June of '45, the brunettes' loss

will be the Navy's gain

)

fylxMcU Michael JlaoeiU

Scranton, Pennsylvania

Out of the coal lands of Pennsylvania came this smiling Irish lad with a fighting Irish

heart to leave behind him an enviable record in both company and regimental boxing.
Frank's toughest fight came, however, with the Academic and Executive Departments.
After trading lefts for three years, Mike slipped in a right with a clever bit of head work
and took the decision. Always dragging, Frank brought down a never ending parade
of consistently beautiful women to the delight of his classmates and himself. Frank's
methods of introducing humor into the routine made him ever popular with his class-

mates. -i^

RoAesU Stanley JiutcheA,

Gary, Indiana

After high school, Stan received an athletic

scholarship at Michigan State but soon gave up
any form of physical exertion, to devote himself

to his studies. Recommendations by former
teachers led Stan to a three-years absence from
his O.A.O. and an unusual devotion to his work.
Stan's philosophy as a plebe built itself around an
aversion for athletics ; he made the most of week-
end ketch trips to "get away" from it all. Stan,

a star man, could always be found reading a book
or magazine and was ever-willing to help others

with their academic woes.

PeteA, WiUicvm ^oUnia^t

Vermillion, South Dakota

Pete was born and bred in the hilly lands of

South Dakota, and derived his humor from his

Midwest home. It has often been said truthfully

that he could make a pun of anything that he
heard. There are people who are endowed with

artistic talent, and Pete is one of these. He could

play the clarinet and boogie piano as well as draw
cartoons, which he often did to the dismay or joy

of his classmates. Easy-going, mild-tempered,

and resolute in purpose, Pete usually accomplished

what he set out to do, and we feel confident that

few things in life will ever faze him.



Fords, New Jersey

From high school via a year of working before

coming to the Academy. Johnny waded through

the task of academic life with little difficulty.

Known to all for his consistant cheerfulness, gen-

erally shown by his off-key singing and whistling,

and for a cigarette or pipe in his mouth, Johnny
worked w ith endless energy and succeeded in his

academics. Even more in his line were sports. He
excelled in soccer and played various company
sports. Apparently a Red Mike to those not in

the know, Johnny has his reason, and she's

sufficient.

JIoumxaJ, Anx&n&t* Mcdlte*

Trenton New Jersey

What "Howie'" lacked in height he made up in

energy. Plebe year found him wearing Math stars,

lolling about the exclusive E. D. Club's shed,

sporting soccer numerals, and being chased by
irate Texans, goaded on by "Hams'" staunch
stand for Jersey. First-class year he traded in

plebe numerals for varsity, and Math stars for a

yawl command on the breezy Chesapeake. When
not working on the Lucky Bag as printing editor

or beating the Executive Department out of a

frap, "Howie" was holding his hand at the latest

"Board of Directors or enjoying life in general.

>vvvvvvv«*
New York, New York

(

r The drop from four striper at Farragut to plebe at the Naval Academy and the strain

of living with two Texans for three years brought a despondent "Life is Over" from
"II Ponseroso." He found refuge in the fencing loft and behind the big piles of letters

the mate would leave on his desk. Plebe year turned out to be fruit for a Navy Junior
who used his countless hometowns for spoon bait. It was, however, the aristocratic

security of first-class year that pleased him most.

mm:: ' \-xmm

Ro&esU £*fun&tt A/lcGobtn&ch, jl.

Albany, Georgia

Ever since "Mac" reported here, took off his zoot suit, and put on his first pair of

shoes, eating, sleeping, and dragging have been the most important things in his life,

and no hop was complete without his "wolfing." The Irishman's only vice is gin

rummy, which he is always willing to play, and seldom loses. Yet curly-haired, blue-

eyed "Mac" managed to keep above the middle of our class in academics. His ready
smile, Southern drawl, and easy-going way of taking both good and bad in stride make
Jaim a warm friend to all who know him.
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Huntsville, Texas
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"Long John" once told a classmate that of the 5,000 people living in Hunt^iHe'
before he left, 4,999 were convicts, and that he, all by himself, had been the student

body of Sam Houston College up on the hill. But that was a rare occasion; on any
ordinary day he would tell you that Huntsville was superior in everything, good or

bad. Tex always took his ambitions one at a time, living from leave to leave, but also

looking forward to graduation day when he would set out to look for that bonanza he

so often talked about.

)

^Ueadosve Wendell MolcJUnJuuteA,

Long Beach, California

When "Moldie" changed his last fuse on the

"Big E" and swapped his hammock for a Bancroft
bunk, he immediately hung out his shingle. "Cali-

fornia Chamber of Commerce: 350 days a year

are suitable for taking pictures in Sunny South-
ern California." Short, rugged, and bronzed, his

greatest delights were dragging, swimming, sail-

ing, and dancing, and very few were the hops that

he missed. With his numerous tales of surf-board

riding and his cheery greeting for everyone,

"Moldie" spread a little of his California sunshine

in the dark corridors of Bancroft.

BiooJze MotdtfOmesuf.

Coronado, California

A Navy Junior and a profound lover of the

Navy, it was only natural that "Monty" entered

the Naval Academy. His chief interests were sail-

ing, pistol-shooting, and reading Time magazine;
however, not being adverse to feminine com-
panionship, he always dragged when a good op-

portunity presented itself. He is not only high
in class standing, but also exceptionally high in

the esteem of his classmates. Always dependable,

considerate, helpful, and energetic, "Monty" has

all the traits necessary for a successful Naval
career.

Shreveport, Louisiana

No midshipman applied himself more assiduously to academics than did the "Mo."
However, he didn't let this keep him from participating in sports or indulging in sailing

on yawls whenever possible. Rowing on the battalion crew team, he was in no small
part responsible for winning the regimental championship. "Mo" also went out for

the favorite sport of midshipmen, dragging. He didn't always drag "queens," but his

batting average was around .900, which isn't bad. But the best thing he acquired was
friends. In this Les batted exactly 1 .000.
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Bristol, Connecticut

"The hard-bitten New Englander with one
hand on the Bible; the other on your throat."

This is our fiery-haired Irishman, "Big Tom."
Before coming here, Tom studied medicine at the

University of Vermont, taking enough time from
his cadavers to join A.T.O. Although his huge
frame and a Navy bunk weren't made for each
other, the "Big Fella" liked horizontal duty. Food
and arguments he never turned down. His robust

sense of humor, dependability, and exactness,

however, make him welcome in work and play.

Ely, Minnesota

Out of the wilds of Northern Minnesota, Ely's

favorite son came to the Naval Academy to make
a name for himself. "Nan," "Doug," "O'Leary"
all attest to his success. He was a Red Mike, de-

riving all his joys from fat little boxes from his

folks Any afternoon, he could be found in a

varsity crew shell out on the Severn. This, alone

with the nightly wrestling bout with his room-
mates providing the major portion of "O'Leary s"

athletic program. Shipboard life will be enlivened

bv his tales of life in the bi" woods.

/
/
I

£* Laurel, Mississippi

Having all traits of a "true Rebel," Bob came to the Academy knowing that the
South won the war. Easy-going, somewhat industrious, and more or less a savoir, life

at the Academy was no strain for him. At all hops, "Moe" was seen in the stag line

figuring ways and means to "wolf" his classmates' beauties. After Bob's experience
as coxswain in the racing shells he has decided to view the world through a periscope
or from a cockpit. Thoughts of beauties, rest, and mint juleps will always bring to
mind the little "Southern Gentleman."

I

(la/ient Qi&n A/eutbenst

Des Moines, Iowa

Bob left the tall corn state for a pair of tailored blues and a salty fiat hat along with
duty on the U.S.S. "Maryland." When the day arrived that his skipper called for

admiral strikers, there was "R. O." at the head of the line. After winning his numerals
on the plebe swimming team, his fancies turned toward the gentle art of dragging,

adhering strictly to a "look before you leap" policy. Now its back to sea again,

"R. ().", with all the best wishes- from your wives and friends who will miss you and
your never-ending sea stories.



William $*ch ft/icol

Jacksonville, Texas

Spread out that map of Texas, and look down in the Eastern section. Yes, Jackson^k

ville, that small spot in the land of gods. You know it, for from that metrop by over-^

land stage, via college station, came Nic. You must know of the Aggies, of the blue

sky, and of the remaining wonders of the world. They gave us a man of principles.

Wool should not be worn next to the skin, collars are evil, and sports spoil life. The
height of the well-developed man is absolutely five nine, and any strain is unnecessary.

Nic

i'
Rosey

*

flalwi AlejcGsid&i Paul

Oak Park, Illinois

Naturally big and loud, "Big John" does every-

thing the way he plays football: hard but clean.

He has a great capacity for work when there is

no way of avoiding it. Johnny stands about the

middle of his class, and before any P-work many
savoirs usually come to his room for counsel and
advice. His activities vary all the way from var-

sity guard to the Stamp Club. His principal hob-
bies are dragging, listening to his favorite song
maestros, and sailing. He's strictly the kind of

guy we want on our team when the pressure is on.

jack &e*t P&uktiU

Aberdeen, South Dakota

Perk came via the U.S.S. "Pennsylvania" to

trade in his 3/c fire-controlman's buzzard for the

honorable rank of Midshipman 4/c. His fond
desire to become a flier nearly made him a victim

of the system during youngster Bull. Afternoons
sometimes found him working out in the gym, but
many more found him sailing or flying model
airplanes. Although Perk enjoyed submarine
school one summer's leave, his wives know that

only a pair of wings will ever satisfy him; and to

this we say, "Bon voyage and happy landings."

Washington, D.C.

If spinning long sea stories goes for making a good sailor, here we have an Admiral.
But alas! he was a "gyrene." Rosey's ambition to come to the Academy has been
long standing, and he directed all his efforts to the successful conclusion of his ambi-
tion. Tall, black-haired, with a keen sense of humor, Rosey has spent most of his time
eating and eating. Between meals he squeezed in sufficient time to drag. His quiet
sense of humor, sincerity, and willingness to pass along a word of cheer made Rosey
many friends at the Academy who wish him well.



jbe*Ui Snide*
Terre Haute, Indiana

We thought Indiana was corn country 'til we
met "Spider Loquacious on the glories of Mid-
western life, the "little fellow/' or "Teeny Hubba,"
soon showed his ardor for big city stomping. Two
years in Rose Polytechnic made academics no
hindrance to Dennis' enjoyment. His glib tongue
was faster than Cupid's arrows, so he's still free to

make feminine hearts jump. His main interests

were liberty and softball, "Spider"' was a big

thing that came in a little package. Jack Arm-
strong, the All-American boy, had nothing on
"Teenv Hubba

"

Alliance, Ohio

Ohio scores again! Born in Indiana and reared
in Ohio. Karl is well-known in innumerable Mid-
western towns. After coming to Annapolis, his

residence changed to Florida, but the Midwest
is still his home. Karl, having earned a Bull de-

i before entering the Academy, is one of the
few who rarely lost arguments with Bull profs.

In his spare time he pulled many a "bucket" up
onto the velvet. He concentrated on dragging,
and kept in physical shape by occasional indul-

gence in intramurals. With U.S.N, after his name,
Karl steps forward a proud officer.

^bosuild lAJanattuih&i Smith
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

^ Good-natured and confident, Don came to the Naval Academy with his sliderule

^fin his hip pocket and a few Rensselaer Poly textbooks in his suitcase. Except for a long£ series of lates to fonnation, life was pleasant for him on the Severn. He stood near the
top in academics, yet was always at ease and willing to help a classmate. Sailing
immediately caught his fancy, and he liked nothing better than skippering a yawl in

a stiff Chesapeake breeze. A career at sea was a happy choice, for Don has the zest
and heart of a true "Old Salt."

illckand ZIM&U StockuAeU
Berkeley, California

Not to have known Cess would have been to miss half the fun of being at the Acad-
emy. Mimic, poet, philosopher, fencer, marksman—his strongest convictions were
that the Boy Scouts is America's greatest institution and that he would make some girl

a wonderful husband. Dick could play any sport well and though he was no star, he
tackled his studies with a characteristic vigor that left his instructors breathless and
not a little unnerved. His frankness was at times appalling to us all and he was the

fir§t to admit his chief weakness—a love for his friends' chow.



Lake Forrest, Illinois

Sutherland, one of the oldest men in the company, quickly chalked up an enviabla

career in basketball, football, track, and other "incidental" sports that will long be

remembered back home. He was one of the reasons our company basketball team

remained an all-time regimental champion. Competitors in company steeplechase,

military track, and cross-country found "The Jack" unbeatable. Academics did not

prevent his making friends, and many remember his guiding them through the "Windy
City."

1

Rosie
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Seattle, Washington

Dave

"Rosie," famed for his rose colored cheeks, dropped in on the Naval Academy from
the Fleet to look the situation over, decided he liked the place, and determined to stay.

The sojourn stretched into three years of hard work—not that "Rosie" detested work,
he just wouldn't look very hard for it. Youngster year kept him plenty busy, but it

was in first-class year that he came forth with all kinds of vim and vigor, finding time
to play soccer, wrestling, and swim. He's eager now to get out there and finish the
job he once started.

GkcrtleA jbatud fyilman
Long Beach, California

"Little Hubba's" friends were the ones to worry
about his academics—someone had to. Not until

the reexams did he realize it was time to learn

something about Skinny. Charley took things

with the least concern possible, and he remained
this unperturbable self for three long years. His
good nature won a place for him as one of the best

liked men in the company. Recreation hours
found "Hubba" boxing or wrestling, and his op-
ponents never knew until after the fight that this

aggressive fighter possessed such a congenial

personality.

Jbaaid Aftistta Walked
Honolulu, T.H.

Hailing from the land of hula girls and guitars,

Davis seems to have weathered the change quite

well. The Academic Departments didn't cause

him much trouble during his first two years, and
to find an outlet for his unlimited energy, David
chose his sports well. During the spring it was
varsity golf, with the fall came varsity soccer,

and in the winter he rested. He loved nothing
better than the swish of a golf club or the thud of

a soccer ball, except maybe a smoke filled room
with him holding a full house.
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Jlavuf, AndteuA Waiten
*? San Antonio, Texas

0* Here is a salty Texan out of the Pacific Fleet. From the U.S.S. Pennsylvania to£ the U.S.S. "Bancroft Hall" was an easy jump for Harry, who, as everybody knows,
"gets this stuff" easily. Friendly Harry has had a hard time being tough on anyone
concerning money matters, although as our secretary-treasurer, he has done a good
job. Not content with long hours balancing the books, he took on the job of profes-
sional editor of the Log, producing more fine results. If effort and hard work assure
success, Harry will have plenty of it in the Fleet.

Carlsbad, New Mexico

Bobs choice of the Navy was no doubt influ-

enced by the novel idea of seeing water. This
ex-New Mexico cavalryman soon decided that he
preferred the quiet of submarines to the "tossing"

of a "Yellow Peril." We often heard Bob explain-

ing
—

"and then you integrate between these

limits"—as he helped his classmates struggle

through Math. By the end of plebe year, he was
wearing a pair of those coveted stars. Sports

found him toiling w ith the pin-pushers, and week-
ends found our snake just window-shopping,
thank you. Good hunting, Bob.

GkasiUl £<Lui+i WooJU
New bl ryport, X Iassaci il setts

Charlie came to us w ith his Bostonian variety

of the King's Fnglish, and a smattering of engi-

neering know ledge gained at M.I.T. He displayed
his executive ability on the Reception Com-
mittee and his breezy literary style in the Log and
Reef Points. As presiding officer of the "Board of

Directors." more of a social than a business organ-
The Woods" played a sharp game of

bridge We shall long remember Charlie, not so

much for his ability to get into trouble, but
rather for his uncanny knack to get out of it.

Springfield, Illinois

The cheeriest man of all the sandblowers, "Blackie" never seemed to lose his bright

outlook in life. After two years of hard work talking to town merchants about the

great advantages they'd gain by advertising in the Log, "Blackie" gained the covetous
position of advertising manager. His ability to work harder than the others made him
the head of the make-up gang for the Masqueraders. He'd never heard of lacrosse

until he came here, but from the minute he got a stick in his hands, this was his game.
."Blackie's" good naturedness will fit in his dream submarine.



AIM&U Qe&iae Qeutlesi

Newark, New Jersey ^^
When "Mr. B." takes the floor, the tall tales come fast and furious. Duty in Panama^

bus driving in Jersey, and courting the boss' daughter are favorite topics for this teller^L

of sea stories. As an athlete, "Albie" was quite a lad at softball, but he seemed to pre- 'W

fer an afternoon of relaxation. Having a few years on most of us, and being worldly W
wise besides, he might have been called "Sea Pappy B." as he surely will be out in the ^
Fleet thirty years from now. ^

Floyd

GkanleA William BLftk

Montrose, California

Ever ready to hold forth on the charms of his

native California, a few hundred sons like Bill

would make any state great. Tall and dark, with
a yen for crew, his good looks presage a fighting

heart. Always seemingly at logger-heads with the

Academic Board, the eternal laughter of his warm
brown eyes was unquenchable. In a knockabout,
on the deck of Dahlgren Hall, or munching a

"Dagwood" sandwich, Bill was the perfect broth-

er-in-arms for a dragging week-end. A man of

many adventures, many more undoubtedly awaits

him in the Fleet.

Jduhe. flack QacffeAA.

Carthage, Missouri

Truly from "you gotta show me" land, Jack
knew the philosophy behind every prob he en-

countered. For his size, he wielded a mean la-

crosse stick out on Farragut Field, where he was
well known and a friend of all. Jack's popularity

did not end here, as he took an active part in the

Reception Committee, Christmas Card Com-
mittee, and various other activities. Life will not
be the same without Jack around to give us his

weekly blue and gold injection, which often helped

to pull us out of the blues. With his personality

and stamina, he will go a long way in the Fleet.

Rochester, New York

Floyd, who spent his first night away from Rochester as a plebe in Bancroft Hall is,

a thoroughbred Yankee. Bragging on that fair New York city was his favorite pastime,

and one learned of its Kodak factories in his every conversation. He enjoyed being
considered a Casanova and took pleasure in counting the minutes from the time he met
a cute female until she told him she loved him, yet he never kidded about a certain

O.A.O. Other diversions included varsity fencing and running plebes. If Japs scare as

easily as plebes, the Nips will suffer a severe setback once this man gets within talking
range.
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RicJuViA lUe^deA, Bnxuun, fo.
NCORD, New Hampshire

Dick was a top-notch Aviation Machinist X late

in P.B.Y.'s before entering the Academy. From
this Fleet service he was a ready and willing ad-
visor not only on professional questions, but on
matters of heart When Dick entered he decided
to investigate the cultural aspect of the Navy.
Foremost on his program were a "body beautiful

"

drive and the study of classical music. Any after-

noon you could find him in the gym toning up
those bulging muscles or by the radio toning up
his mind with "long hair" music. Dick was both
a hardened salt and a tender romanticist.

flatted. Qlesut Butniteacl

Port Xeches, Texas

A true Texan with the lanky gait and easy-

going manner of a natural cowboy, "Dagwood"
never stopped making friends. Always smiling,

continually dragging, and ever ready for a good
poker game, he was a good man for either "a frolic

or a fight." idemics and regulations were no
strain for "Dag," who has managed to get the
maximum in both fun and know ledge in the three

years at the Academy. It's a return engagement
in the Fleet for this good-natured Texan, and we
can be sure that it'll be a success all the way.

Roland Atf/ied fcautlina

Boston, Massachusetts

£ Coming to us a died in the wool "Tin Can Sailor" off the mighty Cole, Chick has
ZmaSc that overaged four stacker a legend. Though his sea stories of the Cole wereE fantastic, those told of his second love, the ketch Crocodile, were far more interesting.
An unfailing friend, he was first a lover, and many were the men who finally resorted
to dragging near Amazons to protect themselves from this sandblower. A Steam
savoir, he helped many a struggling classmate survive that department's [diabolical
schemes 1 fow c\ er w e remember Chick, he is one character we will never forget.

^bale Vi^ail Buftdy

Ionia, Michigan

Coming straight to the Naval Academy from his hometown high school in Ionia,

Michigan, "Burd" had difficulties with academics during his first two years, but always
managed to stay above 2.5. Possessing musical talent, Dale spent much of his spare
time entertaining his friends with his fiddle, which he played very well. Cheerful and

ceable, he will never be at a loss for friends. Dale will always be remembered for the

subt le manner in which he ran the upperclass during plebe year.
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Walte* Plait Ga*lin

Upper Darby, Pennsylvania
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Ever ready for a solid argument on any subject, Walt was a Gibraltar in his con-

victions and ideals. His Acbille's heel was Math and this drawback took its toll on

more than a little of that wavy brown hair. If we were to dub our hero with an alias,

it would be the "world's worst pessimist"—no man ever bilged out of the Academy as

many times as he. He has two loves, Upper Darby High, and his brother, "the best

reserve in the Navy." No conversation was complete without mention of the two.

)

Tex

Walter Nofu&i GowUa&n
San Antonio, Texas

Tex should be called the "man of a million smiles" for he has the remarkable ability

to take himself into and out of more tight spots than any other ten men. His football

ability introduced him, and his personality, genial humor, and pleasing Texas drawl

gained him unlimited popularity. Tex's friendships were not confined to the athletic

field, as he made many friends through extra-curricular activities such as the Radio
Club, Reception Committee, and Newman Club. With his knowledge of human nature
there is no doubt that his ship will be a happy one.

:;;

fyl&tJi Jtend&U&n GaWiMJk, III

Lobdell, Louisiana

Like many fugitives from the Academic Board,
this amiable Louisiana farm boy did not go only
halfway in his offerings to the God of 2.5. The
night before the Skinny re-exam, this lad scaled

the pedestal supporting old Tecumseh and de-

posited the sum of 63 cents in the quiver. He was
not disappointed. With a sly and subtle wit, the
"Carrot" had the enviable ability of making many
friends. Whether it be at a game of golf or tennis,

or dancing at Dahlgren, "Carrot" was ever the
popular companion. His unquenchable spirit will

always carry him to the top.

HicUa^d QaAsiett Go*w&Ue.

Burlingame, California

An even six feet of sublime Californian, Dick
hit Annapolis in '42 with a radio handbook under
his arm and a year of technical training at Cali-

fornia under his belt. As far as academics were
concerned, he "got the stuff." Study hour often

found him interrupted in a letter to Helene when
Frank, Walt, or Jack dropped in with "Say, Dick,
how do you integrate this?" We who have num-
bered ourselves among his friends will remember
Dick's quiet good humor, his interesting philoso-

phy, and his keen ability to get the best out of

every undertaking.
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GUcViUi /Ut*ed Co*, II

^ Minneapolis, Minnesota

\\ hether the discussion is one of political problems, world strategems. or the in-

gredients of a concoction that will "really polish you off quick," "C. A." will be on
hand to drive home some pertinent point with accustomed dexterity. Chuck, a star

man on the radiator squad, might also have worn stars on his collar except for a tre-

mendous bilge factor which dogged him at every turn of the academic road. Chuck's
excellent command of the King's English, along with his active wit, earned him a great

deal of admiration and respect which will follow him wherever he goes.

f

Minneapolis. Minnesota

If at the age of thirty. Chuck is not dead of a

heart attack he will have geared his intervening

activities to a slower pace than his present ath-

letics and dragging. His social inclinations justify

a label of "The Fang, but another year of foot-

ball, basketball, and lacrosse would probably
have demoralized him sufficiently to require a less

graphic monicker—namely "Hound." In his more
ascetic moments he lent his second tenor decibels

to the choir, and still further attempted self-de-

struction by the acquisition of a generous set of

stripes. But what is left should do all right.

/Ilifted JletVuf, QaeUle*

Coronado, California

zz •. he precesses." This true Californian

w ith an innate antipathy for Texans has helped

us all by providing humor at the right time.

Always ready with some remark to set us laugh-

ing, Al was a priceless man to know . A capable
performer in sports, notably crew in which he was
a champion before he arrived, he amazed us by
his skill in many diversified fields. Tall and mus-
cular, with an instilled love for the Navy, Al is

a shipmate we hope to serve with often.

J- V.

9f^%
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'
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Pueblo, Colorado

As a former salt, "J. V." is the true "tin can sailor." His rolling gait and Fleet ex-

perience have always made him the man to ask about signalling and similar Fleet

activities. He was a star steeplechase and battalion track man, possibly a side line of

his main diversion, the pursuit of blondes, brunettes, or what have you. Always ready

to go with a knack for taking it easy, Jim has had no difficulty with the fast pace of

Academy life. I lis broad smile and winning manner will always keep him the favorite

.of shipmates as well as the ladies.
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Ca/i+i-eAi Bead Qn&tuulle

Fort Worth, Texas
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"Earnie," a tall, lanky, congenial, likeable Texan proved his mettle by excelling al^
number one rifle shot in the Academy and carrying a well-deserved share of stripes in w
the Regiment. Nothing suppressed his happy manner and interest in helping others.

Spirited cooperation and sincere friendliness, blended with determination, paved his

way into every classmate's heart. Ernst refused to allow academics to interfere with

his education—or sleep. Big week-ends and 4.0 drags were his favorite rates. Seriously,

"Earnie" was one of our best—a real man.

flokn QilA&U QulUtU
Los Angeles, California

Jack, who hails from Southern California, is a
true son of the Golden West. Before entering the

Academy, he was a conscientious pre-med student

at Indiana State University. In athletics, "Sun-
shine Jackson" was mainly a track man, and ran
many a hard and grueling race during his years

on the military track, steeplechase, and cross-

country teams. A member of the Spanish Club,
he was always in the "savvy" Dago group and
swing music, movies, and dragging were his hob-
bies. The "silent-service" will be getting another
fine officer.

WdLa+n Ve/MO*i JlanA&n

Washington, D.C.

Two years of William and Mary and its carefree

life could not influence Bill to change his mind
about the Navy. Following the traditions in

which he was raised, Willie excelled in sailing and
dragging, devoting all his spare time to these

activities. Out in the bay he reached the acme of

perfection handling the dinghies like King Nep-
tune himself, and on the dance floor he was equally

as proficient with his drag, and everyone elses

also. Reception Committee, Boat Club, and Dago
Club also helped keep this man busy.

GUasd&i Wedey Jlansnan

Los Angeles, California

A one man chamber of commerce from Southern California, "Chips" came to the
Academy from the Fleet where he was formerly a salty little Carpenter's Mate aboard
a four-stacker. Plebe year found Chuck dividing his time between a set of man-killing
exercises and plebe lacrosse. On the lacrosse field he did a man-sized job of stick wield-

ing despite his diminutive five feet six inches. As an active photo club member, "Happy
Charles" utilized every available moment behind the camera to get just the right shot.

After graduation, "tin cans" still promise to be his pride and joy. ....
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(Za-L&it Allan JlewUch
Des Moines. Iowa

Bob gave up a career as a forester to don the

Navy Blue. Hailing from the great "Corn State,"

Bob has often voiced the wish that he were back
there, but we all know different. He took athletics

and academics alike in his stride, and had some
hidden talents that showed up in the boxing ring.

Bob bilged out every term, but when that final

roll was called he stepped forward with the rest of

us. If his success of running the company as com-
pany representative follows him in his Naval
career, Bob will always come out on top.

Lancaster, Ohio

"Blackie" was an athlete in his high school and
prep school days, but he saw the light his first

summer here. The allure of "N's" and glory could

never entice him away from his week-end ketch
trips and his first love—liberty replete with plenty

>f drags and lots of good times. Academics ^ No
strain for him "No use in my going bald like the

rest of you guys." and besides, "a page of Dope a
day keeps the re-exams away." So no one worries

about Bob—with his inborn ability to get along

and a cheerful personality he can't lose.

**********

(

WiH^id Zdwasid cMaye*

^ Washington, DC.

r Among the first plebes of '46 to arrive, Bill introduced himself to "Mother" Bancroft
\\ ith a smile on his face, fun in his bones, determination in his eyes, and a touch of

pride in his heart. A remarkable dancing ability and an appreciation of feminine pul-

chritude which were hard to beat distinguished him with the coming of youngster hops.

Never starring, neither did he have cause to sing the academic blues. A fine competitor
in any sport, a born entertainer specializing in impersonations, and a willing friend,

Bill has never lacked those qualities which spell success in the Fleet.

Mlt

Amarillo, Texas

Ambition coupled with the will to win has brought "Mit" a long way towards success.

No one has more friends, and all admire him for his integrity, cheerfulness, and fine

sportsmanship. His athletic prowess was not limited to football, his first and main
love, for he showed excellent ability as a rifleman and golfer. His love for one of Texas'
fairest and his preference for golf to dragging hindered his social life, but he was usually

there when the band started playing. Cood luck, Texan, it was great to have you
;ii bard.



Waco, Texas
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"Texas, a world in its own," and many other glorifying expressions for this great

state were constantly expounded by Chuck. When others were worried about mail, he

had plenty ; when others weren't worried about plebe steam, he was—plenty. Although

Chuck never was worried about being a star man, he has an uncanny capacity for de-

tail and plenty of good old common sense. There's not a finer man to be found any-

where ; his level head and heart full of convictions proved that he was tops. Charles is

a true Southern gentleman and a real friend.

1

IbacUd Sbasuel fCiLp&t/UcJz

Lubbock, Texas

Although Killer may not be quite as vociferous

as the majority of Texans, he still argues heatedly
in favor of the existence of some vegetation in the

Lone Star State. He spent one year at Texas Tech
before coming to the Academy, but even so he is

one of the younger members of our class. Killer

is one of those tall lanky fellows with a smile and
a cheerful "howdy" that reveals his happy nature.

A veritable "hep cat," he managed to settle down
long enough to take an active part in company
sports and to help edit our Christmas Cards.

Old Kintyeif,,
J)*.

Little Rock, Arkansas

Ord, his tri-lettered and only title, joined the

ranks of '46 after a tedious trek from distant

Arkansas. Proceeding successfully through the

memorable three-day medical marathon, Ord re-

linquished his pen-stripe to don the blues. \\ ith

natural ability he tackled every problem, and
before the end of plebe summer was a well nigh
capable mariner. Alloting ample time to aca-

demics, Ord completed the day with gymnastics,

sailing, or letter writing. Week-ends, however,
were generally spent in relaxation at hops or in-

formals.

John fyn&d&Uck KaUUb, III

Richmond, Virginia

Plebe year slowed this Richmond Rebel down a bit, but the diagonal stripe soon put
his operating mechanism into high gear. He was as smooth on the dance floor as he was
in class or on the field of sport. Some called him a wolf, but that was just his Southern
geniality and the reflection of the Virginia morn in his eyes. Even though he tried to

make life full of fun, he was always serious in his endeavors. Equipped with a keen
mind, great ambitions, and dogged determination, Johnny's three-year stop by the
Severn is bound to bear fruit.
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Fort Wayne, Indiana

j* "Gripes!" was Bud's or "Lampa's" cry of distress whenever he missed receiving a
letter from one of his collection of feminine pulchritude or his wonderful Mother.
Bud's advance from company sports to jayvee to varsity pistol team was outshone
only by his academic abilities. His easy-going manner convinced everyone, including

the profs, that he has the inborn ability to get ahead. The Academy is a man-sized
step from high school, but to Bud it will become the springboard to an outstanding
career in the Navy.

Albion, Michigan

Eternal merrymaking, beautiful women and
conservative government have been the lights of

Studs life. The lad hailing from Albion. Michigan
was at times in opposition with the Executive
Department which unequivocally disagreed with
his idea of "the good life." but his drags still draw
the 4 : sign from his mates. Studies came as easy
as athletics, friends, and arguments. His years

spent at Michigan L. and Albion College proved
worthwhile in making him somewhat of an econo-
mist and author. Although he may never be an ad-
miral, he will alwavs have fun.

RicAaAd 7i/atf*te MaMee
Des Moines. Iowa

Perhaps it was because he was an air bug, or

maybe it was from seeing his name so often on the
extra duty list, at any rate we shall all remember
Dick as a man of few, if any. worries. "The Mole"
eased through academics, and we often found him
in the gym either tossing weights around or mas-
tering the art of jiu jitsu. He had many friends

among the midshipmen, but left all drags alone
and stayed true-blue to the girl back home. It is

with high expectations that we send "The Mole"
again into the Fleet.

^

Norman, Oklahoma

An engineer and an Irishman, Jerry was both to the core. One finds him in the top
ranks of any subject even remotely connected with his original profession. And like a
true Irishman, he possessed a warm heart—one that knew no limit in helping a friend

—

on an equal par with a spirited determination that carried him through all difficulties,

from the squared ring to tea fights. With his blond hair, brown eyes, and friendly

smile, he was one of the very few who could tell a prof that he was wrong and then
proceed to prove it.



Qeosufe doe MosUUan ^

Tuscon, Arizona

'G. R." came to us via the Naval Air Corps where he was distinguished by a sharp?

eye and precise coordination. These intrinsic qualities stood him in good stead on the

rifle team of which he became captain. "'Sunshine" takes his chosen profession seri-

ously. Normally conscientious, he was especially so concerning academics. An addict

of the "P-work" critique, he never left a problem unsolved; a practice that stood him
well up in his class. With his love of flying and ambition to return to his former status

as a "buzz boy" he can hardly fail to find success in the future.

1
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Scotty

GUgaI&l MoAXfCuft Moot*.

Phoenix, Arizona

As colonel of his R.O.T.C. regiment, Charley
laid his first claim to fame. On entering the Acad-
emy he henceforth was known among his many
friends as "Colonel." Charley wasn't the athletic

type, for that involved too much work. A shelf of

excellent books and a rack of pipes were more to

his liking after drill. Charley often miscalculated

his slide rule factors, and as a result spent many
anxious moments after exam week. When not
dodging the Academic Board, "Colonel" was
always found trying to untangle the snarls of his

romances with pen and telephone.

lA/iUiani Wedeq, Motion
Portsmouth, Virginia

"Weasel" says, "So I am young, but I've been
around plenty." Maybe so. At any rate he has
turned in a swell account of himself since he ar-

rived here fresh from high school. Academics were
a breeze for him, and in his spare time we found
him dancing around in the squared ring. Bill has

been acquainted with the Navy all his life down
in Portsmouth, and he received some practical

experience in the Naval Reserve. He knows what
he wants in the Navy, and with his ability he'll

get it.

cMasuj&f, Scott PawUAkf j)*,.

Lakeland, Florida

While poling log canoes through the everglades, "Scotty" first realized his ambition
to become a Naval officer. Here at the Academy he has made many friends with his

"cracker" psychology and ever readiness for a laugh. A true Southern gentleman,
"Scotty" holds an appreciative eye for the beauty of the fairer sex and could be seen
in the fore of the "Flying Squadron" any week-end (thanks to company steeplechase).

During spare moments, "Scotty" divided his time between mastering the chess board
and serving as a walking chamber of commerce for the sunshine, beaches, and gentle

breezes of Florida.
-i^
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Baton Rouge, Louisiana

/

^ After three carefree years of fraternity life at Louisiana State University, the Naval
MfAcademy came as ciuite a shock to "Boot,'" our gentleman of the old South. Never one£ to worry long, however, he spent the remainder of plehe year devising ways to run the

youngsters. With plenty of energy, enthusiasm, and natural ability, John was usually
successful at his undertakings, although he was constantly in trouble with his drags
and the Lxccutive Department. Easily aroused, "Boot" was especially excitable over
a ketch trip, the Civil War, or "Chattanooga Choo Choo."

Kenosha. Wisconsin

-in-the-wool "gyrene," Bob came from
his post as Admiral Monroe's orderly to the dis-

concerting life as a plebe at the Naval Academy.
Thre - by the Severn never converted him
to the Navy, and upon graduation he is returning

to the Marine Corps. In the boxing ring Bob
neither gave nor asked any quarter, a character-

istic which \\ ill be an asset to him in a service that

requires rugged battlers. As fair with his friends

as he is in the ring. Bob will be a welcome member
of the "leathernecks."

floJui, fluJUxut PiUke*, fll.

Wrens, Georgia

"Pilch" had an advantage over most of us dur-

ing plebe year. Two years of military life at the

Citadel previous to his entrance to the Academy
had taught him to avoid many of the snares and
pitfalls that plague fourth classmen. "Pilch"

made good use of this previous knowledge, worked
hard at the Academy, and consequently enjoyed
a pleasant three years. His cheerfulness made
him a favorite with all, especially we suspect, with
a certain girl back home.

r

%e*iyil Jlynnwood P>utaUa>iA

Clarksburg, West Virginia

"Take me back to West Virginia." "Dismal" took this plea seriously and was pre-

pared to take off his shoes and make the long trek back at the end of every term. But
the Divine Providence that watches over fools kept this salty Casanova shackled to

these gray walls. Through misadventure more than personal choice, "Diz" led the

"harriers" a merry chase. His particular diversion was, and always will be, "A loaf of

bread, a jug of wine, and thou beside me."



nz>*"""dickond 2)ea*t RaMe. ^
Milbank, South Dakota ^^

Since Dick comes from South Dakota, the Sunshine State, he has no difficulty find-

ing words to express his sentiments regarding Maryland weather. In extra-curricular '^
activities, Dick applied his musical talent to the Musical Club Shows, the Glee Club,

and the Choir. He was also Vice-President of the Bible Class, and just to show his

versatility, he earned his plebe numerals in track. At the Academy he continued his

meritable academic record begun at Iowa State College. Always boosting his home
state, he was happiest when listening to Irving Berlin or singing in the shower.

\
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Preston, Idaho

To the eye "Robbie" displayed the Nordic type
of manhood—tall, broad shouldered, fair-haired,

cool gray eyes, and a warm sincere smile. A gentle-

man in the true sense of the word, his manner was
quiet, his behavior refined and reserved. Although
an admirable student, he loved the great outdoors;

to him happiness is skiing among the Great
Rockies or hunting big game in his beloved Idaho.

Equally at home elsewhere among people, he had
a peculiar knack of always dragging beautiful

women. He fulfills the requirements of "the most
unforgettable character I have known."

Wiley AtdUotuf Scott

Jasper. Alabama

Swinging out of the foothills of "Bama," Scotty

made his way to the fiat shores of the Chesapeake.
"The Kid" had looked forward to coming to the

Naval Academy for the short period of twelve

years; therefore he was referred to as a draft

dodger. Being from the South, any discussion of

the war between the states was willingly fought

to the bitter end. "Sonny" was always on hand
for all hops because of his interest in his class-

mates' drags and the punch. His blue and gold

spirit and strict regard for the regs will make him
more than a thorn in Tojo's side.

Los Angeles, California

The land of perpetual sunshine gave Jack a knack for keeping our days bright and
cheery, and his congenial manner not only won him many friends, but set him on the
road to success. His natural ability with books gave him plenty of time to devote to

wrestling, his major sport, and put him near the top of his class. Although Jack always
maintained that the Golden State needed no spokesman, he was forever divulging its

wonders, as if from an inexhaustible supply. His self-confidence and conscientiousness
will merit him a just reward and he knows we are betting on him.
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tfoJui Randall Skieldi, j}l.

Ansonia, (Connecticut

The Academy received this Connecticut Yankee
straight from Holy Cross College and since then
we have been the recipients of his genial personal-

ity. An easy-going unassuming manner, coupled
with a broad Irish grin, drove lasting friendships

to him. Steadiness is the best word to describe

Jack. His calm and collected manner mastered
the problem, whether at the helm of a Y.P. or at

the board in Steam. After a day of outwitting the

powers of the Academic Departments he found
time for battalion fencing and handball. Here's

hoping we ship with "J. R." again, soon.

Kansas City, Kansas

"Slash," with his warm smile and natural sin-

cerity is the kind of fellow that makes friends

easily. But don't let the nickname fool you be-

cause, although "C. J." has a keen mind, he is

always ready and willing to help anyone. Even
though he has been seen wolfing at most of the

hops, he is really being true to the O.A.O. and
spends most of his spare time on his hobby, build-

ing model airplanes. His chief ambition is to be
an Aeronautical Engineer and, judging from the

skill he has shown in the models he has built, we
are betting on "C. J."

\

Greensboro, North Carolina

(

We arc indebted to North Carolina for this tall, blond Southerner who has become
so well-known during our course at the Academy as Hank. Although an individualist

to the last degree, it would be hard to find a friendlier or better liked man by all classes

than Hank. An expert horseman and swimmer, he has sacrificed many dragging week-
ends to get in a couple of canters around the Maryland countryside. However, he is

best known at the Academy for his long record of participation in boxing, and will be
remembered as a rugged middleweight. His cool judgment will be a welcome addition
to our fighting Fleet.

Valparaiso, Indiana

A Hoosier from Purdue, Bob brought with him a love for the Midwest and a desire

for proficiency in photography. His energy and thoroughness knew no limits in his

complete mastery of his subjects of interest. His tenacity of purpose and perseverance

won both our admiration and respect. Often seen with the fairer sex, among whom he
had a constant favorite, Bob coupled a love of week-ends with an irresistable charm
to make him a favorite dragging companion. A sympathetic roommate, a considerate

.uppcrclassman, and a keen discerner of truth, he will be an officer desired as a ship-

^Viate and sought as a leader.
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Longview, Texas
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"C. A. roared out of Texas t?^k

His determination and devotion to duty were evidenced^
Not content with gold bars as a young Army officer

earn success at the Academy
by tasks well done and the stripes on his sleeves. Winning friends and "N*'s" were
second nature. When the going was toughest, "Old Taylor" was roughest, especially

in pitching baseball and firing rifle matches. Fickle with women, Conway required two
more roommates first class year to help sort his mail. His capacity for good times, his

easy-going nature, and his honest love of life itself made him a favorite everywhere.

AUx&tu&ex, WoUjeley IdlqfuUGsU, jl.

Palo Alto, California

Charged with the joyous rays from the land of eternal sunshine, "Urq" did not fail

to radiate his effervescent mirth in the darkest hours. The water-soaked locks of this

tall blond were the product of his acquatic abilities in both water polo and swimming.
He must have been vaccinated with a phonograph needle, for this "Slide Rule Sinatra"
was in a continual state of vocal harmony. His twenty-one-year-old decision to enter
the Academy leads us to believe that his interest in the Navy is not just a passing fancy.

Lincoln, Nebraska

"Happy Jack" might have been excited some-
time in his life, but if so no one ever saw it. "Live
and let live" was his easy-going and unassuming
manner, and brilliant success or dismal failure

were treated alike in his calm philosophy. He
could play any sport with equal proficiency and
skill, and he was the star of any team he was on,

whether it be track, volleyball, or handball. From
his personality one saw why both his classmates

and his drags liked him, and why he will do so well

in his chosen profession.

Chicago, Illinois

If you were in search of a five-dollar word, an
explanation of Freud or Kirchoff, a quick game of

chess, or someone to escort that blind drag, Bob
was the man to see. His days always have been
full. Afternoons usually found "Trigger" in the

gym, boxing, playing handball, or working with
the gym team. During his three years at the Acad-
emy, Bob has demonstrated his ability to get the

most out of any endeavor. His sincerity, big smile,

and never-say-die spirit rank him among the best,

and will continue to make him a pleasant com-
panion wherever he goes.
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Gltc^Ui WUickeSi Walke*, /*.

Waco, Texas

This lanky stoic "Army brat" hailing from the

great West, moved quietly into the Academy and
has never lost the calmness characteristic of the

plains. Chuck had the ability to make friends

easily, and he had many who were his close pals.

Not a consistent dragger, liberty time usually

found him w ith some of his many friends. Plebe
year lacrosse was his game, and in the spring his

fancy turned to the ring, where on many occasions

he showed his excellent ability as a boxer. Chuck
was never immune to enjoying an afternoon of sail-

ing on the Bay.

Camden. Arkansas

Tommy is one of those rare fellows who knows
when to work and when to play, and he stars at

both. He also does very well when it comes to

wielding a saber over in the fencing loft. Not a
few opponents have felt the sting of his blade.

Hailing from Arkansas, he is a dry-land sailor who
has taken the Academy in his stride, as he will

take everything else in life. His smiling counte-
nance and witty remarks will long remain in the

memoriesof his many friends here at the Academy.

fjatft&L PaisueJz VauCfhari, fjl.

I

^ Lafayette, Indiana

^ The Army Air Corps loss was the Navy's gain when Annapolis acquired this scrappy
Irishman Fond of comfort and good living, his friends called him "Squire." He had
that rare gift of being able to take his women or leave them, a quality we all envied.

Faced with a tough job, he tackled it with the same stubborn tenacity as he ran the

mile on the battalion track team. Having visited Japan as a Merchant Marine cadet,

Squire" plans to make another trip under different circumstances in the near future.

Alexandria, Minnesota

Bob, never a man for "sack drills," was always on the go with track or extra-cur-

ricular activities. Editor of the Trident and vice-president of the Trident Society as

well as participating in numerous other organizations, he still managed to keep a

high academic record. If any one ever needed help Bob was always there giving his

own valuable time. Hardly a Red Mike, he never missed a hop, but still kept a nos-

talgia for the blondes of Minnesota. He goes to the Fleet a good organizer, a fine leader

and an unforgettable friend.
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John £>uM*t AcUley ^****rAASS***C.
Ada, Oklahoma ^

Jack came to Navy from Oklahoma and the Army Air Corps. He never took aca-^

demies too seriously and study hours frequently degenerated into "bull sessions," one

activity in which he had no equal. In the line of sports, "Jackson" majored in football

and bucked the line from a varsity blocking back spot. But if you wanted a good fast

match at tennis, wrestling, squash—you name it—he was always ready. A man's man
and an outstanding member of any group, Jack will be remembered as a "4.0 guy."

\

Greensboro, North Carolina

"The Gazelle," as his track teammates have
appropriately named him, won his greatest fame
as Navy's best high hurdler in years and inter-

collegiate champion by virtue of his victory in the

annual IC-4A meet. With surprisingly little

effort Bob has combined his remarkable intelli-

gence and typical easy-going manner to compile
an envious record. A real competitor in every
respect, his athletic accomplishments are an indi-

cation of his future career in the Fleet.

Bryan, Ohio

"This is my last cigarette until football season
is over," was Barney's daily vow from spring prac-

tice until the Army game. Football was his pas-

sion at the Academy, while his OAO. was his

first love at home. He was not really a "Red
Mike," as we all thought, but was just being true.

Running close competition for Barney's time
was his extra-curricular activity, chow hunting.

"There ain't no gratitude around here," the cry

of the disappointed chow hound, sounded fre-

quently in the "alley."

South Norwalk, Connecticut

His classmates often wondered where Hal found the strength to keep up his fast

pace. Perhaps it was the energy he conserved sleeping during General Quarters and
mid-watches on youngster cruise. In the spring you could always find "Blinky" chas-

ing baseballs in left field. For three years he played a good game of ball with the J . V.

and varsity. Bernie's chief ambitions (which he never fulfilled) were to abolish infan-

try drills and to complete one term without being put on the conduct report. His
almost constant chatter in ranks drew a pointing finger from more than one O.D.
during his stay here. •»



Paul GLtdcHt fccufd

Lynchburg, Ohio

Although he no doubt would have done well in

varsity athletics, Paul chose instead to devote his

time to managing Navy's football team. First-

class year he handled the Head X lanager's many
and thankless duties with zeal and energy. Always
ready with a wide smile and a "How re yadoin'?",
he was quick to make friends of all with whom he
came in contact. Realizing that the academics
did not come to him very easily, Paul constantly

applied himself well enough to make a good show-
ing on his work. With his ability and winning
way. Paul will be welcomed by the forces afloat.

QixxiA, Jlee GaAey

Salisbury, Maryland

His classmates blinked their eyes as Oscar shot
the bulls-eye out of the target during the regi-

mental pistol competition, but that was only a

warm-up. Oscar was rewarded for his sharp
shooting on the Varsity Pistol Team by being
chosen captain of the 1945 squad. Oscar could
fill a Math board faster than anyone in the com-
pany, and unlike most of us, his answers were
usually correct. This ability to supply the right

answer at the proper time resulted in a star aver-

n his academic work.

Ogden, Utah

!

Strangely enough this six foot fighting Irishman prefers magazines and food to drag-
ging, and in that connection he is firmly convinced that Eastern girls are inferior to
those of the West, particularly the ones in the vicinity of Ogden, his home town.
Between his smiles and laughter, he can always manage a good word for his second
love, the Emerald Isle. Besides general sports, Jimmy was particularly interested in
sw imming and he managed to make plenty of goals while on the waterpolo team. One
trait that can not go unmentioned is Jim's especially high moral standard, his clean
and unselfish manner.

McAaiaA Pete* GUbkaA.

Lowell, Massachusetts

Admittance to the Naval Academy spelled "finis" to the countless hours devoted to

philosophy and music-- so "Choke" says! And yet, rarely could one find him not
deeply engrossed in a book or listening to a symphony. Somehow he always found
time for enthusiastic participation in swimming, basketball, and sailing or—occas-

ionally- even a blonde could stir him from his "Ivory Tower." Fluency in Greek is

perhaps Nick's most unique accomplishment— one which should fit him admirably
Attr interpreter duty. Already accustomed to "too much work in too little time," Navy

^Tile should suit him to a tee'



BaUl GwuuMe, fli.

Portsmouth, Ohio

Bas came to the Academy from Portsmouth after having spent a year at Ohio State^

His ability in Math, Steam, and Skinny often confounded his classmates, while his

spelling and grammar confounded his profs. He has been continuously active in com-
pany sports, model airplane building, and dragging his O.A.O., Mary. Since the be-

ginning of plebe year he habitually got into uniform after breakfast formation had
busted and still made it to formation on time—or almost. He will be remembered as

a good natured fellow with an even temper and an ability to concentrate under trying

conditions.

1

Waviest ^bautflal %iefrUcU±a*t

Hollis, Long Island, New York

He had a head start on most of us in the Navy, so "Deke" was just changing uni-

form when the rest of us were putting ours on for the first time. His main claim to

fame was his consistent success with the rifle team, but he would have been an equally

valuable member of the pinochle team if only there had been one. His love of "Lib-
erty" would have made Patrick Henry's seem insignificant. "Deke'

-

sees the lighter

side of everything and there is never a dull moment with him around.

fc

rf-batuUi. cMenruf, GuA/ue*ir jl.

Providence, Rhode Island

Fran with his cheerful manner and big boxes of

chow was really "one of the boys." This rugged
individual with the commanding appearance was
a very good athlete, being on the cross-country,

sailing, gym and track teams. In varsity track he
was one of Navy's best pole-vaulters. Frank de-

veloped his love for the sea sailing off the shores

of Rhode Island back in his youth. This back-
ground also provided a storehouse of rich expe-
rience from which he could draw to entertain the
fellows in any "bull session."

flameA. cMesfuf, ^besfUfuUta

Cleveland, Ohio

Prior to becoming a member of the Severn
clan, "Jamie Boy" had to scrape off the barnacles
and seaweed he had acquired during twenty-two
months of service in the Navy. Once firmly en-

trenched in Bancroft Hall, he began to bustle with
activity. Blossoming forth as a gymnast plebe
year, he gradually achieved that degree of excel-

lence which entitled him to a varsity letter. Girls

beware! "Jamie Boy" may not be a second
Arthur Murray, but with that physique—tread
lightly! Now we are tossing him back to the sea

again to further pursue a successful career.
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Ro£e*t Ncuflcvi fyudey

Malta. Ohio and Tucson, Arizona

With a year of service in the regular Navy as

an enlisted man for a background. Bob entered

the Academy and since then, besides excelling in

all his classes each year, has found time to lend

his unusual talents to various literary activities,

having worked on the staffs of Reef Points and the

During youngster year. Bob sacrificed much
valuable "dragging" time while efficiently serving

as a manager on the varsity baseball squad. Pos-

sessed with a conscientious spirit and an unusual

amount of energy, "Bob" should go far in his

chosen career.

Decatur, Illinois

Hailing from the plains of the Middle West,

I -"rede was right at home dragging in the open
fields of the Severn countryside. He once thought
that he would be contented with life just striking

for sergeant in the Army but the Skinny Depart-
ment changed his mind youngster year. "Corpo-
ral" had his own ideas regarding athletics and it

wasn't his fault that he acquired an affinity for

the water. There are few who did not find the

"Corporal" an excellent companion, and never-

ending source of amusement and hilarity.

Glen Rock, Pennsylvania

J* See Dutchy for the inspiration to study and advice on burning the study hour oil.

tsW<t will look back on midshipman days as an era of hard work but with his own rewardE o\ high academic standing. Aviation formed the nucleus of Bob's summer leave plans
and should be a safe bet to influence his post-graduation endeavors. Plebe and Junior
varsity soccer were his body builders and sports competition but vied with strenuous
dancing in the Musical Club shows. Bob filled out an extensive program by singing
in the Glee Club and working on the Lucky Bag.

flcudz Qlcuj, Q&id&a
Coleman, Texas

Flash came to the Naval Academy after a year at A. and M. with the determination

for a successful career in the Navy. He got off to a good start in academics and stayed

in the upper part of the class. Although a sandblower, he was on the battalion football

and wrestling teams. Dragging took up much of his time in the spring, and playing

his violin was a year-round hobby. His cheerful personality, which makes him so well

liked by everyone is but another asset which makes Flash a standout among his class-

mates.
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the other half lives. He brought along his talent of ventriloquism and shared Charlie

McGish with us in the Musical Club's shows. Nine years of previous racing experience

tell the story of his winning the "sNg" with the varsity sailing team. But his main
interest for the past seven years has been his pretty brunette, Barbara. Call it talent or

what you will—but "Greenie" is eager to be "in irons" as soon as graduation winds
blow.

//''

Cade Sa+vjjosid Qneenwood ^^r+WfSSf**^
Darien, Connecticut ^^

Greenie came to us after a year at Dartmouth and a stop at "boot" camp to see how*

)

Pete* Alan <A-a>Una

Glen Ridge, New Jersey ^-

Although Pete came to Crabtown fresh out of high school, we soon saw that his jib

was out in such a way that he could "point high" academically and still keep "full and
by" under the strain of the system. Pete's life with us was brightened by that daily

letter and occasional visit from his O.A.O. back in Podunk. It has been a mystery
how he could maintain his class standing and still secure at 2100 to write his nightly

letter to Winnie. Pete found notable use for his previous nine years of experience with
small bore rifles by earning a regular berth for the last two years with the varsity,

rifle team. ^

Alaia AlUUan Jlajj&i

Sturgis, Michigan

Whenever there was an argument on anything
from farming to fire-control, Al was in it, and
usually on the winning side. Determination to

win and practice made him the coach's ideal in

the fencing loft and "aim to please" made him a

favorite with the ladies. A humorist: he kept us
smiling with his "But Sir!" quotations; and ac-

complished musician, he kept our hearts smiling

with his French horn solos. Because of his love for

adventure, we know not Al's future but we know
that he will always be amidst good music and good
friends.

Anton GUanl&L eMani^nann

Queens, New York

"What's trump 1 " was the favorite saying of the
little man. "Butch," all five feet five of him,
hailed from the little city of New York. He was
always handy whenever you needed a third for

some pinochle, and all you had to do to get him to

play was drag him away from his Astounding
Fiction and Amazing Stories. About the only time
he would knock off reading was when he had a
chance to kabitz on a card game. Einstein had
nothing on "Butch" when it came to Relativity

and nine tenths of his time was spent reading
radio books.
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KeUey, Voutfit*, JtolLesU

Marshfield, Oregon

"I know why they call you Wahoo" giggled the

girl at the tea-fight the first time she saw Kelley's

high cheek bones, but Kelley says he has nothing
in common w ith Tecumseh but some 2.5's. Those
:

; - didn't worry "the injun" half as much as his

love life, often complicated by the work of his

w ives who never missed an opportunity to throw

a monkey wrench into the machinery of romance.
Oregon's traveling Chamber of Commerce spent
most of his time at track and swimming and was
always the devoted wife. How about going to the

canteen, Kellev'?

AIA&U U&i&pA KelUtf,

West Roxblrg, Massachusetts

A real Irishman from Boston joined us when
Al w ith his "Bah Hahba" accent decided to follow

the sea. Always ready to publicize his prep school,

Boston Latin, he came well prepared to take the

academics in his stride. Athletics, particularly

football, and the O.A.O were his main interests

throughout the three years, although he also found
time to write for the Log and Lucky Bag. In

almost all his spare time, he could be found in-

dulging in gymnastics or out on barragut getting

a good workout. Departing w ith his eyes on a pair

of w ings, Al leaves a host of true friends.

North Platte, Nebraska

(

Buck had the jump on most of us when it came to range-keepers; he tinkered with
them for over two years in the Fleet before he came to the Academy via N.A.P.C. in

Norfolk. 1 1 w as while accumulating sea stories in both great oceans that he decided to

make the Navy his career. Crew was his major athletic interest, but he also worked on
tumbling as a side line. His starting a model of his old ship, the "Mighty Brooklyn,"
during plebe year led Buck to an office in the Model Club first-class year.

Los Angeles, California

Doc came from the land of eternal sunshine, and by his advertising of his native
state, we all believed that he was working for the California Chamber of Commerce.
Jack was one of the few of us who braved the perils of the Japanese language, but
being a conscientious worker he came through with no casualties. When it came to

dragging, nothing the Last could provide could compete with his "Cal gals" who never
huled when it was mail call. With a friendly disposition and a never-fail attitude Jack
.will always be a good shipmate.
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fyetobutand BlaiUe* Koch

Baltimore, Maryland

'^mmfjif^'>>^
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Hey Fred, how do you work this prob 1" From "far above Cayuga's waters" this^
Baltimorean departed from his Ithacan isolation imbued with an intense desire to^
excel. An "X" man with the ham-"n-eggers and a lover of laughter and lazy days,

but a persistent worker in all tasks which merited application, Fred presented a de-

lightful mixture of indifference and bantering humor in his many light moments, and
serious-mindedness when the occasion demanded it. He was one of the lucky few who
could get the most in all things out of life at the Academv. "Carrv on."

Leo

$ok*t William lyotui, /*.

Cambridge, Massachusetts

A few words with the amiable "Leo" and one was readily aware that here is a true
son of that famous New England State, because that neat Harvard accent just didn't

come from practice—it was born there ! Jack never did develop much of a fancy for the
studies, yet gifted with a certain undeterred poise he always made out on the final

gong, and it would be difficult for one to conceive of a situation that could disturb him.
\\ ith a winning smile and a versatile knowledge of subjects common to any and every
man's level, "Leo" will long be remembered for his pleasant company, positive manner,
and likeable personality.

Haverhill, Massachusetts

"Listen, the Minneapolis is the best ship in

the Fleet." When you heard these words you
knew that "Legs" was around. He had the "Min-
nie's" picture tacked up on his locker door next
to his shellback certificate and his O.A.O. s three

pictures. He saw plenty of action in the Fleet

including Pearl Harbor, Bougainville, Salamaua-
Lae, Coral Sea, and Midway. Armand was lucky
in academics—he spent his study hours working
cross-word puzzles. First-class year he took over
the helm of the French Club as president, and he
got plenty of results.

LoWELLVILLE, OHIO

He was a "sucker" for pretty faces. At least

that's what we thought. But "D. J.'s" previous

years in the Fleet furnished him with wide social

experiences. "Nothin" bothers me" never worried
about academics; when a Navy turbine didn't suit

him, he designed his own—no strain. This "slash"

of the Dago buckets revolutionized class pro-

cedure, spending more time trying to outguess the

prof than studying. First-class year he took over
as business manager of Reef Points. Master of

practical joking, he kept his friends smiling and
ever on the alert.
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GL+tta+i Qale. McQov&ui
Minot, North Dakota

"I bilged," undoubtedly meant that "Mac"
was returning from another one-sided match
within the realm of the Academic Department,
however, neither his grades nor his class standing

bore out this claim With the dawn of youngster
rates the "Fightin" Irishman" became a menace
to all section and unit leaders with his uncon-
trollable brand of Irish humor. "Mac" entered

the Academy a confirmed believer in barber shop
harmony, and he developed into one of the Glee
Club's best baritones.

Kansas City, Missouri

Six foot four and smiling. Jack was always ready
to join in anything that the boys had planned.

Never particularly worried about academics
"Happy Jack" found ample time to "shoot'de

bull" and boast of the glories of Kansas City. His
athletic love was golf and any day of the spring,

summer, or fall McG's glowing face could be found
at the links. He enjoyed the pranks of plebe year
indoctrination and didn't worry too much about
rates. Always dragging a queen, Jack was truly

"one of the boys' in every respect.

^Vvxvv^v*^ J!.iUk&i &4<Ufe*te Mayai, fin,.

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

I

y It no one will laugh at your jokes and your stories fold up like a wet rag, tell them
to "N laisie" ; if he doesn't laugh, you may as well don a cloister, for you'll never cause
Bob Hope to lose any hair. The only consistent worry of the chronically light-hearted

"Maisie" was fastening his collar around his ever-expanding wrestler's neck. But
though his serious moments did not extend far beyond Steam class and the monthly
perusal of his pay book, the Oklahoma City paper boy is dependable and accommo-
dating to an extreme, and if he calls vou his friend, vou command him.

WilUcuft ^U&t+tcU Melu
Ironwood, Michigan

"Wife, remind me never to drag again!" Every Sunday night after an especially

large social week-end, Tom put out the same line. Then, tossing his Steam book into

a dusty corner of the closet, he proceeded to break out his pen and dictionary and spend
the entire evening in lining up another "Melis Special'' for the next hop. A spasmodic
athlete and savoir, Tom was best known for his warm personality and vigorous defense

of his home town. Sidelighting his career at the Academy were his Link Trainer tricks,

sgpk drills, chow hunts, and his ever-present ambition to secure a "oui" from the Dago
^Sfepartment.
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flad.esp,U Simon, Me4fe*

Alexandria, Indiana • ^
"Happy Joe" is of the species that smile when they are right, and he's usually smil-

ing. An advocate of the live and let live policy. This native of Alexandria, "Not on the

Nile, but just as worthwhile," Indiana, spent what spare minutes he had in pursuit of

the favorite Academy pastime—sack drill. Always ready to try anything, Joe played

J. V. basketball, had ability at any and all musical instruments, and never passed up
an opportunity to drag. Elected company representative during youngster year, the

happy boy will always have the confidence of those who have known him.

^

Jerry

% .

QetoM Patruck 0'A/ed

Fall River, Massachusetts

V
\

/ immy

Massachusetts has another sea-going son to be proud of in Jerry O'Neil. On entering
the Academy, he realized his greatest ambition, for it was the gateway to "the only
life for me"—which expresses his feeling about the Navy. Somewhat reserved, ex-
tremely sincere, highly intelligent, friendly as only the Irish can be, he somehow lacks
that explosive Irish temper, as shown by his patience in dealing with the many who
sought his aid in academic difficulties. Jerry's interest in the Naval Academy has
given him an enviable record here, and his interest in the Fleet is even stronger. The
capability he has shown here, plus his strong inclination to the sea, mark_him as a
certainty for success.

GUgaI&I (luAAeM MdleA,, jl.

Alexandria, Virginia

Although he came from below the Mason-
Dixon line, Russ wasn't bothered much by the
Civil War, but he would argue about its after-

math and present day problems as long as he had
an opponent. He became known to all of us when
he represented us in the boxing ring plebe summer
and we soon learned that we could expect to find

him working out in the ring whenever we went to

the gym. Supplementing his big business deals

and dragging sessions with an occasional dip into
the books, he was able to keep one jump ahead of

the Academic Board and stay "sat."

flata&i Amo<b Ma&ie
Gould, Arkansas

Unfortunately some youngster detected a strik-

ing similarity between Jimmy and the anatomy
of a horse, and since then the luckless Arkansan
has been saddled with the handle, "Horsecollar."
Mo' never had to bother with academics; he held
a continual sack drill during study hour, relying

on the Moore factor, a hairy, egg-like, knowledge
bump protruding from the back of his head. He
spent his week-ends haunting the Nurses' Quar-
ters or getting up steam via yard engines. Star
telephone customer, sea lawyer de luxe, he held
the record for evading fraps and watches.
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Springfield, Massachusetts

r Three years at Springfield College, a year in the Fleet, then "ex scientia tridens."

Outside of periodic skirmishes with academics, Johnny led an officially tranquil mid-
shipman's life. With his oarsman's body, quick smile, and cordial New England man-
ner, he might have been a Casanova, but a lass named Jinny held his heart. He pulled
a mean oar on the Severn in the varsity shell. Beneath a mischievous, fun-loving
exterior, "Rad" was often suspected of a serious, idealistic, inner side, though he kept
it concealed. But to have John as a friend, seek the gay, light-hearted places; he'll

come along.

jjackitut Roy Rolu+tixut

Fort Worth. Texas

Winning an "N" in varsity fencing during his

plebe year was but a mild beginning for this

affable redheaded Texan His associates were

quick to realize that the best of everything comes
from the Lone Star State and we were pleased to

leam that Texas annexed the United States, re-

•ess of historical statements to the contrary.

Unselfish, always helpful and a storehouse of good
common sense. Robbie was a source of wise ad-

vice, patient understanding and wholesome fun.

flasH&l Raymond ScLoett
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Marquette beat us to the punch by two years

until Jimmy switched alma maters to begin his

career as a Naval officer. He started out with a

vengeance plebe year, jumping numbers in cross-

country, until at the end of the season he was the

number one man. "Gunder's" steady work in the

half-mile the following spring netted him a place

on the varsity track team, where he has been a

consistent point scorer for three years. During
the off season he worked on the staff of the Lucky
Bag.

?4 Johnny

Ben

Franklin, New Hampshire

A typical New Englander from the state of New Hampshire, Ben was the quiet re-

served type, a star man as a friend as well as in academics. He carried a big stick in

J.V. lacrosse, and spent many of his free hours sailing the Chesapeake. During his

youngster year he added his voice to the Glee Club and his dancing ability to the
famous Glee Club dancing chorus. "Sherm" took advantage of all the hops and drag
week-ends, giving all the girls a break by not confining his talents to just one. He was
a. persistent fellow who always got the job done, and well.



Norman, Oklahoma

He is perhaps better known to us as the Honorary Head of the Math Department
and Consulting Mathematician for All Hands. There was always doubt as to who was

the prof in his Math class. Bill started making his Nav marks early in plebe year by
rowing on Buck Walsh's crew squad. As advertising manager and brilliant financier,

most of his spare time was spent taking care of the Lucky Bag's money troubles. Bill

is not an addict of wine, women, and song, but somehow he managed to keep smiling

and always will—his key to success.

\

j)o4&fdt Andfiew. Bmtik, j)*,.

Oaklyn, New Jersey

If ever a 4.0 guy dropped into the Naval Acad-
emy, Joe "Smitty" is he. His popularity is un-
questionable, since everyone who knows him likes

him. As manager of the varsity gym team both
youngster and first-class years, Joe did a superb
job. (His 1944 team was intercollegiate cham-
pions.) The only time anything but a smile crosses

Smitty's boyish face is when reveille blows and
reminds him he isn't with his pretty girl-friend

after all. At all other times Joe is good nature
itself. He'll make a fine shipmate and a good
officer.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

If the Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce ever

needs a man to tell of the charms of that city, they

will find a good man in Bill. For three years he
defended the "Smoky City"' against the deroga-

tory remarks of various classmates who came
from where the air is fresh and pure. Upon arrival

Bill took great interest in swimming, but one day
he saw the white sails of the yawls and ketches.

Being a man who believes in fun along with exer-

cise, he became an ardent sailor of the big boats.

A real Navy man, there's a place in the Fleet for

him.

Jjaok Rodney SticUell

Sioux City, Iowa

No one who knew Jack will forget his good humor and broad grin. He was always

ready with a pun, occasionally a good one. Coming from Iowa, he was continuously

telling us stories about Sioux City, Iowa State College, and a certain girl called "T."

J. Rodney was a star fencer, winning "N's" during his youngster and first-class years.

Being also a prominent sailor, he spent most of his spare time in the yawls out on the

bay. In recognition of his ability, "Stick" was elected Commodore of the Boat Club
for his first-class year.
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Chattanooga. Tennessee

A true Southerner, Tommy brought to Annapo-
lis a distinct loyalty to his Volunteer State. Tom
dabbled successfully in battalion tennis, golf, and
women: they all reacted favorably. Aside from
that, his favorite diversions were chocolate-nut

sundaes and defending the South against the

"Damn Yankees." Previous military training

consisted of skipping R.O.T.C. drills at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee. Tom's one desire was to slow

down the system to meet the requirements of a

gentleman from the old South.

Morrisville. Vermont

Regardless of time or place, Charlie was always
ready to prove that there was such a place as

Norwich and that there are trout in Vermont.
Academics ran a close second to his letters to the

) A O. but he always managed to find some time
for study. On week-ends, Charlie protected his

title of "Champion of the Tea-Fights" by his

perfect attendance. The only worry he had dur-

his three years at the Academy was his wavy
brown hair and as a result he was an ardent fol-

lower of the hair tonic ads on "How not to be
bald at the age of 2 3 .

"

^botudd WuUant BU>gaJu4A^

St. Joseph, Michigan

/

^Beelzebub himself was hunting shade on that day in mid-July when this loyal son
of the Wolverine State arrived to become one of the "spoiled and pampered pets of
Uncle Sam." Don's famous first words: "It wouldn't be like this on Lake Michigan."
Don was fortified with high ideals, a love of the classical in both music and literature,

anJ a dogged determination to make good. "Stras" kept body and soul together by
afternoons on the track, in the gym, or on his sack, and by a philosophy wonderfully
contrived of strict misogamy and the theory of Conservation of Energy.

William ^U&mal ^JautatU

Auburn, New York

We will remember "Toot" as one of those fortunate individuals who could get good
marks without expending too many ergs. But Bill's success was not limited to aca-

demics. He easily made the varsity rifle team plebe year and continued to be one of its

outstanding members. In several sports, he was always a good man to have playing

on your side. Because of his quiet and unobtrusive manner and his ability to make the

best of any situation, he will be as well liked in the years to come as he was here at

tb,p Academy.

i
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New York, New York

Andy, alias "Rudy," came here fresh out of New York City's Trinity High Schoor^
and soon became deeply involved with innumerable extra-curricular activities: varsity

sailor, cheerleader, business manager of the Trident Calendar, and managing editor

of the Trident Magazine were but a few of them. His entrance into the Academy was

the fulfillment of a life-long wish to follow in the footsteps of his father. Never one to

criticize the "system," Andy, known throughout the Regiment for his ready smile,

enjoyed the life here and is convinced that he will find the Fleet equally to his liking.

\

Andy

Les

if

J

JleAte* GUanle.* Witte.

Fort Edward, New York

Les hailed from Fort Edward, New York. As for studies, he reasoned "If its easy,

I don't have to study; if its hard, what's the use 1 " Result—an easy life and plenty of
card games. Although he was not a regular attendant at the meetings of the radiator
squad, he was a member in good standing and could always find time for a game of
pinochle or bridge. Les will probably be best remembered as being the never-ending
source of the latest "scuttlebut" and "hot dope." When he wasn't putting out the
dope or playing cards he was writing to his O.A.O.

I

(lichcsid Ztujene. W&U
Phoenix, Arizona

"Hey, Dick! How about a little tune v "—and
down came the ole' banjo. "Phoenix" was a tal-

ented musician, palying the banjo, guitar, cornet,

and anything else he could get his hands on.

Being tops in academics gave Dick and his magic
slipstick plenty of time and opportunity to help

the non-savvy boys along. "The Injun's" major
sports were crew and football. He was an out-

standing varsity crewman and a regular battalion

football player. If you ever want to hear a little

hill-billy music or "shoot the breeze" with a reg-

ular fellow, "Westie" is the man to see.

Tuckahoe, New York

Al came to us from the nether parts of Long
Island. A virtuoso with the slipstick (Engineer-

ing, New York University) he spent his plebe

year as a propagandist for Long Island in all its

aspects: hunting, fishing, and sailing. Perhaps
this explains his success at the Academy in sailing

and other manly arts. Al's spirit of efficiency and
application soon became apparent and through-
out his stay at the Academy he was an authority

on how to get that last prob or what the reg. book
said. Al's humor and loyalty will always win him
new friends.
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(Icufsna+id A/laCf+iusi A+i&eMxut, fjl.

Portsmouth. Virginia

Andy's primary interest in "the old Xyvee"
probably lies in the tact that he came to the Acad-
emy from an old Navy town in Virginia—Ports-

mouth. His easy-going manner and pleasant dis-

position and wit placed him in good stead. Andy
has taken a keen interest in both dragging and
athletics during his Severn sojourn. The company
boxing team and the gymnasium have both been
made very much aware of his presence. Andy's
exceptional character and training will serve him
well in his chosen career.

Lansdowne, Pennsylvania

The ""Shortline Local"' arrived late as usual and
deposited a confident young man at Annapolis.

He soon became an oarsman for the plebe crew

squad and rose to scholastic heights in the few
hours during which the first class could persuade
him to stay off his bunk. Although in the next
two years he became more attached than ever

supine position, he continued to star, coach
academic victims, and find time for boxing and
the Ring Committee. With never a complaint and
always a smile, Gerf will find friendship and
lovaltv in anv crew

.

(lichasid AtUUotuf 3yaolo<iJu

Hyattsville, Maryland

I

Right off the presidential yacht after twenty-eight months of service came "Ski" to

bring to the Severn shores his flashy eyes and jovial smile. These qualities soon at-

tracted widespread female attention which resulted in numerous "bricking parties"

and complicated '"chicken-troubles"—all of which were a constant source of amuse-
ment to "Zivo's" friends. Early scholastic difficulties in Dago and Bull rather damp-
ened his athletic ambitions but did not prevent him from becoming an ardent bridge

and sack fiend. Life will be soft from here on in, "Ski," for no longer will you have to

untangle French and English phonetics.

c/co^e MotoU &ato&, II

Washington, D.C.

Birdie was one of those rare few that managed to maintain a constant grin through

three years of Academy life, including a term of youngster Steam. A Chicago product,

Bard never tired of expounding the prowess of the Bears. George says he really can't

do anything well, but even excluding the results of his participation on the golf and

swimming teams, we're willing to pit his imitation of a certain Math prof against

anybody, anyday. George's good nature was quite frequently imposed upon, either

for money or encouragement— both of which he willingly gave. His classmates will

•-always be more than grateful for all big Birdie did for them.



Vincent lOaU&i BaVuf
New Haven, Connecticut ^^

As long as the Blue and Gold flies above the cinder path, the name of Walt Barrj^
will not be forgotten at Navy. The Academy's distance ace ran so many records into^L

the ground that Annapolis track fans were soon reading the Sunday sports columns *

only to learn who had won show money in the mile. Walt's Notre Dame background
smoothed out the academic bumps, and a host of beautiful girls made his week-ends

pleasant. The Navy certainly has every right to demand great things from Walt
Barry.

\

Walt

Sam

jamei. JlotUi, Bellamy
Shenandoah, Iowa

Although the corn belt is not usually thought of

in connection with the production of slick char-

acters, we must admit that a man who can con-
trive to spend the greater part of plebe year week-
ends in the company of the wine, women and song
of the Cambridge variety rates that classification.

The remainder of Jim's time was spent in the less

strenuous pastime of fancy belt work and, near
the end of the big struggle, some vigorous sun-
bathing. BuPers please note : send him to a sunny
clime so he can get a head start on summer tans.

Alaa Manly feowen, $1.

Newnan, Georgia

"Snag" is the youngest member of the Class of

1946. Fresh from high school he entered the

Academy and gave support to the Southern ele-

ment. Youngster year started a chain of contri-

butions to the Log, among them "Shades of Ban-
croft by Babe." After getting his yawl sailing

command, he joined the amateur "flying squad-
ron" who train by racing from the Reina dock to

Bancroft Hall every evening at 1835. His natural

habitat was the "sack" where he spent many a
studious study period.

Samuel Mane Ganalesi

Spokane, Washington

If you don't know this cosmopolitan fellow it is a "sine qua non" that you are a
nobody. He was born in Washington, reared in Carolina, and called the Fleet his

home. This is Candler—the tall, stern, and distinguished looking character who pro-

vided a "Spot One" for any section formation. Red-faced and speechless when angry,
singing when he was well-fed and happy, he liked to picture himself a typical Irishman
in spirit and determination. A Navy man from seventeen and probably until sixty-five,

he will carry a friendly disposition and an efficient administration to any ship.



WilUa*ft (lauUeA GoAeq,, fo.
Rolses Point. Niw York

Bill was a good looking little Irishman with that

personality that has won the race so many friends,

and that magic conversation that seems to get

results. But certain episodes involving green

banshees with transparent skin were just a trifle

incredible. Bill held Navy scoreless in the Aca-
demic Department, but it was none the less a
thrilling game. Most of the touch and go daily

strife at the Academy missed him. His mind was
too preoccupied gamboling in the Elysion fields

of Northern New York to be disturbed by the
humdrum here.

<JI&ujgaA Crauneit Gaclisuut

Alton, Illinois

One of the quietest lads in the company, Howie
was. nevertheless one of the best liked men in his

outfit. Howie didn't really get moving until he
hit Juice youngster year, and then his early expe-
rience as an amateur radio operator really paid
dividends. Like many others at the Academy,
Howie spent the majority of his week-ends out in

town or dragging, minus, of course that time that

he wasn't on his sack. Reminiscing classmates
will always remember Howie's good-natured at-

titude and wish him years of good luck in the
Fleet.

Jamestown, New York

<

Coming to the Academy directly from high school, Jack soon proved his ability to

handle his studies with ease and become an outstanding athlete at the same time.

"The Moose" early in his career became the "plebe sensation" of the varsity track
team, winning his N-star in his first year. Proud owner of the widest grin in the Acad-
emy, his real depth of character is brought out only by the little things, such as the
motto pasted in his locker revealing his firm conviction that "nothing is impossible if

vou reallv try."

ItJiUiatM, Aleutian Gulp,, jl.

Birmingham, Alabama

"Oh, haven't you heard? Billy is from Birmingham." Many a time in his life at the

Academy Bill had to defend his native state against his Yankee buddies. It shall

never be said that he could not express himself when it came to his likes and dislikes.

This applied especially to Profs and Math. Eating, dragging, lacrosse and football

were his ranking diversions. With a sparkling personality and a teasing smile Billy will

never lack hosts of friends nor respect from both superiors and subordinates.



rf-tank &duAG/id 3>a*ut&i
Greencastle, Indiana

0'r

From Indiana, Frank brought a love of quiet week-ends with a good magazine, a fin^
cigar, and Andre Kostelonetz. Being a "Red Mike," dragging was not for him. Though^
he had a fine eye for beauty, he thought it was "too much work." Once in a while he

tore himself away from his solitude for a week-end of sailing, but his first love was his

Sunday siesta in Bancroft Hall. Aquatic sports, water polo and racing took most of

his afternoons, and he made a lively player in any game. Wherever he goes, Frank
will be welcomed for his energetic way of getting things done and his liberal under-

standing nature.

\

Brooklyn, New York

Because his brother graduated from West Point, Al's first dream was the Military
Academy. But when the time came for a possible transfer, he chose to remain Navy.
His strong desire to personally beat West Point in something was perfectly natural
and the main reason why we found him on the gym team. Musically inclined, he took
an active part in the choir, the Glee Club, and the Musical Club shows, where we re-

member him especially for his part in the dancing choruses. Those who knew him
could never forget his sparkling quips, his practical jokes, and his awful puns.

r
William Gawoll jby&i

San Diego, California

The "King" or "Clutch" was a gift to us from
the Class of '45. He helped us while away many
an idle hour with his sandpaper singing and his

sketches of most anything, some of which he con-
tributed to the Log. Being a Navy Junior he told

many an interesting anecdote of adventures in

China and his foreign home—California. His most
famous record was in dragging, having missed only
two week-ends in a year and a half and only then
because of measles.

AnAliWi Jlea+tanA &>uhAo*i
Portland, Oregon

Making the jump from high school to Annapolis
in one leap is no small task, but Art succeeded so

well that he snagged some stars in the process. So
Art spent the major share of his time, not study-
ing, but fending off all the remarks about his stat-

ure that came from his chiding pals. His favorite

pastime seemed to be listening to fine records,

relating tales of Portland, getting sun tans, and
speaking Portuguese. Art was another one of those

fellas whose sharp humor contributed to the con-
versation, but best of all he was always ready
to lend his classmates a helping hand.
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Coeur D'Aj i ne, Idaho

If one was startled out of his reverie with a

cheery "Bom Dia, Senher," about gg'
(

of the

time he would turn around and find himself con-

fronted by a tall, good-looking chap who. pecu-

liarly enough, declares that Idaho is thebest state

in the union. His linguistic enthusiasm made him
president of the Portuguese Club, his terpsicho-

rean enthusiasm made him a genuine operator at

the hops, and his ability to make himself and his

companions at ease, made him a pretty swell guy
wherever he went.

jba+uel Geda&U Qaod

Denver, Colorado

In future years, reflecting classmates will retain

a few impressions of "The Gooder"—a locker

eternally loaded with chow—always willing to

take a week-end watch—his senatorial frown and
gesture in Bull—and long lasting third day on the
rifle range. Stung once plebe year by what was
laughingly called a drag, Dan tried to be faithful

,irl, but found it a near impossibility, slip-

ping frequently. He starred in diversified things

such as that of crew, cox'n, letter writer, pin-

pusher, liberty, and leave.

!

Quincy, Illinois

f Known to us as "El," or more intimately as "Feelee," he has all the assets of a 4.0
Naval officer. Nor did he have to acquire these at the Academy, as he is one of very
few who are born with the "know how " of military procedure. Academically he has
ne\ er had any trouble. (Disregarding Dago, of course.) During his free time El would
curl up on his bunk with a news magazine and stay that way until chow or the sound
of an airplane engine would rouse him. Sports 1 His motto was always: "When I feel

like exercisin", I lie down until the feeling passes."

Brooklyn, New York

A proud product of Brooklyn, Bene amazed us all with his never-empty chow locker,

the voluminous stacks of mail he received, his profuse knowledge of baseball (par-

ticularly of the Dodgers) and above all his unique ability to march exactly ten degrees

out of phase with the rest of his section. "Gorilla" was an avid sports fan and a firm

believer in the daily workout. Afternoons usually found him in the gym or on the

lacrosse field. The Reception Committee made good use of his amiable disposition and
knack for making friends easily, attributes which assure his continued success.



Brookline, Massachusetts

//''

Dick brought with him from Harvard and Massachusetts a fondness for music,

!

Boston brown bread, literature, and Brooks Brothers tweeds; and he probably never

changed much, down inside. Never having much trouble with academics, he managed
to star. He tried his hand at plebe swimming, and later at boxing and sailing. Pre-

ferred activities, however, were thinking of leave, speaking French, and escorting

blonde women (although he always seemed to find time to work out with the extra

duty squad). He had a large appetite for food and living in general and looked forward

impatiently to graduation and becoming an officer.

)

Bob

Rakefii fewiJze. JliUakech

AicUalad. QnJzouic

Salmon, Idaho

It was no coincidence that Nick's favorite rec-

ord was Idaho; he just plain loved God's country
and made no pretense of hiding the fact. Nick
would rather extol the wonders of Salmon, Idaho,

than do anything else. But he did consent oc-

casionally to spend some time in town during
week-ends, and to do a little dragging. The Aca-
demic Department clashed frequently with Nick,
but in the end, the latter was victorious. During
his spare moments, Nick played a little touch foot-

ball, and slept the rest of the time, undoubtedly
dreaming of his Idaho.

Nashville, Tennessee

"Navy Junior Fred" brought with him to the
Academy an incurable sense of mischief, a little

black book two inches thick, and the looks and
personality of a born lady killer. During his three

year sentence he was top man of the plebe rifle

team, a gym ace, a general all-round athlete, and
the kind of guy who never heard that plebes didn't

rate dragging. As long as people like good-looking,

pleasantly impish guys, as long as Naval officers

have wives, "Bones" will more than get along.

Oelwein, Iowa

Most of the better cliches making the round were Hilsy's brain-children in some
form or another. Drawing from a seemingly inexhaustable source of humor, Bob
always had one on tap for any occasion. He managed to joke his way through three

years of Math, so he says, but had little trouble with Bull, his favorite subject. An
old journalism man, Hilsy covered sports for the Log in his spare moments, besides

playing a fine trombone in the NA-io. Someone has estimated that Hilsy and his

redheaded OA.O out in Iowa exchanged better than a letter a day during his stay,

here, but he maintains that's a slight exaggeration. ^
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Kingstree, South Carolina

r Give Jake ten minutes to expound on the wonders of the South and you'll be con-
vinced that that's the only place to he from. An ex-Clemson U. man, Jake brought
with him to Navy a love of soccer and baseball, a dislike for the Northern version of
grits and gravy, and a perpetual smile. As far as the latter was concerned, possibly
the ease in which Jake handled academics was the answer. A fine mixer, Jake says that
1

1 they keep plenty of South Carolina weather on tap in the Pacific, he won't have much
trouble getting along in the Fleet.

Si woe. Oregon

Usually quiet and reserved, Bill became lo-

quacious when discussing the virtues of his ever-

sn homeland. His pride in his little resort

hometown gave him the nickname "Seaside.

"

Seldom bothered by academics, Bill often suc-

cumbed to the irresistable appeal of his sack dur-

ing study hours. But be there any game from
chess to basketball, a philosophic bull session, or

a plan for beating the system, he was always
ready to take part. We will remember him for

his Red Mike convictions, his idealistic outlook,

and his ever present grin.

\ Ionessen, Pennsylvania

"Hey, Jack! How do you work the fifth prob?"
and Jack always knew. His scholastic ability ap-

peared first at Notre Dame, but the Irish lost to

the Academy. Here, sports took a large part of

Jack's time; soccer, softball, and basketball being
among the favored. But despite his stars and ath-

letic endeavors, a dragless week-end would have
been a major catastrophe. Jack, a likeable, "on-
the-ball " fellow, will always be an asset as a com-
panion and friend.

Utica, New York

Equipped with a sense of humor and an endless capacity for complaining, the "Pride
of Utica" had no trouble in becoming one of the fellows down at "Navy." Jonsie's

passion for jive and night life was equalled only by his desire to become a Marine.
Most of his spare time was taken up on the tennis courts except on week-ends when he
was usually giving the fairer sex a break. Wherever the service may call him he will

always be looked up to by his men and fellow officers for his loyalty, ability and pleas-

ant personality.
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4>ianJi j). KeUey, III

Coronado, California

Well-built and possessing not unspectacular abilities in almost any sport he enterec^
into, Frank secured the coveted N-star in swimming early during youngster year.

During the hours that he wasn't throwing the javelin for Coach Thompson in the

spring, Kel was frantically trying to soak up as much of Annapolis pseudo sunshine as

possible so he'd be in shape for his annual sojourn to the land of eternal sunshine. A
quick wit and always ready for a fine time, be it in Annapolis on a week-end or in

Coronado during leave, Kel's friendship was valued by all who knew him.

dickond 2>a*t MaaA04t
Austin, Texas

Old Uncle Dan brought all the Longhorn spirit and fun up from Texas to the Acad-
emy. A staunch Lone Star cowboy, he tried for years to convince us that trees grow in

Texas. A three sport man and a League champion at Culver, Dan was a leader in

varsity football and track while at Navy. Although he believed in doing the right

thing at the right time when the proper time rolled around, Dan enjoyed himself more
than anyone. When Dan leaves the Academy we know that he will live up to the

highest traditions of the Naval Service, and will sustain the fighting spirit of those

who have preceded him. '^

GUtul WtUcfld KetweUy, II

Detroit, Michigan

Bud left Detroit for the Academy and has re-

gretted it ever since—he just can't get over miss-

ing the Tiger's baseball games. He insists that

"Deetroit" can't be beat and his major pastime
was always anticipating leave in the automobile
center of the U.S. Taking the rigors of Academy
life fairly easy, Bud played accordian in the Musi-
cal Club, wielded a wicked ping-pong paddle, and
like the rest of his classmates was a true sack man.
Affable and easy-going, Bud will have little

trouble in finding his place in the Fleet.

R&b&U Sfiio-ul JlichtenMeSKf.

Michigan City, Indiana

A former Purdue boilermaker from the Mid-
west, Bob quickly fell in with the Navy way and
started off well by starring his first year at the

Academy. How Lichty maintained his extremely
modest composure always was a source of wonder
among the pride of Michigan City's classmates.

Bob spent a great deal of his time writing his

O.A.O., playing tennis, and helping his many
friends with their studies. Outside of these activ-

ities, Lichty took life easy, frequently engaging
in card games with his roommates.
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Greenwood, South Carolina

/
J* Critic tor the Regiment, oarsman for the- battalion, and fighter for the company,
t Marshall was all these and many more. Although he did not betray himself by the
characteristic accent, he was a true Southern gentleman. But not so gentlemanly was
his gallant tussle with the Executive Department in the summer of the Arkansas
cruise. Satisfied that the system was unbeatable, he decided to play the game the
Naval Academy way, and see that the underclass did likewise. His ability to do every-
thing well that he undertakes will find a welcome outlet in the Fleet.

Minneapolis, Minnesota

When someone said that there ought to be a

-minute late bell, especially for Nick, they hit

the nail square on the head, for it was Nick who
invariably leaped into ranks, minus his reefer,

after the late bell had sounded. This habit never
held true, how ever, when week-ends rolled around,

because Nick was the first one outside the gate.

Jim believed in being firm with the plebes, but
always could be persuaded to give his inimitable

"Swedish" dialogue for entertainment. In years

to come Nick's sense of humor wont go unap-
preciated.

'WUlicuft Qlesui. ^laLtficut*t

Hayward, California

A tall, curly-haired California track man with
an easy-going manner and bright brown eyes,

Nobby played basketball, hurdled for the varsity

track team, and played a pretty fine piano. He
always looked as if he were getting ready to go on
a beach party— far away from the Annapolis
weather and studies and restrictions. Nobby was
always one of the boys, ready for anything, and
willing to do anything within his power for his

friends.

Compton, California

Straight from sunny California and Compton Junior College where he was student
body president, came lid Olson who like all natives of the Golden Bear State always
wore a perpetual tan. As a result of the latter, Ed was definitely the dragging type, and
seldom a week-end passed without his escorting his O.A.O. Since he absorbed academics
quite easily the "Moley Ole," as he was known to his classmates, had plenty of time
for relaxation in the form of swimming and water polo. As long as the sunshine re-

mains in California, Ole will be happy in the Navy.



Long Beach, New York
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"By" was a walking encyclopedia for many of his classmates. He came from the^
University of Minnesota but claimed "America's Healthiest City'

-

as his home. Al-

though a faithful pilgrim to the "Shrine of the Heated Radiator" he was a good rifle

shot, and Oscar's proudest achievement was winning the Regimental Small Bore Rifle

Championship youngster year. "By" dragged often and well, showing a marked pre-

disposition to several different New York girls. An academic star, a receiver of much
show, and an infrequent studier, he was a good, although hectic, wife.

Plulip. Bond PetutUuftan

York, Pennsylvania

Two letters a week from York, Pa., a 2.8 in

Skinny, and Penny was happy. At his best in an
argument or on the tennis courts, Penny's willing-

ness to help out someone else won him many
friends. Though he spent quite a bit of time study-

ing, he always found some for the Musical Club
shows and dragging. By his untiring efforts he's

sure to find a place wherever he goes.

JletiSuf. CduMZAd PUelpA.

Cleveland, Ohio

"Big Juke" dreamed of the Navy even while

engaged in high-school gridiron clashes. One
of the more learned men in his company, Hank
could always be counted on to add that certain

something needed in any good bull session. Al-

though he never quite managed to star, Henry
always kept out of deep water with the Executive

Department, besides finding time to drag often

during Academy week-ends. With his natural

ability to make friends, Hank won't have any
trouble getting along in his chosen career.

Philip, tyl&nk PLutune/i

Tyrone, Pennsylvania

Jake was always pretty busy playing football, basketball, studying, or just sort of

resting. He was at his best when he launched into his Pennsylvania poolroom repartee.

Jake's ruddy complexion set off a bright smile that exposed the fact that most of his

complaints were just conversational. His good nature kept him from falling into the

conventional rut that caught most of us. Jake showed us that a sense of humor could

stand a man in good stead in any situation.



Pasadena, California

Si came to us from the X larines, and the Corps
will always be his first love. Johnny's face he-

trays his every feeling and it usually wears a broad

grin. There is also a good bit of the Irish devil in

him. "Anything for a laugh," is his motto—with

himself often the butt of his own jokes. In sports

Si was a company competitor; and always strove

to be the best. As for academics, he may have re-

ceived honorable mention on numerous trees, but

he always had plenty of drive when it was needed.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Chuck made his bid for fame at Navy as a foot-

ball man and pole vaulter on the varsity track

team. One of the outstanding boxers at the Acad-
emy, he matched the Academic Department for

three years w ithout a loss to demonstrate that it

isn't just brawn that makes a fine athlete. Chuck
kept himself pretty busy on the week-ends in the

company of a little nurse from Washington. Very
conscientious and possessed with an ability to

lead, Chuck should find no barriers in his path
towards success.

William Bayd Polkemu^
Fairview, Illinois

f

r Discouraged after two years of Knox College, Bill came to the Academy, with a

battered Conn cornet, twelve Count Basie records, and a mastery of rhetoric. Several
important sections of the 1945 Lucky Bag were largely products of Bill's productive
abilities along the last line. There was always so much else to do, that Poly dabbled
in academics only enough to secure a starring average . . . outside of that, it was just

too much work ! Always at his best in an argument, Poly's dry wit usually ended the

discussion with the score overwhelmingly in his favor.

Qandan ZduAonA RokiHAan
Long Beach, California

Probably one of the best card players of the Academy, Robbie just couldn't see

wasting much time studying. A pretty savvy man anyway, the stocky Californian
spent what few study periods he did have, corresponding with his California O.A.O.,
Molly. As far as athletics went, Robbie contributed more than once to his company's
success, especially on the gym team, and was always a willing member of any sporting

contest. As to the future, all Robbie's classmates wish him good luck in whatever he
does either in the Navy or sporting around his beloved Long Beach.



San Diego, California

Coming to the Naval Academy via the Fleet, the plebe summer indoctrination

period held no fears for "Salty." He is the only Californian who never gave a hoot

about returning there and basking in their famous sunshine. Reading Brazilian novels

and the fencing team took some of his spare time, but most of it was devoted to women
through the medium of letters, bull sessions and dragging. His ability to diligently

apply himself to any task will insure him success in his first love—the Navy.

\

Ypsilanti, Mich, and Coral Gables, Fla.

Larry was academically conditioned by a year
at Notre Dame, and then came on to Navy with
one eye on the Fleet. The Reception Committee
capitalized on Larry's congeniality and made him
its chairman. He carried this task by sheer per-

sonality, and athletes from nearly every Eastern
college now tell of Navy's hospitality. After a
hard fall of cross-country "Willie" had his fill of

spring workouts managing details for the track
squad. With his capacity for work, Larry will

carry his own load and a lot more when he hits

the Fleet.

Sacramento, California

Steve had a taste for fine jazz music, fine girls,

and a convenient flare for volts and watts. Also he
was always good for a 4 13 5 mile and bolstering the
Navy cross-country team and tumbling squad.
He was possessed of that vital sort of energy that

makes it a short evening that ends with the rising

sun. His presence was always an assurance that

the conversation would never lag. Steve had a

sharp, keen face and a matching sense of humor,
though it seemed that lady luck was determined
to trv the latter.

Hill City, Minnesota

Although he was always being chided about Hill City, "center of the wooden bucket
industry," genial Herb was a far cry from Bucketland. Because of the ease with which
he handled academics, he was able to participate quite extensively in athletics most of

the year around. Youngster and first-class years saw him snagging major awards in

both soccer and lacrosse for his efforts. During his other spare moments, when he
wasn't working calculus probs for his less-savvy associates, Herbie dabbled in music
and did a little dragging. In retrospect, the lanky Minnesotan will be best remembered^
for his inimitable statement, "

I've only had eight spuds, fellas
!'

'



>^^^37*«M«fl» (lickanA John BuUiuan
Seattle, Washington

f

It is a good thing "Sully' had such an affable personality because he would have
been a tough man to clash with, in the ring or out. Possibly the fact that he was an
Academy boxing champion during his stay at Navy helps explain that fact.

Sully's good-natured composure never flared up, except of course in defense of his

1 rish nationality. As far as academics went, Dick kept even with that department, and
still had plenty of time left to drag, operate with the boys, and, in general, enjoy life

at the Academv.

(IicIigaA GaliUn ^JUo^tfUan

Springfield, Missouri

A ready smile and a bit of subtle humor have
won for Dick many friends. But despite his mam-
pals, he still believes that Missouri is the only

state for a man and cant understand why they

won't let him go there more often. We expected

a lot of Dick on the athletic fields, but unfortu-

nate injuries limited him to intramural lacrosse

and soccer. Although his outward attitude was
"win one. lose one," those who knew him well

understood his facilities with the books and his

desire to indoctrinate the plebes properly.

V&dyn Van Gut&n
Caldwell, Idaho

Certainly not a particularly verbose character,

Van must have inherited some of the quiet maj-
esty of the "hills of Idaho." His unassuming
manner made friends of all whom he encountered
even, to a lesser degree, the plebes. His activities

were full and varied, and one of not inconsider-

able scope was an insatiable desire for chow. His
opinion was sought on many matters because of

his sane, intelligent answers. No one can help re-

specting this friendly, self-effacing classmate of

ours no matter where or what he may be.

Albie
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Ray B&incsid WkvU
Washington, D.C.

"Albie" outwardly gave the impression of being a quiet, shy fellow; but to us who
knew him well, his gift of gab and pleasant personality were second to none. Athleti-

cally Ray achieved considerable success as a miler of the battalion track team. When
he was not loping around Thompson Stadium, Ray was most likely putting a knock-
about through its paces on the Severn. Academically, Ray weathered a close first round
with "Plebe Skinny" after which he wacled successfully through the curriculum. Time
..never hung heavy on Ray's hands, for when the long week-ends rolled around he was
^always welcoming a visiting team (he was a mainstay of the Reception Committee)
or escorLyT5>l^ne of his many drags.



La Grange, Illinois

^•swwaB^ST
Although his parents lovingly bestowed a fine name on their son, there are few people^

who know Burr by any name other than "Willie." Plebe year, Willie astounded his ^
classmates by bilging four out of five exams, and remaining SAT. Youngster year
found him writing a Log column and trying to persuade the Dago Department that a
Naval officer really didn't need a thorough understanding of Portuguese. One ot those
salty sailors of the Chesapeake, Willie was ever ready to sleep on the foc'sle of any
yawl whose bow was pointed down the bay on a week-end.

)

Willie

THIS HAS BEEN THE SECOND BATTALION. WE'RE ALL HERE
IN 67 PAGES, JUST AS WE WERE ASSEMBLED IN THE SECOND
AND FOURTH WINGS DURING FIRST-CLASS YEAR. "DO I RE-

MEMBER DAGWOODr "SURE, HE LIVED RIGHT DOWN THE
CORRIDOR, BY THE MATE'S DESK IN THAT FOUR-MAN ROOM."

THAT'S THE WAY WE'LL REMEMBER EACH OTHER, AND
THAT'S WHY WE'VE PRESENTED OURSELVES TO YOU IN

THIS WAY—GROUPED IN THESE PAGES JUST AS WE WERE
AS FIRST CLASSMEN.
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O ///• @4 II BattaH°n Commander: H. N. Upthegrove
iSalZallO+t £>lGJjjj Second row: R. C. Duncan, P. W. Barcus. Third row: D. C. William-

son, L. M. Cutter, H. B. Gibbs

GotnfiGuuf, Gammand&i<i

fifteenth Company

R. E. Fuller

Fourteenth Company

H. C. Penny

Thirteenth Company

R P. Mall

7 u elfth Company

J I. Skoog, Jr.

'.nth Companx

F G Lucas
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BattaUcm £tciM Battall0n Commander: v
-

Nasipak

Second row: C. C. Stout, W. F. Tiemann, Jr. Third row: W. B. Muncie,

W. F. Searle, J. S. Blake

Gosnyianif Gammatt&esit,

Fifteenth Company

J. W. Ferguson

Fourteenth Company

H. B. Robertson, Jr.

Thirteenth Company

M. C. Mapes, Jr.

Twelfth Company

D. A. Barksdale

Eleventh Company

T. G. Ray
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orking Swede with a one

He had one ambition (the Navy).
liked one girl, and just could not see the "other"

E of a good joke. 1 fe was a long-haired music
lover, ar earn of symphonic blasts

issued from his room \ stalwart on many spoil

teams, he had a robe full of numerals Always
conscientious c ;!d be called eager if he didn't

have to slave for everything he got, and it he

isn't so downright serious about his career.

\ ince

?
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h'red

Birmingham, Alabama

I lis dislike of being a "feather merchant
caused this Southern son to leave a commission

in the Army for the Academy, and whenever the

heard the good-natured com-
plaint, "Why did I leave the Army?' Neverthe-

less Fred weathered the storm despite talk ol

bilging Steam and Skinny. 1 lis free time he de-

ng, sleeping, dragging, working on

the flying rings, and engaging in frequent y.n
bull hope our leisurely, amiable, and
loqu;;

J
':be I w ill someday join the Union

!

&;.'

Vincent J!eRau Bacon
Fort Wayne, Indiana

This wanderlust Hoosier answered to many nicknames, among them "Bake,"
'Vince," and "Speck," and was especially well known by his classmates as "the guy
who gave me all those week-end watches." Always ready for a few hands of "ducats,"

he sometimes wondered how many numbers he dropped as a result. His most promi-
nent sport was undoubtedly track, in which he participated so as to be able to beat
,the Flying Squadron after the hops. "Bake" hopes to catch up with his younger
sister, a WASP aspirant, by joining the Marine Air Corps.

fl&kn JlabneA Bake*.

Englewood, New Jersey

"Bake" had an ingenious knack for picking up nicknames, among which "Stalwart,"

"Sail Ho," and "Unit Leader Baker" were prominent. His 6' 3^2" and 200 lbs. held

down varsity center spot on the gridiron for two years, while a five-inch smile kept his

numerous drags happy. A "passed" master at the art of the pun, "Short Stuff's" chat-

ter was as unpredictable as Maryland weather. If they can fit sixteen cubic feet of real

man in a plane, "Bake" will realize his greatest ambition.
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St. Louis, Missouri

Lacking only height and an O.A.O., Bob came
from Westminster College and quickly discovered

an escape from plebe summer on the ketch "Alli-

gator.'' Since then he seldom devoted his time
to anything but sailing, and received his yawl
command early in youngster year. "Sea Lawyer"
supreme of plebe year, he later used his expert
Bull talents to write statements for persecuted
classmates. A well-known book reviewer for the
Trident and a welcome visitor of "yard engines,"

Bob, with his unpredictable conduct left us won-
dering.

Nellie

^Ueadote So/toe &ly
NORTHFIELD, MINNESOTA

Though many still wonder why this missionary's son with his sober manner an
slow, shy smile renounced the ministry for the Navy, his multitude of friends are very
glad he made the choice. A running fool, "Nellie" soon became a mainstay of the

battalion track team and added varsity soccer, maximum letter-writing, and minimum
studying to his accomplishments. Week-ends gave him an opportunity to win the

ladies without playing the wolf. His future shipmates will find "Nellie" quiet, agree-

able, easy-going, and a ready listener.

JUeutelLytt jbale Bcmt&n
Jenison, Michigan

"Bull" Bowen, as he was known to his classmates, studied chemistry for two years

and had acquired a private pilot's license before coming to us. Here at the Academy,
he found a fascinating interest in all things mechanical, and was forever trying to find

out what made them work. A long jog with the cross-country team was his favorite

form of recreation, but most of his spare time was spent faithfully writing to his O.A.O.
"Bull" hopes to see a lot of service aboard destroyers and with the Naval Air Corps.

Mike

Michael Sandal Baqxisi

Boston, Massachusetts

\\ hether helping the Navy \\ in a lacrosse game,
boxing a fast three rounds, shooting the breere

in Dago, or vainly trying to understand Steam.
Mike undoubtedly played, studied, and worked
harder than any dozen men put together. His
keynote was always to make every moment count.

Mike's chief interest will always be in what lies

ahead. Whatever this may be. if "Moose can
use some philosophy or muscles, all will turn out
well, but please don't ever make him sketch and
describe.
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ENID, v MA

To a Calit'ornian he \ the Golden State

;

to an Oklahoman he was from Enid. By standing

high in his class. Bill showed that his academic
ability had not been left behind at Oklahoma

:nd M I or the sake of argument, Bill gloried

in bull sessions and was seldom seen on Saturday
nights except a bridge table Bert was
in ecstasy when he could worr\ . and although the

tment was continually after him,

it never came close to catching up.

\l

Alined Qaruico. B>ud<j&i

Richland, Iowa

"He who laughs, last," was the philosophy of this smiling Iowa farm lad. Following
his pet idea, Al tripped the light fantastic throughout his Academy career. His studies

at times were troublesome, but they were easily forgotten as the week-ends rolled

around. "Want to drag?" "Sure, what's her name?", came Al's ready answer and he
always got top billing. "Stinky" confined his athletics to company sports. With his

^/Vohomespun philosophy and his perseverance, Al will cut a broad swath in the coming
years.

Enid, Oklahoma

"Stew" did his best to give us all the impression that he really was dieting, and he
managed to put on some very convincing airs as he gave away his cream puff or eclair,

but some of us still believe that he did quite a bit of cheating on the side. He was
another of the boys who might have been an aspirant for the radiator squad in the good
old days, but he was recruited for battalion football instead. Any day you would like

to learn to play bridge, "Stew" will teach you for a nominal fee.

Bobo

(lol>&U 61x2, Glanh

Kawanna, Indiana

Bobo was a dyed-in-the-wool Hoosier, and
all of his friends were informed that he was a farm

indeed. The t re which he spent at

Indiana U. developed his individualism so much
that his indoctrination into the Academy lilc

ed to be a rou»h . The Academic
rd nearly tripped him during plebe year, but

after that he steadilv progressed 1 le loved to

e merely for the sake of ar^uinu, but under-
neath he was an understanding, generous pal.
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Alexandria, Virginia

If we wanted to know all the dope on any subject, here was a man who knew all th

answers. Jim never lost an argument, but stuck by his guns even when the odds were1

ioo to i. A pessimist about the future course of the world, Jim nevertheless enjoyed

a good time. He will always be remembered as a staunch member of the "blonde a

month" club. Jim enjoyed sports, mostly lacrosse and fencing, in which he looked like

a Roman gladiator. Always offering encouragement to those who lost faith in the sys-

tem, Jim was blue and gold through and through.

JlottfO- RoA&U 2>CUHd, fit.

Marshall, Texas

Dave was a typical smiling boy from Texas. Easy-going, good-natured, he took the

Academy in his stride. The academic work didn't trouble him much and one of his

favorite pastimes was bunk drill. Nevertheless, he was a hard-hitting player in any
sports contest, as his pushball opponents could well testify. Texas always remained
uppermost in his mind—he loved a brown-eyed Texas belle and Bob Wills' Texas
music. Although the Academy life cramped his Western independence, it never dam-
pened his spirits.

Qeotofe Benjamin Gletffi, III

Conimicut, Rhode Island

The bell never caught George off guard except,

of course, the one time he never heard it at all.

This slip-up earned him the dubious distinction

of being the only man in the company to sleep

through formation. His negligent wives were
probably to blame, but the fact remained that he
spent many blissful hours in the arms of Mor-
pheus. The Conimicut kid was the author of some
of the most atrocious puns in Bancroft Hall; his

dry humor could be laughed at or cried over, but
never ignored.

Jim

'
T

/

Carl

Qani fi/eUo+i 5bu£e*f

Minneapolis, Minnesota

One of the few persons gifted with the ability

to keep quiet, Carl preferred to remain the "strong

silent type," and managed to avoid the old game
of griping. A profound "Ugh'" dismissed many
perplexing problems of the Academy. For a

while it seemed as though "Silent" Duberg was
destined to become a loyal Reel Mike for the rest

of his Academy days, but by the end of youngster
year we were aware that he was weakening, and
he soon became a victim of the questionable

pleasure of dragging.
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Rol no Top, New York

li\ery class - a ith one member who
really rr limself heard, and Hank

-one of these Al - in enthusiastic member
of the principal squads such a< Extra Duty, one
of his more endearing characteristic? was the now
famous is choice bits of propa-

er failed to startle the uninitiated,

es s re that icewater runs in his veins

instead of blood, tor his idea of a warm room \\ as

ten colder than anyone else's, which was
probably due to too much North Atlantic Patrol.

Bill

Blcomington, Indiana

Bill came to the Academy from Indiana land, and brought with him an easy-going,

take-it-as-it-comes manner. As a result of a year at Indiana University, he didn't find

the academics too difficult, so spent most afternoons playing an active part in company
and battalion sports. Bill's other interests were reading, puffing his ever-present pipe,

thumbing through and adding to his photographs of the girls back home. Strictly a
destroyer man, "Es" will leave many friends at the Academy and find many more in

the Fleet.

£ flamed, Qi&jflf C^ocuvl

Ben Avon, Pennsylvania

'Out of the Night" might well describe Jim's exit from the Smoky City to the clean,

if somewhat unpredictable, weather of Maryland. Always ready to give forth with

another dissertation on the wonders of Pittsburgh, Jim never seemed to run down;
however, he took time off from his story-telling to play basketball and touch football.

A man whose tendency was to hide his light under a basket, Jim's true personality did

not come to the surface until you knew him well, and to know him was a privilege.

Lander Wyoming

. it is there c who are willing to

make the struggle." fitted the big "Wyoming
Kid" perfect!-. I . a demon lor worl

and •/as noi i I, whatever the

With a bit of Irish wit on his tongue, and
a driving sprint on the football field, Ed proceeded
to male friends throughout the Regiment. Al-

though not overly enthusiastic about dragging,

he still loved his women and good times when
thev were to be had.
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Bessemer, Alabama

Whenever a plebe wanted to know the answer to any question on current events;

he was invariably instructed, "Go see Jackson Green." Jack never had much trouble

with academics ; that is until he got to his Steam lesson—or vice versa. Time magazine
was always much more interesting than that infernal machinery. As a runner, Jack
was continually in there pitching in company and battalion competition, and earned
a bathrobe full of '46 numerals. He will long be remembered for his opening three-

spades bid, and his inevitable response of "eso es."

Wallace Watt JlanklMA, fa.
Duluth, Minnesota

Hank stepped off the B. & A. in '42 fully expectant of gliding through three years

of studies and with scattered unsat P-works he managed this. Bringing his Minnesota
swimming ability with him, he soon found a spot on the varsity squad, while divertin

his off-season attentions to the track team. Spare time usually found him arguing,

penning letters, and instructing plebes; while week-ends afforded him opportunities

to see a certain redhead. The Fleet will welcome the Hank whom we'll remember—

a

fellow with a perpetual smile, and a ready helping hand.

tyted&ucJz, joint Qa&U&i, fll.

Columbus, Missouri

Born and bred on the green fields of Missouri,
"Doc" made his way here via Kemper and Mis-
souri U. He could do anything from sewing on a
button to making a 4.0 on a Juice exam; from
stringing three girls along to learning blinker

—

and to think it all came in one hunk of man!
Square as a block of granite and twice as de-
pendable, Fred will long be remembered as the
little ray of sunshine that brightened Bancroft in

some of its most gloomy periods.

Jackson

Suede

South Orange, New Jersey

Jack to his mother, Johnnie to his drags, but
always "Swede" to the boys, this South Orange
varsity football end and heavyweight wrestler

never passed up a chance to bandy words. His
perfect memory for forgetting things kept the

Executive Department close on his heels. "Swede"
will be remembered for his tune harmonizing, de-

ciphering of intricate Steam diagrams, and his

ability to obtain the best grades with the most
day-dreaming. Deep concentration oxer the fun-

nies, appeal to the women, and a sharp sense of

humor rounded out this mighty muscle man.
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Kent, Ohio

Carton came to the Academy as a storekeeper

from the Fk i he Supply Corps seems to be

beckoning again Even though His eyes had a

rugged time at the physicals they could still pick

5s "Box's" wranglings with the Executive
Department constant amusement for

others When unable to find a bridge game, he
participated in company sports and several 4^
numerals rewarded his efforts Cartons unusual
sense of humor should add variety to any \\ ard-

room.

Jan

Denver, Colorado

Coming from the University of Colorado, "Jankor" never stopped extolling the

wonders of the West. Although quiet and intimidated during plebe summer, he quickly

learned to beat the system with the best. During youngster year his biggest concerns
were his receding hairline and his collection of women. Faced with the impossible

task of being editor of the '4b Reef Points, Jan screamed loud and long, but he turned

out the best book yet. He could often be found on the wrestling mat or engaging in

some other bone crushing sport, but he was a smooth operator no matter where.

Qetodd lee jjoed

CoNNERSVILLE, INDIANA

Academics were a little on the dull side from Jerry's point of view, but, despite a

few close calls, he manged to hold his own. More outstanding than his abilities with
the books were his feats on the diamond and the hardwood. He brought from Indiana

the brand of basketball for which that state is famed, and covered the court every
afternoon—both prone and upright. His interest in aircraft indicates that he will turn

in that direction and doubtless with success. The Academic Department gave Jerry
plenty of opportunity to prove that he fights best when the chips are down.

Kelly

flacA 5boaid Kelietf

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Kelly was a member of the pistol team plebe
-. but under pressure from the Department of

sical Training changed his sport to sub squad.
Thereafter he spent the fall terms in the sw imming
pool, and other seasons on the commando course
and soccer fields I lis spare time activity con-

sisted of combating "'Okie propaganda and cor-

responding with a certain little Srx;ncr gal. Al-

though we weren't convinced about the location

of the dust bowl, we did learn that all Sooners
weren't "Okies."
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0>uh, jbosudd Kiawe

Lima, Ohio

"Cowboy" seemed to hail from several states, most of them West of the Mississippi,

Arizona being his favorite. He stopped riding Arizona broncs and hung up his chaps
and spurs to enroll in our Alma Mater. After he arrived he found that he still had some
tall riding to do. Academics were tough and succeeded in throwing him once. But he

climbed back on, and when the show ended we found him still in the saddle riding

high. Now "Cowboy" will try his luck riding a bucking destroyer on the open range

of the seas.

Jbo4tald jbetutU KucUgSio.

Des Moines, Iowa

By these words ye knew him, "Is the mail out yet?" This typical query indicated

"Kuch's" main interests in life: letters, liberty, and leave. However, his daily packet
from Des Moines must have been inspiring, for he managed to cut throat quite effec-

tively in academics. He was an ardent sub squad member until its routine began to

conflict with liberty hours. Aside from letter-writing, his main activity was company
sports. He just took things in his stride and continued to count the days till leave.

tyJilLatn "Jujxp&i fCUube/i

Titusville, Pennsylvania

"Tup's carefree attitude continually got him
in tight spots with either the Academic or Execu-
tive Departments, but he just as regularly re-

turned with a "black N" or a satisfactory re-exam
—all to be taken in stride. Every plebe finally

learned that the first oil well was drilled in Titus-

ville. By nature Bill loved his exercise, and no basket
was ever too small, nor ball too large for his sharp
eye. We shall all miss our congenial friend as we
separate to enter the Fleet.

Cowboy

Luke

fyiel&utXf QgMcUUi Jlucal

New Brunswick, New Jersey

Luke—that man with the perpetual sleepy ex-

pression. Perhaps we could attribute his aca-

demic avidity to spending three-fourths of his

time on the bunk. When "Sleepy" was not en-

gaged in this activity he could always be found

on the mat in the wrestling loft. Although often

referred to as the CIS. kid. nothing deterred

Luke from trying again. His previous Fleet ex-

perience made him a valuable source of informa-

tion. Forever that phrase will ring in our ears,

"It's foul, insidious propaganda."
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Kenosha. Wisconsin

His parents would probably prefer his Christian

name, but to his pals he was "Doc." This nick-

nan-, is atural for he spent three years in the

Fleet as a Pharmacist s Mate 3 c. He skated on
thin cc th the Academic Board, but it never
worried him: he was able to take anything in

smiling His sports interests cen-

tered mainly in the soccer squad and the military

track squad. His ends were many, for he had
that rare knack of being an attentive listener and
a wise counselor for the boys who sought his

adv:^.

Mac

Brou rue

NLcUoIgA. fen&cu+UnXf /VavUl, fit.

Chattanooga, I ennesi

Known as Brownie" "Nicky" to the fairer

sex of a his curly haired son of Chatta-
nooga started showing the Navy how to play
tennis plebe year by winning his N*. I le and his

numerous tennis rackets were a large asset to the

tennis team for three years 1 lis wit and unique
•nade him the spark of many a bull

nnv and staying warm came
legged Kebel than did

ling and Tiding him the always
fun- unpredictable martyr of 1205 and

Wendell McJletVuf,, jl.

Waupaca, Wisconsin

Mac came to us with pleasant memories of the University of Wisconsin. Being more
accomplished than his classmates along the romantic line, he is one of the few who
retained his O.A.O. from plebe year to graduation. With the exception of Math, his only

academic worry was lifting grades above starring average. Little extra-duty was the

result of his adherence to the saying "It's not what you do, but when you do it."

Because of Mac's Irish wit, quick judgment, and prediction, we need no crystal ball

in'viewing his future.

£ Paul J\leho*t A/titclieli

Boston, Massachusetts

There was one man of whom the "Tin Can Navy" can be proud. Paul had already

served one hitch on a destroyer, and he was looking for more of the same kind of duty.

He was willing to defend the "cans" against all comers, although he admitted that at

times the life was a little rough. When he decided to give a rendition of My Wild
Irish Rose while taking a shower, the entire deck was well aware of the fact, and could

hardly fail to appreciate that this Boston Irishman was to be heard as well as seen.
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If

McMoelLtA, Akamai, Pit%

Rapid City, South Dakota

We suspect that Mark had a hard time surrendering his fishing rod and favori

trout flies, not to mention his deer rifle, to take up a slide rule at the Academy. He'
probably promised himself, however, that once he graduates he'll be able to dangle1

a line and hook over the fantail of his ship. Mark left metallurgy school with the hope
that he could correlate future study along these lines with a Naval career—and per-

haps earn his wings as well. We know that if it can be done, he'll do it.

Ra/t&it Qalaut PaldxuiA.

Schenectady, New York

"Punchy" blew into Crabtown from Schenec-
tady, surprised to find that there was anything
worth seeing besides the Empire State and the
G.E. Formerly a football player at Purdue, Bob
went out for the study team at the Academy. His
aggressive character won the admiration of his

classmates and the "respect" of the plebes. Bob
was a strong supporter of the maxim that, "A
lady's place is with a man." Always a joker,
some of his battles with the Executive Depart-
ment were sensational.

Mark

^loq, Qewe Ray
Martha, Oklahoma

The "Big Red" blew in on the crest of one of those famous Oklahoma dust storms
one day, and after discarding his loud shirt for a few dozen pairs of white works, he
settled down to a reg life. Women and academics being the two things of interest to

"Rojo," he always slashed seriously during the week and socially on the week-ends.
What a life! "Rojo's" attitude seemed to be "Where there's a will there's a way and
where there's a way there's a Ray."

Fred

4*ed Pneicott (litcki*, #*.

Berkeley, California

From University of California Fred brought a
sunny disposition that never failed, as well as a
continuous line on the merits of the Golden State,

from its oranges to its mountains. Adept at doing
anything, Fred stood near the top of his class in

academics. Despite the time he spent sailing,

managing the rifle team, and working on the
Business Gang, Fred never failed to take time out
to help a classmate. A natural wit, Fred did much
to brighten up the old grind for all of us.
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2><ut floJut (Icuilittute

White Plains N \\ York

It was not that Jack - cry much opposed
to athletics as it :hat he just

loved to play bridge His two big worries were

yow V.O., both somewhat
alike in their unpredictable nature The military

tra^ ied some of his winter afternoons.

but only if there were not enough plebes to make
up the team If you want to stay in the chips"

just play bridge w ith lack for your partner.

Salt >

Jl&iA&d &demand Batten.

Pawtucket, Rhode Island

Whenever someone rattles a deck of cards, a lot of us are going to remember "In-
decisive erbert," the man who could never quite make up his mind. "Salty" partici-

pated in company sports, when they could catch him, and was an ardent sailing enthu-
siast. An ex-Brown man, he did pretty well academically but excelled with a deck of

cards. He will always be remembered by his wives as the sleepiest looking man at
reveille that they have ever seen, and as one of the few fellows who didn't get fried

plebe year.

Alain. A/eldxut SampAxui
Chickasha, Oklahoma

A Midwesterner at heart, Sam came from Cameron College and the farm country
of Oklahoma. With a broad background, Alvin was always ready to argue, pro or con,

on any debatable subject, from farming to world affairs. Al gave the appearance of

taking it easy in the academic line, but could get more work done than the best of us.

His straightforward, easy-going manner won him many friends, who in turn, often

benefitted by his example in taking the rough as well as the smooth with a grin.

Bob

(loJxent Badey BckaLackeA.

Erie, Pi nnsylvania

A Western Reserve Academy, Bob
had joined a Naval Reserve Unit as the first step

toward replacing his blood with salt water. He
soon discovered that to make headway in the

m Academy ring was a prime requisite.

When not collectin;^ engagement announcements
from "girls he en or spreading Erie

ailed on everything

that floated, from the starboats to the yawls It

e a pigboat or a can breaking out a

spinnaker, fiob will be aboard.

CI CI
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Willand tf-ianhhfsi Seanle, fo.
Columbus, Ohio

After studying at Washington and Lee Uni-
versity and Ohio State, Willie saw the light and
joined the Regiment. Versatility was the keynote
of his every endeavor, and his classmates were
indebted to him for solutions to Math problems.
With abounding energy, "Sloppy"" sang in the
Glee Club, skillfully twisted his opponents into

knots on the wrestling mat, and helped to make
the Log a success. His sun-burned nose and
"specs" will identify Bill as a friend we'll be glad
to meet again.

Phil

PUil "JUomai SpAiekmasi
Erie, Pennsylvania

From the beginning it was evident that the academic obstacle course would hoi

no pitfalls for this boy from the shores of Lake Erie. Phil's maxim in dragging was
"quality, not quantity." In the field of sports, crew was the main attraction, but he
was equally at home on a yawl. The Executive Department managed to claim only

an occasional afternoon during the three-year stay. With his sense of humor, ability,

and determination, Phil can make plans for a big future.

I/gUh Rode ^laylo*,, fo.
New Bern, North Carolina

From the land of strictly beautiful women came this gentleman scholar with the
remarkable accent. With the exception of Bull, Dago, Steam, and Skinny, Jack had
little trouble with academics. His two loves were the Navy and New Bern. Jack was
the despair of all plebes, for his, "I did it, why can't they?" philosophy didn't appeal

to them. He did not engage in athletics. "Not because I'm lazy, but because I'm
tired." Equally at home on the dance floor or on the bunk, he will never be at a loss

for words, thoughts, or friends.

Tommy

Jlan-w-ell Bolton <
7Uo*nfi4xui

Romney, West Virginia

The first sea water of any description that

"Tommy" saw was the salty Chesapeake. Com-
ing from '"West by God." he entered the Academy
to make the Navy his career and to get into the
fight. And what a fight he had. barely nosing out
the Bull Department in the home stretch. His
unassuming manner and down to earth philosophx
made him a favorite. We often wondered where
he kept his valuables as his strong box was always
full of letters from the O.A.O. One of his big am-
bitions is to spend his last days on a bottom-land
farm in West Virginia.
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St. Loi is \ ss

This blond, with a continual smile on his face.

an attached "halo.*" was naturally happy-go-
* "Angel" never hesitated to get what was

coming to him. Her ... a heavy correspond-
. dresses and telephone

numbers, and always ended up dragging the

Blon.ie W hen not playing liberty hound or stick-

z en se, he could be found

:mg the waves of the Bay on anything that

sailed In his span time "Ragbag" turned to his

hobby, photography, and worked on the Reej

Points.

Walt

Angel

Windy

liuddx

jbaoid CiQsunesi Its'illia+tviati

ville, North Carolina

Born and bred in the tradition of the Deep
South, "Buddy" came from North Carolina as a

smiling, eav along with Rebel "Now I'm

telling you b lid onh, mean that \\ ilh was
on the trail of another poor plebe who didn't real-

ize the importance of North Carolina In his spare

time, Willy enjoyed nothing more than to "si

the bra el in spite ol his

sack drill philosophy, he was always ready to do
me better in the gym.

Walter CUanleA Weave*
Washington, DC.

Walt had an amazing capacity for flaking out; his motto "Why do anything else

when you can sleep?" Dago and Walt just didn't see eye to eye, and it was a two-year
battle to see which could out do the other. When not sleeping, the "Eager Beaver"
could be found in the Radio Club. Perhaps the most outstanding characteristic he
possessed was an absolute immunity to the attractions of the opposite sex. The day
Walt succumbs will be indeed a sad one for those who have utter faith in this "king
of all Red Mikes."

£ fy/Utdfost Go-nuMSAf, IdJilliamd

Kalamazoo, Michigan

Entering from high school, where he had edited a newspaper and a yearbook,

Windy" vigorously took up writing for Reef Points, and later became associate editor

of Trident magazine. Though not strictly a ladies' man, he usually paced the Flying

Squadron and when not fighting the sub squad, he took to track for a sport, where he
earned recognition for his flying feet. We'll always remember "Windy" as a cheery,

ambitious guy, still bilging academics, and still training for track on chocolate cake.
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Louisville, Kentucky

"Ack-Ack" came East to the Naval Academy to disprove hill-billies by wearirr

shoes and speaking "impeccable" English. To his despair he learned that the feedA

water system is not as simple in construction as a bathtub gin still, but he triumphed \

in good measure. Casual hog cartoon contributor, chameleonic athletic, able portrait \

sketcher, fervent Glenn Miller fan, he found much happiness at the Academy, whether \

alone or with his comrades. His nautical vocation does not completely dominate his \

avocational interest in art, politics, and aviation. He wants to live a replete, seafaring, \
useful life, and we believe he will.

ItJitUatH, Jfetvuf, Adaml
Manhattan, Kansas

Plebe year Bill indicated the course he was going to follow. The plebe soccer team
wasn't too hard to make and he soon had his major sport. Despite four weeks in mid-
shipman paradise during winter term and a countless number on the goldbrick squad
spring term, he managed to ably head the Class Crest Committee. He did not, how-
ever, devote all his time to serious things. Bill lived life with a weather eye decked
for fun and with the help of his friends things never neared the dull stage.

Maplewood, New Jersey

"Win" had that valuable combination of a
sunny disposition and earnesteness which at-

tracted every one he met including—of course

—

the fairer sex. Varsity baseball and football kept
"O. B.'s" athletic schedule full, and it was his

booming bass voice that could be heard across the
diamond and gridiron as he jammed the "pep and
ginger" needle into his teammates' arms. Nor was
he only athletically and scholastically inclined,

for on hop week-ends he could always be found es-

corting one of his pretty drags around the yard.

Ack-Ack

Phil

PUiUp. JtancauAi AlUn
Easthamptox. X Iassachusetts

Phil arrived in Annapolis endowed with an
unusual seriousness of purpose; he was Blue and
Gold from head to toe. In many ways he is the
typical Yankee of American tradition: thrifty,

honest, and close-mouthed; he could be amazingly
patient with the brainstorms of his spendthrift
wife. Easy to live w ith, Henry spent much of his

free time running cross-country races or the half-

mile in battalion track meets. Dragging only
rarely, Phil spent most w eek-ends sailing. Though
he hopes for submarines. Phil will find satisfaction

in anv duty he's assigned.
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Mausuce Alffied Aucf&i

Manville, Rhode Island

You want the out my interesting life
1
"

Moe" simulated deep thinking, flicked his ashes

mi's len

.

era My glorious past

is too eventful for a mere summary . my future

—

too promis:: impertinent speculation. 1

prefer to avoid bothersome fame, at least during

my own century When in a serious mood.
"Moe's" favorite diversion is discussing politics.

philosophy, books, the war. His are a Hair for art.

a master> of French, and a nose which he w ill tell

vou distinguishes all great men of historv.

Dave

jbauid AbnvttAead Balkldale.

Whiteville, North Carolina

After three years at the University of North Carolina, Dave decided to shift his

interests from physical education to the Navy. Soft spoken and quiet, Dave was every-

body's friend. He was conscientious and on the ball, two traits of character that helped

him to achieve his goal, both in academics and in sports. Although occasionally he
found the studies hard, Dave was always at ease in his athletic gear, whether it was

^TV^ football, lacrosse, or boxing. Our class can well be proud that it has such a fellow as

Dave in it.

William AaAan BaiaeA,

Santa Fe, New Mexico

From the sandy wastes of "New Mehico," Barney came a-ridin'. A perfect listener

to corny jokes, his toothy chuckle made everyone else laugh with him. Bill took to

lacrosse immediately on entering the Academy; every spring found him playing it.

And how he hated to lose ! Academics took much of his time, but hard work always

got him by. Living so far away, he spent his Christmas leaves in New York and Santa
Fe will hear many stories of the "Great White Way." If popularity were the key to

success, Barney would be top man on the totem pole.

liurr

Coron vdo, California

Yes. Burr is a stalwart son of the Golden
West, whose sses may be listed totally as

Jesand "I in Cans For three years we have
followed this carefree lad through his encounters

with the Academic Departments and until now,

there have been few complaints I le could have
v been a la the California Chamber

merce, but w ith due credit to his inner ser-

iousness and the fact that he has been steeped in

Naval lore since birth, we know that he will he a

lifelor in excellent shipmate. ^*

I
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Qeoxxpe Aiken, CcdduieU,
fin,.

Knoxville, Tennessee

He mimics Damon Runyon, devours Colliers, and gets a brush cut every spring.'

He plays handball, tennis, the horse races and the victrola. He's a master at diplo-

macy, dancing and sack drills. He was welcome to all bull sessions, and we shall always

recall his humor, playfulness, sincerity, and his old brown cigarette holder. If George's

readiness to take a blind date is a measure of his courage, we not only have a potential

hero in our midst, but also a multi-dyed martyr. George has our best wishes for good
luck and swift promotion.

^lastcid flai&pJt, GallaUatt, fa.

Lima, Ohio

Just three years ago, a typical "Buckeye"' whipped into Crabtown, a piece of Lima's
famed pipe line clutched in one hand, a sheaf of pin-up girls in the other. Bubbling
over with ambition to be a submariner and to drag a queen, Joe soon proved that he
was a man of action. A lover of the great out-of-doors, Cal led company teams in

basketball, baseball, and military track; yet he found time to give extra instruction in

Skinny, Math, and Steam. A demon for work, Joe will always be where the going is

toughest, "giving 'em hell."

CduUn A. fewuiA

Grand Haven, Michigan

"Smiling Eddie" blew into Annapolis in '42

bringing a fund of yarns about his home town, a
ready handshake for anyone who would admit
having heard of Grand Haven, and a tendency to

speak his mind freely and often forcefully. Burns
spent much of his spare time in informal debates
and bull sessions; Ed can recite any one of a hun-
dred poems on a moment's notice. Like almost
every midshipman, congenial Ed played intra-

mural sports each term, excelling in baseball. If

he has anything to do about it, you'll hear of

"E. A." again.

George

Albeit jJQ-lefili Ganstetflu

St. Louis, Missouri

After gaining the distinction of being the best
"Rat" at Citadel, Al came to the Naval Academy
where he soon showed his military prowess by
leading his platoon to first place in the plebe sum-
mer infantry competition. When not pitching for

the company Softball team or sw inging a tennis

racket, Al could be found absorbing general in-

formation concerning the armed forces. His wil-

lingness to learn and pleasing personality have
won him many friends who got as much fun out
of being run bv him as he did in running them.
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5bcuud Alexa+td&i Clement

n o, Virginia

The N - ass is the Marine Corps' .cam. bur

Da^. c says . ouldn't be happy without a gun
in his hu" - S lid that Dave used a rille

for a teeth;:- E wouldn't have done
that, for it might have ruined the gun When he

•it tiring with the pistol team. Dave could

usually be found sailing, this sport rating next to

shooting in his estimation. Dave will long be re-

membered for his troubles with Bull, extra duty.

and the fair sex. Duty with Dave will always be

full of laugh- e're looking t'orw ard to seeing

him again.

Danny

^batuel flad&pJt Clementl, ji.

Penn Yan, New York

Though proud of his small town background, Danny was never the small town boy.

Unlike most fellows with a vengeful Academic Department snapping at their heels,

he engaged in nearly every intramural sport offered. His favorites were always outdoor
sports, soccer, track, football, or sailing. Being Irish and honest, he never passed up
a good debate. With classmates and instructors alike, Danny was admired for his

determination to speak his mind. A broad grin and explosive good humor, however,
softened any sting his words might have, while innumerable drags give ready proof of

his ability to enliven any gathering. In short, he likes life and makes you like it too.

£ *1Uo.mad. flaleft-U Gatttvellati, fa.
Bronx, New York

From the beginning of plebe summer Tom won friends with his engaging personality

and homely Irish smile. Academics came easy to Red, and he was usually busy reading

novels or explaining tough probs to less fortunate classmates. His real love at the Acad-
emy, besides working overtime for the Bronx Chamber of Commerce, was sailing in the

"Spindy." When winter arrived he helped manage the swimming team and first-class

year took over the reins as varsity manager. A keen sense of humor coupled with
natural ability in most fields should keep Tom out in the front in whatever he under-
takes.

JleutU Moote. Gutter

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Lew rambled up to Annapolis straight from
( ieorgia I ech, and during the next three \ears he

ed the distinction ol being one of the drag-

est midshipmen in the Academy Plebe rates

•ped his style for a while, but when youngster

ll arrived, he settled down to business and the

first thir. he was engaged. Lew's extra-

curricular er on various corn-

pan; ailing trips, and the Busi-

ing Lev-, s smile, with its flashy display of

teeth, will continue U friends for him.
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flakn Gosde* 2>ale

Merchantville, New Jersey

"Baldy" was another of the many Jersey boys
who filled out the twelfth company. Most of his

time was spent out on the football field as one of
the work-horse linemen trying to nose out the
bigger men. (He was one of the very lightest on
the line.) Torn between the gridiron and those
wild week-end sailing trips, "Baldy" didn't waste
too much time dragging—until first-class year
when the "reserved" tag was removed and the
hops received one of the class' most confirmed
jitterbugs.

Ray

Raymond Gatl %amm
Paterson, New Jersey

This nobility-steeped Viking from Norway, or rather, Sweden, came to the Academ
to be a rough, tough sailor, and he has succeeded well. Fortunately, however, the roar

of firerooms and the multiplicity of technical monstrosities have not upset his fine

sense of music. Farragut must share honors with Bizet in the world of this musical

literate. "Sir," he would say to his fellow protagonists, "My name's Damm, not
damn!" And well might they heed the pronunciation of this phonetic prodigy from
"Joisey." His remarkable eyebrows, expert French, running ability, and his com-
placence in all crises should bring him laurels.

jjad&pA fyn&Hcib 2><Uan

Winchester, Massachusetts

With a broad Boston accent and a year at Harvard behind him, Joe became one of

the more bewildered and innocent plebes. Eventually he caught on to the system and
settled down to his major task of studying. In spite of an original adverse opinion,

Joe participated in company and battalion sports, and learned to enjoy them very
much. Submarines and singing were his two major interests, although his vocal rendi-

tions were the cause of many disputes among his classmates. Good natured and jovial,

Joe's friendly Irish nature holds him high in his classmates' esteem.

Baron

Maplewood, New Jersey

From the quiet tinkle of cocktail glasses, "The
Baron" arrived to add to the bedlam of the Naval
Academy. "Baron" surrounded himself with a

small group of close friends, who heartily joined
him in a protest of their lot in life. His swimming
prowess rapidly came to the fore and an "N"
successfully closed his career. He was at his best

on the "briny deep" of the Chesapeake at the
helm of one of our yachts or yawls. This interest

was consummated as vice-commodore of the
Boat Club. Thanks for the memories your name
will recall, "Baron."

CI
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flicltGAd An&teuj- 5bu+uu*tG

Hopkinton Massachusetts

twenty months in the Fleet, Dick entered

the Academy with an insatiable appetite. Plebe

summer he iound his main interest on the hori-

zontal bar and soon e permanent berth on
the varsity squad His popularit\ and readiness

to '"go to bat"' for his classmates were pro\ ed b>

his election as company representative and mem-
ber of the Ring Committee From the beginning.

he : :^e a staunch family man. intent

upon a graduation marriage; every happy hour
ound him writing that letter to "Shorty."

BUI

~

t'

William Darnel AoM jbustbeatk

Audubon, New Jersey

Bill always seemed to be the type to have an O.A.O., but he never has, even after

all those various involvements with his mysterious women. Every couple of weeks he
would be writing to someone he didn't even know. We never saw anything like the guy.

Yes, a romanticist, even though they did call him "Gun-shy." Really a quiet fellow,

he saved his fire for the lacrosse field and the juke box. Like most people of depth, Bill

.vas just a little bit difficult to know well, but those who did know him found a true

friend and a fine companion.

Michael B&wi&hA &lliott

Riverton, New Jersey

Although the necessity of taking off another pound for a match kept him busy
wrestling most of the year, Mike found plenty of time to spend sailing yawls. The
Bull profs stirred up some trouble for him plebe year, but with the chips down Mike
proved his salt and has not given them another chance to catch him in his mad dash
for an ensign's stripe. He professes to be a "Red Mike," but the beautiful girls he
dragged to the hops lent little support to his assertions. His infectious smile and sin-

cere look have paid big dividends.

Harry

Jiavuf, Colf^a* fya>utie*,

Wichita Falls, Texas

Texas lost a favorite son and the Army Air

Force one of its finest civilian instructors when
1 larry entered the Academy. Although he be-

moaned leaving his beautiful I exas v. omen, ! larry

didn't waste his charming curly hair; he never
missed a hop or other opportunity to drag I larry

in a man of action being the driving force behind
many company teams during his three years at

the Academv I lis easy-going manner and coop-
erative spirit will assure him success in his ambi-

ieof the flying aces.
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SmH^HB^^HM^^H!

Samuel JlitUJuctuft tf-Uke

Round Bay, Maryland

"Sambo" missed his calling by not being a producer or a promoter. He was prob-

ably the most ardent follower of athletics and extemporaneous shows in the Academy
He applied a part of his talent to the sailing team where he was perfectly at home
having grown up on the Severn and Chesapeake. Outside the limits of the Academy
his interests were confined to the future wife. (She saw to it). A combination of hos-

pitality and wit gave "S. Linthicum" a group of friends that will last forever.

jHutUesi flame* Qiao&l, fli.

Sturgis, Michigan

"Luth" was another of the boys that came to the banks of the Severn from high
school. You could always spot him, every Saturday morning, racing up to the fourth

deck to see if he had that letter from home. During the productions of the Masque-
raders and the other Academy theatrical ventures, you would find Luther back stage

lending a hand in the Stage Gang. Coming to the Academy with no previous swim-
ming experience, he had trouble with the sub squad, but won out eventually. Even
though studious, he still knew the proper time for a sack drill.

Pesi/Uo&l AlostmoH, rf-entoti,
fln,.

Collingswood, New Jersey

After jobs ranging from soda jerk to shipyard
worker, "Fent" came here to try his luck. For a
man with fun in his nature, he found it easy to

laugh and make others laugh with him. Varsity
sports were not for him, but he was always con-
scientious about keeping in shape, wrestling being
his pet pastime. All other interests were over-
shadowed by his strong desire to be on the water.

He was sure to be found out on a yacht or yawl
when weather permitted. To know him is to like

him, and many people will know him in his career.

Sambo

fladepA Michael Qnaette

Millyille, New Jersey

Joe left the "Hub" of South Jersey and a two-
Near down payment on an engineering degree at

Rutgers University to come to .Annapolis. Be-
cause he was on the savvy side in Math and Sci-

ence, "Greene Bean" shouldered the burden of

pushing his roommate, along w ith several other

buckets, through three years of wrestling with a

slipstick. During recreation periods, if he wasn't
working out with the company basketball or base-

ball team, he could usually be found in the can-
teen. Time could have been saved often by look-

ing in the canteen first.
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(lobesit Jle+fuf, cM-cuiett

N \:\\

When Teddy di \eno to espouse the

Navy he found himself with a demanding wife

The acaderr. ics ublesome at first, but he
stuck to theni with the determination of a true

Western* v>n had them licked. His athletic

es run u . - such as soccer and basket-

ball, and he proved himself agile and capable at

both. Being from Reno, Bob had a gambler's
spirit am is . ways willing to take a chance on
a blind drag. Always well up on the grease list.

Tec. that you could be both apt and
popular with your classmates.

Mike

resville, North Carolina

After f. of cutting classes at Davidson
College in I arolina Jim set sail for .An-

napolis All went well with this happy-go-lucky
Southern lad until annual swim tests appeared
when he behaved as the proverbial stone, but Jim
always made sure he was off the sub squad in time

ason to rub the competition over
the mat ( [< /mmands as no man has ever

n them and has kept many a section guessing

;

but Jim's voice is finishing its changing stage i

. 1 should go well in the future.

AniUun. Michael Jlay&L, j*i.

Baltimore, Maryland

A native of Baltimore, Mike came to the Academy with a ready excuse for Mary-
land weather; "It's bound to clear up for the hop this week-end, fellahs; it always
does!" His managership in plebe and varsity football took up his plebe and youngster
falls. Mike's principal characteristics are a quiet reserve, generosity, and strong
opinions with a good argument to back them up. A cheerful attitude and thoughtful-
ness make him a good friend. Confidence and hard work have brought him through a
tough course with a good record which he will continue to maintain in his profession.

•£ JP.O+UI £amuel cMolLeA,, jn>.

Bozeman, Montana

Independent—that's "Hollie"—not stubborn, but individualistic. Both profs and
classmates found him ready to defend his personal views: often he led ours. Char-
acteristically, he developed abilities in varied sports and refused to overuse his "savvy"
in studies. Inherent modesty, natural frankness, meticulous grooming, and instant

friendliness mark this original "clean-cut kid." Sam's full of surprises, though, espe-

cially when someone mentions Montana sheepherders : the ordinary reservedness dis-

appears, penetrating gray eyes shine, that constant smile becomes even more full of

fun, and dry humor turns to mock seriousness. There aren't many like Sam—and
those who know him are sorry.
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Bronx, New York

Fresh from the sidewalks of New York, Don brought with him many characteristic:

of the big city, except (and no one could figure out why) the accent of his native Bronx
Athletic and exteremely fond of sports, he distinguished himself in basketball and
various company sports. Academics were a snag, but possessed of an ability to catch

on quickly, "Tomato" made out well. Don became famous for his woman troubles,

but the things we shall all remember longest are his great affability and his big^Irish

laugh. Don's judgment and personality will make him one to watch.

Lebanon, New Hampshire

His winning grin, spirit of independence, and love for argument made Frank a

favorite with all of us. A veteran member of the Commandant's daily swim party,

Frank's motto became "As goes the ship—so goes King." He exerted his leadership

in managing a fighting battalion track team. Life at the Academy was made more
livable by daily letters of inspiration from Maine. Conscientious, sharp-witted, and
able to laugh in the gloomiest situation, Frank is the man you want to have around
when there is trouble brewing.

Staten Island, New York

Jake entered the Academy with two years of

destroyer service to his- credit. Among his ac-

complishments are his active participation in

battalion and company sports, his earnest desire

to make every "tea-fight" a jitterbugging success,

and his definite knack for picking up such descrip-

tive nomenclature as "Soockie." Jake's assiduity

and his keen desire to prove himself worthy of his

commission will inevitably gain for him the re-

spect and admiration of his fellow officers.

Tomato

Dave

Columbus, Ohio

"J. D.," a member of one of the First Families
of Virginia, came to the Academy singing Begin
the Beguine and with that song so shall he leave.

His personality has been responsible for many
friends. Far from being a "Red Mike." Dave felt

some sort of self-imposed penalty when he missed
a hop. Girls and letters, letters and girls: all made
for Dave's happiness. A love for bridge placed
him in a category not of the savoirs and yet far

from the buckets. He stuck to the middle of the
road and that's where we'll be able to find him.
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Sbo+uM MeVull Jlayta+t

Wo - )hio

There was never a dull moment when Red
Layton. the poor man's Bob Hope, was around
"The Great Red Joker" is a versatile individual

with talents ranging from the sub-squad to the

Ring Dance Committee, and to top these ac-

complishments the pride of \\ ooster. Ohio, is a
star man. There is more than one of his classmates

who can thank Red for an unselfish helping hand
.. at a vital point when the Academic

Board was about to score a knockout. If friends

e silver and ability gold. Red would be a

millionaire.

Mac

John KexHfU McKay
Dubuque, Iowa

"Black Jack" came to the Academy from the Corn State bringing with him a slide-

'rule, a basketball, and a two-a-day beard. After starting things rolling by winning
stars and a varsity "N" in basketball as a plebe, Mac became a star man on Saturday
nights as a member of the Hop Committee. When he wasn't writing letters or flaking

out, Mac was promoting extra-curricular sessions in Math and Steam. Always a hard
player and an easy loafer, Mac could weather any storm, for when things were blue and
bitter, he could laugh.

£ Rol&d Palmed McKea^ie
Marshall, Michigan

Straight from high school, Mac moved into the Academy with all the confidence of

one who is about to conquer. After ducking the passes of the Dago Department's
scythe during plebe year, he settled back and took the academics as they came. Mac's
love of sports found an outlet in football, basketball, and softball. With his infectious

smile there was no shortage of women in Mac's life at the Academy; this may account
for his almost perfect attendance record at the hops.

1 1airless

JieAM&d It/oviett Moody
i. is, Maryland

"Hairless" is an old salt who hails from our be-

loved Crabtown. He spent three years in the

Navy preparing for the Academy; his success

speaks for itself. Best known by his classmates

the "night-owl," he dragged his Margie every
blessed week-end, rain or shine, extra duty or

watch, exams or not I lis neatness, forbearance,

and ability to make •• isc decisions have made this

n a credit to his class. I lis 135

pound frame has graced the soccer field, bowling
alley, and tracl to his battalion's credit. Need
we say more?
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Senatobia, Mississippi

.Anyone desiring to continue the Civil War, report to '63 and inquire for "Murph,
the redheaded, "anti-anything-Yankee" lad from Mississippi. This academicall

savvy Rebel can present his arguments forcefully as well as both logically and fluently

since his principal activity at the Academy was boxing. His other spare time was
divided between his most beloved occupation, dragging, and his most detested duty,

the sub squad. To single out his one most famous accomplishment would inevitably

be to remember how he habitually exhibited a different beautiful girl at every hop.

Let's wish him the same success in every port.

Florence, Alabama

From the sunny Southland came hedge-hopping, hitch-hiking, high-balling Murray,
concentrated T.N.T.—and Marion Institute's most promising son of the gridiron.

"J. R.'s" varied interests, football, track, yacht sailing, and a clear tenor voice kept
him from starring, but his natural abilities and sincere efforts placed him high. With
a broad friendly smile, a hearty laugh, and a cheerful greeting, Johnny was liked and
admired by his many friends and loved by more than one curvacious blonde. What
ever comes next there will always be the grin, a fine foundation for success

!

Elk River, Minnesota

"Let's not study now; let's just talk." From the
shores of Lake Minnetonka to the banks of the
Severn is quite a jump, but Dave took it in his

stride. His jovial nature and ability to laugh at

any joke soon made us all want to see more of him.
Battalion diving and track, the Glee Club, and
yawl sailing were among his outside interests. Xo
"Red Mike," he was always material for the one-
three stag lines. A swell sport, a true sailor, and a
great guy, Dave will always be a good man to have
around.

Murph

?9
^/\^

-Jk Ww

L
Bill

William eMamiUott NatdkufL

Round Lake, Xew York

"Women are sheer delusions." With this state-

ment Bill rolls over in his sack and is soon asleep.

Three years of Academy life found this Red \ like

starring in two achievements, not dragging and
not writing letters. Academics interested him
hardly more and study hours found him sound
asleep or wrapped around a Colliers. His pride

and joy was albums of Strauss and those week-end
sailing trips. His idea of perfect duty—engineer-

ing officer aboard the "Reina." Although no
novice at the flying game. Bill has decided to wait
until after the war to get his winss.
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^UosnasL Qihn&ie Pcua+tall

MOOREVILLE WES! VIRGINIA

It's difficult . ve how a handsome, ath-

letic Wes Id twice bilge a literary

romance course in his Naval Academy career, but

that was the » ay Tom's luck ran In spite of such
breaks. "Poo'" will always come back for more as

he has demonstrated time and again by his mi-

nted spirit upon the gridiron. Not at all bash-

ful, Tom has a way with the women, and we are

sure that, as long as admirals have wives and
daughters. "T. G will find life well worth living

Sandx

Joe

. itle, Washington

Annapolis has made a sailor and a man out of

the "Reser\ f
_ out," best remembered for his

tales about Washington and his uncanny, laugh-

pro stick his foot in it." Little

in stature only, Joe always had time to discuss

t roubles or just make tall- heing a star man,
President of Trident Societ) and affiliated with

numerous activities kept him busy, but faile

detract from his interest in those about him. By
just being himself, Joe has gone to the hearts of

his classmates who think of him as "just a helluva

swell felk

,3-.-. ..

Sylvester, Georgia

"Where are you from, mister?" always brought forth a conversational spiel, for

Sandy had to say Georgia, New York, and Florida. His Southern accent as well as

his love for wine, women, and leisure seem to show more of the Georgia heritage.

Never in a hurry, "We" managed to get in boxing, battalion football, and steeplechase

as sidelines to his principal occupation, dragging. When '46 is eligible for flight train-

ing, Sandy will be among the first to win his wings. His duties may be done in a non-
chalant manner, but you can be sure that they will be done.

£
Huntington, West Virginia

It took West "By God" Virginia to produce this modern Omar Khayyam of flying,

fraternity, drinking, dancing, and wooing fame. "Sinful" was well on his way toward
becoming a flying instructor when an Academy appointment, a chance to fulfill a life-

long ambition, came. Still, he hopes someday to decorate his blues with a pair of Navy
wings. Meantime, believing that variety is the spice of sports, Roy spiced his Academy
career with wrestling, swimming, gym, and sailing. If a happy ship makes for efficiency,

Roy's good nature and his desire to help others will bring his ship smooth sailing.
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lUyi Stoned Smitk, /*.

Omaha, Nebraska

Smitty brought from Nebraska a quiet, easy-
going manner. The scarcity of food on Sunday
mornings after church was his only constant com-
plaint. Academics never got the upper hand be-
cause of his efficiency and willingness to work. He
always found time, however, for the daily letter

to the blind drag of plebe year. The quarter-mile,

boxing, and company soccer occupied most of his

spare time between week-ends when "She" was
coming down. With luck, a low preference num-
ber will send Smitty on his way to an underseas
command.

Mac

Macon St. GlcUn, SnatvdHea

Beaufort, North Carolina

Three years ago, from the sand dunes of the North Carolina coastline, Mac cam
to us with an easy-going cheerful manner and a deep love of the sea. Making frienda

came natural to Mac, and he had many in all classes and battalions. One had only to\

talk with Mac for a few minutes to learn that his greatest ambition was to fly, and at \

times it seemed that his regard for airplanes was stronger than his unbounded love for \

the gentler sex. "Snow ball's" determination and enthusiasm for the job at hand insure \

his success wherever he may go. \

Gecd Clyde Staid
Salisbury, Maryland

"What's wrong with Maryland?" With this battle cry, Rex was ready to

his old stamping grounds, and especially the Eastern Shore, against any and all

assaults. Rex, as he was dubbed soon after entering, came to the Academy fresh from
high school. Slight of build, he by-passed the heavier sports, but could always be seen
on the track or cross-country course. Being rather reserved, he preferred a close circle

of friends. Those who knew him intimately, however, will remember him as an efficient

and hard working friend.

Johnny

flolui GkasUel *JkomfUa+i, fo.
Norfolk, Virginia

Up the Chesapeake a few miles, Johnny trans-

ferred his residence from Norfolk to the Naval
Academy intent on a Navy career. He was on to

the system in short order and could always be
counted upon to take advantage of any of the few
privileges extended; he could be found in town
most any liberty day. The winter tenns found
John making good in the fencing loft, from which
he sent many a man with saber bruises. A happy
smile and gay disposition have won Johnny many
friends and 1 can safelv saw "He'll get alons."

A
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Newark, Ohio

With a smattering of Harvard and a touch of

Ohio State University, the "Buckeye State sent

one of her top notch boys to the Nav} Never one
to lose his appetite over studies. Fred found his

true love to be the natatorium where he spent at

least two seasons of the year splashing around.

being twice an "N" \\ inner on the s\\ imming team
or the social side, hops and entertainments

drew Fred as quickly as the next one. and his only

et was that Ohio wasn't handy enough to keep
him supplied with drags.

Ne\h

Fred

an

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Nelly" came to the Academy from the University of Michigan where two years
of Naval R.O.T.C. had only served to strengthen a ten-year-old ambition to become
an admiral. A star man with other interests, Nelson could often be found doing giant
swings in the gym or sailing in one of the Boat Club's yacht squadron. An enthusiastic

collector of books and records, he was never without something to occupy his time.

^/V^Though "Uppy" left many a mark with his caustic wit and sharp cirticism, he will be
remembered chiefly for his Blue and Gold spirit and serious desire for perfection.

j)ame& Gallattan Van A+ttw-esup,, j)l.

Mobile, Alabama

With a year at Citadel behind him, Van came to the Academy with an unusual
knowledge of military matters. He was confident, easy-going, and lost none of his

Southern drawl in three years on the Severn. Van's splendid record in conduct is evi-

dence of his admirable habits and thoroughness. He was an excellent sailor thanks
to past experience on Mobile Bay, and though his spare time was devoted largely to

boxing and track, he was a prized crew member on any boat. Gifted with an ardent
ove for the sea, Van will do a fine job in the Fleet.

Stu

StuoAt AUnand&i White
Island Falls, Maim-.

1 laving lived in Louisiana, Maine, and Massa-
chusetts and claiming each one as home, Stu took
high honors in acquiring spoons Fresh from Bow-
doin College, Stu tool-" the only Naval Academy
academic cut on record I le did his college credit,

ever, by usually standing academically in the

two digit figures I he Masqueraders, company
a little sailing added color to his

Annapolis life Stu will best be remembered for

his of forehead and his love for the
Orchestra
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Malcolm Boyd Antkun, If

Lakewood, Ohio

From across the hall could be heard Mai's laughing voice discussing last week's hop'

followed by an anticipating wish for the coming week-end. Ending the conversation'

was how a slam could be made with only five trumps. With these three subjects

covered, Mai would settle down to a little concentrated study, but not much, for

bridge, hops, and week-ends constituted his main interest in life. Always involved in

intramural sports and fortified by a "Sunny" disposition, Mai really "liked it here

at Navy."

St. Louis, Missouri

If you happened to stumble into a long winded story, you could be certain that

"Ash" was on the other end of it. Imitations and dialects were also part of his stand-
ard equipment; his version of the familiar fencing drill

—
"Right Sheek, Left Sheek,

Parrie!"—has become famous. Along with being a teller of tales, he was one of the
lucky few having a permanent base of operations in Crabtown. The question of

where "The Nose" hailed from was beclouded by his starting life as a Navy Junior
and being on the move ever since. For all his wit, he was serious-minded and seemed
to come out better than even in the academic tussle.

cMet^uf BayuMsA.d li/bittieA,

Kennebunk, Maine

A true New England Yankee, Harry joined our
class in the winter of '43 and immediately became
a prominent addition. Though exam week pre-

sented a constant source of worry, he was a hard
worker and had little difficulty in maintaining a
creditable average. His chief interest in the field

of sports was lacrosse and his spare time was spent
in writing the O.A.O. or giving "tuneful" rendi-

tions on his trumpet. Friendliness and good
humor are the qualities which make him always
welcome.

Mai

Bare

Paul Walde+t &a>ic*U
Santa Monica, California

Two years of duty with the sea-going Marines
preceded "Bares" Naval Academy career and
made him a champion of Uncle Sam's Devil Dogs.
With a 4.0 sense of humor and a lightning quick
mind, Bare tossed quips and puns right and left.

When Paul walked into the room, all hands were
soon laughing and joking. A remarkable linguist.

he picked up Japanese as easily as he had French
and German, a fact which he hopes will cinch a
billet in the Marine Raiders. Athletically, he
excelled in no one sport, but tackled a different

one every season until he learned the tricks of
them all.

A
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Q&vuje. WilLa+n Baue^H&cUtniM, fit.

Baltimore, Maryland

Being a V. \ Junior of exceptional merit.

George is naturally deeply engrained w ith the

Naval spirit He spent his early years in Cali-

fornia. Hawaii. and then came to

Annapolis to follow in his father's wake Tall and
lanky, he was active in company sports, making
himself well-liked and re- A favorite with

"chow -hounds" ^he kept a locker well-stocked

with edibles), he acquired a thousand and one
friends. Always on the lookout for honest fun.

George had his serious side too, being interested

in the theories of the universe.

Amiga

%a+udd Clay Bayly
Hilo, Hawaii

Hawaii's congenial, one-man date bureau "Pineapple" Bayly was disturbed only

y an intense dislike for studying Japanese. Keynoting his carefree attitude was a

Knowledge of all the current popular songs, especially noticeable in the shower. Plebe

year he was a regular at the Saturday movies, enjoyed his cokes at Read's, and made
the most of his first classman's radio. Upperclass years found him still a cinemadict,

istening to foreign propaganda broadcasts, and dragging a Power's Model. Don was
tops in swimming and crew, and no season passed without his participating in some
sport.

£
New York, New York

Benjie—or Benjo as his fellow aspirants of the Japanese language called him—is a
sandblower from the Big Town. He had a difficult time keeping in phase as he marched
to classes, but once he entered the section room his troubles were over. He was always
ready to amuse the rest of the company with his antics. Few of us will forget his

impersonations of Hitler, Stepin Fetchit, et al. He had one great problem—that was
remembering the jokes he had already pulled on his wife. That Benjie's plans for the

future are indefinite is best indicated by the fact that he has "Madame X" engraved
in his miniature.

Blackie

GUsile* ZUiott BUctyoAA, III

I Iackensack, New Jersey

The "Hackensacker" hit the Academy after a

dummy-run at Princeton, with him he brought a

n interest for thir. al. Charley was cap-

able of emitting an aura of a splitting headache
every morning, hut after gulping his first cup of

java he would "wing and wing" to class, to la-

room for a feVi old songs, or

to his drag without further stimulus. Blackie

never had to sweat his way through academics,

and his oni\ real trouble was getting a good pic-

ture for his locker. Choo iste made his

ce hard, and we can hardly wait to meet the

futur I and Charles Elliott, IV.
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j)a*H&L /ZtooJze Bwdott
Seattle, Washington

We used to wonder why Jim ever left the dreary co-ed campus of the University o
Washington for the heaven of plebe year, but we soon realized that he was dead serious

about the Navy. At first he showed Red Mike tendencies but soon recovered. A crew
man for his own enjoyment, he starred as a plebe and demonstrated his unbelievable

good-naturedness by going gripeless for three years; and if that isn't a virtue aboard
ship, you name one. Steady, easy-going, and with a good head, his only O.A.O. so far

is his sack.

*JUo*m&1 fytuutcii GaWixiU
Everett, Massachusetts

Another of the good-looking "Bahston boys," Tom's a mixture of Glen Miller fan,

dragging fiend, and aviation lover. Sporting a former rating of his Dad's on his B-robe,

Tom spent his study hours earning starring marks in Math, and writing letters (he

ranked high in receiving them too). Even before entering the Naval Academy and
while at Boston College, this slick-haired fellow made plans for getting aboard a car-

rier as a stepping stone to flight training. Three years of Academy work change a man,
but Tim has the same smile and jovialness that he entered with and chances are he'll

never lose them.
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1/UiUicun. Rtiut BanUant
Greenville, South Carolina

Billy, if not the original Southern gentleman,
is the undisputed runner-up with his smile and
charm. Before joining the ranks of Navy blue and
gold, Bill spent four years at college, becoming a
member of S.A.E. His activities here were three
in number: the first concerned a certain South
Carolina belle ; his second was dancing of the wild-
est variety ; his third dealt with the so-called B 62 L
Recreation Parlor and Elbow Association, of
which he was one of the seven charter members.

Jim

Tiny

Gutiti GoUUjosi Gatdell

New Orleans, Louisiana

Chicago, Washington, or New Orleans
—

"Tiny"'
claims allegiance to all of them; but his favorite

seems to be New Orleans! Daily, his booming
voice would reverberate from the bulkheads,
"Hey mate! Mail out yet?" Also, he was always
willing and able to add a word, usually more, to

any bull session on any topic. A good athlete with
a superman physique. Curt excelled in most in-

formal sports, but his specialty was football, so

fall and spring he was to be found keeping an
afternooi date with a pigskin.

&



WlNCHESTI - ITS

"'Dynamic Dick"' entered here with the con-

on that effort is the key to success, and he

immediately set about proving it. Results oi this

on incli:. emic distinction even in

his Russian, an N-star in gymnastics during plebe

year, and two lettt -
) us a national champion-

ship) in cross-country running. Dick's personality

cult to analyze- his moods varying from

melancholy to enthusiasm His many loves en-

compassed swimming, philosophy, and beautiful

women.

Chas

Paul de la Jllama, III

Habana, Cuba

From the paradise isle of the Caribbean came this Naval caballero, upholding the
Latin tradition of not knowing the meaning of "Red Mike," and bringing with him
some of the gayety of the Republics that we shall all remember by the Pan-American
sessions and after-chow fiestas. Though the plebes called him "amigo", woe to the

ones who did not know the main batteries of the ships of the Cuban Navy. There'll

be a fortunate group that goes ashore in Habana, for "Commodore" Pablo can be
relied on to prove his well-known Cuban claims.

£ Philip, Auau&tine. ^baltesitu

Plattsburg, New York

The cheery freshness of his talk gave Phil more friends than any other New Yorker
at the Academy. First-class year came with satisfaction as a goal well deserved. Studies

were unappealing, yet he knew when to dig. Rag spent most of his afternoons in the

gym, and most of his week-ends on cross-country hikes. Classmates will remember his

haunting violin, the orchestra, and the serious side of his talents. If honest effort and
application are requisites of success, Phil will achieve his share. Inspired by 'that pic-

ture' on his desk he will become all he desires.

PoiAich £antuel ^boudUta

Burn \.\

Did you ever see a destrover in a heavy sea?

Then you'd know Red il you saw him. He's long

and lean and his gate is lil e a tin can rolling with

the waves ( ind a bit of a w ise guy himself,

Pat took the quips of classmate^ over his bow,
broke them up, added a little sting for good
measure, and tossed them baci- I lis athletic

activity was fondly managing the baseball squad
- when he wasn't horizontal or indulging in a

mil- ou ever see Red, wish
him luck for me, and tell him I'm lonesome for

his line
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Alexandria, Virginia

Dug is the sort of chap you like to smoke a pipe
with. A Navy Junior, he came, to Annapolis
steeped in Navy traditions, good natured, and
with an unfailing ability to bilge Math P-Works.
He passed just one. For spare time duty he liked

ketch trips, girls, and bunk drills. His French was
excellent, but he impressed us most of all with his

easy-going, determined manner of getting things
done. He has that rare quality they call seamen's
sense. Now that Math and Steam are only mem-
ories, Dug's all set for a swell career afloat.

Tom

^UosfuU. Raymond fyifyaefadd

St. Paul, Minnesota

Just one generation out of Ireland, Tom held his own and guarded Erin's honor with'

Irish thoroughness. His personal relationships with the 'Department of Discipline

were governed by the theory of calculated risk: "Fitz" risking; Executive Department
calculating. With an aggressive defensive complex, Tom saw that neither Ireland,

Minnesota, nor Glacier Park suffered insult without redress. Having infinite endurance
and an unbelievable capacity for hard work, "Fitz" manages to triumph in spite of all

the hurdles he knocks down. His thesis "The Air Corps is as nice a way out as any"
will have us all looking for a red nose over a "non-reg" green tie in a shamrock ador
plane.

Denver, Colorado

Sam flagged his Navy-bound streamliner from the home town platform after a year's

stopover at the University of Denver. Stepping ashore at the fair city of Annapolis,
he found Navy life, Navy uniforms, and Navy women very much to his liking. Sam
was usually quiet and reserved, but when it came to fencing there were no holds barred,

and within a short time he had cut his own particular swath "pin pushing" for the
varsity fencing team. As we board our ships to contribute the best of '46 to the Fleet,

we would like to see Sam as a bunkmate.

Bill

Wdlia+n AuiiUt QlcUeA.

Detroit, Michigan

After spending three years at the University of

Detroit, the "Wag" came to the Academy. A
quiet, easy-going fellow, he impressed us plebe
year with his melancholy, punctuated by out-
bursts of singing. His sandblower stature placed
him at the end of the platoon, but didn't keep him
out of basketball, handball, or Softball. In the
evenings after returning from a Russian Club
meeting. Bill would break out his pipe, spot the
next day's "Bull" quiz, and then sweat over
Steam. Bill's combination of a logical mind and
the ability to see both sides of a question always
made him a requisite for the numerous bull ses-

sions of Bartcrof't Hall.
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Iron River. Michigan

Joe came to Annapolis from the Upper Pe-

ninsula to become a Russian \\ ho laughed at our

cold winters. Serious about Pensacola. he made
iin that the plebes were well-informed on

aeronautics. His frequent demonstrations in the

mess hall of the theory of Right with squadrons

of xxjns" menaced every man aboard.

The Bull course in diplomacy enabled him to

keep us in a condition of "guess w hat ?" Anything
and everything could happen living with "J. J."

May he win those \\ ings as speedily as he ran the

commando course, first in everv heat.

Dick

c

RicUa/id Pendleton Jlall

Baltimore, Maryland

A devotee of old English briars and choice tobaccos who had spent a year at Harvard
and a season at Johns Hopkins, an ardent sailor, and an active wolf on week-ends,
"Beeg" became known for his humor and his laughs and as the boy who got the
answers. He was a talented though violent squash player, but his favorite athletic

diversion was playing a hard game at midfield for the varsity lacrosse team. Blond
Dick specialized in starring, but Math and Steam came so easy to him that his high
grades in them were almost a crime.

£ JlutLe* cMamlltaH,, j)n,.

Morehead City, North Carolina

Fresh from a gay year at North Carolina U., Luke found the tribulations of plebe

year hard to bear, but as an upperclassman he lived more as a Southern gentleman,

and as a result felt much more at home. A lover of music and a good musician too, he
confined himself to the harmonica and radio, thus having time for shooting the breeze

and even studying. Homer was a one-man Chamber of Commerce for North Carolina

and was always ready to argue the course of the South. Nevertheless he was a pal to

everyone and the best kind of friend.

£t&uM2At tyn&etfVQst ottaticoch, ji.

Syraci se, New York

n the tough days at the Academy couldn't

change the carefree attitude that "Stew" brought

from his Syracuse home. He upholds the good

qualities ot Yankee territory as staunchly as he

defends the virtues of gold, his favorite sport. As
a barber shop singer, he has no peer as will be

testified for by all who saw his numerous per-

formances in the "Broadway Quartet." Because

by his easy method of accomplishing both simple

and difl was erroneously called

lazy. But his quick mind makes him a past-

master in the art of ambiguities.
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Kcufsnatux, &lUo£t cM-acue

Rock Falls, Illinois

"I'm going to run my ships on rubber bands since steam is so unducky," claims R. E
who perfected every bolt in plebe Steam and ran into the Bish and the "Bake' ' for young-
ster Naval Machinery. But the Steam Department was his only Jonah for he was a

star man plebe year and a Dago slash the next year. "Plowhow," as his fellow Russian
students called him, maintained a meticulous record with the Executive Department.
A self-pronounced woman-hater, lover of cream puffs, and a recognized authority on
aircraft identification and designs, Ray aspires for those wings of the Air Corps

Homed, tf-GSiA<+ 9>uM4te, fll.

Houston, Texas

"Hey Gish, here's Cugat!" Enter another of the distinct species of Texans. Good
music and beautiful women have given Jimmy his two loves. Two years at Rice Insti-

tute plus an acute mind enabled him to draw down those stars whenever he felt like

it. His enthusiasm for company athletics, dragging, letter deciphering, and any form
of argument has been dimmed only by his belief in the virtue of an uninterrupted sleep.

All will end well when this easy-going lad receives his coveted dolphins.

-

fl&iasne. Zdouand Jtetu&eMxMt

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Always outspoken on the subject of the amount
of smoke in Pittsburgh, Jerry rallied many times
to the defense of his home town. He didn't star

in academics, but he did take an active part in the
Musical Club's shows and Masquerader's plays,
finally becoming the director of the Combined
Musical Clubs. Any spare moments were well

taken up with dragging or bunk drill. The ability

of liking people in general and having them like

him came natural to Jerry. The most conspicuous
in the Henderson bag of tricks was the famous
winning grin and a knack of getting along.

Ray

Frank

Salt Lake City, Utah

Before leaving his sugars and donning the Navy
blue, Frank was the top student in the law school
of the University of Utah. Never forsaking his

precious volume of Blackstone's Commentaries, the
"Counselor" was always in his glory when clari-

fying legal technicalities for bewildered class-

mates, eventually became the Academy's foremost
"legal eagle." Academically Frank lived up to his

previous reputation, breezing through the tough
courses in a typical "savvy stride." His genial.

thorough manner of accomplishing each day's
work made him an ideal "wife"—the perfect
answer to a bucket's prayer.
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&uae+te Gio+Ue K.e+ufO*t

California

And now let's gp to i orium w here \\ e

find Gene, the human sealion. or should we call

him the sea-wolf, since he spent most of his time

either swimming or dragging. By splashing around
in the pool. Gene managed to secure a berth on
the varsity swimming team and to become a main-
stay of the battalion water polo team. After a

frustrated love affair during the early part of

your one came to play the field.

Kenyon's social life did not keep him from sport-

_:old stars, indicating his ability to fool the

c Department more than half of the time.

Bubbles

- -^^^flfl^B

1

^
Mj 1

HH HI
.

Jy>

GUanlel Zdutand /CiaU

Bucksport, Maine

The only Midshipman in captivity to have found the second of two Naval bases at

Norfolk to the disapproval of the Executive Department. "Chas," that fair-haired

boy with the nasal "R's" came to Annapolis after two years of college humor at the

U. of Maine where he was a brother to "the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi." A favorite

pastime of Charlie's was repairing to the "mat" to work off the after effects of numer-
ous boxes of "chow" donated by his feminine admirers. The Lucky Bag owes its en-

graving superiority to none other than that papermill wizard, "Chas."

Rol&d lee ledUtte*, #*.

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

"A pot of joe, a trusty pipe, and chow
Beside him on the forecastle.

Ah! Forecastle were paradise enow."
"Solid John" is one of those rare midshipmen who doesn't care what preference

number he draws. (You can always get battleships.) But one thing you can always
say about John is that he never stole a classmate's girl. Concerning women, however,
his friends think he's due for a fall. Be that as it may, in "Battleship John" the Navy
has a real, lifetime, "out on 65" sailor on its roster.

Lem

Atu&teaj. Antko+uf, JleHteAheuPihif

Alexandri \, Virginia

Just about every Friday night Lem's face ac-

quired a familiar beam, which meant that a drag-
ck-end had arrived. Andy was one of our

t ardent supporters of the fine old custom of

dra :nd little wonder Every Sunday
evening invariably found him steaming back
through the gate ft ith only seconds to spare. Dur-

the week, Sl-ee, or Boris could usually be
found worr ing out in the wrestling loft. It took

'eat deal to put a dent in his good humor, or
"ake the spark le out of those big brown eyes.
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jok*l BLviA, 2lUU
Denison, Texas

"Tex" was known and liked by all for his South-
ern smile and disposition. If, however, you didn't
agree with him and his Texas almanac, he would
"have nothin' to do with you." Continually drag-
ging beautiful Texas ladies, Jack was fond of what
he called "South Texas courtin'." Incidentally,

he was a member of the B. L. Recreation Club and
Elbow Association. With any luck in drawing
preference numbers, John B. pLans on cruisers or
the Air Corps.

Huey

Brookline, Massachusetts

"Huey," the last man to enter our class, came with a wealth of nautical education
and experiences ; he was a graduate of the Merchant Marine Academy and had roamed
the world for three years in both the Merchant Marine and Navy. Huey did much to

champion the cause of his favorite service among those individuals who need enlight-

enment, and many a bilger was guided into the Maritime Service. This Casanova,
who claimed no matrimonial intentions, was most susceptible to feminine charms and
we could usually find him snaking at any of the hops.

Milton Q*&u*lp*d Mcup&l, jji.

New Haven, Connecticut

As an Army brat and a Yale man, "Mokes" had quite an unusual background for

the Navy. Maintaining a starring average, a full athletic schedule, choir, Glee Club,
and keeping his many women in line really kept him busy; his bathrobe displayed
awards in swimming, cross-country, and baseball. Probably Milt's best-known musi-
cal activity was his membership in the "Broadway Boys" quartet. Forever tripping

over something, he outdid himself with his header into the icy Severn from an LCI in

March of youngster year. Naval Aviation and blondes are his chosen fields.

Wild Bill

lAJilliasfi Gokesi MaMe
Skowhegan, \ Iaine

From behind the door carrying the illustrated

slogan, "Hit em Where It Hurts—Join the Sub-
marine Service," came a "hahdy" Maine accent
expounding mightily on any subject. "Following
the boys around," as Wild Bill put it, during the
track and cross-country seasons kept him busy,
but supplied numerals for his bathrobe. His only
trouble inside the Academic Group came from his

habit of setting the profs straight. Chief claim to
fame was Bill's statement to his battalion officer,

"It should be done the logical way—even if we
are in the Navy."
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WilLasn Ma^UaAeila

Beveri- v
- its

William - la—Bill to his friends, and to

his most intimau iss c ites Lamo- hasthedis-

: l ion of ht - ft people who is sure

that the Na is bom in Beverly, Massachu-
. iat is his home town, and he will ex-

plain it is just outside Boston (pronounced Bans-

ton by Bill, who also will tell you that he paaks

his caa on the Chaales
I
Lamo is noted for his

good heart too. Whenever anyone was working

his way through the Naval Academy, selling sta-

tionery, tooth picks, or just running a pool, he

would alwavs come to Bill.

Cccrcc P

Laconia, New Hampshire

George was nearing the end of his courses in Laconia High School when he heard of

the U.S.N.A. Mainly in disbelief that anything existed outside of New Hampshire he
came south to see for himself. A freckled face and pleasing smile quickly won him new
friends to replace his many old ones. New England's winter sports gave way to varsity

lacrosse, but his native accent weathered every storm. Judging from his social adven-
tures and extensive achievements, George seems to have found the world a good place

to live in.

•£ /?<wW ALxcutde*. McQUUand, III

Dwight, Illinois

Here's the lad who used to hunt cottontails "78 miles southwesta Chicawga" and
came here with an eye that twice earned the rifle expert ribbon. A year at the Uni-
versity of Illinois made "Mac'' a Theta Chi and increased the muster by one, of girls

who have to decipher that cryptographic longhand that goes out periodically by air-

mail. A former virtuoso, Mac turned up at the Academy with a battered cornet that

has fortunately been inactive because of threats from the "wife." Athletically, Mac
has followed a rugged schedule, in fact, "Fosdick's "tailors haven't yet put a pin-hold

on his fluctuating dimensions.

Mac

floJut tytuwcU McNanteA, III

in, Massachi SETTS

-iet and amiable, Mac was always on hand
with a good joke- which he frequently bungled!

ere a small problem to this Boston

Latin School pr ;in(J study hour usually-

found him on his sack with a volume of Montaigne
•h. Next to dating that WAVE officer

his to be breahn^ rifles at

lennis and squash represented Mac's
fortes and music v.. a favorite, his taste

Street to Carnegie

Ha! oh, we mustn't forget that cornet

how could we!

s~ -
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Ro&eit Reeve Panh, fo.

Tulsa, Oklahoma

"Air-Air" was contented here at the Academy because he was happy only when
sad, and he took full advantage of the unlimited opportunities offered to worry. He
spent the first half of each study period cursing over the preceding class and the last

half straining his brain for the next period. He delighted in the self-torture of weight

lifting and partaking in the weekly rat-race of dragging. Being impressed by the

"Cleveland" his plebe year, Bob has his eye on the captain's quarters of a cruiser.

tJluXfk Buchanan, Pattan, fo.

Brownsville, Tennessee

"Huge" was a great one for collecting things: nicknames, mostly unprintable; ath-

letic equipment he figured the NAA could spare for a while ; and quantities of miscel-

laneous gear he thought might come in handy someday. A true son of the South, per-

haps his hardest task was explaining Sherman's "strategic retreat" through Georgia
to his Yankee wife. "Bubbles" is best known for his picturesque language, his happy-
go-lucky nature, his brief but colorful career as a wrestler, and his firm conviction that

Tennessee girls are the most beautiful in the country.

Valentin. J\lailp>ah

Oberlin, Ohio

"I beat your haid in" would ring out and not
far away we'd find the grinning "Mad Croat."
This husky Ohioan came to us after a couple of

years as a cruiser sailor, a real salt and a true

Navy man. Val breezed through academics near
the top of his class, and his good-natured extra

instruction kept many less savvy classmates

"sat." Football, pushball, and Russian combined
to keep him busy at the Naval Academy, but on
leave or a ketch trip we were sure of a lively eve-

ning with Val. We expect to meet him again at

the Royal Hawaiian Bar.

Bob

Pat

lUitUant ekiUU Pattan

Camden, Ohio

From that wilderness called Ohio. Bill brought
his strong right arm, his unfailing good nature,

and an insatiable desire for fresh air. To his arm
Navy owes its first intercollegiate javelin cham-
pionship, for Bill could do things with a javelin

that soon earned him the nickname of "The
Human Slingshot." His good nature made living

with him a real pleasure, for try as we might we
were never able to get an angry word from him
Contrary to midshipman custom Bill remained
faithful to one girl and resisted all efforts to

lead him astray.

A
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Rockawai Beach, Xr\\ York

With two years in the Navy already behind
him. Bob came to the Vcademy w ith one thought
in mind: to get as much out of his courses as pos-

sible. Though Russian proved trying at times, he
to come out on top.

.n not juggling the books around, he was earn-

:he thre* .1 letters that decorated his

bathrobe, indulging in a little close harmony or
writing to "that certain person " Though quiet.

when we drew him out we found a subtle sense of

humor that livened many a bull session and
"happy hour."

lliwk

flaUtt Bucksiesi (laaewx,

Westport, Connecticut

This Buck Rogers may not have had a flying belt, but he certainly could get around
on the athletic field. Three years of hard work on tennis and soccer earned him two of

the coveted N's and stars to go with them. Prepared by two years at Amherst, the

only thing about academics that bothered Buck was the fact that he wasted five pre-

vious years of French on a study of the intricacies of Japanese. Buck is noted for his

ready repartee and a continual search among the plebes for Delta Kappa Epsilon's.

•£ WaJtex, Monty £cltiVLar fin..

Englewood, New Jersey

Here is a guy who could make anyone laugh, even at 0616. . . . His never-ending
sense of humor, descriptions, and ability to execute new pranks have kept us either

amused or holding the bag. Walter is a successful athlete—soccer and lacrosse keeping
him in fighting trim. "Rah-Rah's" Academy career was not effortless, but he had a
way of doing things in the easiest and most effective way. We expect one of his women
to snag him soon, but meanwhile his big brown eyes still have that new-fields-to-con-

quer look.

AUgUoIgA, Michael SiSuxia

Wheeling W esi Virginia

Sid" entered the Academy as a pre-Pearl Har-
-alt, but where he put in duty is hard to say.

etimes he wore the Atlantic ribbon, other
times he sported the Pacific bar. I lowever, there

lut his love life; Vi had a defi-

nite monopoly here Music and basketball

shared second place in Sid's list of loves and how
he emerged unscathed from those more

ody contests still remains a mystery. Sid's

'1 was his keen sense of

humor, which nc er once faltered even during
those depressing days of plebedom.
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Zdw&id OtU gkidnutoe

Lansing, Michigan

'"Got a skag, Skid?" That was the usual greeting as half of the company poure
into his room for a bull session, bridge game or help on problems from "efficient Ed.'

Not a slash by nature, two years at Michigan State and an engineering mind enabled
Skid to stand high on the "sat" list when the smoke of the annual academic battles

cleared. "All work and no play makes Skid a dull boy," so he sailed ketches and played
lacrosse with the enthusiasm that's so characteristic of his 4.0 personality.

(IqA&U Vinvent ^aoj-nen.

Iowa City, Iowa

"Well, I'll tell you
—

" and Bob was entered in another bull session. Although he had
trouble stretching his frame to five and one-half feet, this little man packed a wallop

—

literally and figuratively. Athletically he kept within his weight class by sticking

to boxing and wrestling, but this was for convenience only, for he could cope with
anything except falling hair. Ambitious and flawlessly efficient, Bob did twice as much
studying, dragging, reading, and bulling as the rest of us and still managed to keep
well acquainted with his bunk. Little man? Yes, but whatta man

!

1 HMH

Afinxit Sint&nA, (I

Greenwich, Connecticut

Si's friends may remember his black beard and
his English accent; certainly, however, they'll

remember how he made use of his English back-
ground in soccer and after-dinner speaking, or
better yet how he maintained himself in the 440-
yard races and striper race. Fitting into Annapolis
life with ease, he nevertheless had a minor skirm-
ish or two with the Steam Department, but never
slipped in anything pertaining to Dago. Si was
not an easy-going fellow on the whole, but over-
exertion was never apparent, and no one can
accuse him of burning the midnight oil in the head.

Skid

\ an

Stanley Kenneth Van Stone

San Rafael, California

Sports, academics, and women all came easy to
the "Great Van Stone." He early forsook his

native Alaska for sunny California, where he got
his head above what few clouds there were, first as
a skier and then as a private pilot. While playing
tag with the Academic Department, he never let

studies interfere with his dragging and soon be-
came an ace in the flying squadron. Likaeble as a
pup, Van has his eye on the diplomatic service,

and if making friends makes a diplomat, he may
be one of those keeping ours a peace-time Navy.
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(lay. BalMitt Wecutesi

Fillmore, V. \\ York

Before the fal . > Roy lived on a farm near
Fillmore in western New York State and was

irby Houghton College with
a B S With this excellent academic
background he has been able to stay in the upper
quarter of his class with a minimum o\ work and
plenty of time out for recreation Snapping pic-

tures, and working with the Radio Club and
Movie Gang ha E ered diversion from the

military routine. Roys long legs make
it difficult for him to keep in step with the sand-
blow e

Punky

Reggie

(lexfi+udd flaJj^ni $Uette.r fll.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

As the most active member of the "B and L
Recreation Parlor and Elbow .Association," Reg-

•ill be well remembered for his unfailing love

the game of chance, AND- for feminine com-
panionship, imebody once gave him the idea

that he had a pleasant and agreeable voice. Well,

his singing, Off Tune ol course, will be a pleas-

ant mer it reflected the happy character

that is his Active in company sports, he was that

that kept the company Softball team
he go Reggie's comradeship and loyalty will

make him exceedingly well liked in the future.

/

GUasdel lyUUn Weticott

Provincetown, Massachusetts

It's "From the Halls of Montezuma" in the morning and "to the shores of Tripoli"

at night that brand this lad with the women as the "Gyrene of '46." With no conceit,

'Punky" practices the common sense and good humor that have made him so likeable.

A conscientious student, Scotty found time to keep in trim by going out for wrestling,

acrosse, cross-country and Cuban women.
So we lift our glasses to a plucky Marine.
You're lucky, you Corps de Marines;
A wonderful guy, that's what we mean.
So long, you handsome Gyrene.

•S
Hollywood, California

A tall wavy-haired Californian, full of fun, successful in all his ventures—that was
Fritz. He had a way with drags, but could never forget that Hollywood O.A.O., so

seldom seen but so constantly present. Fritz's colorful bathrobe, heavy with letters

and numerals, gave solid evidence of his remarkable prowess in varsity soccer, track,

and pistol. Waging a two-year uphill battle with Math and Skinny, Fred finally came
into his own first-class year. A hard worker, a competent striper, and a natural leader,

Fred carries with him our confidence for the years ahead.
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Alf/ied WUliani AU>&U
Braintree, Massachusetts

Transplanted by the fulfillment of a life-long desire from Cornell to the "Institute'

on the Severn, Bill brought with him a vast store of knowledge—not all academic
With this background, he delved into the mysteries of Steam and Juice. When these

perplexed him, his "Oh well, things are tough all around this year" quickly broke
ground for a fresh start. He was always ready to deny himself a well-earned sack drill

at the mention of baseball or chow. Bill's quick wit and quiet, good nature revived

many dull afternoons and won him a host of friends.

Proctor, Vermont

"Turkey" came to us with great ideals—ideals concerning Vermont, the Naval
Academy, and women. To him Vermont is a place where great men are born, a place
of honorable men and faithful women. As for women, they were something to be
looked at and admired, but always from a distance. His jump from the life of the
University of Virginia to that of the Academy was made without much trouble.

Ration points were getting scarce anyway. Although, to hear him talk, he never got
enough sleep, never got enough liberty, or never got enough to eat, he always managed
to have a cheerful smile and a "Wie geht's mein Herr?"

Northampton, Massachusetts

A real Yankee was Emil—he was continually
singing the praises of everything in New England
from its mountains and rivers to its women. In
fact, most of his spare time was spent arranging
for those all-important dragging week-ends. After-
noons generally saw him playing tennis or in the
wrestling loft, where his teammates insist he did
as much work in keeping down to weight as in

grappling. The traditional Yankee austerity was
unknown to "Amil." His quick smile and amiable
nature made him always welcome, and will un-
doubtedly continue to do so.

Bill

t f.

Amil

Turkey

* A

Big John

j<Uut fylatuUl GieUa+i

Boston. Massachusetts

"Big John" missed the college campus, summer
sailing, and cosmopolitan New England society at
first, but then crew workouts, interest in Academy
yachts, and youngster hops "engaged him in

tactical maneuvers as before." Allegedly he was
sent to the Academy because his appetite de-
manded too many red points—watching him eat
we understood. With six sisters he learned about
women, because his address book was full of choice
numbers. His quick wit and jovial disposition led
to conflicts with the Executive Department but
made him well liked bv the bovs.
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WilLa+tt Jlatuiey CiaiMy
Law ion Oklai

ie< at Oklahoma Uni-

sity, Bil. d to embark upon a Naval
Bringing with him his winning smile and

a philosophy thai is . ncemed onlj with the

e he plunged manfully into the

long str. emics and the Executive De-
partment were minor considerations in compari-

son to the eye chart: but vitamin pills, carrot

juice, and that old Irish lighting spirit won out

In addition to being a hypnotist and a staunch

believer in 'wine, women, and song. "Bing
proved himself an able w restler.

Andy

Andsi&w- jjoJui jbeasimatt, fa
Eutaw, Alabama

A true Rebel and lover of warm sunshine, Andy's favorite pastime was to complain
about the cold Maryland weather. Andy always eagerly looked forward to leave, when
he could get back to Alabama to see all of his belles. Although the Academic Depart-
ment managed to keep him rather busy, he found time for outside activities, and when
not studying or writing letters, Andy could be found in the gym. His friendly disposi-

tion, his willingness to cooperate, and his ability to make friends made him well liked

by his classmates, by whom he will be well remembered.

£
Oswego, Oregon

John, alias "Leif Erickson," was probably one of the Academy's greatest ketch sail-

ing enthusiasts. Every day during the sailing season "Erick" worked or sailed on his

beloved boats. His enthusiasm for sailing, hunting, and fishing was matched only by
his dislike of Dago. However, even demon Dago couldn't keep "Erick" from obtaining

his lifetime goal of a Navy commission. "Erick" loves the sea, and was one of forty-

six's saltier members. Although a notorious "Red Mike" who seldom went to social

functions, he mixed easily and formed a host of lifelong friends at the Academy.

Big Ex

Johns* in r
.i n Ti nnessee

John came to us as just one of the boys, hoping

:
raduate as an officer and to hell with every-

thing else Studies came hard w ith him but he had
waited too lon^ to let anything deprive him of his

life's ambition 1 lis friends called him "Big Ex,"

but he secretly prided himself on having his girl

call him a "big hunk of man There was no doubt
of that, and there is no doubt that the Academy

//d man to the Meet
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flam&l Zmesuf, rf-oM&dt

Alhambra, California

Originally a charter member of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, "Bosque
quickly transferred his interests to the promotion of the sub squad. Always with d
grin that said, "things are finally breaking my way," he sailed lightly through aca
demies only to concentrate on the complete exploitation of those too few hours of

liberty. Anchor man of the "flying squadron" and foreman of the "salt mines," he
quickly gained the respect of classmates and plebes alike. Those who recall his boom-
ing voice and carefree attitude will always remember those days spent with California's

own "fuzzy-wuzzy."

No-law RaMaolpJi QibbanA.

Norman, Oklahoma

Nolan came to the Academy from Oklahoma by way of the Marine Corps. One of

the inherently savvy boys and a natural artist in Juice, "Gib" had little trouble with
academics. Instead, he spent his time gathering the latest dope on sailing and aviation.

Never one to over-exercise, "Gib" spent much of his time resting up, but the mention
of a sailing trip or the Marines would find him ready for fun or an argument. Randy
is a quiet, likeable guy with rare ability, and his friendship will be long remembered.

South Bend, Indiana

Indiana University lost a promising pre-med
student and an outstanding basketball player
when Jim entered the Academy. Academics
bothered him plebe year until he began to study,
and his main worry was how to drag Mary every
week-end. Friendly with his light-hearted cheeri-
ness, Jim was usually in some good-humored argu-
ment about the chow or the current sports—two
of his big interests. But making enemies was an
impossibility with Jim in spite of his arguments.
His determination when the chips are down will

pull him through many of life's problems.

Bosque

Benny

JtatucrtA Ben, QlLLi

Oskaloosa, Kansas

Chesapeake salt water washed the Kansas dust
out of "Benny's" hair and a Siberian Salt Mine
degree plebe year assured him a wealth of nautical
ore. From time to time, academics called for a
few extra burners (Type-Midnight Oil. MK. I)

to negotiate the various mental obstacle courses
but the course was always steady on a certain

1945 date. His greatest trial—the shortness of
dragging week-ends; his greatest joy—those fre-

quent letters from a certain girl back in "God's
Country." When his sincere determination and
winning personality put "Benny" on top—he'll

still be grinning: he always was.
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WiUGSid Gkasd&i QieAeke

: . Illinois

is a influence Quiet

anc . tious. h« o make the most
of his time Although not a star man. he managed
to stay well ahead of the Academic Departments
Pre: led Mike," he did blossom

forth now and then, and when he did it was well

worth the trouble. Bill will alw a> s be remembered
and envied for the stacks of mail that found their

w ay into his room and even more so tor the abun-

dance of chow always on hand. Few will forget

the - reliable friend that "Goose" was to

all of us.

Chauncey
* /'*<

r 1 Claude. MabUllcHi QU*ut, jl.

Birmingham, Alabama

The Tactical Department at West Point was waiting eagerly for "Chauncey" to

rrive, but, after having spent two years in the regular Army, he changed his mind
and decided that he was more suited to Navy life. As a gentleman of the old South
he never let anything disturb him too much—not even the eleven weeks of youngster
year he spent in the hospital after tangling with a football. Claude's intense following

f sports was evidenced by his attendance at some athletic event, even when dragging;

and the times when he was not dragging were few.

£
Los"Angeles, California

The dust had hardly settled on the parade ground when that dashing Marine,
"Kid Graff," came strolling into the Academy, ambition shown on every feature. He
was not to bilge—he owed it to "Lovey Dove," to the Marines, and to himself. So
with diligence he topped every academic hurdle, but always had time for an argument,
a handball bout, or a blind drag. No matter how alluring his drags, he'd always coyly
declare, afterwards, "I'm faithful." A sharp punch line and an ingratiating smile were
keys to the personality that was Graff.

Gundy

Aeli /ItodUeiu- QustdeAA&H,, III

Minneapolis, Minnesota

"Ah, my sa>. These were invariably the

words of Minnesota's one man ( Chamber of Com-
merce when the da-. i r

( rundy" was a

firm believer in the path of least resistance. I his

attitude didn't last long when it came to some-

thing he liked Afternoons found him hard at

racticing with the lacrosse team. Nels

made the varsit) eai ar as goalie.

and the Executive I >
;
;irt.ment never

bothered him much. With his infectious grin and
con-rant good nature, "Gundy" made life pleas-

ant for himself and those who knew him.
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Athens, Ohio

Johnny found academics fairly simple, espe-

cially Math. The son of a German professor, we
expected a real "Dago savoir"—but not John; he
liked engineering. Even though he starred most
of his three years, his books flew against the bulk-
head when those Skinny probs were too tough.
A sports enthusiast, "Big John" spent all of his

free time with basketball and crew. His ambition
to cover his bathrobe with awards may have de-
veloped after he spent many afternoons rowing on
the Severn. Not often seen dragging, he main-
tained, "A queen or nothing."

Bob

Rolt&U timothy Jl&xi&i

Shoker Heights, Ohio

Bob had to choose between being a banker and a Naval officer. While he had nd
antipathy for the folding green stuff, he decided he'd do better on the rolling blue. As
a plebe he dreamed of hops and beautiful drags during youngster year. After a suc-

cession of bricking parties during youngster year in which he was the principal char-

acter and owner of the masonry, however, his dreams changed. He doggedly attacked

academics as an' outlet for his energies. Though ostensibly a "Red Mike," Bob spent

his last year wistfully hoping that somewhere, sometime the right girl would appear.

Birmingham, Alabama

"L. L." first became known to his classmates when he was selected as the first

battalion striper during plebe summer. Tall, athletic, and good-looking, he achieved
success from then on in everything that he undertook including sailing, crew, dragging,

and extra duty. Crew, the sport in which he won his "N," remained his first love,

however, and every afternoon, rain or shine, he could be found faithfully sprinting over
to the boathouse for a big workout. "L. L.'s" one great difficulty at the Naval Acad-
emy was that he could never say "no" when he was asked to do a favor.

Kell\

Qeatfe RabesU Kelly

Eldorado, Illinois

Kelly left medical school bound for the Acad-
emy with a round trip ticket in his jeans, but de-

cided to stay and the return half of the ticket was
never used. Youngster year, with the privilege of

"sack drills" unlimited, was worth waiting for.

and the privilege was never neglected. Aside from
a definite stand on the Irish question. Kelly was
easy-going and nothing bothered him except

"What's the movie?" and "I wonder if she can
come up next week-end ?" He was a J. V. wrestler

and although just fair at the game, no one knocked
the "L" out of Kellv.
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<Jla*fteA AndeAAo+i Key, fll.

Macon Georgia

W e found Homer w ise beyond the ken of normal
man. and all listened in awe when "yer daddy"
spoke. His fund of know ledge e\ er made him the

. >est >u sessions \\ here

;his ha- ng lad with his soft

Southern grace learn to argue

as he - dy wit and biting satire were

alw.. .to curl the hair o\ every chal-

lenger \\ e have bov s c h ore his gifted oratorj .

but sine. E - a journalist at heart, it is likely

that public opinion will someday be molded by
his pen.

Divizht

Glendale, California

He came; he saw; he took a picture of it. These brief words give one the history of

Dwight's stay here at Bancroft. He spent most of his spare time, and a little more
besides, getting life at the Academy into focus, and saving it for posterity. Over the
week-end, you would find him in the darkroom, or out taking shots. That he was suc-

cessful is evidenced by the many pictures of his which were in the Log, Trident, and
the Lucky Bag. Truly an excellent photographer, and a great guy to know.

Montclair, New Jersey

f you couldn't see him you could always hear him for Bill had the lungs of a five-

striper. You could never find him in his room for he was either playing lacrosse, touch
football, making telephone calls or upholding his reputation as an expert yawl sailor.

Next to a broad grin the most familiar expression on his face was the "I've found her

at last" look which was inspired by any of the many drags he sported. Bill worried

little and worked less, but his carefree manner has won him many lasting friends.

The-Reach

^Jkeod&ie. Glcufto+t jEo+t*ufy4eAtr jl.

Pensacola, Florida

Ted, as he is known to his numerous acquaint-

s better his many friends as

"The-Reach," for it can be said of him: "1 became,
he saw, he devoured." As a compan . wrestler,

track performer, and sailing enthusiast, he spent

many of his few free hours engaged in some form
•:'hletics 1 le is industrious, sincere, earnest.

ano nial, happy-go-lucky, ^re^ari-

ous personality. Bull was his S) both as

;m academic subject and as a general pastime
His cosmopolitan

|
provided him with a

wide perspective and an abundance of knowledge
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Dallas, Texas

"Take your troubles to Lyons"—from academics to "sack drill" problems, it wa:

a sure bet Ken could help you. His versatility and cheerful acceptance of hard work
left him holding the familiar "burlap bag" much of the time; however, he alloted his

time so that a minimum was spent in winning his stars, a generous amount in dragging
captivating queens, and a maximum in sleeping. In spite of a few Executive Depart-
ment forays and tiffs with the "system" Ken's cheerful personality remained intact,

assuring us that wherever he goes there will be a feeling of good spirit and fellowship.

tM-GASuf, /io4f MacdancUd, fo.
Princeton, New Jersey

Mac was Navy blue, and the going had to be tough before he admitted that Navy
life was trying at times. To realize his desire for a Naval career, Mac left behind two
years at Princeton to become one of forty-six's finest. Strong boxes and confidential

lockers were his nemesis, for he seldom remembered to lock them. Writing letters,

grunting in the wrestling loft, and extra duty didn't leave him much time for academics,
but somehow he was always near the top. Mac's natural ability to succeed will insure

our hearing of him in the future.

Los Angeles, California

Always ready for a quick game of "Ducats,"
any afternoon would find "Tiger" with a handfull
of pasteboards and a pile of chips. "L A.'s" vo-
ciferous press agent was well known for his out-
standing ability to argue "logically" both sides of
any question, whether right or wrong. During
youngster year, "Gangrene" or "Chest" acquired
fame through his frequent sojourns under the
table. But this usual symbol of an off-the-ball

fellows won't detract from our memory of Doug;
if anything, it will make him stick in our minds
as a good sport and a regular fellow.

Ken

Tonx

Winston-Salem, North Carolina

A true son of the deep South, Tony was a fore-

most exponent of the fantastic theory. "Ill spot
the Academic Department today, tomorrow is

another day." Studies, women, and beating the

system were second nature with Tony which ex-

plains how he could operate week after week and
remain a top man in academics. His athletic abili-

ties were torn between football, tennis and soccer

in an honest endeavor to keep as many coaches
happy as possible. His "anti" leanings, his fre-

quent and tragic love affairs, and his amiability

endeared him to us.
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/?aW lee, McZUay, /*.

vrle, Ark ws vs

•

»d to the Xa\ y
one of I :kages it ever got

;ght from "( d's c untry" in East Arkansas
and , a Southern gentleman, he made
good use of his natural friendliness, his considera-

tion for others, and an ever-present smile, to he-

come one of the favorites of his elass An all-

around athlete and quite a hustler for his sire.

Mac won his "X" in pistol and covered his bath-

robe with sports awards and. in spite of the

obstacles of academe ragging, he still man-
aged to become a Naval officer.

Bub

vy _

RoA&U Zi+ieAt Mec^ee, jl.

San Antonio, Texas

A typical Texas Aggie, "Bub" loved his wine, women, and bunk. He wanted to be
a West Point Kaydet, but finally wound up in the Navy with a dogged determination
to get his wings and obtain a flat top command. Sundays would find the "Obispo"
teaching Sunday School, at "Holden's Hole," or cross-country hiking. An easy-going
field artilleryman, "Bub" was at the bottom of a long line of Army men and threw
them all over for the Navy. Chalk up a lucky break for Navy.

£
Brush, Colorado

"Doc" came to us fresh from Colorado University with a background of Math that

saved nine-tenths of the company from bilging every week. If you didn't find him
giving Math extra-instruction to the boys you could find him sacked-out, absorbed in

the Brush Tribune or Colliers. His specialties for recreation were the commando course

and sun bathing. Had it not been for "ye olde Bulle Department" he would have
sported stars his first two years. A subtle joker, a winning personality and a willing

helper, "Doc" would never lack friends.

Akron Ohio

Harlie possessed the virtue of earnest endeavor.

Only two things came easy for "Miz" ; swimming
and dra :hed his motor boat feet

* on 'he swimming team since

plebe year I hose gruelling hours ol training in

the natatorium gave him an alibi for chowing
down in the mess hall. Take enthusiasm, pep, a

broad smile, his natural abilil t along well

with his shipmates; add his athletic physique and
you have "Miz," a true friend and an asset to our
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Wendell Boyd MusuUe.
Seminole, Oklahoma

With a one-sided grin on his face and a belliger-

ent look in his eye "Munse" sailed into the Naval
Academy from the Fleet, bringing with him the
idea that "It'll be rough and it'll be tough, but
so am I." Consequently, during plebe year Boyd
was often swamped in the Executive Depart-
ment's sudden squalls. With a philosophy toward
life that was closely connected with pretty faces

he dragged often—in spite of his fear of fouled-up

week-ends. His favorite sports were wrestling,

boxing, and cross-country; his first love, the sea;

his ambition, to skipper his own can.

Bob

RoAexi li/ontk Myesti.

Effingham, Illinois

After spending most of his life in the thriving metropolis of Effingham, Bob decide'

it was time to see the world. He has been good Navy material from that moment
Having heard of beautiful Annapolis with its gorgeous women, he came here and was
not disillusioned about the women. He preferred to observe the scenery from a hori-

zontal position, but didn't spend all his time there. He saw his girl weekly and phoned
her even more frequently. During the week he found time for his favorite sports, soccer

and track, and enough book "larnin" to evade the dreaded foliage.

Jlensuf, OiilcMd, IK

Annapolis, Maryland

Living on the outskirts of "Crabtown," "Hank" didn't have far to travel to the

Academy. His love for Maryland and Annapolis seemed to be genuine, but we still

wonder what prompted him to be a University of North Carolina "Tarheel" for two
years. Perhaps the Southern Conference yielded better swimming awards to this

"merman." He said he wanted to be a chemist. "Hank" and swimming seemed to be
synonymous ; heredity was on his side, but the fight he showed in the finish of the quar-

ter mile was all his own. Savvy? "Well, academics weren't everything," smiles di-

minutive "Hank."

Bob

RaAesU Alfred Pa$e.

Great Neck, Long Island. New York

"No, no, not Lungk Island, it is Long Island,

if you please!" That was about the biggest rise

that you could get out of this amiable, impossible-

to-run New Yorker. Though not happy-go-lucky.

Bob possessed a purposeful philosophy of life ot

which laughter and good times were integral parts.

Far from being a sack artist. Bob was a physical

culture fiend who rarely missed a chance to box.

wrestle, or work out on the gym apparatus. An
ardent advocate of sailing, independent Bob was
happiest at the tiller of his own sailboat on Long
Island Sound.
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San Dn ifornia

"Hey. Penny, who are you drs lis week-

end" You could bet she would be a real beauty

—

none other suited his taste Between week-ends

he interested himself in academics Everything

came to him naturally and before almost everj

class there would be a classmate in his room ask-

:or a little last-minute "dope " Well-pro-

portioned and athletic, he caught the coach's eye

in any sport Crew, however, was his selection

among varsity sports, w ith football practice in the

fall. The Army lost a good man when he elected

to enter the Navy from an Army prep school.

Bob

Newton, Kansas

Have you ever seen a smile as wide as the plains of Kansas ? You should have seen

Reiff with a deskful of letters from his O.A.O.'s. They were smiles of triumph, for

Glenn, with a glib tongue and brilliant pen, was seldom without a drag. Except for

a year at Texas A. and M. and a spell at Bull and Dago, "he spent most of his life in

bed." Basketball claimed those rare moments of energy ; that is, basketball and eating.

Owner of a sense of humor that won't quit, Glenn will ever be able to laugh his troubles

away.

Samuel Watte* Hei^aiMifUf

Buffalo, New York

From the shores of Lake Erie came this lanky lad, possessed of an amazing intel-

igence. Sam exchanged his clarinet for a foil when he came to the Academy, but didn't

forget his impressive musical background. His favorite compositions vary from the

most profound classics to the hottest swing. We know Sam for his witty comments

—

and some not so witty ! He is seldom seen without that characteristic sparkle of cheer-

fulness and congeniality. Add to this his desire to see things done to perfection, and
surely a successful career lies ahead.

Robbie

Jtotaoe BaAcaniM. RahesUAosi, jl.

mnapolis, North Carolina

ram inland Piedmont, North Carolina to

is a big step for any landlubber, but
ibbie" was quick to learn the ways of the sea,

and by the end of plebe summer he was as salty a
sailor as ever came to the Academy. With two

Davidson College behind, academics
ncer bothered him, so almost every week-end,

. found him dragging .Although never a varsity

athlete, his corr il I always count on him
at wrestling or military track. Nor will anyone
ever ous "sack drills " "Robbie"
will always be welcomed wherever good fellows

meet.
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Gkard&i Me-h&tie, Rjaltinfan

Gastonia, North Carolina

Charlie has the distinction of being perhaps the
only man to have completed his years at the Acad-
emy without ever having learned a conversion
factor. However, after a minor engagement with
the Skinny Department at the beginning of

youngster year in which he was victorious, he was
bothered but little by academics. Although not
an outstanding athlete or the mos£ brilliant stu-

dent in his class, Charlie can be remembered for

his good humor and his love for Tennyson and
North Carolina.

D.A.

2ba<ud Alffted Ro&esU

San Pedro, California

With a bag full of jokes Dave boarded the train for Annapolis to fulfill a childhoo<

ambition and to show the fellows a few tricks. In addition to keeping the company
savvy in Spanish, "D. A." was at the front of the line to receive his stars. His bound
less energy would not tolerate sack drill, and every afternoon found him in the gym
improving his Atlas physique or garnering a few points for the battalion track team.

Laughter and friends will accompany Dave wherever he goes. "If you think that one's

good, I have plenty more where that came from."

Jtawuf Melville RaaesU

Indianapolis, Indiana

"Mel' ' hailed straight from two years engineering work at Purdue. A typical Hoosier
of the tall, silent type, he enjoyed gliding his six foot three frame over the dance floor

at the hops. "Balls" took pride in his good health and in his varied athletic abilities.

After finishing his academics in short order, he could be found catching up on horizon-

tal engineering. In tight spots "Mel" was at his best; he thought, acted, and got re-

sults, especially in Steam. The Field Artillery may have lost a good man, but the Navy
has gained one.

Bill

William Stanley (lotUiueU

Superior, Wisconsin

Bill bounced onto the Bancroft bandwagon
from Wisconsin, the fisherman's paradise, with an
intense interest in Beethoven, Byron, and "bunk
drills." Never ruffled by academic storms he
found it easy to adjust himself to the Naval rou-

tine as long as a supply of "skags" was handy.
Easy-going and ever helpful, Bill helped light the

way for more than one of his less savvy classmates.

Not entirely a horizontal athlete he participated

in several battalion sports and could often be
found out on the bay enjoying a nautical life. His
onlv regret—there were no trout in the Severn.
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BtuaAi Sauatje., fa.
Albuquerqi N \\ Mexico

A Naval R.O.T.C cruise was responsible for

bringing "Bud" to the v
. /em where he swapped

d from the "Land of Enchantment" for salt

water and the command of the yacht. Vamarie.
he preferred week-end sail-

5 to the rig - (nnapolis dragging week-
:ih when the boats were

out of the warcr Two years of engineering school

made academics incidental once Bull had been

overcome Bud went his way w ith a minimum of

:ion and annual rest cures on Hospital Point.

Gord

Bill

Rid In i. New York

With his experience enriched by a youth spent

in the city of New York Bill came to the Naval
'ales that lasted through-

out his career here, and ever was he willing to

spend a study hour telling them- much to the

pretended anno\ ance of his roommates Bill's

as just shooting the breeze or

ng his numerous friends the henefit of his

doubtfully wise advice. Although Bill's academic
attainments were not outstanding, his level-

headed common sense and good humor will stand

him in his career after leaving the Academy,

Houston, Texas

Hailing from Texas, "Gord" proved that the lads from the Lone Star State can be at

home in places other than a saddle. Coming to the Academy with an engineering back-

ground, he managed to stand well up in his class without studying too hard. In fact,

his favorite pastime was writing letters to Bebe during study hour. Tops in personality

and sports, he was never too busy to help a classmate with a knotty Math prob or

Juice circuit. He'll keep on getting the right answers after graduation.

£ JlaiaGSid &e*ttUy SUa^ne*, fa.

Shelbyville, Tennessee

Whether it was a songfest, a bull session, a football scrimmage, or a contest with the

good old Executive Department, you could always find "Shof" in there pitching. Foot-
ball was his O.A.O. and extra duty his great specialty, but, despite the latter's inroads,

and they were considerable, his social life was seldom entirely obscured. The inborn

rugged individuality of the Tennesseean has a premier spot in "Shofs" philosophy of

ife, and his love for the game, for the sake of the game, is real and vital. You can bet

he will be "on target" whatever it may be.

\

1

\ 1
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$a*n*i (leMock g»utk
Foxworth, Mississippi

"Smitty" came to the Naval Academy, by way
of Marion Institute, from the land of perpetual

rest. True to his Southern heritage, his greatest

complaint was that the Academy curriculum did

not allot enough time for participation in his most
highly cherished pastime—sleeping. Academics
were fruit for him and he was never troubled with

the strenuous week-end "rat races" that go with

dragging because his true love was down in Mis-
sissippi. A list of "Smitty's" friends would read

like a class muster. This congeniality proved
itself priceless when there was a job to be done.

Smitty

Pewuf AeUoH. Smdk
Dallas, Texas

"It's too much like work" belied efficiency rather than indolence with "Smitty
When given a task, his quiet, effective methods proved productive of good results'

Academics was a harmless necessity, but when he settled down with his pipe and a'

good book, it was another story. Perry didn't drag habitually, but when he did, his

choice was a queen. Sports in general, and baseball in particular appealed strongly to

him. His activities around second base proved that he was no novice at the national

pastime. An unaffected manner and a contagious smile made "Smitty" a welcome
addition to any group.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Acquiring his yen for the sea the hard way, Bob came to us with that salty air, char-

acteristic only of the true sailor who has manned one of the Navy's archaic four-

pipers. Far from being in the sack artist category, Bob industriously applied himself

to all tasks coming his way, and on week-ends, unselfishly devoted his time to his mul-
titude of feminine admirers. He was equally versatile as an athlete, whether in a boxing
ring, on a wrestling mat, or on the soccer field. His congeniality, and sincerity are ever

in our hearts, and jealously do we envy the tranquil ease with which he faced life's

stormy waves.

Smitty

Bob

fobeni Allan Weil
Grenada, Mississippi

"Weir here" was Bob's password at every oc-

casion and he made his presence known by his

Mississippi humor and ready wit. Bob was a

prominent member of the pistol team, scoring

more misfires than any other man, but always

coming through with a high score. When he

wasn't on the pistol range you could be sure that

he was either dragging or sailing—his two other

favorite occupations. He drifted through aca-

demics with his usual carefree attitude, confident

in his belief that too much studying made Bob a

dull boy and that sleep was just as important.
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^bcutaid MalcaLft Wy+tste

Mount Morris, Illinois

"Thi. :icult will be done quickly, the im-

possible takes a little longer." These words typify

"TK -
e toward the snares of

demy life ven the most difficult

academic hurdles failed to daunt his confidence

This confidence plus irresistible energy carried

him to success on the athletic field as well as in

the classroom. "The Governor" soon blossomed
forth as a real salt and spent many summer days
on the yaw S k ts icquiring sunburn and
seamanship With his energy and ability Don \\ ill

do well whatever the circumstances.

Joe

^fm

^j

y*1^

r

^H

Y '^/X\

^

r
i

M

flodepA ^fautcld. AUe.a>ut

Newtonville, Massachusetts

When Joe left his native "Bahstun," he brought with him a no strain attitude and
settled down to a full life of track, cross-country, dragging week-ends, and record
sessions, with classes and drills interfering annoyingly. To keep life moving, there

were the daily combats with the alert O.D.'s and the nightly battles over the bridge
table, which always ended in a slam bid after the study-hour bell and an unfailing

bombastic "Ahearn saying." With his athletic prowess, star academic ability, and keen
sense of humor, Joe could not fail to have a good time.

South Orange, New Jersey

Football at Newark Academy and Severn coupled with a sincere desire to be a Naval
officer brought Lou to the Naval Academy. Because of the necessity of balancing

companies after the first year Lou changed battalions, consequently was one of the

few fellows in the Regiment with intimate friends in three battalions. An infectious

grin, pleasant disposition, and ever willingness to lend a helping hand made this husky
"Joisy" lad a cherished friend and fine comrade. At times he found Steam hard, but
it brought out his sheer ability to accomplish that which was most difficult; an attri-

bute indispensible in the Fleet.

'. M VSS V.I U SETTS

With a simulated Southern drawl, the "Barrel"
greeted all those whom he A zealous

a superior athlete, the "Blimp's" note-

book of Naval actions pro. e that his will be an
active and successful life in the fleet. A 4.0 man
in bull I )onn would always defend his

-bound New LnglanJ coast or his chosen
profession .-.hose capable pen
many a sports article for the Log, was a soccer

letterman and excelled at squash, tennis, bridge,

hockey, and baseball If you wanted a cheery
word, a pleasant smile, or a true friend Donn

leman

!
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RicUa/id fycuf&uue&tU&i BabcocJz, fo.

Evanston, Illinois

Dick came to us after two years at Northwestern University. He was a very likeabl

chap and found no trouble making friends. His good humor and ready smile were\
well known to his classmates. "Bab" was a mainstay in the line for his battalion foot- \

ball team. However, Dick's favorite sports were canteen drills followed by a flakeout \

period listening to his favorite symphonies. His weakness was girls, and a week-end \

never passed that didn't find "Bab" dragging. His war cry was, "I like it here," and \

that is what we'll be listening for in the Fleet. \

Jlcuwi&tice GloifA /ZcUdw-i+i

Sumner, Illinois

Lawrence, commonly referred to as "Shakespeare," came to the Academy with the

words, "What can I lose?" and with the desire to give it a try. The University of Chi-
cago's loss was the Academy's gain. During plebe summer "Baldy" got his first taste

of wrestling which enabled him to get his letter plebe year. Sleeping was his hobby,
and reveille always came too soon for him. When not on the athletic field, wrestling,

or dragging, "Shake" could be found helping some less fortunate shipmate with
academics. Thoughtful, friendly, and with a will to work, Lawrence will undoubtedly
do as well in the future as he has done at the Academy.

Spokane, Washington

Tom (better known as "Eag") traded his Army
uniform for theNavy Blue. During plebe summer he
became enthusiastic about track, and during plebe

year won his letter. Tom was not really a "Red
Mike," but Marion was 3000 miles away. When
not at the gym, track, or on his bunk, Tom could
be found writing those monstrous letters to the

West. Because he was so very industrious, "The
Little Man" was kidded occasionally, but his

quick rebuttal and amiable manner stopped his

would-be tormentors and won for him many
friends.

Dick

Bud

Zduu+i lee £*U
Fairmont, West Virginia

Bud came to the Academy with a quick wit

and large assortment of appropriate remarks for

any occasion. These helped him in plebe year
against upperclassmen and in the following years
against any opponent in an argument. Wisely
keeping his sense of humor plebe year. Bud ex-

perienced no difficulty in making friends, finding

a bridge partner, or writing to the fairer sex.

"Scratch" believed in quality, not quantity, and
did not spread himself too thin! He played hard
and studied enough so that he always managed
to get a little more out of each day without having
to bump his noggin against the well-known bulk-
head.
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JiaAtU*}, Stockto*t fca+tcnoft

I [NGSWOOD Nl tt Jl KM >

"Flash" or "Little Joe." he was known as in

them days With his trust} Speed Graphic under
his arm and a pleasant grin on his face, 1 [art w ent

about his bus om morn till night as photo-

graphic editor of the Lucky Bag and Trident

This - sandblower gloried in fattening his

collection of boogie-woogie records A capable

jitterbug. Hart was a better than average athlete.

and came to blows with but one Academic Depart-
ment—Dago Always to drag, sail, or sleep,

Hart is looking ;or\\ ard to the da\ w hen root suits

will become the standard \a\ y uniform.

Jim

flatted. Ctawjasid feellalt

Lafayette, Georgia

The only man ever to graduate from the Naval Academy without wasting a happy
hour—that's this Southern lad's greatest distinction. And how were the valuable happy
hours spent 1 That's easy, say all who knew Jim. On the sack! This belligerent Rebel,

always ready to defend his native Southland, knew all and would tell you all there was to

know about the war between the States. He was the greatest exponent of the Rebel
cause that ever passed through the portals of Bancroft Hall. A capable athlete, a

staunch and true friend, the "horizontal kid" was one of the most military to ever
carry old lady Springfield.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

"Jazzo's" association with the Smoky City was far too brief to remove any of the

love he felt for his native Maine. He was a more proficient press agent than the aver-

age Californian, and would talk for hours without being urged on the wonders of

"America's Vacationland." "Jazzo" was strictly a salty sailor, having virtually grown
up on the water. His love life fluctuated like a wartime stock market, but he had his

own ideas on the one to settle down with. His infectious personality captivated every-

one he met, and it will always be an asset to him.

Ilook

\w Texas

With military discipline instilled in "Book" at

learning to relax in a braced-up
suit was no strain: in fact, Tom relaxed his way
through the Academy, devoting most of his energy

to dragging and blowing about Texas I lis ath-

letic abilities embraced softball, soccer, boxing
and bowling With"! I nothing equaled a big

beautiful blonde- Texan of course and nothing
could r- in life than more Portuguese

ses. Tom's genial personality and hi

smile won him friends wherever he went; though
he talked loud and long, his thoughts were as deep
as his talk was loud Bool 'will he there

when there's a job to he done
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RoA&U Malcolm Boifle

Everett, Washington

The State of Washington lost an up and coming
real estate agent when Bob migrated from the
shores of Puget Sound to the grounds of the Naval
Academy. Handsome, determined, and down to

earth described Bob. He was never the dashing
Romeo, but more the quiet reserved type who
could be counted on when there was a job to be
done. Bob excelled with enthusiasm when it came
to sports, letters to the O.A.O., and sack drills.

We will all remember him for his big-heartedness

and his cheerful, friendly company.

Soupy

flodefzA Woodwcuid GampMelL
Fort Worth, Texas

"Heave to and wash up, men, we're going ashore." Those who ever sailed with!

"Soupy" remember him for these famous words, his genuine love of sailing, and the

fun enjoyed by all with him on one of those week-end liberties. Academics held no
terror for Joe, having already graduated from T.C.U. before entering U.S.N.A. But
this did not increase his lust for the sack as he always seemed to find something to do
with his time. Although not a Red Mike, he could not "see" weathering the obstacles

to drag often at the Academy, but instead confined his dates to week-end liberties

and leaves.

Chevy Chase, Maryland

Hailing from Chevy Chase, Maryland, John had the edge on the rest of us from the

beginning. On hop nights, we didn't have to look far to see him dragging the home
town's best. Bringing his high school basketball playing ability with him to the Naval
Academy, he played junior varsity basketball three seasons. Not one to chain himself

to an athletic career, his musical ability kept him busy with the Musical Club shows
and choir. The Academic Department had few arguments with John, as each year
saw him within one point of starring. We will all remember John as one of Bancroft's

best shipmates.

Ted

J/ieodoAe cMtuttlde Callodia

Plainfield, New Jersey

Although this tall lad never found studies too
easy, he always managed to stay sat. His happy
hours were spent on his sack with his head in a pillow

or else writing letters to his many acquaintances.

For three years, week-end ketch trips were Ted's
prime interest, and first-class year found him in

command of most of the Crocodile's Chesapeake
cruises. "T. H." wasn't exactly a Red Mike, but
he preferred to take long walks when the rest were
dragging. Ted's heart is set on blimps and he
intends to render his abilities to Lighter-Than-
Air service at the first opportunity.



N Kl \ IRCINIA

e sigh rose hesitantly from beneath

the impenetrable stack jes "Oh, if only

Bull!" im was the only nemesis

to "Jelly Belly's'' otherwise carefree existence.

:seball lettennan. "J. B.'s" naturally

cularly to lovely Roanoke
girls Though his glib tongue and propensity lor

er wittic - - >ft made him the target ot

ndly ridicule, he was never nonplussed, but

retaliated more loquaciously than ever. Jack is

known for tolerance, industry, and consideration

of others.

John

Jack

Jii

Farmington, Minnesota

Every fellow comes to the Academy with real ambitions, but it was difficult to keep
up with John. From his first week with the Regiment, when he and his wife scrubbed
down their walls for weekly inspection, until graduation he never lost sight of his plebe

year resolutions. He was top in conduct every term but one. Quite a feat when you're

still one of the boys. John had two years at Minnesota's St. Olaf College, so he knew
what to find under the cover of a book, although no one recalls any such manifestations

of curiosity at U.S.N.A.

£
New Haven, Connecticut

Gay, affable Jig could not be termed a slash in class, but when it came to telling

jokes, he was right on the spot with all the hot ones. Even on the soccer field, where

Jig excelled as varsity goalie, his humor was rampant. He had a knack for making
friends which will stand him in good stead wherever he goes. We predict a bright

future for Jig because he has the qualities which will make him successful in life

—

perseverance, honesty, an agile mind, and a brilliant wit. Here's hoping we meet you
in the Fleet, Jig.

I lav k

inette, Wisconsin

A confessed believer that women were a snare

and a delusion, the "Hawk, " nevertheless, always

maintained an enormous correspondence with the

weaker sex. After a year of college, Px;b had little

trouble with academics He was always prepared

to air his viewpoints on anything because there

nothing he liked better than a good argument.

tti believer in discipline. Bob kept the plebes

on the right side of law and order With these

many pressing problems, Bob still found time to

play varsity tennis, and compete in the many
intramural sports at the Academy.
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doA&U Glijjtan ^btutc&n
Xenia, Ohio

One of Navy's hardest hitting ball players,

Cliff lived for sports, dragging, and Uncle Dan
Beard. Too much faith in human nature, made
him prey to many a prank at the hands of fiendish

friends. He had a mania for getting into social

difficulties. Dune was tops in academics and mak-
ing friends, who feared for his face whenever he
laughed hard. The only thing Dune ever boasted
about was his billiards game, and that was about
the only thing at which he didn't excel. If his

future is as sunny as his greeting, "Weasel" has
nothing to worry about.

The Roff

William Qn&debick 2>y*o^
Highland Falls, New York

A true son of the Hudson Valley—that's "The Roff." Although he left the shadow
of West Point to come to Annapolis, his enthusiasm for the Naval Academy left no1

room for doubt that he had made the right choice. Maryland weather hid his ability

to excel on skates and skiis, but his speed was plainly evident in intramural athletics,

especially football and track. His only academic problem was Steam, which almost

proved to be his undoing. "The Roff" won, however, and in doing so he showed the

kind of spirit and determination that will always make him a winner.

South Bend, Indiana

Math student par excellence, and trouble-shooter for Bell Telephone, Max came to

the Naval Academy from inland Indiana. His hunting and fishing prowess had brought
him many hours of pleasure, and incidentally put quite a strain on wild life security.

However, save for the inevitable bull session, they were all laid aside. In their stead

he took to sailing, and as a yawl commander found the Chesapeake to be a boundless
playground. Max's genuine and much admired devotion to the Academy manifested
itself in tireless ambition and, more materially, in the gold stars he wore.

Flxbox

Qe&iae rf-etoUt, III

Des Plaines. Illinois

"Is that an extra box of cereal ?" A chow-hound
spoke, and only the proverbial "Tain't no mo'

'

could stop him. To "Salty," eating and flying

came as two great loves, and with solo time and
three years in the Fleet behind him, his preference

went to the Air Corps "Flyboy" had a theory that
twenty-one hours of the day were for sacking out
or letter writing, the other three for crew practice.

During season. Saturdays would find him stroking

his shell to victory : while out of season, he dis-

played his prowess as a wolf and dragger par
excellence.

'
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"Fargo" declined an appointment to West
Poi: the Academy, bringing

his "brace" and military - e is with him. Since

amies exe sheer fruit for "Fergie," he donned
stars plebe year continued wear them until

jation. His athletic program was well-

rounded, but "Fargo s" true love was his rifle and
the rifle team. E\er\ evening his wives received

a shot-by-shot narration ot" the afternoon's prac-
- striking for a destroyer where his

- of observation and ability to get

things done should make him an ideal officer.

Neil

Qeotefe. Med tf-l&gjesi

Erie, Pennsylvania

Just one look at Neil as he strolled to formation, and you could easily see why he
vas the most no-strain man in the Regiment. Quite an all-around athlete, Neil could

usually be found chucking a football or pounding up and down the basketball court.

He also spent an unusually large part of his time reading, but still managed to stay

well above sat. One of the most cheerful fellows you would ever want to meet, Neil

ade many friends who are hoping for his success.

Pleasant Lake, Indiana

When big Dick Fuller left his little lake in Indiana and took up housekeeping in

Bancroft Hall, the Naval Academy gained a most versatile fellow. Drafting, truck

driving, farming, and even flying held no secrets from him. Seamanship was right down
Dick's alley, and he covered the muddy Severn in everything from the "Elizabeth"
to Buck Walsh's shells. Dick was a man who "bilged" Steam whenever he got less

than 3.4. His chief claim to fame, however, lay in his little woman. One letter a day
for three years from the same girl is downright phenominal.

/Matt GaAxut Qallup.

Virginia Beach, Virginia

as three years duty in the Fleet could

make anybody. <allup was characterized

•he habitual neatness of a good sailor. Plebe

er before he got the word and quit

yelling. "Hit the dec ry morning Taking
to his saber, "Ace" won his N youngster

-
f ollowing the traditions of all good sailors,

the Rebel was never seen in the Academy on a

week-end but always appeared just in time for

formation 1 le was never on good terms with

academics, but his knowledge of men will serve

him in good stead as an officer

1

i
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AtUctU Jlayood JlatleU,
J/*.

Jacksonville, North Carolina

North Carolina's loss was the Navy's gain when
"Attigood" and his Southern drawl entered the
portals of the Naval Academy. Though blessed

with a level head and a clear mind, he could never
quite fathom the reason for the Navy's attitude

toward sleep, or rather, toward no sleep. A happy
hour was to him a dream hour. Though not wear-
ing stars, he did not have any trouble academi-
cally. As an athlete, he upheld his battalion in

track and water polo. There is no doubt that a
bright future as a Naval officer lies in store for

"Attigood."

Heff

Detroit, Michigan

Tom had a taste of college life at the University of Detroit before embarking upon
a career in the Navy. With this preparation he descended on the Academy fully intent

on a continuation of college days. Plebe year came as quite a shock, but he weathered

it successfully. With the arrival of youngster year, Heff began to shy away from the

Executive Form Two because it hampered his dragging, and a week-end spent stag

was a waste of time in Heff s opinion. Tom, with his good humor, helping hand, and
sound advice, was the perfect wife.

Brooklyn, New York

Blond, handsome Jim brought with him to Crabtown his little black address book
and prowess as an athlete. Each of these possessions proved to be invaluable to the
advancement of his social and athletic life at the Academy. Seldom was he known
to be caught "Red Miked" on hop week-ends, and never was he caught flat-footed in

the ring, where he was a cool, deadly performer. His drive, as witnessed on the foot-

ball field and in the activities of everyday life, coupled with his amiable personality,

leaves no doubt to his future.

Ija+nel PluUp. flacJiixut, jn,.

Brooklyn, New York

To look at Jim you would never guess that he
was one of the ratiest of us all plebe year. It didn't

take long for Jim to find the location of the numer-
ous Academy boxing rings; after that he was seen
constantly in the squared circle giving and taking,

but mostly giving. He constantly amazed his

classmates by his ability to make the most dif-

ficult problem fruit. Jim's main extra-curricular

activities were writing to the weaker sex and the
age-old sack drill. "J. P." was very dependable
and undoubtedly will do well in the Navy of today.
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Mir

. rto Pascor Enrique os, otherwise

known as "Gus." "Al," or "Becho." journeyed

e thousand miles to the Academj Possessing

an inte'. ;enius and an affable dis-

position to go with it. Al was an immediate suc-

cess. Besides being a better than a\ erage soccer

player, he was a leading figure in many clubs, and
president of the Combined Foreign Language
Club. It took Al just a year to turn unintelligible

English into a brand that stood him number five

in Bull and helped him to let us know what a

Good Neighbor hi. -

Buckshot

£>ua*t"A" /Cane, fa.
Beverly, New Jersey

'But Sir, I thought that formation was inside!" And off went "B. B." for another
afternoon of regimental rowing. "Buckshot" got along fine here at Navy in everything
but conduct. Spring afternoons found the Kane on the lacrosse field putting out ergs

with Dinty Moore's gang. First-class year he saw the light and became known as one
with a very fine address book. Persistent in his studies, quick of wit, and amiable,

"Buckshot" has all the qualities which make him a fine wife and will also make him
a competent Naval officer.

(loJieni Sloan fC&wvedy
Haverford, Pennsylvania

Whenever we had an extra drag coming and needed someone to take over, Bob was
the man to see. Though he had been bricked innumerable times, he was always willing

to take one more chance. Athletics as well as academics were right up Bob's alley. He
participated in all kinds of sports, and French was the only low mark he got from the

Academic Department. Crew claimed most of his attention, however, where his work
and leadership rewarded him with a seat in the first boat youngster year. Hard-work-
ing and serious, but with an easy laugh, Bob has our best wishes wherever he goes.

Pahd

^baoid Do-lt*. Kina, ji.

.olewood, New Jersey

In "Pahdnose" were combined a very friendly

personality, natural athletic ability, and an ir-

repressible sense of humor Although his locker

was always piled high with lacrosse gear, "Pahd"
was really all out tor football, in which he eagerly

took part for the battalion Rarely without some
big deal at hand, King was always in on the hot
dope. [-laving met his OA.O. before coming to

the Academy. King dragged at frequent intervals.

He didn't star, but his desire to understand the

hardest problem thoroughly, as well as to follow

the correct procedure in solving it, fits King for

any duty.
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Whitewater, Wisconsin

After two years at the University of Wisconsin, Bill, the small town mid-westerner;
entered the Naval Academy with an outstanding scholastic record behind him. He
earned the title as a letterman in basketball in addition to being known as a proficient

participant in company sports. Always happy to risk a blind date, "Leff" spent the

odd week-ends in the gym, out sailing, or on that comfortable sack. A whiz at Math
and an accomplished singer, "Leff" quickly became friends with all whom he met.

Baltimore, Maryland

From the Fleet he came, full of sparkling witticisms of everything and everybody.
Having a rapid calculating mind, Bob easily managed to stand high in his class and
graduated a star man. However, his abilities didn't end in the classroom, because he
also managed to secure a starting position on the soccer team during youngster year.

In his last year at soccer he was elected captain and led the team through an enviable

season. "Leusch" had a knack of making friends and was known as everyone's buddy.
He made a way when breaks were against him, and as long as we have thoughts of

Annapolis, we will always remember tall, blond, Bob.

Newport, Maine

As a personality, Ed is unforgettable because
of his shrewd and precise manner of speech, and
his quick wit. After entering the Academy from
the Fleet, Ed continued to show his enthusiasm
for the salt water by earning a position on the
varsity sailing team. Out of the sailing seasons,
Ed found time between his amusing remarks and
entertaining stories to maintain his coveted place
on the varsity gym squad. His is a story of perse-
verance which resulted in success at the Academy,
and which will, undoubtedly, serve him well in

the Fleet.

Leff

Logo

Christopher, Illinois

A pronounced jaw, a persistent smile, and a

trusty pipe always announced the presence of

Southern Illinois' walking Chamber of Commerce
as he added his X lid-Western wisdom to the usual

bull session. "Logo" had two years of Normal
School which enabled him to win the battle of

academics. He also claimed to be a musician, but
it wasn't until first-class year that Frank entered
into Naval Academy musical circles. Lacrosse
was his road to glory, but "Logo" was always
ready, willing, and able to take his fling at drag-
ging, to the delight of the weaker sex.
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Detroit. Michi

What makes the man. and what makes the

V. came to the Academy in the form ot

"Radar." Having had two years at the I niversity

of Detroit behind him. Dick found the academics

generally "fruit" 5p its of all kinds appealed

to him. and toward the end of youngster year.

he found plenty of time to become a past master
at the art of sailing U. of D will never know the

loss it incurred when its prodigal son came to

Annapolis.

Ted

£<£Uoh. ZdwasiA Mouian
San Francisco, California

Ted stowed his sea bag with a flock of feminine portraits and an abundance of Cali-

fornia sunshine, and stepped from the comparative platitude of a sea-going tug into

the maelstrom of Academy life. Upon arriving, he lost no time in garnering athletic

and academic laurels. Wintertime found him cavorting on the flying rings for the gym
team, and the spring and fall were devoted to sailing. With his ability to detect even
the slightest ray of sunshine (a knack traceable to years of plowing through 'Frisco

fogs), Ted should make out like mad.

£
Baltimore, Maryland

Best known as "Gizzmoe" to his classmates, this bundle of distinctive personality

was never one to garner oh's and ah's from his many admirers by his whistling, singing,

or sparkling wit. In fact he never sang or whistled—not because he couldn't—but
because he was to sleepy. Wanting only a truck farm and rest, "Giz" manly struggled

through the Academy while opening a minimum of books, and spending his spare

time between his bunk and the deck of the boxing ring. "Giz" will long be remembered
for his quiet humor, inherent good naturedness, and the great friends he made.

Lefty

PguJ, Wilde* Rati*

I rLEBORO, Vermoni

No discussion of Paul's career at the Naval
. lemy would be proper if it contained less than

90% baseball, for when not counting the days
until the next leave, "Lefty " could usually be
found expounding upon the virtues of his beloved

Yankees As a plebe, Paul was a mainstay on the

fourth-class baseball team During his upperclass

ra he contributed greatly to the success of the
' -quad. He played intramural football and

was m the Press Detail. Paul will always
be remembered as one who contributed much in

making pleasant our .ears as midshipmen, and
we shall alwa\s cherish his keen friendship.
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<JfalUe P&Uh&i ft<

Juneau, Alaska

<ce

Although he was no competitor of Frank
Sinatra, there was one song that Hallie could
really put across

—
"Alaska, My Alaska.'" Besides

being the only Alaskan in the Class of '46, Hallie
was an exceptional sailor, and held nearly every
sailing command, including rear-commodore of
the Boat Club. Second to sailing, but quite im-
portant to "H. P.," was his correspondence with
his acquaintances throughout the nation. The
wiry Alaskan's ability to keep his studies above
par made it evident that he will reach the grade
for which we all strive.

Porkface

Stephen ll/alhesi (lataen

Boston, Massachusetts

Was there anything he couldn't do and do well? The active Boston "Porkface
loved a challenge whether in athletics or studies—especially if the going was tough.

His willingness to help others and his patience in so doing earned for him the respect

of his classmates. Brilliantly practical, impossible to anger, Steve's versatility ranged
from masterly wood work to excellent Log features

—
"by Steve Rowen" was a Log

fixture. But he was not so variable with women; he stood by one throughout. Steam
Saviour Rowen—athlete,—scholar,—friend.

2>afuei <#<Uey Smith
Detroit, Michigan

With three years of college behind him, "Smitty" soon found that academics were
not going to give him much trouble. His bunk became his big interest, and he was
kept busy finding methods that would allow him to dedicate more time to it. With
youngster year came a new problem—women. Again he proved himself master of the

situtation, and it was a rare week-end that he spent stag. Dan's broad Irish grin, help-

ing hand, and general good-naturedness won for him many friends, and made him a

model roommate.

Suds

1ltdUa*n O'Neal guddatit

Savannah, Georgia

When "Suds" left the peach country to trade

his pin-stripes for a suit of white works, he brought
along a love of flying, an eye for beautiful women,
and a passion for Artie Shaw and Glenn Miller.

Bill was forever engaged in death struggles with
the Academic and Executive Departments, but
found time for boxing and the famous bridge club

in '

5 3 . His all around coolness and good judgment
should make him a hot pilot, if he can talk his way
past the eye docs, and his congenial. "Y'all Come"
manner will win him friends wherever he goes.
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V w York, New York

When he wasn't writing to the A O . Chuck
is usually found on his sack. These most ob-

vious pleasures did not. however, keep him from

being a man about the Academy Chuck was a

id when not in his own room.

he was usually around giving the plebes the word.

During first-, iss ear he was kept busy as the

. lation manager of the Trident "Sleepy," as

he was also known, was the envy of all his class-

mates because he knew how to stay sat, and at

the same time, enjoy his three years at the Naval
idemy.

ihrky

* *

3rf

v
\4as

Jy>

Chuck

Vos

Qe&bae lAJilian ^labletoH,

Warren, Arkansas

"Horky," the little man with the severe military brace, was one of those quiet and
delightful Southern gentlemen whom you often read about but seldom find. Although
an industrious and determined student, he found the week-ends best suited for drag-

ging and the afternoons good for sports (especially swimming) and attempts at grow-
ing tall. "G. W." made those who knew him realize more, day by day, that he was a
reliable and genuine friend. This characteristic will insure him a welcome in any group
where true friends are considered valuable possessions.

8 Zv&itost Paul VoAA+ttofU, fl*.

Auburn, New York

When "Vos" entered the Naval Academy, Auburn lost a lad who was a walking
ibrary of songs. A most necessary supplement to this was a good voice, which could
often be heard by passers-by no matter what the time of day. An individual of several

firm convictions, "Vos" inevitably was found enforcing his most strong belief: "A
plebe must be kept in his place." The phrase, "Can't see it," was his favorite expres-

sion when it came to spending extra time on studies. According to "Vos," battleships

are the real Navy, and this was where his future hopes laid.

i

Wag

Paul (l&U lOoXf+te*.

I lion, Xi.w York

We will probably never know whether he loved

[lion more or .•.omen less, but if it wasn't the New
York Yankees, it was either the virtues of his

home town or the evils of womankind that \\ ag
used to spend hours elucidating upon while enjoj

ing his favorite sport— the sacl- Paul, from all

lence, w ill be the class's richest mem-
ber. His saving methods were uncanny Close
friends will recall his favorite activities as being

• 1 puzzles, and running the mate.
rig the final step to matrimony, class-

mates will do well to contact Wag to learn why
they should stay single.
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/WW /cvU IVelite*
Warren, Ohio

A big fellow with a hearty laugh and a jovial

humor characterized "Webb." Plebe year he had
trouble with the Academic Department: but by
youngster year he had that situation well in hand.
After playing both football and soccer during his

first two years, Bob finally chose lacrosse as his

main sport, securing a position on the varsity

squad. First-class summer at New London only
increased "Webb's" desire to enter the Submarine
Service, and we have no doubt that he will be soon
rewarded with a pair of dolphins.

Johnny

jfoJut. Michael Wolfe
Washington, DC.

From his very first day at the Academy "Johnny" showed outstanding military

qualities which deservedly won him the command of a company during plebe summer)
When classes started, he soon became known as one of the savvy boys in the company.
Academics being no trouble, he had ample time for athletics and proved to be a versa-

tile sportsman. Johnny has his eye on a commission with the "Semper Fidelis boys"
but whether it be Marine Corps or Navy, the service is assured of a capable man.

FIVE COMPANIES OF MIDSHIPMEN—ONE BAT%\LION. 270

MEN ON 67 PAGES. ITS ALE VERY FORMAL AND PRECISE

WHEN YOU GLANCE AT THESE LAYOUTS AND FORMAL PIC-

TURES. WE'RE TOGETHER HERE IN A DIFFERENT SENSE
THAN WHEN WE LIVED IN BANCROFT. TO US, THE MEN IN

THE SIXTH WING WERE PRACTICALLY FOREIGNERS—WE
ALMOST NEVER SAW THEM. THE THIRD WING WAS OUR
HOME. IT MEANT A SHORT TRIP TO THE TAILOR SHOP OR

THE STORE—BUT A LONG WAY TO THE POST OFFICE OR SICK

BAY. THIS SECTION IS OUR PERMANENT FORMATION TO-

GETHER, AND IT WILL SERVE TO RECALL TO US THE MEN
WITH WHOM WE WORKED AND PLAYED THROUGHOUT OUR

THREE YEARS AS MIDSHIPMEN.
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^ailVie^m

Battalion Stcfy
Battalion Commander: E. Holkovic

Second roiv: W. W. Yanderwolk, Jr., W. W. Dupler. Third row: W.A.
Weaver, Jr., E. W. Burdette, E. Lange

Ga+nfxa+uf GomrttasidesiA.

Tuentieth Company

J. S. Kearns

Xineteenth Company

\. E. Sills

Ei hteenth Company

E. I \. Knape

nteenlh Company

R (
.> Pegram

Sixteenth Company

Walsh
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Wmte/i Veswi

n J.J. I •
>^ (£Js-JJ Battalion Commander : T. A. Bryce

Second row: T. R. Hartley, J. P. Cuhvell. Third row: A. J. Allen,

G. O. Daly, C. Coffin

Qamyiarttf, G&Huwinde/ti,

Twentieth Company

A. M. LaLande, Jr.

Nineteenth Company

F. M. Doughty

Eighteenth Company

J. S. Stoutenburgh

Seventeenth Company

E. Lange

Sixteenth Company

E. M. Matthews
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Orlando, Florida

hails from any and everj Southern state on the Atlantic seaboard.
- :h Carolina he gained a love for politics and the South. In Florida the lazy

sun got in his - • iking the Bancroft beauty-rest his most prized possession.

anics jave Lid his only worry in life, but his natural ability to remember any-

i at .: a l-night light in the moke's closet kept him well above the

5 We will alw. Ember Ed for his continual smile and sincere desire

to help.:

{jack £teve*U. QeaAleAf,

York, Pen nia

-eez" has uttered that familiar phrase, "Boy, did I bilge!"

-urse, he never hit a "tree" and seldom a "bush"—anything below a 3.99 was
^ini^ for Buster. I lis motto was, "Forward for a forty!" Beez spent two years at

lio I niversity after starring as "the roving center" on the Athens High football

. At the Academy he changed to crew and did an equally good job in the plebe

The Academy has changed "Boostaire." He no longer parts his

hair in the middle or drags blind. This time he's real I v going to get married.

Columbia, Ohio

Rudy relinquished the proprietorship of the
Midwest's Club 23 to help establish the "B. &2 L.

Recreation Society and Elbow Room" at the
Academy. Possessor of a real "poker face," he
could bluff you out of three aces and never wink
an eye. When it came to sports, Rudy was always
ready with plenty of life for a good fast game of

tennis. Rudy also claimed to be a profound stu-

dent of glacial structures in his off moments. You
can rest assured that Rudy will always be ready
to draw cards with the best of them when the

showdown comes around.

cM-e+tfuf, £udlesi Beo/id

Sheffield, Massachusetts

Hank came to the Academy from the woods of

Western Massachusetts, a true lubber. He soon
discovered sailing, however, and by youngster
year could be found out with the sailing team or

bringing the Genoa around on a yawl. His other

main activities consisted of confounding his

friends with an amazing fund of odd (acts and
limericks which never seemed to run out, or of

giving his all for the military track team. We will

always remember Sudler for his wit, his corn cob,

and his unequaled performance on the jew's-harp.



Marquette, Michigan

In the midst of every bull session we'll always find "A. K." putting out the latest

dope. No matter what the issue might be, he always has a definite opinion. Art's

other diversions include stamp collecting, chess, and photography, as well as sailing.

Before coming to the Academy, Art attended Michigan Tech in his home state. He
brought along a massive album paying tribute to the beautiful Michigan wild-life,

human and otherwise, which helped us while away many a lonely hour. Art's coopera-

tive spirit, and good sense of humor made him an easy man to get along with.

HoJf^U 9<j*iatU4A Boiand, ji.

Montclair, New Jersey

After narrowly escaping imprisonment at West
Point, Bob "Jersey bounced" from the Army to

the 4th deck of Bancroft. "Hey, Flunkie!" was
his most familiar greeting and it wasn't long before

he was known as "Flunkie" to all his friends. He
dabbled in boxing and handball, enjoyed golf and
was a ready fourth at bridge. Bob happily as-

sumed the task of pleasing the female variety of

humanity and could be found dragging at most
of the hops. Easy-going but serious and depend-
able, he's the kind of guy you want around.

Hermosa Beach, California

In the summer of 1942 Buster renounced the

shipyards of Los Angeles for the sunny climes of

Annapolis. French-speaking Buster made many
a Dago prof keenly aware of his presence in the
section room, and his electrical and mechanical
ability consistently unraveled the finest Rube
Goldberg productions of the Steam and Juice
Departments. Although his somewhat unusual
sense of humor made him the butt of much fun,

Buster moved through the three years as effort-

lessly as anyone else, but when the times came to

produce, no one doubted his capacity.

Auburn, New York

Cigars, somebody else's chow, and sack drills were "Jeb's" favorite pastimes. Eleven
hours' sleep a day was his rule. But when the solution was needed to some weird Juice
or Steam problem, "Jeb" came up with it. Never did his Rip Van Winkle tendencies

interfere with his extra-curricular activities, however. Each quarter found him out for

something—plebe baseball, battalion football, or company Softball. He even found
time for a model railroad. If we can tell nothing else about our hero, we know he'll be
a big family man; he's always talking about his farm back home, and farmers need a
lot of help.



{jack Cvetett Quch+uu+i

n Rafael. California

With a big grin on his - - and a tall story ready at a moment's notice, it was old

Buc- This cross-country air hiker hardly cracked a hook in the Academy,
his main interest )eing i plane to California the first day of leave. He loved

to bat tK t iild spin the most engaging yarns about his happy-go-lucky

colic, n the Army. Photography and track were his main activities, but

:n company and battalion competition Soon "Buck" hopes to fly

his own Navy plan e the first day of leave.

'I on DO Ohio

lemy daj ' outch had plans for easy living with "Birdie" as his

an inspiration for him to worl hard for a successful beginning of his Naval
'^uiet and unpretentious, he made a decided impression on his classmates as

: who rated the coveted expression, I here's a good man." When "Coutch" wanted
curricular activity, he stepped out oi his genial character and into the
• ims will always maintain that his broad shoulders housed the makings

rifle one-two punch More fortunate than these were the many who fell victim

to his engaging personality and winning smile.

^r

Baltimore, Maryland

Although Don came directly to the Academy
from high school, he gave the college men a fight

for top numbers through his engineering ability

and honest effort. His Steam sketches and grease

shoes were the envy of the entire class. Far from
being a slash, "D. L." spent his afternoons par-

ticipating in vigorous sports, seldom leaving the

Hall without a lacrosse stick. Tall, amiable, and
courteous, he had all the prerequisites of a wolf,

but he seldom gave the gals a break, preferring

to be a chow-hound.

John Qdlu Ganl

Waco, Texas

After three years at Texas U., and steeped in

Texas traditions, Tex continually recited the story

of the Alamo or Texas' part in the Civil War to

his exasperated Yankee wife. Although he claimed
to spread his attentions to all the Lone Star State

girls, the volume of mail from the Zeta house at

T. U. would indicate otherwise. As a highpowered
mathematician, an eloquent Japanese Club Vice-

President, Tex never had trouble with academics,
played softball, tennis, and other company sports.

Tex has his eye on the sky for the future, because
it's Texas-size.



Baton Rouge, Louisiana

The superlatives haven't been discovered that would enable "Dutch" to describe

fully life in his home state of Louisiana. If you wanted a good, long laugh, you'd let

him tell you about quail hunts or the political situation in the land of sugar cane and
Mardi Gras. Our tall, long-legged Rebel from the deep South complained that living

above the Mason-Dixon Line had contaminated his accent monstrously—yet the

Dago profs could always spot his unique pronunciation. The Cajuns had nothing on
T.Jones!

RohesU fylancil QuociaA.

Woodhaven, New York

"Cooch," still claiming supremacy in Corona
condescended to put down his "gun" for awhile

in order to draw his share of "Forties"—that was
in '42 and Cornell immediately dropped into

oblivion. It's '45 now and Uncle Cooch, still im-
pervious to Exec pressure, has found a way to

beat the profs by using his half-hour after taps

rate all through the night. Having our respect for

his knowing phrase, " Is THAT what it is," he
won't be the one to cut off his sensible nature when
he reaches the "hot-corner." See you in '53-An-

nex, Cooch.

<Jli<UfU Quitman

Purchase, New York

"Why can't they have this place up North
where there's good skiing?" With these words
Hughy ushered in every winter. The first snow
always threw him into momentary despair. But
his good nature soon took command and he was
himself again. Spring meant two things to Hughy
—lacrosse and the annual eye exam. For both he
had to train vigorously; coming out on top was
a concern to him and to us. Whatever Hughy
does with the future, it's a sure thing he will meet
life with the same elan he has shown at the

Academv.

^^—^ GUgaI&L &l*t&U ^bcuf,

$^( Beverly, Massachusetts

Chuck Day emerged from the destruction and heat of Kaneohe Air Station modestly
hiding a citation by Admiral Nimitz behind his back. He had received it for sticking

to his post, although the Japanese, that Sunday morning, had machine-gunned die

equipment from his desk. No one heard all the stories he could tell about the ensuing
weeks of rumor and confusion. Chuck's radio experience made him a "Juice savvy."

a rare creature indeed. Two things characterized him—his even temper and a broad
Boston accent. His reliability and stick-to-it-iveness w ill make him an asset to any
ship.



Pat; is n NewJers

"he "Mduy ... study of" engineering at Stevens Institute after

two years to join the Na S cinnj . Juice, and \ lath \\ ore naturally fruit for him, but

the drucL. drove him to the edge of desperation. His revenge
in ot the moments of his greatest efforts were indeed mo-

- of triumph. His - stati re and a Bull prof gave him his well-known nick-

e< ears of kidding did not submerge the natural good
Irish spirit of the "Itty Bitty Middy, who still claims he is a Navy careerman.

eM-aSisuf, GostatM, Qee.

Vallejo, California

' were the first words "Squee-Gee" heard when he entered the Regi-
I rom the land of perennial sunshine, California, he came bring-

rong tendencies for his beloved state, naturally. After spending some time at the

ornia he embarked upon the business of becoming a Naval officer.

tive Department and the Academic Departments never bothered Harry,
I larrv never bothered them. In the muscle departments we found "Squee-Gee"

e everj term helping the compart) on to victory. One thing we never did find

out is where they ship all those big ( lalifornia oranges that he talked about.

-^T

^Aomad flo/utdOM. ^buufesi

Hewlett, New York

A product of Andover and Yale, "T. J." ex-

hibited none of the cool reserve associated with
these New England institutions. A lot of friends

and a one-third interest in "Couhalyer" were his

main concerns along with his first love, football.

An outstanding quarterback, he lived up to the

promises of his husky frame and alert mind, at-

tributes which also made him an overwhelming
opponent on the wrestling mat. But perhaps
those who were fortunate enough not to oppose
him on the field of sport will remember his Irish

humor, hospitality, and spacious cranium.

Syracuse, New York

Hal came to the Academy after a year at Wil-
liams, with a broad outlook towards life and an
excellent appreciation of the Liberal Arts. His
motto, "Work for old Hal Edwards" was occasion-

ally difficult to abide by; nevertheless, his Barber
Shop Quartet became quite famous, and his rec-

ord of never having been defeated in squash while

at the Academy was exceptional. Hal won his

"N" in tennis all three years. Always agreeable,

Hal was happiest when singing, so let's hope he
can form a quartet on that "can" which he wants
to get.



JoUm, JtecM Jiale.

Canton, New York

John brushed off an accumulation of salt picked up in the Fleet when he entered the
Academy. After a whirlwind performance of chow-hounding, songwriting, and varsity
wrestling, John matured into a pre-reveille slash and a fighting captain of Navy's
wrestling team. Some might forget the lighter side of John's character, but no one can
forget his fierce determination to finish what he started, especially in wrestling. "Just-
Call-Me-Bull" conquered brute strength, ending up as the best wrestler of his weight
in the country. That's Johnny's way of doing things

!

^Ueodosie. RUt^iacUt atfa/UUif

Des Moines, Iowa

"All hands desiring information about any
Academy activity, see Hartley in 4149." That's
about the way it was. 'Arry was editor-in-chief

of the Log, chairman of the Class Christmas Card
Committee, chairman of the Class Announcement
Committee, commander of the Academy yawl
"Alert," a chorine in the Musical Club shows,
on the Class Policy Committee, and had his hand
in just about everything else. Study hour in our
hole was never uneventful. His originality and
enthusiasm usually made a success of anything
in which he was interested.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

When Bill left Iowa he had little idea that he
would "soon" be an officer in the U.S. Navy. He
was on his way to boot training, having enlisted

in the reserves at the evolution of the armament
program. Via Radio School and N.A.P.S. Bill

found himself in the U.S.N.A. Bill wasn't exactly
what you would call a social slash, but there
never was a dragging week-end that Bill didn't
produce. A Juice savoir by birth, and possess-

ing a remarkable talent for staying ahead of the
Academic Department, Bill found plenty of time
to devote to athletics and sailing.

JVatUosuel MauAice. Jldlr fll.

Kinston, North Carolina

Even three years in "Yankee Land" failed to pollute the Southern accent of this

staunch Tar Heel. With a keen mind for academics, a helping hand for the buckets,

a tender heart for his pretty drags, and a congenial spirit for the rest of us, Nat took
Academy life in stride. Though Dahlgren Hall was well acquainted with the' 'loot's"

smooth dancing, his true love was sailing, whether it be a quiet afternoon on the Severn
or a long and tiring yawl race. At work and at play he always maintained his good-
naturedness, efficiency, and well-chosen standard of values.



2>o+uUd Wiokett cMu^cu^t

Winnetka, Illinois

Don blew into the N . from the windy city of Chicago. Early during our
plebe Steam c se h< \nar" because of his beautiful bolts; the name
stuck. Still s. rom two \ears of Japanese under the Dago department. Don is

even with the Japanese for their language. Despite his

love of sports, particularly boxing and tennis. Don was happiest when he opened a
box of chow from home or was getting ready for a hop. Whatever the circumstance,
his pleasant, amiable c ways made "Omar" a good shipmate.

JleAlie. Ibavud Kelly,
J*,.

i.i.

r weathering the academic riddles of plebe year, Les found time to blossom out
'he "All-Battalion football team, and in addition to explore the natural

ntic abilities itherner. I le had a system for each girl built around an in-

rit laugh and an amazed expression that never seemed to fail in making him more
(

) But Les, while he liked his fun, could be serious when the oc-

casion demanded I le wasn't easily ruffled and he knew how to work. To his friends

he was both a H orneo and a Johnathan.

^T

GkanleA Zdyento+i {jacJzAxut, fo.

Washington, DC.

A D.C resident, but a Rebel at heart, "The
Snaf" was always scheming to get ahead. Troubles
with women, academics, and the eye doc in Sick
Bay kept "Snafu" worried, but we'll never forget

his prominence in extra-curricular activities (vol-

untary sack drills). Good-looking drags were a

cinch for Charlie, but invariably he was a victim

of the wolves at hops. "Snaf" was an outstanding
member of study-hour bull sessions. Though
study hours were wasted, "The Snaf" caught up
as a charter member of the "moke's closet gang."

Zdw&id G&lflfia Jordan
Portland, Maine

Stoicism, witticism, and romanticism were the

doctrines to which he adhered. This apparent
potpourri of traits was Lucky. To a person
ever ready with Portland's latest joke and ever

the reactionary, the Academy was the foundation
on which he hoped to build his career—a career

that he knew would ultimately take him to Japan
so that he might find out if that gibberish he spent
two years learning was really Japanese. That he
left his mark at the Academy we have no doubt;
that he may succeed in later years we entertain

no fears.

\



At Large

Jerry was a great circulator, constantly dashing around in search of either a crew for

a ketch trip or the dope. Virtuoso of the bull sessions, he had a rare sense of humor
and could spin a lurid yarn on any given subject. His black list included slashes, eager
boys, and sympathizers with the system, and these he would run with a merciless
zeal. He claimed he was non-reg only when it added to his comfort or peace of mind.
"King Jerry's" competitive spirit began and ended with a desire to wear the saltiest

caps anyone ever owned.

Paul jo&epJt Jlaue

Buffalo, New York

Paul received at least three boxes of chow from
Buffalo each week, which made his room a Mecca
for ten o'clock lunchers. Despite his gracious

generosity, he was left enough crumbs to make his

six-foot-three frame look huskier every day.
"P. J." was always active in battalion sports,

bolstering each team for which he played. He
enjoyed music, classic or swing—even his wife's

jazz—and played a good game of chess. A sound
religious philosophy and a quiet, pleasant manner
will continue to win him friends wherever he
may sail.

BeHfcafUH. StllUu-ell MasUin

Prospect Park, Pennsylvania

Navy's original handy man, that's Ben. At
Hill School and Princeton he began his career as

a jack-of-all-trades. Navy's chances against Army
were very low in the 1942 game, but Ben came
through with a touchdown and we were on our
way to victory. The Class of '46 needed a presi-

dent and a five-striper—Ben was our man; the

Musical Clubs needed a comedian—who will

forget Ben as Groucho Marx 7 Star man, top ath-

lete, wit, and a grand guy, Ben rates the top. The
Navy need never worry with Ben at the helm
because he does his duty plus.

^—A ZUesuf Mode MaMUeu^i
"^y" DlBois, Pennsylvania

Essentially a person of leisure, Matt drifted ever along, letting little disturb his peace
of mind. Neither an athletic star nor bucket, this Pennsylvanian dabbled in intra-

mural sports, playing battalion football, pushball, and sundry other sports. Matt was
strictly an engineer; breezing through Math and the sciences, but just not getting that

liberal art stuff too well. His particular passion was bridge, and he was always ready
to play a few hands any time of the day or night. On the other hand his pet dislike

was the lovely Annapolis climate. Though slow to get started, Matt has the stuff it

takes to follow through and get the job done.



'luufuiA floAefdt McQooJz
\ \\ York

it - eas s» ccess .ham slowed him a bit during his fust year here, hut

E a handy man with a Steam hook and a determined student of

professional subjects A serious wrestler, the "Strangler" was an able participant in

company sports. His other loves include bridge, tennis, and dancing. If you wanted

find \ lav e to look—he was sack-king An easy familiarity corn-

Dined with a frar. - nature have made him numerous friends. "Mac"
stands high in t n oi his classmates.

i

Dolwi KinAey Mealy, fo.
Washington, D.C.

A day in the savvy Dago section wasn't com-
plete if "J. K." didn't get a chance to bait the

prof. That and doodling were his favorite aca-

demic diversions in the hours which had to be
spent in class. By living on the fourth deck for

two years, ' 'The Meal' ' developed a pair of legs that

showed up equally well in the Musical Club
chorus or leading the field in the 440-yard run.

His locker was always well stocked with pictures

of fickle women. "J. K." wants sub school and the

Pacific Fleet after graduation.

Kink GnjotUefiA Mdle*,, fli.

Washington, D.C.

Kirk, for the better part of his three years at

the Academy, spent his afternoons playing tag

with the breezes on the Severn as a member of the

sailing squad, and was invariably a customer in

Sick Bay each spring by virtue of wet feet gained
while it was yet too cold to sail. For variety in

the evenings he wrote occasionally for the Log
under the name Skillet Finn. Then, with little

else to do, he studied enough to graduate. For the

future Kirk plans to stay with the Fleet as long

as the Fleet will have him.

'.[ I' I I

"Dude" : he was good looking and wore his uniform well ; classmates

built their car.; ^jmes and chow fests around him; he directed the dancing chorus in

plebe shows ; he was our most eligible bachelor, But Cem knew a good man when
e When I )ud came hack from youngster leave with that dreamy look

, we saw that he iked. We met Gem one week-end and understood

iction. I he\ will be a couple in demand at every station to which they are

ned.

^T



Washington, D.C.

Of all the puddings that Ned had his thumbs in

while at the Naval Academy, we'll probably re-

member him best for his activities with the soccer

team and for his hobby, model building. With
soccer it was from the bottom up, from plebe

soccer manager upon entrance to varsity manager
during his first class year. Model ship building

has developed for him one of the most valuable
accomplishments he could possibly carry into the

Fleet. For his soccer efforts he sports the coveted
"N," and his model fleet will certainly serve him
in the days to come.

John ^JnosnaA. MuWi&tf,, fo.
Pleasant Unity, Pennsylvania

From Western Pennsylvania, Jack came to the
Academy through the Naval Reserve. His chief

sports were reading novels, dragging, and sack
drills. In spite of the demands of these cherished

pleasures, Jack could usually be persuaded to join

the invariable fourth-deck bridge game which was
indeed uncommon if it failed to wind up in a roar-

ing bull session. With the possible exception of

Dago, academics held no fears for the Irishman,
and just to prove that Dago could be bested, in

true Hibernian spirit, he became the Secretary-
Treasurer of the French Club first class year.

AltkuA, floAepk Mowuua
KlTTANNING, PENNSYLVANIA

When Art came to the Academy, he left his beloved Pennsylvania behind in fact

only, for he still carried it in his mind. Early in his career Art developed another love,

wrestling. For three years he managed the Navy grapplers to victory, culminating his

achievements as varsity manager. Academics held no fear for Art; if it hadn't been
for Dago, he would easily have starred. Preoccupation with academics was no draw-
back when it came time to write or receive letters, as any mate can testify. Rare was
the day when there was no mail for Art.

JluM&U MausUce AicltoldOH,, fll.

Brooklyn, New York

"Nick" brought to Annapolis a fine Army background and a host of stories about
Brooklyn, his last home port. He stoutly maintained that one does not need a passport

to go to Manhattan—just a nickel. He sailed close to the course of the average mid-
shipman, never near the rocks but always fighting for a velvet hour for his daily letter

to the O.A.O.'s. People were his hobby and his many warm friends are clear markers
of his perfection of this avocation. A hard worker when the chips were down, Nick
displayed a spirit of winning that will take him far in the Fleet.



'Odliatn JluUtrtd Peck
At Large

To Bill the Naval Ac is a means to an end. namely, a Marine Corps com-
n An artis: t nsk erable ability. Willie would rather draw than eat. not to

mention- - old testify. Next to drawing, Bill enjoyed all kinds
c, but both art and music were forgotten when

anyone wanted a fourth for bridge. Bill's two conclusions re the U.S.N.A. were that

you could beat t':

_

. \ best by being silent and unobtrusive and that there must
be some easier w e \ larine (. lorps

• — ^1

1

WdUoni Jlee PesihtiU

Chariton, Iowa

"Perk" was fulfilling his life-long ambition
when he entered the U.S.N.A. with the first con-
tingents of the new plebe class in the summer of

'42. With two years of college to his credit,

"Perk" was never bothered by academics, in-

cluding Japanese, and was able to devote much
of his time to playing the xylophone in the Man-
dolin Club, taking part in the combined Musical
Clubs' shows, and greeting members of visiting

teams. A cheerful smile and a personality full of

humor and friendliness made "Perk" a friend of

all those who knew him.

joAepit Stanley Pe^i^4fhr jl.

Danville, Illinois

Coming to the Academy with only a high school

education, Joe nevertheless caused Math and
Steam profs to gaze in awe as he took to the boards
and worked their worst with a flick of the wrist

and a cloud of chalk dust. "Jolting Joe," one of

the starless savvy boys, spent half of the study
period explaining the current lesson assignments

to less fortunate classmates and the other half of

the period sacked-out with a Post. "Joe's" varsity

sport, of which he became captain in first-class

year, was the Executive Department's cutter team.

Qeaxxje, Alien Re&o&l, III

Sai Maryland

With this as an inspiration, George ground
1 inny Department hit him once, but, by hard work,

he came bac never able to reconcile the system to himself.

With broad grin and powerful leg, ( leorge turned out every fall for soccer, to become
an All-American In bull sessions, his loyalty and determined stand on important
questions were always to be consi iered . his industry and congeniality made it a plea-

sure to work w ith him. Ambitious and hard-working, yet full of high ideals and sports-

manship- tr



Norfolk, Virginia

There was some question as to just what city

was Jim's home town. Shanghai, Manila, and
Philadelphia were some of them. The reason for

this variety is simple—Jim was a Navy Junior. His
most notable characteristic was his cynicism,

which prevailed except when a letter or a drag-

ging week-end brightened his spirits. Math to

most of us was a rather dark subject, but to Jim
it was a fate worse than death. Nothing was more
pleasant for Jim than a ketch trip to Cambridge,
or an afternoon on the sack.

Albert &a*l RoAe, fll.

Versailles, Kentucky

When the love of the sea induced Al to leave his

old Kentucky home, his horses, his burley, and his

bourbon three years ago, the Navy gained a con-

scientious and able worker. However, Al never

let studying interfere with writing his sundry
OA.O.'s back in Kentucky or turning out sports

copy for the Log and Lucky Bag. Except for a

memorable Steam exam, he has always stayed
well ahead of the Academic Department. Al's

four years in military schools previous to the

Academy gave him ah aggressive leadership

which will carry him far in the Navy.

El Dorado, Arkansas

"Des" hailed from Arkansas and swore by his state and everything in it from oil to

fish. After arriving at the U.S.N.A. he became an acting midshipman, but wasn't

actually sworn in until a month later when he obtained his release from the Army
Air Corps. "Des'' was a quiet sort of fellow, who quite often "got away with it."

Just ask him about the skipper's sack on the nav bridge of the Arky. He experienced

no trouble with academics, except for a few rough humps in Bull. However, "Des"
always managed to come through and will undoubtedly continue to do so.

John AluG.lt (luAltitCf, III

Bridgeport, Connecticut

Russ, better known to his admirers as "The Batman," arrived at the Academy to find

much to his surprise that we had sailboats here too. Previously Russ had spent most
of his time on Long Island Sound, operating out of the Black Rock Yacht Club. When
not busy trying to avoid the Math "Tree," he usually escaped his worries by sailing

yawls. With the exception of a certain tendency to grouch before his cup of Java in

the morning we could always depend on Russ for a laugh.



fJa4&pJi ^JUa+naA S+ncUl

New York, New York

A bom » argued about anything from who had the toughest mob in the

>rettiest drag at the hop last Saturday. He was a bundle of

. . v alw ays making more acquaintances. 1 f you knew
end or a bitter enemy. "Le Petit" confidently pre-

.... exam from the fall of plebe year to the spring of first

class :ough he never wore any stars on his collar, he was always a little too

jht in the various snares of the Academic Departments.

^
liJillia+n (leubest SfnitU, III

Fort Thomas, Kentucky

"Smitty" came to us from "Old Kaintuck," and
he brought the friendliness and cordiality of the

Bluegrass State with him. Bill showed his literary

ability by being on both the Log and Reef Points

staffs, and was a member of the Quarterdeck
Society from plebe year on. Academics with Bill

were always just something to be tolerated, but
he always managed to eke out the necessary 2.5.

"Smitty" has big plans for the future—mostly
concerning his O.A.O., and his friendliness and
cordiality should help him make them a success.

Albesd Oddest £<psia(f44er III

At Large

Trailing from Coast to Coast as a Navy Junior
gave Al a happy outlook on life and a love for the

Navy that was only increased by spending a sum-
mer at Norfolk boot camp before entering the

Academy. Hot music
—

"jazz, not swing"—and
women from Washington, D.C., were Al's ruling

interests. Although naturally savvy, Al spent too

much time torturing his wife with an off-key

clarinet to become a star man. Geniality and a
capacity for hard work will make Al a valued
friend and co-worker wherever he goes.

PiTTSBi rgh, Pennsylvania

Sully" was one redheaded Irishman that could always be spotted. Spectators

noticed this massive frame during football season as did the Executive Department
Jig Jig" had the old caulk-off habit and didn't hesitate to use happy

.atch up on shut-eve Always ready for an argument, Joe couldn't help but
z victorious with his in'. erse reasoning. Playing a steady game of football, Joe held

the fullbacj cars and did his share of the scoring. "Sully" was
always in the scrap on the gridiron and he's set for any scrap to come.

^T



Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

The mraz came from a disreputable suit of blue service he insisted on wearing, and
the "Spook" himself came from Philadelphia. Skilled in repartee and comedy, he hid

his myriad stories and laughs under a non-assuming exterior and an easy-going nature.

Failings—plenty, but mainly chow of any sort and a deep appetite for mystery stories,

both of which fit into his policy of more gentlemanly ease than athletic glory. Aca-
demics meant hard work, but never worried the "Spook" as much as finding fantastic

words for his letters. Being shipmates with "Spook" will always be a pleasure.

#

Port Ewen, New York

Dick was one of the Hudson Valley's contribu-

tions to the Naval Academy. Like everyone else,

he managed to present his classmates with numer-
ous commentaries on the glories of his home state.

Sometimes, however, such dissertations caused

us to suspect a fraud because he possessed a
unique accent and drawl that was more Southern
than something belonging to a New York man.
Dick will be remembered for an active imagination

and a personalized sense of humor, a relaxed man-
ner that was belied by his record in intramural

sports, and a well-stocked locker door.

Watte* WdLatn Vande* Walk, $*.

L.ONGMEADOW, MASSACHUSETTS

Van had a fruitful hitch his first three years of

Navy life. Never found buried in books, he
breezed through all academics to star high with

a one digit standing for each year. Van spent a lot

of time giving the unsats a tow, for he could

always be counted on to grind out the answer to

a monster prob. Crew was his first love, and he
rowed in the varsity boat for two years. Next
came soccer and Bill played on the plebe, J.V.,

and varsity teams. His favorite diversions were
frequent yawl trips and dragging the O.A.O.

tjolut A*na*td ll/aUk

^v/^"" New London, Connecticut

A Navy background, duty, leave, and—sack drill; that was "Knobby." An infinite

patience, an even temper, a readiness to help a classmate, whether it was a X lath prob-
lem or dealing from the bottom of the deck, made him a real friend. With a year at

M.I.T. behind him, Jack was one of those few who could do well in anything. Girls"

Lord yes ! Although his spare time was usually taken up by the horizontal position.

he managed to crawl over to the pool every fall, where he cut a fine figure. We don't
say "goodbye" to Knobby, we say "til we meet again."



jjatn&i *1eASuf Aa^
Jasper. Alabama

charge We've heard that many times since plebe summer, and only

sek mhavc e seen him fail to respond. When he finished his work on our class

he immediately turn - ittention to our ring. Then "Smiley" took over the

lishClub. Ask him about his Dago average! He fought valiantly

to replaee the nickname "Smiley" with "Stokey," a name he picked up on the China
Station y« but he never fully succeeded. It became a plebe rate to keep Jim
informedon the train sc m d telephone rates toMontgomery

Wild Jack

it *>* I

Smiley

Bill

Enid, Oklahoma

It was inevitable that this lad from the wilds of

Oklahoma should acquire the nickname "Wild
Jack." Possessed of a keen, logical mind, Jack
formed opinions on many controversial subjects

and rarely failed to convince others. Academics
never bothered him, nor he them; nevertheless he
was able to help his less fortunate wife on many
occasions. Model Club work, sailing, chess, and
dragging took up much of his time, as did boxing
and managing the basketball team. His career as

an officer will undoubtedly show an ability to meet
the most exacting standards.

Trenton, Missouri

Bill definitely put Trenton, "Moh," on the map
when he exchanged his frat house luxuries for

Bancroft Hall. As a midshipman he has accumu-
lated a host of friends, and with his unusal per-

sonality he will continue to gain more. Holding
down an important berth on his company or

battalion athletic squad took up much of Bill's

time. Since his interest in the fairer sex was highly

concentrated in his home town O.A.O., he often

devoted his week-ends to Reception Committee
work, bridge games, and snaking on his wife at

hops. His many friends wish him all sorts of luck.

1 loi LIS Ml' ( .\l II ORNIA

e of the true sailors among us. This tall, rcdhaired, smiling Californian

i the fleet, where he served aboard the U.S.S. Nevada. There, he
•e forth at has followed him. You can always find him out sail-

writing letters to that certain little girl in D.C. Other
cin^ able to see <

I h the svstem and the matter of a few "trees,"

few worries here at the Academy. Bill will always be remembered for his

ready smile and desire to help othi



2><mcM jbua+ie. Bleu*.

Seattle, Washington

One of Don's favorite claims to fame is that he entered the Naval Academy on Inde-
pendence Day. Very meticulous in everything he does, he never allows a detail to pass
without due attention. He is deeply concerned with the well-being of his friends, and
has saved them from many a headache and heartache. But talk about heartaches!
Don hands out a few himself, for he has a definite way with women that gets results.

He has a serious mind; in his activities he is assertive, determined, refined, and carries
them out with the good sense of humor so necessary for success.

Big Ben

/ZeHf&mtit £>e*ftfzle CUcUe

San Diego, California

"Big Ben" is known by most of his classmates

for his athletic accomplishments—captaincy of

the varsity football team, candidate for All-Amer-

ican, Academy boxing champion, and a weight

man in track. Possessing also the rare combina-
tion of brains and brawn, he could apply himself

to academics and come out on the top. To his

many intimate friends he was known for his nu-
merous love affairs and blind drags. Just a good-
natured, refined "Li'l Abner," Ben never let any
troubles get him down.

Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania

Ted's transient but gay life as a Navy Junior
came to near stagnation immediately following

his entry into the Academy in '42. His scholarly

attitude, however, soon placed him among that

group of men known as the "savvies," and here

he found much leisure time to spend in social and
athletic events. Much of this time was spent in

the fencing loft, where in succeeding years he won
the "46," "NA," and the "N." The remainder of

his time was spent dragging his O.A.O., listening

to his classical records, or wheedling more chow
from the Academy's commissary officer.

/

GUasd&L Co^ut

Knoxville, Tennessee

"Carlos," though a genuine city boy, became famous, especially among the under-
class, for his hill-billy songs. Whenever a plebe had to learn the "Wabash Cannon-
ball," he knew where to turn. His accomplishments, however, were not limited to

songs. It is very probable that he originated the triple-decker bunk. His cross-country
hikes covered every square foot of the five-mile area. Although serious when it came
to academics, Charlie always had time to tell a good joke or pass on some hot dope.
His forte, without a doubt, was a natural sense of humor.



flacUia+i Plice Gulutell

Clifton. Tex \-

Some of the boys got this stuff. It's not such a big percentage, but "J. P." is certainly

one of tha: se he way he did it. starring looked a? easy as summer leave.

s .
.
obligations. Most any Saturday night found

him either at the hop or pv sig cigar in some bridge foursome. He was always

to lend a hand with any problem, academic or social, and you could count on
him for a judicious solution. A better pal w hen a pal is needed will be hard to find.

Qtay Ode* 2>cUy

Meridian, Mississippi

Although he has been temporarily detached
from the Naval Air Corps, the Academy's salt has
failed to dampen the wings of "Go" Daly. When
not busy tracking down the Dope on the newest
airplanes, dashing off a short note to a Southern
belle, or lovingly shining his "grease" shoes, he
finds time to keep two jumps ahead of the Aca-
demic Department. Last in line at Monday morn-
ing sick call, he usually recovers sufficiently to

lead the liberty parade up Maryland Avenue.
Watch his number, for Mississippi's favorite son
has big ideas and is headed for big things.

Spokane, Washington

If you want to settle an argument about any-
thing from bee culture to the theory of relativity,

just ask "Demps." Though the particular ques-
tion may concern dogs, tomato plants, or astron-

omy, he will tell you that he has studied the sub-
ject for years and considers himself an authority.

Very modest about his real accomplishments, he
never mentions his abilities as a track star and a
very able captain of the cross-country team.
Meeting every emergency as it comes, he has only
one worry—that his cross-country schedule might
interfere with his dragging schedule.

(lo£&nt WiiUcvnt jbiAUncj,

PERRYSB1 RG Ohio

With two years of college behind him, "Dib" came to the Naval Academy with the

n that he still had a lot to learn I le hoped to continue his hobbies of writing

and of reading ology, but Academy life has left little time for them. His time

spent on company sports he said he even enjoyed military track. His

"You know what I just heard about— ' was usually a prelude to

sharp witticism about some poor classmate. Although he prefers PT duty, he
feels that any ship is all right as long as it floats.



Andalusia, Alabama

Bob left the land of mint juleps and beautiful Southern belles to embark upon his

Naval career. Plebe year, Bob was only one jump ahead of the Academic Department,
but youngster year he hit his stride. Never one to slave over books, Bob's favorite

pastimes were athletics, football and baseball, letter writing, and "flaking out." A
firm admirer of feminine beauty, Bob did his share of dragging and attending the hops,

his speciality being taking care of somebody else's drag. The Fleet will find great use

for this man with the Southern accent.

Qe&iae William ZUu
Ardmore, Oklahoma

At times he'd swear he was a rancher led astray,

but no one was ever fooled by that. Genial and
sincere, George was never too busy to come to any
kind of a rescue, whether it was to stand a class-

mate's watch or drag the girl friend's sister.

"G. W." usually gave precedence over academics

to intricate plans for successful week-ends. Sail-

ing, wrestling, and gym workouts filled his after-

noons
;
yet a yen for oratory and clarinet playing

came to light in the Quarterdeck Society and
orchestra. With a shipmate like him, there'll be
a true course in the future.

We^leif £><LfUf,

Savannah, Georgia

When Wes drags, he shows up with a queen.

With his combination of personality and good
Southern chivalry, he just takes his pick of the

girls. "Wespy" didn't like to study; he didn't

have to. After fifteen minutes of study on a reci-

tation, he was on his bunk to catch up on all that

sleep he has been missing since he left Savannah.
But, just to show the guys, he once stacked up a

3.6 average in youngster Bull, and for two years

he was a valuable man on the varsity baseball

squad.

i^r
Victor Pet&i Qi«&l

Everett, Massachusetts

Vic came to us from Everett, Mass., with a Bah Hahbah accent and an athletic repu-

tation picked up in high school and Brown University. He'll leave us with the accent
toned down a little, but with the reputation enhanced by his activities here on the

athletic fields. Vic's biggest accomplishment was collecting nicknames. "The Golden
Greek," "The Toe." He picked up the Greek title by being considered for a Greek
Ail-American football team by some erring sportswriter. confused by the Greekish
name. The references to his pedal extremities came from his ability to boot points

after touchdowns. An athlete, a scholar, "The Greek."



Santa lS/1 \. -, California

Lit: i . . Santa Mori ... realize years ago that their gift to the U.S.S. Maryland
wouk p honor- Ma\ al Academy in 1045. ^ut tnc >' 'i'<c wei

at nrst . were
. S j's abilities. Standing fifth in your plebe year is not mere effort,

- -ilso a pleasure when the prizes roll in. the prize in electrical engineering lor ex-

ample. .An ambitious 1 a converted Red \ like, and an ace at wrestling, he was
the one we always checked our answ ers against to see the ones we missed.

New Rochelle, New York

He denied it, but when "Jig Jig" left the Fleet
in favor of the Academy, he believed that at last

he could catch up on his sleep. But he was sadly
disillusioned, for as a plebe he found he was get-

ting much less sleep than as a radio operator on a
PBY. Though not a five-letter varsity man, he
was always ready and able to lend a hand in va-
rious company sports. A success in everything but
the Saturday night sessions of "five-card bridge,"

"Jig Jig" is certain to be a real asset to the Fleet.

"Iliamai. deed tf->ieema*t

Redlands, California

Lured by the romance of the Marine Corps,

"Root" shouldered his rifle at San Diego and soon
found himself in the Fleet Marine Force. A twist

of fortune caused him to give up Honolulu liber-

ties for a tour of duty at Uncle Sam's Canoe Club
on the Severn. "Root" will always be remembered
for his numerous narrow escapes, his way with the

ladies, and a genuine good nature that always
permitted a mirthful comment on any subject.

When the trials of Bancroft are over, his first love

will call him again and we'll bid fond farewell to

a swell shipmate.

Qad Qdliam
Comanche, Texas

" a typical Texan, came here with a big appetite, a congenial spirit, and his

bulldog" bark. As a plcbc, he was usually busy with football but found
e to run the upperclass Playing varsity football the next two years, he

s reputation for producing fine athletes. Always with an eye for

nends, "Bull" v.-. own for his never-ending supply of visitor's cigarettes

and': polish up a G.l haircut The academic grind never got on his nerves.

Hea If I didn't like it here I would leave."



GUasdeA WdUftt Qn&eA,, 1(1

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Chuck, better known to his Minneapolis col-

leagues as "Duffy," is one of the steadiest men
in the class, and neither the Executive nor the

Academic Departments causes him grief. One of

the many men to take advantage of the athletic

facilities, Chuck is always found taking a workout
in the gym, playing a fast game of handball, or

sailing on the Severn, with an occasional sunbath
during the summer months for added relaxation.

However, no matter what duties demand his

attention, each evening he writes a letter to

"Smokey" who manages to provide an equal

number in return.

QLfde Bn^eiaen, cMatutcdt

Merced, California

From rustling cattle to chief cook and bottle

washer in a drive-in-stand to the Naval Academy
is "Chad's" success story. Hannah is the all-

around type Californian who specializes in "five-

card bridge" and enjoys a little tennis and swim-
ming on the side. Glyde, slightly lacking hair on
his head, is never lacking friends or pretty drags,

for his humor and never perturbed amiability

are always with him. Acquiring a salty strain

somewhere besides his cow ranch, Glyde has a
combination of modesty, a rapid-fire brain, and
interest in his fellow seamen.

ZL WaAA^t Qoode.

Hawkinsville, Georgia

This Georgia Cracker came rambling to Annapolis, reacting to stimulants that

ranged from women to academics. The former were inspirations but the latter were
something to grin and bear. He enjoyed recreation only when it didn't interfere with

his happy-hours on the sack. An amiable Southerner, "Omar" was easy going most of

the time, but like the rest of us he had his troubles with the Executive Department.
Eli's greatest problem, however, was social, for without that letter every day it was
twice as hard to make that 2.5.

idT
Wick (latfma+td cM-anla+t, fo.

TOMPKIN'SYILLE, KENTUCKY

Old Kentucky did itself mighty proud when they gave us the tall, likeable "Wick."
with his love for horse racing, basketball, bridge, and those mint juleps. With his

loyal friendship and earnest personality, he was truly one of the gang. With two years
at the University of Kentucky, Wick took an easy strain on life here at the Academy
with the exception of Steam, and devoted his free time to softball, basketball, and his

numerous girls. But never a happy hour rolled around that he didn't have that "Now
don't let me go to sleep" look in his eye.



MADIS N '.' > DNSIN

These were the favorite words of this ambas-
. - Dairyland. Although sailing, intramural sports and radio club

ok up m< s - time, "lose" ma cut a \\ ide swath among the femmes. He
had the knack of ahvaj - - the right place at the right time. After earning

ungster sti ... his berth on the varsity sailing squad because it inter-

with dr. 3 a man to the Fleet determined to leave behind as

mar e my ships as he has left broken hearts.

fcett+tett Walton Jlo&ki
Kinston, North Carolina

From that fabulous land of golden tobacco,

Southern hospitality, and Kay Kyser came Ben

—

the pride of Kinston, North Carolina. His quiet

determination and unaffected personality marked
him from the beginning as a man to watch. Al-
though a man of strong character, he had two
weaknesses—tennis and girls. He did a splendid

job as tennis manager, and, to our knowledge,
there have been no complaints from the femmes.
His accomplishments—academic, social, and ath-

letic—were admired and envied, but never won-
dered at. We expected them of Ben

!

floJwi Steeliest Kop^tach

Teaneck, New Jersey

Up from the shores of Barnegat and by way of

Severn Prep, Johnnie came to the Academy real-

izing a life-long ambition. Quiet, studious, re-

served, and conscientious describe him most ac-

curately. He was a stellar performer on the

athletic field, where he excelled in both soccer

and lacrosse. His lapses into that Jersey accent

made him the target for innumerable friendly

jibes. Always willing to lend a helping hand, we
shall best remember "Teaneck" as a true friend

who, with his ability and perseverance will cer-

tainly succeed in the Navy way of life.

/Vcw«<s*f (lay, Ke-pJwAt

Wi.si Virginia

Always the first and never the fourth for a bridge game, Kep's only troubles were

<X 14 : ' for the eve exams, and <;cttin» by in Bull, the subject which
ost him one of tlu ars of his life. Kep took part in many intramural sports and

e academic line v. ah-savvy lad. One of those guys who set his alarm for

very morning so he could enjoy that last half hour before reveille, he'll always be
remembered I that tall, quiet, easy-going boy from the mountains of West

nia.



Mount Vernon, Washington

Genial and easy-going, Ed never let the wear and tear of the system get him down.
Perennially starring in academics, he spent most of his time showing the rest of us how
to unravel the latest mystery dreamed up by the heartless Math profs. The stork

dropped Ed in Mount Vernon, Washington, and he never let you forget it. For the

three years he was considerably worried over the wholesale marriage mortality among
his West Coast girl friends. Guess they just don't grow them pretty enough out East.

Well, that's Ed, smart, even tempered, full of fun—what a bargain.

Malcolm Wayne. Mac^bosuUd
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Purdue's loss was our gain when Mickey turned

his aspirations to the Navy. "Mac" established

himself in the field of athletics as a member of

Navy's wrestling team. Youngster year he added
more laurels to his outstanding record by winning

the Eastern Intercollegiate and National AAU
Wrestling Championships. His thoughts also

turned to the lighter things of life—he seldom
missed a hop or entertainment where the weaker
sex could be found. Mickey's pleasing personality

and good disposition will keep him in the mem-
ories of all who have had the good fortune of

knowing him.

Jlealif+i Zo&uett Monti*,

Los Angeles, California

Lee, coming out of the Fleet via N.A.P.S., was
one of the few who knew something of this Navy
before entering the Academy. Always dreaming
of the day when he would return as an officer, he
kept plugging at those none-too-easy academics
in his earnest desire to make good. This tall Cali-

fornian with his deep voice made Hubbard Hall

his destination at 1630, serving 3 years as a crew
man. All of us have made more than one visit to

his locker door, viewing his wealth of feminine

charm. "Martin's here, march off!"

The Muel

Jk.

s

"'
> I 1

Lee

2>cUe tf-QA&U Mueller

Roodhouse. Illinois

If every you should hear a commotion and see a fellow beating himself on the fore-

head with the heel of his hand, it will probably be "The Muel," describing one of his

thrilling adventures with the young ladies of Roodhouse. His most striking physical
feature is the cockiness that seems to exude from every movement of his stocky well-

knit body and the ever-present good-natured grin which emanates in a couple of per-

petually twinkling blue eyes. Roodhouse has a right to be proud of "The Muel," for

this year he developed into the baseball team's ace pitcher and leading batter.



fl&L&fiit JlcuuA OcUoa,

Hollyw ood, California

Joe "It never rains like this back home" Oehoa came to the Academy from Holly-
school ar. A His friendly personality and his Pepsodent smile

won him many friends at Annapolis His educational background and being savvy
anish made aca. . cs easj for "Ocho." Although he dragged infrequently,

).A.O « home, his valuable aid and helpful suggestions as a

member of trw al Hop and Ring Dance Committees helped make these af-

jssfi S . oe, here's wishingyou the bestof luck during the coming years.

Vincent QeAstand QtUn
St. Louis, Missouri

Vince Otten, the one-man press agent for the

St. Louis Cardinals, after finding McBride High
and St. Louis University a little too tame, came
to the Academy in search of bigger and better

things. Academics did not come easy for Vince,

but an alert mind and a little perseverance helped
him to come through with a "Sat" average. He
was a Red Mike from way back because of his

O.A.O. back home. His sparkling laughter and
engaging personality made many friends for him
throughout the Regiment. Vince's name will bring

back pleasant memories to all of his Academy
friends.

Pn&ito*i Andleta Peak
Greenville, Texas

"What's the word, Preston 1 " Everybody from
all companies and all classes had a greeting for

Preston. Peak had the word, too. The Executive
Department never got any strikes on him. The
Academic Departments never baffled "Mac"
either. He burned no midnight oil and the stars

on his bathrobe testified that it was not necessary.

A steady succession of letters addressed in various

feminine hands testified to both a fickleness and
a charm that made hop week-ends no problem for

this happy Texan. The Navy Air Arm is in for

some trying times, but they'll find it worth while.

(l&L&d 2ui*ut P&yic+Mf fln.

Boerne, Texas

Bob's excellent record at the Academy was one which cannot be praised too highly.

It was a success which arose from a v. ise use of time and a conscientious determination

to excel I le was soon near the top in academics although he devoted almost every

available moment ,ht-lifting and adding to that handsome physique which we
I lis only regret while here was that Texas was too far away and that the

leaves :• ere too fa- goes a heartfelt "well done" from all of us and a con-

fident trust in his future success.



tyJilliasn (lacpesisi QtuAjetibeA/uf,

Beverly Hills, California

"Quiz" claims California is his home, but his refusal to accept anything without
confirmation demonstrates that he is still a product of the "show-me" state, Missouri.

His tastes include social life and photography—both of which keep him financially

insolvent. His brief contact with the Army via the New York University R.O.T.C.
made him realize the "advantages" of Naval life. "Quiz" was not a star man, but his

grades proved him an able student. Although proclaiming a desire to be a play-boy,

he has shown himself by his staid ability to be a prospective thirty-year man.

Ashville, North Carolina

Fritz is a Southerner, Rebel, and gentleman
whose first taste of military despotism was en-

joyed at the Citadel. Life at the Naval Academy
was not as hazardous as at the Citadel; conse-

quently Fritz felt that Naval Academy regula-

tions were inadequate (not his plebe year view-

point!). Gunnery and marksmanship pleased

Fritz and in those he excelled. Although several

of his Citadel buddies are ranking Army officers,

as he might have been also, Fritz is not sorry he
came to the Academy. He feels that he has had a
better opportunity to learn his job before he be-

gins to lead men.

Jlaufience £diuald Redden,
Pasadena, California

A flash came out of the West. Was it Superman ?

No, it was Larry Redden, nicknamed "Rudolph"
by some bantering friends. Larry left Pasadena's
sun-kissed hills and moon-kissed maidens for new
adventure in thp East. Excelling in academics
and wrestling, he found success as a man of his

calibre always will, but he found the Naval Acad-
emy brand of adventure somewhat tame. Red-
den, unlike most of his brethren from California,

was not the mouthpiece for his Chamber of Com-
merce. Larry will be remembered for his good
humor, flashing smile, and variety of drags.

Rog

Larry

JtaViU QabdoH. Ro<feAA.r j}*.

Columbus, Georgia

Torn from a slow, easy-going existence on the banks of the Chattahoochee and
thrown into a new, fast-moving life, "Rog" became a leader in that group of men who
preferred to make history on leave and hibernate at the Academy. Between sack drills

and Friday night snacks, plebe and youngster years were spent on die track, training
to be able to uphold the midshipman's high standards for "after-the-hop" duty. Those
sweet letters from Marion, Alabama, and his desire to wear those pretty greens were
the stabilizing elements balancing his tri-dailv bitter tirades against the svstem.



Monte Rio. Californi \

Whe 1 he ti - tailor-made blues for the regulation plebc get-up. Vern
couldn't quite believe that he was still in the same Navy. But he soon resigned himself
to baggy crou. squared hats, and the rest of the Naval Academy's idiosyncracies and
set ou ed halt-inch gold stripe. Although academics were a little

tough. Vern"s determination never left any doubt as to the final outcome. He always
managed to find time for I j workout over on the wrestling mat or out on the
track Here's wishing you the best Vem.

Boydton, Virginia

eer-hound from the Virginia-North Carolina line with four brothers, four

ters. and an ambitious mother, entered the Academy only after combined efforts

;rrender. Although a hoodie-lover, a connoisseur of the heavy left hand
ight, he couldn't play a note; just listened and vibrated. He remained

I hat. could read in the dark and never ran out of cigarettes due
edge of the gentle art of "bumming ."

I lank wanted to be an aviator and
retty greens, but whatever he becomes, he'll get along with the best.

-\r

William Jfill Sa*utyt>nd

Waynesboro, Georgia

From the "Boro" via Georgia Tech came our
restless, versatile, blue-eyed boy with the deep
Southern accent. "Sandy," always going but
never knowing just where, usually spent his week-
ends at the "Cottage by the Bay." His good work
and natural ability landed him the important
position of circulation manager of our Lucky
Bag. "Sandy," a true son of the South, either

knew everyone or something about everyone from
Georgia. His winning personality gained the

friendship of all, and his Southern belles truly

proved his favorite saying, "I'm no pushover,
but I can be had."

MileA, Qeecheti Sea/field, fa.
Sacramento, California

On a typical California day, "Scof" departed
from the enjoyable life of a Sacramento Junior
College student and started, with the help of God
and his thumb, for Annapolis. Since then, his

life has been a continuous series of new dreams
and feats, from fur farms to cockroach races. A
fond sportsman and nature lover, he created an
interest which academics had some difficulty in

dislodging. The four things "Beech" really excelled

in were high jumping, wrestling, escorting beauti-

ful girls on rainy week-ends, and thoroughly
enjoying himself whatever the occasion.



William, Zdw&id *lcuflo*

Louisville, Ohio

"We" is an old Navy man with a previous service record of two years as a Fleet

radioman. He was well on the way toward making chief when recommended for a

tour of duty at the Naval Academy. Amiable, unassuming, good natured, and in-

auspiciously efficient, "We" has saved many a first-class pay receipt from going to

waste on radio repairs. There is a special place in his heart for communications, shore

duty, and a little girl in "Dreamsville," Ohio. Undersea craft lure him strongly and

the Submarine Service will claim him as its own.

(lakent Sheet ^UdbcUe

Portland, Oregon

Out of the confusion which reigned in dear old

Bancroft due to identical twins, one in '44 and one

in '46, emerged the acme of patience. "Tis" took

many a hefty clap on the back thrown his way by
confused youngsters and first class with but a

gentle sigh. With the coming of the "diagonal"

and the going of "Chuck," "Tis" was free—no
more, "Hello Chuck," no more, "Jeeze, did they

turn you back to a plebe?" Sailing was his sport

—

being so close to the water reminded him of home,
of that high wet Oregon fog.

William GoaI ^fiaoU

Chickasha, Oklahoma

For a smooth operator from way back, "Trav"
is the man. Fresh from the wilds of Oklahoma, he

expected a country club ; instead, he got the bitter

truth. Floored but not out, he came back to make
the most of dragging (with an O.A.O.'s reluctant

permission), sailing, and boxing with wonderful

results. Yet always a man of duty, Carl under-

stood his purpose here and excelled in the aca-

demic and professional side of his new life. One
of the best liked men in the company, "Trav"
with his humor, tact, and ready smile will be wel-

comed as "one of the boys" wherever he goes.

"$—( Z<vd ZduMrtd Walke*, $1.
'~^7*^ Brunswick, Georgia

No one needed to ask where "E-squared" was from, for any of the Yankee-Rebel
fights around 3313 quickly showed he must be from the South. Before coming to the
Academy, Earl was taking pre-medical courses, and although he likes Navy life, he
still hopes to be a doctor. He didn't drag much, but "E-squared" was definitely "the
kid with the Colgate smile" when he turned on the personality. Earl's chief interests

were tennis, chess, a little girl back home, and hitting the old books. We'll always
remember Earl for his determination, in which he was excelled bv no one.



AUuo* WiUiatn Walt**, j)*.

- vdi \ \ California

is one of those lads sent to the Academy by the California Chamber of Com-
- His pit .\ as tartly summed up by his first classman's observation, "Alby

is the only second c — in in the Regiment." A lover ofsports, Bill turned to football

and track, w ith emphasis on the former, to supplement academic routine. Hard work
ear brought him his "N-star" and a year closer to his ambition to

become a Naval c : \ issmates will remember Bill not only for his football, but

also tor his amiable disposition and his "sawyness' in academics.

ORFOLK K.\

ree college life at the University of Nebraska, "Weid" set

o answer the call oi I nele Sam's Navy. Although he left a host of friends behind,
s marvelous sense of humor and happy-go-lucky manner soon won him many new

the Academy Since academics were relatively easy for him, Bob spent his

e moments participating in frequent bridge games, touch football, swimming,
"Weid" was a very capable judge of feminine pul-

chritude, as can be evidenced by his selection for his O AC).

^\vT

jack *]Uo4nal WaUan
New Martinsville, West Virginia

"Oh, those West Virginia hills"—Jack's loud
clear voice could be heard any afternoon drown-
ing out radios, phonographs, or what have you,

as he acclaimed the beauty of his home state.

That was Jack—forceful and direct in all his

actions and thoughts. Did anyone need any-
thing? Jack would lend it to you! But to try to

argue with him ! He would prove you wrong every
time. No one yet has disproved any of his ideas,

such as heating a home with a refrigerator. Wher-
ever Jack is, there will be merriment.

fleAAe RandolfiU Watt
Washington, D.C.

"I've forgotten more infantry than these guys
will ever know," said Jess after every Saturday
morning infantry period. Otherwise Jess was a
modest, good-natured fellow who was continually

making friends. He missed dragging four week-
ends in three years and then only because he had
the watch. He celebrated each Sunday evening by
saying, "Math is fruit" as he hit his sack or dashed
off a letter to one of his long list of feminine cor-

respondents. Jess very rarely saw his name in

print because of his ability to be savvy with both
text and regulation books.



flatH&L Zlsi&lt IVeisUcA

Massillon, Ohio

Jim followed his favorite sport, football, with intense interest, forever singing praises

of the Massillon "Tigers." Industrious and energetic, "Joe" kept his roommates on
the ball. Never confining his triangles to the drawing board, he heated the sparks of

life to a bright glow. Jim could always be found singing, no matter how dark the day.
Desiring to work on the business end of our Lucky Bag, he landed a position as As-
sistant Circulation Manager. Many of us were victims of his "running" and were
often fooled by his subtle wit. "Weirich's here, march off

!"

9** (lol&d White
Roseburg, Oregon

"Whitey" spent two years in the Fleet before

he entered the Academy. As a member of the

deck force of the Colorado, he learned the many
correct details for handling both swab and holy-

stone. At the Naval Academy, "Whitey" did

some boxing, but an injury during plebe year

ended his pugilistic career. His interests then
changed to yawl sailing, in which, during young-
ster year, he earned command qualifications. He
swore that he was a misogynist, disliked the sys-

tem intensely, and his choice for duty is anything
as long as it is not a battleship.

ZU&U Jtetvuf, WiUett
Anniston, Alabama

This scholar from the deep South realized his

ambition the day he entered the Naval Academy.
During plebe year, Bud was a starting member of

the plebe football team, but a knee injury ended
his football at that stage. However, he could

always be found eagerly taking part in many com-
pany sports. Although Bud took his academics
seriously, he seldom missed a hop and kept in

social trim in anticipation for June Week with his

O.A.O. Bud's jovial nature will win for him as

many new friends in the Fleet as there are old ones
being scattered by graduation.

Los Angeles, California

Coming from the "Mighty U.S.S. West Virginia," this salty lad had already spent
more than two years in the Navy before entering the Academy. Like most men from
the Fleet, "Chuck" had a way with the women, and when not running extra duty, he
spent most of his week-ends dragging. After classes, this pleasant, easy-going chap
could usually be found "flaked out" on his sack when he wasn't in the gym backing
his company in boxing. A true native Californian "Chuck" will always be remembered
as the fellow who invariably had a reply for the boys from Texas and Florida.



kJilli&m Mdf^id AndeAix^t

EbENSBLRG. PEN\> >
: '- \N1A

From Pennsylvania came Bill Anderson, better known to his classmates as Andy.
Lbensburg sprawls I .son farm from which And\ got his plugging spirit;

alwa ms< Bill put every thing he had into his work, a quality that

cei material In pre >n for the Academy, Andy attended Notre
Dame, where, enrolled in Naval RO INN he got the jump on most of us in previous

.'. training. In his spare time. Andy liked to take cross-country hikes, taking
pictures v everything ! ter graduation, he hopes for small ship duty, but
when the time for retirement comes. Bill plans to go hack to his other love, the farm.

Fort Wayne, Indiana

He answered nearly any hail; his friends used
"Court," "Ash," or any reasonable substitute.

It was fate that he's a Hoosier by birth and by
nature, but Missouri was his last port-of-call.

There must be an explanation for everything,

perhaps even his name. The subject, however,
was strictly taboo and strangers were warned not
to broach it. He was fond of food and the results

were plainly apparent. Despite the medical de-

scription, he was not athletic, but he would try

anything once. His Naval interests lie in small

ships, especially if they go under water.

GUaadlel JLeutU feeock

Huron, South Dakota

Chan was commandeered from the cold and
dusty plains of South Dakota after his freshman
year of college. Because of his classic profile, his

permanent alias was "Tecumseh." Although he
wore stars, he gave academics a back seat to his

extra-curricular activities: the Log, Lucky Bag,
Ring Dance Committee, Pep Committee, Class

Policy Committee, Sound Gang, his records, and
drags—especially blind drags. Music was his con-

suming passion, but the Lucky Bag consumed
most of his time. Chan's room was the scene of

one long, continuous jam (and bull) session.

I VBAMA

Did you want any information about the deep South n
If so there wasn't a better

isult in the Naval Academy than Wil Bellenger, for "Uncle Bill" was a true

South. As for his love of the Navy, one had only to talk with him. Good
matured and with an unbeatable spirit, Wil had a smile even on the darkest day. Oft

Ot, he turned it U int on week-ends as he charmed some sweet young
An asset to our Navy would not be saying too much for "Uncle Bill,"

e w ill make a real shipmate and friend of anyone with whom he may serve in later

ire.



jbfutcdd j)a4ne<L BetUUy

Riverside, California

It was hard to rile easy-going Jim Bentley. But mention that it rained in Southern
California, or that the "Marinets" weren't the best-looking girls in the service, and
"Big Jim" would smite you down. Other than those suggestions, the only way to make
his smile disappear was to proclaim that Bull and Dago were worthwhile subjects

—

his three years of college were for an engineering career. "Baby Dumpling's" biggest

disappointment came when old injuries prevented his playing football here after plebe
year. So he took up sailing and sack drills, and lived happily ever after.

jalvn CalacH. feutne/if III

Lakeland, Florida

"It's a bird! It's a plane! No, it's 'Superjohn'
!"

Such was the comment as Johnny Butner of the

tremendous physique went whizzing by. That
Army brat didn't slow down one knot during his

entire stay—until he came to Juice, then he found
it difficult to crawl. But as soon as classes were
over, "Body Beautiful" Butner lit out for the gym
at flank speed. That was "Birdlegs' " favorite

roost. He N-starred in gym and swimming, was
proficient in all sports except dragging. John's
biggest need in the Fleet is a fast airplane to keep
up with him.

Reed White, GamfiMeU

Beaver, Pennsylvania

"Soupy" hailed from exclusive Western Penn-
sylvania, where he left his O.A.O. and an exciting

college life. Whether it was a wrestling match, a

fourth in bridge, or a bull session, we could count
on his participation. He found academics easy
and lived for that leave when he could journey
north to "the little woman" who always sent him
that daily letter. His ambition was to go through
the Academy without a demerit, and for two years

he fulfilled this desire. Possessed with a friendly

personality, Reed will have no trouble making
friends with all he meets in the future.

Qeasicj,e ^Jlto^fie QlanJz

Siolx City, Iowa

Leaving military school in the Middle West, "Bud" arrived at the Academy eagerly

anticipating the Navy way of life. His enthusiasm and good nature quickly put him
on the right side of his classmates. He was the athletic type; his football experience

and natural ability easily qualified him for the plebe team. Not stopping there, he
saw action in several intramural sports. Somehow he found time to include more than
his share of dragging among his many activities. The last three years haven't damp-
ened "Bud's" enthusiasm a bit. We can be sure he'll make an impression in the sea-

going Navy.



(loM&U Qculey Gale

Arlington, \ irginia

Noi .'.1. but dark and handsome. lk>b Colo had a \\a\ with him that gained

f friends, male and female Maybe it was his tall sense of humor. The
\ rthem Virg S utherner could always be found where there was much blowing
>f the breeze, or when the NA-io was jiving for the righteous, for Bob told a salty sea

and played a mean trombone. And rare indeed was the week-end that found
Bob without .. bucket, he always appreciated a little inside dope

—

it was easier that w ay 1 lere's hoping life w ill alw ays be as easy for you, Bob.

LOS AnGI LES ( Mil 0RN1A

r spending one year at U.C.L.A and another as private, U.S. Army, Tom de-

ided that his future was wrapped up in Navy blue and gold. He came to the Academy
ornia and never tired of extolling the superiority of Western civilization.

well occupied with sports, '"]
I. si ill had enough ergs left to elude gracefully

the clutches of the Academic I )epartments Since aviation was Tom's first love, he will

heading for Pensacola I he best luck anyone can wish him is that he makes
an officer as he has a friend.

^r

(lobent tf-tancU Globf

Escanabe, Michigan

Hailing from Michigan's northern peninsula,

Bob was headed for an engineering career until

the Navy bug got into his blood and he joined the
Severn clan. Academics rarely offered. Bob any
trouble, and being athletically inclined he found
ample time for battalion track and football.

"R. F." was an earnest admirer of the exploits of

the "tin-can" navy, and his big ambition is to

someday find himself on the bridge of his own de-

stroyer. Having a good sense of humor and an
abundance of ability, Bob will always be found on
that "prefer to have" list.

WilUo+n jbosud G>uUq.

Santa Barbara, California

In 1848 California conquered the nation. Ninety
four years later Bill began the second skirmish by
offering three sandy acres complete with fog to

Bancroft settlers headed for the Golden West.
With the first days of youngster year this offer was
withdrawn to make way for a permanent siesta.

It's doubtful if anyone will ever again graduate
after snoozing through the whole course. Bill was
awake only during dragging week-ends or those

infrequent happy hours when he sat snowed under
by his stamp collection. For sports, he had three

years of finger exercise on the rifle team.



Jlee, Qeancfe. QuickoU

Hancock, Iowa

"The Cutch" turned in a suit of Marion khaki and a yen to grow the tallest corn
in Iowa to become a seafarer. Bolstered up by his unquenchable sense of humor, an
eternal smile, and the mate with the mail—at least five letters a day—he came out on
top after three years at the Academy. His routine consisted of a little dragging, sports,

sack drill, some well directed study, and all the rest that goes to make up a regular

fellow who will be an asset wherever he goes. His only worry was how to keep a beehive
aboard ship.

".

Akamai Zuetoett 2>a€tU

San Diego, California

During the past three years Tom has tried out
and proved the old doctrine of divided-interests.

He did not deprive the primary purpose of the

Academy its due consideration, and consequently

he is mustered with the upper crust in the aca-

demic records. Some workout each day was a reg-

ular part of Tom's routine, and the varsity lacrosse

squad claimed his attention during the practice

season. The stripes that Tom held during his first

and third class years testify for the qualities that

held the respect and admiration of his seniors and
juniors alike. We envy the men that will serve

with you, Tom.

San Diego, California

When "Poop Deck" wasn't sailing on the High-
land Light, Lively, or dinghies, he was usually

enjoying liberties at his home in town, or snapping
pictures of anything and everything. "A. I." had
his tussles with the "Acs," but when the smoke
cleared, he was always aboard. He kept the O.D.'s

and his wife guessing, but his skirmishes with
Form 2's left a good average on his side. Back
from wrestling, sailing practice, or liberty, with
three minutes to finish a shower and make forma-
tion, Bert ignored it all with, "Don't take a deep
strain, folks."

-w
flalwi Q. IbealUt

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Jack began fighting plebe summer and kept on for three years. He took boxing,

wrestling, and academics in his stride. Plebe year he won the Regimental Boxing
Championship and he continued undefeated until he graduated. Being of the East.

Jack was always ready to fix someone with a drag, naturally never neglecting himself.

Before entering the Academy he prepared for duty on foreign stations by studying
two years at the Georgetown Foreign Service School. His quiet humor and quick smile

will make it a pleasure to serve with him anywhere. Happy hunting. Jack.

%-

I



Denver. Colorado

"T R . possessec ;th the wildest imagination believable in conjunction with a

as effei escent with His anecdotes and fantastic stories.

Although a potential star man. he forsook the academic decorations for cross-country

es tennis matt es et -end flirtations. In spite of a professional knowledge
acquired abe. L >> Maryland, Ted was interested mostly in the magic of

the Skinny Department. His comprehensiveness scarcely gave him time to scan his

mail so it was usually relegated to a last minute necessity.

Austin, Minnesota

Fran's two years at Dartmouth took the strain

out of plebe year academics, but youngster year
found him shedding his stars and digging in with
the rest of us. Athletically he confined himself

principally to gymnastics where he captured sec-

ond in the '44 Eastern Intercollegiates on the

parallel bars and captaincy of the '45 team. A
proposition such as a bridge game, a blind drag,

some harmonizing, or a tennis match he rarely

passed up. His favorite food and topic of con-

versation, believe it or not, was "Spam," his hero,

Eli Culbertson, his choice for duty, a "tin can"
in the Pacific.

New Orleans, Louisiana

It seemed that "Dennie" always had the world
laughing with him for he possessed that inde-

finable quality of shedding humor everywhere.
A quirk of fate bestowed a definite Yankee accent

on this true son of the South. His greatest pleasure

lay in crowding the room to the threshold, feeding

wolfpacks with food that arrived from Louisiana
with periodic exactness, and memorizing every
note of any musical arrangement. We all would
like to see him realize his signal ambition—to join

the ranks of the Diplomatic Corps. In this or any
field, his success remains assured.

WdLatn Ql/kaAicut JbafU&i

Ashland, Ohio

An amazing photographic memory, mental alertness, and high-speed handwriting

y placed Bill in the category of savoirs. ( Sloping through academics in a blaze

dust ai Bill found ample time to carry on a complicated love life oscil-

monthly from Red Mike to Snake, and to develop a reputation as a connoisseur

fine foods m large quantities "lilldoo" had an inherent ability to enjoy life under

Jill's prime passions consisted of a steady flow of puns, a bag of prac-

tical e for ice-skating, Ohio, and Uncle Sam's Navy.



Sidney, Nebraska

After a year at Nebraska U. and another at Doane College, Dick finally settled down
for the three years at the Academy. With him he brought a passion for basketball and
tennis which landed him a position on the junior-varsity team of both sports. As a fall

term filler-in he took up company cross country, and with characteristic enthusiasm
and determination he finished one season without losing a race. As a member of the
notorious 14th Company Plebe Quartet, he carried the bass part and furnished the

volume. Mischievous and full of fun, he kept things humming.

GUa/d&l jjo4&nU tyoJiau&i

Berkley, California

To an old salt like "Forkie" the Naval routine

was a snap. Fresh from a year's duty in Panama
he decided to trade his red fireman's stripe for a

gold one with a star. His sea stories of his past

provided a constant source of enjoyment to his

many new friends. The Executive Department
awarded him the title of "Reg Book Charlie" dur-

ing plebe year. He also established an enviable

record in academics and sports. With his common
sense and straightforward manner, he will go far

in the Navy as an officer. He knows his job, and
does it well.

flasnel fewitost fylaak&L
Chicago, Illinois

Probably the most lubberly lubber that ever hit

this place, Jim was thrown from the liberal atmos-

phere of the University of Chicago into this mael-

strom of discipline. Quick to acclimate himself,

he became one of the academic savoirs and a pop-

ular halfback on the varsity soccer team. With a

South American diplomatic post as his goal, Jim
spent long hours becoming proficient in Spanish;

while other times found his ready smile and intel-

ligent conversation absorbed in leisurely bridge

games or enlivening those sessions that so often

met to settle the world's problems.

RicUcrtd William Qeeuteq

New York, New York

A direct descendent of the shillelah wielders of the Emerald Isle and a native New
Yorker, Dick brought to the N.A. a decidedly sunny disposition \\ hich proved invalu-

able in bringing out the proverbial silver linings. He was a Bull savoir in four languages

and his endless discourses, politics included, were no end of enjoyment. Continually
amazed at the forthcoming of Steam and blind drags, Dick managed to make a happy
combination of work and play. His optimism and friendliness, his ready wit and per-

sonal charm made him an asset to the Class of '46.



Q&udd WcU&u QiUo*t
Englewood. Color

saltj .. N larine as ever spat into the wind—and got an eye full—Gib's two years

on the hi _ s< -. ced him that he should run the gauntlet by the Severn. Early

displaying thos - - hich the Corps is famous, he proved to he a true gentle-

man and friend. His off moments were spent either on photo work for the Log or on
3 liset K „. spel oi the lighting amphibians, he left us

with a song in his heart

—

From The Halls Of Montezuma To The Stwres Of 'Tripoli.

eNa - . but a moral victory for the leathernecks.

Punchy

floJut flotefdi Jioldest
MlLBANK, Soi in Dakota

A more amiable soul never said goodbye to his gopher and departed from the plains

of South Dakota. Although he wasn't very salty, Joe had in him a bit of the salt of the

earth. The "Dakota Kid" is a quiet, easy-going fellow with a ready smile for everyone.

"Elepharr rls are just alike, the -

, were made to be looked at," is a famous say-

hyness has made him a member of the Red Mike Club In athletics Joe
.ipated in company sports or spent his time in the gym playing basketball or

punching the bag.

-fcT

JQ4&pJ* Scuftuel <JlcJl

Kansas City, Missouri

"Once a Marine, always a Marine!" With a

chest full of medals and corporal chevrons, Joe
left the Corps, to return in three years with his

bars. Besides his ability unconsciously to make
friends, football, track, writing long letters, and
sack drill were his avocations. Broad jumping
accounted for a "N*" during plebe year. Uphold-
ing the traditions of old Missouri, Joe's pet phrase
was "I don't see that!" His academic standing,

however, didn't uphold the validity of this state-

ment. A dynamic thinker, Joe will make General
if, and when, the opportunity presents itself.

BwurtA AnSiew. JleeAacJzeA,

Rushville, Nebraska

In 1940 Neptune's trident speared this apt
candidate from the Midwest, and two years later

the combers receded from the Severn's banks,
leaving a salt-encrusted, bell-bottomed figure with
laughing eyes and rakish tilt on his cap. With a

hearty "Stand from Under," Punch thus traded

bosun's pipe for sword. No misnomer, "Punch"
was the inevitable tag this leather-swapping scrap-

per earned by blasting his way to the Regimental
Championship his first year. This rhythmic fight-

ing quality, together with the ability to glean the

practical from academics, marked his character.

1
1 B

*
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©



D<dut Allan <Jlwaited

Chicago, Illinois

Although coming from Chicago, John loved the wide open spaces. It prompted him
to join the Navy and become a radioman before entering the Academy. A radio "ham,"

John spent his spare time tinkering with his mysteriously inoperative set. He was
always a star man, but a more modest fellow was hard to find. To have him for a room-

mate for three years was a rare privilege indeed. Quiet, but always congenial and
friendly, John won the admiration and respect of all of his associates. The days ahead

of him will be happy ones we know, for he will make them so.

Qecd c4*L Jl«U
Jacksonville, Florida

Always whistling, always gay, that was our man
Jack. Having had two years of "tin can" duty
before entering the Academy, this Florida boy had
already experienced the life he was getting into.

Although not a star man, Jack was savvy enough
to be able to enter more than the average number
of activities. Besides dragging, this liberty hound
found sailing his biggest interest. He spent a lot

of time on swimming teams and, incidentally, led

quite a few cheers. There can be no better place

for Jack than in the Fleet, for only the Navy can
satisfy his wanderlust.

William Allied JlutckeAan, j>i.

Clifton Forge, Virginia

A tall, quiet fellow from Virginia—that was
Hutch. Easy to get along with, Hutch made a

host of friends at the Academy. He was calm and
easy-going, never ruffled. The Academic Depart-
ments tried, but never succeeded in assigning

material rough enough to cause him any anxiety.

He found plenty of time to keep up with his favor-

ite hobbies: holding long sack drills and expound-
ing on the merits of his home state. A connoisseur

of 4.0 drags, he had only the best. And now as he
looks back on Academy life, his only comment is,

"Gee, that's fruit."

Hutch

(lalesit Qeiatd Ou&Uo+t
Toppenish, Washington

After two years of five decimal readings from a slide rule, "Ivy" left the Evergreen
State to enter the Academy. More easily heard than seen at a P-rade, Bob became the

"voice in the rear rank." Happy hours spent in writing Peg provided the limitless

energy for academics, and soon his gray bathrobe boasted stars. At the study bell the

favorite pipe was stoked and work was begun under full pressure, only to be shortly

interrupted by numerous classmates seeking extra instruction. For his cheerfully given
help, Bob's many friends are saving a place in the Steam Department for the only guy
who could explain their gouges.



^HGsdeA McCoy flaU+Ua+t, fli.

Vi wii Florida

Iharlic the Academy from Florida via the Reserves, but he always stoutly

claimed that Virginia was his only love, because that was w here the little woman lived

asn I down foi the week-end we were sure of one thing— it

.ouldeitK - rain. Devoted and true were the words that best express

harlie With always a lai i smile at the right time he helped to make those

ments a little moi >le Charlie of the tall, lanky frame and the deep
.ern drawl was a reliable classmate, a true friend, one to be remembered always.

<
1lto*Ha>i ja*M&l Kenny

West Bend, Wisconsin

As a plebe, Tom's elfin charm won for him the

title of "Pretty Boy." An early ambition to be a
barrister and his present desire to become a Naval
officer fused to make him what is known as a sea

lawyer. Though he claimed to be struggling for

his academic life, not a few of his evenings were
spent enveloped in cigarette smoke behind a cur-

rent magazine. Since people were constantly

bursting in the door looking for Tom and being

quite dismayed to find him gone, playing bridge

no doubt, this rugged individualistic Irishman
needed no instructions on how to win friends.

Kest+ietU K. Klnf
Saginaw, Michigan

"K. K." was a man when he came to the Acad-
emy. He was twenty-one when he left a cool Michi-
gan summer to swelter in the Maryland heat.

"K. K." ran into a bit of trouble with his swim-
ming and Bull, but managed to come out on top.

Though by no means a Red Mike, he was different

from the majority of the "boys in blue" in that he
wasn't bothered by women. He could either take

,

them or leave them. Though ordinarily quiet,

when aroused he could expound at great length on
the merits of his native state. Wherever he goes,

his dependability will make him a valuable asset.

I ha i vnce Ohio

: farm, and Lil; put them all together—they spelled Lildon. "The
from Bowling ( jreen University, carrying with him a store of tech-

;e and tw< ity basketball experience. Whenever he wasn't
one of his classmates overcome the intricacies of the Steam Department,

g to his v. ifc on the benefits of life on an Ohio farm. De-
inat' i'. for Bull he managed to win stars, but was always unable to

n the time came for display I lis w ifc and friends will gratefully remem-
ber that ever-extended helping hand.



Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Bill, better known in his company as Si, hailed from Brookside Farms, in the foot-

hills of the Alleghenies. Living near Pittsburgh, he quite naturally chose Carnegie
Tech for his prep. His favorite pastimes were reading books, collecting classical

records, and attending the Circle Theater every week-end. Being a devout Red Mike,
Si dragged but a few times. Plebe year his time was fully occupied with diving, but it

proved to be a source of ear trouble, so the team lost a prospective member. Bill hopes
for sub duty after graduation—here's wishing you a good preference number, Si.

Jamestown, Rhode Island

Dave came from a real Navy family, led by his

late father who reached the top. Though equipped
with only a high school background, "D. T." was
never bothered by the academics except when he
wondered if he should wear his stars. Dave's
athletics were confined to intramurals, but he
managed to win numerals and an expert rifle rib-

bon. What energy he didn't spend working out
was often spent shooting the breeze, answering
the buckets' interrogatories, assuming the hori-

zontal on his bunk, or finding out what makes the

Navy tick.

Bangor, Pennsylvania

"Red" blew in from the Fleet three years ago
with a trumpet in one hand and a seabag full of

stories in the other. His exploits have labeled him
one of the best raconteurs that ever hit Bancroft.

Versatility, in addition to salinity, marked "Mag-
gie's" sojourn here—a "lo tengo" across the var-

sity soccer field; a mellow bass in the Glee Club,

choir, and shower; sailing party on the "Croc," or

even a friendly bridge or jam session. From
Pearl to Pernambuco, from Pollywog to Shellback,

from "stokehole" to wardroom—the saga of a

seaman.

Maggie

^%c
RloUaAd Mosufdtt Mid&letoti

Portland, Oregon

It was a drastic change to become 3 plebe after two years as a Stanford Phi Delt.

but "Mid" found that with a big smile and a sense of humor one could get along on
either coast. The Academy sports program was right down his alley. In the fall he
quarterbacked the battalion football team, in the winter basketball was his sport,

and when spring rolled around he was out on the diamond playing shortstop or second
base. But during any season one could always hear "X lid's" tenor voice hanging on to

those high notes while his musical wives harmonized on the lower parts.



- OWN North Dakota

irrived in the Dakota wilderness, wailing in Swedish.
.Anyhow we think it was Swedish. His accent is gone, but that Scandinavian profile

- • Timemarchet r boy saw an "Uncle Sammy wants you" poster and
ined the Army. Tw o K.P. years later he staggered up to the X Ian land Avenue Gate,

"discharge papers in hand. Dragging, sleeping, and track occupied "Mik's" spare
moments in Bancroft At other times he talked airplanes. Some day when we hear
motors overhead we hope it's you, X Iik." You really deserve those wings.

Ke+wie£U JleUie JWoXAe

Mankato, Minnesota

How Ken managed to date so many beautiful

drags during his three years beside the Bay is still

a mystery to most of us. However, his favorite

diversion was correspondence with that certain

young lady who wears his miniature. Hotly-con-
tested bridge games, reading the hometown paper,

and shooting the breeze took up any remaining
spare time. Membership on the Press Detail
earned him many enviable trips with the football

squad. His one regret was that the Navy team
never scheduled a game in Southern California,

where he plans someday to make his home.

Ruliell "M" Owen
Mondovi, Wisconsin

And end run? A line buck? Sure, "Russ" could
do it. And basketball? Of course, another Owen
special. How about anything in sports ? You bet!

Yes, Mondovi's son will be best remembered as

a versatile sporting man. Along with athletic abil-

ity he carried a waggish good nature accented with
a ready smile. Socially he could be classed as

cautious, for he rarely risked the perils of a blind

date. Then as a hobby, he studied, quietly work-
ing with a determination of his own. We cheered

his deeds at the Academy, and we're prepared to

continue cheering. Keep plugging, Bud

!

5bcuud JloUowd (lattkui

Charlotte, Nob hi Carolina

After t at Chapel I lill Dave turned his attention to the Naval Academy,
d as the academics were seldom cause for worry he could usually be found kicking
t a few hot licks on the sax and clarinet or working on his game of golf. Not content

* he was always ready to support the company and battalion

during the off seasons. \\ c w ill remember Dave as a true Southern gentleman,
e memories of laughter and joy that, he contributed to our life will always have

lace in our hearts, for Dave's intelligence and chivalrous spirit made life worth
while on the dark days as well as the bright ones.



joiut Palme*, (luokel

Arkansas City, Kansas

From his home port he came to Crabtown; plain, pleasing, and unaffected "J. P."
Anyone who could smile on Monday morning, become interested in an afternoon
Steam drill, or be perpetually enthusiastic on a variety of subjects amid studies and
sports, sparingly punctuated with demerits and dragging, must be a derivative of
"B-i ." We sometimes wondered about John, but his happy hours of sack drill broke
some illusions. If any one topic ever has to absorb all those ergs of energy, John's
doomed to success, even though it be something as baffling as the mysteries of Juice.

Me/de JleuriA. Siuunake/i
Meyersdale, Pennsylvania

"Shoe," the salt who beat the age limit by 9
days, came to the Academy from N.A.P.S. in

Norfolk. When asked if he's a Yankee or a Rebel
he said, "I did two years duty in Panama so you
can just call me a Panamanian." It seems that

the Navy taught "Shoe" a new philosophy of life.

He assured us that on the U.S.S. Lapwing he
learned to get along with the least work and to

take full advantage of liberty. Once a great sports

enthusiast, "Shoe's" Fleet duty cramped his style;

but he managed to stand his ground in company
sports.

jjatneA, jiduUxwt SimpAan
Dillon, South Carolina

From the moss and mist of the South Carolina
swamps came Jimmy John. Laying down his

squirrel gun and fishing pole, Jim picked up a

rifle and marched his way through two military

schools before becoming a midshipman. In sports

Jim's favorite activity was working on the hori-

zontal bar, but he was tricky with an epee in fen-

cing also. Whenever you wanted Simp, you could
usually find him in the midst of a bull session.

Here his own peculiar understanding of philoso-

phy and his ideas of organization, politics, and
religion usually provoked a good debate.

(laymtutd BleiudieA, Spied
Coronado, California

Wherever he serves, Ray's earnest desire and ability to look and act the part of an
officer will always command the same respect and admiration that it did within the

Regiment. His appreciation of good books and classical music never limited his love

of sports or his social obligations and liberty. In addition to playing varsity lacrosse.

Ray was a regular member of the Light's racing crew for two years. The Navy loses

a fine officer to the Marine Corps when Ray follows his Dad into the family's tradi-

tional branch of the service.



Philadelphia Pi nnsyi \ wia

t" aeronautk t MIT. took care of Joe's academics, leaving

im plenty of time to win "N*'s or thevarsitj indoor and outdoor track teams. Early

howevt emics and sports interests met a terrific competi-

:i the person of a lovely young lady attending school near enough to make her

available for . - s and a nature bubbling over with good humor
insure x>pularit> Common sense and ability won him stripes and \\ ill see him
to the top in his father sN Wiation.

Qab>uel Zvesveite ValesUif,, jjl.

Mr.-. i vpolis Minnesota

is heels along the deck and rolling like the destroyer from whence he came,
e mistaken Me could sleep longer and more soundly than any

n the Naval Academy, which accounted lor his eternal mental sharpness.

dtosaj he couldn't soke a problem, for his genius lay in everything mcchan-
nathematical you couldn't stump him! 'I here weren't many who enjoyed

nore than this Minnesota boy and he was a familiar figure at the hops. His

ighthearted, witty disposition will make his shipmates' clays lighter as he has ours.

Wayne, Jijahnasi SwanAan
Fort Morgan, Colorado

Although not a Red Mike at heart, this son of

Sweden usually found dragging "too much trou-

ble." His chief week-end interest was "seein' the

shows with the boys." "Rock" came to Annapolis
straight from high school, but had little trouble

keeping right on the heels of the brains in his class.

According to this sack drill artist, a few months of

prep school in Southern California convinced him
that the land of perpetual sunshine is almost as

nice as Colorado. A winning smile and a cheery
disposition, plus brains and brawn, forecast smooth
sailing for "Rock" on any sea.

Hemet, California

Right from sunny California Bob entered the

Academy from high school. In spite of this dis-

advantage, academics were easy enough for him,
except for youngster Steam, which perpetually

kept him throwing pennies at Tecumseh. Between
shooting the breeze and occasionally philosophi-

zing on the virtues of the Executive Department,
"Tuck" spent the remainder of his spare time
speculating on the future, engaging in tennis, or

dragging. In the realm of international events and
diplomacy, "Tuck" was extremely well read, and
was always ready to expound his views.



Calvert, Texas

"Spot One" tried to prove to everyone in the Naval Academy at one time or another

that Texas annexed the Union, with varying success. Among his accomplishments
were playing a top game of pushball, swinging a mean foot (133^) in company soccer,

and speaking Spanish with a Texas accent. His morale varied directly as the number
of letters he received from his "little women," but nevertheless his humor always
worked a charm on any low-spirited friend. "Colonel's" chief asset is his amiability

and his ready companionship, traits which will always make him a firm friend.

(lahzsit $acktiM>i WUde
Kingsport, Tennessee

Most Southerners like to take things easy and
leave the hustle and bustle to the Yankees, but
R. J. never seemed to have the word. He was
always bubbling over with energy for his hobbies,

photography and dragging. His job as coxswain

on the crew squad was the only thing that would
tear him away from a darkroom or one of his beau-

tiful drags. Academics weren't easy, but he made
it with plenty to spare. That's the way it will

always be with Whitey. After graduation, with

a bit of sea duty under his belt, Bob will probably

head for Pensacola and Naval Aviation.

Qn&tvUl JfaAxdd Wdliotnl
Muncie, Indiana

The big lug with the curly hair and the per-

petual grin was Willie, who really got this romance
stuff. As he quaintly phrased it, "dragging is my
major sport." Few were the week-ends that Betty
and her Buick weren't in evidence. Willie gave
up a promising career in basketball because it con-

flicted with his major interest. However, he found

ample time on weekdays to support the sports

program. The one sport he did not enjoy was
wrestling—with academics, the Executive De-
partment, and eye charts. But he won all his

bouts. Good luck, Willie ! Keep on winning

!

AIA&U jjotefdi AlU*t, fo.
Atlanta, Georgia

Joe brought along with him that old "Southern gentleman" personality—minus the

drawl. Easy going and carefree, his only worry concerned the straightening out of his

numerous dragging adventures. This former "Ramblin" Wreck" never bothered with
academics—always reading, writing, or holding his own in a good bull session. If

you could overpower the strong affinity he had for his sack, he could always give you
a mighty good set of tennis or help set your opponents in bridge. He was truly one of

the boys—a fellow whose knack in winning friends was only surpassed by his ability

to keep them.



Qiattklin QaodUpeed feaUutt

Rushford, New York

rrom the soil to the Navj "Rabbit" followed true family tradition Plebe Steam
Math weren't his on'.; c les As managing editor, he sacrificed many study

hour- sss he gave much of his excellent literary talent to the

cky B sports clubs, and committee? kept his schedule full, to say

nothing oft':
-

st siesta >eriods and letters to his"Morale-builder." 'Rabbit ' enjoyed

bull sess ns n he found himself under the tabic for his radical opinions. "Sun-

shine - c e icity for work assure him of a successful career.

*7ltJ04fiGA. eA-aud&UiA. Glasuz,
fli.

Boi LDER, ( ' >\ OR M" i

as just another stopping off place for Tom. School life was the usual

•his Western boy military schools, fraternities, and women had been his

luxurious life before he first wot c up at the Toonerville Trolley Station. From his first

at the Academy, he looked forward to dragging and wearing white service. Danc-

gymna i re his favorite sports, and he excelled in both. Tom is a lover,

and a fellov. who will make the ways and ideals of the West live forever.

^T

v

^UbmaA Aleut &>ufc.e

Wichita Falls, Texas

"Never ask a man where he's from! If he's from
Texas, he will let you know soon enough; and if

he's not from Texas—well, don't embarrass him."
We forgave Tom for being from Texas, but there

was no way we could forgive him for being a
superlative classmate. No one ever found out
whether he just sailed when he couldn't get a drag
or just dragged when he couldn't arrange a sailing

trip. A tireless worker, an admired striper, and a

true friend, Tommy was the type of person that

causes a classmate to have damp eyes on gradua-
tion morning.

jjam&b ^JUotnai. QuWull
Yakima, Washington

The ability of the radio to penetrate to far off,

isolated corners of the globe was responsible for

leading "Jay" on the long trek from Yakeema,
Alaska to the USNA. From then on, each
year he guarded his gold all year long to take one
of those wonderful trains back home every sum-
mer leave. "Better'n dog sled any day," he said.

Always a lover of good music, he was the happiest
man of us all, come second-class rates. While
hovering around the 3.4 mark in academics, he
found time to do his bit for company sports.



Zdwasid floA&pii Go&UlU
Lawrence, Massachusetts

The mark of New England was a part of Lou.
He rallied to her defense and enjoyed a verbal

thrust at the "glorious and undying South." A
year at M.I.T. sharpened "Cos's" alert mind to

the keenness that the Academy demanded.
Admiring technical and scientific excellence,

Cosmo claimed contempt for the Bull slash. A
participant in a variety of company sports, Lou
added to his own enjoyment and to the company's
success. Vital Statistics. Hair: Brunette, thinning.

Eyes: 20-20. Women: "Women are a snare and
a. . .

." Vices: Skags, jokes.

At Large

Tearing himself from the arms of his numerous
feminine worshippers, "T. T." came to the Naval
Academy to leave an enviable record as an oper-

ator supreme. A complete master of all situations

concerning the fair sex, his slightest whim drove
women to weep bitter tears and to retire com-
pletely from social life. Ted divided the rest of

his time staunchly defending his beloved Marines,
making good use of the sack Uncle Sam provided,

and working hard at his desk sending C.I.S. chits.

But women no longer were a snare and a delusion

when Frances became Ted's salvation.

5bo*uUd QLoe/i Gosuw+u
Lebanon, Ohio

"Just one more game of gin rummy before 1 write some letters and develop those

pictures; we've only got Jap and Juice MCQ tomorrow. Oh yerse, how can I make
five bucks by next week-end?" By these words we knew "Doc" ; nevertheless, he wore

a little gold star above each collar anchor. How did he do it? By simply being "Doc."
Satisfied to be an athlete by proxy, he still managed to come in first when coaxed to

"that devil's dilemma" on Farragut Field. And he will always be first in the hearts of

a host of classmates.

R&b&U Allan, jbaoU
Glencoe. Illinois

They expected Bob to make a success of his three years at U.S.N.A. V hether he
was smashing through his opponent's tennis game, driving around the end for a last

minute touchdown, or pounding out his own inimitable style on the piano, the odds
were on Davis. He was versatile in everything he liked and he liked many things.

Everyone who knew Bob liked him, and that quality, coupled with a forceful char-

acter, will make him a leader of men in whatever field he enters. Just as the Windy
City expected great things of R. A. at the Academy, so do we look forward with equal

confidence to his success in later life.



Monroe. Lot tsiAN \

Miles came from the "Swampj State" via Washington, where he was a

draftsman in the Navy Department for two years. His dreams of becoming a eivil

. . aded when he leu draw ing instruments and friends (mostly eligible femmes)
behind and .. blue (.lone but not forgotten were those D.C. girls.

Tie first chance at dragging plebe year found Findly with one of his favorites down
at Crabtown. But on the seri< sside Findly was one of the most dependable people

. new. Whatever branch of life he enters, the Southern gentleman will be on top.

MoAtUt Jdee. fyl&nh

OS '.1 VRYLAND

d Red Mike, Frankie dragged only twice in the entire three years, swore
tiare and a delusion Perhaps this misogyny came from being a

xit more probably from his determination to stay "sat." Frankie's multi-
-ubles constantly had us in outright hysteria, as did the patter of

ittle feet in search of the dope. As a plebe, Lee was outa-this-world, con-
ed by the big stic: ol '44. Lee charted an ever-improving graph of

>. hith nothing short of mayhem or marriage will stop. Happy-
amazingly absent-minded, and always good for a smile Frankie.

^r

Grand Junction, Colorado

Fred advanced the theory early plebe year that

a fellow could get through here without studying

;

then he spent three years proving it, to the satis-

faction of even the slashes in the outfit. A "char-

acter" of the first water, Fuddy-dud never missed
a chance to get in a good argument, get away with

it, advertise the natural beauty of Colorado,

write to women all over the country, or play a

strong hand of gin rummy. We voted him P.O.
most likely to succeed ; though he might not make
admiral, we can't think of an ensign we'd rather

ship with than Fred.

New Orleans, Louisiana

Jack arrived at the Academy after spending two
years on the Tulane campus. His short stature

earned him the title, "Five-by-five," and also a

pair of skates to enable him to keep up with his

section. Every year found him among the star

men, and every night found some of the buckets
in his room getting enlightenment in academic
affairs. Southern inertia led Jack to spend most
of his afternoons in a quiet bridge game or in

peaceful slumber. He hopes to get into subma-
rines where he'll never have to stoop to avoid

banging the overhead.



Victor /W QuUatt

Cochran, Georgia

Whenever an airplane would drone someplace near, we were afraid our Georgia

boy would run right out the window and do a few barrel rolls out over Smoke Park.

Once he was the country's youngest licensed pilot; in the Academy, Peaches was a

haven for plebes besieged with aeronautical questions. He was always pulling big

deals, too. Remember the time he wrote letters to about 50 big companies just to get

mail, and had the room flowing with circulars for months? Life was a lot of fun and
quite interesting with him around ; lets hope we see lots of him out in the Fleet.

Watte* jbicJziHAost JtaM
Iowa City, Iowa

The "Dream" lived in Texas, Ohio, Connecti-

cut, and Florida, but claimed Iowa City as his

Podunk. After waging a long, vicious campaign
with the French profs, W. D. finally said "Oui,

oui" fluently. His afternoon workouts with the

battalion track team paid off on the Flying Squad-
ron. Frequent exclamations: "That i$*%#/#
Steam Department," or, "Did you see the figure

on that blonde?" Junior was fond of his sack and
mail from the tender gender. Forty-six will re-

member W. D.'s good humor and genial friendli-

ness—an esteemed companion and shipmate.

fjam&i JLe&Uck JlcwUb
California, Pennsylvania

Genial, jovial "Gentleman Jim," staunch sup-

porter of Ogden Nash and the Pittsburgh Pirates,

brought with him a ready quip and a vast knowl-
edge of Bull. Classmates recognized his ability,

elected Jim company representative. Typical
politician, he never took a stand on anything, be-

lieving inconsistency the best policy. His ring

style made boxing a gentleman's sport, and friends

dubbed him "Horizontal Harris." Headquarters
for company activity, his room was always the

scene of violent discussions on anything from the

week-end drag to destroyer duty.

Vaucfha+t St&uesti. attciAtiMXfl

Seaford, Delaware

Stevie hadn't been around much before he entered the Academy, but he was able to

learn fast. His congenial smile and innocent appearance stood him in good stead,

though often belying his actions. Finding academics fairly easy, "\\ ilbur" was able

to enjoy his favorite diversions, sack drill and liberty. Also on the lighter side of life,

he was one of those rare individuals who had no trouble dragging two girls on one
week-end. Some will remember him as the guy who couldn't carry a tune, some will

remember his voice that hadn't changed, but everyone will recall the warm personality

which will make him many friends.



WilUasn &uae+te KalottfLeJz

CiRlNNELL Iowa

jetic Bill a Acac emy from "the greatest land on God's earth

—

Iowa." Hisdecis - Grinnell College of the presidentof their Student Coun-
cil. Although enjoying h;> - ic - tiring leisure hours, Bill was a versatile athlete with

i booh n c mpanj athletics at the Academy. He usually managed to

:t report, but his sensational affair with "Delia Kards" aroused the

wrath of the Executive Department. "Kal" made the change from liberal arts to sci-

» ith little trouble: his academic record stands as proof of his ability.

Alj/ied Stanley fCaAcU

Long Island, New York

Al Karch—a fellow we were all anxious to call

a friend. His first claim to fame was his unof-

ficial membership in 44's "Unholy Sextet," an
organization that even the Admiral, the Jimmy-
legs, and the sharpest of O.D.'s had to admit was
tops. The gym team was sorry to lose Al to the

wrestling team, where he came into his own as

one of Ray Schwartz' boys. The women he dragged
testified to Al's prowess with the fair sex. He
didn't drag very often, but you could be sure that

when he did, she'd be 4.0. Here's to a fellow that

we can count on when the chips are down.

Brooklyn, New York

Jack was not too verbose, not believing in idle

chatter, but his interest in Bull never left him
lacking ways to express himself or facts to back
his point of view. He insisted that trees grow in

Brooklyn and the Dodgers will win the next series,

or maybe the one after. He avoided serious

trouble with the Academic Department ; his big-

gest worry was his relations with the Exec De-
partment. Not a Red Mike, he enjoyed dragging

very much, but he believed that you had the most
fun and the least trouble if you didn't do it too

often.

(laltesii ftehxut K>iGU4Ae.

Toledo Ohio

was quiet and reserved, precise and neat, easy-going and amiable. He was a

diplomat whose acquaintance we were glad to make. Always extolling the merits of

: state of Ohio, his claim that Ohio's weather is superior to that of Maryland
J no debate; for what state cannot claim the same? "Curley" showed great

form in hurdling for the varsity track team, as well as in swimming the breast stroke.

He was a hard worker at the Academy, and will continue to be just that in the sub
ice, which he hopes to enter upon graduation.



At Large

Dix the cosmopolite! Being a Navy junior, he hailed from no particular state. An
appropriate motto for this delegate-at-large was "Wine, women, and song." His per-

sonality was of the dual type; nonchalant, carefree on the one hand; reserved and de-

termined on the other. Academics caused little or no worry to Dix, but his knack for

being apprehended by the Executive Department proved most embarrassing. The fire

in his waste basket during a crucial moment in '43 Army-Navy game netted Dix his

classic frap. A brother to Pisces, Dix easily earned his N-stars in the big pool.

Gonzales, Texas

Ah! the loveliness of a woman . . . and a horse.

Being a connoisseur of both (although he re-

mained faithful to his O.A.O.), Tex often enter-

tained us with his stories. Army brat, cavalry-

man, tank corpsman—all in one. He entered the

Academy from the Army on his own merits. His
fighting spirit and winning personality made him
an indispensable part of our football backfield,

and also kept him above the water line academ-
ically. His dreams of raising horses and children

will someday vanish with his entrance into the

Marines. A fighting guy for a fighting outfit!

Milton, Massachusetts

It's a nose! But its got a body with it! Then
it's "The Face." Ah yes, a character among char-

acters, a son of a Navy man, an operator with the

slipstick, and a maker of much chalk dust. When
he staggered through the portals at the beginning,

he had one girl; and when he ran through the

portals at the end, he ran through with the same
girl . . . little Lynn, lucky man! "The Face" was
never a man for sports, but everyone who knew
him knew that it wasn't because he was incapable

. . . he just loved his sack.

IJameA. Quten Jliffut

Elkhorn, Wisconsin

"Toby" was a blessed Navy junior, but a good one for a change. At times, however,
he was hard to figure out because you could never predict what he'd do next. "0"\ (al-

ley" was afraid of being on time for anything, especially formations on Sunday nights

after one of his super dragging week-ends. With the help of his streamlined physique,

"Little Oscar" was able to win a couple of N-stars on the varsity swimming team.

But with all that buoyancy, who couldn't? Good luck. Jim. don't let those dreams of

the Wisconsin woods get the best of you

!



John Waiter Macy, j)*,.

Schenectady. New York

scallcc - of w haling tame" ever since he na\ igated a whale-
sin during plebe summer. His ideas were meant to set the

world on hrc. but he would ha\ e twenty-six hour day to do this, since sleep

occupied most of his time t >i . ed himself on being a great lover and scarcely a

end went by without his having a drag Finding his name on the well-known
1£ D list wasjac - . eatest problem; he had trouble mixing his romance with the

less pleasan: c ersion pro\ ided by the beneficent Executive Department.

RoltesU Slain, McGaU
Tucopau and Charleston, South Carolina

Whether it was S. Carolina, "the Old Navy,"
morals, women, liquor, or how not to beat the

system, Mac had all the answers. The genial

gentleman of the sack was always ready to donate
fatherly advice, but seldom ready to follow it.

Sea stories galore, with "Ask McCaskill" for

proof were favorites of "Sackall," the man who
forsook a chance at fame in the athletic world to

strengthen the "tin can navy," and ended up by
ornamenting a bunk with its pillars painted blue

and gold, in an attempt to hide from varsity

coaches.

Long Island, New York

"Med" had a genial and fun-loving personality

hidden under that quiet and unassuming attitude.

Beneath his calm spirit lay a keen sense of humor
that made him a friend to all who knew him.

"Med" was intensely fond of his chow, and really

appreciated the canteen. But when he wasn't
foraging to satisfy his voracious appetite, he could

probably be found pulling on an oar on the Severn
or working out in the gym. "Med" tackled aca-

demics with the same zest that he showed in

sports, but it never kept him from enjoying to

the utmost every dragging week-end.

Ehif. Pennsylvania

It's not hard to understand how "Sleepy" passed his three years unscathed by the

f [is spontaneous wit was slightly terrific, and this quality, with his stoical

outlook on life and its prohlems, earned him an enviable record at the Academy. Con-
trary to the flavor of his alias 'Sleepy" was a hard worker and a capable athlete.

:>etween the rival beauties of nature and the opposite sex, he often resorted to

s-country hiking, with its poison ivy menace, for week-end recreation. In his

aval career and on his future farm his determination and ability should be Bob's

key to succc



GLwefvce Qn^jfUt Moody, jl.

Woodville, Georgia

From the University of Georgia to the Academy was just one more step on the road

to fame (or notoriety) for "Griff." Defending the virtues of the South against Yankee
carpetbaggers and explaining the strategy of Sherman's retreat kept this Southern
gentleman well occupied. Georgia's gift to the ladies didn't drag much because he was
true to about five girls back home. "Griff" used the English language fluently and
frequently, and his flair for other languages will serve him well in the Diplomatic
Corps, if the Navy will permit him to join that distinguished group after graduation.

Seneca Falls, New York

From Cayuga to the Severn came "Red-Head,"
potential Steam prof and chicken farmer, to find

the Annapolis Finishing School sheer fruit after

three years as a wage slave. Except on week-ends,

when his home in town became a haven for mid-
shipmen gardeners, lawn-mowers, handymen, and
their drags, only Bull and Juice got the lad off his

sack. Quiet, reserved, competent, Dale found time

for company athletics and an unparalleled cor-

respondence in which he slashed even the plebes.

We'll always remember Dale ready to give his all.

Brooklyn, New York

Brooklyn born and raised Jesse was a positive,

matter-of-fact follower of the sea. Proud of the

Fleet, he reveled in his tales of the pre-war Navy.
At the Academy he devoted much of his time to

rooting for Navy teams in a rabid fashion peculiar

to Brooklyn, fitted into various company sports,

and discouraged Marine Corps aspirants. An
avowed misogynist, Jesse none-the-less managed
bi-annual love affairs, which suffered fatally from
academic attrition. Ambition: To become an in-

tegral part of what he calls the "world's biggest

and best Navy."

^\^
i^r

Qeotope Paul PguU
Staten Island, New York

Staten Island is the base for many a merchant mariner, but this time that New
York borough sent us a Juice whiz. He'd work on your radio whether it needed repair-

ing or not. A joker, even in "Nihongo" class, this sixty-eight inch tennis and handball
enthusiast talked his way through life. "Geep" acquired his radiator squad tactics

from Purdue, and found time during study hour to test his sack. Although not a drag-

ging enthusiast, George impressed us with his Island queens. To the cans we proudly
send our amiable "Geep."



It/UliGUfi tCe+t+tetit pettictew-, flt.

\\ ille. Virginia

with his amiable personality, made friends fast at the Academy when he
scause of his "hospital duties,'' "Petty'' had a

hard start, but his determination to master the trials and tribulations of the Naval

y pro*, k lis desire to make the Na\ \ a career. A follower oi the Rubaiyai of

mar Khayyam. Petty always had time for wine, women, and song. His ability to
- xjsition, and his slow . lazy drawl will be fond memories

to all who knew him

William RaLetiU Pf^e^ko^n
Ellicott City, Maryland

"Smiley" blew in from Maryland where the
weather . . . ! "Pfeffo" wrestled, played baseball

and soccer ... an athlete. When one spoke to him
of academics (any subject) he maintained "It's

all relative!" His passions were horses and fox

hunting. His Luciene came to see him every
other week-end to make the grind more bearable.

For a long time "Smiley" was preparing to grad-
uate from Annapolis; he's going far in the Fleet,

and we'll be right behind him if we can keep up.

In years to come we shall remember him working
at the desk . . . writing letters.

RicAatd Predion /licUa/idAon,, j)n..

Onancock, Virginia

Having finished two years at The Citadel, Dick
entered the Academy well prepared. Being a star

man did not keep this freckle-faced son of the
Eastern Shore of Virginia from finding time to en-

gage in intramural sports, to be prominent in

Press Detail work, and to manage varsity basket-

ball. When hop week-ends rolled around Rich
could usually be found dragging one of his Eastern
Shore "belles." Gifted with a natural sense of

humor, "R. P." and his wisecracks were a welcome
addition to the not infrequent Bancroft bull

sessions.

o4e/iheAst QasiAe£tbo*i £clio.a+t*na,kesi

Aubi rn, New York

some and coming from New York State, "Garry" early cast aside

•ns I le desired a posit ion much higher and forthwith entered the

Eventually seeing the light, he came to the Naval Academy. He
.oner here than everyone began to notice studious, yet cheerful and witty

eemed to possess the enviable trait of knowing when and when not

1 le was versatile in almost all sports from wrestling to cross-country,

special affinity for ping-pong was better known. 1 lard-working, likeable

"Schoon will be memorable "Schoon.''



Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

"Wake me up five minutes before drill," thus

said "Sic" as he passed another happy hour hori-

zontally. Jack's love for his sack and the latest

copy of Esquire were surpassed only by his dy-

namic attraction for the fairer sex. In the class-

room "Sic" found Math and Skinny easy going,

but Bull and Dago rated only as necessary evils.

This Navy stuff was nothing new to Jack, for his

brother preceded him at the Academy. During
his three years by the Severn, he exhibited versa-

tility in athletics and an amiable personality

which won him a host of friends.

Crowville, Louisiana

In from the swamps of Louisiana, Norris

trekked to take up the happy ( ?) life of a midship-

man. Plebe restrictions as to dragging were no
hindrance to him, for deep in his home state

lived the girl of his dreams. While the rest of us

wondered what ions were, Sills calmly 4.0-ed his

chemistry, for he had almost completed his chemi-

cal engineering course prior to entrance. He was
able to cope with other academic hurdles easily,

excepting Dago. Being a person of diversified

interests as well as a good student, he was in the

group that won their stripes.

ZdutasiA flotefuU SUeeUy
New York, New York

Another proud product of Brooklyn, Ed came to the Academy from N.R.O.T.C.
His brilliant records in high school and R. P. I. gave "Flattop" an excellent opportu-

nity for leading a comparatively fruit existence here. Ed put in a good bit of time at

company sports and, more recently, occupied himself as associate editor of this book.

A star man, he willingly turned study hours into instruction periods for his classmates,

although always managing to get off a letter a day to "Rosebud." A prospective sub

man, Ed's technical knowledge and scientific inquisitiveness will carry him far.

^r Muskeegon. Michigan

Late in the summer of '42 a canoe landed at the Naval Academy dock, discharging
one B. L. Snyder; since there was no welcoming committee. Deut never recovered from
his reception. He was chagrined to find that his year at Michigan School of Mines
had been spent studying the wrong kind of mines, but after being corrected, he waded
into academics with a vengeance. "Bull" was, however, more successful in the ring

than in the classroom—he was a Golden Gloves champion before entering, and a

Naval Academy champion when he left. Aside from these notable achievements, he
found time for football and lacrosse.



doMett AllUa+t £fuiA4fa

VNSONl \ CONNECTICI V

.:"ie term "almost bilging Steam." and then standing 171, "Spooky"
I he eorridor closet, his 14 ic c> es causing him embarrassing experiences.

Quiet and efficient on the surface, "Spooky" nevertheless tried many times to beat the

.-.id most 01" his athletics on the commando course. Despite his wives'

nany attempts to brick him. Bob didn't take chances, and remained relatively faithful

his own women. "Spookj ." who knew that you rate what you can get away with,

could alwavs tell vou how he w ill change things when he is commandant.

Lexington Missoi ri

"
first got in the red when he signed his oath in red ink. He first saw red

n he finally hit the Executive Department's "bad boy list" during first class sum-
Detween times he displayed a slight tinge of crimson when he "chose" the
.e returning from I )agO recital ion Joe was a hard worker all the way through

;

earned stripes t •. constant effort, formerly aspiring to become a lawyer, he kept
e with his to drags." I lis argumentative ability won him the

vice-presidency of the Quarterdeck Soc;

^r

William (leutt&i Ste&U,

Kalamazoo, Michigan

Three years at Albion College gave Willie a
store of knowledge to help his daily grades, but
exams were another story. Lucky at cards as well

as love, Bill broke all the axioms. He proved that

a midshipman could do the impossible—three

years, one girl. He stayed out of varsity sports

only to excel in intramurals. An ardent member
of the Boat Club, he knew every buoy and bar
from Cambridge to Baltimore, and any ketch
under his command had smooth sailing. With a
fanatical sense of perseverence and a great sense

of humor, Willie cannot help but succeed.

Pewuf, (loot ^cufic^if fll.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Perry had his eye on the Navy longer than most
of us. Valley Forge discipline and a year at

Lehigh enabled him to maintain a good all-round

standing. His main interest was swimming. He
started on the varsity plebe year, and stayed with

it for the two remaining years. Perry also had the

unique ability to love several women at the same
time
—

"if they would only write me." He is a

true believer in the Navy and his determination

to become a good Naval officer spells for him a

successful career in the Fleet.



Metuchen, New Jersey

Out of the "wilds" of New Jersey via Rutgers University came "Swampy" Thomp-
son. Although quite an athlete in high school days, he succumbed here to more intel-

lectual and less strenuous ways of spending his time. His first love being music, it

was only natural that he should become an active member of the choir. Socially, Bob
was in the class of the not-too-crimson Red Mikes. After graduation Bob intends to

go into the submarine service, where his steadiness and resourcefulness will be assets

to the men who wear the dolphins of our underseas fleet.

flok*t Math, ^iefrney

Newark, Delaware

Hailing from Newark, "Delaware Gene" came
to the Naval Academy straight from high school.

Along with a profound wish to see Delaware and
the Irish get ahead in the world, he brought the

Navy his good looks and an enviable, ever friendly

disposition. Never troubled by academics, Jack
was able to secure a top-notch position on the

Juice gang, really hit those intramural athletics,

and at the same time kept up an awe-inspiring

correspondence with all those girls he left behind.

His motto
—
"You can't beat the Irish."

eialk Watie lUtcU
Beverly Hills, California

Clark left his beloved California via the Cham-
ber of Commerce Propaganda Bureau with a com-
plete spiel about the "Golden State." Three years

in U.C.L.A. kept him out of trouble academically,

and a natural ability for organization and just

plain "getting along" with his classmates made
him a success in other fields. Clark ran the Pub-
lic Relations Detail first-class year with great

finesse, and was never known to slight the ath-

letic side of life at the Academy. His ability to

acquire golden tans and beautiful women cannot
be neglected nor forgotten.

^r Manchester, New Hampshire

Although a staunch New Englander at heart, Bob acceded to leaving his beloved

White Mountains long enough to become an ensign. A hard worker and a confirmed

Red Mike as a plebe, he remained the former, but his first blind date caused him to

change his ideas about women. Bull, Glee Club, and letters from Washington were
his favorite topics for discussion. Most of his spare time was spent on the Severn,

pulling an oar for crew. Never seeming to be bothered with academics, Bob always
found time to play, read, or dash off a quick article for the Log.



(lickvid Ally* VaiU
Lakeville Connecticut

ew words can hardh . >ress our thanks for having been fortunate enough to

know Dick. For the "Nutmc . Graduate of Hotchkiss, it took a minimum of

time to win that place we all resei ft or special friends. His abundant knowledge of

p icademic was a boon to those who found the curriculum more difficult, and yet

the book:- him from dragging the latest thing in beauty. His generous

personality, supplemented by a perpetual smile, will win him a high ranking on Des-
tiny's honor roll. We part company hoping that our paths will cross again.
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Jte+tsiy Matedzn Wax&deU, j*,.

Woodbine, Maryland

Perhaps Hank can best be described as a Navy
man by heart, but a country gentleman by nature.

For three years he seldom bothered to get in step,

but his half-furrow pace led him from his Mary-
land farm to a hard-earned commission. Hank
never completely solved the mysteries of inte-

gration or of the fairer sex, but nevertheless he
handled his guitar and lacrosse stick with dex-

terity. His musical ability led him to the director-

ship of the Mandolin Club. Though blessed with a
contagious sense of humor, Hank never learned

to smile before breakfast or after a Math P-work.

Walter AUeni Weauefr, jl.

New Orleans, Louisiana

"Swampy" Weaver always contended that

there were bayous, not swamps, in Louisiana.

"The Institute" was but a pause, preparing him
for the big leap into the life of the Navy. His was
definitely an Epicurean outlook, but he considered

all women conniving creatures and, except upon
occasional moments of weakness, he kept them at

a distance. Accustomed to the lazy tempo of the

South, he was not infrequently found in his sack,

just resting. His ambition is a plantation "on the

river." He'll make a perfect gentleman farmer.

Swampy

Nl '
' II I 'l ••' >'i LVANIA

d a promising career in the steel industry, "Wig" soon proved that

"Wigs' friendly manner, quick wit, and ready smile soon won
I :asil> starring plebe year, he was little bothered by the Academic

Departmer. -

i oungster him spending more time on his bunk, but with time
tramural sports, sailing, and plenty of bull sessions. Determined to see a job

"Wig nown as a man who finished anything he started,

ler it was a practical jol e a Hind drag, or a more serious role in life.



Castleton, Vermont

Holding to the belief that "the integral sign points the way to success," "Whitey,"
a star man from the Province of Vermont, discovered during youngster year that for-

mulas did not apply to affairs of the heart. The termination of a five-year allegiance

to his O.A.O. left Art greater time to delve into the more intricate problems of Math,
Juice, and radio. Among "Whizzer's" contributions to life at the Academy were a
tubeless radio, a fast rope-climb, and a willingness to learn and serve. That willingness

and "thinkability" are going to help Art climb the long Navy rope to success.

GUabUi Stanley WillianU, flt.

San Pedro, California

Tall, lanky, blond, and blushing, Chuck Wil-
liams was a man well suited for a Navy profession.

From San Pedro—where the Pacific Fleet an-

chored almost at his very doorstep—Williams
easily stepped into a bluejacket's garb, and later

that of a midshipman. Along the reaches of the
Severn, Chuck pulled a good oar, was more than
adequate at tennis and basketball, poor at bridge,

collected many bricks, disliked foreign languages.

Amiable and affable, Chuck's success with men
under him stems from getting them to work with
him, not for him.

Rodney fCeitlt WUifO.
La Center, Kentucky

Venturing out into the world from his father's

general store in La Center ("at least 587 people")
came "Doc" Wingo. "Not just Kentucky, West-
ern Kentucky," to forestall any impressions that

he came from the hills. None doubted that he
came from the blue grass when he started talking

horses. Romping through sports like a colt, tam-
ing spirited young fillies on week-ends, and donat-
ing good horse sense to Reef Points left time for

such minor activities as studying. While Wingo
is around no one will forget Kentucky; when he
is gone, no one will forget Wingo.

Bob

Doc

(lol&d Medley ll/awiall

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

Bob was born way out on the outskirts of the city of the living dead—Philly. \\ ith-

out talking or otherwise wasting energy, Bob proceeded to his sack, there to spend
much of his time at the U.S.N.A. His accomplishments include a college education

in bar tending, a bit of lacrosse, a smattering of l'amour, plus a good collection of

Benny Goodman records. Bob had a knack for putting new words into old songs: his

wit and humor kept him in good standing with the regular guys and made knowing
him a pleasure.



WASHINGTON, DC.

The sor. a Naval ct . c\\ came into the Academy w ith a know ledge—as the

pleK- -and love of the service and the sea. Conscientious, and filled with

.rmination which ! even more intense as exam weeks approached, he could

. job right. Taut sails and many hours on the soccer field occupied
- still game alter the smoke had cleared from his room at

the end of study hour, w hen the sir e \-ttle is blown away, he w ill be there waiting

for the next round.

jdUtwood OLaeA, Botu&ti, fela+txdi,, j)>i.

Norfolk, Virginia

salty atmosphere of Norfolk, Bud brought his smile and sharp wit to the

Naval Academy. With a marked zest for originating nicknames and songs apropos of

his classmates, Bud became a welcome participant in bull sessions. His lively repartee

upheld, in the tradition of a true Southern gentleman, the honor of the South in many
informal debates Although athletics and academics received attention, Bud devoted
much of his time to making and cementing friendships. His appealing personality and

3, such as "Estufga, Ho'," added color and fun to our Academy life.

^T

Wallace, jjotut Aaten
Detroit, Michigan

Small but mighty was the little Michigander
that hailed from three years on the briny deep.

Personality and the urge for a change of duty
marked Wally as the man destined to become a

"gentleman of the Navy." The little "Salt"

wasn't disturbed much by academics—foregoing

his lust for liberty was his most difficult problem
to solve. A sweet little lady caught his fancy and
gave him the inspiration to carry on to the finish

with flying colors. Wally is a man we will always
be proud to sit with at the same table, whether it

is over a glass of "suds" or in the ways of business.

Jlavuf, &tto+t B^addook
NORTHFIELD, NEW JERSEY

This scrappy little son of Erin left the gay
boardwalks of Atlantic City for the more sombre
shores of the Severn, bringing with him a pair of

bright eyes and an ever-ready laugh that soon
won him a host of friends. Industrious but never
quiet, Harry's faculty for playing pranks soon
caused him to be jokingly titled the "Trouble-
maker." His favorite pastime was dragging a
certain blonde bombshell of local talent and noth-
ing short of the will of the Executive Department
or a case of the mumps could prevent him from
putting in an appearance at every hop.



Canton, Missouri

On spring and summer afternoons , "Butch" headed for Lawrence Field, where he
played the part of manager and best supporter of the baseball team. Baseball, for a

limited time, took his mind off the "chicks," but not for long. The one thing that he
missed while at Missouri U. was the Steam Department. Here at the Naval Academy
he took part in a few close skirmishes with this department, but came out the winner
in every one of them. As classmates and fellow members of the "Flying Squadron,"
we realize that we will never know a better friend and shipmate.

Big Stone Gap, Virginia

A background of two years at V.P.I, made the

life of a midshipman smooth sailing for Earl. He
showed an active interest in the Naval Academy
intramural program by vigorous participation in

many sports. His favorite indoor pastime, that of

yielding to the beckoning of his pillow every
happy-hour, earned him the nickname of "Sleepy."
Many will also remember him as "Smiley," a
name which complimentingly explains itself.

Earl's tall, lean figure well exemplified the moun-
taineer stock from which he came, a stock that can
be traced back to the pioneers of early days.

MiUaAd Alfaull GanUost

Kansas City, Kansas

"Mate, is the mail out?" This was "Iggy's"

daily contribution to the din of Bancroft Hall.

The success of each day depended upon the ar-

rival of a letter from his brown-eyed one-and-only
far away in Kansas. A ready companion in work
or play, congenial and easy-going "Mac" was
always welcomed in any gathering. Not adverse

to a sack drill at the expense of Steam or Skinny,

he managed to have a little session with Morpheus
each day. This personable Kansan was walking
proof that everything is up-to-date in Kansas
City (Kansas). Let us be off, "Iggy" !

j)om&l PcUsUck Qa^Uateil

San Jose, California

"Laughter, love, and the joy of living academics and the accompanying culture are

essential to a well rounded life, but not when they interfere with the joy of living

—

that was the essence of Pat's philosophy of life. However, Pat was no bucket—on the
contrary, whatever he attempted ended well above average. With a year at San Jose
State College and two years in the Fleet, Pat acquired numerous friends. We all re-

member him as a quiet, easy-going fellow that merely asked to be left alone with his

thoughts of a beautiful San Jose nurse.



QeoAtfC Millet Gla+toif.

- nta Fe. New Mexico

s - : wanted to know anything about anything, you saw "Casey m boy," who
•'.ially the- th the dope A face-lifting job changed his appearance—all

ir th.. e of his Of course lie always had a way with the women, but now ,

sailors, beware! Like all p. - - :vm the "Land of Enchantment." he had a flare for

flashy clothes and was a sue joodtime. If you wanted to know the best places

isked George So boss, if it's for a good friend or a good time ye search.

( »ilmer, Texas

lath were Will's specialties, while Steam invariably had him in a cold
ng from the wilds of Texas, "Guillermo" entered the Academy after his

lead &M I jis happy-go-lucky attitude won him many friends
the entire Regiment, as testified by the steady influx of visitors to his

s athletic interests generally centered on track, where he starred in the
dash if sufficiently activated. "Pop's" varied talent showed itself promi-

the tennis courts, piano, or dance floor. His agreeable disposition and gen-
ill make him long remembered by all his classmates.

^r

(lolt&U CUlatt Gtuuujjoxd

Mount Royal, Pennsylvania

Soon after General Hershey began his famous
"lottery of twelve million winners," Bob picked
up his tennis racquet and left Dartmouth for

Annapolis. The "Rube" never was a star with the
Academic Departments. Instead he chose the
varsity tennis squad for his field, starting out with
a N* his plebe year and playing number i for two
more years. He was also a smashing success in the
Executive Department Follies during youngster
summer. Bob's big easy smile and friendly per-

sonality will insure him good company whether it

be with young ladies or fellow officers.

IJatneA. Jlanald Gio+tandex,

Vashon Island, Washington

There was no better shipmate than the Vashon
Island "wonder boy." His antics were enjoyed by
the entire company, and his presence was always
desired by all hands. His easy-going manner and
keen wit made him one of the most colorful men
of our class. "Cro," "Cronatra," "Jim," "Jose"
La Cro," and "The Most Handsome Kid in the

Regiment" were his usual titles, although he
would answer to almost anything you called him.
Academy life for Jim was fruit. I believe he only
studied twice while here—once, to see if he could,

and the second time, to remember how it felt.

i «lj*w-



New York, \tew York

Entering from the Fleet, Gene found Academy discipline unusually restrictive. But
his adaptability and common sense enabled him profitably to understand life here.

Possessing a keen intelligence, he covered academics quite easily with minimum effort

and often had a book for extra reading. He maintained a great and rather signular

interest in women. Gene never allowed an unduly great interest in extra-curricular

activities to bother him, although he was ordinarily insistent upon and even peri-

odically eager about his gym exercise. His particular character admirably suits a

Naval career.

Minneapolis, Minnesota

"From the ankles up, he is really neat; but from
the ankles down he's just too much feet!" That was
"Feets' " theme song as he drew his 6 feet 3 inches

through Bancroft Hall. Hailing from Pittsburg

via Minneapolis, "Feets" brought with him a huge
pair of feet and one of the most shining and ami-

able personalities the Academy has ever seen.

Never one to waste time studying, he spent most
of his time undergoing sack drill. When "Feets"

leaves, it will take three big men to fill his shoes,

and sure as his feet are big and his hair red, they
will have to be Irish.

£.04*ti GUgaI&L jbu&UeAA&uj,

Vincennes, Indiana

From the banks of the Wabash came Lou to go
through the Academy with the same ease demon-
strated by the Wabash as it winds through the

Hoosier State. Academics came easy to this star

man and many were the classmates whom he
helped with a difficult prob. A graceful diver and
a consistent performer, he easily gained a spot on
the varsity swimming team. Out-of-season he
spent many hours on the basketball court. Liberty

meant little to him other than another chance to

exercise. Many friends, ability plus stability, a

sure success—that's "Duesty."

Duesty

i

\r
lOilLattt Matu&i £>ato4t

Rochester, New York

When we think of Bill, we recall his 2.0's in Math, his 4.0's in Saturday Bull lectures,

his witty quips and happy face issuing from his room while studying for the morrow,
his being held scoreless by the Academic Department but scoring his share on the soc-

cer field, his voice calling, "Plebe ho," or "Any chow in here?" We remember his per-

petual smile, his unconquerable merriment, and love of 2.5. We'll remember long what
a fine shipmate he was, and we'll always hope that life will be as much fun for him as

it has been with him.



Milwaukee, Wis >nsin

To say that Schlitrtow n's e son is a typical Annapolis product may constitute

jster year found his potential admission to the Fleet

is . e solely in the hands of the Steam Department While disdaining usual

rsi ts e - - week-end consisted of only three things- sack, sack,

t
- lc When not adding to the considerable swayback in his innerspring,

he could he found enio\ ing a njbber of bridge or sampling the products of the steerage.

n the sub squad should insure success in the Navy.

1

Frankle

\Yr-:s'i Palm \',\ u.ii ["[.or id/

strenuous training at Parris Island, I [erman found the Naval Academy to be
luty. He did not concentrate much on academics because he was usually more

I with women and extra-curricular activities. Women were no problem for

1 le practically ran a date bureau and he was always ready and willing to help

n ar ossil le Being a good Marine, he was a member of the Academy
earn; the rest of the year he spent with crew. I lerman harbors an ambition to write

and we may hear from him in the future.

~yr

fioJut Walter JlaHAett

Greenwich, Connecticut

In spite of conflict with both the Executive and
Academic Departments, Walt managed to main-
tain his friendly, whimsical grin. At Sub School,

youngster summer, Walt saw $8,000 worth of

torpedo plumb the briny depths, but stongly main-
tains that he did take up snug on all the bolts.

Walt shaved it pretty close on exams a couple of

times, but diligence pulled him through where we
thought he was lost. "Sir, I'm not exactly clear

on this." An ex-Merchant Mariner, to him "Tur-
bine" still rhymes with wine. If constant friendli-

ness and effort are criterions, Walt rates 4.0.

Glenside, Pennsylvania

"Frankie-boy's" chief activities were almost
equally divided between brushing his hair and the

fair sex. Having had a little trouble with engage-
ment rings (not his own), this latter pastime did

not always receive his fullest attention. His shin-

ing pate, always a beacon to his friends, seemed
to be an irresistible butt of the jokes of his class-

mates. Easy-going, with a fine sense of humor,
most of his exercise seems to come from running
to the window at the sound of high heels. In fact,

the Executive Department sometimes wondered
what kept "Romeo" from falling out.



Fairmont, West Virginia

"Foo Foo" began his Naval career back in 1940 when he enlisted. He claimed to have

been a fireman, but his Steam grades never showed it. His pursuits at the Academy
were women, shining shoes, and keeping the plebes in suspenders and garters. He also

served as head of the Prop Gang during his last year. 'Foo Foo" never cared for aca-

demics and during study hours he found excuses to divert his energies from his studies.

Before he joins the Fleet again, he has an appointment with a lovely Fairmont nurse

that both have been waiting eight years to keep.

Los Angeles, California

Maryland's weather and the East's women
proved most disappointing to Los Angeles' con-

tribution to the Naval service. "Mike" left his

riveting gun at Lockheed to become the Naval
Academy's most talented artist, capable of any-

thing from a caricature of a Steam prof to a plebe's

vision of a queen. Academically the Naval Acad-
emy was fruit, but "Migool's" unfortunate expe-

riences with the upperclasses and the Executive

Department began toward the end of his plebe

year when his O.A.O. succumbed to the charms
of an R.O.T.C. Field Artillery shavetail.

CdLuaAdH a4oikaaic

Perrysburg, Ohio

When Ed entered the Naval Academy, he had
behind him three years of faithful service in the

Fleet and a heart-felt desire to be an officer in the

Navy. Sincere in all he did, Ed's willingness to

learn and his determination to succeed won him
the respect of many friends. A fondness for sports

prompted him to be a star end on the battalion

football team. Ed never missed a liberty, but he
was not a confirmed dragger. Uppermost in his

thoughts was the day when he would wear the

stripe and star he had worked so earnestly to

attain.

Whitefish, N Ioxtana

Johnny gave up a mighty easy billet at the Naval Air Station at Sand Point. Wash-
ington, in order to go to the Naval Academy Preparatory School. Successful Norfolk
liberties (unbelievable), triumphant entrance examinations, and Johnny found himself

removed to the Academy. His very promising career in regimental boxing was ended
when he received an injury while winning points for the "Fighting Fifth's" victorious

team. A member of the Academy's Starboat Fleet, Johnny proved himself an able

seaman as coxswain of Star Dust. His ability to drag for five cents qualifies him as an
excellent future first lieutenant or commissary officer in the Fleet.



- Mississippi

Hailing as he did from the deep South, Willie's first love was his home state of X lis-

sissipp Next in his estimation came leave, and lastly, a liking for a fast set of tennis.

:ial attit : a « illingness to help a classmate » ith a particularly

rough Math problem won Willie many friends during his stay at the Naval Academy
a of his ability l s friends, it wasn't surprising to know that he seldom

op or entertainment Knowing him was to realize that he was one of the

r his stripe and truly deserved the right to w ear it

r

Battle Moi ntain Nevada

turo" may well have been a miner, a promoter, or a beauty expert, for he came
> with muck on his boots with a reach argument that Nevada is the

; state in the Union, and with a claim staked on the girl chosen by Marl Carroll

'^ueen of the University of Nevada Having completed three years there himself,

<inr.' - md time to keep his academic marks near the top, w rite 'letter after

s beautiful queen, participate in various sports, and handle the many re-

spomibilitie pan) representative and striper.

flakn ^Jcuflosi Sta^k KeaswU
Culpepper, Virginia

"Whatever it is, I'm against it!" described his

policy in passing on matters of daily discussion.

Never claiming to be a quiet, retiring lad, he
pulled his wives through the academic perils by
interpreting the difficult parts of the subjects for

them. The plebes all knew him from either spoon-
ing or running. Of if any plebe wanted a difficult

answer, Jackson was the man to run to. Girls

couldn't draw this Red Mike from his sack, ex-

cept for limited quiet week-ends. Hops held no
charm ; far better the early show followed by quick
taps.

Portland, Oregon

"We need a fourth chair for bridge; using

yours?" Yes, we all remember "Kep's" indefatig-

able love for this indoor sport. Bob liked to think

of himself as an indoor athlete, but he found him-
self right at home carrying the ball for the bat-

talion football team or wielding the helm of one
of the Academy's yawls. The week-ends were
another phase of Academy life that the Romeo
with the wavy brown hair definitely enjoyed.

However, beneath his light and cheery manner,
"Shorty" maintained a deep seriousness in his

attitude toward his future Naval career.



AlUfti Max, jUalatuJU, $*..

Coral Gables, Florida

"Well, whatdayaknow, fella?" Larry was al-

ways ready to talk about any aspect of life, espe-

cially women. He spent his afternoons at the range
with the pistol team, becoming varsity manager
his last year. His quiet, scholarly manner won
him a host of admirers, for he could always be
counted upon to come up with the right answer.

Larry always had some popular tune to hum when
the routine became dull. His course through life's

uncharted waters will be clear of rocks and shoals

and his will always be a happy and efficient ship.

Wayne, Nebraska

When "Wings" shook loose the dust of the in-

land to carve himself a career in the Navy, he
brought with him a backlog of 3 years of "Joe
College" life and the stock of pleasantries that

made him the best of shipmates. His extra-cur-

ricular life was devoted to being a big man about
the tennis squad and being a fountain pen Lo-
thario. His successes in both departments were
generally conceded to be pretty hard to beat.

However thick rolled the smoke of battle or bull

session, "Lars" came through with Dago book in

one hand and eye chart in the other.

Nampa, Idaho

A spud from beyond the hills in Idaho with eyes and ears to the world and a gal,

Georgia, on his mind. Twenty seconds past reveille, "Mother Al" had her chickens
up with a snap and a dust rag. To waste a minute was to waste a lifetime, and with
Al there was always another letter to write. Nor did he stop here. None of the vicious

contrivances devised by the academic group could thwart Al's 3.4 gravy. When it

comes to ergs, Al mustered up a few for Navy football, and can always put out more
wherever he goes.

Linthicim. Maryland

Even though his father was an Army major. Bob came to the Naval Academy
through the Naval Reserve and was proud of it. in spite of being called a reserve by
his classmates. Although from an old Virginia family, he was born in Florida, and lived

in many states, including Maryland, Pennsylvania, Arkansas, and Texas. This vaga-

bond had a difficult time answering the stock question. "Where you from. Mister?'

His efforts on the field of sport were not for naught, as he has several numerals on his

"B-robe" for plebeandJ.V. soccer.



'loi*t Jleo+t&id Jlu*f+tr fo.

Lincoln Nebras

•lis time spirit in dragging and chinking of Rae, his O.A.O . and in

writing her long lectors He lik i id fa\ oring books on mathematics and physics.

He w \e Math Cli attended regularly the concerts of classical

..them... ;s Spanish Club. Not much of an athlete, "Lugan" did

his numerals ir ... well in academics hero as he did for two years at

the Universitj i Nebraska \'.\ est ambition is to become an ambassador,
a position for w hieh he would be \\ ell suited

jba/i/ufl Qe+ie. Maaee.

Yuma, Colorado

By the ratey angle of his hat plebe summer it

was not hard to tell that "Fibber" was an old salt.

His duty aboard the "Dale" and sea stories about
her made "Squeeze" Johnson immortal, and his

nickname well-founded. Though not lazy, Darryl
was not one to fail to recognize the virtues of his

sack. In academics "Muggsy" was a natural.

Never devoting an erg more than necessary, he
was always able to say "Yo tengo mio, y Vd." A
keen sense of humor coupled with natural ability

in all fields will keep "Fibber" in front.

Jluih&i Whit MapleA, fo.

Gulfport, Mississippi

Luke's love for the sea was a long, lasting one,

owing its origin to the waters of the Gulf of Mexico
on which he spent many pleasant hours sailing and
fishing. Blond and easy-going, "Mapes" was a

true Southern gentleman, and always insisted that

the Yankees won only after the South's supply of

corn stalks ran out. Although he did very well in

the technical subjects, Luke's favorites were Bull

and Dago, but usually they were assigned the low
multiples. Luke preferred the Gulf Coast in all

respects and insisted the Academy should be in

Gulfport.

jjoUn JlolnteA. McGolla

rl ORG1 \

- that is the slogan of the Atlanta Journal, which was
: injections and bites of the system. Normally a quiet,

cep South. Mac's Rebel blood was readily brought to a boil by
Neither a hep-cat nor a long-hair, Mac

sic and reached the peak of his Academy social rates with the receipt of

: nature and I nile gained him many friends, while his loyalty

and ever up-turned thumb made him a s '• ell a ife.



GUasded. Qlcuf, KUuj, M&tnosuf,

Blackshear, Georgia

King came to the Academy after four years of

engineering at Alabama Polytechnic Institute;

however, he had to keep plugging to stay ahead
of the Academic Departments. He became known
to us as "The Ancient One," since he was three or

four years older than his classmates. Here was a

Rebel from the swamps of South Georgia who did

not believe Sherman ever marched through
Georgia. He was definitely not out of place in

a boxing ring or on a tennis court. Quiet, unas-

suming, and always friendly, King was a swell

"Memory."

Buffalo, New York

Hidden Irish in Jack asserted itself when he
became thoroughly aroused; however, he was
usually easy-going and congenial. Although a
promising track man during plebe year, "J. J."
later devoted his time to dragging, sailing, and the

Movie Gang. Academics never bothered him, and
for one who had a reputation as a slash, he spent

many hours on his sack. Few men complained
more about dragging a la Annapolis; nevertheless

every hop found him present. Jack's foremost

ambition will be realized when he can set foot

upon one of Uncle Sam's new CL's.

Ansvold Kindle McGLuf
Cokato, Minnesota

Three years in the Fleet tempered Mac's good humor and rounded off his ability to

tell sea stories. Cranking in spots and working fire control probs on the Nashville

helped him star in Ordnance, which more than compensated for his being a Dago
bucket. His greatest inspiration came from that brunette in Minnesota, whose letter

could be found on his desk every morning. His size and build had him slated for a berth

on the varsity football squad, but his athletic career was nipped in the bud by a knee
injury received plebe year. Mac's second love is cruisers of course.

RicUanA Jle+diGSit A/fefyUn

Washington, D.C.

Food, sleep, and a certain Miss Kind constituted the three prime requisites of
"Metz's" existence. It would be unfair to say that these requisites rank in order of
appearance; but to see "Big Metz" put away the chow and then sink into oblivion on
his sack was really a sight. Never a favored son of the academic group, he always
managed to scrape up the necessary gravy when the chips were down. Football, crew .

and lacrosse took up the majority of his afternoons—rugged sports for a rugged guy

'

To know him is to like him—he grows on you.



Philadelphia, Pen\>>. i \ wi \

Out of the Brotherly Love" came aj?miling giant
—
"Da Hair." as he was

onately called Me hurc k academics and pulled an oar. both with mighty
gusto. Undoubtedly his w ealth of energy was supplied by his unerring sense o\ chow

—

youngster, plebc. no matter, he went straight to his goal. Well, the years with Harry
are not to be: an for who can forget such a wife

—
"the body beautiful." Whether

- .ommander or commando in the years to come, we know that he'll be in there

pitching for home and country.
i

L '. 1 MHhNhmHHmMBI

WillicuM. Ricluuld 0'£>Ue*t
Wheeling, West Virginia

When the melodious strains of the latest ballad
resounded throughout the deck, if it wasn't Bing,
it was probably "Obie." The worse gripe always
seemed a bit easier to bear after this stout West
Virginian had aired it with his Irish sense of

humor. A rough battalion football game on a
Sunday afternoon, or a few sets of tennis on a
spring day were Bill's meat. A few minutes with
a letter from home, a good bull session, and a
leisurely hour with his favorite radio mystery
were the things that Bill looked forward to with
great enjoyment.

RobesU Zuxjesie Pa/dzesi

Marion, Indiana

Versatility was the motto of this ex-boilermaker
from Purdue University. Slipstick maneuvers,
dragging, or soccer—Woody took them all in

stride. He passed many of his recreational hours
working with the Sound Unit or employing his

talents as a typist and artist for the Lucky Bag
and Log. Sailing on the yawls and dragging were
Bob's favorite pastimes. During youngster year

he escorted a different girl to every hop. This pre-

cedent, together with his congenial personality

and capacity for work, should serve him well in

the Fleet.

(lol*&U MeAiut PtckteU
C.i ik.kasha, Oklahoma

.Well left home to cover the dust of Uhickasha, Oklahoma, with a thick coat

but "Chic" will always have that personality and good nature that gained him
; friends in the Fleet, at prep school, and here with us. Any wardroom

i the Meet will be proud to receive this lively conversationalist and devoted com-
The licet, also, w ill recognize his consistant hard work, and most of all, will

nize a man who has a keen interest in all things—women, home, academics, and
the sea.



Allentown, Pennsylvania

If you could get the Versailles Treaty from log tables, or conjugate verbs on slipsticks,

Dick would be the happiest midshipman ever to leave "The Club." Still, Bull and
Dago profs couldn't dull his subtle Pennsylvania wit, nor did third leaves and mid-
watches cause Mrs. R's son to lose any of his happy-go-lucky spirit—due, no doubt,

to a certain Allentown gal. There'll only be one Edison, but if you were ever down
Annapolis way and heard tell of weird devices in the fourth battlion, you could bet your
last Willkie button that Dick knew why.

gkeWuU BUM (latltlu*., fa,
Rockville Center, New York

The cry of "How'd you do the third prob?"
daily interrupted Slade's artistic attempts and
study-hour siestas. Untroubled by the usual per-

plexities of Academy life, Slade had difficulties

in convincing Dago profs that his dreamy eyes,

which earned him the name of "Sorrowful," belied

his mental alertness. Slade found time enough
from his many activities for a bit of football, bas-

ketball, and tennis, and a bull session was incom-
plete without him. He will be best remembered,
however, for his masterful sketches and cartoons

to which he devoted much of his spare time.

Flora, Illinois

The memory of a year at Carnegie Tech chal-

lenged "Hank" to leave the U.S.S. Maryland
to attend the Navy Prep School and then the
Academy. Each additional year with MIT sub-

jects accentuated his doggedness because he
was a real plugger. Fear of high blood pressure

made "Hank" shy away from strenuous sports.

His last year at the Academy he discovered his

true love in star boat sailing. It took Hank two
years to realize that too much study is detri-

mental, and dragging is more fun.

fyn&tiJzliti £*ttitUr fa.
Greenville, South Carolina

"Reb" was one of those well-known Southern gentlemen. His impressive appearance,

easy-going manner, soft-spoken word, and fine sense of humor gained for him an
enviable number of firm friendships among his classmates. Although not the football

player type, "Reb" was an excellent golfer and enjoyed a good game of tennis. In

addition, he could always be counted upon as a fourth for a bridge game, or as a crew
member for a week-end yawl or ketch trip. However. "Smitty's" one eternal stumbling
block was his "femme situation," and he drained many an ink bottle trying to un-noose
himself.



jaaUgII ^en^ell Stev&L

\ nio, Texas

m< md lieutenant: in the Army with three years at Washington
and Lee behind him. took over plebe summer as company commander. "Punkie" went

his letters in varsity football and \\ restling at the expense of an oft-broken
he "I ways managed to drag, although he could be counted on not

.:rag until the day before the week-end "Marsh" always said,

lot what you know, but whom you know." However, he will never have to rely

on whom he knov -

flolui Wallace, VieU
Larchmont, New York

John's inclinations toward nautical life origi-

nated on Long Island Sound, where he developed
his knowledge of yachting. At Randle's Prep and
Admiral Farragut his pre-Academy education was
completed. John's love of good books, music, and
his accordion concerts were well known. Willing
to spend hours in bull sessions, his sense of humor
and practical outlook were popular with the com-
pany. John's greatest trial was the constant mis-
pronunciation of his name. However, he endured
the three years of trials and earned a "well done"
on his performance as classmate and student.

Monti*. GUe^te^iM lAJasutuUU

Dallas, Texas

On almost any afternoon during the fall or

winter, "Warpath" could be found "pen-pushing"
with the other members of the fencing squad over
in the gym. In the spring and summer, however,
his fancy lightly turned to thoughts of relaxation,

and he became a staunch supporter of the Radi-
ator Squad. Even then, there was something fas-

cinating in a sail on the Severn or a blind drag,

and it was seldom difficult to persuade him to

indulge in either. The Fleet should find this easy-

going Texan adaptable to any job to which he is

assigned.

flaJj^d Walter WeAAxui

Bronxn ii.ii. New York

>t always comes in small packages. So it was with "Nemo" Wesson. "Nemo"
itry and track during his plebe year Youngster and first class years saw
luck at lacrosse I low ever, the greatest honors came to "Nemo" when

amous cross-country team "Nemo" was noted for his ability to

lead with his praise of New Ybrl and all "Yankee Land." Many were the
the fourth deck echoed with his vigorous outbursts, and few were the men

who could out--, ell or out-argue this little man from New York.



&>UU4*l Paul yOUSKff jl.

Hope, Arkansas

"Where there's life there's Hope," not Bob Hope, but Hope, Arkansas, the home of
the world's largest watermelons and E. P. Young. In July of '42, the "life" left Hope to
come to the Academy and assume command of the Confederate Forces of the Chesa-
peake (Comconforch.es) . E. P.'s greatest moment came when he made his youngster
cruise on the unforgettable "Arkansas." "Rebel" was very friendly except after the
mention of Bob Burns or "Mr. Speaker." His spirit backed by excellent vocal cords
and a love for talking won him many friends even north of the Mason-Dixon line.

E. P.

AND SOME THERE dE, ?<*& imt not ^<fxdte

For various reasons, varying from academic deficiency to physical disability, they

left our class before the end of the course. Some are in later classes, others have

entered different branches of the service. However, wherever they are, those of us

who \new them will always thin\ of them as members of '46.

Abrams, Sherwin Frederic

Adams, Robert Morgan
Ahrensdorf, LeRoy William
Aicklen, William Joseph, Jr.

Altz, Leroy Vernon, Jr.

Amelang, Robert Lee
Anderson, Roy Theodore
Andrews, Warren Frederick
Armstrong, William Floyd, Jr.

Bagby, Edward Booker, Jr.

Bagley, Worth Harrington
Bandish, Bernard Joseph
Barnett, William Robert
Baskin, James Dollar, Jr.

Beam, Charles Alexander, Jr.

Blackwood, Roy Robert
Booth, Merson
Bowman, David Wright
Bowman, Robert Burke
Boydston, Dale Edward
Brock, Arthur \V., Ill

Brown, Kenneth Calhoun
Bryan, George H., Jr.

Burk, Charles William
Burke, Aubrey Graham
Carruth, Frank H., Ill

Cameron, Rondo Emmett
Campbell, Charles I., Jr.

Campbell, Frank Zeigler

Canfield, Calvin Hale
Casey, Arthur Weeks
Chilton, Horace Duval
Cissel, John Patrick
Clark, DeWitt Stanbrough
Claxton, Newton Glenn, Jr.

Coe, John D.
Cohan, Harry Andrew, Jr.

Cohen, Sidney Meyer
Cohen, Theodore Ellis

Coon, Alfred Harden, Jr.

Corbett, Fenner Samuel
Creigh, Alfred Edgar, III

Croom, Joe Newton, Jr.

Crytser, Benjamin Franklin
Cunningham, James Gross
Dean, John Bingham
Delaney, John Patrick
Dolan, Michael F. Xavier
Donald, Edward Osborn
Donaldson, William Irving

Doscher, Charles Robert
Dowd, Andrew Scales

Drumm, Joseph Thomas
Dunbar, Henry Seeley
Dunn, James Gilbert
Eagle, Joseph Norfleet

Earthman, Harold H., Jr.

Ely, Roy Darwin
Eslick, Tol Grant
Eury, Jason Witherup
Evans, William Miller

Everhard, Will Duguid, Jr.

Fabry, Victor Joseph
Faherty, Bernard Jacob
Fergusen, John Edward
Floryan, John Eugene, Jr.

Foster, William Lester
Fougerousse, Henry Louis, Jr.

Froseth, Dewey Charles
Gerstenberger, Robert John
Gerth, Robert Stephen
Gibson, Joseph McDonald
Glass, George Hodges
Godwin, Edward Reddin
Gran, William Larry
Grantham, Joe Powell, Jr.

Greene, Francis Whittle
Hager, Lawrence White, Jr.

Hahn, Joseph William
Hall, James Farmer
Hallin, David Basil

Hamby, John Gordon
Harrington, Edward M.
Hart, James Alexander, Jr.

Hatch, James Chambers
Hawkins, Robert Thomas
Hays, Seymore Thomas, Jr.

Hill, John William
Hinrichs, Roland Warren
Hoiton, John Franklin
Hooper, Clarence, Jr.

Horton, Arthur Bruce, Jr.

Howe, Willis Renner
Huggins, Charles Benjamin
Hughes, Charles Lendall
Hunt, John Leonard
Hutto, Ernest Elery
Jones, John Frink

Joyce, Kilmer Joseph
Kephart, Robert Drake
Karnis, Edward Joseph
Kellett, Joseph Cabot
Kellner, Paul Benjamin
Keyes, Brand Sherman
King, Calvin Lewis
Klein, Clifford John
Knauer, Paul Irvin, Jr.

Knowles, Charles Blake
Lagen, William Schupp
Lanciano, Claude O., Jr.

Land, Nathaniel Benjamin
Langston, William Dwight
Larson, James Howard
Lee, Francis Harrison, Jr.

Leet, James Oliver

Linehan, John Francis
Long, Carmi David
Lucas, John Richard
Moldenhauer, Theodore W.
Marsden, Frank Johnston, Jr.

Martin, William Hefley

Mathews, John N., Jr.

Mattern, Guinn Whitehurst
Maxson, Paul Burke
McDaniel, Edward Stuart
McKee, William Vincent
McLeod, Richard Edward
McPartland, Joseph Francis

Miller, Illion Louis
Miller, Robert Lee
Moesta, Arthur William, Jr.

Moorman, Roger
Morrison, Harry Warren
Moynihan, William Francis
Napior, Arthur Dominic
Neighbors, Ralph Pearl

O'Brien, Harry William, Jr.

O'Mara, David Joseph
Park, John Spruance
Parker, Hugh Garfield, Jr.

Parker, Orpheus Lee
Pate, Walter Thurston, Jr.

Pavel le, John Joseph, Jr.

Pettit, James William, Jr.

Plarr, Stephen William
Pline, Joseph Edward
Poudevigne, Paul
Poudevigne, Pierre

Preston, Robert Edward
Prutzman, Stuart E., Ill

Raftery, John Joseph
Randall, Reginald Maurice
Reycroft, Harlan Long, Jr.

Rhoads, William Wavne
Richards, John P. M., Ill

Rogers, William Haley
Rohan, George Bernard
Ruhlin, John Benjamin
Rusher, Albert Holly
Sanderson, John A. N.
Sands, Woodrow Wayne
Saunders, Frank Wendell

Savage, Harold Eli

Schofield, Jack Hughey
Shaffer, Harold Junior
Shaffer, Lejourn Miles
Shelnutt, James Birket, III

Sininger, Wendell Boyd
Sisson, Luther Boyd
Sloboda, Mathias Joseph
Small, Jay Arthur, Jr.

Smith, Winfield Spencer
Staker, James Edward
Stone, Francis Kenneth
Stridder, Robert Warren
Surrency, Erwin Campbell
Suttill, Francis John, Jr.

Swartley, Robert Weikel
Swezey, John Andrew
Terrell, Benjamin Park, Jr.

Thayer, Wirt Cummings
Thomas, Charles Lester

Thompson, Homer W.
Tomlinson, Eugene B., Jr.

Topp. Robert Graham, Jr.

Travis, Edw ard Thomas
Trickey, Earle Noble
Tucek, John Connell
Turner, John Clarence
Updike. Archie James
\ otilgaris, Elias Constantine
Walker. Rogers Clark
Walter. Otto Wallace
Waring. John William
Weary, James Pearson
Weidman, Robert \L Jr.

\\ eissburg. Elmer Stanley
Wendt. Fred A.. Jr.

Willard. Albert Emerson
\\ ulffaert, Frank Rene
Young. Edw ard O'Neill

Young, Hollis Oliver

42!
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Abemathy. W v 191, 51. 65

Absher G. W..

V lr 293

Acuff.J.

T

• 111

Adams II I 231

Adair R ..163

Adams. W. H 29 S

Adarr 150

Adkins, L \\ 408, 44

Agnew. C. H 136

Agrcn \\ J 408

Ahcarr 1 F }34

Albert A W ?21

Albright. J. J. Jr. U^4 75, 464, 490

J93

Allen. H N 150, 464

Allen. P. H 293

Althofl". \\ B 136

And |r 191

Anders©:

Anderson. K. E Ic4. 75. 77, 41 . 54

Anderson, R M..Jr

.Anderson. \Y. M ...380, 66

to .1 .1 Jr. 164 108, 130

Armstrong V. I' lr

Aronson. L. V., II .334

an. G. F 262, 51, 24

Arthur. M. B II 307

Wey. CL 380

Ashley D L 3 34 97

: S 3(17. 113

on.S.C. 164, 75

Atkinson B \1 . Jr 208. 495. 493

-• n E < .352

Auger V 294

Auger. T I 335

rider, S. H 177. 42

tin W R .366

... 1 3b

Babbitt. F.G .394.14 15,51 68,69,72

Babcock. R. F. Jr 335

Bacchus. R. E .

.

248 70 71. 103

Back. A. G.. Jr.... 192 • 481,491

Bacon. V. L 280

Baile;. J B .249

Baird. R. S ..208

Baker HI. », 21, 54, 75. 103

Baker. J .11 280,81

Baker. W. R .... 366

Bat lr .165,67

Baldwin. L. ( .

.'. 335

Ball, 1. L 335

Bancr< ft. H. S . . ..336. 14, 15. 55, 70,

71.72,97

Bank- R H .249,493,494,495

307 45, 111

Bard G \1 . II 262, 207

352

Bar ...294,279,460,492

. ; i 150

B J .249

294

B 221

Jr 165

21 | 466, 405, 403

I I Jr 280 461

'
' I. 178 407, 4

tchelder, III 178, 502

'

i W
, Jr 108

Bauman, K. E 136

is, J R 165, 20, 21. 78, 4%
Bayly. D. C J08. 48

ch C L. 180, 461.63, 14. 15, 77. 114.

81. 69

rd, IIS 352, 496

Beasley.J. S 352. 487

Belensky. \l. J. Jr 166. 67. 74

Bellah.J.C 336

Bellamy. J. L 263

Bellenger, \V. C 380 66

Bcnedetti. A. J 178

Benjamin. H. L 308. Ill, 45

Bennett, A. K. Jr 353, 88, 100

Bentley. D.J 381, 63

Bergs, R A 281. 70, 72

Bettis, A. M 151

Beutler, A. G 235

Beyer. S. E 166

Bierman, H, Jr 240

Billings, C. L 321

Blackford. C. E.. Ill 308

Blaes.J.H 250

Blair. D.D 367

Blake, J. S 336

Bly, T. S 281

Blyth, C. W .235, 486, 487

Boggess, L.J .235, 72

Boland. R. I., Jr
'

353

Bolton, J. T 137

Bonham, W. R 300, 51

Boniface, J. G 137, 97

Bonner, R. C 221

Booker, T. F 336

Boop, J. H 192

Borbidge, J. J 151

Borgerding. H. A 137, 48

Bouvcron. E. A 353, 112

Bowdey, F. D 235, 43, 475

Bowen, A. M 263, 69

Bowen. L D 281

Bowling, R. A 236, 43

Boyar, M. S '

281, 490, 492

Boyd, P. C 250, 453

Boyle, R. M 337

Braddock, H. E 408

Brady, E. A 151

Brady, R. L., Jr 208, 493

Branch, L. O. B., Jr 408

Branson, E. C 409

Brantner. \\ . B 282

Braseth, A. C 192, 14, 15 76

Bretting, R. C, Jr 151, 99

Bridger, A. F 282

Brimm, D.J 166, 472, 473

Britain, B. M 221, 82, 114

Brown, HI. J 137

Brown, M. C, II 192, 490, 492

Brown, R. W., Jr .236

Brown, S. B., Jr .208

Brumsted, R. B 209

Bryant, J. E 353

Bryce, T. A 394, 72, 351

Buchanan, F. B 22
1 , 72, 452

Bucknum, J. E 354

olo, M.J 166, 67

Bumstead, J . G 236, 40

Burdette, h. \\ 409, 350

Burdy, D. V 236

Burhans.J. H 294. 112

Burki. A. A 209, 82

Burns. D. L.. Jr 354

Burns. E. A 205

Bun-ill. J. T 394, 69, 114

Burton. J. B 309, 130

Butner. J . C 381 , 6b, 47b

Cahalan. L.J 152

Caldwell, G. A., Jr 295

Callahan. F. J., Jr 295

Camp, H. E 222

Campanile, M. M 167

Campbell, J. W 337

Campbell, Q. K 222, 79

Campbell, R. W 381

Campbell, W. E 209. 479

Candler, S. L 263, 207

Cannon, J. G 193, b5

Cantwell, \Y. P., Jr 209

Carey, O. L 250, 20b, 480

Carl, J. G 354

Carlin, W. P 237

Carlson, M. A 409

Carneghi, A.J 295

Carr, O. C 152, 108, 134, 489

Carroll, T. F 309

Carruth, F. H., Ill 237

Cartmell, J. P 409

Casey, W. R., Jr 2b4

Caskey, J. B 2b4, 493, 495

Casson, R. M 167, 75. 475, 496

Cesari, H. A 167, 67, 75

Chambers, L. S., Jr 282

Charters, L. S 178

Chase, B. S 367, 454, 4b7

Chitty, T. C 193, 65, 130

Chokas, N. P 250, 60

Christensen, M. A 210

Christianson, K. C 138

Clancy, G. M 410, 452

Clark, E. T 367, 98

Clark, G. S 167

Clark, G. T 381, 66

Clark, R. 282

Clark, T. H.Jr 394, 53

Clark, W. D., Jr 138, 111

Clayton, E.J '. 168

Clegg, G. B., Ill 283

Clement, D. A 296, 130, 480

Clements, D. J., Jr 296, 60

Clifton, A. W 222

Cline, R. C 268, 67, 20

Cochran, H. E 264, 24

Coe, N. H 152

Coffin, C 367

Cole, R. B 382, 114, 475

Collins, H 138, 97, 113

CoIlinsJ.J 168, 14, 15, 70, 71, 77, 87

Collins, J. T 337

Collora, T. H 337

Connellan, T. J., Jr 29b, bO, 47b

Conover, D. T 210, 70, 71

Converse, R. G 237, 43

Conway, D. 395, 42

Cooke, E. W 193

Coon, A. II., Jr 193, 65

Coope, P. M 138, 97

Cordell, C. C 309

Corrigan, W. N 237

Costello, E.J 395, 38, 47

Coulter, J. B 338, 62, 69, 482, 484

Couture, C, Jr 354

Cox, C. A 238

Coyer, C. B 238, 130

Craig, R. F 382, 6b

Craig, W. D 382,480

Crawford, R. E 410, 488

Crchan, J. F 321, 487

Critchlcy, J. P 210

Cronandcr, J. H 410

Crooks, T. L 382

Crosby, W. H 322, 47b

Cross, T. J., II 355, 45

Crozier, F. J 152

Cuccias, R. F 355, 487

Cullman, H 355, 490

Gulp, W. N., Jr 2b4, 5b, 131, 490

Culpepper, T. T 395, 42

Culwell, J. P 3b8

Cummings, A. H., Jr 283, 475

Cunat, J. J 179

Curnutte, B.. Jr 251

Curren, F. H.Jr 251, 493

Currie, J. W 168, 67, 74, 75, 135

Curry, J. G 338, 25

Cutchall, L. G 383, 66

Cutter, L. M 296, 278

Dakos, D. P 179

Dale, J. C 297

Daly, GO 368

Daly, R. H 210

Damm, R. C 297

Dana, R. B 310, 479

Davis, J. A., Jr 222

Davis, L. R., Jr 283

Davis, R. A 395, 47, 83, 488

Davis, R.S., Jr 194, 65

Davis, T. E 383

Davis, W. 0.,Jr 410

Davison, M. L 153

Day, C. E 355, 112, 479

Dearman, A. J., Jr 322

Decker, A. 1 383, 81

Decker, E. A 223, 108, 207

Dee, R. G 153

Dehn, E. C 153

de la Llama, P., Ill 310

DelVecchio, A. J 179, 42

DeMayo, J. J., Jr 338, 464, 465

Demming, J. H 251, 60

Dempsey, CD 368, 46b

Dente, E 411

DeTemple, R.J 338

Devlin, J. G 383

Dibble, T. R 384

Dibling, R. W 368

Dickey, G. L., Jr 194,65

Dienst, L. W 194, 14, 15, 68

Dietrichson, W. D 251, 480

Dise, R. L 252, 114

Dohcrty, P. A 310

Dolan, J. F 297

Donahoe, G. B ,
411

Donner, F. E 265

Doran, R 297, 108, 476

Doty, W. K 223

Dougherty, F. S 384, 465, 478, 130

Dougherty, J.J 356, 112

422
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Doughty, F. M 396, 42, 63, 351

Dowling, P. S 310, 482

Downen, R. E 179, 502

Downey, D.J 384

Duberg, C.N 283

Dudley, H. G 194, 135

Duesterberg, L. C 41

1

Dugger, J. A 311

Duncan, R. C. . . 339, 62, 97, 108, 278, 482,

483

Dunn, R 369

Dunning, R. A 298, 279, 479

Dunseath, W. J. R 298

Dupler, W. W 384, 350

Dutton, CO 139, 133, 135

Dwyer, J. C 169, 75, 19, 114

Dwyer, T.J 356

Dyer, W. C 265

Dyroff, W. F 339

Eaton, W. M 411

Eble, F. D 396

Eckhart, M, Jr 339, 131

Edwards, H., Jr 356, 488

Edwards, J. W 139

Eells,J.P 195

Elliott, M. B 298

Ellis, E. H , 223

Ellis, G. W 369

Ellis, R. L 223

Ellsworth, R. H 385

Engel, W. F., Jr 180

Engelmann, H. A 284

Enyart, J. W 169, 67, 474, 475

Erickson, J. W 322

Erikson, A. L 265

Erwin, W. W 412

Esarey, W. L 284

Espy, W 369

Estelman, H.J 224

Evans, J. G 284

Everist, R. A 211

Exum, J. D 322

Fagan, J. F., Jr 376, 63

Farley, R.J 180

Farmer, H. C 298

Farner, J. E 323

Faucett, W. A 153

Faulders, C. T 195, 65

Fenton, P. N 299

Fetch, G., Ill 339, 487

Ferguson, J. W 340, 480

Field, F. E 284

Finlay, R. W., Jr 224

Finley, R. N 252

Finos, V. P 369, 454, 482, 485

Fischer, K. W„ Jr 139, 97, 133

Fisher, E. H 139

Fisher, J. R. M.,II 180, 502

Fiske, S. L 299, 496

Fitzgerald, T. R 311

Foglesong, G. M 370, 472, 473

Fontaine, C. T 211

Forquer, C. J 385

Forrest, J. E 323, 131

Forrester, J.J 370

Forsyth, W. D 169, 75

Foster, A. L 265, 479

Foust, J. W 224, 472, 473

Fowler, R. L * 169

Frame, E. B 266

Francis, S 311, 475

Francy, W. J
'

. . 1 54, 1 34, 487

Frank, M. L 396

Frankel, J. B 385

Frazier, G. N 340

Freeman, T. R 370

Fridge, H. E 224

Froehlich, F. F 252

Fryer, W. S 140, 479

Fuller, R. E 340, 81, 278

Fuller, W. T 1 54

Furland, F. W 195

Gaebler, F. J., Jr 285, 206

Gaehler, A. H 238

Gallup, A. C 340, 475

Gardner, G. H., Jr 170, 67, 476

Gatewood, W. P 140, 133

Gaul, R. A., Jr 140, 108, 1 16

Gautier, R. H 225, 206

Gawf, J. L 178

Geaney, R. W 385, 66

Gear, R.J 195

Gee, H. C 356

Geer, N. F 211

Gibbons, N. R 323

Gibbs, H. B 323, 278

Gibson, G. W 386

Gibson, J. C 211

Giedt, J. G 212

Gieseke, W. C 324

Gieser, C. R 196

Gilliam, G. H 370, 456

Glaister, F. N 212

Glaser, W. A 311

Glass, G. H 225

Glendinning, R. L 140, 110, 114

Glenn, C. M, Jr 324

Glennon, A. N 181, 109

Glindeman, H. P., Jr 266, 24

Goldstein, C. C 1 54

Goloway, E. D 170, 67, 111

Good, D. C 266

Goode, E. W 371

Gorak, W 212

Gordon, J . G 252

Gorski, J. J 312

Gorton, R.J 196, 108

Goure, J. V 238

Graefe, H 225

Graff, S. M 324

Graham, W. S 196, 464, 491, 492

Gralla, E 266

Granville, E. B 239, 480

Graves, L. J., Jr 299

Green, J 285

Greene, J. M 299, 60

Greenwood, B. K 212

Greenwood, E. S .253, 496

Greer, C. W., Ill 371

Grenier, R 266

Griffiths, C. H 213

Grkovic, N 267

Grojean, CD 141

Groves, T. E 196

Guentz, J. E 141

Gulick, R. 1 154

Gullatt, V. R 397, 42, 65

Gullette, J. G 239

Gunderson, N. A 324

Guy, C. H., Jr 197, 135, 457, 490

Gwiazdowski, P. P 170, 103

Haak, F. S., Jr 225, 87, 206

Hafer, A. A 253, 475

Hale, J. H 357, 45, 472, 473

Haley, R. S 197

Hall, A. P., Jr 197, 114

Hall, J. S 386, 493

Hall, R. P 312, 278

Hall, W. D 397,42

Haller, J. J 181

Hamberg, H. A 226, 87, 456, 493, 495

Hamby, J. G 213

Hamilton, L., Jr 312, 115

Hammell, H. A 213

Hampton, A. W., Jr 213

Hancock, S. F, Jr 312, 480

Hankins, W. W., Jr 285

Hanks, R.J 181, 99, 502

Hannah, G B 371

Hansen, J. E 285

Hansen, J. W 412, 1 14, 472

Hansmann, A. C 253

Hanson, W. V 239, 51, 108

Hardy, W. L., Jr 214

Haring, P. A 253, 480

Harlan, W. R., Jr 371

Harman, C. W 239

Harmer, F. D., Jr 412, 71

Harris, D. S 372

Harris, J. L 397, 38, 47, 61, 65

Hart, CM 286

Hart, J. E 155, 14, 15, 135

Hart, R. R 141, 133

Hartley, T. R 357, 68, 69, 82, 351

Haselton, F. R., Jr 267

Haslett, R. H 300

Hastings, V. S 397, 39, 65

Hatsell, A. H, Jr 341

Hayes, A. M., Jr 300

Hayes, W. E 240

Hayward, J. L 170, 75, 103, 110

Heagy, D. W., Ill 141

Heath, J. D 214

Heberling, D. A 181

Heesacker, B. A 386, 51

Hefferon, T. G 341

Held, H. H 412, 14, 480

Hellwinkel, D. F 214

Henderson, J . E. . : 313

Henningsen, W. J 357

Herbert, G. R., Jr 171, 75

Herrick, R. A 240

Herzog, J. J 254, 112, 130, 487

Hess, CM 413, 487

Hess, J. R 325, 113, 487

Heumann, M., Jr 413, 71, 69

Hexter, R. T 325

Highsmith, W. N 226

Hill, N. M., Jr 357

Hilsabeck, R. B 267

Hinchcliff, L. G, Jr 182

Holben, D. E 226

Holbert, K. V 254

Holden, J. J 386

Holkovic, E 413, 350

Holleman, J. T 171, 109

Hollier, L. S., Jr 300

Hooks, B. W 372, 488

Horner, W. R 197

Hosey, G. E., Jr 226

Houpt, J. W 227

Hourigan, W. W 142, 133

Houston, J . V 300

Howard, CD 182

Howard, W. R 171

Howe, R. E 313

Hubbard, R. F 171, 81, 490, 491

Huddleston, W. E 214

Huey, W. M 142, 77

Hughes, J. A 387

Hugus, J. E 341

Hull, C. H 387

Hunter, D. T., Jr 172, 466

Huszagh, D. W 358

Hutches, R. S 227

Hutcheson, W. A., Jr 387

Iacobelli, R. F 1 82, 474, 1 34, 475

Irvine, J. F„ Jr 313, 76

Iselin, D. G..142, 14, 15, 76, 115, 116,

131

Iverson, R. G 387

Jackson, C E, Jr 358

Jackson, J . A 215

Jackson, J. P., Jr 341

Jackson, L. L., Jr 325

Jacobs, H. W 268

Jacobsen, J. A 301, 60

Jacobus, A. F 142, 482, 483

Jameson, D. F. B 182, 85, 109, 113

Jamosky, E 172, 75, 21

Jandrall, J. A 268

Jankovsky, N. A 286, 21

Janson, J. H 215, 72

Jennings, J. A., Jr 268, 79

Jimenez, A 342, 1 1

1

Joest, G.L 286

Johnson, C. M., Jr 388

Johnson, D. R., Jr 183, 106, 1 14, 502

Johnson, J . Robert 240

Johnson, M. T., Jr 240, 87, 131, 489

Johnson, O. T 198

Johnson, P. W 227

Johnson, T. P 172, 67

Johnston, F. C, Jr 155

Johnston, F. S 313

Johnston, T. Q 183, 1 14

Jones, A. C 198, 69

Jones, A. L 198

Jones, F. F, Jr 268

Jones, J. B 215

Jones, J. M 413

Jones, \V. F 414

Jordon, E. C 358

Judkins, H. B., Jr 172

Junod, L. L 143

Kaloupek, \Y. E 398, 38, 47, 61. o4

Kane, B. B., Jr 342. 4^0

Kappock, J. S 372. 4c4

Karch, A. S 398

Kaufman, J 398, 63

Kaufman, R. Y 155

Kearns, J. S 414, 350

Kehoe, T. D 301
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S naiXCmt may outrun the destroyer,

Even so with the law and its grip,

Por the strength of the ship is the Service,

And the strength of the Service, the ship.

How these are the £aws of the TLa

And many and mighty are they.

"But the hull and the deck and the keel

And the truck of the law is— O'B'Ey.
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J. B. Hughes. R. J. Salomon, R. M. Fluss, J. T. Becker

Third roxv: R. E. Melhorn, J. B. Ferris, J. E. Peterson, C. B. Hogan, A. M. Poteet, H. E. Allen, W. Abromitis, E. P. Supancic, E. L. Korb,
R. S. Lee, D. H. Swenson

Fourth row:). P. Kelley, D. W. Whclan, R. D. Lochner, F. P. Heffelfinger, H. T. Settle, P. C. Keenan, C. C. Villareal, W. H. Keen, E. F. Ward,
J.I. Gibson

Fifth row: W.G. Ikard.J. A Hartman, S. H. McLean, F. C. Fogarty, R. N. Smith, P. N. Sherrill, J. S. Pittman, W. D. Crawford
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Top row: J. M. Balfe, R. J. Beaubien, R. G. Beck, G. R. Bowling, R. Brooke, G. I. Campbell, W. C. Curran, H. L. Curry, R. J. Edwards,
S.S.Ellis, J. W. Eury

Second row: V. A. Forlenza, T. E. Fortson, O. Greene, J. M. Hill, W. L. Hindman, D. L. Hollis, K. R. Kiddoo, A. L. LeBreton, E. P. McCurley,
E. B. Meyer, J. L. Morrison

Third row: J. A. Ouska, D. G Rogers, R. E. Schenk, C. H. Schnorr, W. D. Sloan, J. F. Tangney, R. M. Tucker, T. F. Watts, E. L. Coen,
W. M. Georgen, W. J . Grant

Fourth row: J. F. Hall, F. D. McMullen, I. W. Metzger, W. D. Murphy, J. H. Nicholson, F. J. Smith, W. S. Smith, D. R. Toll, J. L. Williams,

T. C. Williams

Bottom row: N. J. Corriveau, J. D. McNeil, S. L. Hirsch, G. A. Savage, R. J. Clas, T. F. Murphy, E. S. Levy, A. G. Wellons, P. F. Thomas,
D. U. Rakestraw, K. R. Thiele, J. S. Brunson, R. G. Smith

Second row: B. T. Sansom, J. C. Haynes, C. R. Miko, K. Kelty, G. A. Leighton, R. K. Bramwell, T.J. Hull, A. S. Garner, J. P. Rogers, C. F.

Rauch, R. M. Ryder, C. H. Brown
Third row: P. J. Sullivan, S. D. Moore, A. L. Loeffler, J. M. Montgomery, J. R. Duquette, A. G. Knisely, S. H. Wilson, S. T. Smith, D. D.
Montgomery, H. R. Humphrey, R. L. Sonne

Fourth row: L. A. O'Leary, R. W. Vasquez, W. C. Olin, T. H. Nugent, J. W. James, R. D. Darragh, J. Gewin, R. O. Wheeler, R. R. Carson,
W. C. Holton

Fifth row: W. F. Sallada, P. F. Able, T. Woods, W. S. M. Arnold, C. H. Ogilvie, R. W. Helding, J. H. Wray, J. E. Wilkie, T. W. Routledge
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Top row: J. F. Avers. H. R. Bivin, M. B. Brown, J. W. Brummer, M. G. Coerper, C. W. Cummings, D. B. Deatherage, C. O. Glisson,
\Y. T. G. Granat. \Y. R. Hartman, W. G. Hearnc

Second row: P. N. Hewett, A. J. Hodder, G. \V. Hosking, J. E. Illingworth, C. A. Kiser, R. E. Lee, G. E. McPadden, M. Q. Muncie, K. A.
Murray, J J Xuss

Third roiv: E. B. Robbins, R. D. Schneider, L. A. Snead, R. J. Sowell, P. C. Spoolstra, J. C. Thompson, R. F. Wenke, H. A. Williams, L. R.
Young, C. D. Alberts

Fourth row: E. Boucher, A. L. Child, W. L. Donaldson, C. A. Hertel, J. A. Horst, D. R. Jex, F. J. Marsden, A. D. Napior, J. E. Pline, F. A.
Thurtcll

Bottom row: G. M. Hogg, J. E. Jarvis, W. C. Newell, R. I. Conn, G. A. Herbert, W. P. Riggins, H. A. Hoffmann, C. A. Fowler, O. L. Norman,
H. P. Deeley, R. P. Gerety, F. W. Erickson, B. B. Siebert

Second row: B. V. Damberg, C. Mertz, J. J. Vermilya, F. H. Baughman, J. W. Porter, J. E. Larson, H. F. Smith, G. H. Weyrauch, R. G. Herron
C. P. McCallum, J. M. R. Castano, J. E. VanEpp

Third row: T. J. Wills, D. C. Douglas, L. T. Urbanczyk, J. F. Ward, R. H. Christian, J. R. Silvey, W. L, Zedaker, W. C. Klemm, R. E, Vol-

lertsen, G. A. Nicholas, R. C. Anderson, R. A. Chapman, K. E. Wilson

Fourth row: J. H. Brennan, J. D. Woods, D. C. Carruth, G. L. Little, H. P. Benton, R. C. Allen, J. R. Lastova, G. W. Riggs, J. L. Chelgren,

D. S. Apple, R. E. Pyle, J. E. Vinsel
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Top row: C. R. Anderson, B. R. Baldwin, T. L. Bell, B. B. Brown, G. H. Bryan, C. S. Cai lisle, R. H. Cevallos, B. B. Crawford, S. F. Crump-
ler, W. M. Douglass, J. E. Fjelsta

Second row: W. E. Forsthoff, W. H. Foy. R. S. Giles, D. D. Grantham, J. M. Gronfcin, R. B. Hadden, W. D. Hall, T. L. Hartigan, A. C.
Holland, R. B. Houghton, C. B. Huggins

Third row: T. R. Joste, D.J. Murphy, R. C. Peniston, S. A. Pillar, R. S. Smith, A. H. F. Barlow, J. C. Coppedge, N. T. Dietrich, J. H. Doyle,
E. R. Lippman, B. Martin

Fourth row: J. R. Morriss, R. E. Odgers, C. J. Ostertag, W. S. Peterson, C. R. Rockwood, J. D. Rumble, S. J. Schiller, L. G. Stafford, J. A.

Strickland, R. G. Topp

Bottom row: J. B. Mencke, K. M. Treadwell, A. Mclntyre, R. S. Curl, W. V. Hauck, A. J. Thompson, J. B. Sizer, B. Goodman, E. F. Kelly,

W. L. Kraus, H. B. Landsen, T. R. Powell, R. L. Dodd
Second row: J. E. Rasmussen, R. H. Emmich, R. G. Ricker, W. E. Clark, W. H. Ortland, F. H. Bolger, B. J. Rab, C. H. Bloom, D. H. Corson,

E. S. Armstrong, D. P. Harvey, R. B. Durning

Third row: B. G. Riddell, C. R. Braley, P. L. Collins, K. M. Robbins, C. P. Ekas, A. K. Blough, W. L. McClure, C. S. B. Edmondson, R. A.

Schultz, R. B. Rubenstein, T. M. Welsh, E. F. Resch

Fourth row: C. P. Smith, J. C. Grunig, R. Bartmes, G. W. Phelps, E. A. Dewey, R. A. Hoffman, B. G. Allen, H. B. Rardin, D. B. Hall, R. K.
Russell, J. C. Allred, M. K. Morris, D. P. Buhrer
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Top roic: F. M. Adams, D. L. Baily, J. H. Barry, M. J. Becker, \V. P. Blair, T. J. Bowen, R. G. Brown, T. J. Burgoyne, J. D. Callaway,
R. E. Chamberlain, K. S. Coe

Second row: R. A. Dadisman, W. O. Day, H. M. Delaney, W. S. Dodd, W. G. Ferris, J. W. Hannigan, R. R. Horner, O. J. Jacomini, R. C.
Johnson. H. A. J. Joyce, F. V. Martin, D. W. McCormick

Third row: L.C. McGuire, M. M. McLeod, R. B. McNatt, J. L. Moss, D.S.Murray, T.J. O'Connell, F. T. Owen, R.J. Perrich, R. P. Piccirilli,

K. P. Sears, J. C. Seijas, C. M. Shuey

Fourth rorv: F. G. Sorensen, T. R. Teply, R. M. Adams, A. G. Butler, J. N. Eagle, J. D. Gantt, F. A. Graham, T. E. Jackson, D. R. Mayer,
C. B. Smith, K. R. Sutliff, J. P. Weary

Bottom row: D. B. Hatmaker, J.J. A. Berggren, B. W. Bevin, J. R. Pesavento, M. S. Hutchison, J. P. Gaffigan, E. F. Lattarulo, A. G. Opitz,

F. L. Bowcrsox, J. E. Davenport, A. T. Roulston, J. R. Virts, M. L. Norton

Second row: K. Niland, P. D. Shutler, C. L. Scott, M. I. Macquarrie, R. E. Wilson, W. L. Spry, W. A. Speer, R. S. Nunnally, D. H. Hunt,

J. C. Hufft, H. D. Adair, O. C. Paciulli

Third row: R. G. Blair, J. H. H. Carrington, H. N. Townsend, R. E. Totman, D. L. Kratzer, N. W. Smusyn, E. J. Sutter, K. O'Keefe, N. L.
Duncan, P. H. Bowdre, J. D. Peterson

Fourth row:J.\\. Stufflebeam, L.J. Boland, H. W.Jesse, N. W. George, H. A. Smith, T. E. Stone, W. A. Revis, F. O. Roland, C. R. Wick
Fifth rcnv: A. L. Frahler, F. \V. Denton, W. D. Harkins, W. E. Monaghan, J. L. Young, R. D. Waugh, J. M. Beggs, W. R. Muelder, F. J.
Vichmann
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Top row: W. J. Aicklen, R. T. Anderson, F. S. Averill, F. M. Bacon, F. G. Bouwman, E. G. Case. W. R. Dougherty, J. D. Evans, D. W.
Everett, R. M. George, R. J. Grimsley

Second row: E. K. Hartzell, E. M. Hooper, R. S. Jones, J. D. LaHaye, J. E. Lenihan, D. W. Nordberg, L. K. Pomeroy, V. D. Rose, L. H.
Russell, E. R. Stacey, G. P. Talcott

Third row: J. W. Townes, R. P. Umbel, L. Welsh, D. D. Welt, R. B. Whitegiver, E. G. Wood, A. C. Carpenter, D. L. Gardner, D. E. Gilman,
L. F. Johnson, F. L. Keith

Fourth row: D. C. Lutken, E. R. Meisel, P. G. Miller, B. J. Oliver, A. D. Robbins, J. H. Stone, E. N. Trickey, A. J. Updike, J. W. Weinstein,
P. Zenner

Bottom row: K. W. Lawson, R. I. Bornik, J. C. Tsiknas, H. I. Zankman, J. M. Hornbrook, C. H. Langton, W. D. Robertson J. T. Haves
J. L. Gracey, R. E. Nicholson, S. L. Kunin, W. P. Houk, P. P. Billingsley

Second row: A. J. Yates, N. Guletsky, O. S. Lowsley, W. H. Dearth, B. R. Bell, J. S. Kern, G. F. Kempen, J. R. Pickens, L. R. Howard, W. D.
Chandler, B. Y. Brewster, V. V. Sharpe

Third row: J. H. Luce, J.J. Gasken, R. E. King, T. J. O'Connor, J. E. Deavenport, A. R. Schofield, J. F. White, J. W. Rabinowitz, W. F.
Tarleton, R. Carlquist, J. C. Dyer

Fourth row: R. G. Buechler, N. W. Bullard, I. R. Williams, J. A. Ostiller, M. J. O'Frill, A. B. Knudtsen, R. I. Springe H. K Gates P B
Omelich, T. F. Killduff

Fifth row: J. E. Eilert, R. W. Dickieson, W. A. Kanakanui, R. E. Kosiba, R. W. Hill, F. T. Williams
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Top row: D. F. Adams. J. L. Anderson, A. \V. Avery, R. L. Bertram, H. J. Blaha, I. W. Blair, D. Chadwick, J. L. Collins, A. N. Davidson,
E. L. Deramee, S. J. Evans

Second row: \V. G. Graham, W. E. Grimes. D. W. Haggerty, J. C. Hatch, E. H. Hemmer, T. Hughes, K. G. Lakev, A. E. LeFever, P. B. Maxson,
T. O. McDonald

Third row: J. H. Melesky, L. A. Niedfeldt, C. E. C. Nimitz, R. E. Otto, J. H. Pownall, E. S. Roth, H. D. Ruppel, W. M. Russell, E. T, Travis,
R. C. YanOsdol

Fourth row: \Y. H. Bagley, J. E. Ballard, G. M. Dent, W. B. Evans, G. G. E. Kirk, J. F. Marshall, W. L. McDonald, S. G. Murray, P. R.
YanMcter, C. L. von Schrader

/ 9 4 8

Bottom row: J.J. P. MacDonald, \V. C. Albright, T. F. Nealon, M. A. Chiara, C. Lewis, L. L. Seaward, C. D. Summitt, J. F. Earley, E. L.
Truax, R. E. Crispin, P. H. Freeman, C. H. Rockcastle, E. Frothingham

Second row: A. Rockman, L. S. Blomeyer, R. E. Munly, A. J. Haskell, H. Partridge, G. B. Beardall, E. B. Pickell, J. F. Mangold, W. E.
Johnston. P. J. Early, E. F. Welch, R. I. Mather

Third row: G. W. Moore, W. Spangenberg, J. H. Curl, L. W. Mulbry, W. L. Shea, J. L. Jensen, R. W. O'Reilly, R. W. Hanby, R. W. Crouter,

W. C. Brewer. R. \Y. Corkum
Fourth row: B. Keener, J. C. Shannon, D. E. Carlson, M. Menkes, R. H. Gormley, R. N. Hall, J. A. McCamont, R. L. Ghormley, J. A. Adams,

J . L. Treece

Fifth row: J. D. Waddell, M. M. Edwards, J. E. Kelly, J. W. Osmer, D. Wadsworth, V. H. Schaeffer, R. A. Rowan, T. A. Ross, K. H. Fleming
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Top row: A. E. Adams, M. Booth, R. C. Brady, A. M. Calisto, L. F. Carpenter, J. H. Chapman, J. B. Copenhaver, F. A. Deaton, J. P.

Duckett, J. E. Earl, K. O. Ekelund

Second row: J. R. Fisher, S. P. Gary, G. F. Hedrick, R. G. Hirsch, V. H. Jennings, B. Johnson, W. M. Johnson, C. T. Joy, I. W. Linder, P. D.
Lowell

Third row: J. E. Pope, L. T. Renz, G. D. Riley, J. B. Shelnutt, J. K. Stuhldreher, J. M. Sullivan, R. W. Thompson, J. B. VanVelzer, F. H. E.
Vose, J. R. Wilson

Fourth row: D. T. Cummins, R. P. Davis, J. L. DeLany, E. S. Fritz, L. C. Hofman, J. D. Langford, R. G. Layser, L. A. Marousek, D. Nowlin,
W. L. Scurlock

Bottom row: R. D. Rawlins, T. R. Tenczar, G. R. Dreher, E. J. Wessel, R. E. Errington, J. A. Fletcher, W. E. Shorr, A. L. Kasnow, E. H.
Koester, A. G. VanMetre, J. W. McCord, J. C. Bowers, N. Osborn

Second row: S. H. Kessler, R. H. Miller, C. E. Ransom, R. L. VanHorn, P. J. Goldman, E. M. Eyler, J. B. Jochum, J. L. Evergnan, E. W.
Jaworski, R. W. Fenn, W. A. Feltovic, E. C. Moss

Third row: G. R. Engel, B. L. Baker, D. Connoly, R. L. Black, F. H. Benton, J. S. Crosby, W. R. Ayres, H. Conover, W. S. Lewis, J. C. Henry,

J. W. Hawthorne
Fourth row: R. E. Behrends, G. R. Earnest, S. R. Hawe, E. A. Kimball, A. B. Moldstad, J. R. Bjorge, J. M. Gammon, E. W. Meyers, D. L.

Hartshorne, H. E. Renacker

Fifth row: B. S. Dowd, T. E. Murphree, P. K. Allen, L. Berberian, D. M. Harlan
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Top row: D. B. Adams, R. C. Atkinson, R. S. Bagnall, T. E. Cohen, R. F. Conway, R. E. Cummings, J. D. Davidson, R. E. Davis, C. Dew,
V. M. Dupy, R. L. Gehring

Second row: P. F. Hunter, R. E. Lloyd, E. B. Longmuir, D. A. McCoskrie, J. E. Myrick, W. C. Rae, J. J. Raftery, H B Rathbone, W. F. W.
Reeve, \V. T. Sanders, L. F. Schempp

Third row: A. R. Schuknccht, J. P. Shelton, A. B. Sides, C. E. Slonim, S. Turner, K. H. Volk, E. P. Appert, T. F. Davis, P. H. H. Dunn,
N. W. Gokey, L. H. Guertin, D. L. Hancock

Fourth row: F. T. House, R. B. Keating, E. H. Kiegh, P. Y. Matthews, J. H. Millington, L. F. Nichalson, J. B. Schafer, D. K. Skinner, J. B.
Stagg, W. A. Teasley, L. A. Tepper, J. S. Urban

Bottom row: K. L. Shugart, D. Holstein, A. E. Conord, L. J. Zeleznock, L. Ulatowski, B. L. Daley, J. R. Schmoller, J. R. McMahon, G. E.
Goodwin, D. B. McDowell, R. D. Ely, H. S. Kline

Second row: J. H. Gildard, B. H. Pester, W. M. Matthew, W. Grechanik, H. H. Wilson, H. L. Robiner, L. G. King, J. Evasovich, P. N. Kyros,
\V. G. Brcndlc, L. F. Estes, J. Bunganich

Third row: J. H. Fisher, J. A, Dunn, R. T. Styer, W. J. McClain, G. W. Stone, F. A. Cuff, V. L. Grigal, F. S. Tiernan, F. M. Snyder, J.J.
Sullivan, R. H. Dunn

Fourth row: R. T. Goodwin, G. W. Dittmann, A. F. Shimmel, R. W. Loomis, H. S. Harris, W. E. McDermut, D. R. Behrens, C. Gonia, J. V.
Loucks, J . D. Costello

Fifth row: R. B. Moore, W.J. Donovan, W.J. McCabe, J. H. Clasgens, H. F. Skelly, R. V. Scott
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Top row: L. Bilder, J. S. Brayton, S. W. Burgess, W. J. Callahan, R. H. Carnahan, J. W. Crane, J. B. Craven, A. S. Dowd, P. B. Fairman,
D. D. Farshing

Second row: R. S. Gerth, E. R. Hill, R. P. Howard, T.J. Hudner, F. J. Korb, P. Kwart, E. J. McCormack, C. G. McPartland, M. P. Merner,
H. D. Moore

Third row: E. J. Power, L. D. Reed, W. F. Regan, E. R. Rosenberg, J. E. Snyder, G. G. Strott, J. T. Tiernan, H. L. Warren, H. A. Weiss,
H. L. Wilder

Fourth row: L.J. Curtin, J. P-. Flanagan, J. S. Gardner, R. Gygax, J. W. Haizlip, J. W. Hill, T. R. Johnson, H. L. Reycroft, K. B. Webster

Bottom row: N. J. Kapetan, G. H. Sullivan, N. L. Halladay, J. W. Fallom, W. N. Langone, H. B. Lipschutz, H. S. Holder, R. F. Jortberg,

W. S. Clark, R. C. Doxey, F. G. Jansen, R. C. Connoly, F. X. Kuhn
Second row: R. Ferguson, D. S. Ross, R. T. Ambrogi, R. C. Carter, N. B. Mack, E. J. Noblet, E. Rudzis, T. B. Wilson, C. J. Shook, J. H. Bell,

W. H. Walker, H. Gurman
Third row: R. F. Ennis, W. H. Jagoe, C. A. K. McDonald, S. Trusso, M. R. Grady, H. N. Kaye, N. V. Delling, B. E. Reams, G. Wilkes, D. M.
Smith, R. E. Moran

Fourth row: R. M. Tatum, J. R. Hawvermale, H. P. Pendergrass, T. M. Gill, S. K. Moore, R. D. Zelov, E. M. Chapline, R. A. Carney, A.
Augenblick, D. K. Bloomfield

Fifth row: D. M. Shake, D. L. Solum, W. H. Flynn, N. W. Bullington, L. D. Marsolais, C. J. Schneeman, D. W. Smith
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Top row: G. B. Barnett, J. D. Baskin, E. R. Beane, F. B. Bromley, H. C. Burton, E. L. Cook, L. A. Davenport, W. C. Doe, H. L. Edwards,
L. B. Flaherty, R. P. Fletcher, B. H. Grier

Second row: \V. L. Hinkle, B. R. Hoefer, J. N. Jameson, D. L. Kellog, G. A. Kern, W. S. Lagen, W. K. Lampman, O. J. Loper, J. G. McKie,
P. R. McMurray, W. M. Oiler, W. C. Powell

Third rcnu: C. J. Renner, \V. T. Sanders, E. A. Scoles, W. M. Simpich, L. B. Sisson, F. Sistok, B. E. Smith, R. S. Stegman, J. M. Stevens,
R. S. Stone, T. E. Suttles, J. W. Walker

Fourth row: H. E. Whyte, M. J. Yamin, E. J. Ballje, P. F. Basilius, P. E. Beam, C. W. Causey, D. B. Hubbs, R. J. Laws, R. A. Marmet,
R. H. McKinney, C. F. Pollock, R. W. Sitz

Bottom row: P. N. Plylar, K. Hanlon, P. G. Bryant, J. S. Park, P. V. Borlaug, W. T. Chipman, G. M. Ehrman, R. G. Tobin, W. H. Clegg,
R. j. Jaccodine, F. H. Bridges, D. A. Ellis, J. H. Johnson

Second row: J. R. Crumpton, D. D. Denny, R. S. Potteiger, H. C. Gaitskill, R. F. Patterson, P. Duncan, J. W. Strother, W. P. Blandy, E. W.
Freeman, \V. C. Graham, J. R. Moore, H. E. Belflower

Third row: L. V. diLorenzo, J. W. Bates, S. C. Gatchell, D. A. Beadling, J. A. Mickle, S. W. Gaylord, E. F. Stacy, N. E. Davis, J. P. Zimmer-
man, D. R. Hamlin, D. D. Foulds

Fourth row: D. C. Warren, D. W. Cammack, C. Winkler, C. R. Skord, C. W. Hines, M. L. Childress, R. D. Huntington, C. M. Lane, W. L.
Alt, H. T. Green

Fifth row: J. D. Clithero, L. E. Gleason, R. G. Claitor, D. G. Buchanan, C. C. Heid
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To/) row: C. K. Allendorf, R. N. Baker, R. N. Barker, A. A. Bradley, J. E. Callahan, R. D. Clubb, K. J. Cole, R. G. Colquhoun, R. T. Crane,

W. R. Dillen, D. L. Donohugh
Second row: G. W. Ford, M. M. Gibson, O. S. Hallett, J. W. Jahant, F. L. King, J. R. March, L. A. Marckesano, E. T. Mathis, H. W. Maw,

J. S. McNulty, B. S. Merrill

Third row: S. T. Moak, A. J. Pickert, W. R. Porter, J. F. Rex, A. R. Sansom, D. L. Shield, R. W. Sloan, C. W. Smith, W. C. Smith, R. L.

Stryker

Fourth row: G. S. Tate, T. C. Waller, B. D. Wiggins, L. L. Winans, E. M. Henry, C. R. Jeffs, J. B. Jones, T. LaPenna, J. H. Schofield, E. B.

Tomlinson

Bottom row: F. Simpson, W. N. Crofford, R. V. Bodmer, C. E. Arnols, J. L. Delargy, L. E. Butzman, K. H.'Huss, W. H. Evans, F. H. Glizard,

C. A. Whitmore, W. L. Rees, R. F. Goodacre

Second row: C. L. Morgan, H. H. Goodwin, E. C. Bennett, R. R. Fargo, R. B. Connelly, W. F. Easterlin, J. D. Herlihy, M. S. Tarrass, C. V.

Berry, E. P. Rose, G. M. Bell, J. P. Tagliente

Third row: Z. D. Alford, R. S. Chew, T. C. Spalding, T. W. Cuddy, D. R. Thornhill, W. F. Wagner, D. P. Dick, R. W. Bass, E. Y. Holt, J. R.
Cowan, F. H. Coleman

Fourth row: R. W. Robinson, B. H. Kleinman, J. W. Bruner, C. S. Davis, W. N. Small, W. F. Reed, R. S. Jones, K. K. Larson, G. L. Ingrahm,
R. I. Ellsworth

Fifth row: G. H. Garmer, J. M. Davis, W. L. Felsen
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Top row: J D. Andrews, J. R. Arguclles, C. G. Batt, T. B. Brenner, J. A. Burke, J. C. Carlson, W. C. Carpenter, J. E. Carter, D. E. Chand-
ler, M. R. Clement, F. D. Crawford

Second row: J . J . Diffendorfer, C. E. Donaldson, G. C. Fletcher, H.J. Forbes, J. T. Geary, G. N. Hawley, F. C. Hertzog, T. R. Howard, H. N.
Larcombe, C. R. Larzalere, W. R. Lippert

Third row: W. McKinley, A. B. Middleton, W. G. Moyle, A. H. Rusher, F. R. Schuler, R. L. Scott, C. H. Shaddeau, R. J. Siddons, T. W.
Smith, R. \Y. Strickler, J. L. Thornton, H. S. Unangst

Fourth row: D. B. Whitmire, D. J. Yuengling, B. A. Becken, C. C. Cowley, R. M. Gladding, R. R. Huston, J. F. Jones, R. H. Kinser, A. F.
Maxlicld, J. A. Schomaker, R. E. Schwartz, R. B. Southwell

Bottom row: R. P. Barber, J. C. Ruchrmund, B. A. Moore, W. J. Shoemaker, R. I. Henderson, J. Montalvo, E. H. Ross, F. L. Nelson, J. N.
Comerford, J . A. Cox, W. R. Fisher, L. C. Hernandez, R. C. Adams

Second row: R. H. Flood, J. E. Weatherly, H. J. Johnson, W. A. Molliff, E. M. Partner, S. Abraham, R. W. Peterson, R. E. Wainwright, M. E.
Flores, T. E. Dawson, W. H. Bason, G. M. Bailey

Third row: E. M. Zacharias, W. F. Clifford, K. C. McCormick, J. T. Baker, J. T. Chandler, T. F. Dedman, C. L. Wells, J. A. Holshouser,

H. P. Jefferson, J. P. Law, J. H. Smedshammer
Fourth row: E. G. Buck, R. T. Dempsey, R. T. Newman, H. B.Johnson, A. L. Perkins, H. A. True, C. S. Bradley, R. F. Hale, H. M. McKinley,

\Y. G. Sawyer

Fifth row: G. S. Wright, B. P. Williams, P. A. Riley
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Top row: R. L. Allspaw, G. A. Amacker, R. L. Amelang, J. A. Baxter, M. L. Black, N. S. Bowman, R. C. Collier, W.J. Crowe, R. M.
Erbland, D. W. Fantozzi, C. E. Guffey

Second row: J. N. Guild, W. L. Harris, N. Heller, L. E. Hess, D. F. Houck, M. H. L. Jester, W. F. Johnson, S. D. Kearney, N. E. Leete, H. M.
Lundien, F. D. Marshall

Third row: J. C. Metzel, F. R. Nesbitt, R. J. O'Shea, A. J. Peacock, G. W. Pitcher, W. C. Reeder, F. C. Sachse, R. A. Savage, G. M. Sheldon,

J. T. Stephens, W. R. St. George, J. L. Switzer

Fourth row: N. W. Thomson, D. C. Wallace, A. V. Weaver, T. N. Werner, R. H. Wilson, K. Woods, R. Brandt, H. L. Laitner, A. W. Moesta,
G. R. M. Pearson, F. B. Smith, L. J. Trevithick

Bottom row: A. L. Silverman, R. T. Duncan, D. B. Pruner, L. A. Jay, R. I. Haines, W. S. Gabriel, L. M. Marsh, H. C. Hamilton, J. D. Kays,
N. A. DaRodda, F. W. Corley, O. D. Bilderback, G. F. Ball

Second row: J. DeGoede, W. W. Childers, R. M. Evans. C. S. Alexander, B. C. Taylor, J. I. Mellencamp, R. L. Lee, H. B. Lee, W. B. McGinty,
R. W. McArthur, J. W. Robbins, J. W. Dupree

Third row: R. E. Bryan, R. K. Hammann, T. H. Galbraith, T. B. Hayward, E. A. Hollister, D. C. Larish, T. E. Vernon, W. T. Blakney, F. R.
Pirkey, R. L. Milholland, J. Kileen

Fourth row: I. Himmel, H. B. Stringfellow, F. W. Orr, P. D. Lawler, H. N. Key, P. W. Nelson, A. L. Markel, D. W. Tardif, H. R. Hunter,
L. M. Hendrix
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19 48

Top row: D. D. An?el, L. C. Bramlett, G. K. Broussard, R. E. Buntain, C. I. Buxton, N. W. Carnes, J. P. Cofer, R. E. Creque, J. S. Elmer,
\l. H. German, S. T. Hays

Second row: E. C. Hill, R. T. Jenkins, I. B. Maxon, H. E. McDonald, E S. McGehee, W. E. McLaughlin, D. D. McVey, R. D. Mering, S. B.
Ogdcn, J.J. O'Neill, J . Ortutay

Third row: F. J. Readdy, J. L. Reynolds, L. V. Ritter, J. P. Robertson, D. J. Rose, C. M. Schoman, P. C. Smith, S. S. Smith, J. B. Stockdale,

J. D. Swenson, L. B. Taylor

Fourth row: C. C. Tiffany, j. G. Williams, P. C. Wilmoth, C. R. Doscher, W. L. Foster, J. M. Gibson, W. B. Johnson, H. L. Matthews, O. G.
Pitz, \V. M. Schaefer

Bottom roiv: K. \Y. Dunwody, W. L. Strong, L. R. Cooke, C. G. Duffee, W. C. Pierson, S. W. Plarr, R. C. Morrow, M. H. Rose, E. S. Bowers,
R. M. Sexton, C. H. Dean, R. A. Cochran, J. W. McAdams

Second row: B. Lopez, R. C. Smith, B. D. Whittlesey, J. H. Larson, J. A. Marston, F. D. Jackson, D. A. Hurt, W. W. Lewis, W. D. Ennis,
B. M. Buck, G. R. Parish

Third row: J. D. Jones, H. B. Loheed, B. Bonnifield, D. F. Shea, E. M. Axtell, P. Gengor, R. S. Chadima, J. C. Smith, R. N. Mitchell, J. L.
Oberrieder, R. J. Williams

Fourth row: J. R. Rodgers, J. K. McConeghy, C. W. French, W. H. Harris, D. R. Stephens, R. R. Neely, R. M. Lucy, J. Covington, N. T.
Hornsby, J. D. Robbins

Fifth row: P. L. Quinn, D. C. Sells, J. T. Moore, E. M. Wells, J. S. Bartos, A. C. Bigley, F. H. Waldrop
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Top row: J. G. Albright, R. W Anderson, G. B. Apthorp, A. F. Barnes, R. R. Bernier, W. D. Blevins, L. L. Brassaw, W. G. Byington, A. F.

Dill, J. R. Dillman, J. V. DiSanto

Second row: J. V. Drago, R. S. Gardiner, R. E. Howe, J. T. Kiernan, J.J. McGee, R. D. McNeil, W. A. Murauskas, A. B. Nimocks, W. S.

Reinschmidt, W. W. Rhoads, H. P. Rodgers

Third row: L. P. Rossi, R. E. Sadler, H. S. Sarnataro, G. P. Smith, W A. Spencer, B. P. White, J. S. Bloomneld, W. J. Cook, P. P. Cummins,
F. L. Elefante, R. E. Enright

Fourth row: J. F. Gallagher, G S. Grove, W. T. Kellehei, J. A. Logan, H. W. O'Brien, D. Packer, W. T. Pate, E. A. Shaw, W. C. Thayer,
W. F. Thompson

Bottom row: J. H. Rees, A. B. Hallman, E. B. Rogers, D. W. Cullivan, L. Dorsey, G. W. Marshall, G. L. Heasley, D. A. Mclver, F. L. Boushee,
E. B. Fleming, F. E. Lally, F. H. Williams, C. B. Breaux

Second row: E. M. Cummings, F. L. Crump, C. W. Butler, G. M. Bates, E. C. Castle, C. R. Plank, R. D. Reem, J. R. Bavle, J. Cowden, S. A.

Jacobs, W. V. Morris, D. B. Hansen
Third row: R. T. Willson, E. E. Yeager, J. P. Holland, A. A. Albanese, H. D. Harris, E. F. Duncan, W. V. Moore, G. W. Allen, T. E. Alexander,
R. B. McClinton, R. C. Pittman

Fourth row: J. R. Lowdenslager, F. F. Young, L. R. Thomas, D. A. Strausz, H. B. Latimer, R. M. Gregory, E. A. McManus, J. A. Chapman,
K. H. Wetzel, W. S. McCord

Fifth row: H. Remsen, R. R. Dickey, T. D. Cook, A. W. Atkins, W. L. Carpenter, C. A. Sheehan, R. R. Foster
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19 48

Top row: J. L. Adelman, L. G. Burton, A. D. Caine, H. L. Curtis, C. R. Darby, R. W. Depew, D. H. Erickson, J. E. Farley, J. G. Finneran,
R. R. Goldsborough, R. G. Haney

Second roic: W. R. Heerwagen, R. G. Lilly, J. F. McGarry, C. J. Musholt, E. W. O'Callaghan, R. H. Pylkas, D. J. Roberts, K. M. Robinson,
R. F. Roche, N. G. Rodes, H. A. Sanders

Third row: G. C. Stevens, R. E. Turnage, J. H. Watkins, T. F. Wellings, D. M. Wells, W N. Yates, P. E. Baylor, J. E. Cohoon, J. R. Cross,
G. O. Fowler

Fourth row: A. J. Frankel, G. H. Laning, A. L. Maynard, J. F. McKenzie, R. E. Moon, J.J. Pavelle, W. H. Rogers, R. Scheidenhelm, R. M.
Weidman, P. E. Woodruff

Bottom row: A. Landis, H. B. Moore, M. D. Marder, R. L. Rainey, E. R. Barondes, G. Spalding, W. R. Brandt, R. J. Brennan, R. B. Pohl,
H. R. Andrus, I. N. Eraser, A. F. Bonacarti, C. E. Garder

Second row: A. N. Hull, J. M. Ivey, R. K. Thompson, W. L. Rigot, R. R. Desjarlais, C. R. Adams, R. E. Wurlitzer, W. B. McClure, T. E.
Matia, G. A. Bacas, \V. W. Lee, R. R. Prichard

Third row: R. W. Carroll, R. P. Metzger, D. A. Teeple, R. C. Bryan, J. D. Langston, R. B. Hodson, F. H. Graylow, R. M. Bendel, W.J. Bryde,
A. G. Lang, M. A. Weir

Fourth row: E. B. Hebden, A. W. Weems, R. C. Eaton, G. A. Anderson, H. O. Lea, W. L. Jesse, R. W. Slater, R. E. Schoefferman, R. S. McGi-
hon, H. Hermann, R. S. Marts, W. F. Doddy, M. J. Shannon, J. B. Fahey, E. H. Engdahl, R. W. Carrig, S. W. Dunn
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Top row: R. D. Amme, B. N. Bettis, T. B. Brittain, R. D. Campbell, E. M. Cassidy, P. A. Colot, H. B. Dalton, J. B. Davidson, J. F. Doheny,
T. S. Dunstan, D. W. Fischer

Second row: D. L. Hathway, H. G. Heininger, C. A. Henzel, R. S. Hollyer, W. M. Johnson, A. T. Jones, W. R. Kent, J. C. Landes, R. S.

Leddick, J. D. Lorenz, D. R. H. Mahoney
Third row: V. G. Matula, J. W. McGrath, L. F. Ozimek, A. W. Robertson, L. A. Romatowski, D. P. Shayer, W. F. Small, J. G. Snyder, P. L.

Working, J . A. Brower

Fourth row: J. P. Fellows, H. S. Keller, P. C. Kochis, E. F. Kvietkauskas, H. M. McClellan, E.J. Myerson, W. T. Sweetman, F. R. Thienpont,

J. D. Weed, H. R. Weiss

Bottom row: W. R. Hintz, D. G. Foxwell, J. R. Lucas, W. R. Bartow, J. A. Sisson, W. J. Reynders, F. E. Berjeaux, H. L. Jones, J. B. Sangster

F. M. Knapp, J. C. LeDoux, E. A. Benson, T. P. Cheesman
Second row: J. E. Townsend, D. Taylor, D. P. Walchko, D. M. Kirkpatrick, F. E. Croy, R. E. Durfos, J. G. Wick, W. F. Jones, R. E. Kenyon,
H. L. Staples, R. C. Olson, W. H. DeAndrade

Third row: E. J. Gray, D. L. Wright, J. J. Tracy, H. H. Falevsky, J. L. Harrison, P. M. Smithers, Q. W. Wagenfield, R. W. M. Graham, W. J.
Laubendorfer, C. J. Kelly

Fourth row: W. M. Sangster, R. W. Bates, D. D. DeWitt, K. E. Phillips, J. A. McCook, F. E. Mathews, R. A. Kennedy, J. M. McHugh, R. H.
Stickel, E. A. McCallum

Fifth row: B. B. Garlinghouse, F. C. Johnson, W. K. Yates, J. K. Welsh, W. H. Hanzler, R. E. Endebrock, R. W. Brown
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Top roiv: J. Baer, H. L. Carpenter, J. W. Clayton, J. R. Collier, J. D. Corse, R. E. Cowell, C. B. Crockett, J.J. Dempsey, P. C. Diem,
\l. Dupkin, E.J. Eisenman

Second roiv: N. L. Finch, \Y. R. Fitzwilson, E. D. French, J. D. Gleckler, E. G. Hanson, A. W. Holfield, F. F. Jewett, M. J. Karlowicz, B. S.
Keyes, L. B. Kidder, J. Kovacs

Third row: G. M. Larkin, E. P. Lawler, G. Maragos, G. P. March, W. M. Meginniss, R. H. Minor, R. Mitchell, H. F. Munnikhuysen, W.
Xivison, C. \Y. Otto, T. J. Pawlowski

Fourth row: \Y. R.Pitt, F. K. Stone, J. R. Van Sickle, H. D. Whittle, J. L.Carroll, E. C. Guillot, J. T. Harris, W.J. Krstich, R. H. McDougal,
A. J. Richter, E. W. Thomas, H. I. Tilles

Bottom row: C. B. Gamble, F. B. Carlon, T. E. Stanley, R. C. Rodgers, A. L. Anderson, H. H. Mclntier, G. E. DeLong, B. I. Edelson, W. E.
Henson, A. F. Marchini, E.J. Ortlieb, D. T. Deibler, J. R. Peterson

Second row: C. A. Olds, W. Wegner, M. C. McFarland, F. F. Manganaro, R. B. Mercer, R. K. Geiger, R. O. Buck, M. M. Forman, J. R. War-
ren, H. S. Clay, H. U. Martin, G. L. Hoffman

Third row: W. H. Brooks, R. L. Beatty, P. T. Bishop, W. E. Conway, W. D. Dittmar, R. W. VanKirk, R. B. Lyle, W. W. Cort, J. T. Welsh,
K. J. Christoph, W. K. Carlile

Fourth row: R. E. Berggren, E. N. Smith, I. W. Fish, W. P. White, S. B. Garner, W. M. Luckie, R. H. Searle, H. S. Crosby, R. M. Netherland,
A. G. Henry

Fifth row: R. A. Searson, R. A. Litke, R. G. Roth, P. K. Allen, R. P. Nottingham, W. E. Simon, P. F. Minster
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Top row: V. K. Aubrey, W. E. Benckart, R. D. Bergman, L. M. Brizzolara, F. R. Carr, J. A. de Ganahl, J. A. Denton, W. K. Doran, V. J.
Feeney, S. E. Frock, P. O. Gaddis

Second row: W. B. Harbarger, J. B. Harsha, J. Kirkpatrick, J. C. Lewis, S. D. Marvin, W. O. Rainnie. J. D. Reilly, G. F. Richards, W. G.
Ridgway, J . C. Smith, A. S. Steloff

Third row: K. S. Tuppei, R. L. von Gerichten, D. B. Wenger, J. C. Williams, R. P. Yeatman, J. C. Burkhart, S. M. Cecil, H. M. Dryer, P. F.

FitzGerald, R. P. Gatewood

Fourth row: W. W. Gay, R. O. Groover J. W.Johnston, R. A. Lusk, J. T. Lyons, A. F. McGrail, R. H. Smith, G. S. Swift, I J. Viney, J.
B. Wilson

Bottom row: W. H. Layman, R. C. Vance, W. E. Nylen, W. W. Harlan, G. Crekstein, R. D. Duncan, J. A. Wilson, J. W. Sharp, J. H. Conable,
L. E. Ames, P. R. Moureau, C. J. Salek, J. M. Bolton

Second row: C. P. Coulter, N. A. Castruccio, C. R. Johnson, J. C. Oliver, S. S. Pennock, C. E. Hathaway, J. R. Ahem, R. Struyk, I. L. Gasser,

M. J. Ourisman, R. O. Bonnell, W. L. Jones

Third row: C. E. Dorris, R. L. Miller, G. R. Lemmon, C. L. Suit, W. D. Wilson, J. Baruch, D. N. Shockley, N. K. Green, A. B. Wood, W. H.
Barnes, R. K. Schenkle

Fourth row: J. C. Mahan, J. D. Caylor, W. H. Barton, R. A. Maguire, F. M. McCurdy, J. K. Ryder, D. R. Nolen, R. H. Meenan, J. C. Day,
M. D. Marsh

Fifth row: P. T. Corrigan, G. L. Palmer, W. A. Rogers, R. C. Maurer, M. C. Scogins, T.J. Allshouse, J M. Woolsey, B. J. Conroy, J.J. Jeffries
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in th<

©ependeth the might of the chain.

tOho knows when thou mayest be tested ?

So live that thou bearest the strain

!

t is ill jor the winners to worry,

Cake thy fate as it comes with a smil

And when thou art safe in the harbour

Chey will envy, but may not revile.

*-* £ *H
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I'msk \I IRUMNG DEPARTMENT. Front row: D. W. Purdy, G. R.Deininger, O. E. Hagberg, M. D. Gilmore, Capt. C. O. Humphreys, P. L.

Woerner, E. E. Miller.
J.

F. Gemnie. Second row:
J.

R. Williams, W. P.Bilderback, F.
J.

Sazama, H. Ortland, T. G. Taylor,
J. N. Wilson, R. Swartz,

\. |. Richards, A. H. Chapin, H. A. Muller. Third row: H. M. Webb, W.Aamold, K. F. Molesworth, A. K. Snyder, C. W. Phillips, A. Lamond, G. Dea-
dlier. M. I Bishop. Hat I: row: E. J.

Thomson.
J.

Fiems,
J. N. Rammacher,

J. J.
Manning, F. H. Warner, W. H. Moore

Larry Stahl's reception executives

IZeeefdian Catfunittee

Whether it was a group of swimmers from Muhlen-

berg, or a bevy of beauties from the Fred Waring show,

the Reception Committee was always on hand. It was

their duty to acquaint the visitors in a few hours with the

main points of interest here, as well as to provide for their

comfort and well being. Often called upon to serve as

many as twelve teams per weekend, the Committee for-

sook many a good dragging date in order to see that the

guests were given the best hospitality. The liaison men

for the public gave many good impressions of the Regi-

ment's abilities as a host.



Soccer came through

fycM, £<pjo*ti

With minds filled to overflowing with academics, it is

only natural that we should turn to the field of sports for

the relaxation and health so necessary to men of the

Navy. Just as America at war always found time for its

traditional sports games, so has the Academy kept the

athletic fields full despite the war-accelerated schedule.

The Regiment of Midshipmen
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Buchanan spotted for

Bill Slater and Bailey Goss

and Mot se jmt

out tin game dope

DOPE SESSION: Clancy, Kern, Richarson, Tinch, Ratte, Walker, Comdr.
Smith, Buchanan, Lowell, Knlik, Morse

Public (lelcdianA

When the first Navy cleat rips the turf to inaugurate

another football season, the Public Relations Detail takes

pencil and microphone into hand, focuses its eight-power

field glasses, and settles back to a year of the closest co-

operation with the nation's press and radio systems. This

close contact between the Regiment and the scribes re-

ceived a heavy shot in the arm this past year when the

Detail, headed by Director Clark Tinch and Secretary

Adam Kulik, extended its multitudinous services to in-

clude complete coverage of any and all sports events oc-

curing within the Yard. Departing from its traditional

function of serving as liaison between Navy football and

the press and radio, the Public Relations Detail this year

embraced several additional services designed to coordi-

nate and extend the coverage of sports and the reception

of famous guests within the Yard by the Regiment, such

as President Ramon Grau of Cuba. Members kept busy

furnishing special write-ups, publishing the Press Dope

Book on football, and in general making the newshawks

happy.

.// Kulik kept the

if <; oj tht

Writing for AP every Saturday
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lli*. No*? FOOTBALL sto^
"Navy is the team to beat ..." Sportscasters and coaches

the nation over heralded us as the football team of the

year, weeks before the season started. All Head Coach

Oscar Hagberg, fresh from Pacific submarine duty, had

to do was mold his plentiful material into about three

teams. Since we already had been handed all the honors,

we trotted onto the field for our first game completely

confident of the outcome. However, the pink clouds on

our football horizon quickly turned into stormy thunder-

heads and poured rain on our hopes as well as our field

as North Carolina Pre-Flight out-muddled us. We met

our Waterloo in the first encounter.

THE COACHES: First row: I hompson, Woerner, Foster. Siegel.

Back row: Swartz, Powell, Head Coach Hagberer, Miller. Molesworth

Coach Hagberg
Comclr. Baumberger

1944 FOOTBALL SQUAD. First row: Walton, Bramlett, Gilliam, Whilmire, Deramee, Chase, Baker, Hansen,
Sullivan, Barron, Jenkins, Duden. Second row: Comdr. Hagberg, Head Coach, Shofner, Radick, Larkin, Lord,
Dwyer, Bandish, B. Martin, J. Martin, Guy, Finos, Pettit, Ellsworth, Boyd. Third row: Coppedge, Steves, Mac Phillips.

Dale, Smith, Ambrogi, Kelley, Whittle, Fitzwilson, Smith, deGanahl. Fourth row: Waugh, LaLande, Lawrence, Kiser.

Turner, Griffiths, Carnahan, Owen, Barksdale, Scott, Hill, Markel. Fifth row: Snyder, Hamberg, Moore, Schenk,
Earley, McKnight, Bartos, Sorenson, Ambromitis, Siddons

In our next encounter we actually looked like the

champions we were supposed to be. The third try found

us squeezing past Duke by a narrow margin. The fourth

battle was a heart-breaker; outplayed, outgained, but not

outscored, Georgia Tech pulled the rabbit from the hat

to outsmart a powerful Navy eleven.

But Rip Miller's great Navy line found itself in the

Tech game, and its brutal work put the next four games

in the win column. Then it was Army versus Navy for

the National Championship. We entered the fray grimly

determined to prove conclusively that we were the team

of the year. We fought, and we lost. But we showed that

we had the stuff of which champions are made.

The best team in the nation, the
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Bill Barron, 17

bat

Jenkins rips off lb yards

Navy 14; Naitk Gan&lina Pte-QhcfJd 21
Vic Finos, '46

back

Fourteen thousand rain soaked and shivering spectators

showed up in Thompson stadium to watch the debut of

the much-vaunted Navy team. However, the bad

weather failed to stop the spectacular passing of North

Carolina's Otto Graham, and the Pre-Flighters hit pay

dirt once in each of the three final periods. Bobby Jenkins

restored the faith in our team when he regained control

of a once-fumbled ball in the third period and literally

fought his way down to the 9, after which plunging Joe

Sullivan carried it over. Otto Graham was Navy's nemesis

on this day, and he provided the final blow with a field-

run lateral combination that brought his team their final

score.

Joe Sullivan, '46

back
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Jack Martin, '46

center

Afcuuf 55; ftenn State fJf

Thompson Stadium had its last game of the season, and

a capacity crowd saw the vengeful Navy team trounce

the Nittany Lions. We were out for a self-vindicating

score that would be plenty lop-sided, and in no quarter

did the Blue and Gold fail to chalk up more points. Ex-

citing moments were plentiful—Jim Pettit's 73 yard run for

one of our early scores. Vic Finos came through with a

fine job on the conversions, making a total of seven out

of the eight possible. Avers of Penn gave the crowd a

thrill when he sprinted for 73 yards after gathering in a

Navy fumble. In this game, the Navy team began to look

more like the outfit that the sports-writers had played up

in pre-season dope as the most promising in the nation.

All-American Don Whitmire 47
Outstanding lineman of the year

tackle

Charlie Guy snags a pass for 20 yards
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Navy 7; ^buke.

The Navy offense still lacked the punch of the pre-sea-

son spectations as it eked out a 7-0 win over the powerful

Blue Devil eleven before a colorful crowd of 25,000 in

Baltimore Stadium. A record of six fumbles and only

three recoveries made us glad that the game was played

under the National Collegiate rules. Hal Hamberg and

Clyde Scott provided the impetus for our only scoring

drive that came in the second quarter. It was an inexor-

able 57 yard march from the place where Hal first took

Carver's punt, and Charley Guy rang up the points with

an 18 yard sprint after gathering in Hamberg's pass. Vic

Finos came through in great style with a 25 yard-line

conversion, after the Navy team had been set back by a

fumble. Five times the Devils threatened inside our 25,

but the constant pressure of the Tar line spelled finis to

every scoring attempt.

ohn Dale, '46

guard

Eddie Lord, '46

guard

Hamberg shoots a quick one to Gay

Gail Gilliam, '46

tackle

wmfc<*»



Ellsworth breaks loose for six points

A/cuuf f5; Qeanx^la ^JecA 17
October 21st saw the Midshipmen gathered around

their radios to listen to one of the most exciting struggles

of the season. For 60 minutes of fast ball where anything

could and did happen, they listened to a game that saw

the lead change hands five times. Bob Jenkins grabbed

the opening kick-off and galloped 83 yards for the first

score. In the second quarter, the versatile Jackets came

back to a 7-6 lead. After half time, a determined Navy

team came on the field to build up a 13-7 margin of

safety. However, an unfortunate pass interference gave

Tech the ball on the 12 and again they took the lead.

Leon Bramlett's behind-the-goal-line tackle then gave us

two points and a slight margin, but this was not the end.

Tech's Allen Bowen made good a field goal, and the

game ended in a heart-breaking defeat for Navy, despite

a Jenkins-and-Scott inspired drive for 71 yards that was

ended two yards short of the goal.

"Smackover" Scott picks up 3 yards through center

Dick Duden, '47

back

Russ Owen, '46

back

. Yutffr.

Charlie Griffiths, '46

center

Charlie Guy. '46

end

ini de Ganahl, '-47

tackle
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The first class took on er Philly

Navy 26; Pe4*a

Sports writers accorded the twice-defeated Navy team

little chance against the powerful Perm eleven in pre-

game write-ups. However, 73,000 spectators thought it

would be a good battle, and the first class went along to

lend support. A fast driving backfield and a not-to-be

dented line got together to knock the Penn squad from

the undefeated ranks. Clyde Scott started the ball rolling

with a surprise quick kick on first down that put Penn

back on their 10. A bad punt gave Navy the ball on the

21, and Scott bulled his way through to the inevitable

score. Again in the third quarter and twice in the final

period, Navy added points and built up its down-trodden

reputation. With our stalwart line holding Penn to a

minus 29 yards rushing, their 109 yards through the air

meant little when stacked up against a Navy total of 348.

The first class returned to the Academy happy in the

knowledge that they had seen the real Navy team at

work.

1 Bramlett, 17

Clyde Sf ott, ' 17

bat /

Barron drives on
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Al Walton, '46

back
Barron meets Notre Dame's Kelley

Jim Pettit, '47

back

Bruce Smith, '47

back

NcuMf, 32; Matte, Sbame 13

The odds were still against the "unpredictable" Navy

team when we met the "Fightin' Irish" before sixty-five

thousand eager fans in Baltimore. "The end of a Navy

day" saw a score that indicated the worse beating Notre

Dame had ever received from a Navy team. For the first

time since 1936 and the fourth time in the 18 year old

series, Navy rolled to victory over the Irish, and it was a

happy bunch of Navy supporters that watched that game.

Power drives by Bobby Jenkins and Clyde Scott through

the center of the line, combined with Bill Barron's off-

tackle reverses and fake reverses paved the way for most

of our scores. Notre Dame's Dancewicz gave us plenty

of bad moments with his precision passing, as he man-

aged to complete 15 out of 31 tries. Bob Kelley made

both scores for the Irish but these two together could not

make sufficient headway through a determined Navy

line. Our backfield rolled up a startling total of 382 yards

to prove by statistics that the overwhelming victorv indi-

cated by the score was absolutely correct.

Scott scores—Kelley bounces

V
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Bo Coppedge, '47

tackle

Jenkins over tackle for a score

NcuMf. 48; Cornell

After Notre Dame, all thoughts were turned toward

the forthcoming battle with Army. However, before then

the Navy team still had to cope with two formidable op-

ponents. In the Cornell game, Navy unleashed its aerial

attack for the first time and managed to salt up a total of

48 points. The hard fighting Cornell eleven was just not

able to stand the onslaught of the 59 players that took

the field for Navy. An otherwise dull first half was

sparked by Bobby Jenkins' pass to Ben Martin, and a

short line plunge by Bobby that took the ball over for

our first score. After mid-game time, Navy really came to

life with a sixty-five yard march for the third tally. Bruce

Smith made a neat lateral to Dick Duden that provided

more points for the already lopsided score. The driving

power of the subs kept the total going up until the final

whistle blew.

Finos splits the uprights

Ralph Ellsworth, '48

bach



Chuck Kiser, '47

guardo

Fearless Fosdick

ivas our guide

AlcuMf, 32; Putdue

The Boilermakers were all set to provide plenty of hard

opposition for the Navy team, but they were not able to

stop the hard driving backs led by Hal Hamberg. Hal

had been on the bench for a good part of the season due

to a leg injury received in practice, but he was the lead-

ing ground gainer of the day as he picked up 97 yards

through the Purdue line. They outweighed us nine

pounds to the man, but weight was not enough. Again

the Navy attack was supported by aerial maneuvers as

Ben Martin caught passes from Hamberg and Bruce

Smith and trotted over the line for points. Charlie Riehl

and Markel came in near the end of the game to form a

passing combination that gave us the final score. The

stalwart Navy line held Purdue down to 166 yards

gained, while the Navy backs garnered a total of 434

yards.

Hamberg breaks away for 20 yards
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Navy stands

Spirits ran high

Bill arrived tuith Army guest

Nawf, 7

Sports 'writers and the Treasury Department worked

together to whip up interest for the most highly vaunted

football clash of many a season. Two weeks before the

game a White House order shifted the game from re-

stricted Annapolis to Baltimore in the interest of the

Sixth War Loan Drive. Seventy thousand fans paid

fifty-eight million dollars to witness this spectacle which

was to bring together for the first time since Pearl Harbor

the Corps of Cadets and the Regiment of Midshipmen.

Doug Rodgers' Pep Committee brought the feeling to a

climax on the eve of the big game with a colorful rally

in Tecumseh court, complete with flares, Bill IX, and all

the trimmings. When the whistle blew to start the game,

Smith follows Scott through Army

Halftime confereni <
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Admiral Beardall with General Wilby

An4*tAf> 2.3

there were plenty of loyal rooters for both Academies.

Navy supporters were badly disappointed when Bobby

Jenkins hurt his leg in the first few minutes and was car-

ried from the field. Another set-back followed when

Don Whitmire wrenched his knee and was forced from

the fray. Army showed their power in the first quarter by

driving for the initial score. After half-time, the navy back-

field came forth with a 75-yard juggernaut push that cul-

minated in 7 points. Hamberg and Scott continually

sparked a team that kept driving into Army territory.

However, the never-say-die spirit of the Tars was not

quite enough to stem the Kaydet tide. The final whistle

officially gave Army its first victory over Navy in six years.

Army was hard to stop

Sons of slum and gravy

The Corps of Cadets

Army MuL
"Lend-lease
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miii 1R I l AM. First row: Vanderwolk, Reaves, Rogers, Allen, Marousek,
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Third row: Kappock, Smith, Smith, Anderson, Meisel, Maginnis, Zeni, Frankel,

Kirk, Avey

Ah AU-AmatUcan SOCCER Bealan

1 i)imn\ I <i\ lor

( '/ of the year

Capt. Leuschner

Captain Logan

Offn er Representative

It's a long way from afternoon practice on Lawrence

Field to an Eastern Intercollegiate championship, but

Tommy Taylor and his "men with educated toes" went

right to the top, leaving in their wake a defeated Army

team. Tommy had plenty of good material with which

to work—Captain Bob Leuschner, George Reaves, and

Art Calisto—the South American wonder—were All-Amer-

icans. Combined with these were lettermen DeMayo and

Nicklas to form the nucleus of a smooth-functioning

machine-like team. More soccer-wise men with previous

experience were Rogers, Kappock, Albright, Marousek,

Wiedemann, Vanderwolk, and Castano. Put them all to-

gether, and you had the '45 squad—a combination of a

fast-passing, vicious-shooting line backed up by hard-

working and good-kicking defensive backs. These were

the men that spent most of the games playing their hard-

est against the best the East had to offer. Behind them

were many more. Martel, Pffeferkorn, Killefer, Meisel,

Rae, Zeni, Anderson, Avey, Smith, and Graham were out-

standing members of that hustling "blue" team that gave

the first string many bad moments in practice.

Kappock passes through Bucknell

Vfanagei Murdocl



Walt Vanderwolk

Art Calisto

All-American

George Reaves

All-American

Seadafid SiMftmGSuf,

Buck Rogers

Ely Kirk

All-American

Fritz Wiedemann

Navy- 5 Baltimore Soccer Club 3

Navy 2 Perm State 1

Navy 8 Peimsvlvania 1

Navy 7 Muhlenberg

Navy 6 Bucknell

Navy 5 Swarthmore

Navy 1 Bainbridge 3

Navy 1 Army

Bill Nicklas

Kirk blocks the ball
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The beginning of another Navy victory

Comdr. M.u.iMt

Coach Tommy Thomson

CROSS COUNTRY ^W well

Capt. Dempsey and Mgr. Wesson

The Navy harriers got off to a fast start this year, and

didn't slow down until they had garnered as many cham-

pionships in the cross country field as were available. A

victory over North Carolina Pre-Flight provided the be-

ginning, and from there on it was one success after an-

other. In four dual meets, Navy had five fast men across

the line before the first adversary got into the home

stretch. The big test showed up in the form of the I.C.

4-A, but nothing anyone—including Army—had to offer

could stop Walter Barry and Dick Hall from leading the

team right into a first place. Captain Curran Dempsey,

not to be outdone, paced the field when Navy success-

fully defended its National Senior A.A.U. Championship

a little later. The steady running of men like Parker

Smith, Nick Smusyn, and Jimmy Brummer sparked the

team throughout the season. Together, they made a

record of which Coach Earle Thomson could well be

proud.

NAW « MAV?•'"§-!

i

*_
Up the hill

* KQ
(ROSS COUNTRY. Front row: Anderson, Brummer, Smith, Dempsey, Harry, Hunter, Wesson.

Rear row: Comdr. Marable, Smusyn, Hall, Grimsley, Cull, Coach Thomson.
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Manager

Capt. Ernie Litty

ind Coach Wilson

A lull BASKETBALL *cUU*
As early as their first game against Maryland Uni-

versity, Navy showed promise of plenty of victories to

come. Already the team was rounding into shape with a

coordinated offensive. Although Captain Flynn of Mary-

land made 17 points, his cohorts couldn't break past the

close playing of Dick Duden and Ernie Litty. Meanwhile,

Navy was using four teams to bring the score to a 70-33

count.

Coming all the way from Mexico City, the players of

Penthalon Military Academy entered into a free-scoring

contest with Navy's Howe and Carroll and their expert

but confusing ball handling lending excitement to the

game while the crowd cheered on "Hosea" Hernandez to

score 27 points. However, this was hardly enough to

stave off Navy's 76-50 victory march. Hapless Villanova

was next to yield beneath the barrage of Navy's baskets

by a score of 71-28.

The following Wednesday Navy met with stiffer op-

position from the University of Pennsylvania. Captain

Dallmar of the visitors kept our defense hopping with

bullet-like passes to his team-mates, but Navy's veteran

guards were more than equal to the task. At the same

time Duden was collecting 7 field goals to pace the Navy

scorers.

When Navy clashed with Duke it was the Blue Devils

that made the frequent substitutions. Coach Wilson de-

pended on the team standbys to clinch the 54-43 victory.

By now the team seemed well launched on a near perfect

Cornell . Bedell

Officer Representative
1945 BASKETBALL SQUAD. First row: Duden, Carroll, Back, Litty, McKay, Howe. Second row: Muelder, Nelson, Mc-
Murray, Middleton, Valdrop. Third row: Shugart, Young, Ingram, Dick. Fourth row: Doc Snyder, Robbins, Mgr. Richard-

son. Fifth row: Coach Wilson and Comdr. Bedell.



Carroll came up with this rebound Back juggles the ball, but he got it

record. Penn State tried hard to mar the season but went

down fighting, 60-27. McKay shared the scoring honors

with a combined total of 24 points.

On the first and only game away from the hardwood

court of Dahlgren, Captain Litty's men didn't seem the

least bothered by the strange atmosphere. Columbia was

the seventh straight victim of Navy. Score, 50-44. The

next week, Temple threatened to terminate Navy's win-

ning streak. Throughout the game the lead changed

hands rapidly. A much needed 24 points was contributed

by forward Perry Nelson. Paced by his accurate left-

handed push shots, the Tars forged ahead in the last ten

minutes of play for a 55-47 victory.

A mid-season slack seemed to catch up with the team

after the 60-40 victory over the mountaineers from West

Virginia. However, the Muhlenberg "Mules" provided a

rude awakening. For the first time a zone defense had

effectively bottled up Navy's scoring machine. Despite

this fact, a thrilling comeback slowly cut down a ten

Jack Carroll

Dick Duden

Perry Nelson

Ingram dribbles by
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point lead. All the fancy passing and trick shots were

necessary to pull a 40-33 win over the "Mules" in that

last half.

The North Carolina Pie-Flight team with their strong

defensive playing caused the Navy forwards a lot of

trouble. Although Navy led the entire game by a small

margin, a bare 42-38 victory was sweated out. Fordham

proved an easier foe, succumbing to a 73 point barrage

while being held to 28 points themselves. The unlucky

thirteenth game with Bainbridge Naval Training Station

was Navy's Waterloo. Holcomb got loose under the Navy

basket too many times and set the stage for Bainbridge's

victorv.

Bob Howe

/ o points for Navy



It seemed misfortune was still dogging the Navy five

as they entered the fateful game with Army. The stakes

were high. Besides the traditional rivalry, there was an

added incentive: each team had only one mar on its

record and the Eastern Intercollegiate Championship

had yet to be won. Dahlgren was filled to overflowing,

and the game was broadcast more extensively than any

previous game in basketball history.

Perry Nelson, who scored 17 points before he was

taken out on personal fouls, started off the scoring. Eleven

times the lead changed hands. At the half Navy led

25-24. With three minutes of playing time remaining

Doug Kenna and Bob Dobbs had stretched an Army

scoring spree to a 49-41 tally. Dick Duden sank three

free throws to one by Dobbs. Both Litty and Howe then

sank long shots to cut Army's margin to a 50-48 count.

The entire Navy team strove desperately in those last few

seconds to tie up the score. But the gun sounded the

end of the game as Adgie Back tried a long shot from

the center of the court which missed the hoop by three

inches.

Carroll hits again

Navy closes in

Adgie Back
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WRFMIIM. SQUAD. First row: Swartz, MacDonald, Fletcher. Pennock

kson, Greene, Hale. Foust, Hansen. Brimm, Coppedge, Comdr. Mclntire,

Morrow. Second row: Richards, Hathawav, Scofield, Skord, Mclntyre, Settle.

Hartle\. Flanagan. Wilson. Cobean, Bunnell. Gibson, Fogelsong. Spalding.

Third row: Mclver, Dupkin, Boushee, But/man, DeLong. Tardif, Graham,

Whittle. French. LeFever, Chandler. Henry

An autitandiHXj, WRESTLING team

Comdr. Mi Intire

\it. Morrow

Coach Swartz

Capt. |oliiii)N

Continuing Navy's undefeated record of 1944, this

year's powerful Eastern Intercollegiate Championship

team completely outclassed all opposition in the East.

Captain Johnny Hale's deadly head scissors made him

high scorer for the season and Eastern Intercollegiate

Champion. Mickey MacDonald, three time EI Champ,

boasts a record of eighty-nine wins to one loss. Another

champ was Oscar Greene who amazed wrestling fans by

trimming the vaunted Fred Barkovitch twice. In the

heavyweight class, Bo Coppedge won all his matches

with falls, while Swede Hansen alternated with him in

that weight. Jim Foust and George Fogelsong swept the

opposition with their aggressive styles.

i.

Mickey MacDonald
America's Outstanding, Wrestler

Foggy Foglesong

Dynamic tension aj



Danny Brimm

^Uz GhampA,' Scabekaald

Navy 30 Pennsylvania

Navy 38 Columbia

Navy 34 Muhlenberg

Navy 36 Penn State

Navy Eastern Intercollegiate Champions

Navy 38 North Carolina

Navy 26 N. C. Pre-Flight 6

Jim Foust

Coppedge lifted them high

Drags filled the stands

Foglesong on top
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im Loucks

Parry right

Comdr. Osborne

Mgr. Jacobclli

Coaches Deladrier

and Fiems

Capt. Jack Enyart

FENCING 1/tzatuAjed vdctvuel

"Kkep that arm straight when you lunge this time!"

This might have been Coach Deladrier or his assistant,

Coach Fiems, instructing just about any member of the

foil fencing squad. To the epee men, this advice was

quite the opposite of what they needed, and the only ad-

vice that could be given to the sabremen was simply

"hack as hack can."

f'Yncing was really three distinct sports with but a

single objective—get the other man before he gets you.

The split second attacks and parries defied the eyesight

of the most keen spectators, and was frequently too quick

for the eagle-eyed judges. This year's team, captained by

Jack Enyart, was not brilliant merely because of a few

outstanding individuals, but brilliant because the entire

team was outstanding. Robinson, Van Sickle, and Stock-

well did top-flight work in the foil class; Enyart, Stickles,

and Cummings were always on top in epee; while Lind-

Rodncy Stickels

Sabers clash
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^Ue Scale
Red Robinson

Navy 17 Columbia University 10

Navy 18 Philadelphia Fencing Club 9

Navy 15/2 Columbia University 11/2

Navy 15 Bainbridge Naval Training Station 12

Navy 22 New York University 5

Navy 18 Baltimore Fencing Club 9

Navy 23 Brooklyn College 4

Navy 14 Army 13

Lunge, lunge, lunge

John Van Sickle

Jim Cummings

FENCING Ca^tUvued

say, Gallup and La Haye led the sabre competitors. High-

light of the fencing season was a close victory over Army,

when a gallery filled with interested spectators watched

a victory-minded Navy squad come out on top over the

Kaydets in the most spectacular meet of many seasons.

FENCING TEAM. First row: Thompson, Westfall, Gallup, Sartain, Enyart,

Clark, Casson, Bowdey, White. Second row: Comdr. Osborne, Deladriei,

Matusiewicz, Francis, Cummings. Stickles, Oiler, Fiems, Jacobelli. Third row:

Becken, Fredericks, Robinson, Reilly, Marvin, Cole, Lindsay, Loucks. Fourth

row: Van Sickle, Reingvartz, Wertheim, Stockwell. Hafer. Frankel, Glisson.
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Corildr. Laizure

Coach Ortland

SWIMMING TEAM. Front row: Coach Ortland, Doran, Kelley, Ortland, Mize,

Cowell, Mott, Tiemann, Hallett, Carrington, Butner, Miller, Callahan, Comdr.

Laizure. Second row: Gardner, Thompson, Taylor, Barnard, McCallum,

Kanakanui, Chadwick, Crosby, Grechanik. Ortland, Joy, Kenyon, Eyler, Fallon.

Third row: Vandermade, Corse, TifEany, Hall, Lyons, Barlow, Lademan,

Pavelle, Lilly. Reynolds, Mayer, Gatewood, Barker, Connellan.

SWIMMING StaluuitiU

The Academy's mermen were out to make a good sea-

son out of it this year, and there was plenty of good ma-

terial available. Coach Henry Ortland, who has coached

many a top-flight swimming team, was ready to train his

men into a fast-moving, water-churning outfit that would



be able to go to the top in the Eastern intercollegiate

matches. Captain Brock Mott and Bob Cowell started off

the list of the varsity pool men, and these two were con-

sistently on top in backstroke competition for a valuable

one-two. Capsize the backstroke, and you have the breast

stroke men, better known as those adept at the butterfly.

Jack Pavelle, Emil Eyler and Mac McCallum snared the

major honors in this field, and could always be counted

on to garner their share of the points. The medley relay

teams brought together some of the best talent in all the

different types of swimming. Bob Cowell, Warren Ort-

land, and Jim Carrington used their strokes to best ad-

vantage in this event. The short distance men start off

with the 50-yard sprinters, where Jack Butner, Ollie Hal-

lett and Bill Kanakanui really threw the spray during

their high-speed runs. In the correlated and graceful

diving events, Bob Baker and Frank Kelley continually

grabbed the first two places. Then there were the dis-

tance events, where Ross Miller and Neal Thompson did

the 440 with a powerful backstroke. In the free style,

Carrington, Mize, Hallett, and Hull were always on hand

with a high-powered performance.

Ready for the home stretch



I aches Phillips.

Rammacher. M.noiu \

Lt. Condit

Officer Representatixie

GYM Ca*n*na*ida<L

Our gym team had quite a record to uphold when the

official season began. The preceding team had walked

away with the Eastern collegiate championship and in

the same meet had defeated the Army in Macdonough

Hall. This was a high mark to sight on, but this year's

squad was determined to do as well. When the season

began, there were six returning lettermen, led by Captain

Fran Dougherty. With these top-flight gymsters, last

year's plebe squad, and the new material in '48, coaches

g
.

Manager Joe Smith

I om Foi tson Tom Peace

Capt. Fran Dougherty

"Chet" Phillips and John Rammacher were able to build

up an outstanding team.

There was keen competition within the team for the

number one spot on all the various pieces of apparatus.

Bill Fryer led the field on the side horse, while Dick

Dunning and youngster Tom Fortson shared honors on

the horizontal bars. The quick and agile rope climbers

were paced by Tom Peace and Snipe Hoffman. Captain

Fran Dougherty and Fortson were two other varsity men

that turned in consistently good performances in their

event. The swingsters, better known as the "daring

young men on the flying rings," were topped by Ed Mou-

ton and Bill Pitt. Both of these men put on many thrilling

exhibitions for the spectators during their popular meets.

"Soupy" Campbell, known to all as the head cheerleader,

Dick Dana, and plebe Ed Freeman led the best group

of tumblers that a Navy team has had for many seasons.

These men combined their respective abilities to pro-

duce a team that would delight any lover of the precision

Saturday spectators
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The backflip trio . . . Dana, Campbell, Freeman

and coordination that goes with this sport. Captain

Dougherty's men went through a hard schedule with

relatively few setbacks, giving every opponent a hard

fight in all events. The last meet, held against Army at

West Point, was the hardest of all to take. After many

weeks of preparation, the gymsters lost a hard-fought

battle to the Kaydets.

Dick Dunning

Ed Mouton

GYM TEAM. Front row: Simpson, Dana, Dunning, Mouton, Kingsbury,

Capt. Dougherty, Foster, Fryer, Upthegrove, Campbell, Peace, Coach Phillips.

Second row: Lt. Condit, Cook, Finch, Hoffman, Feeney, Smith, Pitt, Menk,

Scoles, Day, Laws, Coach Rammacher. Third row: Coach Maroney, Demming,

Hall, Freeman, Jones, Carlisle, McKinley, Fortson, Sweetman, Brandt, Mgr.

Smith



Captains Monthan and Carey

RIF1 I It Wl. Firsl rou : Ferguson, Lane, Toutant, Monthan. Dietrichson, Held. Second row:

h Bran/ell. Sanchez, Haring, Osterweil, Rein. Granville, Taylor, Lt. Comdr. Quense. Third

R ti i Hancock, Peterson, Hollis, Beckei

cM-o-me an Ute (laHXj,e

Navy's small bore rifle and pistol squads ended the

season with enviable records and constant practice

brought the squads' scores to higher levels with each

match. Led by Captain Carey, the pistol team was vic-

torious in its three telegraphic matches and dropped

only one of its shoulder-to-shoulder matches, that being

to Army. McElrov, Schmidt, and Schifanelli maintained

convincing scores of Naval marksmanship throughout the

season.

The small bore season was even more successful. A

long string of victories with the final 1398-1381 win over

Arm) gave Navy a perfect season and its members the

coveted N-star. The individual honors went to Captain

Monthan, Granville, and Held, all first classmen, whose

steady shooting placed the Tars as the nation's top team.

ri"»M;l It Wl Fi'j Buck, Siniih. Ennis, Hatmaker, Rhuermund, Parrish, Early. Second

Lampton Larson, Pennington, Straub, Hydeman, Carey, McElroy,

/ Porta Schmidt, Groover, MacDonald, Kelley, Clement. Hcmmer,

Schifanelli, Powell

r> a •/-»i / >
f*\ n

Comdr. Straub Lt. Comdr. Quense
Lt. Pennington, Coach Branzell

The firing line

Managers Ritchie and Larson
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B W B U I 11 \M Fi U row: ( omdr. Miller, Coach Bishop, Duncan, Coulter,

Metzg I obus, Phillips, raylor, Winner, Dowling, l.t. Comdr. Keene.

>; Ellsworth, Armstrong, Curry, Mueller, Middleton, Finos, Matula,

Bur-ton. Third row. Spahr, McKie. Wencke, St. George, Thayer, Frahler,

Hill. Seaiie

ream Capt. Jacobus

Comdr. Miller, Mgr. Dowling

' es B shop .mkI K' < in

BASEBALL jfoUvuki
There was plenty of material for the baseball season,

and Coach Max Bishop's only problem was to whip it

into shape with the right combinations. At the advent of

the summer season many new plebes were on hand to

exercise their skill with the Tar nine, and these new-

comers took over the first varsity games while the upper-

classmen were shaking the salt out of their hair and sharp-

ening up the lax muscles from cruise. The final team was

a promising looking outfit, but it was not until they had

the first game under their belts that they began to get the

necessary coordination and drive for a tough nine game

schedule.

Lanny Zech, last year's captain, Herb Mills, Don

Hineman, and Paul Burdette had left their baseball uni-

forms behind for a bigger job at sea. Also footballers

Vic Finos, Dick Duden, Jay McKie, and Bruce Smith

had abandoned the diamond for the summer to take their

positions on the gridiron. But, in spite of a few player

losses, a mighty team was moulded into winning style

by former major leaguer Max Bishop. Coach Bishop

was almost three-deep in every position and his greatest

perplexity was in separating the best from the good. The

competition among the players was kept keen in the

hope of gaining the experience necessary for a starting

position on an even stronger spring team.

The summer schedule at Annapolis is primarily to

seek out new material and give the promising plebes a

Slide, Kelly
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Cliff Duncan

Conway Taylor

Burton burns one down

Bruce Winner

little experience with the varsity in preparation for the

spring schedule. No urging is necessary to get enough

men on the field because a true baseball player loves the

game more than he loves to eat. The war has exercised

limitations on games and players, but its popularity has

not witnessed any slump.

Looking back a few years we find baseball's debut to

the Naval Academy as an inter-class sport in 1871. Not

until 1901 did it become a varsity athletic event and that

same year marks the first Army-Navy ball game. Since

then thirty-seven of these inter-service classics have been

played, Army having won twenty-two to Navy's fifteen.

The game has improved through the years to keep pace

with the other major sports of the Academy and Navy

has established an honorable position in the Eastern In-

tercollegiate competition.

Remember the spring of '44 when the greylegs came

to Crabtown to revenge the loss of the season before by

exactly the same score? But let's take a look at the men
who are remembered best. Dale Mueller, the mighty

hurler who just had an off day against Army, was warm-

ing up at the first call to this spring's baseball in an effort

to improve on that five won and three lost record. He
took it easy at first to prevent any bad effects from an

Over the plate

injury incurred last fall in battalion football. Connie Tay-

lor, who relieved Mueller in that game, was also back for

another season on the mound. His record last spring was

four wins and no losses. "Rabbit" Currv, Wirt Thayer

and Jack Coulter round out the players who "remem-

bered Army" and were using the summer to prime them-

selves for revenge.

The active pitching staff for the summer games was

increased by Frahler, Metzger and Phillips. Navy's six

won, three lost record is proof enough of their ability.

Plebe Andy Frahler gained mound fame in the 17-4

A long Itigli one
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Princetoo game while the Bobs, Phillips and Metzger,

took two each of the last four games. These last four

victories were won over Baltimore American Legion,

Spring Grove, Johns Hopkins and Govans of Baltimore.

But Frahler contributed more than pitching ability to

the midshipmen's record. Batting .324 he stood at the

top of the "runs batted in" column with a total of eight.

Jack Coulter, batting .368, stood second with seven for

the season. But Bruce Winner's average of .538 in four

games played gave him undisputed batting honors; plebe

slugger Bob Bryan was runner-up in that department

with a .428 average. Searle, Spahr, Alberts, Middleton,

and Curry were constant worries to opposing pitchers and

strong factors on Navy's scoring end.

The receiving end of the Tar batteries was shared

by Coulter and Spahr, the number one backstop, Vic

Finos, having signed up to toe the pigskin. Both at the call

for spring warm-ups, Vic was on hand with Coulter,

Spahr, Winner, and Woods to train the pitching arms.

The summer season found the initial sack covered

with much quality as well as quantity. Plebe Bob Bryan,

ex-University of Virginia player, was exceptionally well

qualified. Cee Dee Alberts and Cliff Duncan were strong

backer-uppers. Plebe Hill withdrew from summer train-

ing early for football but he was on hand in the spring

to give plenty of competition to those who had estab-

lished a claim on first. Second base was dominated by

Ed "Army" Armstrong. It was no small assignment to

fill former Captain Zech's boots, but Armstrong's field-

ing and batting eye secured the spot for him. Behind

Bill St. George

Andy Frahler

Ellsworth waits for one down the middle Watch that runner at first
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Reach for it! Over to second

him were Bill St. George and Hap Wenke. Hal "Rabbit"

Curry made the hot corner his roaming ground and his

rifle arm proved the wisdom of his choice.

Jay McKie or Dick Middleton? The shortstop assign-

ment was a continuous contest between the two capable

men. It was McKie by a nose as one of the hottest infield

prospects in recent years got the starting call. Middle-

ton did a bang-up job during the summer while McKie

was on the gridiron.

There was no problem in centerfield. Wirt Thayer

had it under full control. Wirt was a savoir at covering

ground and one of the most consistent hitters in the line-

up. The flanking positions took their shape around him.

Captain Jake Jacobus and the three-letter-man Dick

"Monster" Duden usually galloped around the other two

pastures, being spelled off occasionally by Frahler and

Ralph Ellsworth. Versatile Jake Jacobus had taken over

Army Armstrong

Rabbit Curry

Vic Finos

Dale Mueller

the hot corner during his plebe year and was capable of

moving into the infield had necessity warranted.

Such was the material with which Coach Bishop

opened up the spring season of '45. A nineteen-game

schedule lay ahead with Navy's biggest target at the end.

With sights adjusted on the Point, the Tars passed each

obstacle, either professional team or college team, in

hopes of gaining new tactics to tumble the grevlegs. The

two and three game per week schedule was a strong con-

ditioner which gave little time off to get stale. As the

season got underway it looked as if it were a banner year

in Navy baseball.
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Coach Biuk W'.iNh

Capt. Kenned)
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Many long hours of practice lay between the first

rowing machine workouts in Hubbard Hall and the

Spring day when the flashing oars propelled the sleek

shells up the Severn in the big crew regattas. The after

effects of Christmas leave were still apparent when the

six-footers gathered in the crew house for their prelim-

inary training. Most of the practicing had to be done

during the winter months when the crews had to face

Manager Lynch

Comdr. Babb

Officei Representative

Must be the coxswain

the cold winds and the choppy waves of the Severn in

their exposed shells.

Buck Walsh, who has been coaching here since 1926,

started out this year's squad with plenty of good material

from the boats of last season. Buck prophesied plenty of

competition for the berths in the number one shell that

would compete in the intercollegiate regattas. Kennedy

and Vanderwolk were both varsity men last year, and

the coxswain, Stevenson, had plenty of experience in

piloting the slim craft around the rivers. Ferch, Jack-

son, and Quigley rowed JV last season, and were all ready

Now for an eight mile workout

-\X
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for a try at varsity berths. Besides these, there were

plenty more who spent every afternoon behind the oars

in their attempt to win one of the varsity seats.

Races against Columbia and Massachusetts Institute

of Technology were scheduled, as well as the regatta at

Ithaca that involved MIT, Columbia, and Cornell. Pro-

visions were also made to enter a JV crew in each of these

races. Before the races, Jim Manning, plebe coach, and

Bill Wiedefeld were kept busy repairing the often-dam-

aged craft. Crewmen remember well the time they re-

built almost entirely the "Shamrock" and "Little Mac-

Innis" after they broke in two during a squall. Helping

them was Jack Lynch, varsity manager, who also had a

full-time job keeping track of the over-sized squad.

George Ferch

Georee Stevenson

Walt Vanderwolk

Time out to pose for a picture
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I ENNIS TEAM. Front row: Comdr. Chew, Doyle, Rogers, Capt. Edwards,

Crawford, Norris, Davis, Lt. James. Second row: MacDonald, Carpenter,

Sadler. Daly, DeTemple, Chief Cliapin, Hooks. Haddin, Barlow, Tilles.

Vfanagei Hooks Capt. Edwards

Comdr. Chew Coach James

TENNIS 4&umx.

It was just before the Eastern Intercollegiate matches

of the '44 season that Coach James left his job with the

plebes to take over the varsity squad from Hendrix. From

there, James took his team right to the Championship,

making it their third consecutive year as the title-holders.

This year, aided by Chief Chapin, he was all ready with

the East's most powerful team to make it four times in a

row. Standout men like Captain Bud Edwards and Bob

Crawford together with lettermen Rogers, Norris, Davis,

and Doyle, formed the nucleus of a squad that was all

ready for the big contests with Navy's toughest oppon-

ents—North Carolina, Princeton, and Army. The last

game on the schedule with the Kaydets promised to be a

plenty close fight, and the team was all set to make it a

repetition of last year's performance. Backed up with

plenty of secondary material, the varsity players formed

a hard-driving squad that could give any opponent plenty

of hard hours on the court.

Ace Crawford Nick Norris

Double barreled

rackets



Comdr. McCombs Coach Williams

Steve Rowen

Observe and learn

GOLF cH/Uved. and fuditi

A new 18-hole golf course completed, a flock of return-

ing lettermen, an excellent coach, and souls eager for the

feel of a long drive produced the polished and skilled

golf team that made its bid for intercollegiate dominance.

Under Captain Dave Rankin's leadership, the squad re-

moved the struggling opposition with ease. Oscar Carr,

Dave Walker, and M. T. Johnson turned in low score

cards consistently. Every afternoon intersquad competi-

tion was keen, but it was in the matches that the golfers

excelled. Commander McCombs' avid interest in the

squad as officer representative gave the fellows that addi-

tional spark of improvement and Coach Bob Williams

straightened out the players' irons for those smooth and

lusty drives from the tee and the calculated putts on the

green. Player-manager Rowen ably disproved the ancient

theory that you can't do two things well at one time.

GOLF TEAM. First row: Rowen, Johnson, Jeffs, Bagley, Reynolds, Carr,

von Schrader. Second row: Rankin, Walker, Wellings, Thompson, Hartraann,
Smith, Fjelsta, Coerper, McGrath

Monty Johnson

Dave Walker

Oscar Carr
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I \( Ro->»l II Wl First row: Comdr. Rilling. Coach Lamond, Hubbard,

: Capt. (.u\. Miles. Waul. Brown, Coach Moore. Mgr. Young. Second

Marmet, Boyar, Rogers, Hansen, Dodd, Culp, Spicer, Cullman. Kulik.

Mathers. Third row: Evans, Dinning, Goldsborough, Seccombe, McLean, Love,

Teasley, Stevens, Kane, Anderson

ill. Billing

Manag< i Young

f.

C>
Coaches

Moore and
Lamond

CapL Charlie Guy

LACROSSE dick me*t

We always shoot for a star, and the ambitions of our

1944 Lacrosse squad were that high. A fine string of vic-

tories fell to the Navy team; in fact the slate was clean

until Johns Hopkins visited Annapolis. That loss we

were able to avenge some weeks later in a return engage-

ment in Baltimore. At this point a close race developed

with Army for the National Championship, the situation

lending fire to an already warm rivalry. The climax was

a red-hot game at West Point. Though the Blue and

Gold fought like demons from Dante's Inferno, they

couldn't cool the luck of the Kaydets. The results left

Navy swearing revenge in '45.

In 1945 the squad was out long before the snow had

melted, to work out combinations for the attack, mid-

field play, and defense. Angie Lamond, coaching the

defense men, organized a brilliant defense corps built

around All-American Charlie Guy, Dave Barksdale, and

Bill Culp. Dinty's attackers were likewise experienced

Hugh Cullman

'Killer" Albrighi



men—Bill Graham, Adrian Back, Eli Kirk, Fred Koch,

Mai Brown, Bruce Althoff, and John Houpt. It took no

lacrosse expert to recognize another great team in the

making.

The midfield had yet to be developed. There the po-

tential strength seemed to be centered in some combina-

tion of the understudies of the graduates. Herb Stiles,

George Mayo, Bob Welander, Bob Horner, and Hugh

Cullman headed the available talent. "X" Ward and

Walt Schirra, possessed with the stamina so essential to

the game, were recognized contenders for first line posi-

tions in this division of the squad.

Our goalie was one of the best in the nation, "Killer"

Albright, a returning first string letterman. Few goals

got by him last year, but he vowed that even less would

pass him this season. A number of plebe and JV players

rounded out the varsity squad. Jim Carrington, All-Amer-

ican from Cornell, joined the Navy ranks. Remaining JV
first stringers included Ray Spicer, Bob Webster, Al

Kulik, and Brian Kane.

Cosmo Hubbard

Freddy Koch

Cracker Graham

Loose ball



\ 'man Inner defenses

X Ward Al kulik Gordy Seccombe Mike Boyar Ace Stevens

Rrnth

Got ii

The 1945 season presented a rising crescendo of hard

fighting opponents to the Ham 'n Eggers. Maryland,

Johns Hopkins, and the inevitable Army presented teams

of skill and experience. Navy faced them with its one

forte—true power and spirit to match any advantage. The

Army game, played on home grounds, brought the Regi-

ment out in full force in an attempt to avenge the loss

of the game and Championship last year.

The mad rush
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Navy leads Army all around

TRACK Jtaii

Spring of '44 found the Navy with the greatest track

team in history. Having won meet after meet, our thinly

clads reached an all time high, when on May 26 they not

only became the first service school team to win the

IC4A outdoor championship, but did so in such a decisive

manner that their final score, 81 points, was the greatest

total ever amassed in the history of the IC4A meets. The

favored Army team, which took second in the intercol-

legiates, went down again under the Navy's attack a week

later at Annapolis, scoring 52 to our winning 74 in the

annual dual meet.

In those meets, the power that was to make itself ir-

resistible in the spring was displayed. "Moose" Caskey,

running one of the finest races of his career, came from

behind to win the 600-yard event, leaving the Mars and

Thunder boys' Berger well behind. Bert Atkinson copped

the high jump crown with a 6' \" leap and Fred Bouw-

TRACK TEAM. First row: Comdr. Jackson, Stoutenburgh, Atkinson, Patton,

Banks, Capt. Hamberg, Brady, Curren, Barry, Caskey, Hall, B. Martin, Mc-

Clellan, Johnson, Shane, Coach Thomson. Second row: Mgr. Stahl, Stickler,

Blaha, Berggren, Simons, Bouwman, Maxson, VanVelzer, Campbell, Bigley,

Coach Thomson

Barry cuts the tape

Comdr. Jackson

Mgr. Stahl

Capt. Hal Hamberg

Ahearn, Grimsley, Jones, McGuire, Schneeman, Colot, Carr. Third row:

Anderson, Pettit, Ellsworth, Humphries, Ambrogi, Leramon, Carlon, Geiger,

Kelley, Smith, Hedrick, R. Hall, Cuff, Smusyn, Brummer, Sorenson, Jester,

Reinschmidt



Hurdlers 15.inks. Hedrick, Johnson

fim Pettit

v*.

Fred

Bouwman

fa Stouu nburgh
hands baton to

Van Velzei

i*^

Hill Patton

I);ni Maxson
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man's 22' 11&" won the broad jump hands down. The

Navy track squad's unmarred spring included victories

over Villanova and Penn State in April, followed by a

winning score in a triangular meet with Duke and North

Carolina Pre-Flight. A week after that the Pre-Flight men

combined with the Tarheels against the Navy, but to no

avail. It was in this meet that cross country captain Walt

Barry came within a half second of tying the Academy's

record for the mile, running it in 4:17.1.

Next came the IC4A's at Philadelphia, where a

favored Army team and all other contestants succumbed

to the drive of Navy's track men. George Brown upset

the dopesters by winning the discus, and broad jumper

Bouwman planted his heels 23' IVi" ahead of the take-off

point to cinch that event. The anti-climactic Army meet

of the next week had at least thrill, however, when Navy's

Sessions pole vaulted himself to a place in the sun with

a jump of 14', the highest pole vault ever made by a

midshipman, breaking the Army-Navy dual meet record.

In '45, there were many notables returning. Walt

Barry was the first man to captain the cross country

team during youngster year since World War I, and

N-star winner, IC4A cross country and mile champ

rounded out his achievements. Back for his last year,

also, Bob "The Gazelle" Banks, high hurdler deluxe was

another stalwart who won the outdoor hurdle IC4A

championship youngster year. Cross country captain

Curran Dempsey, though suffering from shin splints,

made his presence felt as a one and two miler. Among

other threats to our opponents was Ben Martin, famed

for other activities, but none the less dependable as a

consistent high and broad jump artist. He won the inter-

collegiate outdoor high jump crown youngster year and

covered over 23 feet often in the broad event.

Husky Bill Patton, who took third in the IC4A's in

'44 and held the plebe record, was given number one spot

among the Navy javelin throwers, hurling over 200 feet

as an average. High jumper Bert Atkinson also returned

Pettit wins



Hamberg takes off

to the team as a champ, first of the indoor up-and-over

men, and second in the outdoor event-

Versatile Hal Hamberg captained the track squad led

by '46, his claims to fame being in the javelin, broad

jump, and mile relay departments. Replacing high-flying

Sessions, pole vaulters Bob Brady, Charlie Riehl, and

Frank Curren, who had a three way tie for third in the

previous year's IC4A meet, did good work. Riehl tied

for first in the indoor event in the winter season.

Parker Smith, star cross country man, ran number two

in the two mile while quarter-miler Joe Stoutenburgh

also added strength. Rid of youngster year's bad luck,

Joe Hall took third place in the indoor IC4A broad jump,

spanning over 23 feet and regaining his fourth class year

standing when he broke the plebe record. Also Danny

Maxson, though retarded by knee trouble, turned in a

neat job in the low hurdles.

Coach Earl
J.
"Tommy" Thomson's track men started

their '45 season with the Millrose Games entry of eleven

men. Bad luck, however, plagued them all the way. The

next meet was the National AAU, in which distance man

Barry took second in the thousand yard run, and Bouw-

man lost the broad jump by less than half an inch. Hin-

dered by lack of practice facilities, they dropped the in-

door IC4A to Army.

The spring schedule included contests with Duke,

North Carolina, North Carolina Pre-Flight, and Army,

plus the Penn Relays, the IC4A's at West Point and the

Heptagonal held at the Academy June second.

Though the team missed some of the power it had the

year before, there were many swift and expert newcomers

to fill the ranks, and the season's prospects seemed equally

as bright. '45 was certain to be as great a year as '44 in

the annals of Navy Track.
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Walt Barry

Ben Martin

Bob Banks

Tlie Admiral's congratulations
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DENGH1 SQI VD. Firri '";<: Saunders, Strang, Beard, Ennis, Greenwood, Casson, Valen-
tine. Everist, Fiske, Baylis s rid row: It. Comdr. Riggin, Comdr. Withers, Rusling,

Fleming. Smith. Thrasher, Whittle, risdale, Miller. Baird, Andrews, Loheed, Lt. Cmdr.
Williams, It. Olx'iivt

( :.t[)t. Greenwood,

tmmander Withers and
I - :.Ue

e the race

m

The dinghy fleet

&Ci>iid> an

"One minute, stand by; thirty seconds, stand by," an-

nounced manager Bob Tisdale. The dinghys hovered

near die entrance of Dewey Basin, jockeying for favor-

able positions along the starting line. On America Dock

stood coaches Lt. Comdr. Riggin and Lt. Oberist watch-

ing for the tell-tale signs of bad seamanship. This was

the start of one of the sailing team's regular afternoon

races, a familiar sight throughout the fall and spring

seasons. Again and again they tacked around the three

quarter mile course, in fair weather with the fourteen foot

international dinghys and in stronger gales with the

knockabouts.

At the various meets, Navy's representation comprised

those crews outstanding in daily afternoon races—a con-

stantly changing ladder system. In the fall Captain

Earl Greenwood and his team entered two meets. On

October 14, in a triangular meet against the University

of Pennsylvania and Haverford, the midshipmen sailors

accounted for 49 winning points. Next week, though, the

Coast Guard Academy delegation crashed through with

a 23 to 15 win, out-sailing the best that Skipper Green-

wood and his crew of Al Whittle, Bill Thrasher, and Ted

Saunders could offer. This spring, the sailing team con-
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tinued its good record participating in a full schedule.

At New London, Connecticut, Navy competed with eight

to ten other colleges in the Owen Cup Regatta for The

America trophy. Then, in early May, Navy played host

to the Middle Atlantic Championship races, which they

won last year.

With the arrival of warm weather came the Academy

yacht and yawl races. The overnight races up and down

the Chesapeake provided the real test of skill with the

sheets and halyards. Although the Academy occasion-

ally participated in races with neighboring clubs, the

keenest sport came in out-stripping fellow sailing masters.

The large, sea-going Freedom far out-did all competitors.

Generally, however, the Vamarie and Highland Light

were the boats to watch in Class A competition. The

Alert, Dandy, Fearless, and Restless compiled the best

averages among the yawls.

Sails on the horizon

!
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Intramurals take over the practice field

FOOTBALL. Sunday afternoon contests gave these

teams the opportunity to show the rugged power and

tricky plays they worked many hours to develop, and to

hack them up there were plenty of rooters. The fourth

battalion, with its many tricky plays, provided the most

supporters and the highest score of wins during the com-

petition that lasted throughout the term.

SWIMMING. These battalion tank men put on a show

in near-varsity style, as divers, expert in gainers and flips,

co in bin eel with fast swimmers to make every meet close.

Despite the tough competition among the four squads,

the second battalion mermen came out on top.

BOXING. Increased emphasis had been placed on in-

tramural pugilistic bouts since the Academy ceased par-

ticipation in intercollegiate boxing. This year, it was

the second company fighters that carried off top honors

in the field alter a hard-fought series of bouts.

The All-A merican pasi

When leather met face

LACROSSE. The battalion squads took this originally

Indian game and came up with plenty of thrill-packed

contests during the Spring term, and the many bruises

they acquired in this rough and fast game never seemed

to deter them from the hard-played matches.

FENCING. Long after the regular season the upper

fencing loft was filled with novices attacking and retreat-

ing with saber, foil, or epee. However, it was the pin

pushers of the third batt that developed the most skill

and agility with their weapons and proved to the other

squads that they had what it took to win a majority of

the matches.

TABLE TENNIS. The strong armed athletes some-

times snicker at table tennis, but that's before a paddle

is placed in their hands and a fast wicked service is aimed
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Sink or swim . . . we usually sank

their way. There were plenty of applications for this pop-

ular indoor sport, and when the final tallies were made

during the winter season, the fourth batt showed itself

supreme.

CREW. Showing the most form as well as the most

speed, the fourth batt crewmen raced their shell over the

Severn at a fast clip to cop the championship last fall.

Twice a week these trim craft could be seen skimming

the waters of the Severn as the battalion squads vied in

their hard-fought races.

TRACK. Like most other battalion sports, track was

the varsity sport played on a smaller scale. Rut even

though the discuss wasn't thrown so far or the 100-yard

dash run quite so swiftly, more men were able to partici-

pate, and generally the contests were plenty close.

Strike or spare?

WATER POLO. Midst the splatter and splash in the

pool, a white ball appeared occasionally and there was a

glimpse of outstretched arms. Just staying afloat was or-

dinarily a hard enough task for most of us, but the water

polo players both swam and played a fast game. The

second batt captured first place in this event.

SQUASH AND HANDRALL. A six-sided, boxed-in

room furnished the court, a hard rubber ball the objec-

tive, and the players with equipment provided a fast and

furious game of handball or squash as occasion de-

manded. Honors in this went to the second batt.

Handball in the sweat courts

TENNIS. The courts were always filled as the racket

men gathered to practice this always-popular sport.

Making best use of every court and minute of time avail-

able, the second batt squad swept doubles and singles

competition to emerge victors.

ROWLING. That rumble and crash emanating from

the fourth wing basement originated in the Academy

bowling alleys. Perhaps the last clatter was a first bat-

talion squad member piling up sufficient strikes and

spares to defeat the other battalions. Or maybe it was

just another bowling fanatic who made this sport one of

the most popular in comparison to the limited facilities

available.

GOLF. There weren't any galleries and few outside the

golfers themselves realized that matches were going on

across the river. Even though the fourth battalion mo-

nopolized the winning, the trips back and forth from the

links by motor launch were worth it for those who liked

the feel of a 200-yard drive or the holing out of a 10-

foot putt. Not even the lure of liberty could detain the

enthusiasts from their golf.
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Irresistible force meets immovable object

PUSHBALL. Rough and tough are masterpieces of un-

derstatement where this recent addition to tire Academy

sports program was concerned. A mob of men heaving

and tugging over a huge ball and there's bound to-be a

Few on the bottom mauled and trampled upon. The

hardy souls who entered the contests as human batter-

ing rams finished up limp as rags and covered with mud.

In these battles where almost anything was legal and

do holds barred, the seventh and eighteenth companies

showed they possessed the most drive and endurance

and succeeded in rolling the oversized ball over all op-

position.

GYM. Stunts that were not included in the varsity

events made good material for the bar-hoppers that

chose gym as their contribution to the company sports

program. Bar vaults, dives over stretched lines, and high

kieks combined with the conventional skill-testing feats

to provide well-rounded meets for the gymsters. The

eighth company outfit came up with a squad that walked

off with the fall competition.

VOLLEYBALL. The eighth company easily battered

down all opposition with their well-placed serves and ex-

cellent teamwork during the fight for the top spot in the

volleyball competition. Ten courts were in constant use

as the coordinated teams worked hard to set the ball up

for the six-footers to "spike."

CROSS COUNTRY. In this sport where the lowest total

points was the best score, the nineteenth company run-

ners puffed their way across the finish line first. It was a

long walk for anyone else, but these cross-country run-

ners took the two-mile course at a fast clip.

MILITARY TRACK. What to most of us is extra duty

provided sport for the members of the military track

squads. As in all the armed services toughening up pro-

Spike it
1

.

Company commandos grams, the Academy commando course included every-

thing from rope climbs and scaling walls to vaults and

ladders. Mounting all the obstacles in the quickest time,

the eighth and eighteenth companies swept around Far-

ragut Field to cop first places this winter.

BASKETBALL. In this popular American sport, the

Academy cagers kept the courts in the gym as well as

the armory well occupied with their fast-moving games.

For many plebes this mixing ground of Western fast

breaks and Eastern two-handed shots was but a prelim-

inary before the Coaches spotted them for the plebe

squads. In the company competition the accurate shoot-

ing of the third company made them champs.

SOFTBALL. Spring afternoons and the company sport

of softball transformed Worden Field from an open field
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of greensward into a medley of cracking bats, cries of

"play ball," and the inevitable banter that always goes

with contests of this type. There was plenty of eager ma-

terial for this popular sport, and the spirit of competi-

tion ran high throughout the short season.

STEEPLECHASE. Combining agility with speed and

endurance, the third and twelfth companies ran away

with the steeplechase first place honors. Up hill and

down dale these fleet-footed long distance men ran, and

it was a grueling sport for even the best of the long-

The perfect end sweep

Everybody tried to kick the ball

winded runners. Natural and artificial hurdles consisting

of puddles and trees made the course a tough one to

cover with the speed necessary to take down any of the

top honors.

WRESTLING. Plenty of the company wrestlers had

to sweat off those last few pounds before weighing in,

but they always provided the wrestling loft with numer-

ous strangle-hold and grunt-filled matches. Topping all

other contenders, the seventeenth company won the

Applied basic mechanisms

championships. With the varsity wrestlers as referees

and coaches, the company aspirants got excellent instruc-

tion. Fundamentals that could be used equally to ad-

vantage in hand-to-hand combat were learned and ap-

plied with good sportsmanship.

TOUCH FOOTBALL. Touch football provided a good

chance for the grandstand quarterbacks at the varsity

games to display their wisdom. Competition ran high,

with controversies of the "T" against the single wing

being experimented with on the playing fields. The

third and tenth companies had the best tricks and their

scores brought them to the fore of the Regiment of foot-

ball analysts.

Hospital

corner
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Diret tor of Athletics
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We practice breaks and carries

"All hands carry an extra suit of white works to physi-

cal training drill today." And so the pleasant reveries of

another happy hour were shattered by a reminder of our

rigorous swimming tests. It was a long way from the

30-foot tower outside Hubbard Hall to the flight deck of

a sinking aircraft carrier, but the varied instruction given

by our coaches was designed to prepare us for any emer-

gency.

With the advent of war, the Physical Training De-

partment revised its whole training schedule, in order to

send out to the fleet tough and well prepared junior

officers. Beginning at the time of Pearl Harbor, they ac-

cumulated reports from battle veterans in order to de-

termine just what should be included in our training

courses. And the results were very noticeable. We were

the guinea pigs for that combination marathon, moun-

tain climb, and torture chamber, which the coaches

called the commando course. Then "Spike" Webb came

along with quite a few new in-fighting punches that were

How to break an arm



The principles of boxing

never included in the Queensbury rules, but were, never-

theless, very effective. And that was only the beginning—

from then on we had plenty of instruction in rough and

tumble hand-to-hand combat designed to put a few kinks

in the Jap judo experts. Nor was swimming overlooked

as the varsity members of the sub squad will testify.

Coach Ortland had some of the best dope available on

such vital techniques as swimming fully clothed, life sav-

ing, and the safest and least tiring strokes to be used for

extended stays in the water. After his instruction, we were

all ready for a real abandon ship if it ever came our way.

The Department constantly received reports and sug-

gestions for improving their program to make sure that

every graduate left the Academy with knowledge and

skill in the most recent developments as well as the ten-

acity to meet the hardships of life at sea. Whether it was

instruction in how to gouge a Jap's eye out, or how to

make a touche in fencing, we were well prepared.

Self defense with

a stick

Doc Snyder was always on duty
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FOOTBALL
MARTIN,

J. T.

CHASE, B.S.

GILLIAM. G. II.

MARTIN". B. S.

SULLIVAN,
J. J.

GUY. C. II., Jr.

BAKER,
J.

II.

HANSEN,
J.

E.

BARKSDALE, D. A.

IIAMBERG. H. A.

SIIOFXER, II. B., Jr.

BOYD, P. C.

SOCCER
MURDOCKJ.E.Jr.
KILLEFER, W., Jr.

AVEY, F. G., Jr.

DEMAYOJ. J.. Jr.

VANDERWOLK, W. W., Jr.

REAVES, G. A., Ill

XICKLAS, W. C., Jr.

LEUSCHNER, R.
J.

ALBRIGHT, J. J., Jr.

PFEFFERKORX, W. R.

ALLEX, II. X.

KAPPOCK,
J.

S.

ROGERS,
J.

B.

WIEDEMANN, F. F.

GRAHAM, W. S.

RAE, S. G.

MARTELL, II.
J.

CROSS COUNTRY
BARRY, V.W.

SMITH, II. P.

WESSON, R. W.

HUNTER, D.T.Jr.

DEMPSEY,C. I).

BOXING
BOWLING, R. A.

HEESACKER, B.A.

KAUFMAN, R. V.

BARKSDALE, D.A.

RIFLE

GRANVILLE, E. B.

MONTHAN,G. J',.

HELD, H. H.

TOUTANT, W. T.

OSTERWEIL, B.

TAYLOR, C. A.

LANE, D. A., Jr.

RITCHIE, F. P., Jr.

GYM
DANA, R. B.

DOUGHERTY, F. S.

DUNNING, R. A.

FRYER, W. S.

KINGSBURY, E.
J., Jr.

MOUTON, E. E.

PEACE, T. L.

SIMPSON,
J. J.

SMITH,
J.

A., Jr.

CAMPBELL, W. E.

WRESTLING
MACDONALD, M. W.

HALE,
J.

H.

BRIMM,D.J.

HANSEN,
J.

E.

FOGLESONG, G. M.

MORROW, A.
J.

FOUST,
J.
W.

PISTOL
CAREY, O. L.

Mcelroy, r. l.Jr.

SCIIIFANELLLT. M.

SCHMIDT, W. H.

LARSON, L. O., Jr.

FENCING
STOCKWELL, R. E.

ROBINSON,
J.

R.

ENYART,
J.
W.

IACOBELLI, R. F.

CUMMINGS, A. H., Jr.

STICKELS,
J.

R.

LINDSAY,
J.

R.

GALLUP, A. C.

CLARK, E. T.

SWIMMING
MIZE, H. L.

MOTT, B.

ORTLAND, H., Ill

TIEMANN, W. F., Jr.

BUTNER,
J.

C.

KELLEY, F.
J.,

Ill

CONNELLAN, T.
J., Jr.

LACROSSE
ALBRIGHT,

J. J., Jr.

BACK, A. G., Jr.

BARKSDALE, D. A.

GRAHAM, W. S.

GUY, C. H.Jr.

IIOUPT,
J.
W.

KOCH, F. B.

LITTY, E.
J., Jr.

STTLES, H. M.

^^^^^>^
BASEBALL
COULTER,

J.
B.

JACOBUS, A. F.

MUELLER, D. F.

FINOS, V. P.

TAYLOR, C. A.

BASKETBALL
LITTY, E.

J., Jr.

BACK, A. G., Jr.

McKAY,
J.

K.

RICHARDSON, R. P., Jr.

TRACK
BARRY, V. W.

HUNTER, D. T., Jr.

CASKEY,
J.

B.

BANKS, R. H.

DEMPSEY, C. D.

MARTIN, B. S.

PATTON, W. C.

ATKINSON, B. M., Jr.

HAMBERG, H. A.

BRADY, R. L., Jr.

CURREN, F. H., Jr.

SMITH, H. P.

STOUTENBURGH,
J.

S.

RIEHL, C. A.

TENNIS
EDWARDS, H., Jr.

NORRIS, N. B., Jr.

DAVIS, R. A.

CRAWFORD, R. E.

ROGERS,
J.

B.

CREW
KENNEDY, R. S.

STEVENSON, F. A.

VANDERWOLK, W. W., Jf

GOLF
RANKIN, D. H.

WALKER, D. M.

SAILING
BAYLIS,

J.
R.

THRASHER, W. E., Jr.

SAUNDERS, E. M.

GREENWOOD, E. S.

WHITTLE, A.
J., Jr.
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\Ji4SL &€WC&tyQ> Jrt&MiZQ' go to many persons, both within the Academy

and outside, whose loyal support, untiring effort, and hard work make this 1946 LUCKY BAG possible.

us toWe are especially grateful to Real Haftu^al fJoJut K. /secrtaall, Superintendent, for allowing

produce our book our way ... to Gaplai+t £tua>it S. MuSiSbGUf,, Commandant of Midshipmen,

for his encouraging support and cooperation ... to Go4fUttCunoLe^i GhaSueA, o. McGo4fuf4>r

our Officer Representative, for his active help and willing advice through the major portion of our work ... to

cJlatou P. J!.aiielle,r of The Thomsen-Ellis-Hutton Company, whose endless hours of counsel and

friendly aid assured a well-printed book ... to Pet&i S. QufauuZf of The Jahn and Oilier Company, who

assembled our ideas and produced a working design for this LUCKY BAG ... to iWW Sclullf

our photographer, who allowed us to overwork him without one complaint ... to

GanuiUMulleSi ^4. M. <Jte*fU4tGr for lending us his time as Officer Representative when our

book neared completion ... to Michael G. KlGA44&ir who guaranteed financial support for our efforts by

contracting advertisements ... to The Leo Hart Company, The Davis Delaney Company, and

The Charles Francis Press, for supplementary printing ... to *j->iGUix>lb
ff.

MiuAe/i, who rendered

invaluable assistance in enabling us to produce the book on time ... to &rOSi&oe. diane., of

Blakeslee Lane Studios, for his superb color photography ... to the Navy Department,

Office of Public Relations, for the official Navy photographs appearing in our book ... to the

Harris and Ewing Studios and the Hordyczak Studios for pictures on the presidential spread ... to the

OUiceAi ol the. Aao&l -AcadeHUf., for their helpful cooperation throughout the year . . . and to the

(le.ai*ne,nt ol Miailu4xme4tr without whose support no LUCKY BAG can be a success.
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WHOSE FINE SPIRIT OF COOPERATION

MADE POSSIBLE THE PRODUCTION OF

THE 1946 LUCKY BAG

THE STAFF WISHES TO EXPRESS ITS

SINCEREST GRATITUDE
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Ooth the funnels make war with paintwork?

Do the decks to the cannon complain?

Tlay, they know that some soap or a scraper

Unites them as brothers again.

So look through your JZ-UCK/iJ SAG pages

"Go recall the days long ago

tDhen echoed the banks of the Severn

"Go the life CDidshipmen used to know.
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Editor Iselin, Business Manager Braseth and the Staff
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guess you rate smug.

!

You had that same expression on your face when you pulled me through

that Youngster Mechanics exam with a two-five zip. An' dad—he's an admiral

now—says that you had the same glint in your eye when you saved him from

the Bull department his plebe year. You are standing a long watch, old boy.

We often wonder when we're out at sea or on the China Station what you are

seeing back here; wonder which classmates of ours are D.O.'s and what nick-

names the Mids have given them. We wonder how the football team feels

about the Army game, and who are the prettiest femmes on the Regiment's

locker doors. That's why we get such a kick out of getting the LOG wherever

any of us go. You know one's love for this ol' hole varies directly as the

years that he has been an alumnus. The LOG serves as the link that we want

between our Midshipman days and the fleet.

Every September I send off $2.50 to: Business

Manager, The LOG, Bancroft Hall, U.S.N. A.,

Annapolis, Maryland.

The LOG'S a real magazine since '46 took it over.

Theodore
Editor

R.

-in

Hartley,
-Chief

J. POPA,

Business Manager
J. B. Coulter,

Sports Editor

D. A. Lane,

Photographic Editor

G. H. Sawyer,

Circulation Manager

L. W. DlENST

Managing Editor

M. Heumann, Jr.,

Art Editor

R. H. Yerbury,

Advertising Manager

H. A. Watson,

Professional Editor

— mm^tmtr^t m,
, m;^m

LVJiKi^ MWl
OF THE

DELAWARE
1817

BRONZE REPLICA

GIFT OF THE
CLASS OF 1891

Wlf/'IlK
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D. L. Burr
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One-Two Punch
T HERE'S always satisfaction in doing a job

your fellow men find uood.

There's something more than that when not one

but two of your major efforts turn out to have

rung the bell with those in position to know.

Buick powers the Liberator — builds the big,

valve-in-head Pratt & Whitney engines that give

the B-24 its range and speed.

Buick also builds the Hellcat — that hard-hitting,

swift-paced M-18 tank destroyer which has done

so much to teach the Blitzkriegers about light-

ning war, American style.

But what pleases us are the words of gratified

comment that drift back to us from users of both

of these war items.

On land and in the air they are helping deliver

a "one-two" punch that hits the enemy where it

hurts — and our boys like that.

Hundreds of their letters have come to us. And

if we may sum up what they say, the comment

seems to be that Buick's on the ball in turning

out the sort of stuff our fellows want.

BUICK D.V.S.ON of GENERAL MOTORS
Every Sunday Afternoon GENERAL MOTORS SYMPHONY OF THE AIR- NBC Network

YOU LEND A HAND WHEN YOU LEND YOUR DOLLARS -



Official U. S. Navy Photograph

When sea-air power prepares to strike . .

.

America's giant fleets roam the Pacific at

will, hunting down the enemy and smashing

him when found . . . subjecting land bases to

shattering bombardments from an unprece-

dentedly powerful combination of naval guns

and carrier-based aircraft.

When sea-air power prepares to strike, de-

pendable communications between task force

units play an important role in successful

outcome of the operation. And on the

nation's warships and Navy planes, Sylvania

radio tubes and electronic devices are doing

their share to keep these vital communica-

tion lines open.

To assist in this job is a privilege of which

Sylvania is proud.

SYLVANIA ^ELECTRIC
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

Radio Division • Emporium, Pa.

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, INCANDESCENT LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES
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OFFICIAL U. S NAVV PHOTOGRAPH

Illustrated here is an RC I Handset- Model,

Sound-Powered Telephone. The "talkei on

i n /// the Voi y photo, is

a Headset 7 vpe oj RC I Sound-

BUY WAR BONDS

Battle Station . .

.

To the "talker on the gun" comes the signal for battle action over the

sound-powered telephone. The gun crew mans its gun. The engagement

with [he enemy is on! As the action becomes intense, and shipboard

communications are damaged, the crew relies more heavily on its sound-

powered telephones for messages and orders. For this precision instrument

is ruggedly built to withstand hard battle usage and still maintain its

operating efficiency.

To the armed forces have gone many thousand RCA Sound-Powered

Telephones— in fact, RCA has for some time been the largest American

manufacturer of these vital communications units. Here is a typical

example of rugged, efficient RCA equipment going to help our Army and

Navy w in the war.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION . CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal
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QtstUed States QfLa&ul cAjuuLewiMf.

THE B<3 CORPORATION
Contractor* to the United Stales Army, Navy and Coast Guard and Aircraft Engine Builders

136 WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK
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THIS WON'T HURT A BIT . . .

The freight car protected by a Duryea Cushion Under-

frame meets every jolt as if a huge feather pillow had

softened the shock. A floating center sill travels the

force of the blow the entire length of the car, absorb-

ing much of the impact in the unique Duryea arrange-

ment of big cushion springs. Car and lading ride over

the blow, comparatively undisturbed.

0. C. DURYEA CORPORATION
30RockefellerPlaza,NewYork20,N.Y.-135So.LaSalleSt.,Chicago3,lll.

725 Fifteenth Street, N. W., Washington 5, D. C.

DURYEA(^4^UNDERFRAME

How the Duryea Cushion

Underframe Contributes to Victory

PROTECTS car and lading, prolongs
car life, cuts damage claims.

PERMITS higher handling speeds.

ELIMINATES gear replacements main-
taining efficiency for life of car.

SAVES TIME loading and unloading.

Needs less packing and bracing.

SAVES MONEY usually spent for

maintenance on every part of car.

COMPLEMENTS air brake; Duryea cars

withstand abrupt stops.

CUTS SLACK to pre-determined ideal.

COSTS NO MORE than conventional

type, for average Duryea gear.

Here's what actually happens

. . . when two stationary freight cars

receive the same impact, equivalent to

a 50-ton car, loaded to capacitv. coupling
at a speed of 4 m.pi.: CONVENTIONAL

:V'\'r

5 i ?

CAR (A): Draft gear ''goes solid,"' car
receives almost entire impact.

DURYEA CAR (B) : Shock absorbed
by cushion gears, car and lading are
comparatively undisturbed.

FOR FREIGHT CARS

THE MODERN SAFEGUARD FOR SHOCKPROOF SHIPPING
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EBCo Submarines
Oldest and largest builder of

submarines in America, Electric Boat

Company built the first submarine

ever commissioned by the U. S. Navy

(the "Holland" in 1900). Since that

time EBCo has been a prime source of

Navy submarines. Japan's loss to our

subs so far—over 900 ships sunk.

ELCO PT Boats
Tales of the PTs in World War II read

like wildly imaginative fiction. Fabu-

lously fast and maneuverable, they

have sunk everything from battleships

to barges. Elco PTs are lineal descend-

ants of famous Elco pleasure craft,

super-powered and geared to battle.

After the war, Elco Cruisers will be

our PTs "out of uniform."

Electro Dynamic

Motors
Aboard many U.S. fighting ships, vital

electric installations are powered by

motors and generators built by Electro

Dynamic Works, a division of

the Electric Boat Company.

ELECTRIC BOAT COMPANY

lilec/ric Molars

ELECTRO DYNAMIC WORKS
Bayonne, N. J.

33 Pine Street, New York 5, N. Y.

Submarines

NEW LONDON SHIP AND ENGINE WORKS
Groton, Conn.

Motor Torpedo Boats

ELCO NAVAL DIVISION
Bayonne, N. J.
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-^- Rugged work horses,

24-ton PBM Mariners are

bombing enemy ships

and installations, sink-

ing submarines, trans-

porting men and supplies

to overseas bases, flying

behind carrier planes to

rescue downed airmen,

training Marine para-

troopers, evacuating

wounded and flying re-

connaissance missions.

Builders of Naval Aircraft Since 1920
"XT 70RKING closely with the Navy for 25 years,

Martin gave naval aviation the first all-metal

seaplane in 1923, the first successful large plane for air-

craft carriers in 1928, the famous BM-1 divebomber,

first to carry a 1,000 lb. bomb in terminal velocity dives

and pull-outs, America's first power-operated aerial gun-

turret on the PBM-1 of 1936 and the world's largest

flying boat, the Mars. Today, in the hands of naval

airmen, Martin planes are flying and fighting with the

fleet on every front . . . while at the Martin plants every

effort is being exerted to set new standards in the

performance and production of naval aircraft.

THE GLENN L. MARTIN CO., BALTIMORE 3, MD.

Builders oj DependabU\ ^~^ Aircraft Sin

•jc With NATS the Navy's mighty Mars has flown 4,227

miles non-stop carrying 13,000 lbs. of cargo . . . has carried

useful loads of over 35,000 lbs. ... is currently being utilized

9.7 hrs. per day. Giant 82-ton Mars flying boats are now in

quantity production at the Martin plants.
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THE CORBIN SCREW CORPORATION
The American Hardware Corporation, Successor

NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT
Warehouses: New York, Chicago

SCREWS • NUTS • CHAIN

swum wwwmnm corporation

MOL DED I'l ASIH & RUBBER PRODUCTS

STEERING & \LL TYPES OF HAND WHEELS

-
I KHITE MOLDING POWDER

s

H
E
L
L
E
It

I

T
E

SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES

HARDY MFG. CORP.

Metal Stampings

PENDLETON, IND.

BAILEY PRODUCTS CORP.

Screw Machine Products

UNION CITY, IND.

PORTLAND,
INDIANA

V A L V E HA IN I) W H EELS
"> " TO 10" I) I A M ETE R S
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FUELING AT SEA (PHOTO BY U. S. NAVY)

To supply the ships and fighting men of the United Nations with the quantity and

kind of oil products they need, where and when needed, has been the common

task of all of us in the petroleum industry. That no naval or military operation

shall be more costly or less effective for lack of oil is our continuing objective.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY (NEW JERSEY)
AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES
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JUncd fvt ct LralCvvritXaau
We publish here a letter, written to us as builders of

the vessel, from a seaman who had served on the 1620-

ton Destroyer Laffey, lost on the night of November
13. 1942. off Guadalcanal. Due to Navy regulations, the

ivriter of the letter must remain anonymous.

Dear Sirs:

I want to make a request Unit may

seem a little unusual to you. I had the

privilege of serving aboard the U.S.S.

Laffey, No. 459. from the time she went

into commission until she was sunk by a

Japanese battleship in the night battle of

November 13, 1912. off Guadalcanal.

The request I want to make is, I

would like to have a picture of the Laffey.

If you can't grant this request, I want to

thank your company for providing us with

such a wonderful piece of equipment as was

the Laffey. It may interest you to know the

record of the ship in her short existence.

She sank four enemy destroyers, a cruiser,

helped to sink one battleship and heavily

damaged another battleship and shot down

two torpedo planes. However, the really

amazing part is the punishment she took

before she went down. We were hit with

four fourteen-inch shells, ten five-inch

shells, and a torpedo which blew our stern

off. Still we floated perfectly level. The

reason we sank was the fire raging in No.

4 living compartment that set off the after

magazine. When that went, it blew the

ship apart.

I was fortunate enough to survive

with a slight head wound. Now I am enjoy-

ing a thirty-day leave before returning

to duty.

Respectfully yours,I SM3/c

NOTE: He got the picture.

FOR VICTORY..

BUY and KitP

U.S.

WAR BONDS

LION MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

2640 Belmont Avenue • Chicago 18, Illinois

^Ben Q. Gerwick, he.

SAN FRANCISCO
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NEW WESTINGHOUSE DEVELOPMENTS HELP KEEP OUR NAVY FIRST ON THE SEAS

New Propeller Blower Assures

SILENCE AT SEA
Our experimental applications in co-operation with

the Navy in 1928 proved the desirability of the

propeller type blower. But later advanced boiler

design increased static pressure and when propeller

tip speed was stepped up to offset pressure increases,

noise became objectionable.

By changing the design of blower details, noise has

been reduced to a degree that the propeller blower

is now the accepted type used by the Navy on all

fighting craft.

In every field of steam and electric marine appli-

cation, Westinghouse is constantly developing and

producing new and better equipment to meet Navy
needs. Already greatly enlarged plant facilities have

swung into action, adding every hour to the millions

of horsepower of steam and electric equipment now
in service. Westinghouse Electric 8c Manufacturing

Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Westinghouse
INDUSTRIAL PARTNER IN NAVAL PREPAREDNESS

OUTSTANDING NEW

%!<

2>

FOR THE NAVY
Latest Westinghouse develop-
ments in marine equipment
for the Navy include: Propel'er

Blowers; Blower Motors;
Geared Turbine Propulsion
Equipment for new tankers;

Small Auxiliary Turbine Gen-
erator Sets; Reduction Gears;

Synchro-Tie Steering; Dead
Front Switchboards and Mine
Sweeping Equipment. Each
of these developments which
represents co-operation with
the Navy will be described in

future advertisements.

J-94497
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/ should a used

"NOSKID"
decJz pxunt

Why tolerate slippery decks? They are entirely

unnecessary. International NOSKID Deck Paint,

used in place of conventional deck paint, assures

a secure footing at all times, even with wet sneakers

or bare feet. NOSKID is in no way abrasive. You

can lounge on it in bathing trunks with perfect

comfort. NOSKID affords the same protection to

canvas, wood and metal decks as the finest con-

ventional paints. It is just as easy to apply over

new work or old decks. Available in all usual deck

colors used by U. S. Army, Navy and Coast Guard.

Write for circular.

International Paint Company. Inc.

21 W«il Slrr«-t 901 Minnejota Si. 6700 Park Ave. 101 Powell St.

UHI YORK 6, N.Y. SAN FRANCISCO 7, CAL. MONTREAL, QUE. VANCOUVER, B.C.

toternatj'o/w/

MARINE^PAINTS

EDWIN H. WHITE CLASS Of 57
U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY

UUhik CrvywwJwng Co.
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION AIRCRAFT ENGINE PARTS

. ««— - <£>«».<

THE SIGHT FEED GENERATOR COMPANY
*
•
*

A G E >TS I \ E V E II V I M P O It T A N T • O It T

*
*
*

MAKERS OF

PORTABLE ACETYLENE GENERATORS
*

SALES. RICHMOND, INDIANA • FACTORY: W. ALEXANDRIA, OHIO
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*7a you udt&te Qold Staid

li not yet ialtif, we i+ibiaduce . . .

pflnoRflmic RECEPTION

The Navy, as well as other military services, is now making effective use of Panoramic Reception. Soon you may

be flying with the Naval Air Corps, or you may be an officer in the Fleet, or a member of the Naval Supply Corps.

You, too, may have the opportunity of working with the Panoramic technique . . . and that is why we call it to your

attention now.

What is Panoramic Reception? It is defined as the SIMULTANEOUS VISUAL reception of a multiplicity of

radio signals over a broad band of frequencies. As such, it provides simpler methods of monitoring, facilitates com-

munications, aids direction finding, and helps you get your bearings more quickly.

Here are a few examples of how Panoramic Reception helps the men of the Navy. In communications, for

example, while ordinarily only one station would be received at one time, with Panoramic Reception, the presence

and characteristics—signal strength, frequency, stability, modulation, etc.

—

of a number of stations can be seen at

once. In direction finding, it visually separates and gives an accurate bearing on stations whose frequencies are so

close that their signals merge aurally. And signals too weak to give an aural indication can be made to give satis-

factory bearings with Panoramic. In radio navigation, Panoramic Reception not only can tell the pilot if he is on the

course, but how far off the course he may be.

Panoramic Reception has many other applications which

even now are being more fully developed. We will be

PAN ORAM

I

BRDIO CORPDRRTIDN
242- 25D WEST 55™ Sl..jid!/or6/£.yf'

(

fy.
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Congratulations to the Class of 19U6

sir -fr ft

NATIONAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

Makers of the 1946 Lucky Hay Covers

HORSTMANN

QUALITY UNIFORMS
anil

EQUIPMENT

Art' Standard in All ilranvhes of the Service

A,

THE HORSTMANN
UNIFORM COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA . . . ANNAPOLIS

Compliments of

BEATRICE STEEL TANK MANUFACTURING CO.
BEATRICE, NEBRASKA

\\ inners of Navy-E and 5 Stars
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INSIGNIA
SINCE 1868

ARMY
NAVY

EQUIP-

MENT

N. S.MEYER, inc
NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

HALLMARK
OF BISTMXCTIOX
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* A^/EARL HARBOR is a symbol of American bounce. Pearl

J_ Harbor December 7, 1941 came as a shock to the nation.

Our Pacific fleet, gathered in one harbor, lay helpless under the

wuigs of Japanese treachery.

But from that catastrophe has arisen the mightiest fleet of all

historv Sunken, fire-blackened hulks were raised and their weak-

nesses converted to strength. Pearl Harbor ships, reconditioned in

record speed, are mightier than ever. And from the ways of Navy

Yards and shipyards all over the United States has come a fleet

greater than all other navies of the world combined.

For over half a century Okonite has been a Navy supplier of

electrical wires and cables. Okonite research men, cooperating with

Navy engineers, pioneered such recent improvements as the syn-

thetic impervious sheath that eliminates heavy coverings of lead,

glass fibre insulation that resists heat, flameproof synthetic insula-

tions that replaced rubber, "unilay" assembly of conductors that

prevented breakage of copper in flexible cables and Okoloy corrosion-

resistant coatings for conductors.

\X'e are justifiably proud of our many contributions that have

improved the distribution of electrical power in the ships of our

Navy. These same improvements have been incorporated in other

cable designs used for power and lighting applications in many
other industries. The Okonite Company, Passaic, New Jersey.

i

A

^OKONITE *?*
insulated wires and cables

3'J56

L— fir t/i£,

U.S.Navy

Since before Pearl Harbor,

every new ship that has

rolled down our ways has

been destined for service in the U. S.

Navy— a career of which to be proud.

With victory, the same skill and

craftsmanship which enabled us to

serve our Navy efficiently in war,

will be available to build ships that

will sail the seven seas in the

pursuits of peace.

IWY WAR BONDS and HOLD THEM
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THE FAIRCHILD

PACKET
CARRIER FOR THE SKY ROADS

FAIRCHILD has built the Packet— a swift carrier for the

new age of flight; a "flying boxcar" that can carry great

loads and has a range of over 3,500 miles.

The Packet can carry 42 fully-equipped paratroops and

deliver them through two rear end jump doors. Military

cargo is loaded with ease through a huge split door in the

stern. The fuselage floor is parallel to the ground at truck

floor level—no need for hoisting devices.

The Packet is another example of "the touch of tomor-

row in the planes of today" achieved by Fairchild engineering.

PRODUCTS

FOR THE NEW AGE
The Ranger Twelve—
lightweight, compact, smooth
power for single and multiple

engine aircraft.

Airplanes—The Packet, the

Gunner, the Forwarder, the Cor-

nell—planes built to perform
specific jobs well.

Al-Fin— a process that chemi-

cally bonds aluminum to steel.

L sed in making the famous
AL-FIX cylinders for more effi-

cient cooling.

Durcmold—A process which
lends strength and stiffness to

low density materials, t sed in

making plastic-bonded parts of

complex curvatures for aircraft.

BUY U. S. WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

r-
Fairch ILD ENGINE AND AIRPLANE CORPORATION

3 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA NEW YORK 2

Ranger Aircraft Engines Division, Farmingdale, L. I. • Fairchild Aircraft Division, Hagerstown, Md. • Duramold Division, Jamestown, N. Y. • Subsidiary: Al-Fin. Corporation, New York, N. Y. • Affiliate: Stratos Corporation, N. Y.
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MARION INSTITUTE
103rd Successful Year

Standard fully accredited Junior College

offering the first two years in Arts, Science,

Pre-Medical, Pre-Law, Commerce and

Engineering. Four-year High School.

Special preparatory and college courses

for admission to U. S. Military, Naval,

and Coast Guard Academies, fully ac-

credited hy Government Academies.

For Catalog address:

J. T. MURFEE, President MARIDN, ALA.

Diesel Engines Machine Tools

I III Mils TOOL WORKS CO.

THE IIOOVKX. OWENS

IMMsdlSIH CO.

Divisiisnms

GENERAL MACHINERY
CORPORATION

HAMILTON, OHIO

The Farmers National Bank

ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND

Founded 1805

20>

The twenty-fourth oldest hank

in the United States

%>

ALL BANKING SERVICES
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The advanced-design power plant for tomorrow's hulls is avail-

able today in the new Sterling A iking Diesel. Six and eight

cylinder models—supercharged and unsupercharged—from 275

to 650 horsepower. Here is the Diesel of maximum efficiency,

light in weight and as compact as a gasoline engine of the same
power rating. These engines will be powering manv of the new-

est developments in modern fighting craft of the L . S. Navy and
Coast Quard. Detailed, illustrated engineering data on request.

STERLING-M S1£KL1J\ U V

VlKlNCh

There are Sterling Engines for tcork bonts or pleasure craft

n gasoline and Diesel designs from 85 to 1800 horsepower.

STERLING ENGINE COMPANY, 1295 NIAGARA ST., BUFFALO 13. N. Y.

New York City. 900 Chrysler Bldg. • "Washington. D. C, 806 Evans Bldg. • Chicago. Illinois. 855 Board of Trade Bldg.

"KEEP BUYING WAR BONDS -



With the Best Wishes of

T II E M A U \AVOX COMPANY
-The (MiIcm Name in Itsiilio"

R UMO-PHONOGR VPNS

^>l M) SUDEFBLM
EQUIPMENT

FORT WAYNE 4. INDIANA
M a nufacturer s o f:

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
TIMING VND OTHER SPECIAL DEVICES

LOUD SPEAKERS
SOLENOIDS

TRANSFORMERS

4
W

ESTABLISHED 1866

GEORGE LAWLEY & SON CORPORATION
BOSTON 22, MASSACHUSETTS

THE ESMOND MILLS
INCORPORATED

ESMOND, RHODE ISLAND

^^

ESMOND BLANKETS
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Tiffany & Co.
Jewelers Silversmiths Stationers

THE NAVY\for/manygerieratiotid

JimAnowvlhe^rnvx)^Tiffany& Co.

/mdAadyfewgnked/^^merckandtde
xmcLpoliciedth&Aam&AiaJvAtajidan^

Integrityxmd QuAiiTY/thabidiIi&

JieHtaaeAjfTHE SERVICE

Fifth Avenue & 57™ Street

NewYork 22.N.Y.
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ROUND TRIP TICKET
These Helldiver pilots take off from their "flat-tops", carrying

what amounts to a 'Round Trip Ticket. Like all other Navy planes,

Helldivers are equipped with Aircraft Radio Instrument Landing

Equipment solely manufactured for the U. S. Navy by

AIR-TRACK MANUFACTURING CORP.
Subsidary of F. L. Jacobs Co.

COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND

Radio Landing Equipment helps guide safely back to their ship or

land bases, pilots flying under most adverse ofweather conditions.

In addition to this safety device, Air-Track manufactures Water
Radio-Navigation Equipment to help the pilot safely guide his ship

under adverse conditions; Beacon Transmitter and Receiver Equip-

ment for all our Forces and Radar Test and Trainer Equipment.

^^^fl^fc.

Official U. S. Navy

Photograph

Shown at the left is a Mobile Trailer used by

the Navy on its land bases. It is built and

equipped with Aircraft Radio Instrument

Landing Equipment made by the worker-

fighters of Air-Track ... just awarded their 5th

Citation for efficiency and now proudly display-

ing the Army-Navy "E" flag with FOUR stars.

F. L. JACO BS CO.
Main Plant, 1043 Spruce Street, Detroit 1, Michigan

DIVISIONS
Grand Rapid* Metalcraft Division

Grand Rapids, Michigan
Suspension Plant—Lonyo Blvd. Dallas Plant

Dearborn, Michigan Detroit, Michigan

SUBSIDIARIES

Air-Track Manufacturing Corp.
College Park, Maryland

Parts Manufacturing Co. Continental Die Casting Corp.
Traverse City, Michigan Detroit, Michigan
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OFFICIAL U. S. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH

fjUwv f as for the past 47 years, The Babcoclc & Wilcox Co.

supplies boilers for a large proportion of the Navy's fighting ships.

The award of the Navy "E" for production excellence to the

Company's Barberton Works is "an honor not lightly bestowed

and one to be cherished."

AM -27

Congratulations to the

Class of 1946

Waldensian Hosiery Mills, Inc.

VALDESE, NORTH CAROLINA

ROBERTS & SCHAEFER CO.

307 N. Michigan Ave. . CHICAGO, ILL.

— Specialists in—

STADIA t FIELD HOUSES
SPORTS ARENAS ' HANGARS
ARMORIES ' INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
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LIGHTS, INCORPORATED
ALHAMBRA, CALIFORNIA

Mcuu^actusieM. o/ Aircraft and Airport Lighting Equipment, Marine and Ordnance Accessories,

.
'.

. . Designers and Prefabricators of Latisteel Structures,

for AIRPORTS, INDUSTRY and HOUSING!

THAYER THORNDIKE
President

H. S. KIMBALL
Monoging Director

HEAD OFFICE: 67 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK 4, N. Y. BOwling Green 9-3800

WASHINGTON, D. C. ADams 9000 SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. GArfleld 1303

THE BLACK-CLAWSON CO.

HAMILTON, OHIO
Machinery Builders

NOW BUILDING FOR WAR

NORMALLY BUILDING PULP AND PAPER MILL MACHINERY
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L.(ike many of the outstanding

manufacturing concerns in the

country, the Navy uses a consid-

erable amount of Hevi Duty Pre-

cision Heat Treating Equipment.

Pictured is a Hevi Duty High

Temperature Controlled Atmos-

phere Furnace at the U. S. Naval

Academy.

HEVI DUTY ELECTRIC COMPANY
TRADE MURK

III AT TREATING FURNACES ELECTRIC EXCLUSIVELY
REGISTERED U. S. PAT. OFFICE

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

KINGSBURY

We .in- honored and proud that Kingsbury

Bearings have carried the main thrust loads

of mosl o\ the combat and cargo ships flying

the Star- and Stripes, in all waters of the

world where this war has carried them.

^ »-t our pride turn- to humility as we con-

template the courage and devotion of the men

who work tho-c -hip-. May that devotion

always be deserved! \nd ma) it be earned

Ia wisdom in the ways ol future peace.

KINGSBURY MACHINE
WORKS, Inc.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., I .S. \.

Ward LaFrance

Manufacturers of

COMMERCIAL TRUCKS

TRUCK TRACTORS

FIRE APPARATUS

Ward LaFrance Truck Division

Greaf American Industries, Inc.

ELMIRA, NEW YORK
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KOLLSMAN AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS
PRODUCT OF

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
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( :01MY TRUST COMPANY of MARYLAND
RESOl RGES EXCEEDING $32,000,000.00

Member

The Federal Reserve System - - The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and General Depositary for

The Treasurer of the I nited States

[ppreciative of Navy Business

I HI RCH CIR< I K WD GLOUCESTER STREET ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND

I
1 Alkali Blue Toners

1. * Methyl Violet Toners

T • Permanent Blue Toners

A
HI

A

* Lithol Toners

• Lithol Rubine

• Toluidine Toners

It
1 Guyandot Red Toners

1
1 Orange Toners

N 1 Para Toners

1

»

1 Lake Red C
H

1

1 Iron Blues
MA

• Blanc Fixe

E 1 Pyrotone Red Toners

S < Virginia Red Toners

r

rhe

Standard Ultramarine Go.

HUNTINCJTON, W. VA.

*

*4

f 4

Protection—

ior Navy Ships

and Crews

Wherever American keels

plow the seas Submarine

Signal Co. equipment is the

faithful, constant guardian

of American ships of war

from fighting ships and

troop transports to tankers

and cargo vessels—protect-

ing naval ships and crews.

SUBMARINE SIGNAL COMPANY
160 STATE ST. BOSTON, MASS.

4

4

t?

N AVA L

GIBBS & COX, INC.

ARCHITECTS A IV II MARINE ENGINEERS

ONE 15 ROADWAY AND 21 WEST STREET
NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK
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By appointment to H. M. King George VI

Established 1785 HVL
LONDON, W. I.

80 Piccadilly n ^,.4 4.
gj§PORTSMOUTH

Royal Pier Hotel JviamZg^^
PLYMOUTH

2 Thornhill Villas

Mannamead

CHATHAM
13 Military Road

LIVERPOOL
GIEVES LTD., established in 1785 as Out-

24c. North John Street

SOUTHAMPTON
fitters to the Royal Navy are equipped to

Havelock Chambers
Queen's Terrace outfit Officers of the United States Navy when
WEYMOUTH

111 St. Mary Street visiting Great Britain, Gibraltar, Malta or
BATH

15 Pierrepont Street Alexandria.
HOVE

St. Catherine's Lodge Hotel

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
County Hotel *
BLACKPOOL

152 Church Street

NETHERAVON

EDINBURGH
GIEVES LTD., look forward to a visit from

120 Princes Street

GLASGOW
their many customers serving in the United

Tontine Hotel
Greenock States Navy. Gieves Ltd., have over 150
THURSO
Strathpay

26 Davidson Lane
years' experience of Naval Outfitting, and

MALTA
12 Strada Mezzodi

Valletta

guarantee all their merchandise.

GIBRALTAR
110/112 Main Street

•

ALEXANDRIA
Egypt

( ^i^T/Y^C\<jj1CVCoLIMITED

80 PICCADILLY, LONDON, W. I.
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BAUSCH &LOMB

JffWMlWm W ™WWm W\

Precision workmanship

on huge Bausch & Lomb
Range Finders contrib-

utes to the accurate shelling of enemy

ships, fortifications, and airfields.

This is one of the many products

Bausch & Lomb is proud to be producing

for the U. S. Navy. Bausch & Lomb
Optical Co., Rochester 2, N. Y.

BAUSCH & LOMB
ESTABLISHED 1853

Ford Instrument Company, Inc<

RAW SON STREET AND NELSON AVENUE

Long Island City, New York

Gun Fire Control A nparatus

Scientific, Mathematical and Calculating Instruments

Consulting Engineers

>44



WILSON LINE

Modern

All -Steel

Steamers

Passenger

Transpo rtation

by Water

WILSON LINE, INC.
Philadelphia Wilmington Baltimore Washington
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Any similarity is not
purely coincidental!

We'll grant you that they're not the same—a bombsight

and an adding machine. You couldn't hit anything but the

ground with the latter.

But both of them are essentially calculating machines.

It isn't too important that the Norden Bombsight we
make for the Army handles factors like plane speed, alti-

tude, wind speed, air temperature, trail, to name a few.

It's equally secondary that the Victor Adding Machines

we make in peace compute figures representing this many
tons of steel, that many dozen eggs, how much the finance

officer figures you get after you sign your pay voucher.

The important thing about both these machines is their

ability to come up with the right answers— every time.

Yes, you can say that because of the Norden Bomb-
sight's complexity, because of the mathematical miracles

it performs, it doesn't belong in the same room with any

adding machine. And you're right! Nothing like getting

first things first.

But when the war is won, Victor Adding Machines will

be built under the same roof that housed the Norden

Bombsight . . . and by the same craftsmen . . . using the

same precision know-how.

Our customers will get a lot more for their peacetime

adding machine dollar. And that won't be coincidence,

either.

VICTOR ADDING MACHINE CO.
STILL WORKING WITH RIGHT ANSWERS

BRAKES FOR
VICTORY SHIPS

by

BALDT PRODUCTS
BALDT PATENTED "DI-LOK" CHAIN, all forged

from alloy steel. The "Strongest Chain Known."

BALDT PATENTED DETACHABLE LINKS, the

same length as common links. Now universally used

in place of joining shackles, and also, as repair links.

BALDT DETACHABLE PEAR-SHAPED LINKS,

eliminate bending or anchor shackle and end, or

enlarged links on chain.

BALDT ANCHORS— all sizes and types.

BALDT ANCHOR, CHAIN & FORGE COMPANY • CHESTER, PA.
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o IL ON THE WATERS
Official U. S. Navy Photograph

att&

Tanker pulls alongside at

sea to refuel a Warship

<¥Ze6<P*tfe* 1%e

SINCLAIR REFINING COMPANY
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GRAHAM ANDERSON PROBST & WHITE
Architects & Engineers

R A I L\\ AY EXCHANGE CHICAGO 4, ILLINOIS

WE ARE CO-OPERATING WITH THE NAVY IN WAR CONSTRUCTION

The IIICO

r or Ten \ ears the

acknowledged master of

difficult operating

conditions

\mom COMPANY, I\C.

HALDEN, MASSACHUSETTS

\\\

Congratulations and Best Wishes
to you of the graduating class

UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY
* • *

— GUIDED RADIO CORPORATION
161 SIXTH AVENUE . NEW YORK 13, IV. Y.
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New Flight Instrument

guards against fuel waste!

\.\±.i,

'// /ip \
N

M.I.T.-SPERRY DETONATION INDICATOR INSURES FUEL ECONOMY . . . LONGER ENGINE LIFE . . . GREATER SAFETY

1 THE ENGINES on this airplane
" may be detonating, but the pilot

has no way of knowing. Detonation

means destructive combustion. In your

car, you can hear detonation. In air-

craft, the noise level is too high.

k_ i : ...i. .. ;; . : ;

O DETONATION increases internal

temperature and pressure tremen-

dously. If continued, it damages en-

gines, may cause failure. How is it

possible to tell when detonation occurs

inflight?

.>£''. ":<J

THE M.I.T.-SPERRY Detonation
Indicator detects detonation in-

stantly. A flashing light on the instru-

ment panel warns pilot to change fuel

mixture. Result? Greatest operating

efficiency without damage to engines.

A REMA RKA BLE savings in fuel

!

Preliminary tests show savings of

10% or more over typical airline prac-

tice. Payload can be added. Safety is

increased . . . engine life prolonged . .

.

periods between overhaul lengthened.

Courtesy Wright Aeronautical Corp.

C THE M.I.T.-SPERRY Detonation
Indicator is installed externally—

requires no piercing of cylinders.Visual

signal gives instant warning of detona-

tion. A selector switch then determines

in which cylinder combustion is faulty.

6.
ASPERRY Automatic Mix-
ture Control may be used in

conjunction with the Detona-
tion Indicator. When detona-

tion occurs, this device auto-

matically and instantly elimi-

nates this condition and hunts
as lean a mixture as possible

without sacrifice of power.

The Detonation Indicator is

designed for use on all types of

engines and aircraft. Where
economy of operation is impor-

tant ... as it will be in postwar
commercial aviation . . . this

new flight instrument will

stand continuous guard against
wasteful conditions.

Sperry Gyroscope Company
Great Neck, New York Division of the Sperry Corporation

GYROSCOPICS • ELECTRONICS • AUTOMATIC COMPUTATION • SERVO-MECHANISMS
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CASINO-ON-THE-PARK
For ^Dinner and Supper "Dancing

E//E\ HCW/E
CENTRAL PARK SOUTH NEWYORKCITY

Oscar Wintrab, Managing 'Director

•
•

SB^l """"*—

^*wn-'
H

Km j i imWi'u

*
*
•
*

BUILDERS OF NAVAL AND MERCHANT VESSELS

Facilities for Drydocking

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA

ALFRED rOMI \Oi:\ . INCORPORATED
:M> < II 1 IM II STREET NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

Representing

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.

Marine Micarta— Stern and Rudder Bearings— Piston Rings— Pump Valves— Blocks

P WTOVYIH CIIELL COMPANY ELECTRO-NITE CARBON CO.

Metallic Packings Carbon Rings and Brushes

THE U. S. METALLIC PACKING CO.

B R I G G S PASEME MARINE GLUE
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Sturtevant marine equipment is installed on a majority of U . S.

Navy Vessels now afloat or on the ways. Photo shows turbine-

driven mechanical draft blower being assembled at Sturtevant Plant.

STURTEVANT Blowers, Exhausters, Heaters, and

Steam Turbines have demonstrated for many years

their ability to stand up under severest marine service

—

built by a manufacturer with 84 years' air engineering

experience.

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY
Hyde Park, Boston, Massachusetts

Established 1918

A quarter of a century of service to Ship Service

Stores assures an exceptional measure
of satisfaction and reliability

to Navy men.

JEWELRY
STAPLE AND UTILITY ITEMS

PERSONNA BLADES CHENEY TIES

ZIPPER BAGS AND LEATHER GOODS

HIGH QUALITY GIFTS
OF ALL TYPES

NANCOINCORPORATED
SETH STEINER LOW, President

A BRANCH NEAR YOU
Eastern Headquarters

221 Fourth Avenue, Corner 18th Street, New York City

Telephone GRamercy 3-7963

Long Beach, Cal., 1206 W. Ocean Blvd. Telephone 662-13

San Diego, Cal., 850 6th Ave. Telephone Franklin 7573

Los Angeles, Cal., 315 W. Fifth St. Metropolitan Bldg.

Seattle, Wash., 609 Stewart St. Telephone Elliot 6574

Norfolk, Va., 260 W. Tazewell Street Telephone 4-8012

Honolulu, T. H., 657 Kapiolani Blvd. Telephone 2655

laund;ry
SUPPLIES

Aship
or

Ashore

You can depend on the oldest and largest

manufacturer of laundry supplies for fast

service. Call, write or telephone.

H. Kohnstamm & Co., Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1851

New York • Boston • Baltimore • Philadelphia

New Orleans • Los Angeles

San Francisco

COX and STEVENS
AIRCRAFT CORP.

MINEOLA, N. Y.

""Ft •

PBESENTING

The Cox and Stevens Universal Plotter

$3.75 Postpaid in U.S.A.
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aFBLTON

TEMPERATURE
CONTROT

Temperature Regulators for . . . Heating and

Ventilating Systems . . . Hot Water Heaters

. . . Diesel Engines . . . and other control

purposes aboard ship. Packless Valves for

hazardous liquids, vacuum systems, etc.

Write for literature.

THE FULTON SYLPHON CO.
KNOXVILLE 4, TENN., U. S. A.

• •••*•*••*•••**•

PROUDLY SERVING
WITH THE NAVY

MYCALEX
"The Last Word" in Low Loss Insulation

for Electronic Equipment

In the most advanced types of radio

communications equipment and other

electronic apparatus, MYCALEX is ren-

,
dering faithful service . . . performing as

dependably as the superbly trained and

admirable men who are building and

manning our Navy . . . and helping to

bring victory ever nearer.

MYCALEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA
"Owners of 'Mycalex' Patents" !

Clifton, New Jersey

Executive Offices:

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

• •••••••••••••••

THE NAVY'S ORDNANCE
speaks a thunderous language of its own from South Sea outposts to

convoy areas of the Atlantic. From the hour they are born of form-

less steel to hours of grim action, they must be perfect in workman-

ship and marvels of technical accuracy. Theirs is the strong voice of

authority. Quality is bred into them as invincible as the character of

the men at their perilous posts.

WALTER SCOTT & €©., IN€.
t' LAINFI E LI), NEW JERSEY
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I

Bantam today is an important producer

of war materiel.

Its products range from delicate, high-

precision torpedo engines and aircraft parts

to mass-production items such as amphibi-

ous and heavy cargo trailers. In the last

12 months, more than 67,000 trailers

have rolled off Bantam's enlarged pro-

duction lines.

War, which tries companies as well as

men, has demonstrated Bantam's ability

to produce, speedily and in quantity, a

diversity of products which have passed

the harsh test of battle on land, on sea

and in the air.

The enlarged facilities and skills which

have made Bantam an important pro-

ducer of war materiel will eventually be

turned to the uses of peace.

AMERICAN BANTAM CAR COMPANY
BUTLER, PENNSYLVANIA

i

Aircraft Controls, Oleo Struts and Miscellaneous Aircraft Parts • Torpedo
Engines, Transmissions and Propeller Shafts • Amphibious and Heavy
Cargo Trailers • Truck Axles and Trailer Landing Gears • Truck

Conversion Kits • Rockets • Etc.

BUY THAT EXTRA $100 BOND . . .TODAY!
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OFFICIAL

for Sea-Cjoing

^Appetites

N S I G N I A

J.HIS trademark has just one

meaning

—

fine foods bv the famous, 239-year-old

house of Crosse & Blackwell. Whether on shore or

at sea, men of the Navy can enjoy the many good

things to eat concocted from world-renowned Crosse

& Blackwell recipes. We're proud to serve you!

CROSSE & BLACKWELL
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

Fine Foods Since iyo6

ANDERSON BROS.

CONSOLIDATED
CO'S. INC.

•

COTTON IpAIIMEXT

MAM I A IT I II i:i(S

I 9 O O - 1 9 4

5

D A \ V I L i, i; V I K (; I N I A

A Textbook in Every Subject

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE

DICTIOIM • Tifth edition

Used by the 3200 Midshipmen of the regi-

ment at the United States Naval Academy . . .

. . . because it is convenient, accurate, and

scholarly, being based on and abridged from

Websters New International Dictionary,

Second Edition, "The Supreme Authority."

. . . because it defines all the words most com-

monly used in speaking, reading, and writing.

1,300 Pages 110,000 Entries

1,800 Illustrations

Write for free descriptive booklet

G. & C. Mi: IK IK I AM COMPANY
11 FEDERAL STREET -:- SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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" S<x *£o*t$, 'Pcd . , . you ctut cue U frvi a foue neat

Here's hoping that the men of the Navy and all others

in our armed forces now in remote corners of the world

can soon hang a "For Rent" sign on their tents or other

local quarters, turn them over to the natives and strike

out for home. Let's hope they'll all be able to pack up

and come back soon to peace and a happy life at home.

POSTER PRODUCTS I

3401 W. DIVISION STREET, CHICAGO 51, ILL

Laurence J. Burke, Pres. • J. Rogers Flannery Jr., Vice-Pres.

John Killian Chase, Sec.-Treas.
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For the Good of the Services
•

U. S. NAVAL INSTITUTE
AND ITS

PROCEEDINGS

Membership Dues, $2.00 per year which include

PROCEEDINGS issued monthly—each issue contains

about forty full-page illustrations.

All Midshipmen are eligible for Regular Membership.

Their Relatives and Friends in Civilian life are eligible

for Associate Membership.

ti ^

U. S. NAVAL INSTITUTE
ANN VPOLIS, MARYLAND
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This Establishment

wishes to thank the 1946

Class for their patronage

and wishes them Godspeed

OfficialJewelers

FOR THE 1946 CLASS RINGS

W
; Q46 ^yVyiniatuiE

Q
RING r\

The origina

V v

[ hand-carved steel dies for

Class Rings . . . Miniature Rings . . . and

Class Crests ... of the various Classes of

the United States Naval Academy

since their adoption ... are on fil e in

this Establishment . . . from which lost

Rings and <Crests may be replaced,

quiries invited.

In-

HEADQUARTERS FOR INSIGNIA . . . Since

1832 ... at its original founding . . . this

Establishment has been distinguished as designers

and producers of Military and Naval Insignia

. . . and has been continuously honored by the

patronage of the Government of the United States

. . . the Officers of the Service . . . and the

United States Naval Academy.

pA1

.^BANKS^BlDb
V^ -^fs Silversmithc c. *

Je
welers Silversmith^e*Established 1832

1218 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA 5, PA.

H
X?

The Officers in the Service and their Families are invited to use the Service-by-Mail Department
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Stetson Shoes can be orderedfrom any ship's service store, anytime, afloat or ashore. We recommend to your attention Stetson No. 1202 (shown

above, in black), No. 1206 (the same shoe, in white) and No. 1241 (an Aviation favorite in brown. ) All on the Naval Academy last.

Purveyors to the Academy for More Than 40 Years

i( ir'w -...\>

S^HUlllljt the kind you can count on, is nothing new to Stetson. We have had the high

honor of supplying Stetson shoes to the Naval Academy since the Spanish

War. Shoemaking methods have changed almost as much as shoe styles in

these four decades. But there has never been a change in this one basic order

at Stetson . . . to be good enough for the Navy, a shoe has got to be as good as Stetson

can make it. And that, gentlemen, is very good indeed. The Stetson Shoe

Company, Inc., South Weymouth 90, Massachusetts.

STETSON SHOES More By The Pair Less By The Year
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HOFFMAN EQUIPMENT
HELPS YOU TO

KEEP 'EM
FALLINC!

You probably know Hoffman garment pressing

machines and Hoffman laundry equipment; you'll

come across them often on shipboard and at

land stations and bases. But here's another item

you may not recognize as a Hoffman product.

We're passing you this ammunition

for the 40 mm. Bofors anti-aircraft

guns—to help you "keep 'em falling"!
POUGHKEEPS1E

PLANT

U. S. HOFFMAN cVrporaYion
GENERAL OFFICES: 105 FOURTH AVE., N. Y. 3, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF LAUNDRY MACHINERY
AND GARMENT PRESSING EQUIPMENT

Fuel Injection

Equipment

'Ignition

Condensers

Generator!

FOUR WORDS
and what they mean to the world

"Precision production for power."

Perhaps better than any other single

phrase, those four words serve to de-

scribe American Bosch to the world.

Commerce, industry, mining, agricul-

ture and construction have long known

American Bosch as the source of precision

ignition and fuel injection equipment and

the facilities to maintain it.

Manufacturers of the world's engines

have called upon American Bosch for

specialized knowledge that has contrib-

uted vitally to the continued improvement

of gasoline and Diesel engines.

The use of power in a world at peace

will expand tremendously. Then,

American Bosch Precision Production

for Power will be available to all who

will build or use the engines through

which power will become the servant of

mankind.

AMERICAN BOSCH CORPORATION
SPRINGFIELD 7, MASS., U.S.A.

AMERICAN BOSCH
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GODSPEED ... TO YOU
The Eyes of the Nation

The whole country watches and waits as you go forth to join our valiant Navy

which has already piled up victory upon victory . . . new triumph on triumph . . .

a tribute to America's unconquerable spirit. In these few years since December 7,

191 1, our dauntless Navy has amazed the world. Under the water, on the sea, and

eu&fUoHd
55 MARYLAND AVE.

ANNAPOLIS

America's Oldest and Foremost Makers of Fine
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GRADUATES OF 1946
Are Upon You Now
in the air ... it has shown magnificent courage, superb strategy. It has developed

terrific striking force . . . it's become the greatest sea-borne power in the world.

Bravo, Navy! Hail, Men of '46. The blessings, prayers and fervent hopes of the

entire Nation are with you now. Godspeed—and Happy Landings!

6U&{2cH4
1424-1426 CHESTNUT ST.

PHILADELPHIA

Uniforms to the N a t i o n for 121 Years Since 1824
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Chartered May 11, 1829, The Seamen's Bank for Savings was founded to provide banking facilities and promote thrift among those

engaged in Naval and Maritime occupations. Its history and tradition have always been closely associated with the sea, and many of

its Officers and Trustees have been prominently affiliated with Maritime affairs.

•

ALLOTMENTS ACCEPTED * YOUR SAVINGS ACCOUNT INVITED * BANKING BY MAIL

THE SEAMEN'S BANK FOR SAVINGS
Chartered 1829

Main Office: 74 WALL STREET — Midtown Office: 20 EAST 45th STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

ir Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation -*-

Navy Relief Society
Admiral E. J. KING, President

ANDERSON HOUSE, NAVY DEPARTMENT • Washington, D. C.

Incorporated in the District of Columbia, January 23, 1904

• • • •

I lie purpose of the Navy Relief Society is to collect funds

and use them to aid in limes of emergency need, the

officers and enlisted men of the Naval Service of the

I nited Slate-, their dependents, and the dependents of

deceased Naval personnel. Its aim is to meet the emer-

gency needs of the personnel of the whole Naval Service

when on active duty, comprising the Navy, the Marine

Corp- and the Coast Guard. The personnel of the last

being Berved through the Coast Guard welfare.

During the first ten months of 1911, in addition to the

assistance given in the form of information, counsel and in

other ways nol involving financial expenditure, the Society

has advanced in the form of loans, without interest.

$3,558,179 to 74,534 persons, approximately 23% of which

was in connection with the hospitalization of dependents.

It has also expended in the form of Gratuities $718,389 in

17,016 cases, the major portion of which was in connection

with illness and expensive hospitalization of dependents

and to assist widows and other dependents pending the

receipt of government benefits. During the whole of 1943

all gratuities amounted to $466,329 for the benefit of 13,070

cases whereas in October, 1944, gratuities were granted at

a yearly rate of $1,065,401 for the benefit of 19,812 cases.

The Government does not contribute to the Navy Relief

Society. At the present time it depends upon voluntary

contributions for its support.

Space donated, name withheld at request of donor
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The traditions . . . and facts . .

.

of Annapolis life -

AMAPOLIS
TODAY

"The indispensable handbook of the modern
Naval Academy ... If you are a midshipman or

want to be; if you are a midshipman's 'drag' or

want to be, this is the book for you."

—

N. Y.

Times.

"Covers the four years of Naval Academy life

thoroughly and in an entertaining manner."

—

The Log. IIlus. $2.50.
By Kendall

Banning

^ BY THE SAME AUTHOR

THE FLEET TODAY
——.raxr£ «>••
have ever seen. ^^

WESTPOINTTODAY
"Leaves nothing uns

IUus. $2.50.

aid about the Military Academy."—N -

OCR ARMY TODAY Q
At your bookstore

FUNK & WAGNALLS CO., New York 10

THE FLOUR CITY

ORNAMENTAL IRON CO.
ESTABLISHED 1893

MINNEAPOLIS - 6 - MINNESOTA

ARTISANS IN ALL METALS

Engaged for the war's duration in production

of ordnance and equipment for the Army, Navy

and Air Forces.

Awarded the All Navy-E Burgee

AFTER VICTORY

Architectural Metal Work • War Memorials of Cast Bronze

"Flour City" Metal Windows • Champion Outboard Motors

"Pre-Fab" Building Units • Skylights • Revolving Doors

\\

€ RIGHT

ADDRESS"
^ncmvi abound S/ie me^d

The

BELLPUE-

STRATFORD

HOTEL
PHILADELPHIA

/# mrfXe t/effj' iffft/ rf /</<ff>s/jt/ r/tfi

CHARLES E. TODD. Resident l/nnnor

^
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We Salute the Class of 19461
The widespread organization of the Federal Telephone and Radio Corpo-

ration congratulates the members of the 1946 Graduating Class United

States Naval Academy as they enter on service at sea and in the air, and

pledges its continuing support to them in the cause of Victory.

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
ITsT ASSOCIATE NEWARK, N.J.

ship recovery, 17 94 — <lA 1'rade markjif 0/'J Spicefor zJlfCen

Were shooting

to win
One thought in the mind of every American . . . soldier

and civilian, paratrooper and pre-flight cadet tough-
ening up with sports.

To back up this purpose Spalding's first aim is the

continued production of war material plus athletic

equipment to keep fighters and workers fit. A. G.
Spalding & Bros. Div. of Spalding Sales Corporation.

SPALDING
he Pace in Sports

«_>^ he historic tang of Early American Old Spice . . . the

historic touch of early American pottery containers. . . the historic triumph

of shaving requisites that have won the unstinted praise of American men.

Free-lathering Old Spice Shaving Soap in pottery mug $1.00, refreshing

After-Shaving Lotion #1.00/ invisible Talcum 75^.
+ Not illustrated: Bath

Soap, 2 cakes jji.oo. Also in sets—$ 1 .00 to $ 5.00.
+ Each a Shulton Original.

Make Your Dollars Fight.. . Back Up Our Men. . . Buy War Bonds
iPlus Tax

Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. • SHULTON, INC. . ROCKEFELLER CENTER • NEW YORK io, N. Y.

V 1 1. or PACKING
II. S. FITZ GIBBON, President

CO., INC.
1 WATER STREET • NEW YOKK CITY

Contractors to U. S. Navy and other Governmental Departments

1 R
•my9? PILOT SEMI-METALLIC PACKING

[den ified ae SYMB01 , No. 1 100 under Contracl with Bureau Suppl ies and Accounts No. NX sx-879li ;
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MANGER OPERATED HOTELS

IN NEW YORK CITY

VANDERBILT hotel

HOTEL WINDSOR

Park Ave. at E. 34th St.

.....100 West 58th Street

IN BOSTON, MASS.

HOTEL MANGER
At North Station

IN CHICAGO. ILL.

HOTEL PLAZA
North Ave. at Clark St.

IN ROCHESTER N. Y.

HOTEL ROCHESTER
Main St. at Plymouth Ave.

IN GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

HOTEL ROWE
Michigan St. at Monroe Ave.

IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

Hotel Annapolis nth street am.

Hotel Hamilton nth street at k.

Hotel hay-Adams wa street at h.

HAYES MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION

551 - 7TH STREET N.W.

GRAND RAPIDS 2. MICHIGAN

U. S. Army and Navy Parachutes

U. S. Navy Torpedo Sections

Aircraft Parts and Sub Assemblies

Steei Stampings and Assemblies

Tools — Dies — Jigs— Fixtures

m

AVAILABLE NOW FOR "VICTORY"

ENGINEERING SERVICE AVAILABLE FOR POST WAR
DEVELOPMENT

FOR REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING f

Balanced-Action Diaphragm
Packless Valve These various Henry Valves, Dryers and Strainers for refrigeration and air con-

ditioning will "ship" out to sea with you. You will soon learn to recognize their

fine functional performance in keeping the cooling system "ship shape." As a

result, quarters which would otherwise be hot and humid become more temperate

and food and medical supplies are kept in perfect condition.

Henry Products are true friends of Sea-going men
Balanced-Action Diaphragm

Packless Charging or
Purge Valve

Balanced-Action Diaphragm
Packless Hand Expansion

or Throttle Valve
Non-Ferrous Wing Cap

Valve
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MAXON CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC..

131 NORTH LUDLOW STREET

DAYTON, OHIO \jievieiral K^ovitiractoM

Over 2,000,000 lip.

in the Navy
111"- I . S. \u\\ has used Fairbanks-Morse Opposed-Piston

I Nesels for li\ e
J
ears . . . rates (hem so high thai more than two

million horsepow er are in N a\ v ser\ ire. These Diesels are simple

. . . have no valves or valve activating mechanisms, no cylinder

heads, fewer cylinder liners.

The traditional dependability of Fairbanks-Morse Marine
Diesels is recognized throughout the world in all types of service.

Rated i2 1
12

"> horsepower for main propulsion ami down to 10 horse-

power for auxiliary service.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Fairbanks-Morse Bldg., Chicago 5,

111. Branches with service stations in all principal ports.

Fairbanks-Morse
\ it a me worth r < m e m b c r i n g

BERGER BALANCED
SELF -ALIGNING FAIRLEADERS

Write for Catalog

ft *

BERGER ENGINEERING WORKS, INC.

3236 - 16th AVENUE, S.W. SEATTLE 4, WASH.

Compliments of

Crosby Lumber and Manufacturing Company

CROSBY, WILKINSON COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI
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Proving Ground for

RAYTHEON
Dependability

The shattering concussion of a 1 6-inch broadside at an enemy

target . . . merciless pounding on a motor torpedo boat during

an invasion . . . yet Raytheon Electronic Equipment keeps

serving the men in service providing dependable perform-

ance in the face of terrific beatings . . . often even after an

enemy shell pierces sections of the apparatus.

Until war is won, all Raytheon facilities will be devoted to

producing electronic equipment for the Forces. When the

last enemy ship is smashed, the skill and ingenuity of

Raytheon craftsmen will return to the engineering and build-

ing of peacetime electronic equipment. Then we will seek

out and welcome the handling of tough electronic jobs.

Tune in the Raytheon radio program; "MEET YOUR NAVY," every

Saturday night on the entire Blue Network. Consultyour local newspaper

for time and station.

Devoted to the research and manufacture of electronic

tubes and complete electronic apparatus and systems.
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Rock River Woolen Mills
JANESVILLE. WISCONSIN

Manufacturers of

FINE WOOLEN FABRICS

Specializing

AUTOMOBILE UPHOLSTERY

MARINE UNIFORM CLOTH

TRIPLE THREAT INDUSTRY

I There's a triple threat player in the Big Game
* for world freedom. It's America's petroleum

industry. For it's pouring out the oceans of

gasoline and oil to power the attack. . .

.

America's petroleum industry, too, is producing
huge quantities of toluene for the TNT that's

smashing enemy positions everywhere —
crumpling his strongholds, his war plants

at home . . .

TIDR WATER ASSOCIATED, in line

w ith its fellow oil companies, is pre-

paring the way for the final touchdown.

And preparing, too, for the great days

that will follow.

For while Tide Water Associated is

part of a triple threat to the enemy to-

day, it won't be long before you'll hail

it as a triple asset to you.

Look to Tide \\ ater Associated, after

victory, for the first rewards of peace

—

And America's petroleum industry is supply-

ing the fuel and lubricants on which our

own bustling war industries run, turning

out the weapons that are helping bring the

Axis to its knees.

for the super fuel that will put wings

on your car— for an amazing lubricant

that will free it of many troubles — for

services that will free you of many cares.

TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED OIL COMPANY
New ^ ork . Tulsa • San Francisco

TIDE WATER
ASSOCIATED
OIL COMPANY

Ship Machineip V
since

Clipper Days

For almo>t a century each new era has looked to Hyde

for "modern machinery to work its '"modern'" ships.

While tin- size of equipment has increased and power

llmo-l entirely superseded manual operation, the

machinery designed and built b) Hyde today is still

the standard of efficiency and dependability.

STEERING GEARS
WINCHES

WINDLASSES
CAPSTANS

FOB M \M \l. Oli POWER OPERATION
FOR EVER! n I'l. WD SIZE OF \ ESSEL

HYDE WINDLASS CO., Bath, Maine

ii y i» i;

DECK MACHINERY

•%*£?

HO LAUNDRY CRACK:

OR FRAYS
NATTIER
NECKS

NEED LINENE!
Thousands of better groomed Navy
officers have "nattier necks" because

they wear LINENE collars. LINENE
collars are always fresh and snowy

white because they are always new.

You can wear both sides, too, and you

throw them away when soiled. Save

laundry expense and bother by wearing

LINENES. 5 cents each or less, in

packages of ten.

\ ia
/

» \ A V J AND SHIPS'

UNIFORM ^k^fl \M SERVICE

SHOPS \ A k / STORES

REVERSIBLE ^W COLLAR CO.

1 1 1 Putnam Ave. ^ f Cambridge, Mass.
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WORLD WEAPON
Two world wars have called

this famous Colt into action

-

the Official side arm of the

United States Army, Navy,

and Marine Corps since 1911.

It proved its hard-hitting de-

pendability in the first war. In

the interim of peace, it made
many a match target record.

And now, in two hemispheres

and from Arctic to Tropic, it

again carries out promptly and

aggressively the aim of the

American hand that grasps it.

COLT'S PATENT FIRE ARMS MFG. CO.

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT, U. S. A.

K CAL .45

XT

VOET
Government Model
Automatic Pistol

Caliber .45

taut

^^v
lEDHEBi

originators, designers and
makers of the

Collins Autotune

the quick-frequency-shift device which

you will be seeing and many of you will

be usingto control Collins designedradio

gear in every part of the world. Collins

Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

A
Collins

Autotune

Head

Complete Automobile Insurance Service

Congratulations and best wishes to the Senior Class and

to Navy men the world over.

The acts of individual heroism, the traditions, ideals and

glorious history of the UNITED STATES NAVY will

live forever. You of the Senior Class with other Navy

men will become a part of this history.

It was the conduct and acts of the class preceding

yours that helped write the history that you—this years

Senior Class—will become a part of. There could be no

greater challenge and to you who have accepted this

challenge, and which we know you will fulfill, we say

Godspeed and Best of Luck Always.

Government Employees Insurance To.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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P O W E R T O WIN
The complexify of these aircraft

engines built by Continental shows
an extraordinary ability to produce.

Each model of engine enjoys the
advantages of the most modern and
efficient equipment for the develop-

Your Dollart J

Buy VVor Bonds

ment of operating characteristics and
to prove endurance qualities.

All parts are coordinated to insure
the utmost in power, economy,
smooth operation and dependability.
The final result is called Continental
Red Seal Power—The Power to Win.

Awarded to the
Detroit and Muskegon Plants of
Continental Motors Corporation

for High Achievement

Continental Motors rorporation
A ircraft fn qine /Jiv/sion

MUSKEGON. MICHIGAN

Good Sailing

Chrysler Corporation
Amplex Division

MAKERS OF

OILITE

First Name in

Heavy Duty Self-Lubricating

Bearings and Machine

Parts

JOHN C. KNIPP & SONS

JOINER CONTRACTORS

Marine Interiors

Since 1868

NEW YORK
BALTIMORE
NEW ORLEANS
SAN FRANCISCO

The

Waverly Oil Works

Company

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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SO '»

Here's a cap that can stand

as much rough treatment as

a plebe and come out jaunty'

as an upper-classman on

parade. It's crush-proof . . .

will stay fresh and new-look-

ing . . . won't lose its shape.

Remove the device, roll

down the crown and presto

. . . your Bancroft is ready

for packing.

White Caps $7.50

untrimmed

Slightly higher west ol the Rockies

Write for free booklet "How to Care for Your Bancroft Cap" • BANCROFT CAP CO., Boston, Mass.

EXCLUSIVE BANCROFT PAK-CAP FEATURES

Aero quality Lumarith band withstands all

climatic conditions and pressure of packing

. . . PAK-CAP visor retains shape, will not

peel, crack or lose its lustre. Adjustable
grommet allows use of present covers.

GRAFLEX and GRAPHIC
AMERICAN-MADE CAMERAS

j^b*\

|||u

\m£m

aa^^a

n̂̂~L ^*

g"S^2 ^u^tfl

Oh jbuttf, AdJtabe, Afloat

ana, i*t the Ai/i!

•

THE FOLMER GRAFLEX CORPORATION
ROCHESTER 8, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

FLORSHEIM

Long before today's emergency made fit, com-

fort, and serviceability the prime requisites of

Navy shoes, your favorite Florsheim dress

oxfords won senior ranking on all three counts!

THE FLORSHEIM SHOE COMPANY
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AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY COMPANY
NEWARK, N.J.

RUST PREVENTIVE COMPOUNDS
Manufacturers of rust preventives for the complete protection of metal products against corrosion

AMOVIS P A R - A L -K ET O N E • AMOVIS ANTI CORROSIVE COMPOUNDS
•

Compliments of

SEXAUER & LEMKE, Inc.

34-50 Vernon Blvd.

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

Manufacturers of

Twin Mount Gun Shields

For Destroyers

GIN FOUNDATIONS

TORPEDO HANDLING EQUIPMENT

ESCAPE TRUNK HATCHES

\M\ll NITION STOWAGE TANKS

BERTH SLIDES

WD OTHER SHIP PARTS FOR
s( KM AMINES

AIRCRAFT RADIO
CORPORA T 1 O N

*

Designers and Manu acturers of
j

Naval Aircraft Radio Equipment

*

BOONTON, N. J. , U. S. A.

Electric Hose 6s? Rubber Company
.Manufacturers • RUBBER AND SYNTHETIC, GOVERNMENT

SPECIFICATION AND INDUSTRIAL HOSE

Wilmington, Delaware
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Presenting the BEST in Motion Pictures

Direction, F. II. Durkee Enterprises Annapolis, Maryland

JOHN SMEARMAN, Resident Manager

THE

BATH
IRON WORKS

Corporation

SHIPBUILDERS

and ENGINEERS

BATH, MAINE

Compliments of

TELEPHONICS CORPORATION
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Vldeii-\\ estcott

THE UNITED STATES NAVY
i History

Here, in the adopted textbook for midshipmen at the Academy,

is the storv of the Navj from its beginnings to the present.

brilliant!) ami interestinglj told.

4^2 pages. Text edition $4.00 list

Barzun-Crothers-Beik-Golob

Introduction To Naval History
in Outline with Diagrams unci Glossary

Simplifies the problem of organizing your study ot naval

history. It offers

—

* \ digest of 2400 years of naval * \ glossary of naval terms

historj ... . . r i • ii-* Descriptions ot snips and then
* Fifteen biographies Of naval armamentS

heroes

* Twelve diagrams of naval oper *Cross reference to Alden-West-

ation- cott and other hooks in the field

25(> pages SI.50 list

J. B. Lippincott Company
CHICAGO — PHILADELPHIA — NEW YORK

• * *

OJrfMMl M STLIV
Salutes You

* We salute you . . . graduates of the United States

Naval Academy ... as you go forth to join other gallant

members of the greatest Naval force the world has ever

seen.

Spartan joins with all America in wishing you "smooth

sailing" to victory—and on to a successful lifetime career.

SPARTAlf^AIRCRAFT CO.
TULSA, OKLAHOMA

Builders of Fine Aircraft Since 1928
Operator of Spartan Aero Repair Station No. SO

'J'

Builders of

MECHANICAL HEVOLUTIOX
COUNTERS

for

M \RINE PURPOSES

RANGE ^l IDRANTS • MOUNTS • TELESCOPES

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

0-1 I Melcher Street Established in 1881 Boston, Mass.

L

H. H. ROBERTSON
COMPANY

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA

District Offices in

all Principal Cities

WORLD WIDE BUILDING SERVICE
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Heat Transfer Apparatus

EVAPORATORS
STAGE HEATERS

GENERATOR AIR COOLERS
FUEL OIL HEATERS

LUBRICATING OIL COOLERS

G-R Equipment has been widely used in marine

and stationary plant services (or 77 years

THE GRISCOM-RUSSELL CO.
285 MADISON AVE. NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

BLAW-KNOX IS IN THE SERVICE

A FEW OF THE MANY THINGS BLAW-KNOX PRODUCES FOR VICTORY:

Clamshell buckets

Complete chemical and powder

plants

Open hearth furnace equipment

Rolls and rolling mill machinery

Piping for submarines, LST ships

and other naval vessels

Synthetic rubber plants

Torpedo launching equipment

Steel buildings and hangars

Armacastings for tanks and naval

construction

Anchor chains

Kingposts for ships

Gun mounts
14" projectiles

Rockets

Radar equipment

Gun slides

Anti-aircraft gun mounts

Paving machinery for airports

and military roads

Radio towers

Automatic sprinkler systems

—

Deluge systems

LMC barges

Electroforged steel grating

Forging ingots

Special steel and alloy castings

Also machinery and parts needed

by practically every manufac-

turer of heavy war materials

6 plants of Blaw-Knox Company have been awarded the Army-Navy "E" for excellence

BLAW-KNOX COMPANY • Pittsburgh, pa.

LEWIS FOUNDRY & MACHINE DIVISION • UNION STEEL CASTINGS
DIVISION • POWER PIPING DIVISION • NATIONAL ALLOY STEEL
DIVISION • PITTSBURGH ROLLS DIVISION • BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
• MARTINS FERRY DIVISION • BLAW-KNOX SPRINKLER DIVISION •

COLUMBUS DIVISION • SPECIAL ORDNANCE DIVISION

• • * BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS • • •

HERFF-JONES CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers

Class Crests - Miniatures

Curved Wedding Rings

J. S. STEPHENS
Eastern Division

Mail Inquiries Invited

14 PARK PLACE
Newark 2, N. J.
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Industrial finishes for shells, bombs, gas

masks, expeditionary containers, machine tools,

aircraft wiring systems, aircraft plywood,

pigmented textile colors for camouflage

nets, camouflage cloth and other fab-

rics, printing inks, lithographing

and rotogravure inks, coated

water-proof fabrics for the

armed forces, oilcloth,

pigments, titanium

dioxide, carbon

paper and
typewriter

ribbons.

IATERCHEMICAL
CORPORATION

350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

There are twenty-nine factories and seventy-eight branches of Inter

-

chemical Corporation and its subsidiary and affiliated companies

located throughout the United States and Canada.

MULLINS
LARGE PRESSED METAL PARTS

PORCELAIN ENAMEL PRODUCTS
DESIGN ENGINEERING SERVICE

Give Mullins Your Special Stamping,

Deep Drawing, Enameling and Painting

Problem

Production problems may arise that, while diffi-

cult for a manufacturer of a new fabricated

product, are to Mullins' engineers problems
already solved.

For fifty years, Mullins has been specializing in

unusual and difficult stamping jobs and assem-
blies.

Let Mullins' engineers share their years of ex-

perience with you in solving your. design and
stamping problem.

CONTROLLED PRESS OPERATIONS
Mullins has batteries of huge, high-speed
presses, both mechanical and hydraulic, that can
blank and form metal stampings on a mass
production basis.

NO PART TOO DIFFICULT

NO ORDER TOO LARGE
FOR

MULLINS
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
SALEM, OHIO • • • WARREN, OHIO

dancing
Service

to

OFFICERS

Army - Navy - Marine Corps - Coast Guard

\l TOMOBILES—LOANS—AIRCRAFT—UNIFORMS

I.mi ii- run be arranged h\ aire, letter or telephone, and all

request* are given prompt and understanding consideration.

EEDERAL SERVICES FINANCE CORP.

Wome Office

718 Jackson Place Washington, D. C.

BRANCH OFFICES

Long Beach, California

Ocean Center Building

Warrington, Florida

Carpenter Building

WING AXIAL FLOW BLOWERS
Type EMD (Single Stage)

Used for statics up to 5" with volumes up to 35,000 cfm. Higher
capacities can be furnished in special designs. Built-in volume
control and re-directing vanes permit simplified capacity varia-

tion either manually or automatically. Falling horsepower
characteristics with dampering. Motors are constant speed, fully

enclosed and dustproof. Static efficiencies up to 70% and more.
Uses: Forced draft for oil or gas burners, stokers, pulverized fuel,

and hand-fired boilers. Mounted horizontally or vertically; on
floor, or directly on windboxes or air preheaters.

L.J. Wing Mf§.Co.
154 West 14th St., New York, N. Y. — Factories: Newark, N. J.
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Hodge & Hammond
INCORPORATED

Construction
Equipment

1162 GRINNELL PLACE NEW YORK, N. Y.

Phone: Dayton 9-5300

ALLIS-CHALMERS MFG. CO.
Tractors, Graders, Power Units, etc.

BAKER MANUFACTURING CO.
Bulldozers, Angledozers, Snow Plows

BARNES MANUFACTURING CO.
Pumps

BUCKEYE TRACTION DITCHER CO.
Traction Ditchers, Finegraders, Bulldozers, Spreaders

BUDA COMPANY
Earth Drills

EASTMAN MANUFACTURING CO.
Hi-Pressure Hydraulic Hose

GAR WOOD
Hydraulic, Cable Scrapers, Bulldozers, Angledozers,

Sheepsloot Rollers, Riprooters

GRUENDLER CRUSHER & PULVERIZER CO.
Portable Crushers, Screens, Elevators

GUIBERT STEEL CO.
Mixermobile

HAISS MANUFACTURING CO.
Clamshell Buckets

FRANK G. HOUGH CO.
Hydraulic Shovel Loaders

C. R. JAHN CO.
Heavy Duty Trailers

MURPHY DIESEL CO.
Power Units and Generator Sets

NORTHWEST ENGINEERING CO.
Shovels, Cranes, Draglines, Pullshovels

PAGE ENGINEERING CO.
Dragline Buckets

RANSOME CONCRETE MACHINERY CO.
Paving and Concrete Mixers

SEAMAN MOTORS
Pulvi-Mixers

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO.
Detachable Rock Bits

WORTHINGTON PUMP & MACHINERY CORP.
Compressors, Rock Drills

'I

IN THE NAVY
Cuff links contribute much to the smartly

turned-out appearance of Navy men.

For years Navy men have worn Krementz

quality cuff links under adverse and changing

climatic conditions.

The Krementz process of plating with a heavy

over-lay of genuine 14 kt. gold makes this

finer jewelry look richer and wear longer.

FINE QUALITY JEWELRY

For Men: For Ladies

Cuff Links Bracelets

Tie Holders Brooches

Collar Holders Earrings

Available wherever fine jewelry is sold.

KREMENTZ & CO. NEWARK 5, NEW JERSEY
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Greetingso

To the diss or 1946 upon their

graduation from the United States

Naval Academy. As voujoin your

brother officers in active service in

these momentous days of hardship,

trial and tribulation, as well as of

accomplishment, our best wishes

go with vou. Good luck to the

holders of the Luckv Bag!

LYKES BROS, STEAMSHIP CO., INC.

General Offices: New Orleans Houston Galveston

New York Office: 17 Battery Place

Branch Offices: Baltimore, Beaumont, Chicago Corpus Christi,

Dallas, Kansas City, Lake Charles, Memphis, Mobile, Port

\rtliur. Tampa. San Juan and Havana.

ALL STEEL
PRESSES Verson ™E

A
S*

ES

Presses for every purpose
from 10 up to 5000 tons
capacity—mechanical or

hydraulic. Allsteel welded
unbreakable construction

—originated by Verson.

Junior Intermediate and Major
Series Press Brakes from 52 " x 15

gauge capacity up to 33' x %"
capacity for all press brake oper-

ations.

For bending, straightening, forming, punching—any

press or press brake operations in any plant, Verson can

handle the job. A complete engineering department at

your service. Literature and estimates supplied without

obligation. Write today.

VERSON ALLSTEEL PRESS CO.
93rd ST. AND S. KENWOOD AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

MEATS OF

UALITY

When a meat product carries the

name of GOETZE'S, its superior

quality and flavor are assured.

Neither time nor circumstance

can alter the strict policy which

requires that Goetze's Meats be

choicer the finest it is possible

to produce or procure.

ALBERT F. GOETZE, Inc.

BALTIMORE

Producers of Goethe's Choicer Meats

Let's go

OVER THE TOP

with

THE MIGHTY 7th

WAR LOAN
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the Minneapolis-Moline WAR RECORD

According to the best available information we have,

Minneapolis-Moline is the FIRST and ONLY company
in the U. S. A. to win all the following awards for

production efficiency:

I. Victory Fleet Flag and Maritime "M" Pennant
(Minneapolis plant). Now with five Gold Stars

each denoting 6 months of high production

achievements.

2. Army-Navy "E" (Como plant). With one
Star for continued Meritorious Production.

3. The Army Ordnance Banner (Minneap-
olis and Hopkins plants).

MM is one of only 23 companies in the

U. S. to have earned five consecutive

awards from the U. S. Maritime Com-

mission for continued high quality and high production achievement. MM was
one of the first 45 firms in the U. S. to win the Maritime "M" Pennant.

In addition MM was one of the first 100 firms to set up a Labor Management
Committee. The U. S. Treasury Dept. reports that MM was one of the first 100

large firms whose employees invested 10% or better in War Savings Bonds. For

this MM proudly displays the Treasury "T" flag. MM was awarded the Governor's

Plant Safety Award for a well-established safety program and has contributed

to the War Production Fund of the National Safety Council to help stop accidents.

Minneapolis-Moline and employees regularly support every worthwhile cause
and endeavor that helps assure final and complete victory. Minneapolis-Moline

is dedicated to do all in its power to back up the men and women on the fight-

ing fronts. THEY are the

ones who are winning this war

so that this land of ours and

our way of life may be pre-

served for all of us—and for

future generations.

PRODUCTION IN WARTIME
FOR VICTORY

Minneapolis-Moline has continued to produce all the tractors

and farm machinery allowed by limitation orders for which

material and manpower could be obtained on time as an es-

sential part of the wartime food producing program. But MM
has also produced and is producing thousands upon thousands

of heavy artillery shells and many other vitally important

machines and parts for our armed forces: The original jeep

is an MM product—serving on some of the toughest battle-

fields of all time. MM has produced thousands of winches for

our liberty ships. MM produces life saving equipment, includ-

ing electric winches, together with the raising and lowering

devices for lifeboats. MM produces over one thousand vital

and precision parts for Bofors Anti-Aircraft guns including the

Army model and the Navy's "Twins" and "Ouads." MM also

produces the "Big Minnie"—a huge crash crane complete with

the motive power. It is used to pick up and move bombers
and airplanes that have crashed or are unable to move by

other means. Many other MM products serve our armed forces

directly and indirectly—MM plants have been accorded
many tributes and the highest possible honors for high quality

and high production achievement.

Food, Too, Fights For Freedom
PLOWING, TILLING, SEEDING, PLANTING, CULTIVATING and
HARVESTING are surely the GROUNDWORK for VICTORY. Never in

the world's history has enough food, fibre and essential food oil been
produced to feed all well enough all the time. ONLY where modern
methods and modern machinery are used have WANT and FAMINE
been defeated. In time of war these facts are all important: Seasons
do not wait and weather is not always predictable. Into these un-

certainties of nature modern power machinery has come to enable
farmers, in most cases, to make up for delays and still get their

crops in on time—and harvested on time. This is true because more
can be done in a shorter time and usually at lower cost, too. MIN-
NEAPOLIS-MOLINE produces a complete line of tractors and power
farm machinery for modern needs as well as horse-drawn farm im-
plements and many specialties for industry, for the war effort, and
some special farm machines for foreign markets.

As of February 27, 1945, one thousand four
hundred and eighty-four MM employees have left

our company to serve in the Armed Forces. Ac-
cording to the best available information up to
the above date, twenty-two have given their lives

for our country, four were prisoners of war, six

were reported missing in action and at least

twenty-two had been reported as wounded.

pTV^
nJ.!IH..I.IH.U i

\/ ra
ODERN MAC

W 1

hinery]

Minneapolis-Moline
POWER IMPLEMENT COMPANY SAS^Wii:
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Annapolis yacht yard, Jnc.

Designers and builders of high-speed

naval vessels and yachts

HOLDER OF ARMY^NAVY " E " AWARD

Compliments of

American Bearing Corporation
PETER LAMBERTUS, President

SAKO BEARINGS
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LOFT
With the smoothness of sail and

the might of a storm, Wright engines

supply pre-eminent power aloft

in the boundless ocean of the air.
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one piece pipe lines for your ship .

.

...with WALWORTH
VALVES AND FITTINGS
It's likely you'll soon be one of the lucky lads as-

signed to a vessel whose copper, brass or copper

nickel pipe lines are fitted with Silbraz joints made

with Walseal Fittings or Walseal Valves. If so, we
know they'll increase your peace of mind because

a Silbrazed system means a "one piece" pipe line

with no potential joint failures.

Skippers who've been shipmates with Silbraz

joints will tell you that when 'els-a-poppin on deck

there's no need to worry about the Silbraz system

below. They know a Silbraz joint can't creep or

part under any temperature, pressure, shock, or

vibration condition which the pipe itself can sur-

vive. Good luck!

WALWORTH
valves and fittings
60 East 42d Street,NewYork 17, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTORS IN PRINCIPAL CENTERS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

THE OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY COMPANY
LIMA, OHIO

Are producing GOOD steel castings which are serving the

Nation on the LAND . . . on the SEA . . . and in the AIR

GOOD . . . because o£ our

Engineers Metallurgists • Founders * Machinists

Plants:

LIMA AND SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

STEEL CASTINGS DESERVE A SALUTE

.
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Sets New Standards for DEPENDABILITY and ECONOMY

Eastern Air Lines is one of the largest air lines in

the United States. They fly Curtiss Commandos
for the Air Transport Command. They have flown

these great transport planes more than 10,000,000

miles largely over water to South America and
Africa, and never missed a scheduled flight because

of adverse weather conditions.

That's equal to 400,000,000 passenger miles, but

it is only a small portion of the tough war mileage

which has tested and proven the Curtiss Commando
to make it the most advanced transport available

for peacetime air fleets of the world.

World's largest and fastest twin-engine passenger-

cargo airplane, the Commando will seat from 36-42

passengers, yet have 526 cubic feet of cargo space

to accommodate anticipated 1400 f
% increase over

the prewar level in mail and cargo during the im-

mediate postwar years.

With its twin-engine economy, the Commando will

produce profits when flying with far less than max-
imum payload— show greatly accelerated revenue

as payloads approach or attain full capacity— is

the most economical airplane to operate on flights

whose range accounts for more than 90% of all

overland air travel. Curtiss-Wright Corporation,

Airplane Division.

f^urtiss

f_yommando
Passed the toughest tests ever given a Transport Plane
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Congratulations and Best Wishes

TO THE \\\ \L ACADEMY CLASS OF 1946

SANFORD SHIRT COMPANY
Manufacturers of High Grade Shirts

6-8 WEST LOMBARD STREET BALTIMORE - 1, MD.

TELLS YOU

HOW TO

"aveFtyek
WITH

ARI-TYPER

/housands of organizations use
Vari-Typer for the preparation of

forms, operating manuals, technical
bulletins - and all kinds of paper
work, with resulting savings in

paper and manpower. For your copy
of this portfolio, write:

RALPH C. COXHEAD CORPORATION
333 SIXTH AVE. • NEW YORK 14, N. Y.

BUY WAR BONDS

AND STAMPS

WEST COAST PtoiVOob COMPANY
Manufacturer. »/

Douglas Fir and Spruce Plywood
ABERDEEN, "WASHINGTON

-

COMPLIMENTS
OF

WOIMISTIK TAPER PIN COMPANY
woim i:s i i:ic. .mass.
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Quality Merchandise
silv selected at your Ships Service Store by consulting

BENNETT BROTHERS' BLUE BOOK illustrating thou-

sands of useful articles.

When in New York or Chicago you are cordiall) invited

visit our showrooms. Signed orders From your Ship's

ice ('Hirer will be gladl) honored.

BENNETT BROTHERS, INC.
Diamonds, ./curlers and Silversmiths

185 Fifth Avenue

M W YORK
30 East Adams Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

\\ \T< HES

DIAMONDS

LEATHER GOODS

JEWELRY

STERLING SILVER

FURS

PIPES

TROPHIES

SMOKERS-
ARTICLES

RADIOS

GIFTS OF
ALL KINDS

tsk your Ship's Sen ice Officer to show you the

BLUE HOOK from BENNETT BROTHERS
Send orders through your Ship's Service Store.

Historic

CARVEL HALL
in Colonial Annapolis

Colo
IllOl

Room

Old
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T^r
Kooi» l
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The Navy knows CarvelHall
. . . its food . . . its traditional hospitality . . .

and its excellent service.

Carvel Hall is Annapolis' best.

1763 1946

On King George Street opposite Naval Academy

THE
STEAM TRAP

< WITH NO MOVING PARTS
WILL NOT

A I R

BIND

;ili>s wih

Y I). Specifications

L5-T-1,

I . pe II I Steam I raps

Pressure Class

\. B, CS I).

Type "N"

Chevalier

DRAINATOR

Sizes :

j in. to 2 in.

• • •

I langed or Screwed
I ittings

Tumed from forged steel. \\ ill operate at all pressures, with u

vacuum system or against n back pressure. No by-pass is required.

Has no mechanism and i- unaffected b) -hip roll or vibration.

The discharge i- continuous. Cannol air-bind and will permit

fnc passage of air. resulting in higher temperatures at the

same pressure on steam heated equipment. Maintenance cost

is practical!) nothing, the onl) attention required being an

occasional blowing oul of Bediment. WHITE, FOR Bl LLETIN.

The Coe Manufacturing Co.
PAINESVBUJE, OHIO

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

• Communications officers know that these

telephone systems are playing an important

part in the activities that inevitably will lead

to victory. Their steadily increasing use in the

various branches of the fighting service testifies

to their efficiency and reliability in furnishing

rapid, reliable communication under any and

all circumstances.

AUTOMATIC =£ ELECTRIC
TELEPHONE, COMMUNICATION, AND SIGNALING PRODUCTS

1033 West Van Buren St. • Chicago, Illinois
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TO THE

AMERICAN NAVY

Millions of yards of Pacific Fabrics, specially woven lo meet the exacting

condilions of war service, continue to stream out for the Navy. They'll keep

on streaming, lo every theatre of action, until the job is done.

COTTONS

PRCIFIC
RAYONS

PACIFIC MILLS, 214 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK • 261 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

o

F
^TSiririririririrTnnnnnr^
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»

C-O-TWO CARBON DIOXIDE EQUIPMENT
Most Modern — Fastest — Fire Protection

~;: .--.-

SQUEEI-GRIP

Squm-Cnp release valve
originated by CO TWO.
Adopted by the Navy, Bu-

( Ships. Now used
by Army Ordnance, Air

Forcei. Signal Corps.

W. L. DOUGLAS f SHOE CO., BROCKTON. MASS.
STORES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

GOOD DEALERS THROUGHOUT AMERICA
SINCE 1876 . . . MAKERS OF AMERICA'S BEST KNOWN SHOES

INVEST IN VICTORY— BUY BONDS

WATSON-FLAGG
PATERSON, V J.

Gears S/tecial Machinery

INSURANCE AT COST
AUTOMOBILE

HOUSEHOLD <£ PERSONAL EFFECTS

PERSONAL AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT
• • • —

Rates on Automobile Insurance are Made to

Meet War Restrictions on Driving

— • * • —

All Savings are Returned to Members
Upon Expiration of Policy

— • • •

MEMBERSHIP RESTRICTED
To Officers in Federal Services

UNITED SERVICES

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION
Box 275 Grayson Street Station

SAN ANTONIO 8, TEXAS
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The

Arundel Corporation
BALTIMORE 2. MARYLAND

DREDGING - CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEERING

and

DISTRIBUTORS OF

Sand - Gravel - Stone and

Commercial Slag

Arundel -Brooks

Concrete Corporation

u

PRE-MIXED CONCRETE
Certified Quality from Graded Materials

u

Office and Plant

921 SOUTH WOLFE STREET
BALTIMORE 31, MARYLAND

Wolfe 8200

^tyotId's
St«»

dardoM-"

\m
Brown & Sharpe

Mfg. Co.

Providence 1, R. I.

Milling Machines

Grinding Machines

Screw Machines

Machinists' Tools

Cutters and Hobs

Arbors and Adapters

Screw Machine Tools

Vises and Pumps

Magnetic Chucks

Other Useful Equipment
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Have a Coke

• . • a way to win a welcome
wherever you go

There's friendliness in the simple phrase "Have

a Coke". It turns strangers into friends. In both

hemispheres, Coca-Cola stands for the pause that

refreshes,—has become the high-sign of the good-

hearted.
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ERIE CITY IRON WORKS
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA

Established 1840

Manufacturers of

STEAM POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT • BOILERS
STEAM ENGINES • COAL PULVERIZERS

A pr>T\/ /V/iU'V ' ' H A ii\nrnon \ nmi 0/ fQ'/1^r±l lllj lvUuj 11/ fiWUIUcU, J-\.UyU6i, l<J Lt<C

Three Stars Added for Sustained Excellence in Production •& & *

AIR CYLINDERS

For Today and Tomorrow

FOR

Joder,> -M*
te

vou can count on
zis controls-.-y

efcciency,ac-

T-J for u»]>r""dable per<ornv

by Pf»c»^;^rfn"p»anoi?g

AIRCRAFT
RIVITORS

a better p»

j'ackson.'Micb. HYDRAULIC
CYLINDERS

TOMKINS-JOHNSON

Fifth Avenue, New York

OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS OF

THE NEW REGULATION

U. S. NAVY UNIFORMS

COMPLETE STOCKS ARE ON HAND,
A T ALL TIMES, OF THE NEW REG-
ULATION UNIFORMS, FURNISH-
INGS, CAPS, BRAID, INSIGNIA AND
DEVICES. FINCHLEY SERVICE
IS CAPABLE AND COURTEOUS.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICE LISTS.

Palm Beach, Phipps Plaza Chicago, E. Jackson Blvd.
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Back on the Button with a Belly Full of Holes

Kl.xon Type D-6364 SwitchType Circuit Breoker R
^ace required fo. f '

Us '"

C-6363 two ^Pe

No matter what a plane has to go through,

the idea is to "accomplish the mission and

get back to the base."

Klixon Circuit Breakers and Circuit Pro-

tectors help pilots and planes to do just

that. If something goes wrong with an elec-

tric circuit, either from internal troubles or

flak or bullets, and there is a short or over-

load, the Klixon Breaker or Protector im-

mediately trips out and prevents more

serious damage. Once the trouble is cor-

rected, the pilot simply pushes a button or

switch, on his instrument panel, and his

circuits are operating again.

Use Klixon Circuit Breakers or Protectors

on your planes. They're permanent protec-

tive devices. No replacements are necessary.

And they operate under all flying conditions.

Spencer Thermostat Company

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

^ *

tinas . . .free i

and BEST WISHES
to the

NAVY MEN OF '46

The

RICHARDSON COMPANY
MELROSE PARK, ILLINOIS

PLASTICS

LAMINATED AND MOLDED

INSUROK

* -&

Forging and Pressing Equipment

FORGING HAMMERS
OF ALL TYPES

CECOSTAMPS

HYDRAULIC PRESSES

AND ACCESSORIES

MECHANICAL PRESSES

SPECIAL MACHINERY

PRECISION IRON CASTINGS

CHAMBERSBURG ENGINEERING CO.
CHAMBERSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
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I'nsiih 4<l\i Identity

voi it < ionics.
E <| I IPMENT, YOU

!

\\ ith millions oi articles just alike there's only one way to

protect your own . . . mark it with your name!

The best method is to use

CASH'S WOVEN NAMES
for permanent, economical, positive identification. Easy to

attach l'\ sewing or with Cash's NO-SO Cement (25c a tube).

Sold by Ships Stores. Post Exchanges, and Department

Stores, everywhere . . .Ask your dealer or write to

Cash's
Dept N. A. 45 SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

PLANNING

• • •

NAVAL VESSELS
to speed

-VICTORY-

H. Newton Whittelsey, Inc.

NAVAL ARCHITECTS and

MARINE ENGINEERS

17 Battery Place

NEW YORK 4, N. Y.

221 N. LaSalle Street

CHICAGO 1, ILL.

Cable: WHITSHIP

WANSKUCK COMPANY

Manufacturers of

MEN'S WEAR WOOLENS AND

WORSTEDS

PROVIDENCE, H. I.

(LJ'HrK^

Selling Agents:

Metcalf Brothers & Co.

M.w YORK, v Y.

•*•**
•k • * * *
• * * * ******
•* :•

^ -^

"Never before in fhe history of

Mankind have so many owed so

much to so few"

Ever conscious of this debt to our

fighting forces and knowing also that

the "Tradition of Invincibility,"

which is so much a part of the

United States Navy, is to ascend to

even greater heights by the coming

deeds of the

GRADUATES
of the

UNITED STATES NAVAL
ACADEMY

we take this opportunity to express

our sincere appreciation and also to

pledge our efforts for 100 PER
CENT PRODUCTION so as to

hasten the day of final and complete

victory.

HUBBARD AND COMPANY
PITTSBURGH OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

/a

CHICAGO

Winner of the 4-Star Army-Navy "E"
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

MEN OF THE NAVY
Here at New York's largest hotel you are convenient to

Port of Embarkation, Navy Yard, all government, naval

and military activities.

St. George guests enjoy free: use of natural saltwater

swimming pool, gymnasium, social events.

SPECIAL RATES FOR SERVICE MEN

HOTEL ST* GEORGE
PATRICK J. DOURIS, Mgr.

CLARK STREET • BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
Clark St. Sta. 7th Ave. IRT subway in hotel

BING & BING MANAGEMENT

Suppliers

to the

U. S. Navy

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
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h the CUts d/ 1946 . .

.

Frank II. .Bellcu'. Inc

To you who are about to graduate from the U. S.

Naval Academy, may we offer our congratulations.

\ ours is the distinction of being the hundredth

class to graduate in as many years. Yours is the

honor of becoming officers in the greatest Navy in

the world. Yours is the privilege of contributing

your highest efforts to the Victory that shall be ours!

O'SULLIVAN'S
AMERICA'S No. 1 HEEL

.... and sole

The O'Sullivan Rubber Company, Inc., Winchester, Va.

I

Congratulations to the Class of 1946

from

Schrader
Makers of Diving Equipment and

Life Raft, Life Belt, Life Vest Valves

A. SCHRADER'S SON, Division of Scovill Manufacturing Company, Incorporated, BROOKLYN, 17, N. Y.

SOUTH PHILADELPHIA DRESSED BEEF COMPANY
INC.

232-50 MOORE STREET • PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SLA UGHTERERS
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* GREETINGS AND BEST WISHES to the Young Officers about to join their

Ships in the Battle Fleet, May your Cruise be a Safe and Happy one.

JULES KLEIN and JOSEPH MULLER
21 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

REINER
M*de to v

rnl«M|H6 SOS

MESU P0W1R UNITS «^«A™

REINER'S specialty is studying aux-

iliary service requirements and then

assembling selected standard units

into one composite unit capable of

carrying the entire load.

That such a specialty is more than

welcome in marine circles is evidenced

by the steady stream of orders for

REINER Units received from all over

the country.

JOHN

REINER
12-12 37th AVE., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

For Your Musical Needs

ALBRIGHT »S
RE CORDS

Victor, Columbia, Decca, Okeh, Bluebird
Featuring U. S. Naval Academy Album

78 Maryland Avenue Phone 4781

Expert Radio Repairing

1849

THE
1945

WM. H. BELLIS COMPANY
216 Main Street

NAVAL UNIFORMS
SERVICE QUALITY DISTINCTION

Compliments of

THE MIRROR GRILL
154 MAIN STREET

REPPLER Si nEDDICORD
r NAVAL ^^ " TAILDR5

ANNAPOLIS, MD

SIXTY-TWO

MARYLAND AVENUE

The House of Honest Service

TELEPHONE 3682
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A N X APOLIS M E It C 11A X T S

To these firms who serve the Regiment from day-to-dav

we respectfully call your attention

THE ANNAPOLIS FLOWER SHOP
Flowers delivered by wire to any city in the world

within a few hours" time

•TH WE WITH TRADER**—DIAL 3991

LOIS STEWART TRADER. Prop.

i Successor to James E. Stewart i

68 MARYLAND WENUE

STAG or DRAG
more at the

LITTLE CAMPUS
Give } ourself A Treat and Enjo\

Our College Atmosphere

TILGHMAN COMPANY
Jewelers Silversmiths Stationers

Registered Jewelers American Gem Society

•

MARYLAND AVENUE

Congratulations to the Class of 1946

CRUISE WNN TEA ROOM
STATE CIRCLE

PEERLESS LXIFORM COMPANY

Makers of Marine and Naval Officers' Uniforms

167 MAIN STREET PHONE 4423

Telephone 2260

CIRCLE FLOWER SHOP
F L W E R S

FOR EVERY OCCASION

90 Maryland Avenue, Near State Circle

ANNAPOLIS. MARYLAND

IN GUNNERY it is SPEED and ACCURACY
IN ICE CREAM supplied by

SOUTHERN DAIRIES ICE CREAM
It i~ health-giving, body-building Vitamins that change grow-

ing Midshipmen to husky Naval Officers whose efficiency

i- determined by the state of their physical well-being.

SOUTHERN IIAIIUIN l< I CREAM
i- under -iiju'iA i-ioti of

SEALTEST LAKOItATOItlKS

PHONE 2MW-2689

GREEN'S PHARMACY
"An Old Store with a New Setting"

FOUNTAIN SERVICE — "LUNCHEONETTE"

(The Best Sandwiches in Town)

Telephone 431 1 — 170 Main Street Wm. A. Clark. Prop.

The Rexall Drug Store

Compliments of

THE OPEN DOOR
KINO GEORGE STREET

DIAL 2241 — RES. 3345 DIAMONDS REMOUNTED

i£>tearn£
Diamonds — W atches — Jewelry

Watch and Clock Repairing

180 MAIN STREET
Annapolis, Maryland

III It It E It STAMPS
MADE TO ORDER

Typewriters and Fountain Pent Repaired

DAVIS STATIO X E R Y
76 Maryland Avenue

Congratulations to Class of '46

SAM SNYDER
Naval Tailor

74 MARYLAND AVENUE
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Captain "Jiopwood. "'R'Ti.

So shall thou, lest perchance thou grow wearu

In the uttermost parts of the sea,

'Pray for leave, for the good of the Service,

As much and as oft as may be.

£>w these are the £aws of the 'Tlavy,

Unwritten and varied they be;

And he that is wise will observe them,

Going down in his ship to the sea.

Count not upon certain promotion,

'But rather to gain it aspire;

though the sight-line end on the target,

Chere cometh, perchance, a miss-fire.

As naught may outrun the destroyer,

Bven so with the law and its cnip,

Tor the strength of the ship is the Service,

And the strength of the Service, the ship.

If ye win through an Arctic ice floe,

tlnmentioned at home in the 'Press,

Jieed it not, no man seeth the piston,

'But it driveth the ship none the less.

Cake heed what ye say of your seniors,

'Be your words spoken softly or plain,

£est a bird of the air tell the matter,

And so ue shall hear it a^ain.

Canst follow the track of the dolphin

Or tell where the sea swallows roam;

lOhere leviathan taketh his pastime;

lOhat ocean he calleth his home?

If ye labour from morn until even'

And meet with reproof for your toil,

It is well— that the <nms be humbled,

Che compressor must check the recoil.

Even so with the words of thy seniors,

And the orders those words shall convey.

Every law is as naught beside this one—
"Chou shall not criticise, but obey!"

On the strength of one link in the cable,

'Dependeth the might of the chain.

UDho knows when thou mayest be tested ?

So live that thou bearest the strain

!

Saith the wise, " 'How may I know their purpos

Chen acts without wherefore or why.

Stays the fool but one moment to question,

And the chance of his life passeth by.

LOhen the ship that is tired returneth,

With the signs of the sea showing plain,

(Den place her in dock for a season,

And her speed she reneweth acjain.

Do they growl? It is well: be thou silent,

So that work ^oeth forward amain;

£o, the c^un throws her shot to a hair's breatr

And shouteth, yet none shall complain.



the Tlav
Do they growl and the work be retarded?

It is ill, speak, whatever their rank;

Ghe half-loaded gun also shouteth,

Cut can she pierce armor with blank?

So thou, when thou nearest promotion,

And the peak that is gilded is nigh,

Give heed to thu, words and thine actions,

£est others be wearied thereby.

'Doth the funnels make war with the paintwork?

'Do the decks to the cannon complain?

v
T2ay, they know that some soap or a scraper

Unites them as brothers again.

It is ill for the winners to worry,

"Cake thu, fate as it comes with a smile,

And when thou art safe in the harbour

Ghey will envy, but may not revile.

So ye, being 'Beads of Departments,

'Do your growl with a smile on your lip,

£est u,e strive and in anger be parted,

And lessen the might of your ship.

'Dost think, in a moment of anger,

'Gis well with thy seniors to fight?

Gheu, prosper, who burn in the morning,

Ghe letters they wrote over-night.

Uncharted the rocks that surround thee,

Gake heed that the channels thou learn,

£est thy name serve to buoy for another

"Ghat shoal, the Courts-GDarual "Return.

Chough Armour, the belt that protects her,

"Ghe ship bears the scar on her side;

It is well if the court acquit thee;

It were best hadst thou never been tried.

£or some there be, shelved and forgotten,

With nothing to thank for their fate,

Save that (on a half-sheet of foolscap),

IDhich a fool "'Had the honor to state—

Tlow these are the Caws of the TXavy,

Unwritten and varied they be;

And he that is wise will observe them,

Goin^ down in his ship to the sea.

Dost deem that thu, vessel needs gilding,

And the dockyard forbear to supply;

'Place thy hand in thy pocket and gild her,

Ghere be those who have risen thereby.

As the wave rises clear to the hawse pipe,

IDashes aft, and is lost in the wake,

So shall u,e drop astern, all unheeded,

Such time as the law ye forsake.

If the fairway be crowded with shipping,

'Beating homeward the harbour to win,

~^eet that, lest any should suffer,

steamers pass cautiously in.

wT7ow these are the £aws of the 'llavy

And manu, and mighty are they.

'But the hull and the deck and the keel

And the truck of the law is— OBE'Jl




